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PREFACE.

With this volume the English translation of Ewald's Geschichte

des VolJces Israel is completed. Since 1868, the date of the

edition translated, very valuable MSS. of books dating from

the period reviewed in this volume have come to light, and it

has been thought advisable to indicate the chief of them in

notes within square brackets.

Students of Ewald's History will be glad to see that the

Publishers have included in the present volume a complete

General Index to the entire work, which is really an Encyclo-

psedia of Biblical Learning.

J. F S.
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HISTOEY OF ISEAEL,

BOOK vni.

THE POST-APOSTOLIC AGE.

THE CONTACT OF ISRAEL WITH THE DIRECT ROMAN
RULE IN PALESTINE.

The Third and Last Stage of the Third axd Last Advance

OF THE Final Phase of the General History of the

People of Israel, being the Years from the Second

Destruction of Jerusalem to the Close of the Last

Judean Wars, in which was developed the first

MATURED FRUIT OF THE GeRM OF THE CONSUMMATION.

The Issues of the entire History of Israel.

The great rebellion against the whole power of E;Ome on the

part of the Judeans, collected around their ancient and august

Sanctuary—notwithstanding that it was at first successful

—

had at length been put down ; the Sanctuary and Jerusalem

had been laid in ruins, the people of the ancient true religion,

shoi-tly before either so highly honoured or so greatly feared in

the Avorld, had been suddenly basely degraded. These cata-

strophes, and all the other terrible and unexpected calamities

connected with the final disasters that befell this nation, had

now at last really brought about the great final crisis, towards

which all the long history of the nation had been tending

during the gro\ving complications of its closing period. This

final crisis was necessarily so terrible in its appearance, and

so overwhelming in its visible consequences, because such a

vast amount of Roman, and still more of Judean infatuation,

obduracy, and serious mistakes of all kinds had accumulated,

VOL. VIII. B
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that nothing else remained than the most destructive colli-

sion of the claims and demands which had on both sides

been equally exorbitant and absolute, as well as mutually

incompatible ; and His voice had to speak in tones of thunder

whose lighter and gentler words none would hear, though they

had long been audible enough. And in reality the necessity

of this decisive crisis was involved, long before it thus shook

the hearts of men as by the thunder of the world's Judge, in

all that had mysteriously taken place in the bosom of the

ancient Community and had silently developed there, far from

the noise of the world, since the rise of Christianity, and,

in fact, since the restoration of Jerusalem six centuries

previously.

For even as early as the first destruction of Jerusalem and

the first great dispersicm of Israel, the true religion, as we have

seen,^ exhibited a strong inclination to take its way among
the Heathen generally, and to become the salvation of all

men without distinction. Thus early it had learnt to exist

for a considerable time without the protection of any de-

finite native country and special Sanctuary, and six hundred
years before the period under review it had been doubtful

whether a Temple should be rebuilt on the ancient sacred soil.^

The superabundant inward power of the true religion, as it had
been acquiring strength in this nation from the time of Moses,

and which could be acquired in such maturity in this nation

only, tended at the very beginning of this third general phase

of the national history to break through the narrow con-

fines of its home. It was only because it was at that time

insufficiently matured in all respects, and still lacked its full

perfection, that this powerful tendency was for the time forcibly

repressed, although it could not be completely destroyed. Once
more the Temple was built on the ancient sacred soil, and all

sacred national institutions once more received new life around
its sacred hill. In the course of the next six centuries the

restored ancient institutions and traditions received a more
and more stereotyped form in connection with a revived national

existence ; but inasmuch as the tendency to break through the

old national restrictions remained nevertheless indestructible,

and was further developed in a peculiar manner, an internal

contradiction and schism arose in the Community ofthe ancient

' Vol. V. pp. 27 sq. jng of the Temple (see vol. v. pp. 100 sq.)

* As we are justified in concluding this prophet justly thought that it might
from the incidental remark of the Great very well be left undone ; comp. vol. iii.

Anonymous ' Isa.' Ixvi. 1 ; as there were pp.' 130 sq. ; vii. p. 161.

then difficulties in the way of the rebuild-
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true religion, wliicli tlie Hagiocracy souglit in vain to conceal.

If, therefore, the ancient nationality of Israel had at the time

before ns been most completely broken np, the Temple de-

stroyed, and Avith it all the glory and also all the vain expecta-

tions of the true religion in its national form laid in the dust,

just v^hen the Hagiocracy was determined most obstinately to

maintain its place in it and in alliance with it attack the

world, with all this nothing had occurred that had not been on

the point of taking place from the very beginning of this pro-

tracted j)liase of Israel's history ; and in the midst of the vast

general distress, and Jiotwithstanding the resistance and infatua-

tion of the Hagiocracy, the essential spirit of the true religion

had been delivered from the repressive limitations from which

it had too long suffered. Free access to the Heathen was now
hardly at all hindered in any serious way, and it was particu-

larly in its spread amongst the Heathen generally that the true

religion had now to seek and find its most assured existence.

But, further, inasmuch as Christ had some forty years pre-

viously appeared in the Community of this nation, and as ho

had shown most clearly for those and all times what was the

nature of the true and perfect religion, the first and great

question of the age was what would be the attitude of the

members of this nation to him and to his requirements. The
answer to that question, however, had been most plainly given

in a twofold form before the unquenchable conflagration of the

last world- conflict had broken out—first, by all that took place

at Christ's crucifixion, and, secondly, by all that followed in the

course of the next three decades. Even before the great war

it had become as clear as possible that only a small fragment

of the ancient nation would seize the true Consummation that

was involved in the thorough logical development of the inmost

intentions and aims of the true religion, whilst the far larger

and more powerful portion of the widely spread Community,

and the portion most proud of the special sanctity and philo-

sophy of a nation of Israel, held persistently aloof from the

Consummation. Moreover, these two irreconcilable antitheses

had, down to the commencement of the great war of annihila-

tion, grown more and more marked and stubborn, though they

might not be outwardly separated. Of those who believed

in Christ, many had already, in spite of innumerable trials and

sufferings of the most serious kind, learnt to hold fast to their

faith ; on the other hand, the rest of the nation had, in their

resistance to this new faith, already collected more and more

immovably and exclusively around the caricature of the ancient
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true religion, wliicli Judas, the Gaulonite, had most distinctly

set up. But that caricature, exaggerated by the innumerable

controversies of that particular age, necessarily brought its

adherents into conflict with the most powerfulHeathen empire,

because it supposed, overlooking, as too v^eak and too vague, the

true Consummation and Glorification of its Divine archetype,

that it was able to take up the conflict with that empire for the

rule of the world. Instead, however, of conquering Eome, it

was crushed by it ; and by the utmost force to which earthly

elements can be subjected, that decisive crisis had thus sud-

denly arrived which, in consequence of the increasing compli-

cation of all the circumstances, would necessarily have come

sooner or later.

It was really a magnificent spectacle that was presented by

this war, such as was without a parallel in human history.

What a history this national Community had had! In the

early period of its foundation it was only with difficulty that it

conquered a national soil in which it could develop unhindered,

in conformity with its own most characteristic mission. In the

fairest period of the second great phase of its history it received

marvellous strength through the harmonious co-operation of

the Basiliocracy with the Theocracy, and really for the time

reached the threshold of a great universal empire. But in the

long course of the centuries it so far declined from that posi-

tion that it was compelled severely to suffer and to fight for its

existence in the world ; and appeared to have attained to new
and most unexpected prosperity when, during the glorious

middle portion of its third transformation, and in the midst of

the full energy of the Hagiocracy, it had once more wrested its

ancient countr}^ from the Greek supremacy, and obtained fresh

respect amongst all nations. At last, in the period before us,

partly as by inevitable higher destiny, and partly of its own
temerity, it had been drawn into a contest with the most

powerful nation of the ancient world for the rulership of the

world, the issue of which would necessarily be of momentous
importance for all future time. The momentous events and

crises of a thousand years had thus been gathered up and

interwoven in this war in such a way that the same nation

which had once been com^^letely destroyed, by rejuvenating

itself, and lifting its head more and more proudly, could now
venture seriously to aspire to universal empire, and to enter

upon the most trying struggle for it ; and by the magic power

of a long-tried true religion, what had never hitherto taken

place in the history of the world, in this case occurred—an
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ancient nation, wliicli was already practically annihilated, was

able tlins to renew its youth and contend in this way for

supremacy. The prophecies and anticipations of the supremacy

of the true religion in the world, which had from early times

always been heard in this nation, enkindled this contest and

accompanied it ; and if the Hagiocracy of the revived people of

Israel had in this case been victorious at the eastern limit of

the Eoman empire, Eastern. Asia would soon have felt its arm,

and Jerusalem would really have been as triumphant as the

representatives of the Hagiocracy had long desired. However,

the retrograde movement into which the history of Israel had

increasingly fallen during its third great period necessarily

found its completion in its two characteristic respects. As

the Hagiocracy had more and more sought deliverance by a

mere return to everything that was regarded, according to the

sacred Scriptures, as sacred in" the early period of the nation's

history, it was only logical that it should, with growing

confidence, insist on those wars against the Heathen, the

primary models of which the sacred books kept before this late

generation, even though the Heathendom of the time was the

entire Eoman empire. And whilst the Hagiocracy thus, com-

pleting with utmost final effort this retrograde movement,

commenced this life-and-death struggle, as if the Roman empire

were only one of the ancient nations in the neighbourhood of

Israel of whom the Scriptures spoke, e.g. Edom or Moab, it

necessarily, with the whole of the nation that still adhered to

it, rushed upon its ruin, that it might pay the just penalty for

the worst error that it could commit. For such a recurrence

to the past might not be successful in a nation which was

supplied from the first with the basis and the motive of a much

loftier Consummation, and in a nation to which this Consum-

mation itself had actually already come, the latter itself likewise

reverting more strictly to that first commencement as the per-

fectly true one, but only in order to show by contrast more

distinctly and satisfactorily its own nature.

Thus the great crisis had arrived. It is true the full

severity of it was borne in the first instance by the main body

of the ancient Community alone—the Judeans, and whoever

else had been carried away by them to take part in the revolt

;

but the young Christian Church had taken its rise from its first

planting too exclusively from that Community, and had con-

tinued, down to the time before us, interwoven with it in too

various ways to permit it to remain untouched by the teiTible

catastrophe of the time. Neither of the two Communities, though
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they were then separating farther and farther from each other,

was able to emerge, in the endeavour each made once more to

gather together its members and make a new start, from the

vortex of that overwhehning and destructive torrent without

undergoing the profoundest changes : the catastrophe had been

so amazing, its arrival so surprising, the revolution which it

produced so permanent.

Over the grave of the second great destruction of Jerusalem

and Israel, moreover, there reigned for a considerable time the

stillness of death, as if no true life could ever again be found

there. The stream of histor}^, w^hich had just rushed onward

so wildly, was suddenly as it were dried up, and in subsequent

reminiscences of it scarcely anything more than a barren vacuity

marks this spot. Even the history of the young Christian

Church, although the latter could not be directly affected so

powerfully by the catastrophe, was for a considerable time, as

it were, under an eclipse at this point, without continuity or

light.

Nevertheless, in this changed Community of ancient Israel

an immortal life had from the hoar past been developed in too

many ways and too indestructibly to permit this death, even

though it were the second since those early times, to prove at

once an eternal one for all. Not only those portions of the an-

cient national body which had, before the terrible catastrophe,

obtained through Christianity Divine immortality, and which

had, on that account, already made themselves more indepen-

dent of it, and were able most easily to adapt themselves to

the altered circumstances, but the non-Christian portions also

possessed, after all, too much invincible and inexhaustible life

to allow that catastrophe to at once exterminate every sign of

vitality in them. Moreover, the catastrophe had come, at all

events upon the non-Christian masses of the nation, too un-
unexpectedly and suddenly to prevent those members of the

people at all capable of a new life from attempting it, and
putting forth all their remaining energies after the first terrible

insensibility produced by the calamity was over. The conclusion

hitherto reached was too detached even for this ancient Com-
munity that was stiffening in its hoary errors, and thus, it is

true, on the way to the immovability of death. The transition

was too abrupt, and the mere power of the stunning blow
itself too great.

Those times when the authorities and limitations hitherto

in force had suddenly been removed, opened, therefore, in the

first instance, a free course for innumerable experiments; and in
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both Commnnities we see the most various and most unusual

uiulertakings commenced, though hi each in very dissimilar

\vajs. The new Community may now feel itself entirely freed

from all connection with the ancient one, and in that respect

for the first time independent ; and, already, it finds itself

spread abroad in the wide world in the face of Heathenism.

Consequently, all its young energies display themselves the

more freely and enterprisingly, but also often with less restraint

and at great risks ; and in the face of many straits from with-

out, the restlessness of young growth and development is soon

so general and so intense that it must become a life-and-death

inquiry with it to determine how it shall get the better, Avith

its young tender life, of these internal commotions. In the

ancient Community, too, as soon as ever somewhat more of fresh

life can again stir within it, the most various experiments have

to be made, involving the utmost exertion of all its energies.

But, in its case, the essential thing is to recover what has been

lost ; and, owing to its old and established constitution, such

experiments may the more readily prove immediately success-

ful. However, even the perception of the fact that the real

choice ultimately lay only between the old and the Christian

Community was at that time by no means incontestably estab-

lished, especially as the new Community itself had not attained

in any way such a stage of development that no other choice

could well be thought of. Accordingly, in this last period of

the history of Israel, we meet with a number of hybrid develop-

ments which, more or less, try entirely new courses, and borrow

from Christianity, without the intention of following it purely

and sincerely. And, thus, there soon arises the commotion and
conflict of utterly various endeavours throughout this whole

region, at first somewhat hidden from the eyes of the world

at large, and then with increasing publicity. It is the young
genuine Christian Community itself which is thereby most
retarded and endangered ; it is the young tender germ and the

opening bud of true Christianity that is most exposed to quick

ruin under that strife and ferment of oj^posing experiments,

which had, nevertheless, to come into collision once more, in

some way, on the soil of the ancient true religion.

But if, amid all this commotion and ferment of the most
irreconcilable endeavours, the ancient Communit}- now once

more lifts up its head, as if from the stupefaction of its second

death, and if it seeks once more to renew its former life, 't

must thereby be only the more distinctly shown whether the

great decisive crisis of Avliich we have spoken in its two aspects
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was really as necessary, influential, and finally inevitable, as

was in fact the case ; tliat is, whether the immortal elements

which could arise as the eternal fruit of all Israel's history,

labours, and struggles, had actually found an imperishable

place in the world in spite of all storms and convulsions, and

whether the perishable, false, and wrong elements that had

arisen in the nation, and had at last assumed a fixed and

powerful shape and sought to perpetuate their existence, had

really been already thus absolutely condemned before the Eternal

Judge or not. This constitutes the real significance of this

closing section of the history of Israel ; and it is only at this

point that the history finds its no less necessary than its

absolute close for all time. Whatever had been too abruptly

introduced was thereby brought into complete symmetry and

harmony by fresh movements and changes ; the mortal and the

immortal elements, although they had previously been thrown

into a process involving their final separation, had then, by a

new series of concluding operations, following upon the most

violent convulsion of the whole nation, to be finally separated in.

order that the latter might remain established in the world in

their eternal form, while the former would wholly perish. We
may, therefore, most appropriately describe this period as that

of the final issues of the whole history. And while we now, on

the one hand, descry the bright issue into that life of lasting

salvation which was destined, as arising at this place in the

earth, to become the eternal possession of the race, we behold,

no less clearly, on the other hand, the issue into final ruin

which was necessarily developed and consummated in that

wrong life, and must in our own time be likewise developed

in every similar life. Or, if we attend solely to the eternal

elements brought out at the close of this history in all direc-

tions, we may witness at this point the first pure fruits as they

become the salvation of that age, and as they are also gathered

in more permanent vessels to be preserved not merely for those

times and those that immediately followed, but for the entire

future of the race. And if we desired to look more exclusively

at the Christian aspects of this age, we might also call it the Post-

Apostolic age, since most of the Apostles and the most active

of them had already met their end, whilst the spirit of the

Apostolic age was still making its effects most deeply felt.

Still, the latter name, if used alone, would be inadequate, in-

asmuch as the Christian element was now separating more and
more completely from its counterpart.

It is a period of some seventy years which is occupied with
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this transformation, just as a similar period of stupefaction and

desolation, but also of revived consciousness, succeeded the first

destruction of Jerusalem. The third, as the last great epoch

of the history of Israel, is thus prefaced and concluded by a

dreary pause of considerable length, as if the peculiar spirit of

this nation were seeking at these two boundaries to collect all

its energies, to seize and retain the perfect elements by its side

which had at last to appear as the genuine fruit of this long

history. But the perfection which in the earlier seventy years

was only just prophetically forecasting for the future its own

outlines, and was only seeking its own difficult commencement,

was in the seventy years before us already in existence in a

luminous form, and, having already become a stable nucleus,

is just freeing itself completely from the dark integument in

which it still lay.

The Stages of the Development of this Final Period.

If Christianity, as that issue of this history which leads

to lasting salvation, almost necessarily, and so irrevocably and

completely, separates itself, even at the commencement of

this closing period, from the ancient Community, that we may

plainly see in the latter the issue leading to final ruin, it might

seem the proper course in tracing the details of the history to

follow the fortunes of each of the two Communities separately

through the period of seventy years which brings everytliing

to a conclusion. However, that comj)lete separation, with its

unavoidable necessity, is itself first accomplished during these

seventy years ; the fortunes and the position of the one Com-

munity continue powerfully to affect those of the other, and

the older Community is all along unable to familiarise itself

with the idea of the younger one, that has proceeded from it,

being equally entitled with itself to claim independence and

power. Nothing could be more difficult than that the one of

these Communities should completely separate from the other,

that the new one should, as far as its noblest and most power-

ful elements were concerned, at all events, rise as a completely

independent structure upon its own new rock, and that the old

one should abandon all thought of being able to subject to

itself again the new one which it supposed had revolted from

itself. As, therefore, the new Community had then nothing else

to do than to seek the calm development of its young strength,

but the old one, if possible, the reconquest of all its former

power and glory, the commotion and noise of the history of
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this period continue to proceed far more from tlie old one,

^vhicll lias been smitten down, than from the patient and endur-

ing new one. The larger section of the narrative must, there-

fore, be determined by this fact; since the great question is really

only how a Community, apparently so completely broken up and
dashed to the ground, could, nevertheless, gradually once more
rise with great energy and provoke another final decisive

struggle, a struggle which in its issue powerfully reacts upon
tlienew Community also. On the other hand, however, along-

side this loud and agitated development, there is going on a far

quieter and more spiritual one, and one of far more decisive

moment for all following time, within each of the two Com-
munities which are separating more and more fully ; and it is

this latter development that we must most carefully attend to,

particularly as regards the eternal fruits in both cases.

But few heroes of eminent originality, it is true, come pro-
minently forward during this period of seventy years in either

Community. The Apostle John's noble form meets us again in

this period as well as in the last, which was tlie true Apostolic
age

; yet John cannot be compared with Paul ; and large as

must have been the number of other distinguished leaders
amongst the Christians of this period, none of them towers in

height above the aged Apostle of immortal youth. On the
diametrically opposite side of the Judeans, notwithstanding all

the spasmodic efforts that were made there, not a single truly
great hero was possible, for the reason that absolute and
simple straightforwardness was then lacking. It is of the very
nature of such transition periods as this that the new elements
that have already arisen in them with creative power, and are
approaching their maturity, should reach their perfection with
difficulty, while the antiquated elements only gradually decay,
so that quite new, creative, extremely energetic, and great men
are hardly necessary in the first case and are impossible in the
second. Prominent and marked climaxes are met ^vith in the
movements of these years on both sides, but the movements
themselves are in neither case purely creative and original, and
accordingly lack sublimity. We do not therefore call this age
after an individual or a few great men which rise like giants
above all the rest; the period of the mere issues of this
history of two thousand years did not require such heroes,
what formerly only a few were and did being in this age the
possibility and the duty of countless numbers. All the more,
therefore, depends in this period on the attitude and the con-
dition of the multitudes of each Community.
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The Sources of the History of this Period.

The above-mentioned want of great and original movements

in this acre has had an effect on the state of its historical

sources. For it is here that we meet for the first time with the

want of great men around whose history the richest series of

narratives and other historical sources are abundantly deposited.

The sources of this final section of Israel's history, when the

history of Christianity begins at once to branch off more and

more independently from its original stock, are incomparably

more scattered and evidently more scanty, and moreover much
less pure, than is the case with regard to any of the former

sections, although the contrary might be exported just when
this entire national history is first becoming more influentially

connected with the history of the world. Indeed, it might

seem as if the sources of history were about to be wholly dried

up at this point, just as the history of the ancient nation

appears to lose itself now in the sands, that it may give place

to wholly new existences which are henceforth to occupy the

territory of history.

Amongst the subsequent generation of the ancient Com-
munity there was really not even a Josephus left to describe con-

nectedly in an historical work the course of this period of seventy

years of the history of his own co-religionists in any such ivay

as Josephus, soon after the conclusion of the first great Roman
war, had described the last decades and centuries previous to

his time. The last wars between the Romans and the Judeans

really ended far more destructively and hopelessly, and par-

ticularly produced far greater exasperation and alienation than

the first ; so that amongst those who remained from those wars

there was no one who had the desire and heart clearly to review

the course of the seventy years before us, and to delineate it for

the whole educated world. The complete extinction of Israel

as one of the nations of the earth shows itself at the end of

this history in this also, that there was no one left belonging

to it possessing the desire or the ability to narrate as an eye-

witness its last catastrophes before all the world, and to appeal

thereby to a better posterity.

On the other hand, though the Christian Church was during

these seventy years all along leading a life of sufficient activity

and change within its own sphere, it did not supply the con-

ditions likely to call forth anyone to relate early enough, and
Avith sufficient painstaking and completeness, its history during
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tho same periotl : it was too mucli occupied witli its own concerns

to regard the great world, had all along its mind directed too

exclusively to its celestial Lord, was too little acquainted with

the ambitions and the warlike noise of the world, was for the

most part too seriously hampered by the suspicion and the

hatred of Jew and Gentile, and was, moreover, too dispersed and

too deficient in outward unity and temporal stability in any

form to produce such a work. The mere fact that at this time

it lacked the weak bond of a real outward unity such as kept it

together during the Apostolic age, and that it was united far

less than the Judean communities by any compulsory form of

outward connection, was very unfavourable to the rise of any

general history of this period : the history of the Church was
lost in that of thousands of distinct churches, those which were

locally nearer together even having but little close connection.

The work of Hegesippus, referred to in the previous volume,^

supplies us with some brief but extremely important information

regarding our period, such as might be expected from a man
who, writing about the middle of the second half of the second

century, was well acquainted, from his own personal inquiries,

with the condition of the Church not only in his native country,

Palestine,^ but also in many other parts, even as distant as

Rome.^

We unfortunately do not now know the plan of his work,

which was divided into five books. But it was so far from
reaching a purely historical plan and execution that Eusebius

was able to boast in the introduction to his own history that

his was the first to do that. Valuable, for this period, however,
as the extracts from earlier writings are with which Eusebius
for the most part puts together his work,'* neither in his case

do we get a connected narrative and truly historical account.

' Vol. yii, p. 35. is true he seems to condemn, in opposi-
"^ He was, as Eusebius, Ecc. Hist. iv. tion to 1 Cor. ii. 9, those who supposed

22, 8, inferred from his work, of Judean that the perfect Revelation had not yet

descent, regarded the parent church in appeared in a visible form, and, indeed,

Jf-rusalem and the East as still existing seems to expressly condemn those words
after the destruction of Jerusalem, and which Paul had adopted from a Sacred
travelled to Rome by way of Corinth. Scripture, as if he wished to appear as an

^ As he himself says in Euseb. Ecc. opponent of that Apostle. Rut in fact,

Hist. iv. 11. 7; 22. 1-3. In the first according to the real connection of his

edition of this work, vols. vii. and viii., I remarks, he is only opposing those who
have shown, by mnking the proper use of thought, supported by that passage, that
his information, how erroneous it is, when the perfect Revelation had not appeared
the school of Raur maintain that Ilegesip- in Christ ; this follows from the fact that
pus was an Ebionite and his work there- he appeals in refutation to Christ's own
fore unreliable. To judge from the quo- words, Matt. xiii. 16, and other passages
tation of a few sentences from his work of the Scriptures of a similar force,

which Photius has preserved, Bihl. cod. •• It would, however, be in the highest
232, 13, following Steplianus Grobax'us, it degree unjust if we were to suppose that
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The works mentioned in ilie preceding volume/ wliicli were

very much read in the most various forms, and were often re-

garded as an introduction to the Bible, and which are now
generally known as the Const itntiones Apostolorum^'^ are of great

use for the information they contain as to ecclesiastical institu-

tions, which were kept up essentially in the forms that they

had received especially in the period before us. But as the

composition of these works began somewhat subsequent to our

period, and then passed through various forms, we must use

them for our purpose only with great caution. With regard to

their literary form we shall speak below.

Such being the condition of the historical sources of this

entire period of seventy years, it has in recent times often

appeared to be almost a desolate and barren period, with

regard to which little or nothing could be said with certainty.

A very recent school, claiming to be philosophic and his-

torical, has used this appearance to throw into confusion

all conceptions and truths regarding the Apostolic and post-

Apostolic age, and to maintain a multitude of new and hurtful

errors. Others have in our day formed at all events very

baseless and in part confusing notions with a view to the

explanation of this apparent historical desert; particularly the

idea that the entire generation of Christians which followed

the Apostolic age had suddenly become far weaker and more
degenerate, and thus was wholly forsaken of that vigorous spirit

which had inspired the Apostles.

But in reality we still possess a number of the most vivid

and expressive testimonies from the midst of these years,

coming, in fact, in some cases from the noblest and most

powerful contemporaries themselves, which serve excellently

in helping us to form the most correct ideas regarding the

period. The only thing is to know how to find them, and to

make proper and reliable use of them ; and we may regard it

as the good fortune of quite recent times that not a few of

them have just been brought to light, after they had long lain

in obscurity and had been completely misunderstood.^ If we

all the statements and narratives in con- ed. P. de Lagarde, Leipz. 18-56 ; sec Gulf.

nectiou with which Eusebius gives no au- Gel. Anz. I80I, pp. 1021 sq. The last and
thorities, were invented by him, or are best Greek edition of the work is that of

to be regarded as merely legendary. We P. A. de Lagarde, Leipz. 1862. [Had tlie

must in each case examine the details. MS. of the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles
' Vol. vii. p. 36. (published by liryennios, Constantinople,
- Comp. on the Syriac Didascalla 1883) been known in 1868, the author

Apostoloru/n, Leipzig, 1854, the Gotf. Gel. would have referred to it at this place.]

Anz.lSoo, ^p. 128 sq. ; much of a similar •* We shall mention them in detail

nature is found in i;he Reliquice juris cc- below.

clesiastici antii^tussi/nce, S^rlace et Grace,
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make proper use of the sources which are the first aiid the

most copious, and connect with them the numerous other

widel}' scattered accounts and historical traces, this apparently

obscure period comes once more clearly enough into view, and
an important connecting link in all our historical knowledge is

restored again to its proper place. ^ Undoubtedly the drops of

historical information and reminiscence do not in this instance

combine so as to make a strong continuous stream, as they do

in so many of the earlier sections of the history of the nation

;

both Judeanism and Christianity then lacked a great central

place of material power and unity, and in the case of the first

the living stream of historical life loses itself irrevocably in

dust and sand, whilst in the case of Christianity a firm com-
mencement of outward and rigorous unity and of visible supre-

macy in the world is only just about to be made. Nevertheless,

this period is all the richer in the clear knowledge of the

eternal fruits of the entire history ; and we can still obtain that

knowledge with the greatest certainty.

' I have spoken upon this subject at some length in the Gbtt. Gel. Anz. 1856,

pp. 650 sq.
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THE FIRST ATTEMPTS ON THE PART OF THE
JUDEANS TO RECOVER THEMSELVES.

The Time of the Flavian Emperors.

1. The New Position luith regard to the Romans.

The outlook must have been terribly depressing when the

scattered and defeated remnants of the ancient and venerable

nation tried seriously to think of recovering once more power and
respect in the world on the basis of their ancient religion and
the culture and position they had hitherto possessed, or even

of once more gradually recovering all their former power and
rule in the Holy Land. For, in addition to the immense
destruction and humiliation to which the nation had been sub-

jected, the profound sorrow of most, and the bitter despair of

many, of its noblest members, its entire position in relation both

to the Romans and the Heathen generally, as well as to the

Christians, had been suddenly changed completely at one blow,

and the whole nation had been as it were hurled down into a

primeval condition of non-existence, from the dark depths of

which it had first to rise again by its utmost efforts, being thus

compelled to begin all higher endeavour de novo.

It is true Judeanism might have flourished afresh beyond

the limits of the Roman empire of the time. A great number
of the fugitives had undoubtedly then turned to the un-

conquered Arabian countries.^ The Jews whom we meet sub-

sequently settled in large numbers in North Arabia, in Yemen,
and in Ethiopia, and elsewhere in those parts, may have been

first dispersed thither at the time before us. But as far as

the XDcriod immediately following is concerned, they are quite

lost to history. We can easily understand, from the situation

described in the preceding volume,^ why the Parthian Judeans

did not venture to make a second rising during these decades
;

a real improvement in their situation had certainly not taken

place. In the Tauric peninsula and in other northern coun-

tries dependent only to a small degree, or not at all, on

the Roman empire, flourishing Judean communities existed

• See vol. vii. p. 613. - Ihid. pp. 518 sq.
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previous to the last great war,^ and tlieir number was now un-

doubtedly greatly increased by fugitives ;
^ but tliey were far

from desiring to interfere in the internal affairs of the Eoman
empire. In that empire itself, as matters had shaped them-

selves during the preceding centuries, most of the Judeans

had lung become so thoroughly settled that the communities

scattered through it wore not likely to be made very restless

even by the calamities in Palestine ; and the future fortunes

of the Judeans remained thus mainly bound up with those of

the vast Roman empire.

In those wide countries of the Roman empire the Judeans

had to suffer as never before the scorn of the Heathen world,

and that the more as just before the pride had been great wdth

which a true Judean of that period, both in the Holy Land and

beyond it, had looked down upon the Heathen. The national

privileges and advantages in jDublic matters which Israel had

obtained from the time of Julius Cscsar and Augustus, and,

indeed, from the time of the earlier Persian and Greek kings,

had also, strictly speaking, been wholly forfeited by the issue

of the great w^ar ; and they might all be the more easily revoked,

as the Flavian dynasty had obtained its first imperial con-

secration especially through the finally successful humiliation of

the defiant nation, the rule of that house seeming, therefore, to

be inseparably connected with that humiliation, and its glorious

continuance to depend on the perpetuation of it. As a new
dynasty, moreover, it w^as the less under obligation to continue

the favour which the Augustan family had formerly granted.

If, nevertheless, single exceptions from this withdrawal of all

previous privileges and liberties were permitted, that did not

by any means arise from any consideration for the great pre-

dominant section of the ancient nation which had just been so

completely conquered, but from other reasons. When Titus, in

opposition to the efforts of the Heathen, restored to the Judean

community at Antioch its former privileges,^ he gave, it is true,

' The inscription (the mention of schrift fur Engl. Theol. Forsch. u. Krit.

uhich was anticipated, vol. v. p. 239) at 1866, p! 353.

Panticapseum {Corp. Inscr. Gr. }». lOOo, -' The other earliest evidence regard-

comp. 1008) states that a widow, Chreste, ing these communities is supplied by
manumits a domestic slave, named Hera- Hebrew inscriptions on tombs, on which
cles, with the consent of her heirs and the comp. the essay by Chwolson, Krimische

Judean synagogue (we must read probably Gruhinschriften, Petersburg, 1865, and
vp. QwWias re Ka\ -KpuiTiTaipi^crews), be- the Gofi. Gel. An^. \866, p\).\24:l aq. [On
loDgs to the year 81 a.d., comes from a these Crimean Hebrew inscriptions see

country not directly under Kome, and is now the more recent accounts referred to in

evidence of the prosperity and tranquillity Schiirer's Geschichte dcs Judischen Volkcs

of the Community. Comp. AVertheimer's im Zvilaltcr Jcsu (1886), p. 499.]

Jahrbuch, 1860-61 (Wien), pp. 174, 177, » Vol. vii. p. 611.

and Heideuhcim's Deutsche Vicrtcljahrs-
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a precedent to -wliicli every other community outside Palestine

might appeal. Moreover, many of these communities could,

with more or less reason, plead in excuse that they had not

altogether participated in the great rebellion. Then, again,

many individual communities as yvell as persons had either

from the first, or at an early period during the course of the

war, faithfully adhered to the Komans ; it was only just that

they should not be involved in the punishment, or even that

they should be rewarded for their good services, as far as could

be. It nuist have soon become apparent, too, that the sale of

all the landed property of the Judeans in Palestine, which Ves-

pasian had commanded,^ could not be successfully carried out, as

Judeans could only with difficulty be persuaded, and the Heathen
probably for the most part showed little desire, to purchase

ruined and insecure estates. The Romans seem accordingly

to have soon contented themselves with leaving many of the

former Judean possessors undisturbed, if they promised entire

subjection. Still, all these were only exceptions ; and even to

set foot on the soil of Jerusalem was undoubtedly made either

difficult to the outlawed or repugnant to them; as we can

hardly suppose that the Roman garrison placed there would

permit them to move freely on that soil and collect again

around the ancient site of the Temple.'^

We have in the case of Flavius Josephus an example of the

way in which the Romans exerted themselves to reward the

few who were quite subservient to them. This man, who owed
his liberty to Vespasian and considered it an honour to be able

to embark for Rome with Titus in his triumphal march, received

from him other lands in the country near Jerusalem instead of

his patrimonial estates, which appeared to be too insecure on

account of the Roman camp to be erected there, and was after-

wards always munificently remembered in Rome. Vespasian

gave him apartments in a house that had previously been his

own residence, assigned to him an annual pension, conferred on

him the privilege of Roman citizenship, and gave him (as his

enemies probably laid waste his former estate near Jerusalem)

another large property in Judea. The man lived so securely

and comfortably in Rome that he divorced the wife whom
Vespasian had given to him as a share of the spoil,-'' and who

had borne him three sons, and took to himself another wife, a

rich Judean of noble birth from Crete. Domitian, too, with

' Vol. vii. p. 612. Epist. of Bam. xvi., see l)clow.

- With re<>-ard to the intention of re- ^ Vol. vii. p. 547.

building the Temple, which is indicated

VOL. VIII. C
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the Empress Domitia, remained until liis fall graciously dis-

posed towards him, conferred upon him even higher honours,

and relieved him of all taxes on his large estate in Judea. This

man, though of liigh-priestly descent, persuaded himself that by

such profound subserviency he could best promote not only his

own but also his nation's interests
;
probably flattered himself

too that when it should please his imperial patrons to restore

more or less the Temple of Jerusalem, he would then become

High-Priest in it ; ^ and thus spent his days in Rome in learned

leisure, seeking literary fame also, and outliving the Flavian

dynasty. However, we are sufficiently informed that his efforts

and his ambition of this kind were all along terribly thwarted

by the greatest hostility in every form on the part of his

fellow-countrymen, so that without the patronage and most

active sympathy of each of the three Flavian emperors he

would hardly have been able to spend a day in comfort.^

Probably many Judeans collected at this time around King
Agrippa, who was still living; and though his father, at all

events during the last years of his life, had been smiled upon
by the most favourable fortune that a Herod could hope for,^ he

might now have considered himself happy that he had saved so

much as his little kino^dom on the south-eastern Lebanon from

the great commotions of the last years. It is doubtful whether

he continued in the period of tranquillity that followed to make
himself a name, after the traditional habit of his family, by the

erection of new and costly buildings in his country.'^ He lived

after peace had been restored, on the contrary, as far as we can

judge from the information at our command, like the other prin-

cipal members of the Herod family, for the most part in Rome
itself, under the immediate eyes of the emperors, honoured by
Vespasian with the dignity of prsetor, and gratified with the

addition of some territory ;
^ and although he did not renounce

' We are justified in inferring this of Domitian most likely ; and probably he
from the earnestness with which the vain himself does not mention it, because he
man urges in his book Contra Apionon, knewitwasin violation of Judean customs.
i. 7, that everyone of high-priestly de- ^ Vol. vii. pp. 257 sq.

scent, if he desires to marry a woman of ' Vogue and AVaddington have quite

an equal rank, must before the marriage recently discovered in the Hauran the
have the purity of her stock, and that she ruins of a temple erected in honour of
has not been a slave, judicially authenti- Agrippa and Herod : comp. Beviie de Fln-
cated in the higli-priest's court at Jeriisa- struct. puhl. 1862, Sept., p. 378, andi?<?yMC

lem. He liad himself, when he took his last Archeot. 1863, Mars, pp. 204 sq. The
wife,evidentlysubnaittedtothislegalform, year does not appear to have been found,
and we can understand with what motive, but we may suppose, from vol. vii. p. 259,

- See especially Vita, § 76, and the that Agrippa I. and his brother Herod,
remarks to be made thereon below.—The king of Chalcis, are intended,
statue which is said to have been erected ^ As we may infer from Jos. Vita,

to him in Eome, Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iii. 9, § 65, compared with Contra Ap. i. 9,

must have been put up at the command Ant. xx. 7. 1, and Cassius Dio Ixvi. 15
;
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Judeanisui, but endeavoured to stand on friendly terms with
such men as Josephus, for instance, still he desired at any cost

to maintain, if possible, even more than previously, peace with
Rome as the chief aim of his reign. He lived till the year
101 A.D. as far as we can gather from the coins that have
come down to us and other indications.^ Many undoubtedly
for a time placed greater hope in his sister Berenice than in

him, but unhappily for no worthy reason. As most of the
Herods, of both sexes, lived always most licentiously as regards
matrimonial relations, as if neither a Baptist nor a Christ had
appeared, the Queen, Berenice, likewise had previous to the
outbreak of the great rebellion paid little heed in this resnect
to the judgment of the workl ; having become early in life the
widow of her uncle, Herod of Chalcis,- whose small kingdom was
then conferred by Claudius on her as a king's daughter,^ she had
then lived long with her brother in such relations that, on
acconnt of the scandal this created in the world, he married her
to Polemon, King of Cilicia ; but she soon forsook this husband,
who had wedded her merely for her money.'* During the great
rebellion she put herself forward on every occasion, even in the
Roman camp.'' Notwithstanding her years, she was able to

captivate Titus, as soon as he appeared in Asia as the hopeful
son of Vespasian, to such a degree that he took her afterwards
as conqueror with him to Rome, appointed her a residence in

the Palatium, and remained constant to her during Yespasian's
reign ; indeed, it was said that he promised her marriao-e. In
such circumstances many Judeans may have conceived fresh

hope for their nationality from this connection. But no sooner
had Titus ascended the throne on the death of his father than
he follo\ved better impulses, and sent her, against her will,

away from Rome.^' But with the death of Agrippa the end of

the addition of territory is mentioned by claim to that position.

Justus only, in Phot. Bihl. Cod. 33. * Jos. Ant. xix, 9. 1 ; xx. 7. 3.
' It is said most definitely in Phot. ^ See vol. vii, pp. 497-502, and Tac.

Bibl. Cod. 33, that 'he lived until the Hist. ii. 81, where she is said to have
third year of Trajan;' with this accords hQQn flonns cetate formaque; yet we can
what we may gather from the writings of hardly suppose a younger Berenice is

Josephus (see below) ; the coins of his intended ; the was still quite young when
which have thus far been discovered do she was left a widow and without children
not come down so far. and in the year 70 a.d. only a little more

2 Vol. vii. p. 260. than thirty; and according'to Tacitus she
3 We may probably most correctly made an impression on Vespasian also,

conceive the relation referred to vol. vii. * Tnc.Hisf. ii, 2 ; Suet. Titus, cap. vii.;

p. 421, as follows : the two daughters of it does not follow distinctly from Cassius'
Agrippa I,, Berenice and Mariamme, were Dio Ixvi. Id that she was sent otit of
to have, as queens, the revenues of Chalcis Rome during Vespasian's reign. We see
and to be equal in rank to their brother, from Juven. Sat. vi. 156-160, how in-
Chalcis bordering on his territories; dignant the Romans were at this con-
Berenice, as Herod's widow, had a special nection.

c 2
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all the <i;\ory of the Herodenn dynasty had come. The emperors

did not confer the small king-dom upon any heir, and we know

nothing of any of the descendants of this proud royal line.

None of them is mentioned in connection with the subsequent

wars. We cannot suppose that they had then all died out, as

we hear of the end of one of the j^ounger members of the

house,' who, together with his wife, met with his death in the

outbreak of Vesuvius in 79 a.d. ; they disappeared amongst

the crowd of ordinary mortals.

Thus during this period so many Judeans led a merely de-

caying existence, having resigned all higher ideas, both rich

and poor being content to be able to live from day to day. Of

the large number of necessitous members of the nation who led

a vagrant life amongst the Heathen, and particularly in Rome,

many devoted themselves more and more to the most degraded

arts in order to live, and from being the teachers of the Heathen,

as they formerly claimed to be, they now often became mere

magicians and soothsayers, such arts still being, in Rome
especially, eagerly looked for from the East.^ It was then

usually the ancient sacred name of God—Jahveh—which had
at length become only a mysterious and magical sound that

was used for such incantations and spells in various ways by the

maoficians.^ Such was the outcome of the esoteric teaching:

and scholastic philosophy of this period ! The Roman poets

also, who had previously been inclined to satirise the peculiar

race,"* came now to pour upon them increasingly severe ridicule.''

' Agrippa, sou of the Drusilla men- racter of the name Jah\'eh is Xystus,

tioned vol. vii. p. 421 ; Jos. Ant. xx. LaLgarde's Aiial. Si/r. -pp. 12, 4sq. ;23, 21.

7. 2. * With Horace, Saf. i. 4. 142 sq.
;

- A fact specially referred to by Ju- 5. 100 (Judpeus Apclla, i.e. libertinus, as

venal in relation to Jews and Jewesses, most of those then in Rome were), 9. 69
Saf. vi. 542-647, he classing them, only as sq. (where tricesima sahhata undoubtedly
more timid people in this respect, with menns the Sabbath, or festival, which
the Egyptian, Syrian, and Armenian (or falls on the thirtieth day of the mouth,
Cappadociau) magicians, as if they had i.e. the new moon; just as feria lirima
taken to their bad course really not so &c. was subsequently used), Persius,
shamelessly as the latter, but only as from Sat. v. 179-184, is in complete accord;
necessity.

___ _ ^

the latter describes the Sabbath as /fr;v^(/w
^ Comp. Jos. Ant. viii. 2. 5. Martial's dies, evidently because in his time one or

jura per Anchialum, epigr. xi. 94. 8, is pro- another of the Herod family often kept the
bably only a transfonnation by Martial, by Sabbath in Rome with all the Judean
way of satire, of the Hebrew D>n*pt^ ""^JX. solemnities, when so many other fellow-
anokhiclohim,]']x.xx.2. The evil conse- worshippers or spectators would flock
quences of this superstition extend far and together.
with' through subsequent times, and even ^ Juvenal, Sat. iii. 13-16, 296 ; vi. 156-
riiny, Hu^t. Nat. xxx. 2, remarks on the 160, 542-547 ; xiv. 96-107 ; on tins de-
viagiccs /actio a Mose ctiani mcnc ct Lotapea scription see further below in connection
(probably corrupted from Jocapca, the with Clement. Juvenal, Sat. vi. 544 sq.
mother of Moses, see vol. ii. p. 157) calls the Jewess also the high-priestess of
pendens. The first Christian writer that theirec, but not with any reference to the
draws inferences from the ineffable cha- tree of life in Paradise, the fruits of which
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The new MiUiial Relations of Christians and Judeans.

For the moment of less public importance, but for the future

of incomparably greater signilicance, was the new relation into

which Judeans and Cliristians were now being brought towards

each other.

During the increasing rage of the wild storm of the last

war scarcely any traces of the existence of a Christian Church
Avere to be seen. It had for the moment given forth no

sound ; for some time after the end of the storms we seem to

feel as if it had disappeared from the noisy scene of history
;

and really the necessity of accommodating itself to the sudden

and completely changed position of things had been laid upon
it. It is easy to understand that the parent Church, and like-

wise the other churches dispersed in all directions, even if they

retired from the struggle between the Judeans and Romans
and kept themselves perfectly quiet, ^ would have much to suffer

from the commotions of the period, both during and after the

war. To the exasperated Judeans their tranquillity and retire-

ment was obnoxious,^ whilst the Romans continued to often con-

found them with the Judeans,^ and treated them probably after

the war as they did the latter. But in reality the issue of the

great war necessarily proved beneficial in the highest degree to

the Christian Church, in the same proportion as it proved

ruinous to the ancient Community. And once more one of

those great moments of history had arrived in which relations

that had long become too involved and intolerable had to be

suddenly ended by one Divine and mighty blow, so that from

the midst of the greatest ruin the Divinest good might arise,

contrary to all human expectations.

For with one great and irrevocable blow the Christian

Church ^vas now separated from the Judean, to which it had

hitherto always been attached, as a young vigorous shoot to the

root of its ancient parent tree, or as a daughter to her mother.

It is true the distance which divided the two had become con-

tinually greater during the course of the Apostolic age, but even

she promised to bring to her customers, important and clever.

but, as we see from iii. 13-16, for the ' The action of the parent Church in

very ordinary reason that the Judeans of this respect, vol. vii. p. 526, might serve

Rome had at that time rented the ancient as a model to all the other churches.

grove of iKgeria, as if the poet would ^ As one of the Sibylline books of

ridicule them as having nothing more this period shows, see my Ahhandlung

than a rented tree around which to collect uher die Sihyllenhucher (Gottingen, 1858),

and edify themselves. The ridicule of p. 62.

Martial, E'pigr. vii. 30, 35, 55; xi. 94; ^ P>en in Arrian's Diatrib. Epict. ii.

xii. 57, 13, is much more bitter, but less 9, we still meet with this confusion.
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Paul bad not wished at the climax of his labours wholly to cut

away the brid«Tfe which connected the two communities, although

for him that bridge consisted simply in the existence ofthe parent

church at tlie foot of the Temple, and in his own readiness to

die as a sacritice for Israel's salvation. A thing which Paul

had not ventured to do, which Christ himself had not, humanly

speaking, the power to do, and which he had not desired to do,

as then untimely, had now been accomplished by this one

Divine blow. This immense change in all the relations of

Judoans and Christians, as well as its immediate consequence,

would at once appear to the simplest mind that meditated on

what had happened; and the more prominent Christians were

able, as they further reflected upon the change, to correctly

perceive the more profound significance which it involved.

Everything characteristically Judean had now received in

the eyes of the world also a blow from which it could hardly,

or indeed never, recover. The lofty pride of the Judean,

which had been increasing down to the beginning and even

to the very midst of the war, had been most terribly humbled,

and anyone who lived at this period, though but a simj^le-

minded Christian, or anyone who was not a complete stranger

to or opponent of Christianity, must have henceforth seen the

mutual relations of the two communities in a much clearer light.

We possess remarkable evidence on this point in the epistle of

Mara, son of Serapion, addressed to his son Serapion,^ which at

once translates us into the midst of a small war that arose out

of the great Judean struggle. In the latter the Eoman vassal,

Antiochus, the King of Comagene, with his capital Samosata on
the Euphrates, and a portion of Cilicia, had contributed and
repeatedly renewed a respectable auxiliary force, in the last

instance under his son Epiphanes.^ Antiochus was always

regarded as loyal to the Romans, and indeed stood towards
Vespasian in the relation of a sharer of his camp and a friend.

But he was connected with the Herod family by ties of marriage,
and his son had on that account even become a Judean.^ That

• It has only recently been discovered tioohus, and his hereditary successor
and published in Cureton's Spicil. Syr. Epiphanes.
pp. 43-48, and I immediately established ^ ^^Q j^r^y conjecture this as at all
in detail the true nature and the origin events highly probable from Jos. Ant.
of this important document, in the Gbtt. xix. 9. 1, according to which passage
Gel. Am. 18o6, pp. 661-664. Agrippa I. on his death-bed betrothed his

2 See vol. vii. p. o97 and the passages second daughter Drusilla, tlien in her
there referred to. According to the sixtli year, to Epiphanes, who was then
language of Josephus we might almost undoubtedly still quite young. As a fact,
conjecture tliat the reigning king of this Josephus would have hardly traced gene-
small^ fragment of the earlier empire of rally with such particularity the life of
the Seleucid?e Avas always called An- this Antiochus, who was at the time of
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fact miolit suffice to attract to his court a number of Judeaiis,

and as the latter easily fell under the suspicion of being con-

spirators with the Parthians against the Komans,^ a runioui*

2)erhaps on that account got abroad that Antiochus was about

to revolt from the Eomans. Vespasian, to whom this rumour
was reported by the governor of Syria, CiBsennius PaBtus, and
who was always on the look-out for suitable pretexts for seizing

vassal countries, thereupon, 73 a.d., commissioned the governor

to depose Antiochus. Partus accordingly advanced with a Roman
legion and the auxiliary forces of the allied kings Aristo-

bulus of Chalcis and Sohemus of Emesa unexpectedly against

Samosata. Antiochus, who was conscious of his innocence,

left with his whole court the city, and determined not to make
any resistance with his army, which was encamped near the

city. Even when his two sons had nevertheless begun to use

force, he preferred to retire unarmed to Tarsus in Cilicia, where
the Romans made him prisoner. His sons, on the other hand,

indignant at the treachery of the Romans in whose ranks they

had so bravely fought a short time before, fled with a few faith-

ful attendants to Seleucia, to the Parthian king Yologeses

;

and not until the}^ heard subsequently that Vespasian had

assigned their father an honourable exile in Lacedsemon did

they surrender.^ Now amongst the most trusted friends of the

king the above-named Christian Mara was found. It seems

that he had specially to suffer the displeasure of the Emperor,

and whilst he was still kept a prisoner he wrote, in view of all

this sudden change of fortune, and meditating on the true

relation of men to God generally, words of deep-felt exhortation

to his son, who was separated from him for he knew not how
long. His exhortation bears the appearance rather of having

come from one of the nobler Greek philosophers, and its

thoughts are conveyed scarcely at all in New Testament

phraseology
; yet it is inspired completely with the sublimity

and Divine peace of a true Christian, and belongs to the best

productions remaining to us from antiquity. As at that time,

therefore, the great war between Judea and Rome had hardly

been finished, the brief judgment regarding it of an honest

simple Christian of that period meets us in this epistle,

Vespasian an old man, unless his family this family that subsequently followed,

had been in some way closely connected From other sources we simply learn that

with Judeanism. Comagene was seized by Vespasian (Suet.

' Vol. vii. pp. 517 sq. Vcsp. § 8). Nor need it surprise us
2 This account follows Jos. Bell. Jud. that Josephus presents Vespasian's con-

vii. 7. 1-3 ; comp. with v. 11. 3, where duct in this matter in a milder light than

Josephus beforehand significantly points that indicated by Mara, when we consider

to this great change of the prosperity of the relation of Josephus to the Emperor.
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incidentally, in a very direct and fresli form. Mara ranks

Christ with Socrates and Pythagoras, and simply supposes

that the Jndeans, then deprived of their country and dispersed

throughout the world, had been so far from gaining anything

by the crucifixion of ' their wise Idng,' that from the time of

that murder their kingdom had gradually declined, and was

then completely exterminated, while the king whom they had

slain was living for ever in his new laws.^ It is true this judgment

is thrown into an entirely different form to that which it would

have taken some hundred years later, but with all its simplicity

and antique character it only expresses the more truly the great

fundamental fact which it is intended to deal with, and we

must regard it as specially noteworthy that it is the oldest

utterance, outside the New Testament, now known to us re-

garding Christ. We may very well suppose that this Mara had

forsaken Heathenism in every form, and attached himself to

one of the Christian churches, although he declined to be a

teacher in it. And as this honest man thought regarding

Christ and faith in him, so might any educated Heathen think

if he had sufficient seriousness and carefully considered the

events of the age.

The ofreat and disastrous error to which the ancient Com-
munity had resigned itself with ever diminishing resistance

during the third great phase of its history had, indeed, been

now most terribly punished—namely, the error of seeking the

Divine only in a sacred book and written laws, or in the

doctrines and sacred usages derived from them ; with which

error a vain confidence in the ancient sacred place, or in innu-

merable other futile things, was naturally involved. Bat what

was now above all punished was the great final sin of the Com-
munity which was connected with that error— its grievous mis-

understanding and rejection of Christ, who showed to it the

one true means of salvation, by which it might once more
have delivered itself from that error, and its persecution of his

disciples also, who sought after his crucifixion to continue his

work of admonishing it of its sins. The innumerable endea-

vours to which the main portion of the ancient Community
devoted itself and the calamities which befell it subsequent to

the bright midday of this third phase of the national history,

were in the most various ways connected, more or less closely,

with the same fundamental error w^hich Christ opposed in

' In Cureton qVq lines 15-20, where at the beginning some such word as

m 7 n c^ » o^*^ must have dropped out before .QOTlQ^liD.
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the only true manner. Many tilings liacl at last brought to

a climax the difficulties of the Community, which nothing but

the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans could resolve.

These were the false tendencies of the Biblical scholars and

philosophers, including those of a Philo ; the constantly grow-

ing prevalence of a passion for the rapid acquirement of

wealth ; the exasperation, obduracy, and stubbornness connected

with the contentions and wars with the Heathen ; and, above

all, a blind and deadly hatred of the truth, which had at last

presented itself before it from its own midst, and as the off-

spring of its own truest life, and in a form the most gentle and

amiable, and of that truth which, when it had been by force,

and then, after the first dark deed of violence, continually denied,

necessarily only accelerated the overthrow upon the down-

ward course already taken. But as the crucifixion of Christ,

of all the innumerable misdeeds connected with the funda-

mental error, had been, by its meaning and tendency, the most

grievous, it was likewise the most memorable, and that which
shone forth most glaringly in the light of the world. One
simple and sufficient reason for this was that the band of the

disciples of the one true leader, who had been really found on

this cross, necessarily obtained their first rallying point in that

crime, and now they had long been so firmly formed into a

Church of the Cross, that Christ's memory could never again

perish by any catastrophe, but, on the contrary, every great and

unexpected new event could only serve to give it ever higher

lustre, because every such event could only afresh recall his

word and his truth.

At that time, however, the issue of the great war neces-

sarily reminded his disciples most forcibly of his word and

his appearing generally. For not only had the inmost force

of the Hagiocracy, which had nailed him to the cross, been

finally destroyed, but the anticipations and prophecies which

he had given utterance to with reference to the entire situa-

tion of the ancient nation of the true religion had been

fulfilled within a comparatively brief period and with most

surprising truthfulness. Christ had incontestably anticipated

and clearly foretold the approaching overthrow of the entire

commonwealth of that people of Israel which then existed

under the pretence and pretext of being the true Theocracy,

and also the destruction of Jerusalem ; ' though the immediate

' We perceive this so clearly because narrative (see Die drci erstcn Evangelien,

these predictions have been so well pre- pp. 407 sq.), and also because the very

served in the oldest sources of Gospel life-breath of the Apostolic age (as we
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connection of the prophecies was a farther question, as the

truth of a particuhir prediction does not necessarily depend

on other anticipations which may get attached to it. That

first great event of the future had now happened in the

terrible form in which Christ had expected, and thus for the

first time the other presupposition resting on Christ's word^ had

evinced its truthfulness in the souls of all Christians—namely,

the truth that all the words of Christ would outlast even the

utmost changes and revolutions. As the Disciples had for thirty

or forty years always looked with the most intense expectation

for the fulfilment of all his predictions, and as the parent

Church had fled from Jerusalem in the 3^ear 66, because it was
convinced that the prophecies which Christ had left to the

Disciples with reference to such an e7id of things had then been

accomplished," so they undoubtedly perceived v^ith agitated

astonishment that a great part of the predictions of the Lord
was now fulfilled with the destruction of Jerusalem and the

Temple, and could the more believingly await the fulfilment of

the rest. We have in the Gospel of Luke, which was written

in the first years after the destruction of Jerusalem, plain evi-

dence of the earnestness with which the fulfilment was then

compared in the Church with the prophecy, and we learn also

that particular expressions of tlie latter acquired, in the process

of comparison, a somewhat altered form.^

Whilst Christians looked thus with increased confidence to

the fulfilment of such an important part of the prophecies of

the Lord, they also found themselves generally delivered with
less loss and placed in greater security than others from the

great calamities of the day, and might for the first time be
grateful for a deliverance which they had experienced in conse-

quence of their being Christians. While they had been kept as

by a celestial warning from taking part in the war with Rome,
they were also spared its permanent painful consequences. It

is true they were undoubtedly often classed by the Eomans
with the Judeans, and were also probably sometimes claimed
by the latter as their people ; but their great difference from
the Judeans became daily more apparent ; and probably the

have seen, vol. vii.) presupposes them; 15-18; new prophets arose to prophesy
Paul, too, alludes to them in his epistles that the flight of which Christ had spoken
(see Scndschreihen dcs Paulus, pp. 48 sq.) was necessary, as to fideXvyixa ttjs ip-q-

We refer to the two closely connected fxwaeos was already in Jerusalem ; for the
utterances :\ratt. xxiv. 34, 35. events that took place in 66-67 in Jeru-

- For ' the word of Christ,' which was salem could be thus interpreted,
heard at that time in the parent church ^ 3^3 Jahrhb. d. Bibl. Wiss. iii. pp.
(see vol. vii. p. 526), was undoubtedly 142 sq. [Die drei ersten Evang. (2nd ed.)
based on such expressions as Matt, xxiv, pp. 100 sq.]
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Eoman demand of a new poll-tax, wliicli everj Jadean was

called upon to pa}^ to the Capitol,^ first caused the Romans to

make in law a distinction between them and the Judeans. To
have demanded the tax equally from Christians would have

been the greatest injustice, though it may often have been

committed in the case of Jewish Christians.^ Moreover, they

could now much more easily escape the claims which the

Judeans had previously raised with regard to them, and the

oppressions of all kinds to which they had subjected them, since

the most essential part of their previous connection witli the

Judeans had been abolished by the destruction of the Temple,

the arrogance and power of the Judeans had been so greatly

humiliated, and the Roman magistracies could not so often be

induced to decide against the Christians in their favour.^

It is easy to perceive what new and great advantages

were involved in all this for early Christianity, and what

great disadvantages for the ancient Community. After the

issue of the great war no Christian would be likely to desire

to return to the ancient Community ; and not a few mem-
bers of the latter, especially such as were moved by a tender

conscience, or who had previously had but little intimate

connection with the Temple, felt themselves more powerfully

attracted to the new Community— points which will come
before us again. Nevertheless, Christianity had hitherto by

no means been so strong and so unchangeably organised as

a society that the weaker souls of the ancient Church could

easily go over to it ; and other motives still might easily arise

to give a new impulse to the ancient Community.

2. The new Judean Schools.

For the ancient Community still continued to feel itself

too exclusively opposed to the Romans, that is, the Heathen ;

and the excess of grief brought with it a stubborn spirit of

gloom, while the humiliation inflicted by ancient enemies only

embittered the saddened heart still more. Of all those who
had until the last withstood the Romans, there was, on account

of their subsequent severity and cruelty, undoubtedly none their

friend ; and many of those who had earlier in the struggle

' See vol. Tii. p. 612. the experience of his youth.
2 As Doiriitian pompelled by the most ^ That Vespasian espocially was more

shameful means even those qui impro/essi considerate towards the Christians is an

Judaicam jidem similem (the probable early Christian reminiscence which Euseb.

reading instead of intra urbem) viverent Ecc. Hist. iii. 17, comp. v. 5. 7, probably

t77aw,i.e. Jewish Christians, to pay the tax, did not derive simply from the brief

as Suetonius, Dom. cap. xii., relates from statement in TortuU. Apol. cap. v.
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separated tliem selves from the partiLil or complete Zealots, or

liad even surrendered to tlie Eomans, must have been bitterly

provoked by tbeir cruel action. But neither the Zealots who

had most stubbornly fought against the Romans, nor the luke-

warm and frivolous, were any the more inclined to attend to

Christianity ; in the case of the former the ancient sacred Law was

too much revered, in the case of the latter it was too convenient

and traditional, to be exchanged for Christianity, especially as

the latter was still undeveloped and despised ; and both classes

might still regard Christianity as simply a degenerate schism in

their midst. Ifwe add all the motives of resistance to the Roman
system above referred to,^ and consider further that it was not

easy for any Judean, as Judeanism then was, to fall wholly into

Heathenism, it is not remarkable that the large majority of the

Judeans of that time remained true to their religion, notwith-

standing the terrible disasters which had befallen it and their

nationality, and that as soon as they were able they once more

firmly reunited around its sacred institutions. It was really

Zealotism only which had been put down and laid in the dust by

the Roman hosts ; from this time it lies for years in the tomb,

and hardly anyone thinks of rousing it again. But if the

question was whether Heathenism was to have the sole sway

with the complete destruction of Judeanism, the answer of the

time must be the less doubtful, as the Romans never seriously

thought of violating the latter if it would only humbly acknow-

ledge their political supremacy.

Accordingly Judeanism soon asserts itself again against

that supremacy ; at first in humiliation, gently, and cautiously,

as having been seriously warned by the utmost calamity. And
there were not wanting at any time manifestations of profound

mourning, self-accusation, and confessions of sin.^ But no
genuine amendment was to be expected from this Judeanism

;

this could come to it simply from Christianity, its despised

and misunderstood offshoot ; and all that it had hitherto seen

of triumphant Heathenism was least fitted to remove its ancient

prepossessions and overcome its obstinacy. Therefore all the

errors and perversities which had grown old with it, now once

more revived, if at first timidly restrained and greatly mode-
rated, yet always in danger of acquiring full power at any

' Ante, pp. 6 sq. known ; there was added further, either
"^ The days of mourning which were at this time or after the rebellion under

from that time appointed, or ratlier re- Hadrian, fasting every Monday and
vived from the first destruction of Jeru- Thursday: see Jos. Hypomnest. cap, 154,
salem (see vol. vii. p. 606), are well ed. Fabr.
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favourable moment, and of afresh gaining the ascendency over
everything else.

In consequence of the complete subversion of national

nnion and power, as they had hitherto been represented in the
Sanctuary and the learned schools of Jerusalem, the separate

communities which still existed in Palestine might apparently
have been continued unchanged, as the Roman rule w^as of

itself not hostile towards them, while the Parthian and other
non-Roman countries might rather show a kindly sympathy
with the bitter fortunes of the nation. But the developed
Judeanism of this period was so closely connected with the
great Sanctuary at Jerusalem, or rather with the Hagiocracy
attached to it, that the destruction of that centre necessarily

most seriously affected its continuance. All the separate and
widely scattered communities had looked for centuries to it for

instructions with regard to the observance of the injunctions

of religion, the solution of their doubts, and answers to their

inquiries, and even the fixing of the annual soleumisation of the
Passover ;

^ even the Parthian and other non-Roman communi-
ties were unable to withdraw from this connection ; and, durino-

the last centuries particularly, this stricter union of the scattered

communities had been more and more i^erfectly developed, and
formed the mainstay of the power of Judeanism. If all this

had really been that which the Judeans in their blindness

deemed it—the perfect true religion—it would not have needed
such stays ; but as Judeanism then was and wished to be, it

could not think of doing without them, as, indeed, no earthly

Hagiocracy can dispense with them. That Hagiocrac}^ Avas

founded mainly on the hallowing of a book of law, on the inter-

pretation—supposed to be correct—of all its precepts, and on
an observance of them—which was painfully forced—as has
been previously explained.'^ The more essential, therefore, the
multitude and the most exact observance of particular laws
thus became, the less could a judicial court for constant super-
vision be dispensed with ; the separate communities, and indeed
every Judean, had necessarily become accustomed to look for the
action and the judicial decision of the central authority in the
capital of the Hagiocracy ; the habit and the desire in the case

^ Comp. Antiquities, p. 3-i8. In the that they might spread the announcement
period immediately preceding the de- by similar signs through the country,
struction of Jerusalem, watchmen were This custom was similarly though un-
placed, at the approach of the new moons, doubtedly less rigorously kept previous
upon the summits of the hills to watc-li to the destruction of the first Temple
for the signs made from the Temple hill according to Jer. xxxi. 6.

announcing the beginning of a new month, •^ Vol. v. passim.
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of the representatives of tliis rule had hecome strong to unite

more closely all the Judeans scattered over the earth hy the

aid of such a centre, and in that way to rule over them.

As soon, therefore, as the first shock was over, and it was

possible to look round, all the instructed minds which looked

on Judeanism as the highest true religion, necessarily began to

think of restoring even the outward framework of the Hagio-

cracy, as far as the new age would for the moment permit. All

those'who combined with the various acquirements and capa-

cities needful for the work the rare courage required, found

before them an interminable field of new labour. If it was

determined, on the one hand, not to permit Judeanism to be

overwhelmed and corrupted by Heathen and Eoman elements,

and on the other, to defend both the individual communities

and sino'le souls against the new influences of Christianity, and,

at all events, to preserve their religion in its essential features

for a better time, the active and courageous spirits still remain-

in «• found work enough to their hands. But what an entirely

different form this outward framework of the Hagiocracy must

take from that it had ever borne before

!

No sober Judean of that time could hope for a speedy re-

storation of the magnificent sanctuary in Jerusalem, as the true

centre of his religion. If in the case of a few (as we shall see)

the hope was for a time entertained that the Eomans would

rebuild it under certain conditions, and at the same time convert

Jerusalem into a strong fortification against their own Parthian

and other enemies, it would only be such Judeans as a Josephus,

who were dishonoured amongst their own people, who could

think of accepting such conditions. Without the Temi^le, the

sacrifices, which during almost a thousand years could legally

be offered only in it, had become impossible. In so far, there-

fore, the high-priest could be dispensed with ; and it was for-

tunate that it then happened that this high ofiice, which the

Romans would never have suffered to continue in any important

degree of independence, had become so uncertain as regards

its holders, and so degraded in point of influence, that no one

seriously felt its absence, and after its last occupier had fallen

no one possessed any definite hereditary claim to it. Amidst

the calamities of the time, it was a specially happy circumstance

that, with the destruction of the Temple, the last claim of the

Herods to a certain degree of supervision and rule of the nation

ceased ; and certainly no true Judean now desired the slightest

revival of their dominion. The Sanhedrin of Jerusalem, which

had also become involved in the rebellion against Rome, had
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now been dispersed, and could not reckon npon any acknow-

ledgment on the part of the Romans, even supposing that

without a hio-li-priest it could have laid claim to any legal

position. Still less could there be then any thought of a pro-

phetic power.

There remained, therefore, though in an entirely different

form from that succeeding the destruction of the first Temple,

nothing else, as the impulse, stay, and beginning of a new rule,

than that which is the most inalienable and permanent when
it has once come into existence—learning and science repre-

sented in the school as the voluntary association of teachers

and disciples. In consequence of the mental development of

Israel during the previous six centuries, this school could only

be that of Biblical scholars and experts in the Law ; and they

were now the more imperatively called upon to do their duty

as they had for so many centuries been conscious of possessing

the vocation to be the sole guides of the nation, and no other

power had originated and sustained more than theirs the last

great revolt. It had now to be shown, more than ever before,

what the school when thrown upon its inmost resources could

accomplish ; and its character was revealed in a new form of

consecration for its true teachers (Rabbis, Doctors). As so

many ancient ceremonies had perished with the Temple, it

is not surprising that the consecration of the Rabbis, as the

only spiritual leaders then possible, was invested with fresh

solemnity. Every new Rabbi had to be dedicated by the most

solemn imposition of hmids,^ by an acknowledged ma,ster with

the assistance of other teachers, and only when that ceremony

had been performed did he rank as an accredited teacher.

However, ancient as a dedication of this kind was in Israel, the

example of the early Christian Church, as in another important

instance (see below), evidently shows here its influence.^

Now, it is true that learning and the school have often proved

in the darkest and most hopeless periods of a nation's history

one of the most powerful levers for its elevation and reinvigora-

tion ; and they seemed at this period likely to do this service

for the completely dispersed remnant of the Judean national

Community. It is, in fact, marvellous to see what a nevv spirit

of life seemed once more by their means about to re-enter the

lifeless and scattered members of the ancient people, and how
the dead bones began to stir as if the vision of Ezekiel might

once more be realised as six centuries before. Zeal for reno-

' Called then nD^DD. * Seo voL vii. pp. 135 sq.
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vatiiig, with all its influence, the once flourishing university of

the fallen Jerusalem in some suitable locality soon became

ardent; notwithstanding- the calamities of the time, bold

scholars, animated Avith the idea of the imperishable nature of

their relio-ion, commenced courses of lectures, and numbers of

eager pupils gathered around them ; soon a new form of teach-

ino- and of learning, such as the changed times required, was

orio-inated ; and amid the labours of these seventy years, which

soon became so enthusiastic, the foundation of the Mishna and

the Talmud was laid. The distinguished doctors of these seventy

years were subsequently called the elder Tdndim, as their work

was then continued to the close of the Mishna by more recent

teachers. This Aramaic name Tdndi, in conjunction with the

Hebrew w^ord Mishna, is in itself a very modest appellation for

such a teacher, signifying simply one w^ho repeats or afresh

relates and applies older doctrine and wisdom ; Mt is the

learninij taught in the University of Jerusalem in the period

preceding the destruction of the Temple which is here pre-

supposed as a sure basis to start from ; and the immediate object

of the Rabbinic school is to perpetuate and propagate it by

living teachers. But in such a greatly altered period, of course,

a vast multitude of new questions arose which had to be dealt

with between teachers and disciples. Further, a teacher of this

kind, like those who arose in the schools of the Christian

Middle Ages, claimed the right to deal with questions p>roposed

to him by communities or individuals, to make reports upon

them, and thereby to exercise a kind of judicial authority.

Erom the Talmud and related writings we learn the names

and very many of the doctrines and sayings of the most dis-

tino-nished and subsequently most revered of these teachers.

Their names and sayings were so well preserved because they

became the true founders of the Talmud, or rather of the new
tendency of thought which finally found its most complete

literary development and permanent record in that collection

of writings. Anything like a distinct idea, however, can be

formed of those few teachers only from whom a number of

sayings of most different kinds have been preserved ; still, we

• A teacher of this kind "oas therefore this kind in Seurepwo-eis, Epipliaii. Hcer.

simply a Bepctcnt, as the Germans say
;

xiii. 1 ; xv. 2. The name Eabbi is older

and as the name studiosus may still be (see vol. vi. p. 232). More general names

used of the teacher, so the verb 5<jp) = "which these teachers themselves use are

n3K^ is used of both teaching and learn- D^P?I! ^iseinen, Qn^lD Biblical scholars

ing in the Rabbinic school. AVe have a (7P«MA^aT6rs).

literal translation of Judean sentences of
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have also scattered inform atioii of various kinds regarding the

manner of life and characteristics of these men.

One of the first teachers, who v^^as most esteemed by all suc-

ceeding writers, was Jochanan, sou of Zakkdi,^ and one of the few

who was afterwards elevated by the name Rahhdn above the

ordinary Rabbis. At the destruction of Jerusalem he was
already advanced in years, and is said to have escaped to Titus

from the besieged city, hidden in a colfin, with several other

moderate men of repute.^ From that time he was regarded as

friendly to the Romans, and it was long afterwards related how
severely and wittily he exposed in allusive stories the folly of

the resistance to the Romans carried on by those who had at

last got the upper hand in Jerusalem.^ He did not, however,

become a Flavins Josephus, although he was always reckoned

amongst the moderate men.^ But he used the favour of the

Romans so as to get permission to set up a public school.

Numbers of pupils flocked to him, and by his zeal no less than

by his gentleness and skill in teaching and deciding questions,

he obtained very general esteem. His motto was, ' If thou learnest

much Law, do not keep anything good (of it) for thyself ; for

for this (to learn and impart much) thou wast created ! '
' But

the place where he opened his school is itself significant ; he

selected for this purpose Jamnia (Jabne), near the sea, west of

Jerusalem, that is, the same town which for seventy years

past had been closely connected with the Roman rule and was

always regarded as favourable to it,'' the population of which

was not even principally Judean, while it had early withdrawn

from any participation in the great rebellion. After his death

the saying arose, that with him the sjphndour of ivisdom de-

clined : ^ he displayed this wisdom in no small degree in

the choice of a locality so acceptable to the Romans. Other

teachers selected other jjlaces where they could gather pupils

about them, for instance Lydda,^ a little to the north-west

of Jerusalem, and not far from Jamnia ; but in Jerusalem

' In the Greek form ZaKxa^os. Hillel also and not of Shammai only (see
2 See vol. vii. p. 600. vol. vi. p. 34), Firf/re AhOth, ii. 8.

^ We may derive from him not only '" Pirqce Ahufh, ii. 8.

the story about Qamssa ben Qamssa, B. " See vol. vii. pp. 244 sq., 553.

Gittin, fol. 56 h, but also, on account of tlie ^ See the iiccouut, of general historical

same spirit, that in the |n3 '•^IT Dl^i^, importance,of the death of so many succes-

ch. 4; as regards the moaning of both sive illustrious men, M. Sot Ah, ix. 15. Asto
I have spoken at length Gott. Gel. Anz. the school at .Jaime and Jochanan himself,

1868, pp. 902-7; comp. also Her. viii. seeil/. F.duioth,ii. 4,Sanhedrin,xi.4,Rosh-

128; Heliodorus, Mthirqy. ix. 5; Abul- shana, iv. 1 sq., (V. Borakoth, fol. 17 a,

fatch, Ann. Sam. p. 114. 17. and the tn^l nD''S to i. 5, fol. xlvi. 4.

^ Hence he was called a disciple of * See M. Jadaim, iv. 3.

VOL. VIII. D
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itself no one opened a school, evidently for the reasons above

mentioned.^

But greatly as all who were actively engaged in some kind

of restoration of the Hagiocracy and its unity were limited by

the circumstances of the time to the almost inalienable right

of teaching, gradually an institution was zealously sought

after which should be more fitted than the simple school to

bring back again a more vigorous unity into Judean affairs.

Every Judean community had, as we have seen,^ its body of

Elders, to whom the supervision of it belonged; and this

institution was everywhere still in existence. Could not a

similar one be set up for all Judeans throughout the world?

This idea soon occupied many minds, and it was carried out in

a certain form. The Sanhedrin with its seventy-two members
had, until the fall of Jerusalem, been legally the highest court

of Judeans generally, and all the authority of the Hagiocrac}^

had been possessed by it ; if it could be restored, it might
again serve as an instrument of a closer union of all Judeans.

It is true the utmost zeal could not do more than effect an
aj^parent restoration of that court, but the semblance was
tried. If a generally respected and wealthy man was found
Avho a2)parentl3^ opened a school simply, but really gathered

about him, in addition to his younger pupils, some seventj^-two

men somewhat more advanced in knowledge and learning, this

might represent the ancient sacred Sanhedrin, as far as the

troubled times permitted ; and whatever such a number of

seventy or seventy-two men agreed upon would appear to

possess a sacred binding authority for all the dispersed in-

dividuals and communities of Israel. The head of a school of

this kind was really found in the younger Gamaliel, the grand-

son ^ of the elder Gamaliel^ and the son of Simon,^ whose
reputation stood so high in the last great rebellion. He occu-

pied his position of teacher surrounded by seventy men, who
considered themselves authorised to pronounce a decisive

opinion with regard to every question that concerned the
religious and national community of Judaism ;^ and this office,

voluntarily recognised by his people, he retained for a con-

siderable period. He traced his descent ^ from Hillel, whose
judgments were distinguished for their lenity and moderation,
and by Hillel, on the mother's side, from David ; and on that

' Ante, p. 17. » See vol. vii. p. 539.
2 Vol. V. pp. 86 sq., 242. « As appears from the plain instances

'^ See concerning his descent 3f. Dna^D. M. Judaim, iii. 5 ; iv. 2.

V. 15. 7 ggg ^qI yjj pp 193 5;q_
. yol yj pp^

^ See vol. vii. pp. 193 sq. 19 sq.
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account Gaiiuiliol was held in great respect by Judeans far and
wide at a time when the renown of ancient families was doubly
dear; and it was therefore the more natural that many should

give him, as the president of his council, and in a certain

sense the head of the Judeanism of the time, the name Nasi, i.e.

Prince, by which he was held in memory in following- genera-

tions. By his side and as his representative, a distinguished

jurist, with the title of Father of the Court of Justice,^ con-

ducted the business of the Council—an arrangement which was
continued by his successors. But if this court, which existed

only clandestinely as it were, without the knowledge and
sanction of the Romans, was not to formulate its resolutions

without effect, it was felt that something must be added in

support of them ; and this was the right of excommunication,

which now received new power. Every community had long

used a form of excommunication as a protection against its own
unworthy or rebellious members ;

'^ it was now felt that such

an instrument was needful for the whole national Community,
in order that a member who compromised the credit and re-

sisted the authority of the highest court might be excluded

from the entire Judean body. Thus in these troubled times,

when there was a general desire for a new separation from the

world supplied by a strict national unity, excommunication

was invested with a power never known before ; ^ and the more
a community is threatened from without, the more rigorous

disciplinary powers will it seek for its own members.

By such means and the labours of such men more life and
union was undoubtedly brought into the profoundly afflicted

and widely scattered remnant of the ancient Community of

Israel. But it is not needful here to quote all the doctrines

and sayings of these teachers which were remembered by later

generations, or to repeat the various detached recollections of

their learned and other life as subsequently written down ; for

very many of them have but little bearing upon the general

history which we are concerned with ; and all of them form
but the beginning of a long subsequent development. It was
simply because these teachers, as men who succeeded in main-

taining Judeanism against all its opponents in this new age,

became illustrious models for their Rabbinical successors, and
simply because the Judean life without a Temple and under

' Comp. his name in the New Hchreiv, liann (Leipzig, 1863), gives a summary
vol. V. p. 430. of the passages bearing on the subject,

- See vol. vi. pp. 292 sq. but is in other respects not very satis-
^ "NViesner's book, JJchcr den Jiidischcu factory.

D 2
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Heathen rule became, as founded by these teachers, the basis of

all the development of the subsequent centuries, that every-

thing which was known of them in any way at the time when
the Mishna and Gemara were written down had such an import-

ance for their successors, as the continuators and finishers of

their work, that even things most unimportant of themselves

appeared deserving of record. Of the earlier teachers, including

those previously mentioned ^ and their successors, only those

few and far more disconnected things which were still known
of them as important for that age were received into these col-

lections. The Muslim proceeded in much the same way with

their ' Sunna,' or ' Hadith,' recording therein at an early period

whatever Mohammed and his colleagues were supposed to have
said and done at some time ; in both the Talmud and the

Sunna the same object also is kept in view of preserving in

such reminiscences and records the best sources for decisions

in doctrinal controversies and legal questions. Purely historical

accounts of the lives and labours of even the most prominent of

these men were never subsequently written : it was onl}^ as the

heads of schools and beginners of a new legalistic Judean life

without a Temple that they were of importance to posterity

;

and to this must be added the fact that these later times lost

more and more, as we have seen,^ the historical sense.

The Talmudists.

If we inquire more strictly what was the real aim of these

teachers in this new age, and by what means they sought to

realise it, it is impossible not to perceive its general perversity

and futility. It is worth while to show this more in detail.

It is the same Biblical scholasticism of the Pharisaic cast

essentially unreformed, as we have seen it gradually rising and
developing,^ which now, after a brief interruption, seeks to

rehabilitate itself and begins to rule more rigorously than ever

the ancient Community wherever it was still to be found. So
persistently had this direction of the national mind been deve-
loped during six centuries, that we now see it immediately
recovering itself after the terrible calamities of these years and
beginning afresh the whole of its difficult task. This is, there-
lore, a new illustration of the exceedingly great difficulty with
which this tendency of the national mind could be overcome or
abandoned. It is true, Christianity had been overcoming it

during the past forty years, thereby accomplishing the most
' Vol. v.pp. 275. 2 ^,^^g_ p n 3 Vols, v-vii.
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difficult task which a new religion can attempt in its infancy
;

but at every stage of the greater success of Christianity in the
world, this powerful tendency in the ancient Community op-
posed it most mercilessly, and, indeed, ascribed all the calamities

and storms of these last decades to the spread of the Christian

schism. 1 The separation had been practically for ever decided
before the last great war ; but since the Christians had at the
beginning of the war wholly withdrawn from the ancient Com-
munity and its Temple, the animosity of the dominant Phari-
saic party must have been increased ; and it is quite intelligible,

therefore, that of the party which had crucified Christ, stoned
Stephen, and left James the Just to perish, there should be only
a very few who, amid the smoking ruins of Jerusalem, could be
moved to take a worthier view of Christianity. On the con-

trary, if previously the complaint was sometimes made that

the Law had not been sufficiently observed, and if a sacred law
is always capable of a still more rigorous application, and yet can
never bring true strength and elevation, so now the cry became
louder than ever that the insufficient observance of the Law, and
its desecration by the heretics (Christians), was the great reason

of the general miseries of the time. The consequences of such
a cry are obvious.

Thus far the continued dominance of this tendency was a
consequence of the past history of the nation. But now a new
powerful inducement to return to the past arose out of the

immediate present, if there was a desire to secure a complete
victory for the tendency and a more perfect development of it

than ever. As the Temple, and with it the entire hierarchical and
sacrificial system, had been hopelessly destroyed, there remained,

as a visible sacred thing, for a tendency which exalted the Law
beyond everything else, simply that Law itself with the accom-

' As we saw vol. vii. ; and hence, comes to mean simply a heretic (e.g. in

according to a saying of the elder Eliezer, Steinschneider's Ceded. Ccld. Lugd. p. 395),

M. Sota, ix. 15, it appears to be a sign of just as ^{<lC>>t without the article means
the coming judgment that the Jcingdom an Israelite, "t'^J a Heathen, and V*^{<n Dy
(the Theocracy of the Law) will then be

^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ Originally the'^^ing.
transformed into n-I^P schism (heresy) was -(Jtp or '•J'tp (see Heb. Gram. § 164

meaning thereby Christianity. Comp.
^^^^ ^^ ^he A'ramaic form nS^D Sinn

the distinction, M. Megilla, iv. 8, 9, be-
iste hcBveticus (abbreviated to ^yo, 1^-

tween ni^Q and p^il^^ai. p. probably Aboda zara, io\. Ab) s\xo^ys. As a deriva-
the Sadducees Ii is a futile subter uge ^-^^ ^^ -^ ^^^^ .^^ ^li^ ^-^^^^

of later Jewish scholars to suppose that something visible)^ \s hardly permissible,
by the Minim not (.hnstians generally ^^ ^,^^,i ^^ probably compelled to recur
but only Jewish Christians are meant. It is

^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^ -^ the meaning discussed in
true the word easily bears a more general ti n i -n-L, -.rr- • ,^
signification, but we do not meet with it

the Jahrbb. dcr BM Wiss. xi. 10 sq., as

before Christian times, and it then always ^^^ Hebrew jXD, rebellious, is also ulti-

signifies primarily Christians. By its very mately connected with it. In some books,

frequent use the short form p^ at last p^O al«o is the orthography.
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panying sacred books. At all events this sacred object could

not be destroyed by the Heathen : if at times they attempted its

destruction/ knowing well what it was in the eyes of the nation,

a thousand ways were found at last of more firmly keeping

and more heroically defending it. In fact, for similar reasons

reverence for the Law and the hallowing of it had been greatly

on the increase in the interval since the destruction of the first

Temple :
^ this tendency and desire to make sacred books the

one firm basis of all religion, and even of all theology, were

simply now completed and extended. The entire Law was now
to be observed more strictly and scrupulously than ever before,

if possible ; and all the sacred books met now with a reverence

of a special character such as far exceeded the extravn,gance in

this respect of the preceding centuries. It was as if Israel had

all its spiritual life in these books alone ; and if something of

the same kind had not subsequently occurred in the case of

the Koran amongst the Mohammedans, the example which it

supplied in this respect would have been without a parallel in

history. These books, however, had long required a skill in their

interpretation and application which every man was not master

of, and this was now the more requisite as in the altered times a

thousand new decisions had to be given on their basis. On this

account the Biblical scholars once more resumed outside Jeru-

salem the work which they had for centuries carried on within

its walls, and they prosecuted it with a zeal, diligence, and
patience, and also with a prudence, which must have provoked

an unmixed admiration had so much skill and capacity been
employed in a purer cause. The unlearned members of the

Community could only desire in these times that able blasters

(Doctors, Eabbis) might voluntarily arise who would teach how
men ought then to live in order to remain members of the Com-
munity of Israel, and who would particularly understand how
to resolve the much graver doubts that now arose on this point

so much more frequently than before.^ The Biblical scholars

' E.g. when they would not publicly ^ This is described most vividly in
tolerate the sacred Scriptures, but de- the Fourth Book of Ezra, particularly xii.

voted them by law to destruction, as 44 sq. ; xiv. 20 sq. ; likewise 2 Baruch
Antiochus Epiphanes (vol. v. pp. 298 sq.) xxxii-xxxiv. xlvi. ; comp, xlviii. Ixx.
and Vespasian and Titus (vii. p. 612) To the same period belongs the saying,
seriously proposed, and as several Hea- 'Procure thee a Master {2'^) and get rid of
then before them considered necessaxy ^...f^^r ^hich is ascribe'd to the elder
(vii. P- 417). But It was not until the Gamaliel in Pirq^ Abotk, i. 16, but which
end of this period that Hadrian took up ^e referred for good reasons to the
in full earnest such measures as aimed at younger Rabbi of this name, as may the
the entire annihilation of the Judean sayin| soon to be mentioned,
religion : see below. -^ *=

^ See vol. V. passim.
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became now really tlie sole teachers and guides of the rest of

the people, inasmuch as the hereditary priests of high and low

rank, for the time at all events, found practically nothing to do

after the destruction of the Temple, and had to be content if

they could continue to exist as Biblical scholars or otherwise.

Not a few of them really distinguished themselves as Biblical

scholars : this way of being useful was, however, not only open,

as always, to every other capable man, but it was now more
than ever inviting ; and if previously, as we have seen,^ all

social distinctions were lost in the presence of learning and its

special difficulties, still more in these troubled times might the

poorest artisans often become the greatest scholars. In these

circumstances arose what may be briefly called the Bahhinic

During the previous centuries, it is true, very different ten-

dencies had prevailed at various periods amongst the Biblical

scholars, and a multitude of powerful influences had come down
from them to these new times. But the party of the Zealots,

which had last of all carried everything before it, had been so

completely struck down, at all events for a long time, by the

calamities of the last years that even their views and the names
of their principal representatives remain unmentioned in these

schools. There was left, therefore, from former times the party

of the Pharisees, who now seemed, as having been formerly most
powerful and also tolerated by the Romans, at all events less

dangerous than that of the Zealots. It is true the Phari-

sees precisely as regards their most important functions

—

their desire to rule the kingdom by participating in its public

affairs—were also now practically annihilated ; it was only

their learned traditions and principles which had survived the

national overthrow. The Badducees, with their greater pride

and freedom of mind, have, on the other hand, uoav so entirely

disappeared that the only trace of them is the frequent mention,

by way of illustration, of the refutation of their principles and
opinions by Jochanan ben Zakkai in his old age.^ It is there-

fore undeniable that the views, doctrines, and customs of

the Pharisees became those of the Rabbis, only in a more
intensely scrupulous form. The earlier renowned teachers

amongst the Pharisees, however, had by no means all held the

same learned principles and doctrines, inasmuch as the sect

formed rather a political than a purely learned school ; and as

' Vol. vi. p. 189. sees, n-IK^HQ (lit. separateness), is still

2 According to the lonff account M.
^j.^.^^! commended in this period, e.g.

Jadaim iv. 7 sq. The piety of the Phan- p-^,^^ jj^^^f^^ j^j^ ^g^ ^^^^ -^^ ,)^ j^^ ^.^ice.
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in the period before us a stricter or freer tendency was early

developed on occasion of the necessity of pronouncing decisions

on so many questions of the time, these Eabbis liked to appeal

to a similar difference of tendency which had existed in the

earlier Pharisaic school between Hillel and Shammai.^ Hillel,

the grandfather of the elder Gamaliel, was looked back upon

by these later teachers as the great teacher of the Law, dis-

tinguished for the mildness of his disposition, the wealth of his

wisdom, and also for the concessions he made to reason ; while

Shammai was remembered, on the contrary, as the excessively

rigorous and zealous master, who settled everything according

to ancient tradition; and different principles were mentioned

which each had followed in interpreting and applying the

Scriptures, whilst the greatest respect was entertained for both

men. Accordingly the Eabbis liked to be considered as disciples

of one or the other of these two highly honoured masters, who
had lived nearly a century before their time, and the memory
of both was now revived with new splendour.

In this way these Biblical scholars reviewed the entire range

of legal obligation as they found it made law by their sacred Scrip-

tures and the ancient customs of the Judeans. They brought

within its sphere not only all the duties of individuals, but also all

the institutions of the Community ; and again, not merely those

duties and institutions which were practicable, and perhaps fitting

for the straitened present, but also all those which had previously

been observed in the life of the nation in its greater indepen-

dence, or which were practicable according to their Scriptures

.

Their thought proceeded on the supposition that they were
still living under the former kingdom of Israel, as if that alone

were lawful, and as if everything belonging to it that had been
destroyed could and must be at once restored. Thus they

sketched the complete plan of the Temple as it was and as it

ought to be,^ as if it must be at once rebuilt according to it, if

the resources of the Judeans once more permitted.^ But there

is no mention of a true monarchy, or of the conduct due to a
foreign government.^ The Hagiocracy, as it had been developed

• See vol. vi. pp. 34 sq. pi'ayed, 'Grant, God, that Thy city
2 Comp. vol. vii. pp. 586 sq. note, may be built speedily in our days !

' Pirqce
But that this description as it now appears Ahuth, v. 20.
in the Mishna would necessarily be in a ^ For what is taught regarding the
great degree unhistorical and vague, ap- king of Israel M. Sanhedria ii. 2-5 is

pears from the superstition with regard purely incidental, and introduced simply
to the Temple which had already made because the words Deufc. xvii. 14-20 re-
itself felt : see Pirq^ce Ahoth, v. 5. quired his legal position to be referred

^ E.^. Juda, son of Tsema, always to.
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during the last centuries, and in tlie only form in which it could

then be lawful, had no room for either.

x^.s far as it could then be directly applied, the prevailing

tendency of the legal framing of duty was to pursue it into the

smallest detaiL It appears, therefore, as if a man as a living

member of this Community has absolutely nothing to do or to

leave undone but what the Law determines, as if he must be pro-

tected and preserved, held in leading strings and trained in every-

thing, b}^ the sacred Law. An elaboration and extension of the

Law in this form was, it is true, involved in the entire tendency

of the Hagiocracy, and was especially favoured by the Pharisees
;

but it was now more rigorously carried out, and not without

necessity. For if the members of the ancient Community still

remaining were amid the troubles of the time and in their wide
dispersion to be kept nationally united and separate from the

rest of the world, and never to forget their national claims to

a better future, it was necessary that they should be more
strictly than ever before kept to such customs and usages as

would promote this end. That the freedom of the individual

mind and all true religion would be destroyed by the pre-

dominance of this Rabbinic tendency was what no one per-

ceived, and in the course of the next centuries the remnant
of the ancient Community submitted to it more and more com-

pletely, finding therein its hope and pride.

^

And if we look more narrowly at the means which they

employed in founding thfeir system of interpreting and applying

the sacred Law, we cannot form a more favourable judgment.

Every party and every community when brought into circum-

stances of great difficulty, in order to maintain its existence,

often suffers its spiritual vision to be dangerously narrowed and

beclouded ; if it is, moreover, driven from a previous position of

greater freedom into such lasting difficulty and gloom, its

spiritual eye is the more easily paralysed, and not only its

mind and aims but its judgment also only too easily cling

' Until the tendency had at last com- centuries in tlie East, and their influence

pletely unfolded itself and all its conse- had such an effect upon the Rabbanites

quences wore revealed to even the least that learning revived amongst them in an

observant. This happened under the entirely new form, as I perceived long

new supremacy of Islam, when in the since in reading Saalia's works. They
ancient Community itself the Karaites continued all aloag to be much more

arose and rejected the Talmud. They conscientious and uneorrupted, though

first appearand found their own societies, more timid, than the Rabbanites ; and it

it is true, at the beginning of the eighth is only because they were not bold enough

century of our era ; but what they really to reach the full truth that they have de-

aimed at was much earlier, and, in fact, dined in the last centuries, especially as

is implied in the elements and funda- during this period all spiritual life has been

mental principles of the ancient true paralysed in the East.—Comp. Gbtt. Gel.

religion. The Karaites flouri.'^hed for ^;i,-. 1862, pp. o9o sq. ; 18G5, pp. 767 sq.
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spasmodically to tlie fragments of a better past. Thus in this

instance the Law must not only retain its validity, but must, if

possible, be more correctly understood and more faithfully kept

than ever before ; and the Biblical scholars have as Eabbis,

that is Doctors belonging to a corporation, at last become the

sole rulers of men's minds upon these principles, and have

therefore all possible liberty to become spiritually thoroughly

assured and secure on this basis. But they submit so completely

to the narrow limitation and darkness of the situation that their

chief principle becomes

—

the sacred Law may he interpreted and

taught only according to the ancient method (now called Halahha)

or (which is substantially the same) according to the sacred

tradition (originally 31ass6ra),^ and that the great Rabbi Akiba

(of whom we shall speak subsequently) could sum up all his

wisdom in the words which his successors admired and followed :

Tradition is a fence for the Law, Tithes a fence for wealth, Vows a

fence for piety, and for Wisdom the fence is silence;^ accordingly,

with regard to all his best endeavours and possessions, a man must

put certain restraints upon himself lest they become injurious

to him; and a restraint of this kind, which he cannot in any

case get over, is mere tradition even as regards the under-

standing, interpretation, application, and practice of the Law.

Neither- true freedom of mind nor true learning is possible

even in their elements. The Rabbis endeavoured to interpret

the Law, and to establish by means of it whatever they consi-

dered to be legally binding, but they had not any satisfac-

tory knowledge of the Law to begin with ; they observed cer-

tain rules of interpretation,-^ but never discovered the true

principles of the science. They sought by a certain system of

exegesis to reduce the various matters to be dealt with to some
kind of unity ,^ and ended with the preliminar}^ result, that

they set up a confused mass of 613 laws as necessary accord-

ing to sacred Scripture, 365 of them being prohibitions and
248 injunctions.''* Of genuinely scientific principles and their

' According to the saying, ' The pesti- received the stricter significance which
Icnce Cometh mainly on account of those immortalised it subsequently; comp.
who do not teach according to the Halakha n^3p3 ^^- r\^^VT\ ii- 1-

of the Law,' Firqcg Aboth, v. 8 ad fin.: ^ Eighteen rules for the interpretation

comp. iii. 11. of the Scriptures and the derivation of
-' PirqcB Aboth, \\\. 13. Massura mviSt Laws from its language became specially

not, of course, in this passage be under- famous; they were traced back to the
stood in the restricted meaning which it time of Hillel and Shammai, but they
bore in subsequent centuries; but in that have no great importance,
restricted sense the Massora was an out- •• The present division of the Mishna
come of the same spirit which we find is later, but the basis of it was laid

here in its full strength. Similarly the early.
word Cabbala, which had essentially the ^ These 613 laws, which were men-
same meaning at first, has not as yet tioned early, are well known : the reduc-
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valuable results we have here nothing; on the contrary, an

inereasmg narrowness and obscuration of mind is specially

observable in the fact, that the ideas, the sentences, the words,

and even the particles and letters of the Scriptures are more

and more frequently arbitrarily used as proofs, though it may
be with surprising ingenuity.^ And as in such times of distress

the historical sense is so often sadly blunted and superstition

rapidly grows, a previously unheard-of and Heathenish super-

stition creeps into the ideas and doctrines of the Rabbis.^ At

the same time the love of reducing everything conceivable to

round numbers and of arranging simple things with their

opposites makes rapid progress.^ It is true all this does

not occur for the first time in the Mishna period, but we
have seen it gradually beginning before—for instance, in the

case of the philosopher Philo ; but the important thing is that

it now makes such rapid progress and becomes so absolutely

predominant.

A legislative mania of such a character was comparatively

harmless as far as it concerned only those matters which could not

find at the time any immediate application . The effect must have

been quite different as far as it interfered with present affairs,

and sought to prepare the hearts of people then living for the

new age ; although, as there was strictly nothing new to be en-

joined, that which was proposed for the sake of the new state of

things was for the most part expressed in the form of hints,

general principles, and actual events, rather than of laws. Most

of the laAVS which had been in force until the destruction of

Jerusalem and the dispersion of the nation had for that reason

to take a completely altered form ; but a clear conception of the

way in which they were to be either abrogated or amended
was not arrived at ; they remained accordingly fundamentally

as they had been, and it was only timidly or clandestinely that

an entirely different mode of procedure was gradually introduced

in many points. It is told at length how hard the younger Gama-
liel found it to resolve in the Council to admit as of full blood

a proselyte of the people of Ammon, or rather from the country

tion of the prohibitions to exactly 365, plained easily from ancient usages in Israel

the number of the days of the year, (see vol. v. p. 1G7), is accounted for in the

illustrates the arbitrary nature of the most arbitrary manner from disconnected

procedure; the endeavour to find 611 as passages of Scripture,

the numerical value of the letters of the - See e.g. the expressions with regard

word n"l"in aii^ the addition of 2 from to the fallen Temple, PirqcB Ahuth, v. o,

the pre-Mosaic period to the 611, dates or those on tlie scale of calamities as

as far back. Divine punishments, v. 8 sq.

' Take, for instance, M. Sanhedrin, ^ An example is the number 613, just

1-6, where the number 2-3 of the assessors mentioned; a number of others of both

of an intermediate court, which maybe ex- kinds, Pirqa Ahuth, v. 3 sq.
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Avliere tliis people once dwelt ;
^ and if the Christian rivalry in

converting the Heathen had not then been feared, he would

hardly have at last been admitted. The tithes and similar

contributions would naturally have ceased with the destruction

of the state ; but as this could not be admitted as lawful, it

was secretly urged the more energetically that they ought at

all events to go to the Biblical scholars, if not to the Priests,^

as the former alone then took pains to keep up the national

union. But the Rabbis gave themselves special trouble to

put difiiculties in the way of, or wholly to prevent, as far as

possible, any close contact of the Judeans with Heathen, and

especially with Greek and Roman, culture. The laws regarding

food were now repeatedly most carefully defined and made as

stringent as possible;^ and the horror of even the books of

the Greeks and Romans became rapidly so great, after the

Pharisees had set the example,'' that from this time scarcely

any Greek works were written or read in certain districts (such

as Egypt, Italy, Asia Minor). But the Rabbinic spirit from

this time rejected with bitter hostility, even in the formation

of its laws, everything Christian, at all events dimly feeling

how irreconcilable it was with the latter. The Minim, who,

as we have seen,-^ might be simply all those who separated from

the Community, and the heretics who were disowned by it,

have become to the Rabbis the (christians, and in their two-

fold character, both Heathen and Jewish Christians;^ and a

number of laws are issued against close intercourse with them

;

indeed, foul names of reproach for anything Christian become

customary.'^

It required, it is true, far greater courage in those days to

go over to Christianity than to remain, amid all the evils of the

' M. Jadaim iv. 4. *^^^^ prohibition is already perceptible

2 According to the pointed remark enough ; and we shall meet below only

concerning tithes and those who were "^^o Greek works by Jewish authors, and

bound to pay them, Pirqce Ahuih, v. 8, 9. one of the two books is not purely Jewish.

The saying ascribed to the elder Gama- The serious consequences of this we shall

liel,i. 16, Tithe not too much by conjecture! ^ave to consider.

belongs, from its connection and its force, ^ A)ite, p. 37.

to the younger Gamaliel and the time ' These two divisions of those '^who

under review. have cast off the yoke of the Law are

3 Thus it was long prohibited to buy plainly distinguished, 2 Bar. xli. sq.

bread and oil of the Heathen, as was the ' ^^« disciples of Bdeam the wicked,

case before the destruction of Jerusalem, -P"'^« ^^^^^^ ^- 19. a^e almost beyond

vol. vii. p. 537, doubt, in contrast with the disciples of
*'
As we may see plainly enough from Abraham, the Christians, as they are not

the remarks of Josephus, Ant. xx. 11. 2 characterised as Heathen; and somewhat

ad Jin. Greek books were, however, not early the word Evangdium was abbre-

entirely forbidden before the time of the viated by Eabbmic wit into Aven, \))^,

last wars (comp, the saying, M. Sota i.e. evil, which is almost as bad as the
ix. 14, below); but the inclination towards patonomasia mentioned vol. vi. p. 142.
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time, faithful to Judaism, as the Judeans might still hope that

the misery which had so suddenly come upon them would not

last so long as that of the first destruction of Jerusalem, and
as it was thought possible to contend—at all events under the

form of teaching—against the prevailing Heathenism. We can-

not see without admiration how a former Levite, Joshua the

son of Chananja, a disciple of Jochanan son of Zakkai, after

the loss of his hereditary honours and advantages, lived in

the greatest poverty as needlemaker,' and yet found sufficient

leisure and courage to become an unwearied teacher of his

countrymen, and to gain the thanks of thousands. But, on the

other hand, we must not be surprised that in consequence of

the absence of the true bases of learning and exalted morality

amongst these scholars, and especially amongst the more famous
of them, so much bitter controversy, ambition, and contentious-

ness broke out that even Eliezer, the son of Hyrcanus, one of

the five best disciples of Jochanan, chose as his motto, ' Warm
thyself at the fire of the wise, but take care not to burn thyself

with their coals, for their bite is that of the fox, their sting

that of the scorpion, and their hissing that of the dragon.' ^

In spite of these internal controversies, however, the necessities

of the time were such that almost all who declined to become
either Heathens or Christians were compelled for a while to

submit to them, and to find out the only possible method of

holding closely together.

The Poetry and Projphecy of the Neiv Period.

The Fourth Booh of Ezra and the Second of Barnch.

If during these decades the mental life of the Judeans had
shown itself no further than in this new eflPort to maintain its

existence by greater zeal in legislation and the teaching of the
Law, the ancient Community would most likely have lost heart
under the distresses of the time, and we should hardlj^ have
been able to understand how it could once more be animated
by a bright hope and confident expectation with regard to the

dark future. But although the sacred Law was now more de-
cidedly than ever before ranked above everything else, and
seemed to be the one inalienable visible possession of the Com-

' He taught at Beqiim, a place not dwelt therefore at that time in this dis-
far from Lydda {ante, p. 33), just as trict, whilst later Galilee became the chief
Akiba taught afterwards somewhat far- locality for their schools (see below),
ther to tlie south at Benae-Beraq, Jos. - Pirqce Ahotk, ii. 10.

xix. 45 ; all the most famous teachers
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munitj, it bad never been, and was not now, its sole posses-

sion. True religion, witb its power and its bope, is always far

more tban its written book of Law ; and tbe mind of man, if

it is to rise to nobler bope and labours, must be nourisbed witb

sometbing better tban even tbe best laws. In tbe conscious-

ness of tbe ancient Community still lived deeply imx^lanted tbe

Messianic bope witb its magic power ; and tbe more unexpect-

edly tbe last great calamities bad fallen upon tbem, tbe more

unintelligible tbese sufferings of tbe ' people of God ' seemed to

tbe strongest minds of tbe Hagiocracy ; and tbe more restless

tbe entire existence of tbe nation bad become, tbe more pro-

foundly miglit many minds lose tbemselves in tbe abysses of

tbis bope, and tbe pictures of tbe future migbt rise in more

glowing colours before tbe eager glance of individual propbets.

It was just bere tbat tbe more deeply bidden life of tbe ancient

Community still remained unexbausted. Propbecy, wbicb bad

long ceased to be a public power, in consequence of tbe arro-

gance and frigidness of tbe Hagiocracy, bad during tbe years

immediately preceding tbe destruction of Jerusalem once more

made itself beard against tbe will of tbe rulers; ^ it migbt now,

in tbe forced silence of tbese calamitous days, more freely put

fortb its powers and attempt tbe utmost tbat was possible to it.

Tbree of tbe most important documents, and tbe fragment

of a fourtb, bave come down to us sbowing tbat it actually

made tbese exertions. Tbe first two new propbetic books, still

l^reserved almost entire, are most instructive, and in tbeir form

most admirable monuments of tbis final period ; unlike as tbey

are in some respects, proceeding tbougb tbey do from widely

separated localities and from very dissimilar minds, tbey were

yet publisbed almost simultaneously at tbe beginning of tbe

reign of Titus, 80-81 a.d. And tbis cannot be accidental. As
long as Vespasian reigned, dumb fear must bave sealed tbe lips

of poets and propbets : bis deatb for tbe first time liberated

somewbat tbeir feelings, and encouraged tbe propbetic eye to

penetrate more boldly tbe veiled future.

Tbe first of tbese two pieces is a Sibylline poem,^ wbicb bas

come down to us complete, at all events as far as its main
portion is concerned, and may be interpreted wdtb a good

degree of certainty. It was written in Egypt by a Judean

;

and it was precisely in tbis original bome of Hellenism tbat

tbe Judean communities bad till now lived comparatively least

disturbed. Just as most of tbe Judeo-Cbristian Sibylline books

' See vol. vii. pp. 616 sq. - Sibyll. v. 52-530.
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originated in this prolific soil,' so this one follows earlier

models, and particularly the laro-er Judean work which had
then been in circulation two centuries ; but in other respects it

is one of the finest of all these hybrid products of Judeo-Greek
prophecy. We hear in it the aspirations of a nobler mind of

these profoundly calamitous times ; it lays hold sj^asmodically

of the eternal hope of Israel, contending* rather against Heathens
than Christians ; and though it anticipates the approach of a
much darker day, or rather of the black night of the world's

end, it still hopes the more firmly that the bright light of
Israel's influence in the world will rise victoriously from the
midst of the horrors of this night of judgment. All this is

written with veiled but evident allusions to the time when,
amid the eruption of Vesuvius and the earthquake in Italy, the
conflagration of the world seemed about to take place. This
product of a poet, in whose heart burns the deepest hatred of
Eome, with the tenderest and most enthusiastic love for the
fallen Jerusalem, and who possesses sufiicient artistic power to

control such intense feeling, is remarkable also, inasmuch as

its author is the last genuine Hellenist from whom a Greek
work has come down to us from a time when the use of the
Greek language and style grew more and more rare.^ And it

would be necessary to say^ more with regard to this author if I
had not elsewhere given a detailed account of him and his work.^
We must refer more at length to the other piece, the Revela-

tion of Ezra, formerly often called the first, or the second, but
now usually the Fourth Booh of Ezra, a work which, in its

ultimate meaning and purpose, is in full agreement with the
above Sibylline piece, while in its plan and artistic execution it

differs fundamentally therefrom. Whilst the latter, after the

manner of former happier times, places Judaism in con-
trast with Heathenism in a general way only, the Eevelation

of Ezra, in accordance with the spirit prevailing in the new
Judean schools, takes as its basis almost exclusively the sacred
Law, complains of its neglect and violation,"* and hoj^es for

future salvation mainly from its more perfect observance.

Whilst the former work is animated by a breath of delicate

art, and rises to the elevation of genuine poetry, the latter is

• As I have sliown at length in my appearance of the manuscripts of the Law,
Ahhandhmg iibcr die Sibyllischen Bilcher, because the Romans burnt them, comp.
Gott. 1858. V. 27; vii. 17-25; viii. 12, 56, 57; ix".

- See ante, p. 4-1. 31-37
; xiv. 21 ; as to the contemptible

3 In the above-named Ahhandhiiif/. character of other nations, see vi. 56-59;
' According to 4 Ezra iv. 23 tho com- viii. 26-30, 56-58 (Eth. vi. 53-56, 63-67);

plaint might cren be raised of the di"?- comp. 2 Bar. Ixxxii.
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tlie product of the more depressed spirit of the Rabbinical

schools, wanders off" into lengthy rhetorical, and often scholastic,

elaborations, and finds it difficult to rise to pure and luminous

art. Whilst the former is quite Hellenistic, the latter imi-

tates the truly Hebrew prophetic books only, especially those

of the later period, and was certainly written originally in

Hebrew,^ and probably not in Palestine itself, certainly not

in Egypt, but, according to all indications, in Rome.^ But

thoucrh the author once more imitates the genuine Hebrew

iDrophetic books, especially the Book of Daniel, and to some

extent the Book of Enoch, it is nevertheless the spirit of the

new Judean schools of law which prevails, and it is in that

spirit he looks for the man of God whom he may most suitably

make the author of his new prophecy.

For it is in an entirely original manner that our legalistic

prophet as if he were himself a Biblical scholar, chooses no

other than Ezra, the venerated head of all Biblical scholars, to

represent his ideas. The design of the book is in general

simply to answer the question whether and when a Divine

restoration of Jerusalem, with its commonwealth and Temple,

and also a Divine castigation of the Heathen for the rejection

of God's people and His Holy Law, is to be looked for—a two-

fold question, which undoubtedly involves a hundred pre-

liminaiy and subsidiary questions. The author had plainly

> The Hebrew original -which is dis- I have spoken at length in the Gbtt. Gel.

cernible in the errors of translation has Anz. 1863, pp. 640 sq., 1864-74, and in

been lost ; and the Greek translation cir- the Gott. Nachrichtcn 1863, pp. 163 sq.;

culated so early amongst Christians, 1865, pp. 504 sq. [The long passage

and was so nuich read amongst them -wanting in the old Latin translation be-

durina; the persecutions of the second and tween vii. 35 and 36 is now supplied from

third centuries, that many then placed an ancient MS. at Amiens by Bensley,

the book almost on an equality with the The Missing Fragment of the Latin Trans-

sacred Scriptures, as we see from Clement's lation of the Fourth Book of Ezra, Cam-

Strom. iii. 16. comp. 4 Ezra v. 35 ;
i. bridge, 1875.J

21 22, compared with 4 Ezra xiv. and ^ If we consider that according to

many'other passages of the Fathers. At iii. 1,2, 28, 31, Ezra is described as in

length the book was edited by a Christian, Babylon when he received these Divine

received an introduction, ch. i. and ii., thoughts, and as having been led to them

with a completely Christian colouring, in the first instance by the sight of the im-

and the name Jesus was twice intro- mense multitude of people in that city and

duced into the sentences, vii. 28, 29, of their conduct, it becomes probable that

which are otherwise genuine. Thus the the actual author when he wrote this

Greek translation, which has not come book was himself present in Rome and

down to us, had been altered when the sent it forth from that city. Ezra him-

early Latin transLition, still preserved, self, as far as we know, was never in

was made from it; but in addition to the Babylon, but in regionc Medorum, in regno

latter we have now a Syrian, an Ethiopic, Ariaxerxis regis Persarmn, as the later

two Arabic, and one Armenian translation, Christian author of the preface, i. 2, re-

and in mv work Das vierte Ezrahuch marks. The great caution with which

(Gott. 1863) I have endeavoured to re- the author speaks of Eome, venturing to

store the original form of the book On mention Babylon only, or at most, vi. 9,

many other points relating to the book, Esau, accords with this view.
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endeavoured, witli the profoundest effort of his mind, to obtain

light and Divine certainty on all these questions ; and as he

had obtained them he now sought by his book to make them
knowJi for the instruction and comfort of all his suffering

co-religionists. His book became, therefore, naturally a pro-

phetic one ; and nevertheless he selected for his representative

speaker an ancient and already sainted hero, who had never,

according to all historical accounts, been a prophet, nor sought

to be regarded as such. But, according to the general opinion

of the Biblical scholars and Pharisees, Ezra was at that time

looked upon as a prophet, though the last of sacred antiquity ;

'

and he might, considering the rapid decline of all historical

feeling,^ be regarded as having once lived in the midst of the

Babylonian captivity : thus he is here represented as living at

Babylon thirty years after the first destruction of Jerusalem,^

and as praying in the deepest despair for a Divine explanation

of that calamity ; and in so far he could be described as speak-

ing, praying, and beseeching God for enlightenment in an

entirely similar situation. As far as the essential subject-

matter of the book is concerned, and throughout the whole

of its chief part, Ezra is thus made the ideal of our literary

Biblical scholar, who looks up to him with reverence, obtains

inspiration from his memory, and desires to rise to his elevation,

that from that height he may speak the more forcibly and

effectively to his contemporaries.

In agonising prayer to God, Ezra obtains from Him higher

> As will be shown below in the his- ing in this respect the Book of Enoch),

tory of the Canon. he mentions by way of consolation that

- As was shown vol. iv. p. 164, and as Jernsalcm was even 3,000 years (not 30

is proved also by the Seder 'Olam rahha merely), from the beginning of the world

of not much later date ; comp. thereon to the building of Solomon's temple,

Gott. Gel. Anz. 1858, pp. 1456 sq. [See without sacrifices; for the reading 3,000

also vol. i. p. 200.] in the Syriac and Arabic translation, x.

3 We might conjecture that this 45, 46, comp. ix. 43 sq., is imdoubtedly

thirtieth year, iii. 1, 29, is intended to correct. Elsewhere the author, according

denote simply jibout the middle of the to xiv. 11, 12, like the Sibylline book of

70 years of the exile, and that that number his time (see my Ahhandluug ilbcr die

was intentionally chosen because the real Sihi/llciihnchcr, pp. 49 sq.), presupposes

author might suppose that when he wrote twelve agos of the world, of which
^
the

his book about half the period of the tenth had not elapsed at the time of Ezra,

second destruction of Jerusalem had i.e. in the exile; the elevenih, therefore,

elapsed. However, this supposition is and the twelfth extend beyond the Per-

not indicated elsewhere in the book, but sian and Grfeco-Eoman time to the com-

rather the contrary ; and I have shown mencement of the INIessianic age
:

the

above (vol. v. p.' 163, compared with Efhiopic translation, it is true, has here

Gott. Gel. Anz. 1863, p. 048 ; 1865, pp. only ten ages, but this reading appears to

1716 sq.) that this number 30 has. un the be less correct. The length of each of these

contrary, been shortened from 130 by a ages of the world is, however, not given,

later limitation of the times. But as the manifestly because the author only copies

author all along keeps in view the great this idea from eailier books,

historical relations of Jerusalem (follow-

VOL. VIII. K
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communications through the Archangel Uriel, with whom he

can discourse as with a celestial friend and teacher, and who
promises him again and again new and higher revelations after

constantly renewed devotional exercises. Into this simple plan

the author introduces everything that he has to impart, whether

as plain instruction or as veiled intimation. As the range of

his work is somewhat extensive, he makes Ezra at first only

with difficulty obtain from Uriel a few brief detached prophecies

(as, according to Ezekiel's example in the Old Testament, the

proper beginning of prophecy and oracles is the most difficult),

until finally the archangel promises him greater revelations in

the future. This first part ^ is thus merely preparatory, and

contains only preliminary and tentative matter. Then in the

three longest sections ^ the proper subject of the book—instruc-

tion concerning the events of the future—is so exhaustively

handled, that in this respect nothing further remains to be

said. In the first instance the rule of the Romans is especially

indicated as the great crisis bringing in the close of the ancient

world ; ^ then, in the second instance, the coming of the Mes-

siah particularly is touched upon, and this event, together with

the nature of the universal judgment, is described with great

particularity ; and, in the third place, the difficult question is

resolved whether and in w^hat way the salvation of sinners

is to be prayed for before God, together with the connected

question as to who may hope for forgiveness and redemption.^

As now this work has all the characteristics of the scholas-

ticism of that time, we can perceive from these three chief

sections quite clearly the natm-e of the teaching of this scho-

lasticism with its love of symbols and round numbers. A
prophetic book, however, must necessarily contain something

more than the prayers of a wise saint and celestial communi-
cations in the form of simple instructions. This is felt by the

' iii. 1-y. 13. strictly three times for seven days, ac-
^ The second section extends clearly cording to the example Dan. x. 2, 3; one

from V. 14-vi. 34; but the next from of these strict fasts is intended therefore

vi, 3o-ix. 25 would have been too long to introduce each one of the three sections

in proportion, and now we can find from in which he receives the highest revela-

the other translations the true extent of tions in three stages ; and this must have
this part of the whole book : as from vi. 77 been briefly mentioned in the original

(according to the numberingof the Ethiopic text after v. 12. The book was generally

version) thesubject-matteralso ischanged, very much mutilated early on account of
we may justly assume that before this its great length,

passage vi. 77 E(?i. some lines had been ^ vi. 7-10.

omitted (probably in the Greek transla- •* Really we may easily perceive from
tion also) which contained the end of the the artistic plan and working out of the
third and the beginning of the fourth fundamental thought that the division

sections. In fact, this follows from the of the book was originally as above
observation, vi. 35, that Ezra must fast stated.
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author, and he accordingly gives in three subsequent sections

three magnificent visions of a more strictly prophetical character.

These are the visions concerning Jerusalem, Eome, and the

Messiah,^ as the three great living creatures with which each
prophecy concerning the unfolding and development of the

future is connected ; and therewith the entire proj^hetic book
attains its purest elevation. The work also finds its com-
pletion in these seven large sections ; and undoubtedly the sacred

number seven is intentionally chosen, our author showing else-

where in various ways a great liking for it.^ The author adds
further a chapter about Ezra as the Divine Biblical Scholar

and Collector or rather Founder of Scripture,^ simply because
in a work written in the name of an ancient hero reference

was naturally made to his actual history, and because at that

time (as we shall see below) the question of the number and
collection of the sacred Scriptures was very warmly discussed.

This is in brief the substance of the work, the veiled re^^re-

sentations of which not infrequently translate us vividly into

the midst of that period of Israel's history with which we are

occupied. When it relates, for instance, how Ezra after he
had withdrawn several weeks into solitude, and, indeed, into

the desert, is about again to retire from the people, and they,

disturbed on that account, gather about him and with weeping-

ask ' how they had transgressed, that he also should forsake

them ; that he alone was left to them as a cluster from the

vineyard,^ as a light in a dark place, as a haven for the ship ^

emerging from the waves of the sea ; whether they had not yet

' The three sections ix. 2o-x. 59; found in this sense vii. 40 (vi. 16 Efh.)

X. 60-xii, 39; xii. 40-xiii. 59. The ar- in the Ethiopia transbition ; and it must
tistic plan is continued here only in so also he restored, vii. 28, where the un-
far that Ezra no longer fasts rigorously

;

intelligible number 400 is found in the
he fasts now according to direction seven Lat. and also in the Arab, translation;

days only partially, ix. 23-28 ; he has the Syr. has in this passage the still

then to wait in a similar condition only more incorrect number 30, and in the
two days, x. 56-60, and finally once more Ethiopic translation the number has un-
seven days, xii. 39, 40, 51. All this is fortunately been wholly omitted. The
artistically arranged ; and in order to proper sense of the passage is then, that

receive visions it is needful that a man as in the consummation one day corre-

should be somewhat excited, whilst sim- sponds to 700 years, so the Mci^siah

pie instruction is best received in the will previously reign visibly 700 years,

most sober state of mind. and something similar is implied 2
'^ The most important thing is that Bar. xl.

the author assigns seven hundred years ^ xiv.; on which see further below,

as the period of the victory of the true The division of time according to weeks is

religion in the earth, and is therefore in accordingly given up here, vv. 1, 45.

so far no chiliast but a hoptahecatontist

:

' The frequent sjmbol of the Corn-
he took this view from the Book of Enoch munity of God since the words Isa. v. 1.

(see my Abhandlnng on this liook, pp. 36 ^ In Christian writers also the figure

sq.) The correct number, 700, instead of the true church as the ark of Noah
of 70 as in Arab, h (probably originally surviving all the storms of the ages
a neck of 700, after Syr. Arab, a), is becomes afterwards very frequent.
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experienced evil enough ; whether it were not better that they

should have perished in the burning of Sion, as tl.eir brothers,

who were not worse than they ; '
^ who does not feel that we

have here a more truthful representation of the better members

of the nation of that time, and of their close adhesion to the

remaining Biblical scholars, than any Talmudic reminiscence

supplies? As it is of importance, however, to form as accurate

a view as possible of this book, which is in many respects so

weighty, it seems to us of use to explain more in detail the

sixth of the above-mentioned sections, whi> h supplies, under

lano-uage of greatly veiled art, the most accurate indication of

the true age, and, indeed, of almost the year in which the

book was written. We are also transferred vividly into those

times and the experiences of those who suffered under their

heavy yoke ; and we are in a position at the same time to

perceive clearly from this instance to what a high degree of

artificiality this form of literature had then been developed,

and, indeed, had been necessarily developed under the pressure

of the period.

-

Anyone who about the year 80, in the reign of Titus, medi-

tated with prophetic thought and inquiry on the condition of

the Roman empire, as represented especially in the rapid suc-

cession of its past and probable future rulers, might anticipate

much which with great probability involved its near overthrow.

Ten or thirteen years previously the Judeans had fought against

this empire under a vivid expectation that its Divinely necessary

end was immediately impending ; and however much had since

been changed, most recent events once more greatly favoured

such a belief. It is true that at the public triumph over the

Judeans a splendid spectacle had been exhibited in Rome,^ such

as had never before been seen, and which could be forgotten

least of all by the Judeans themselves : the three Flavian

princes, as the true rulers of the time, had celebrated together

this triumph in complete accord, Vespasian driving between

his two sons ; and the Imperial rule seemed then to be secured

to them for long. But scarcely ten years afterwards Vespasian

' xii. 40-45, comp. previously v. 16-19, fact that the ancient translations are least

but less forcibly. satisfactory in this section may be easily

2 xi. xii. As early as 1827 I had explained ; and it is especially misleading

indicated the true historical meaning that in the Ethiopian version ' heads

'

of this vision, which has been so often instead of ' little wings' is always used
;

erroneously interpreted in recent times, nevertheless many particulars can be
but I now for the first time explain it better understood by a comparison of

more in detail ; comp. Jahrbb. der B. those translations.

Wiss. ix. pp. 240 sq. and my essay on ^ See vol. vii. pp. 610 sq.

Bas Vicrtc Ezrahnch, pp. 6-20, The
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had died, as was stated in a rumour ' willingly accepted by the

Jews especial 1}^, not without the plots of the one or the other of

his two sons : Titus reigned, but, as was well known, greatly hated

from the first by Domitian ; and moreover neither of these two

brothers had a son and heir. If a glance backwards was taken,

it was found that from Ctesar to the first of the three connected

Flavian emperors it was Augustus only who ruled for an un-

usually long period : of the rest, the reign of Tiberius only was

over twenty years, those of Claudius and Nero only over ten yea.rs,

those of all the rest, including Vespasian's, under ten years ; in

fact, most of the latter bnt very brief. The entire family of

these Ceesars seemed, therefore, to be remarkably short-lived,

and doomed to be so in the future, so that only a short reign

could be anticipated for the remaining Flavians; and moreover

the entire number of twelve until Domitian, as the last whose

accession could be foreseen, seemed to be ominously round

and complete. The mystery possibly involved in this number
twelve appeared, however, to extend still further; just half of

the twelve had been the emperors, ending with Nero, of the

truest Imperial race ; and whilst the reigns of these first six

had been on the whole prosperous, the following six appeared

as by their very origin insignificant, and as all destined

to be of brief duration, as if the first six were to be widely

separated from the latter six. So many characteristics and

indications might, therefore, seem to onr prophet as of a

mysteriously Divine nature ; and he was not the first of his time

to seek and record guidance of this kind for an understanding

of the terribly dark future. But he required at this point in

his work a great suitable symbol which should combine the

whole of these features.

Now, it is true that the writers of this time who took up

afresh Old Testament prophecy were in the habit of interpreting

the fourth or the final empire of the Book of Daniel as meaning

the Roman empire ;
^ but we can perceive in the case of our

book how little that interpretation sufiiced. For although the

book refers to the Beast of Daniel, the author selects neverthe-

less a symbol more suitable for his vision and its rich figurative

language, that of a wholly different creature, and yet one

specially characteristic of the Roman empire—namely, an

' As we learn from the contempo- simply under great torture, xii. 26.

raueous S\hy\\ine ipoem : see Die Af/ha7id- - According to 2 Thess. ii. 3 sq.
;

lung iibcr die SihyUenhiicher, p. 5i ; but Rev. xi. 7, xiii. 11 sq. ; 4 Ezra xi. 39 sq.

;

our author, who might have the best in- xii. 11 sq.

formation in Rome itself, makes him die
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Eagle? This great symbol naturally presented itself, and no

other could be so easily intelligible to the readers of the book.

But if the author desired to connect all the above numerous

and various characteristics with this figure of the eagle, it

could only be done at the cost of the sesthetic portraiture of the

reality ; but such prophetic symbolic representations as the

later prophets sketched were not meant for permanent pictures

but only for sur^Drising visions, one great symbol including a

number of smaller ones, and one subordinate figure taking the

place of another ; as if the same magical changes that occur in

actual history in slow succession only, passed at once before

the longing eye of the spectator of the chief symbol
;
points,

therefore, which are not in themselves quite clear must be ex-

plained in such additional remarks as may be necessary at

every stage of the revelation. The first thing to be noted in

this eagle is that he has twelve wings and three heads ; for

these three, of which again the middle one (Vespasian) is very

prominent, are the three heads of the then ruling Flavian

house, and appear therefore at the beginning as all resting^ or

just then enjoying peaceful supremacy ; they are, it is true,

included as Caesars in the number twelve, and it is soon ex-

plained that the eagle may not only be seen to fly with all

twelve wings, but that he also calls to each of his wings to

watch at the right time, i.e. to act and to rule whilst the rest

sleep ;
^ but the three are important enough to receive special

mention, although it is soon added that they reigned last.^ Of
the twelve, eight have short reigns (under ten years) , and there-

fore in so far (if the figure of the wings is to be carried out) also

short wings ; accordingly, as this is something very essential

in the entire eagle, on the front of it, opposite the twelve wings,

on the left eight shorter wings are visible, which nevertheless

proceed from the same series and as from the same roots as

the twelve.'' The small wings with short reigns are as such

less fortunate, and on that account appear on the left; but of

the first six Caesars even the two with brief reigns (Caesar

and Caligula) with their whole family are yet to be regarded

as comparatively fortunate, as the poet likewise foretells that

Vespasian will surpass his two sons in prosperity ; and of these

two sons, Titus seems to him iigain doomed to be comparatively

' "Which had been used earlier, in the much more than Ezekiel.
Book of the Ascension of Moses, for the ^ ^i. ], 2, 7, comp. with xii. 11-16.
Roman empire (see vol. vi. p. 61), and ^ ^i. 4, 9, comp. with vv. 23-35, xii.

much earlier for the older empires, Jer. 1, 2, 21-30.
xlviii. 40, xlix. 22; Ezek. xvii. 2 ; but it * xi. 3, 11, comp. with vv. 22-31,
is our prophet who eliborates the symbol xii. 2, ani especiall}' xii. 19-21.
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the more unfortunate. Thus the notion of the right hand as

the more fortunate receives once more considerable significance; *

and as soon as in the historical flying, i.e. movement and life, of

the eagle, the first six of the twelve are invisible (dead), two of

the eight small wings (Caesar and Caligula) not only disappear

on the left, on account of their brief reign, but all the twelve

great wings are at once paralysed on the right side as by
magic,'^ so that the eagle w^ith the other six small wings and
three heads can continue to move and live only in a very

wretched fashion, although one individual of these having

acquired greater liberty may once more perhaps extend itself on
the right. And after the fall of the first six a terrible commotion
and revolution occurred in the Roman empire such as had
not been witnessed since Caesar's time, and they still terrified

that generation like the subterranean disturbance of Vesuvius.

Thus the noise, which as a matter of history arose at this

point, proceeding from the midst of the eagle-monster itself,

belongs to the essential properties with which the eagle is

invested ;
^ and, pitiable as the six subsequent little wings are,

there is still all this noise about the government amongst them.

But of these six (as if they all lived contemporaneously)

two (Titus and Domitian) forthwith separate themselves from

the other four, to put themselves under the protection of that

one of the four which extends to the right (Vespasiaa). Then
the first two of these six small wings erect themselves and are

soon exhausted, the second (Otho) more quickly than the first

(Galba) ;
* the next two fight for the supremacy, but whilst the

middle one of the three heads (Vespasian) takes the other two

heads (Titus and Domitian) under his protection,'' he vanquishes

• The right hand having this signifi- quite plainly from the general connection,

cance elsewhei:e in our book, as well as in * xi. 24-27, comp. with xii. 21; the

others belonging to the first century a.d. repeated plural secundcB velocius quam
2 This is the meaning of the descrip- priores, xi. 27, supplies no meaning, and

tion xi. 12-23; but we must read ejus must be changed for the singular after the

capita V. 23 instead of dico capita, the Ethiopic.

Ethiopic presers'ing still tlie right reading. ^ The words xi. 24, 28-32, comp. xii.

It is undoubtedly surprising that the 2, 22-24, 29, 30, must yield this picture,

three verses 19-21 with all the super- which was so important for our author

fluous words describe only the three and his time ; but the Latin translator

reigns of Caligula, Claudius, and Nero; has done his work at this point very far

but the author had nothing particular to from clearly, and, indeed, scarcely in-

say about them, though it was important telligibly ; and it is not surprising that

to indicate, that since several wings could errors soon multiplied; for it is necessary

arise at once, all the twelve wings on the instead of quatuor to read du(B alee (other-

right had become lamed immediately after yfx&i^pennaculayillceqticeadcuvitransicrant

the six. (in the Ethiopic translation the number has
^ This is the meaning of the words xi. been entirely left out), and the previous

10,comp. withxii. 17,18;itistrue, thesense clause must be restored as follows, ecce

is not expressed very clearly in the trans- periit quod supererat caput et nan, &c.

lations especially, but appears to follow The translations which have since been
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the two small wings before him at once/ until, after this middle

head had once again established the most powerful supremacy,

though but for a short time, and the head on the left (Titus)

reigns, this head is devoured by that on the right (Domitian),

while then the Lion (the Messiah) comes to destroy the entire

creature and to prepare for the last judgment.^ With this the

complicated symbolic picture is completed. But while it must,

in the first instance, be brought as a connected whole before the

mind of the spectator, so as suddenly to surprise him,^ it is then

more elaborately described in relation to all its phases from its

commencement to its end ;
"^ and inasmuch as even then the as-

tonished spectator finds much that is obscure, everything is finally

interpreted as far as the jiature of such a prophecy permits.''

Such is this apparentl}^ too complicated symbolic picture,

which is so mysteriously presented perhaps from both a desire

to imitate previous Apocalyptic models and a prudent endea-

vour to conceal as much as possible things so boldly uttered

under the eyes and in the immediate neighbourhood of the

reigning emperor. Yet for eyes sufficiently skilled in reading

snch enigmas the picture is plain enough ; and it is no less

certain that it was published with the whole book during the

reign of Titus. It might be conjectured that it was not written

before the commencement of Domitian's reign, as many sup-

posed that Titus fell by the treachery of the latter ; but as our

author makes him fall by his brother's sword,^ which was
not the form of his death, and as he shows himself in other

respects to be well versed in the history of these years, he

appears rather to have written before the death of Titus. In

either case the difference would not amount to more than a

year or so.

We have a fourth, though very mutilated, document in proof

of the productivity of this literary prophetic activity in our

period. We refer to the piece which has been preserved in

the ancient Latin translation of the above Revelation of Ezra,^

and which may have been attached to the latter by the same
Christian editor that prefixed to the Revelation the existing

Christian introduction.^ This piece has, however, nothing

discovered and compared only confirm ^ This first and shortest part of the
more and more the above interpretation whole description, xi. 1-11.

of the limbs of the eagle, ^ The second or historical part, xi. 12-
* That is, supposing the reading, xi. xii, 2.

31, duces suhalares, which appears suljstan- ^ The third part, xii. 3-38.
tially in the Ethiopic, is correct, and that " xi. 35 ; xii. 2, 27, 28.

the singular, which accords better with " 4 Ezra xv. xvi. The other early
vv. 27, 28, was not the original reading. translations are without this piece.

* The Lio7i, xi. 26-xii. 1, comp. xii. « See ante, p. 48.

31-34, just as in Piev. v. 5 sq.
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Christian in it, bnt is only a fragment of a <j;-enuinely Judean

book of prophecy, which may have been written about IIG

A.D. or a little earlier ; for it is likewise directed especially

against Babylon, i.e. Rome ; ' complains as much as the Fourth

of Ezra of the violation of the ' elect of God,' i.e. the

members of the Israelite Community ; foresees, full of terrible

threats, the certain commencement of the last judgment in

the great commotions of the world just experienced ; and

admonishes the * beloved of God ' to be prepared at any

moment for this final decision. This prophet of evil wrote

probably at the time of Trajan's Arabian and Persian wars,

and, like the Sibylline poet in Egypt,^ but unlike the two pre-

vious writers, he revives only the simple language of the ancient

prophets,^ and takes especially Jer. I. li. as his model. Like

that of a man overtaken by the most intolerable calamities,

the lamentation and threatenings of which he cannot exhaust,

his discourse is greatly drawn out, and could on that account

be the more easily abbreviated greatly afterwards.'*

But the most remarkable thing: in this connection is that

the same author who wrote the above Book of Ezra during the

brief reign of Titus, subsequently, when he might see that his

prophecy had not been perfectly fulfilled under this emperor,

published in the reign of Domitian another book of a very

similar character and with a similar purpose. This is the Reve-

lation of Baruch, which was only quite recently discovered. By
its literary art and arrangement, as well as by the rhetorical

redundancy of its descriptions, no less than by the details of

its figures and style, it points plainly to the same writer and

the same place of origin—Rome ; but (as if the author had

been unable to excel himself in this form of art) it remains

somewhat behind the first book in point of force and elabora-

tion of style. The book, which we may call the Second Booh of

Baruch,^ was therefore less read in the West, somewhat more

in the East, which for a special reason readily adopted it,^ and

it has come down to us in a complete form only in a Syriac

' XV. 43, 46 ; xvi, 1. ever, have been obscurely tmnslated, as

2 Accordiuo: to the words xv. 10, 12, xv. 25.

comp. xvi. 1, Egypt was the land most ' I haA'e spoken further on this frag-

immediately before him, and it seems to ment in Jahrhh. d. B. IV. xii. pp. 222-6.

him as if the ancient Mosaic times were The words xv. 5 appear to be a re-echo

revived, as Israel is again not permitted of Eev. vi. 3-8, but need not have been

to dwell longer in castigated Egypt, but taken thence.

must leave it according to the Divine ^ For the reasons stated in Prophets

will. of///e Old Testament, vol. v. p. 114.

^ But he introduces many new names ^ Because the smaller second half of

by which his age can bediscerned, as Asia the book was intended solely for the East,

XV. 40, xvi. 1. Many sentences, how- as wc shall see.
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manuscript, but in tins in a very good text.^ The great two-

fold enigma which this book is intended to solve is that which

was then incessantly occupying the mind of the Israelites : why
Israel has fallen so low as compared with the Heathen, and when
it may look for its Divinely promised deliverance. And only

because the book lays upon all the members of the Community
far and wide the most urgent exhortations to keep the Law of

God much more faithfully than ever they had done before,

does it venture to promise afresh the Divine mercy, and to

describe a near fulfihnent of the Messianic hopes in conformity

with assurances won in earnest prayer. But as the author

could not well introduce Ezra a second time, he revives the

recollection of Baruch, by the aid of whose honoured name^ as

that of a man of God who was half a prophet and much occupied

with sacred Scriptures, previous prophetic authors had derived

encouragement.^ By the choice of Baruch, the time shortly

before and after the first destruction of Jerusalem was assigned

him as the chronological framework in which he had to in-

close all that was presented to him to see and to hear ; ^ but

that period had so much similarity with that of the author

himself that it accorded with the latter equally well, and the

latter often comes plainly to the surface.'' But we have not in

this book, as in that of Ezra, a line of twelve Roman emperors ;

still, the last prince whom the Messiah will vanquish,'^ as is

quite abruptly promised, is Domitian, just as if this was taken
for granted from the former work ; and the last of the four

empires, which are mentioned more emphatically than in that

work,^ is the Roman, in accordance with the conception of all

the contemporary interpreters of the Book of Daniel. And
inasmuch as the author describes the twelve ages, as then
popularly received,*^ in an original manner as an alternation of

turbid and clear waters,^ he conceives the eleventh age as the

turbid one of the actual time of Baruch, the twelfth as the

clear one of the second Temple, which is followed by an extra

* From the Ambrosiana, but at pre- Third Book of Baruch to be mentioned
sent only in a Latin translation from the below.
iSyriac published in Ceriani's Monumenta - See vol. v. pp. 207 sq.

sacra et profana, i. 2 (Milan, 1866), pp. ^ According to i, 1, in the twenty-fifth

73-98. I treated almost every point of year of King Jeconiah ; instead of this

this matter in the Gbtt. Gel. Anz. 1867, year, it ought to have been the eleventh;

pp. 1706-17, 1720. [Since this note was but the error is similar to that at the
written (1868), Ceriani has published the commencement of the Book of Ezra, ante,

Syriac text of the Apocalypse of Baruch p. 49.
in his Monum. sac. et i^of. (Mediol. "^ E.g. xxxii. Ixix. sq.

(1871), and again in his "photo-litho- * xl.

graphic edition of the Ambrosianus Codex « xxxix.

(1883. J Special evidence of the use of ' See above, p. 49.
this book in the East is supplied by the ^ Ivi-lxx.
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intensely turbid time, as one extendinj^' beyond tlie fixed

limits, namely the time of the author, the purpose of which

is, however, only to serve as the dark background for the

approaching Messianic glory. ^ But other chronological hints

are interspersed to indicate as clearly as possible the time of

Domitian.^

There is one thing particularly which distinguishes this book

in a marked manner from its companion work. Like the latter,

it was written in Rome and intended primarily for the Roman
empire ; but as if there had been some special and vivid recol-

lection of the co-religionists scattered through the Parthian

empire, we find here, after the work has been finished in seven

sections,^ that the needful exhortations are addressed, as in an

extra section, or a smaller second half, to ' the nine and half tribes

beyond the River,' ^ in a letter which the Eagle -^ is commis-

sioned to carry thither in rapid flight (of course, from the place

—Rome—where he then was). This is the long postscript of

the work which was by degrees read more frequently amongst

the Eastern Christians alone, and as connected somewhat more

closely there with the Bible came across our path in an earlier

part of this work.^ It is only recently that we have been

placed in a position for understanding fully the origin of this

disconnected piece. The artistic character of this Apocalyptic

book, like all similar works, receives its final completion by

the ascription of immortality to the prophetic hero of the

book ; ^ and wreaihs of immortality were never better deserved

than those which are awarded by this literature.

If we inquire more particularly as to the possible effect of

this revived prophetic activity, we may easily suppose that the

new prophetic books which were widely distributed and read

rekindled the flagging courage of the scattered members of the

nation, and inspired their minds with new and more definite

hopes. It seemed really as if the well-known and sacred voices

of prophecy were once more heard, and they were listened

to the more gladly as they spoke more intelligibly to the

entirely altered times. But these voices now promised with

a new and full certainty that the long-expected Messianic

' Ixvii-lxxir. A confirmation of tlie ^ Ixxvii-lxxxvii. But in 4 Ezra xiii.

views advanced on Dan. ix. in Prophets very much the same language is used.

of the Old Test. vol. v. pp. 271 sq., 282. ^ This Eagle reminds us thus of
2 I do not wish to repeat here what I 4 Ezra xi. xii.

have said Gott. Gel.Anz. 1867, pp. 1707 sq. « Vol. v. p. 209.
^ These seven sections appear ch. ix. ^ xiii. xxv. Ixxvi., comp. the close of

xii. XX. XXX. (where the customary 4 Ezra and the Ascension of Moses. The
closing words have simply been lost), latter book (see vol. vi. pp. 51 sq.) is

xlvii. Ixxvi. plainly alluded to ch. lix. of our book.
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deliverance^ would come very quicJdy;'^ and we shall soon see

that such burning words greatly fired men's minds. Un-
fortunately, all the recent prophetic voices of this kind were

directed almost exclusively against the world as hostile and
deserving the wrath of God simply because it had done wrong
to the people for whose sake the world had been created.*"^

They do not lead the nation to a clear perception of the sins

of its own past life, and of the new and better things to be

striven after in the future; and while the prophets stand in

this important matter far below the great anonymous prophet

of the Exile,"* we observe that they are unable to free themselves

from the yoke of their Pharisaic education, which, as by a charm,

so much fetters all who desired to be devout without becoming

Christians. The revived Ezra-Baruch readily confesses, it is

true, that even the living ' elect ones ' sinned much ; indeed,

he expresses only too many distressing thoughts i^egarding the

absolutely unavoidable sinfulness of all men since Adam ;
^ but

he has no better advice to give to these ' elect ' than to observe

in the future more faithfully than ever all the commandments
and prohibitions of God, which, having once been given, so

beneficially guard the entire conduct of every man ; ^ and to

him also the Law, i.e. the Pentateuch, and with it Wisdom,

namely the exegetical wisdom of the schools, is the highest

thing.'^ And if these prophets even, who were most able with all

their ideas and imaginations to rise to the freest heights, were

unable to give the miserable people any better advice than this,

and if they even did not dare to touch the framework of the

Hagiocracy, which had for upwards of six centuries thrust

itself more and more between the ' people of God ' and the true

* It appears especially xv. xxix. dwelt upon so emphatically by no previous

xxxix. sq. Ixx. how fully the Book of Jewish author known to us; 4 Ezra iii.

Baruch harmonises with that of Ezra as 7-10, 20-26; iv. 30; vii. 46-48 (vi. 45
regards the Messiah, comp. vol. vi. p. Eth.) ; viii. 34, 35, and elsewhere, 2 Bar.

115. He will vanquish the last 'prince xxiii. liv. sq. It does not follow from
(of Rome) on Sion itself, xxix. xl. Ixx.

;

this, however, that our author borrowed
to what extent he is a chiliast appears this idea from Rom. v. 12 sq., still less

from the remHrk awic, p. 51. As regards that he was a Christian. The passage

the Iiesurrection, comp. xxi. xxx. xlix. iv. 7, 8, also is very similar to Rom. x.

sq. Ixxii. But it can hardly be inferred 6, 7, andyet was not taken from the latter,

from the use of mihum 2 Bar. Ivi. that We simply learn from all such instances

he introduced the idea of the Logos: all the great similarity in many respects ofthe

who were not Christians must have had a Jewish and Christian writings of the first

horror of this conception. century.
^ 2 Bar. xx. xlviii. and elsewhere, ^ See the chief passage 4 Ezra vii.

just as in the Apocalypse. 20-24.
^ Thiis 2 B;ir. xiv. sq. xxi. xlviii. in ^ E.g. 2 Bar. xv. xix. xxxviii. xli-

agreement with the Fourth of Ezra. xliv. xlviii. Ixxvii. Ixxxiv. sq. He re-
•* See vol. V. pp. 42 sq. gards it as exemplary that Josiah
* The universality of human sinfulness left no uncircumciscd man in the land,

on account of the original sin of Adam is Ixvi.
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living God liimself, what could become of tlie people whom they
had to teach and to inspire? The impression which these
writings make upon us is, however, the more divided as we
hear plainly enough from many of their phrases and descrip-

tions that their autliors had read some of the books of the New
Testament, and find ideas from the latter re-echoed uninten-
tionally in them.^ But they could not forget that the Judeans,
as the people of God, had just then seen practically all nations
submitting to them and their Law, and merely the terrible

giant, Rome, had resisted them.^

The Historical Literature of the Judeans.

Josephus as the Apologist of his People,

If the Jewish scholars of this time had endeavoured to esta-

blish a truly historical acquaintance with the entire situation

and peculiarities of their nation, they might still have perhaps
been able, at this decisive moment when so much darkness had
to be cleared away, to do very good service for the future of their

country. If they had been competent, and had possessed self-

denial and industry enough, after the calamities which had
for the time put an end to the political history of the nation,

to look more deeply into the full significance of that history
and its marvellous course of two thousand years, they would
have perhaps now been able to extract from its mysterious
depths the most salutary truths, to give currency to more cor-

rect views of this ancient nation amongst the Heathen, and
especially to present to the nation itself the best instruction

regarding the past and the safest outlook into the future. The
history of no nation had ever been more instructive and neces-
sary as regards true religion generally. But if we liere review
all the various endeavours which had been made in the cen-
turies preceding the second destruction of Jerusalem for this

object, witli the view of giving the Heathen some clear know-
ledge of the history of Israel, we find that they were far from
satisfactory, and, indeed, that the various works which, whether

' The above-quoted p-^ssages conocrn- whether the Fourth Book of Maccabees,
ing Adam havegreat resemblance to Rdui, referred to vol. vii. p. 485, -was not
V. 12 sq.,2 Ezra to Rom. x. 6, 7 ; and 2 Bar. written at this time : as J. Freudenthal
xviii.xlviii. lix. we find much remindingus has recently shown [Die Flavins Josephus
of the New Testament; the phrasBrtcrr^j/wMS hcigelrgte Schriff dber die Hcrrschaft der
legem ah mm (deo), 2 Bar. xlviii. reminds Vernunft,^c. Breslau, 1869] we have not
us strongly of Gal. iii. 19, 20. Still, yet a very good text of it.

these are only unintentional re-echoes
;

^ C'onsider particularly the simile of
and we must not forget that Paul pro- the crdar, i.e. Rome, and the vineyard,
ceeded from the same school of the i.e. Siun, which is worked out at length
Pharisees. It may further be asked 2 Bar, xxxvi. .sq., comp. Ixxxii.
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written by Israelites or b}^ Heathen, touched briefly or at length

on the history of Israel, contributed themselves in no small

de^rree to increase the o-reat confusion of these last times. It

is, therefore, worth while to show this more in detail, as far

as we can do so by the aid of the undoubted traces of these

works still remaining; for scarcely one of the works which

belong specially to this subject has come down to us intact.

We have before observed ^ that the peculiarities and the

sacred treasures of the Judeans and Samaritans were described

with increasing frequency by Greek authors from the time of

Aristotle and Alexander, and that afterwards Hellenists early

endeavoured on their part to commend in Greek to the edu-

cated world both the glories of Jerusalem or Samaria and the

religions of those capitals. Down to the times of the Mac-

cabees this literature continued to be fairly impartial on both

sides, and it was almost exclusively love of knowledge and interest

in the remarkable national peculiarities of Israel which inspired

both Greek and Hellenistic readers and writers. But after the

Grseco-Judean troubles in the second century B.C. had created

great animosity on both sides, and the Maccabean victories had

given new stimulus to the confidence of the ancient people as

against the Heathen world, we see the literary undertakings

and labours of both sides assuming more and more a national

animus. The mutual alienations and misunderstandings, not

to say passions and bad words, which were thereby rendered

possible, increased rapidly; and literature did not simply follow

in the wake of this growing ill-will, but led the way in it with

ever increasing provocation.

It cannot be denied that the Heathen authors who treated

Judean affairs incidentally or in special works proceeded with

little accuracy and certainty of knowledge.^ They could not

pierce the thick rind which at that time enveloped the religion,

' \"ol. V. pp. 247 sq., pp. 260 sq. reus, Philo the Elder (or Philo simply in

2.As less trustworthy authors Jospplir.s, Clement Stroyyi. i. 21, not the poet, vol. v.

Contra .^j';. i. 23, enumerates Theophilus p. 260, comp. vol. vii. p. 207), anclEupo-

(he was probably a Phoenician, as accord- lemus ; the latter was therefore, unlike the

ing to Alex. Polyhistor [Euseb. Frtep. Eupolemns mentioned vol. v. p. 322, a

Evav. ix. 34] he spoke of Hiram and Heathen, or rather, according to the ex-

Solomon, as was likewise the prophet Cleo- tracts in Polyhistor, Eus. Praj). Evan.

dcraus Malchus. to judge from this name, ix. 17, 26, 30, 3i, 39, a Samaritan, the

according to Alex. Polyhistor, rtj^ifcZ Jos. Samaritans often being reckoned with the

Ant. i. 15), Tbeodotus (^probably the poet. Heathens by the Judeans. Other writers

see vol. V. p. 260), Mnaseas Hermogenes were mentioned above, vol. ii. pp. 85
(probably of Smyrna, in his 'A-rias sq. In the time of Sulla, Cornelius

KTto-eis, C. 1, G.ii. 3311), and (the Mytho- Alexander Polyhistor, a grammarian of

graphists) Euhemerus, Conon, Zopyrion. Miletus, who came to Pome as a prisoner,

As those who deserve more confidence and was set at liberty by Sulla, compiled

he mentions in addition to Hecat.eus (re- chiefly from such sources his lengthy

ferred to vol. V. p. 247), Demetrius Phale- work irfpi 'lovSaiouv, from which Euseb.
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and witli it tlie characteristics, of this nation : for this reason
they could take no true view of either its earlier or later

history. On that account the Judean historians ought to have
devoted themselves to the grand ancient history of their people,

and to have learned the true solution of the difficult problems
it contained. But they did not do this. It is true that in the

calmer early period they often took pains to present many
details more accurately in their books than the above Heathen
or semi-Heathen authors did. Thus a Jew, or rather a Samari-
tan,' living in Egypt sought about 210 B.C. in an historical work
to fix also the chronology of the history of Israel, and to recon-
cile it with the system in vogue ;

^ and subsequently Eupolemus
wrote in Egypt a chronology from Adam, embracing exten-

sive historical works.^ Of other historians we know too few
accurate details.'' But such writers never penetrated to the

true meaning and teaching of the national history, having
been kept from this mainly by the prevailing Pharisaic tendency,

to which all historical inquiry affecting matters of faith must
have been without interest or repugnant. The prejudices and
misunderstandings which arose amongst the Greeks regarding
Jewish affairs were on that account naturally confirmed, and
this most disastrously in the case of some writers who enjoyed
ia their day great reputation as clever and learned men, and
whose writings were widely read.

Two famous Rhodians of the time of Cicero, and widely
known through his writings, must be mentioned first in

this connection. They are the Stoic philosopher Posiclonius,

who, as born at Apamea, in Syria, might claim considerable

Pr(pp. Evan. ix. 17-20, 21-37, 39, quotes It followsfrom the mention of the fifth year
so rauoh. [See now Freudenthal, Ahxan- of the reign of a Ptolemy XII. in which
der Polyhistor uvd die von ihm crhcdtcne he concluded his work, that he wrote in
ResteJud'dischen Gcsckichtswcrke. Breslau, Egypt ; and in that case he did not write
1875.] long before Alexander Polyhistor. But

' See vol. i. p 212. the names with the entire text are in
2 E.g. he fixed 128| years as the time this passage as in so many others of the

between the destruction of Samaria and Strom, unfortunately very uncertain and
of Jerusalem (vol. iv. p. 206) ; see the obscure.

extracts from him in Alexander Polyhistor • The Aristeas {ap2id Polyhist. Euseb.
referred to vol. i. p. 212. Prcpiy. Evan. ix. 25) who wrote the history

3 Extensive fragments from Eupole- of Job, following the LXX, was probably
mus have been preserved especially through also a Judean. We know least of tho
the above-named Alexander Polyhistor, six booA's of Jewish hisforj/ by Teucrus of
apud Clement Strom, i. 21, p. 404, 413 Cyzicum, who, according to Suidas, wrote
(ed. Potter), and Euseb. Prcop. Evan. ix. also a Mithridatic history ; he probably
17, 26, 30-34, 39. He wrote, so far as we did not write before the second century
can see frum these extracts, two lengthy A.D., but, as I remarked Gott. Gel. Anz.
works, the one On the Assyrian, i.e. Syrian, 1859, p. 1141, knew the East well. The
i.e. Palestinian J"z(r7m7KS whom he thereby same is true of Euphorus in Clement
manifestly contrasted with the Egyptians, Strom, p. 404, and of Claudius lolaus,
and the other Ow ^/i;'«A'sPr(9/>>Aec?/, unless who spoke much about Judeans in his
this work was a portion of the former. ^ojfjKJKci, according to Stephan. Byz.
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acquaintance with the Judeans, and the rhetorician Apollonius,

generally called Molon, who also went to Rome.^ The former

had probably only repeated in his large historical work the bad

opinions which many Greeks cherished regarding the Judeans
;

but the latter, habituated to the arts of an advocate, had with

oreater unfairness collected everything that could be said

against them. Hence Josephus, in his apology, replies to

Molon with special vigour.^ Both these authors had confined

themselves very much to the injurious legends of recent times

regarding the Judeans ; bnt Lysimachus, an Alexa,ndrian, in

the accusations in his history of Egypt, with great zest made

use of the charges which could be taken from the traditions

of ancient times.^ But it was another Egyptian, Apion, with

the proud surname of Plistonices, who first fully opened the flood-

gates of this stream of Egyptian calumny, when through the

recent conflicts between the Judean and the Grseco-Egyptian in-

habitants of Alexandria in the reign of Tiberius ^ so much ill-

will had accumulated. Apion, who, led by his personal vanity,

sought to outbid the intolerable inanity and mental feebleness

of his time, who could not live without the noise of the popu-

larity of the hour, and flattered himself that without his assist-

ance nothing could acquirefame in the ancient and modern world,

was astute enough to hunt up certain ridiculous points in the

customs of the Judeans of that day, and aimed at acquiring

no little honour by pouring upon them incessantly shafts of

ridicule, and by persecuting them with malicious hatred. He
was by profession a grammarian, and imagined that he ap-

preciated the beauties of Homer better than anyone else.

He accordingly collected audiences in Rome and then in all

the cities of Greece, getting himself also made a citizen of

the latter, and obtaining in every way other signs of popular

admiration.-^ When therefore in the reign of Caligula the bitter

conflict between Judeans and Egyptians in Alexandria had just

reached its height,'^ and both parties had brought the matter

before the Imperial court, Apion got himself sent by the

' Both are thus mentioned together on his body (evidently in confusion with

in Jos. Contra Ap. ii. 7, the latter only the name Miriam from fxapaiuw), also

2 14, 33, 36, 37, 41. belonged probably to this class of cahim-

2 '"We know his book only from nious authors.

ihe passage on the history of Abraham ^ See vol. vii. pp. 250 sq.

in Alex. Polyhistor, Euseb. PrcBp. Evan. ^ We get these as well as other particu-

ix, 19.
'

lars from the writings of Seneca, Pliny, and
3 See with regard to him vol. ii. p. 86. other Komans, because the man had made

Nicharcus, son of Ammonius, who related, so much noise in Rome for a long time,

according to the fragment in Bekkcri The Heathen Greeks have little to say

Anecd. p. 381, 28-31, that Moses was so about him.

called because he had many white spots ^ See vol. vii. pp. 250 sq.
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Alexandrians as their representative and advocate before Cali-

gula, and thus came at his court into sharp collision with

Philo, who far surpassed him in learning and character.^ He
wrote also a work entitled History according to Nations, in which
he was able without restraint to treat of the virtues or vices of

each separate nation according to his own ideas. In this work
an entire book is devoted to the Judeans,^ and it was the most
savage and shameless that had ever been written against them.

In the reign of Claudius he was still living in Eome, but

died long before the Jndean war with Rome broke out. His

book against the Judeans, which has not come down to ns, was
at the time widely circulated; and if his reputation in the

world long survived him,^ he owed it evidently mainly to this

book and the sensation which it produced : the world, which

regarded the Judeans with hostility, or at all events with sus-

picion, fonnd in it what it wanted.

When we come to examine more closely all the charges laid

against the Judeans in books of this description, as they are

known to us fully and accurately enough,^ we find most of them
rest upon gross historical and other misunderstandings, such as

natnrally arise in connection with such persistent hostilities

between nation and nation, and are often zealously propagated,

and, when once received, are so hard to uproot. The gross

misunderstandings and perversions chiefly of the early history

of Israel in Egypt previously described ^ still play an important

part in the national jealousies, and, indeed, in the street con-

flicts, of this entirely different period : other malicious legends

of a more recent date had their origin purely in ill-will and

excited imaginations.^ Bnt the worst of the matter was, that

on the part of the Judeans there was no one who could so

' See vol. vii. p. 254. last obtained entrance into the Temple he
2 As the heading of his principal work found in it a man lying before a table

is known to us from Suidas, we may very spread sumptuously with birds, that the

well suppose that the books on the Egyp- man then most earnestly besought the king

tians and Judeans that are quoted under to save him from impending death, saying

these names were simply parts of it. that he was a Greek (i.e. a Heathen), had
^ He is, for instance, introduced into come into the country without suspicion

the Clementine Homilies as an important and had been thrown into chains, that

man ; but he is meant simply to represent first he was plentifully fed, Ijut only to be

the boastful Egyptian magician, a part to sacrificed at the end of a year and serve

which he had no historical claim. as a sanguinary offering amid solemn
* Especially from the writings of oaths of undying hatred to all Heathen.

Josephus against Apion : the charges This story, recurring elsewhere in various

made against the Judeans from the days forms, Apion had also placed in his book,

of Antiochus Epiphanes are briefly and and Josephus following him mentions it

well summarised in Diodorus Sic. Hist, in his book against him, ii. 8, but seeks

xxxiv. 1. to refute it in a very unsatisfactory
'"• Vol. ii. pp. 84 sq. fashion ; others, e.g. Damocritusinhisbook
** Of these stories the worst was to the against the Judeans mentioned by Suidas

effect that when King Antiochus had at (Lcx.s.v.), say that the fattened man was

VOL. VIII. F
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much as correct in the right way these historical perversions,

none being sufficiently skilled in history to do this. For if

any Judean of that time had been able to refute convincingly

such unjust aspersions, it would have been Philo, who lived, as

we know, in the midst of these violent contentions ; who was,

in point of profound wisdom, piety, and humanity, incom-

parably superior to Apion ; and who, moreover, was neither

wanting in the purest desire to serve his people nor in literary

skill and practice. However, we saw in the former volume

how little he was able to do that which was required in this

respect. And, after all, the other aspersions were more injurious

—that the nation was unlike all others, that in morose arrogance

it avoided all association with them, and that • it adhered

blindly to laws which were from the beginning made to keep it

separate, such as the laws regarding food, in themselves so ridi-

culous, and the law of circumcision, &c.^ For, however much
obscurity and exaggeration there was in these aspersions, as

directed against the prevalent Pharisaic spirit, they were not

without foundation ; and they were on that very account much

more persistently and universally put forward than those first

mentioned. But we saw in the preceding volume that Philo

was unable satisfactorily to refute them, for the reason that he

himself had not the strength to free himself from the Pharisaic

spirit. And as a consequence these increasing misunderstand-

ino-s and national hostilities contributed in no small degree to

the outbreak of the last great war.

The remnants of the nation had, therefore, now to drink

to have been sacrificed in the SaLLatic year comp. Diodor. Sic. xxxiv. 1); the origin

and eaten piecemeal. One basis of this of this brutal Heathen notion, or rather its

story is undoubtedly to be sought in the resuscitation now, may be gathered from

sacred sacrificial table which stood in the vol. ii. p. 87.

sanctuary spread with food for seven ' Of the charges of this second class

days {Antiquities, p. 27), and the use of the most serious, and for us also the most

"which people by degrees ceased to under- obscure, is (Jos. Contra Ap. ii. 10) ' that

stand; another basis lay in the conception the Jews swore by the Maker of heaven

of sacrifices entertained by the Heathen
;

and earth and sea to bear no goodwill to

and the cement for the combination of both any one of foreign race (or faith).' As
in the story -was supplied by the hatred and this is definitely described as an evil form

suspicion of the Judeans. Very early, as we of the Judean oath, "we must suppose that

know, the suspicion of Thyesteiau banquets some frivolous men, both Jews and Hea-

was similarly raised against Christians be- then, had then inferred from the words

cause the Heathen populace could not Ex. xx. 2-6 that an oath taken by this Grod

comprehend what was the purpose of the did not bind the Judean taking it as reg^irds

Lord's Supper, and always heard so much the Heathen as the worshippers of other

of the Crucified One in connection with it. gods, or rather of no gods; and unfortu-

It was also said that Antiochus Epiphanes nately, as we see from Matt. v. 33-39,

discovered in the Temple a golden ass's xxiii. 16-22, all kinds of cavilling ques-

head as the real object of Judean worship tions as to which oaths were obligatory

(Jos. Contra Ap. ii. 7, 9 ; Minutius Felix, had then long been current. The rest is

Octav. ix. 3 ; Epiphan. H(sr. xxvi. 12, explained by Matt. v. 43.

xxviii. 7 ; and Damocritus in Suidas,
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tlie dregs of this bitterest cup which the Flavians pLiced before

them ; and a higher necessity was about to urge them—if they
wished to continue respected and useful in the world—to put
an end to such serious practical difficulties as may be involved

in even misconceptions of a national history. It is true,

national ill-will in various forms had now been greatly in-

tensified; and the growing disinclination to carefully study

Heathen books ^ was very unfavourable to the historical inquiries

which the case absolutely demanded. Josephus had, it is true,

completely thrown off many of the strongest prejudices of the

Judeans, and was, therefore, in a better position to undertake the

work required : he lived, moreover, in Rome in the full current

of the learning of the time, and with ample leisure to use it,

while the nature of his mind appeared to have fitted him
rather for curious research and artistic narrative than for

melancholy brooding and resentment. In fact, the require-

ment of the time in this direction appealed to him as a serious

exhortation : the longer he lived in Rome quietly the more his

consciousness of being equal to the work strengthened, and at

length he prepared himself for historical inquiries and compo-

sition much more fully than Philo had ever done. We must,

therefore, endeavour to form a definite idea of Josephus in this

aspect.

In many respects he had great similarity to Jeremiah, as the

noblest ' survivor of the first destruction of Jerusalem. As
that prophet before the destruction of the city withdrew from

the dominant parties in it, and was in consequence bitterly

hated by them, so also did Josephus ; and as after the city had
been taken the favour of the conqueror was offered to the prophet,

so was it to Josephus also. But the difference between the

two men is far greater ; and in this how plainly can we discern

the decisive and complete ruin of the ancient nation ! Whilst

Jeremiah, amid all his severe and protracted sufferings, never

really betrayed his country nor flattered the conqueror, but

even after the destruction preferred to share its greatest cala-

mities, and to continue even then, in spite of misconceptions

and ingratitude, constantly a faithful prophet,'^ Josephus was
too much a man of the world not to despair, after the first

great trying calamity, of purity in action, and not to prefer

the rest of time to that of eternity. Whilst the last of the

greatest prophets of Israel felt that truest and deepest sorrow

on the overthrow of his country which none can feel more truly

' See ante, p. 44. '^ See vol. iv. pp. 249 sq.

F 2
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than tlie whole nation itself, even in the midst of its dumb
silence, and indeed in its errors, Josephus, though in his books

he expresses many complaints at the recent bitter fortunes of

his country, endeavoured to alleviate the national calamity

in a Yery characteristic way. Jeremiah's writings conse-

quently contributed most powerfully once more to call forth,

as from the grave, a rejuvenated and vigorous Israel; and

his sorrow over the ruins of Jerusalem was regarded subse-

quently by the whole nation as so infinitely true and profound

that the beautiful little Book of Lamentations over those ruins,

although he was not its author,^ was ascribed to him ; whilst

every one of the numerous and long works of Josephus was
written practically in vain, so far as his own nation went, and

he failed to attain by them his immediate purpose as regards

the world generally of his day.

We do not on this account deny the great and honest pains

which he bestowed on his works within the limitations which

had from the first been drawn for an author of his class, nor

the use which they soon served, and still serve, particularly

in regard to matters which he had least of all in his thoughts

when he was writing. He was not a Hellenist by birth like

Philo ; and though he made some acquaintance with foreign

languages in Rome itself before the war, he was obliged, when
he proposed to write Greek books in rivalry with the Greeks

themselves, to make use of the assistance of those who were

masters of the tongue.^ From that time, it is true, he took

less pains than previously to obtain an accurate knowledge of

HebreAV, and in his writings exhibits great weakness in this

tongue. It cost him still more labour to make himself ac-

quainted with Greek literature in its wide extent as far as he
needed this for his inquiries ; and in this department he

accomplished much. And though his love of historical truth,

of which he boasts in comparison with Greek historians of his

day,^ exhibited the limitations of the Pharisaic school, it was
not to be despised as compared with that of most contemporary
authors."* From being a Pharisee with a good deal of narrow-

' See vol. V. pp. 17 sq. when opportunity offers of his love of
- Co7itra Ap. i. 9,xpno'oiH-^t^os rial Trphs truth, e.g. JBell. Jud. vii. 11. 5; Ant.

TTjj/ 'EKKr]vi5a (pooi'r]v o-yj/epyoTs : comp. Ant. proem. 1, lib. xx. 8. 3, 11. 2; Contra Ap.
proem. 2, lib. xx. 11. 2. It was shown i. 9, 10; and Vita, cap. 65 sq. ; and else-

A'ol. V. p. 484 that the Book concerning the where when occasion oiFers.

iV/accfl6ees, mentioned ante, p. 61, may • In general nothing further than this

not be ascribed to him, though it belongs can be said ; throughout this work we
to his time. have had to speak of his love of truth in

3 Particularly i?e^/. Jud. proem. 5-12; details,
but in other passages he boasts frequently
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iiess lie became a very distinguislied Hellenist, who excelled

Philo, as the most important Hellenist author previous to him-
self—at all events, in respect of extensive historical knowledge

;

and this is probably the best that can be said with regard to

Josephus the Roman. He appropriated generally all the Greek
learning and philosophy of his time,' and adorned with its

flowers his Greek style, which was of itself polished enough.
He had less need to occupy himself with Latin,- as the educated

Romans themselves at that time, and still more far into the

second century a.d.j were almost more familiar with the Greek
than with their own mother tongue.

He first undertook the work Concerning the Jewish War in

seven books, and finished it probably in the midst of Vespa-
sian's reign. As he tells us in the preface, and often elsewhere,

the idea was suggested to him by the number of exceedingly

untrustworthy accounts of the war which were drawn up and
circulated by Heathen of all kinds immediately after its

close.^ He had reason to believe that he was himself in

various respects better qualified to give an account of the war,*

and composed it first in the Hebrew language for his own
countrymen, and not until afterwards in Greek. The Hebrew
edition, although he circulated it in the East, has not been
preserved, evidently because it was not popular with his own
countrymen of the East. When he subsequently came to be on a

more friendly footing with Titus than with Vespasian, the former

gave him the Imperial memoirs on the war to read, and then

approved of his work when he presented it to the two Csesars,

sanctioning it by his official signature as the best and only

account worth reading.-^ But he laid the separate books as they

1 Thus he maintains, like Philo, that very liostile character. The Roman of

God is in his nature unknown, and like this name, often mentioned in the Nodes
his predecessor he distinguishes with the Attic(B of Gellius, was probably quite

Greek philosophers four principal virtues, another person.

Contra Ap. ii. 16 ; he sanctions also the ' He particularly boasts, Contra Ap.
principle of allegorising the Scriptures, i. 8 ad Jin., 9, 10, of having committed
Ant. proem. 4. many things to writing during the war.

2 But he understood Latin, and on one ^ Vita, § 65: the Kaicrap whose
occasion appeals to Livy, in connection vwofxviifiaTa he had read, is probably in-

with the history of Pompey, Ant. xiv. tended to be Vespasian, as they are mea-
4. 3. tioned in Vita, § 65, but they were

3 To these belonged the work of An- probably combined with tliose of Titus,

toninus {or Julianus Antoninus), mentioned as other writers subsequently boasted of

by Minucius Felix, xxxiii. 4, who was having rea<l ' the memoirs of the Em-
appointed governor of Jndea shortly perors,' Contra Ap. i. 10. These Imperial

before the destruction of Jerusalem, see memoirs had not then been published ;

vol. vii. p. 574, and deemed himself, and a passage which Josephus probably

as having seen the war close at hand, took from them was referred to vol. vii.

qualified to give an account of it. The p. 553.

account, to judge from Minucius, was of a
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were written before King Agrippa also,' exchanged sixty-two
letters with him upon the Avork, and received the king's cor-

rections. Many other Judeans and Romans of position ex-

pressed to him their approval.^ One of the chief objects of

his work was, however, to spread a more just opinion of the

Judeans and their faith amongst the Heathen generally, that

by this means the great contempt under which his nation then
suffered might be gradually removed. This is his own asser-

tion,^ and we hare every reason to trust him in this respect.

And as this zeal to procure perhaps some advantage amongst
Romans of position to his nation, which was then so much
distressed and despised, happily coincided with the good quali-

fications of the author and even the novelty of his undertaking,

a very excellent work, in spite of all its defects, was produced,
which remained by far the best of the author's two larger

works, as we have already seen.''

When he took in hand this work he did not propose to

write the general history of his nation, as ^ many Judeans had
before him carefully written the history of their ancestors in

their own language, and some Greeks had also translated fairly

well their books.' -^ He introduced his narrative of the war,
therefore, with simply a brief summary of the previous history

since the rising of the Maccabees. But the approbation with
which this work was at once received, at all events in Europe,
and especially the patronage of a man of reputation in

Rome at the time, named Epaphroditus,^ who desired to be
informed fully regarding the general history of the nation, in-

duced him to carry out the idea, which had entered his mind
as he was engaged on his first work,^ of writing an extensive

' -^nte, pp. 18 sq. tended; and the eulogy which Josephus
-Contra Ap. i. 9, 10; Vita, §65, passes upon him, ^»^. proem. 2, CW^ra^^.

where he gives two of Agrippa's notes. ii, 41, would suit him well ; moreover, we
3 Bell. Jud. proem. §§ 3, 4. know no other Epaphroditus of eminence
•* Vol. vii. pp. 492 sq. belonging to this period. But Josephus's
* Bell. Jud. proem. 6. It is much to Life, in which the Afitiquities are for the

be desired that he had named the Judean first time fully dedicated to him (quite at
authors to whom he refers; for we know the end), was not written until long after
from what we have seen cmte, p. 62, what Domitian's death, whilst this Epaphro-
Greeks he means. He distinguishes the ditus was banished by that emperor
former expressly from the 2>rophets, and the year before the latter's murder, and
means therefore later writers. then condemned to death (Suet. Nero, cap.

" From his name he was not a Eoman, 49, J)om. cap. 14; Cassius Dio, Hist.
but probably a Greek freedman ; and as Ixvii. 14). Still, it is possible that as he
a man of this description with this name had already been banished he was not at
was in the court of Nero, and afterwards once really executed, and so survived
became very powerful at Domitian's court, Domitian's fall; at all events Suetonius
and as Josephus must have desired to be speaks simply of a condcmnatio.
on good terms with the powerful courtiers ^ Ant. proem. 2, comp. Bell. Jud. v.
of the Flavians, it is very natural to sup- 5, 7 ad fin.
pose that this Epaphroditus is the man in-
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work on the history generally of his nation. In this work
more than in the previous one he attempted to rival the prin-

cipal Greek historians, arranged it entirely after the model of

one of their larger histories, and called it, after their example,

Tiventy Books of Judean Archceology, as he proposed especially

to describe in it the origin and the earlier history of his nation

with reference to its ancient laws and customs, though at the

same time he continued the narrative with great fulness down
to the beginning of the last great war in the year 66 a.d. In

this work also it was Josephus's chief object to disperse Heathen
prejudices against his nation as it exhibited itself in history

and still continued to live in adherence to its ancient laws : a

subsidiary purpose was to render the subject-matter of the Jewish

sacred Scrij)tures more intelligible to the Heathen. We have

already seen,^ however, how inadequate this work was as regards

the earlier history, and accordingly how defective it was as re-

gards the most difficult and important general history of the

nation. It is as if a veil were everywhere over the eyes of

the historian, hindering him from seeing the true greatness

of his own people as it appeared in its most vigorous and noble

period ; and even the pains he often takes to prove that great-

ness, or at all events to defend the ancient nation against

modern aspersions, produce little effect. It is not until he

approaches more recent history, with which he is more familiar

and in greater sympathy, that his work acquires more life and

attractiveness, and for us greater value ; but it is just in these

periods that he fails to perceive the great errors to which his

people was more and more resigning itself. We must, therefore,

now be chiefly grateful to him for the accounts from lost books

which he introduced in various parts of the earlier history

likewise.

As Josephus was compelled, in order to write this great

work, to procure a large amount of fresh information, and to

collect and examine many books that had till then been less

familiar to him, it is not surprising that it was not before the

thirteenth year of Domitian (93-94 a.d.) that he finished it, as

he himself states at the end. He was then fifty-six years

of age,2 but by no means thought of laying aside for the

future his facile pen ; and he was at the time so much occupied

' Vol. i. p. 200. 93 A.D., wliich it is important to observe

* If -we compare the numerous notes as l)eHring on his subsequent works. He
of time at the end of the Antiquities with was born in the first year of Caliguhi,

those in Vita, § 1, it follows that he may 37 a.d.

have published the Antiqintics in the year
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with two fresli literary undertakings that he announced them
at the conclusion of his Antiquities. On the one hand, he

had learnt beyond doubt that his first book on the War had met
with a good many serious objections, which he was bound to

attend to ; and, on the other, bis position and conduct in Eome
had aroused repeatedly the open displeasure of many. For

after the death of Titus his Judean enemies at the court of

Domitian supposed they might express themselves more freely

against him : they had gone so far as to lay accusations against

him, and had incited even the Heathen eunuch, the tutor of his

children, whom he had received into his house after the manner
of wealthy Romans, to lay similar charges, though Domitian

had ordered them all to be executed as false accusers.^ As all

this was then remembered as of recent occurrence, he con-

sidered himself bound to make a public defence, and accord-

ingly promised a supplement to his Antiquities, in which he

would relate his own life and touch further on many points of

the history of the War. The Antiquities itself was published

without this supplement, and he thought he should be able

to supply it within a year.-

But before he could finish even the first of the two new
works announced, he had to learn how unfavourably his Ayiti-

quities had been received by many Heathen of great repute,

and how far the work was from being regarded as a satisfactory

refutation of the prejudices raised by Heathen authors regarding

the early history of his people. This was evidently very pain-

ful to him, and he felt deeply the ridicule and contempt which he
saw was still poured upon his nation and its sacred laws after the

destruction of the Temple. He resolved accordingly quickly

to publish first of all a small work of an entirely different kind.

This work is the Two Boohs on the great Antiquity of the

JudeanSf or, as they were subsequently called, Against Apion,

which is, in proportion to its size, not only to us the most use-

ful, but for all times the best book that ever came from his pen.

If he had wished to give this book a heading which would de-

scribe its contents and purpose truly, he must have called it an
Apology for the Judeans, for this it is in reality, and pretty

much in the sense in which so many distinguished Christians

soon afterwards published before the eyes of Heathen rulers

apologies for Christianity. But it seems as if the timidly

cautious man feared to avow openly in the heading of his work

* All this he relates subsequently, ^ This is the meaning of the ex-
Vita, § 76, but very briefly, because he pression Kara rrepLdpo/j.-rju, in the whole
did not then supposf> tliat a more lengthy context, at the end of the Antiquities.

account could be of a-lvantage to himself.
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the design of defending liis people before the eyes of a Flavian

emperor, and preferred a less striking heading, with a corre--

sponding arrangement, for his work. He begins accordingly

Avith the complaint that so many Greeks continue to represent

the Judeans as only a very recent nation, which had depended

on other nations for instruction, and possessed no primitive

force and originality ; and, in refuting these calumnies, he

defends his nation at the same time against the aspersion of

having had a very disgusting origin even,^ as well as against other

charges and insults alleged by Apion especially.'^ Having at

the end of this first part of his defence in turn bitterly attacked

the whole character and pretensions of Apion, and paid him
back in his own coin, he makes an easy transition, in view of

so many calumnies, to an eloquent defence of Moses and his

Laws ; ^ and, indeed, to charges against the Heathen theology

and legislation,'* under which name he cautiously describes,

not the Eoman, but primarily only the Greek religious system
;

and then conchides with more general observations.^ The
entire work is animated by a warm love of the subject, and the

reader is thereby pleasingly affected, particularly when the

defence of the sacred Law is immediately concerned ; and in

his attacks he observes moderation, in the case of Apion only

allowing himself greater liberties. Josephus has in this work
most admirably brought together all that he could say in de-

fence of his people and the sacred Law ; and the example which
he thus set was such that it soon encouraged Christians to

undertake a similar work for Christianity, only in a still

better style. Josephus wrote this work while he was enjoying

the sunshine of his good fortune in Rome ; that is, during the

reign of Domitian,^ probably in the next year after the publica-

tion of his Antiquities.

But while he was deferring the writing of his Life, and
only temporarily, as it were, introduced into these books against

Apion a few words incidentally in defence of his first work,^

Domitian was overtaken by his sudden downfall, in the year

' i. 1-8, 11-35. In the whole of this ^ For it does not appear in the book
first book he says nothing at all against itself that Domitian had then been over-

Apion, not even mentioning him ; andifwe thrown; and from the tone of the words
may judge from the opening of the second i. 9, Agrippa was still living, which
book (though both are dedicated to Epa- is quite different from what we find in

phroditus), he seems in the first instance the next work. If the book was pub-
to have published the first book by it- lished in the year 9-4 a.d. the Epaphro-
self and without the heading Against ditus to whom it is dedicated might very
Apion. well be still at the court of Domitian.

2 ii. 1-13. " Contra Ap. i. 8 ad fin., 9, 10 : if the
^ ii. 14-32. Life had been written first, this precursor
* ii. 33-35. of it, as Josephus himself calls it, would
^ ii. 36-41. have been superfluous.
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96 A.D., and Agrippa died soon afterwards, in the year 101 a.d.

This double calamity was destined to affect our historian most
disastrously : he had now no powerful patron left, and all

his enemies could exert themselves more unrestrainedly. In
these circumstances, Justus of Tiberias, with whom he had
come into collision as a general in Galilee,^ and who had all

along remained less Roman in feeling than himself, made
himself heard of in an entirely new way. He wrote a book
called The Crown of the Judean Kings^^ in which he began
with Moses and closed with the last seven Judean kino-s after

Herod, the monarch of his own country, Agrij^pa, being really

the seventh and last of the final royal line. This work was
rather ornate and studiedly brief than true and useful, and con-

tained severe attacks upon Josephus both as an historian and a

man. Thus forced by it, Josephus, much against his will,

could delay no longer the publication of his Autohiograpliy,

in connection evidently with the new edition of his Antiqui-

ties, to which it was appended.^ This short work contains

much that is historically instructive, though in its violent

language with regard to Justus "* it shows only too plainly what
implacable enmities still prevailed in the minds of aged Judeans
ofthis class, and that Josephus had in his old age quite lost all

true balance and equanimity. The spectacle which such men
presented was the more offensive, as they really contended
simply about their own personal shortcomings, and not about
anything of a really elevated character. The other book which
Jose]3hus had promised at the end of his Antiquities was in-

tended to treat ' of God and His nature, and of the Laws, and
why according to them some things are allowed and others

prohibited.' ^ But he was probably subsequently prevented

' See vol. vii. pp. 534, 5J1. ^ j^ is undoubtedly to this work that
2 According to Photius, who hi self he refers not unfrequently elsewhere,

read the Look and. described it briefly in although he does not always definitely
his Bihliotheca, codex 33, it had the head- indicate its title, e.g. Ant. proem. § 4

;

ing fiaai\€7s 'lovhaioi oi iv rots (TTe/j.- i. 1. 1, 10. 5 ; iii. 6. 6, 8. 10 ; iv. 8. 4 ; CV»w-

^aai
; but more probably, according to tra Ap, i. 14 ad fin. According to this

Diog. Laert. ii. 5, 20, ^refifxa or (TTiiifxara reference the work would have contained
{twv /3. 'I.); and the work On the Jewish various allegories, and we might at most
Wa7\ in Steph. Byz. s.v. Ti^epids is un- be simply curious to know how his essays
doubtedly

_
the same. It appears both in this department would have diiFered

from the indications in Josephus, Vita, from Philo's. Other expressions, such as

§ 65, and Photius that it was not written occur Vita, § 11 (comp. %(pafx^v, § 12), in
until after Agrippa's death. which Josephus refers to something that

^ As appears plainly from the clos- he had written which is not now to be
ing sentences of the Life compared with found in his works, simply show, as we
those of the Antiquities; and the Life also might on other grounds infer from other
begins 'E/aoI Se yhos, referring thus to indications, that his works have not come
what had preceded. down to us in a perfectly unmutilated

* § 65, where Josephus stoops to a long, condition : as was observed vol. vi. p. 139,
direct address to his opponent. they early found their way to classes of
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from publisliiiig this work; and the loss is the less serious, as

we can infer from his other books how he would have treated

this question.

We have thus reviewed the historical literature of the Judeans

of this period, and we can readily perceive that it necessarily

failed of its immediate purpose. As it had no proper under-

standing of the true greatness and elevation of the national

history of two thousand years, so neither could it perceive the

real defects and serious vices which had become more and more

deeply rooted during tlie last six centuries of national decline.

It was, moreover, little adapted to meet the wants of the surviv-

ing members of the nation, and, as a fact, produced no effect at

all in their case. As it was, on the contrary, wholly without the

animating influence of the true spirit of the ancient true religion,

and had already become a mere imitation of Greek and Eoman
historical literature, so it really aimed simply at informing the

Heathen, and especially the powerful and ruling persons amongst

them, with regard to the ancient people of God and its sacred

thinsrs. But the result soon showed how far it was from at-

taining that aim amongst the Heathen. Even the Heathen

historians—who from this time turn their attention somewhat

more to Judean history—such as Tacitus, who wrote soon

after Josephus, Justinus, or Plutarch,^ borrowed some histori-

cal particulars from books of this class,^ but did not take the

trouble to enter into the genuine Judean view of things, and

continued to follow the most foolish and baseless notions with

regard to the early history of the people, as they had been

started by previous Heathen historians.

3- Public Events under the Flavian Dynasty,

This effort of the historians, therefore, like all others, faile d

to fill up the wide chasm which had long been formed between

slowly conquered Judeanism and Heathenism, and which at

the time before us yawned more widely than ever. Whilst the

Eomans took no pains to reconcile the remnants of the ancient

readers for whom they were not originally Sylb.) ; and in the Sanchuniathonian ex-

designed, tracts (Euseb. Prwp. Evan. i. 10, p. 42'

> Who incidentally, at all events, ed. Or.) Trepi 'lovZaioiv is so completely

touches on various Judean matters in his discordant witli the context that the

numerous writings. But HerenniusPhilo words are probably only a mistake for

of Byblus, who flourished in the reign ^oivikoov; comp. my Ahhandlimg ilher

of Hadrian, can hardly have written a Sanchuniathon, lo, 53, 57.

book Concerning the Judeans ; in Origen, ^ Thus Tacitus used Josephus's work

Coyitra Cels. i. 15, he is probably con- on the Jewish War, as was remarked vol.

founded with the other Philo above men- vii. p. 494, and may eisily be shown

tioned {ante, p. 62), who may likewise be more at length,

meant in CleoQ. Strom, i. 21 (p. 337, ed.
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nation, venerable (as Joseplius not without reason maintained)
on account of its antiquity, to their mournful fate, or to pay any
close attention to their Law, or to promote as far as might be
possible their well-being, none of the efforts of the nation's own
new teachers, prophets, or historians succeeded in setting on
foot any genuine mutual understanding or salutary co-operation.

The Romans occupied too lofty a position, and on that very
account disdained to go on persecuting with any special ani-

mosity and with greater severity, or to trouble themselves much
about the apparently wretched remnant of the nation which
had just defied their Imperial power. The majority of the
Judeans were for the moment content, perhaps, with this form
of disdain, but on both sides the implacability was equal,

although the sharp points and edges of the diflPerences which
divided them were felt much more painfully by the one than
by the other.

But it soon appeared that this depth of misery did not
make the Judeans more inclined to go over to Heathenism

:

though many proselytes now wavered and apostatised,' the

main body of the remaining ancient Community exhibited all

the less desire to lose itself in Heathenism, and in such a way
to become amalgamated with the rest of the world. It was still

apparent that the true religion, even in the midst of its own
dark eclipse, could not relapse w^holly into Heathenism ; and
there was thereby supplied, amid all the disastrous defeats and
humiliations of this period, once more some possibility of a
new rising and restoration of energy. And as during these

decades the damped courage and spirit of the ancient nation

and of the religion which it had made its own gradually revived

again, with the hope of once more ruling in the world, as we
have seen, the inflammable materials of conflict and hatred

which had previously caught fire between Judeans and Romans
were thereby again accumulated, so that it was rather an acci-

dent than anything else if they did not immediately burst into

flame again. The new prophecy fed most dangerously the fires

of new and proud expectations ; the new teaching, notwith-

standing all its calmness and forced moderation, nourished the

embers of the old attractive claims ; and even such time-serving

men as Josephus, though they paid homage to the government of

the day, and appeared to find satisfaction only in the memory of

past national greatness, or in the observance of a few apparently

' As we may naturally suppose, and terms hj Josephus, Contra Ap. u. \0. This
as Ave find only too unmistakably ex- is complained of also 2 Bar.
pressed, almost against his will, in brief
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ancient, written regulations
.
of conduct, and in the future

hopes sustained by the persistent faithfuhiess of their people
to the Law,^ might in other circumstances easily be carried

away by the enthusiasm of another successful national risino-.

This fire, which had shortly before blazed up so luridly in view
of the whole world, might now smoulder in secret, but it only
waited for a favourable moment to break out again, and, if

possible, more openly and destructively than ever. But during
the reign of the Flavians there was not the slightest prospect
of such a moment : they had reached the throne of the em-
pire partly by their difficult victory over this fire, and found
a guarantee for the continuance of their rule in the persistent
employment of all the severe measures which they had used
to eff'ectually keep it under—measures which were not at all

revoked by their exceptional favour towards such men as
Josephus and the Herods. The subjugated Judeans, too, were
profoundly conscious that they had nothing to expect from
fresh violent revolts and risings as long as the new dynasty
held the reins of power. Yespasian had in the first years of
his reign everywhere in the wide Roman empire trampled
down too mercilessly ^ the last sparks of defiant resistance, and
even of mere contradiction and complaint. It was too clear

that the first two Flavians had favoured and tolerated near
their court only such Judeans as Josephus ; and Domitian con-
tinued to reply by sentences of death to any complaint ao-ainst

the historian, as we have seen.^

Of public Judean events under the Flavians we have, there-
fore, but little to say. This silence of history is itself very
significant ; and a widely circulated prophetic book of the time
had, as we have seen,"* plainly enough directed all expectant
hearts to the overthrow of Domitian as the great dividino- line

between the mournful present and the Messianic glory.

It is only too probable that the Zealots of the Law, as the
iu''.placable enemies of the Romans, could not be completely
eradicated by even the most cruel punishments, and souo-ht all

along opportunities of wreaking their indignation on everythino-
that was Roman, and particularly everything Imperial; and this

probability is confirmed especially by one remarkable instance
in the account of a contemporary. In the sunny valleys of
Jericho were still to be found the rich fields of balsam shrubs

• For the obstinacy of the Judeans upon Josephus even, Contra Ap. i. 8.

condemned to figlit with wild beasts (see ^ See vol. vii. pp. 612 sq.

vol. vii. p. 609), and their steadfast re- ^ Ante, p. 72.

fusal, even amid the hnn-ors of death, • Ante, p. 62 sq.

to violate the Law. made a deep impression
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which, as was generally believed, yielded a large revenue, and
constituted one of the most enviable sources of the wealth of

Palestine. These fields were considered to have been planted

by Solomon,^ and at this late period they were still reckoned

amongst the royal domains. The Herods had cultivated them
as well as other fields of valuable plants in the southern

plain of the Jordan at Archelais, Phasaelis, and Livias, more
carefully, if possible, than the earlier rulers, and had obtained

rich treasures from them. The Csesars had then become the

heirs of the Herods in this respect ; and during the great war
these shrubs had been spared undoubtedly on account of their

great value as sources of revenue. But now Vespasian, like

Pompey formerly, had in his triumph at Rome presented amongst
other objects a balsam shrub to the gaze of the Roman citi-

zens. This was probably sufficient to provoke an outbreak

of the indignation of many Zealots still left in Palestine ; and
it was soon related in the empire that as the mad Judeans

were infuriated against their own bodies, so now they had
vented their blind revenge on the balsam plantations, so that

in this instance again only the Roman sword could restore

order. ^

There was one thing particularly which was calculated to

arouse the indignation of even the most patient—the payment
of the sacred Temple tax to the Capitoline Jupiter, which Ves-

pasian had commanded.^ If the Roman census had supplied

the first occasion formerly of all risings against the Romans,"*

this transformation of the sacred Temple tax into a tax to

Jupiter appeared now exactly like a perpetual insult added to

all the other humiliations. To be taxed in this way for the

god of the Romans was a requirement laid upon this nation

alone, while, from the nature of its religion, it ought to have
' been least of all imposed upon it ; ^ and this was, moreover, the

more oppressive as the Hagiocracy, in the form in which it

was now perpetuated, likewise insisted on the payment of all

the former sacred taxes.^ It was natural that some Judeans

' See vol. iii. p. 281. destruction of Jerusalem when so many
- Pliny, Nat. Hist. xii. 54, comp. xiii. committed suicide. These Idumme pal)n(S

0, and Justin. Hist, xxxvi. 3. 1-5, where are also alluded to Mart. Epigr. x. 50. 1,

§ 2 probably Hicricus, i.e. Jericho, should comp. ii. 2. 5.

be read instead of arciis; comp. vol. vi. ^ Vol. vii. p. 613.

p. 75. It is true Pliny does not say in ^ Vol. vi. p. 45.

what year those devastations took place
;

^ This reason is at all events sug-
but the whole context of the narrative, gested Appian Syr. cap. 50, comp. Mart.
and particularly the addition Sfsvierc in Epigr. vii. 55. 7, 8.

cam Judcei sicut in vitam quoque suam, * See ante, p. 44.

points to the time immediately after the
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should seek to escape payment by whatever means pos-

sible ; but Domitian, with his well-known love of money and

cruelty, caused the most disg-raceful measures to be taken to

get hold of every possible delinquent, and extended the tax,

contrary to its original intention, so as to include old people.^

We can easily understand that the Flavians always kept a

sharp eye upon the slightest movements that threatened to

break out amongst the Judeans ; and at that time disturbances

were always being expected from the Parthian and Syrian East.

As the Flavians had early had their attention directed by Josephus

and others to the Messianic hopes cherished in Israel,^ so sub-

sequently they continued to be sensitive with regard to them
;

and after the year 68 the Judeans were undoubtedly for a long

time not a little agitated by the reports, connected with those

hopes, that Nero was still alive and would come from the East

for the destruction of Rome, to the terror of the Christians

and the Flavians, but as formerly (especially for Poppsea's

sake^) most favourably disposed towards the Judeans.^ It will

be mentioned below that the suspicious Domitian dreaded even

the harmless relatives of Christ until he had palpably con-

vinced himself that they were not dangerous. From the same
source from which we learn this we are told also that soon

after the destruction of Jerusalem Vespasian made careful

search for the descendants of David, and that this caused

much trouble to the Judeans.^ This brief reminiscence can

hardly have had no foundation; and the circumstance that

the Roman authors say nothing about it is natural enough if

no important result was brought to light by the search.

We have already observed^ that after Vespasian's death

many Judeans breathed more freely, and that just then the

power of bold prophecy once more revived. But it had soon

to be seen that there was nothing to be hoped for with regard

to the freedom of the Judeans under a Flavian ; and the heavy

* Suet. Bom. cap. 12, comp. mite, p. of Reimarus. It was, however, mani-

27. Tertullian in his day complains festly only Christians amongst whom this

that Christians were subjected to a dis- idea of a return of Nero was very long

graceful tax, De Fuga, cap. xiii. entertained (comp. in the first half of the
2 See vol. vii. p. 547. third century the poem of Commodian's
^ See vol. vii. p. 408. in Pitra's Spicil. Solesm. i. p. 43) ; and it

* The first book that spoke of this, if appears from Sulpicii Severi Hist. Sacra

not openly yet plainly enough to the in- ii. 29, that the Apocalypse had most
telligent, was probably the Apocalypse; influence in keeping it alive.

the belief then played an important part * Euseb. Ecc. Hist, iii, 12. The nar-

in the Sibylline books (see my Ahhavd- ratives capp. 11, 12, are quoted simply

lung thereon, pp. bb, 89) as well as in the as tradition ; but so are the similar ones

Ascension of Isaiah, iv. 2; comp. Suet. capp. 18-20, and yet Ilegesippus is in this

l^ero, capp. 40, 57 ; Tac. Hist. i. 2, ii. case quoted at last as the authority.

8, 9 ; Cassius Dio, Ixiv. 9, with the notts •* Ante, p. 46.
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Land of Domitian ^Yas felt quite otiierwise than Nero's, wliicli

had previously provoked the complaints and indignation of the

Judeans. We shall see below what changes occurred after the

overthrow of the Flavian house in the year 96.

Later Judean accounts preserve, further, various reminis-

cences of journeys to Italy and Rome, which the Gamaliel

who was then at the head of the Judean teachers in Palestine ^

is said to have made with some of the most famous of the other

Rabbis of the time.^ It is involved almost in the nature of the

case that these journeys to the court of the Ca3sars had to do with

petitions for the favour of the emperors and with representations

with regard to certain oppressive burdens ; in these late reminis-

cences the real purpose of them is no longer clearly to be re-

cognised, but they are concerned with views with regard to the

interpretation of certain Mosaic laws which could be of moment
to Rabbis alone. Yet, at the same time, we find in them a story

of a Roman senator who, having become a convert to Judeanism,

communicated to the Judeans the unfavourable resolutions

with regard to their countrymen which had been passed in the

senate, and who then committed suicide because he could not

carry his dissentient view. We might conjecture ^ that in this

tradition, which is quite unintelligible as rejDorted, the execu-

tion of Flavins Clemens is meant, who, though a near kinsman

of Domitian, was put to death by him the last year but one of

his reign on the charge of ' atheism,' as some related, that is,

because he was inclined to adopt Christian customs, and thereby

renounce the Roman gods."* If this Clemens had really been

inclined towards ]3ure Judeanism, the implacable displeasure of

a Flavian emperor against him would certainly have been quite

intelligible ; but we shall see subsequently that this story must

receive quite another interpretation, and is connected with the

history of the spread of Christianit}^ in Rome. It is true, Chris-

tianity still continued to be often confounded with Judeanism

by the leading Heathen, and it was regarded all along by the

Rabbis as simply a schism in Judeanism itself. For that reason

the question might be raised whether the report of the bitter

' See ante, p. 34. ^ As has been clone publicly in our
2 M. Ma aser t^heni v. 9 ; Erubin, day.

iv. 1, 2. The place D''D''13"1D OQ the sea, ' The only Heathen author that gives

which is mentioned Erubin iv. 1, must this as the crime with which Clemens

undoubtedly be read as Fri7idisim, a was charged is Cassius Dio, Ixvii. 14;

natural form of Brundusium, after the Suet. Z>ow«. cap. 15 gives another account

;

modern form lirindisi, which may then see below.

have been current amongst the people
;

[Probably the author purposely sub-

but in that case the name of itself points stituted Christian for 'Jewish customs,'

to a journey to Rome. as Cassius Dio writes.

—

Th.]
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sufferings wliicli some relatives of the liouse of Vespasian had
then (as we shall see below) to endure on account of the Chris-

tian faith may not have been perhaps the ultimate occasion

of the above Judean tradition. We have no means of getting

further knowledge with reg'ard to it.

The Condition of the Samaritans.

But before we go on to describe the last stage of the history

of the Judeans, as the greater and more important portion of

the ancient nation of Israel, we may suitably take at this point

a backward glance at the fortunes of the Samaritans, who,
although less widely spread, still exhibited a rare degree of

mental activity, and became once more involved also in the

subsequent general history of Israel. We saw above, ^ that

although they maintained a greater and worthier degree of

mental independence than the Judeans, forming thereby a justi-

fiable contrast to them, from the very first they had as their

basis too little independent knowledge and clearness of purpose

to actually obtain a spiritual supremacy over the Judeans. A
consequence of this spurious position was growing trouble and
unhappiness in the mutual relations of the two great Commu-
nities into which ancient Israel had been spiritually divided.

Neither as regards political influence and independence had
the Samaritans for a long time been able to compete with the

Judeans ; and however jealous they were of their advantages,

they suffered constantly from the more powerful influence of the

learned Judean schools in Jerusalem and elsewhere. The dif-

ferences as regards doctrines, customs, and views which had
thus grown up between the two Communities in the course of

centuries were based to some extent, it is true, upon motives

derived from truer knowledge, according as its rays were more
abundant and their force greater on one or the other side

;

but they proceeded far more from the darkness of mutual jea-

lousy and the turbid sources of a growing animosity which

could not be effectually removed. And yet the whole of these

differences were all along too petty to attract much attention

from the rulers of the world, so that the Samaritans were gene-

rally classed by the Romans with the Judeans as the Circumcised,

and were compelled to observe essentially the same Imperial

laws. When any decree proceeded from the Imperial govern-

ment, to which both Communities were subject, whereby the

Samaritans felt themselves injured, or if suddenly a higher en-

• Vol. V.

VOL. VIII. G
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tliusiasm burst into flame amongst the Judeans for a cause which
apparently concerned collected Israel, the Samaritans might
be led, in conjunction with the Judeans, to take part in risings

which seemed to promise the restoration of ancient Israel as a

whole, one instance of which met us in the last war,^ and
another will occur in the Avar soon to be expected. But as the

Samaritans possessed generally less deeply rooted spiritual inde-

pendence and vigour, and were fewer in point of numbers, they

were usually sooner exhausted, and withdrew from the struggle,

seeking the best conditions they could get for themselves from
the Imperial power. The consequence of which was, that the

hereditary animosity between the two kindred Communities
grew perpetually more intense, until at last the final Divine

judgment necessarily broke over them, and they w^re both

completely destroyed so far as they could claim any national

position in the world.

So now, also, after the first attempted resistance of the

Samaritans to Vespasian had been disastrously put down,^ they

seemed to have obtained, by increased subserviency, the Roman
favour even before the end of the reign of the Zealots in Jeru-

salem. It is true, details with regard to this are wanting, but

we may confidently infer it from the revived prosperity of the

Samaritan district and the Samaritan people which may be

observed in these decades. An unusually vigorous mental life

must have been developed amongst them at this period, whilst

the Judeans were long suffering under the heavy calamities

that had befallen them ; and the province had also flourished

so much that in the next great war it could become the prin-

cipal scene of the most obstinate struggles. Vespasian, more-

over, evidently bestowed great pains upon the restoration of

this centre of Palestine after its devastation in the great war.

He not only restored Csesarea on the Sea, which became now a

purely Heathen city,^ under the new name of Colonia prima
Flavia, but built also a new magnificent city, which boasted of

the name Flavia Neapolis Neokoros (as guardian of the Temple),

and which from this time became, under the short name of

Neapolis (now Nabulus), the great capital of the whole of cen-

tral Palestine.'* It was not so very far north of Jerusalem,

' Vol. rii. p. .547. pp. 483 sq. On the other hand, the name
- Iliid. p. 547. Bioccpsarea for Sepphoris in Galilee, often
^ See ibid. p. 505, mentioned vol. vii., like Biospolis for
• This may be inferi'ed especially from Lydda, near Jerusalem, does not appear

Pliny, Nat. Hisf. t. 14, comp. Jos. Bell, to have originated before the war of i3ar-

Jnd. iv. 8. 1 ; both call the city simply kokheba, as Pliny, Nat. Hisf. v. 15, still

Neapolis, but it.s full name is given on uses tlie simple name Lydda.
the coins, see Eckhel's Docfr. Num. iii.
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and its site, on tluit of the ancient village Mabortha/ was

close by the ancient Sicliem, in the neighbourhood of which

stood the great Samaritan sanctuary. It was from the very

first inhabited by many Heathen also ; the Christian philosopher

Justin, the son of Priscus (whom we shall so often meet), for in-

stance, having been born and educated in it : still it remained

chiefly a Samaritan town.

In such circumstances the profound alienation of the Judeans

and the Samaritans (who were called by the former simply

Cuthcavs) - from each other became now more decided than ever
;

so much so that the behaviour of the former towards the latter

became a matter requiring the legislative interference of the

Rabbis. And as this alienation reappeared after the great final

w^ar now pending, a very circumstantial judicial dissertation

' concerning the Outheans ' was drawn up for the body of Jewish

Law,^ which prescribes most particularly the conduct of the

Judeans towards this 'semi-Heathen' people in buying and

sellino- and all other relations of life. After some historical

references to the past, this dissertation closes with the sen-

tence, that ' not until the Cutheans renounced the mountain

Gerizim, blessed Israel, and believed in the resurrection of the

dead, could any fellowship exist between them and Israel.'

That amounted to a hopeless perpetuation of the enmity ; and

that they did not believe in the resurrection of the dead was

really only a transient error, which had remained amongst them

from the previous connection of the Sadduceans and Samari-

tans. In order to perceive what a mighty spiritual agitation

was originating amongst the Samaritans, we must at this

point glance backwards somewhat, and in the first instance

look at

Simon Magns and other Samaritan Gnostics,

A community such as that of Samaria then was was quite

adapted to become the soil from which the most various spiritual

movements and undertakings might spring at a time when they

were generally rife in the world. It was in close relation

wutli the ancient true religion, and was always, from early

jealousy, ever eagerly attentive to whatever arose in Jerusalem

' On this villjige see vol. v, p. 97, printed for the first time by E.iph. Kirch-

and more at length Gott. Grl. Anc. 1865, heim, Frankf. 1851, pp. 31-37 in the

p. 1670. little work, Slcbc7i klein. Jtrusalemisc/ie

See vol. iv. pp. 215 sq. Masstkhet.

3 This D^^nn nDDD ^vas practically

o 2
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likely to create a noise in the world. It was at the same time

no less jealous with regard to its own greater mental freedom

and receptivity ; and as occupying a position midway be-

tween Judeanism and Heathenism, it suffered at the same

time from the two opposite tendencies of licentious freedom

and excessive scrupulosity. With the first appearance of

Christianity, therefore, this soil was very much more powerfully

affected than that of Judeanism. In the case of the latter,

notwithstanding its rapid and growing commotions and altered

forms, there was so much internal cohesion and power of

resistance as enabled it to remain a united body until the de-

struction of Jerusalem. It is only after that event that the

Community gradually falls more and more hopelessly to pieces

and becomes the theatre of new movements of all kinds, so that

the Rabbis have the greatest difl6.culty in saving what they can

of it. But in the case of the Samaritan Community there was

evidently from the very commencement of Christianity much
more radical disruption, which only made greater progress after

the destruction of Jerusalem. A number of new societies arose

in Samaria both before and after this great turning-point of

the general history of these times ; the efforts of individual

leaders to change everything often succeeded, and the most
extreme attempts at universal alterations and the formation of

societies such as had never been seen before were first ventured

there; and the same wild ferment of all elements together

which Ave first meet with in the larger section of the ancient

Community after the destruction of the Temple ^ commenced
in this smaller but freer sphere much earlier. We have not, it

is true, sufficient means of follovving in detail the entire course

of this rapid succession of new Samaritan developments as

they arose in the decades before and after the destruction of

the Temple. As the sphere and the duration of these new crea-

tions were very limited, the memory of them soon faded from
the minds of later generations, and of the originators of many
movements of this kind we now scarcely know even the names.

The Samaritans, it is true, took most active part, in large

numbers of books, in the great commotion of those times : the

books of a certain Dositheus especially must have once made
a lasting impression. But all the writings of the Samaritans
themselves which would most plainly portray for us tlie course

of this commotion, were early lost in the calamitous fate which
befell the Samaritans, especially at the hands of the Byzantines

' See ante, p. 7.
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and the Mohaiumedans ; and the Samaritan annals of Ahd-
fatch,^ written 1355 a.d., contain only either wholly discon-

nected recollections of those times of commotion, or such as

are very untrustworthy from the uncertaint}^ of the sources

through which tlie}^ have come down, while they are also

extremely unreliable with regard to their chronological order.

But we must endeavour now to form an idea of the movements
as far as we can.

All these new creations proceeded manifestly from a two-

fold supposition, and fall consequently into two different par-

ties. Those who were conscious of possessing the power to

undertake them might proceed from the new tendencies which

this age brought with it, and by the employment of which the

most daring and adventurous spirit might expect to obtain at

first the largest results. And according to all that we are able

now clearly to discern in this confusion, the new constructions

of this kind were actually the earliest. The two most recent

and most powerful tendencies of the time, however, were, on

the one hand, the entire phenomenon of Christianity, and, on

the other, the attractive system of Philo's philosophy ; and

fundamentally unlike as the two were, many a one might still

be tempted to bring both into some new connection, and by

means of a clever amalgamation of this kind, supported by

the addition of a little personal conceit and audacity, endea-

vour to make a great noise in the world, and obtain for him-

self other advantages.

Of this class was the Samaritan Simon, who bears in his-

tory the surname of Magus, of whom we have already S2)oken

generally. ^When he first came into collision with the Apostles.

in those parts, particularly with Peter, he was evidently still

young, and full of youthful ardour, as having a future before

him ; and afterwards he led a long and eventful life. We may
plainly perceive as much as this in the reminiscences preserved.

It is also obvious that his labours in general were divided be-

tween journeys into Heathen countries and founding churches

in Samaria itself. After the manner of the day, he sought

especially to get attention and honour in Kome ; and wherever he

could, but especially in his native country, he founded churches

after his own spirit, the larger or smaller remnants of which might

' Published by Ed. Vilniar, Gotha, taken place amongst them ; and insofar

1865. The most important iit.e of this the conjectures of the first edition of this

publication is simply that we now know work have been fully confirmed,

certainly what divisions the Samaritans -' Vi)l.\ii. j'p. 17!) sq.

actually acknowle>!ged as having onee
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be seen Ions: after his death. ^ In later times a book of his, with

the title Great Apophasis, or Great Demonstration, was in exist-

ence, in which his Avhole philosophy was expounded in its

connection.- It cannot, it is true, have been written before

60-66 A.D., as it borrows figures and phrases from Christian

books which had only just then been published ;^ but we have

no reason to doubt that he was then still alive, and may have

written this book, at least in its main outlines (for evidently

some additions were made by his followers). The high-flown

thoughts and the disingenuous art of his book accord with

what we might expect from the other indications of his cha-

racter. He takes the Old Testament as his basis, and de-

rives all his important principles from it by the aid of

allegory, helping out at times the poverty of his thought by

a clandestine use of Christian books. But in reality he labo-

riously hammers together, after the manner of Philo, a few

phrases and strings of ideas, connected by round numbers,

and borrowed from Greek philosophers and poets or from other

profane sources, that by such a paltry compilation he may
flatter both the Heathen and the readers of the Old Testament,

and Anally prove that he may justly claim to be—an imitator of

Christ ! The cement, however, which is to connect all these

elements for the purpose in view is, in addition to the cunning

egotism of the man himself, simply a somewhat new concejption

of man when first born, just as it is still the mark of the folly

of all such philosophical talkers that they base everything

upon man, or rather themselves and their wisdom, and thereby

flatter at the same time the evil in all men. But he was also

particularly led by the desire to make his ideas attractive to

the Heathen and connect them with their theology and philo-

sophy, as the Samaritans always prided themselves on their

* According to the account of the extracts from it must have been handed
nearest and best authority in this matter, down to tlie times of Epiph. Hcer. xxi.

the Samaritan Justin Martyr, ApoL i. 26, 2, 3, and Theodoretus, Hcer. i. 1.

56; ii. 15; Dial, c, Tryph. cap. 120. ^ We see plainly that the author
2 A complete summary of this book knew and freely plagiarised the Gospel

has been preserved in long verbatim ex- Collected Sayiyigs (see Jahrhb. dcr Bibl.

tracts in Hippolytus' Contra Hcer. vi. Wiss. ii. pp. 196 sq. \_Die drei ersten

7-20, comp. X. 12; some things from it Evang. 2nd ed. pp. 17 sq. ; History of
have been better preserved in Iren. Con- Israel, vol. vi. preface p. vii] ); he appeals

tra Hcer. i. 23. 2, 3. In the earlier authors also, vi. 14, to the text 'iva fXT] avv toU

only very few and disconnected fragments KSafiw KaraKpidwfx.ey, 1 Cor. xi. 32, without,

of Simon's system are given, but they however, naming the real author of it

;

still accord so essentially with the prin- but this epistle might tlien be in circula-

ciples of the Apophasis that we cannot tion. Nor need it surprise us, when we
doubt of its genuineness. The same book consider what has yet to be said, that

with oral accounts was evidently used by Simon used other books of the Old Testa-
the author of the Clementine Hom. ii. 22, ment besides the Pentateuch.

23^ 25 30 : xviii. 1 1, 12 ; and a few other
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greater religious freedom ; and lie, moreover, desired every-

where to flatter the Heathen as a means of advancing his own
material v^elfare.

He supposes, accordingly, (1) that there are six lorimary roots

of the beginning of all creation, in three pairs (syzygai)—mind
and intelligence, voice and name, reason and reflection.^ The
development, on the one hand, of generative thought, as it

passes gradually from the lowest and obscurest mental condi-

tion into one that is distinct and sensible, is presented in three

stages, and, on the other, the force which, as it were, gives

birth to it ; and as Simon's entire system ultimately rests on

the idea of the purel}^ physical relation of man and woman and

of their co-operation being the purely Divine relation, as will

soon appear, it is not surprising that he reduces everything

from the fiist to pairs—a mythological view which was trans-

mitted from him to the later Gnostics. Together with these

six primar^^ roots, he supposes (2) an infinite power as the

seventh, and therefore the highest, but at once adds that

though this power exists in all six, it is in them primarily only

as latent force and not as active energy ; so that action itself

is added as a fourth stage to the three previous ones of thought,

speech, and reflection. This is apparently a very profound

and essential observation, but is, in fact, only a very clever

supposition, in order thereby to obtain his ultimate purpose.

But that he may speak of this infinite power more after the

Greek manner, he describes it, following earlier and more re-

cent Greek philosophers, as fire in its twofold force—as either

hidden or manifest—since long before an invisible celestial fire,

mysteriously present throughout the whole creation, had been

spoken of. In Biblical imagery it might be compared to the

tree of life in Paradise. If, therefore, there is something of

this fire, though in the first instance only potentially and not

actively, in all visible and invisible, vocal and non-vocal, numer-

able and innumerable things, it follows that a perfectly rational

being can only be that which can throughout those four stages

think, speak, reflect, and act in infinite and infinitely various

ways.2 But there is (3) One who stands, stood, and will stand

(o saroos, ards, arrjaofisvos), i.e. in the Jewish language of

the time, a true, supreme, immutable God,^ who, though He

' vovs and iiriuoia, (pwvi] and 6voixa, gible with the present text and punc-

Xoyiafxds and ivev^x-nais : strictly the se- tuation, and must be emended as above,

cond pair should, like the fir.>t and third, In the extracts from the Apophasis there

have been also masculine a?id fc-minine. are also many other serious errors.

- This must be the meaning of the ^ For the Rabbis discovered this

passage vi. 11, which is quite uuintebi- threefold meaning in the iuefftible name
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is that infinite power, is sucli potentiiilly only. It is not

until He lias been imaged forth, or represented in a correspond-

ing sensible being, thereby becoming truly active, that He
is, in nature, power, magnitude, and perfection,^ the unbe-

gotten, i.e. eternal, power in its activity, and falls nothing

short of it. This power then further adopted art, becoming

thus the light of things occurring; and Simon argues even that

the Spirit moving upo7i the ivaters in the ancient account of crea-

tion must become an image, if he will not perish with the

world, and that that account expressly relates that man was

created ^ after the image and likeness '—that is, after that

twofold primary power,^ he in Avhose littleness the greatest

is contained. If, therefore, a man of this kind who is the active

image of the infinite power actually exists, all other men, in

whom the same blessed and eternal essence is present only

potentially, may have their capacity for blessedness and im-

mortality quickened by his activity, and feel it increasing from

the smallest spark to an infinite extent.

We thus see how easily the idea can be perverted which fol-

lows apparently from Christ's coming—that God can infl.uence

men onl}^ through the perfect man, and that that man is the mani-

fested God for them. Simon claimed to be the man who could

by the true art arouse the latent primary power in man, and he

promised to free all who believed him from their miseries ; in

fact, he maintained that if they believed him they were already

saved through his grace, as evil was based solely on subjective

opinion, and the design of the creation was simpl}^ that the men
who had been freed by Simon might be delivered from their

chains ; indeed^ it was only angels that had arbitrarily created

the world, and then spoken by the prophets, that they might
thereby enslave the men who listened to them. But as this vain

man felt it desirable to attempt to hallow the nature of j^ure

sense, which he really laid at the basis of nil his thoughts and
efforts, b}^ means of the illusive terms of his fanciful philosophy,

he pretended that as, according to the above notion of pairs, a

female intelligence belonged of necessity to the masculine mind,

so a woman, by whom he was always attended, belonged

Jahveh, and it is accidental that Simon %vith the number seven is a favourite one
adopted the idea of standing as expressing in this system.
the fundamental notion of the Divine, - A terrible example amongst many
while others, like the author of the Apo- similar ones of the rapid progress made
calypse, i. 4, adopted that of bei?i^. We by Philo's use of allegory; for Philo him-
have here a proof of the dependence of self does not go so far as to make an
Samaritan learning on the Judeans. essential diflf<-rence between these two

' oiiaria, Svvd/x^i, fnyidei, airoTeAeV- words, De Mundi 0^)1/. § 23.

fiari, vi. 2 : again the number four, which
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necessarily to liim as his complement, whom he said he had

delivered from her chains as ' the lost sheep,' and called

Helena, as if she were the goddess Helena, sacred to the

Greeks, abont whom men had formerly similarly contended,

and whom Stesichorus did not revile with impunity.^ His

Samaritan disciples, who after his death desired to see him

worshipped as Zeus and Helena as Athene, carried out this

notion further by teaching that Helena, as intelligence [Ennoia),

answering to mind {Nous), or as the daughter sprung from him

as the father, and as such destined, according to his will, to

become the mother of all pure spirits (angels and archangels),

came down to bring forth these spirits, who then became

creators of the world, but that she was then taken captive by

them, because they desired to reign and not to be the children

of a mother, and was shamefully forced, without returning to

her father, to be born agnin and again in various bodies, and

thus to sink ever lower, until Simon, having become a man,

appeared, first, in love to deliver her, but then with her over-

came at the same time the corrupt spirits (angels), appearing

to the Samaritans as Father, to the Judeans by his illusive

crucifixion as Son, and to the Heathen as the Holy Ghost, so

that he might be called by any one of these names if only he

was believed in as the true deliverer.^ In this way all the

world was to be flattered by this doctrine, that it might be

drawn to accept it, all kinds of notions being thrown together

that seemed likely to promote that object.

It need hardly be expressly remarked that Simon pro-

posed to perform miracles, as he sought to imitate Christ and

his Apostles. Of this we have the historical reminiscence in

his surname of Magus ; and as according to all appearances he

was well acquainted with the physical sciences of the day, he

may by means of his cunning and audacity, with perhaps the

use of the name of Jahveh, which was then so common,^ have

performed some very surprising feats, as the great popularity

which he undoubtedly enjoyed for a considerable time proves.

But the accounts of this are partly later tradition,'* and partly

' JusMn Martyr, Apol. i. 26, had be- regarding? the relation of tlie feminine and

fore spoken of this Helena as a cour- mascuhne powers comes from Simon him-

tesan whom Simon had met with in Tyre; self, a pupil of his added the end vi. 19

the ideas of the Apopha.sis in this passage after his death.

are the more correct; Justin also describes - Hippolytus vi. 19 may be largely

her as the iuioia TrpuiTT]. But of course supplemented and emended by aid of the

much that we find in llippjlytus vi. 19 corresponding ideas in Irenaeus, and vice

must not be taken as said by Simon him- vend.

self; and we do best to suppose that in ^ See anfe, p. 20.

the Apophasis, as used by Irenaeus and •* E.g. that he commanded his disci-

Hippolyius, though what is said vi. 18 pies to bury him alive, as he would rise
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pure invention.^ The fact that he found sucli unusual honour

amongst his Samaritan fellow-countrymen ^ may be partly ex-

plained from the great success which he obtained for a time in

Rome ^ and amongst Heathen elsewhere, who were less able to

distinguish his base imitation of Christianity from the genuine

original. The Samaritans could now boast of being able to

take part in the Messianic movements of these times with a

contribution wholly peculiar to themselves ; and the death of

Simon, w^iich took place, it appears, not far from Samaria,

gave some of his most enthusiastic followers greater freedom

to pursue their own objects under his name. Almost the

w^liole of the Samaritan population were led astray by this

delusion, and the entire life of the people was revolutionised

accordingly. Simon's followers w^orshipped him and Helena

as represented in beautiful images and pictures,"* offering sacri-

fices before them ; but as the fleshly element was from the first

the chief thing in Simon's case, we need not be surprised that

a distinction w^as made amongst his followers between secret

and public doctrines, and that they were said to reject the

sanctity of marriage.-^ But remnants of them were to be met
-with as late as the time of Orig-en and Eusebius.^'

again on the third day, and that he then
remained in his tomb, Hippol. vi. 20.

' E.g. that he attempted to fly in

Eome and was accordingly dashed in

pieces, an account with Avhich the Cle-

mentine Homilies closed their elaborate

description of the follies of this Magician
(ii. 26, 34, XX. 13, and elsewhere) and of

h'S contentions with Peter, only that the
close of the Homilies has not been pre-

served ; but it is evident that the tradition

had come from this source into the Const.

Apost. vi. 8, 9, the Acta Petri et Pauli (in

Tischendorfs Acta Apocry. pp. 7 sq.) and
60 many other books.

- As Justin, whose evidence is most
immediate, and many others afterwards
testify.

^ As appears clearly from tlie passage
of Justin previously quoted, especially

from the first and earliest in his Aipol. i.

We may also suppose without difficulty

that a statue was erected to Simon in the
reign of Claudius, as in the case of
Josephus {ante, p. 18), and in those
times such honours were readily be-
stowed. If Justin had not known this,

he would undoubtedly not have looked for
such a statue in Eome ; but the one he
actually found, according to his descrip-
tion Apol. i. 26, 56, was undoubtedly not
to Simon, as may easily now be shown.

He might, however, the more naturally

confound a name like Semoni with Sunoni,

as in his native Aramaic dialect Shem'on

was undoubtedly always spoken with the

vowel e (comp.
^
r> » Vn ^ ).

* Comp. also Euseblus in Pitra's

Spicil. Solesniense, i. pp. 386, 465.
* Hippol. vi. 19 ; Euseb. Ecc. Hist. ii.

13 ad fin.; comp. Origen, Contra Cels.

vi. 11.

« See Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. 11;
Origen, Contra Cels. i. 57 (but comp. with
vi. 11); and Euseb. Ecc. Hist. ii. 13;
comp. also with regard to the mention of

him by the Sibyl, my Abhandlung iiber

die Sib. JSilcker, p. 89. I have not in

previous editions of vol. vii. and xih. of

this work considered it necessary to refer

to the baseless idea that Simon never
actually existed. There had not then

nor has there since been discovered

any solid reason for such a supposition.

It can be entertained only by those who
can put the Clementine Homilies and the

Acts of the Apostles in the same category.

But even if we had nothing further about
Simon than what the Clementine Homi-
lies relate, we should in that case have no
reason to regard him as a purely fictitious

person ; comp. Jahrbb. der Bibl. Wiss. ii.

p. 260.
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As, liowever, a clever impostor of this description, even

although, like Simon, he may accomplish very great things

during his life, readily finds a disciple who supposes that he

can excel his master, so there soon arose a disciple of his,

named Menander, from the Samaritan village Caparetsea,^ who

thought he could ecUpse his skill in constructing systems and

founding churches. The changes he made in the fundamental

ideas of Simon's system are unimportant. Some tilings he

carried out further, presented with nmch greater life and detail

his conception of parts of the story of creation (which was always

necessarily a chief part of these systems), while he let other

things drop, as in his case being inapplicable ; he had nothing

to say (as we may easily suppose) about a Helena.'-^ On the

other hand, he was astute enough to perceive that it might

be very prudent, in consideration of the growing tendency of

the times, to adopt some more of the elements of Christianity.

He made therefore a more rigid distinction between good and

evil; placed Satan in opposition to the other world-creating

angels ; and regarded the ' God of the Judeans ' as only a sort

of brother of Satan's, to destroy whom he was sent from the

incorporeal Father as His incarnate Son=^ with the ' spark of

life ' which was conveyed from him into his followers. But a

special point was that he introduced baptism, and exaggerated

the importance attached to it by Christianity. Through it that

' spark of life ' of the invisible God, which would also make

men physically immortal, was imparted by him ;
^ so that the

magic arts of Simon reappeared here simply in a new form.

But while he required, as if it were the necessary means of pro-

moting the great object of obtaining this spark of life, absti-

nence from all animal food, he condemned marriage in every

form, as if this kind of abstinence were also necessary, and

thus departed wddely from Simon's followers in his manner of

life. Yet he met with no following amongst the Samaritans

themselves, though in the neighbouring Antioch of Syria he

founded communities, the remnants of which Justin saw about

the year 140 a.d.^ For there must have been much that was

» Just. ApoL i. 26, 5G: the name is ^ Instead of napayepeadaL tou XpiaT6u

probably only a contraction of nioy "133 'i^ Hippol. ^ve must re.ul napay^vicrQai Se

1 ^_ ,, iC ^ "\
'i' auThv us Xpicrrnv, as he claimed to be

comp. vol. V. p. 97; on the otlur liand. ,, \.,, . ^ ^, '. ,, ^„i,,,, i-^ r,r^

the name Xa^pai in Tlieodor. Hcer. i. 2
^'^c Chnst

;
otherwise the words make no

appears to be a corruj^ion
_ '""''Thai ihis is not stated in Uipp. is

- All this follows from the acc^iunt in c . \ •

-TT- -, •• c-.n ^ ^ i. 1 1 .. ,1 an uiitortunate omission.
IIippol. vii 28, but must be supplemented

^ ^^^ .^ j,^^
largely and emended from the far shor er

Ilippolytus and otlier
remarks in Justin and in Irenaeus (W/m v^^°^^'-^ >;

,
if j^ ^ ,

HcBr. i. 23.
later writers, such as we find in Const.
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attractive in his labours as well as in liis writings, so that his

influence on many later Gnostics was great.

^

On the other hand, a certain Cleobius, although after

Simon's death he also founded a society of his own, adhered

much more closely to his master, being something like an

apostle of his. Thorough Samaritans were in the habit of con-

necting him with their Simon, and were not less proud of him
;

and the adherents of both took an equally antagonistic position

^\ith. regard to Christians, and endeavoured to injure tliem by

books against them.^ Cleobius probably attached a new and

great importance to the form and influence of solemn and

pubHc intercession, so that his followers were called Entychitw.^

Dositheus and other Samaritan Founders of Societies.

In this way Gnostics, inflaenced by the new Christian

spirit, and still more opposing it with greater or less hostility,

were the first to nndermine the foundations of the public re-

ligious life of Samaria ; and subsequent Christian teachers were

quite right in regarding Simon of Gittha as the true inauga-

rator of Gnosticism, as the peculiar Christian form of the new
search for wisdom, which, however, only too easily became anti-

Christian. Yet the social religious life of Samaria, although

the first to be exposed to such disorganising influences, was too

inert and too firmly united to fall a prey to them without re-

sistance. Some quite different teachers appeared, with no such

airy speculations and high-flown claims, starting purely from

the actual necessities of the true ancient Samaritan Community,
and only advancing from them to Messianic aims and expecta-

tions. The age, in the first place, was favourable to innova-

Apost. vi. 18. 1, 2, and also Hegesippus, ^ This name 'Ej/ruxtTai alone, for a

in Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 22. 5, should section of the followers of Simon, with anti-

disconnect him entirely from Simon legal and arrogant aims (similar to those

and place him amongst the ordinary of Simon), is found in Clem. ^S'z'^-ow. vii. 17 ;

Gnostics. but as it is there mentioned expressly as
' See Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iii. 26 ; iv. 7. taken from the aims of the party, and may
2 In Hegesippus, Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. be with greatest probability derived from

22, we have only the name of the founder iprvx'i-a in the above sense, we do best to

and of his followers, and can gather a few place this section of the Simonians here,

particulars about them only from the brief In Theodor. Hcer. i. 1 the section appears,

hints in the Const. Apost. vi, 8. 1 ; 16. 2. however, as 'EvrvxvTai and as distinct

The name of the Cleobians is to be found from the K\eo^auoi. In Abulfatch, pp.

in a mutilated form in ^Li in Abul- 1'59. 12; 160. 3, 10; 161. 10, they are

r. , , , „ V " probably called ^j g^j from LLO ^<^

fatch, p. 160. 4 sq., .ilthough he states
^ "^ O^?^- "^^

that he had read instead of this name irscec^ ; they continued to exist, therefore,

ILaLj in a Hehretv (i.e. as in the ^^^^ ^he Cleobians, after Dositheus, and
I—'^ '* were then divided again into two new
N.T. a Palesiine-Aramaic) manuscript. sections.
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tions of all kinds; and while these thoroughly Samaritan
teachers claimed to take their own sacred and ancient Law as
the basis of their opposition to the Gnostics, they sought from
that basis to introduce wholly new institutions and customs
into their Community. In the next place, it was not so much
Christianity as Judeanism to which they were opposed, a cir-

cumstance in complete conformity with the true Samaritan
genius. So that it was from the first little doubtful to which
side the victory within this truly Samaritan territory must in

the end incline.

In the observance of the feasts a great and increasino-

difference had long existed between Samaritans and Judeans.
As we can well understand, the former kept neither Purim ^ nor
the other recent feasts that had grown up amongst the Judeans,
and adhered, as in other respects so in this, much more closely

to the Mosaic Law. But it was just the interpretation of this

Law which was in many points in dispute ; and throughout
those centuries very free and very various views were held with
regard to the true chronology.^ There then came forward ac-

cordingly a Samaritan with the doctrine that there were only
just seven Mosaic feasts, and that in their true order they
commenced with the autumn, so that the month which had
hitherto been regarded, after the customary language of the
Pentateuch, as the seventh must be considered as the true

beginning of the year, and the Passover must fall in the
autumn, and the Feast of Tabernacles in the spring. The
advocates of this innovation, which so deeply affected ordinary
life, were called Sebuseans,^ as they made the proper observance
of the number seven of essential importance ;

'^ but they were
probably also called Masbothseans from their founder.-^ There

' See vol. V. pp. 231 sq. ^ Rome very late Haeresiologists (see
2 As we see particularly from the Oehlers Corpus Hcer. i. pp. 283, 303, 325)

Book of Jubilees referred to vol. i. p. suppose, simply quoting each other's opi-
201 sq., which was earlier than Dositheus. nion, that they were people who tauglit

^ The sect itself with this name is that Chrie^t desired that men should in
known to us only in the brief description every matter keep the Sabbath; but tliis

of Epiphanias, Har. 11, from which, looks too much like a mere conjecture
however, it does not appear why they based on their name. In the order in

called themselves thus; but it is of great which Hcgesippus, Euseb. F^cc. Hist. iv.

importance that he mentions them as the 22. 5, 7, mentions them twice they were
second of the four purely Samaritan not Christians, and according to all ap-
sects. Their name only is given in pearance may be best classed with the
Abulf^tch, p. 131. 12-14, 17. Selmaans; but tn3t^')p could as well be the

^ This explains why the Samaritans
^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^

•;
j^^

down to our own time lay so much stress
.

t ••:'=' »

on the seven genuine Mosaic feasts: see ^^ similar ones. In the two passages of

Antiquities, -g. '3 65. On the other hand, Hegesippus it is important to remember

this name is net explained simply by (1) that in his time it was customary to

what Epiphanias states. distinguish .seven heresies as somewhat
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was a certain mixture of truth in this view undoubtedly, and

it is precise!}^ this which was subsequently always preserved

amongst the Samaritans in opposition to the Judeans ; but the

alteration of the time of the feasts, although for a while find-

ing evidently much favour, was based too entirely upon an

erroneous interpretation of the Pentateuch to obtain permanent

adoption. The founder of this school, following the earlier

Samaritan Sadducean schools, but advancing more boldly in

the same direction, also taught that everything originated by

chance, and that there was no providence and no immortality

of the soul.^

The transformation of the Samaritan Community which

Dositheus - attempted was much more radical ; and he was un-

doubtedly a remarkable man, of whom we know too little. He
was originally a Judean, and educated in the Eabbinical schools :

he was also distinguished in Eabbinical learning, and was yet

so little satisfied, for reasons not far to seek, with Eabbinism,

and Judeanism generally, in fact, that he went over to the

Samaritans, that he might carry out amongst them his schemes

of reform. He was therefore a kind of successor of the priest

Manasseh,-'' and, like him, produced a powerful impression

amongst the Samaritans. But he only succeeded in founding

amono-st them a community which suffered under the exaggera-

tions prevalent at this time ; and though it left behind it many
traces of his marked innovations, it could not have any perma-

okler, from which the Gnostics had their getber), in whose case the rejection of the

orio-in ; accidentally he mentions, § 5, superiority followed as matter of course,

only the five which were derived from and (6, 7) the Sadducees and Pharisees,

Simon, Cleobius, Dositheus, Goroatheus, who rejected Christ. Thus understood,

and Masbothseus ; (2) that in a wholly the meaning of the passage is clear.

different connection, § 7, he places to- • As we see from the remark in the

o-ether likewise seven heresies, but they Co7ist. A2)oH. vi. 6. 1, where the name has

are such as exi'^ted within the ancient been corrupted into Basmothceans. It is

nation ' against the tribe of Juda and not surprising that they are here generally

against Christ,' i.e. such as had rejected classed with the Judeans, The name
this tribe (from which Christ came) as occurs, though much altered, in Abul-

specially favoured, or Christ also (for this
^_^^^_,^ ^^^^^_ ^^^ ^_^ ^^ ^^.i^^

is the meaning of the sentence -hcrav
i ., ,

•

, ^ ,,
^ " .

- • here also the denial oi the resurrection is

..../^lapa^XrS^u Kara TVS ct>vKiis-lo6?>aKal ascribed to them. Sadducees also are

ToO Xpiarod); anfl as such he enumerates mentioned, p. 160. 15.
_

'^ -- • • ' -> • 2 ihe name was common in those

VlOlS

(1) the Essenes, who certainly on their
T^ ^u •

.i n i

principles could not acknowledge any parts (like Dorotheus in others ); several

superiority of this tribe
; (2) the Gali- Rabbis bore the name ^npn. Our Dosi-

leans, who might likewise be unable to
^1^^,,^ j^ .^lled U,i ,» in Abulfatch's

admit such a superiority inasmuch as they ^ y O •

placfd so much contidence in Moses (see Ann. p. 151. 11. The name was further

vol.vi.pp.55sq.); (3)theHemerobaptists, contracted into the Rabbinic SDW;
of whom we shall have to speak below; (4) 1^4.1 „ im it
theMasboth^ans ; and(5) the Samaritans <^^'-^ '" Abulfatch, p. 160. 17.

(so correctly were both still ranked to- ^ See vol. v. pp. 213 tq.
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nency.^ In oj^position to the Pharisees, he was inclined to

a. very strict interpretation of the Bible ; and, as he did not

find the Pharisaic view of the resurrection of the dead in the

Pentateuch, he went evidently on that account in the first

instance over to the Samaritans, who, like the Sadducees, had
never firmly adopted that view.^ Piety and acceptance before

God he sought to produce b}' the most scrupulous interpretation

and application of certain precepts of the Pentateuch : required

on the Sabbath the cessation of every movement and occupa-

tion,^ the limitation of the fasts not to the one annual fast-day,

and the most careful avoidance of all contact with anything
which could remotely pollute.'' But although he incidentally

introduced genuine Judean elements, and, if possible, in a new
form, requiring, for instance, that Elohim (God) should be

spoken instead of Jahveh, in general he laid claim much more
to full independence in the reconstruction of the Community,
wished to be regarded as the prophet like unto Moses promised
in Deuteronomy,'' and introduced a new mode of reckoning the

' The vrork of Eulogius on the Sama-
ritan parties has been lost except a few
extracts in Photiiis' Bibl, cod. 230, p. 285,

ed. Bekk, ; also the beginning of the -work

of Hippolytus 'against thirty-two here-

sies,' which dealt with the Dosithseans, as

we see from Photius, Bibl. cod. 121, p. 94,

ed. Bekk. The principal source of our

present knowledge of Dosithens and his

teaching is Abulfatch (in De Sacy's Chi'cst,

Arab. i. pp. 332-37, and in Vilmar's ed.

ofthe.4w». pp. 82. 3-83. 15; 151. 11-

157. 9 ; but two wholly different early

sources have been nsed by Abulfatch,

according to one of which Dosithens is

called Dostan and is referred to a too

early period, whilst according to the other

he is called Diisis and is placed too late;

and here the history of his successors

follows his, pp. 159. 12-162. 11. Next
Shahrastani speaks with most clearness

for us concerning him in the Kitdb li Milal.

p. 170, whence Abulfida also obtained
information. Hist. Anteislam. p. 160. In
Shahrasttini he is called Dostan (the

Greeks had already spoken of AoaOrjs,

AoaOrjvoi, see Eulogius in Photius, Bibl.

cod. 230) ; but his Greek name was

varied by the Hebrew jS^X or ]thtl

the name ,.,1>'J^ (^s Abulfida probablyw
more correctly read than j^UVi\) l^eing

thus explained. But when Shahrastani

makes him live 1 00 years b.c. we shall pro-

bably be right in supposing that offer

Christ should be read, as the mention of

the name in Hegesippus (Euseb. Ecc. Hist.
iv. 22. 5) and in Origan, Contra Ccls. i.

57, vi. 11, as well as all other indications,

shows. In the Clementines, Horn. ii. 24
(which do not know Menander) he appears
also as younger than Simon and as jealous
of this his master, and is vanquished by
him ; the inversion of the names in the
Becognitions, ii. 8, has no historical

significance; and it is of no moment that
Simon appears after Dosithens in Abul-
fatch, pp. 157. 11-159. 11 (where his con-
test in Eome and his end are related).

- According to Epiph. Hcsr. xiii. 1 sq.

and xibxilfatch p. 156. 14 sq. he had
taught, quite on the contrary, the resur-
rection of the dead ; but it is plain from
all the authorities and indications that in

this matter he was confounded with some
later reconstructor of his doctrine, such
as Gorotheus; see especially Philastrius
do Ha>r. cap. 4, Eulogius and Shahrastani.

^ According to Origen, Trepi apx^ov,
iv. 17 also.

* ,'A.^< ^ nolitangcrel appears there-

fore still in Mohammed, Snr. xx. 87-97,
as a genuine Samaritan characteristic;

comp. Abulfatch, Ann. p. 175. 6.

^ According to Origen, Contra Cels.

i. 57, vi. 11, he professed that he himself
was Christ and Son of God ; but the
account of Eulogius and Shahrastani, that
he claimed to be the prophet promised by
Moses (Deut. xviii. 15), whom Origen
only considered to bo Christ, accords
much better with his character. The
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months as each of thirty days ^—a sign of the want of fixity of

everything of this kind amongst the Samaritans in onr period.

He must have worked really with considerable success for a

time in such efforts, which were calculated completely to re-

construct the Samaritan Community, and have trained a number

of enthusiastic disciples. Some of the details of his reforms evi-

dently possessed some permanency. It is true, we know that the

more his supremacy was extended, with the more hostility was

he himself resisted, and, indeed, driven beyond the Samaritan

borders, by the largest portion of the Samaritans. It was said

later, satirically, that he perished in his twenty-eighth year, in

a cave not far from Jerusalem, in consequence of too rigorous

fasting, in conformity with his false philosophy.^ But after

his death he w^as the more held by very many to be a holy

prophet.^ Followers of his were to be found for a long time,

and formed distinct communities. But they were accused of

having interpolated the Pentateuch— a charge which the Sama-

ritans generally had often to bear.^

As if to supplement his claims, there arose amongst the

Samaritans, as far as we can see, a certain Gorothai, or

Gorthai, who proposed, on the contrary, to make everything

Samaritan thoroughly Judean, taught the resurrection of the

dead, and wished to have the feasts kept exactly as they were

amongst the Judeans.^ But the Messianic hopes, which had

Samaritan party hostile to him main- preserved in the Arabic works used by
tained, it is true, falsely and with true Shahrastani,wherethey are called Ljlj.^ll
Samaritan narrowness, that this prophet

^^
•• >

was Joshua only. As both Simon and or even <{^jl«;Xl^, the r being easily left

Dositheus, according to Clem. i7^w^.ii. 24,
^ . " ,

i ^ • . , ^

had each thirty disciples, Origen remarks o^t alter^^ or the latter written instead of

satirically in both passages that in his it. The word cannot mean the Cutheans

time neither the one nor the other had {ante, p. 83). The Dositheans and
thirty followers left in the whole world. Gortheans were accordingly the two

* A reckoning which had long been latest parties. The brief references of

observed in countries farther to the East, Hegesippus (who in his time might know
as even the Eook of Daniel shows, well all these parties) in Euseb. Ecc. Hist.

comp. Prophets of the Old Test. vol. v. iv. 22. 7 may thus be fully explained.

p. 308. But the Genistse and Meristse, who are
2 An end of this kind is indicated in mentioned likewise amongst the pre-

the brief words of the Const. Apost. vi. Christian and non-Christian parties,

8. 1; andAbulfatch, p. 337 (ed. DeSacy), though only in the latest and least reli-

gives a more detailed account. able heresiologies (Oehler, Corjnis i. pp.
^ A very vivid reminiscence of all this 283, 303, 325). cannot be recognised fr( m

is supplied in the popular story in Abul- the britf descriptions given of them, and
fatch, Ann. pp. 3 51. 11-157. 9. have evidently rather fictitious names, and

* See Eulogius in Photius, and even probably denote two schools which dif-

as late as Mas'udi's Morudsch-id~ehth, i. fered in so far that the one regarded the

p. 120, ed. Sprenger sole Messianic salvation as necessary for
^ From Hegesippus we learn merely ri?// Judoans (the usual Pharis ic doctrine),

the name, and the information in Epiphan. the other as only intended for individuals

;

HcBr. 12 is in the highest degree meagre, the latter were such as the Essenes and
The best reminisceu'^.e of this party, as the all the Baptists subsequent to John the
antipodes of the Dositheans, has been Baptist.
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been so intensely strained by Dositheus and similar men
amongst the Samaritans, aroused in the case of net a few the

most revolutionary movements and violent demands on fortune,

just like those which were made by the Judeans in the Apo-
stolic age.^ If we add that the Essenes also undoubtedly sought

previously in a characteristic manner to come to terms v^^ith

Samaritanism and to settle amongst the Samaritans,^ we get

ample evidence of the excessively restless and agitated life of

the Samaritan Community at this period, forming remarkable

combinations with the various Gnostic movements.
But in the end the old Samaritan principles carried off* the

victory in this second branch of the ancient Community, espe-

cially after the fresh and wide devastations, to be described

below, which brought about the end of this entire period in

the days of Bar-Cocheba. Those of the Samaritans who did

not go over to Christianity returned more and more, after

these times of violent commotion and numerous unsuccess-

ful eff'orts, to their previous Community, in which, however,

these commotions left many marked traces. After a few

centuries there scarcely survived amongst them a dim recollec-

tion of those great movements and divisions., and the schis-

matic communities of Dositheans only were perpetuated into

the Middle Ages. For in all these divisions more or less error

and self-seeking were at work, and none of them made the

commencement of a thorough reform. Nevertheless, there was
especially one fundamental thought which, in addition to other

innovations, remained to the Samaritans from those profound

mental and religious movements, and which afterwards most
powerfully affected their entire religious view of things. This

was the idea that the happy period of the past of this Sama-
ritan nation lasted only till the time when the legitimate sacer-

dotal family was set aside by Eli,^ the true Mosaic Ark of the

Covenant, with its sacred house,'' disappeared '' from mortal

sight, and the beginning of the great, dark, still existing,

misery of the ages arrived. This misery, it was thought, would

' See vol. vii. pp. 414, 423, 425. The Har. 14, whilst the opposite is rather
account in Abulfatch of tiiis nature, p. 160. the case. Abulfatch also, Ann. ed.

16 sq., can hardly have been taken from Vilmar, p. 102. 12 sq., states that Essenes
Josephus. gliidly joined the Samaritans.

- Ji^piphan. H(er. 10. His account of ^ Vol. ii.pp. 408 sq.

four strictly Samaritan heresies is in so *
J3{^?3n» Abulfatch, Ann. p. IGO. 8;

far quite correct, but the insignificant \^\,{-'Antiq^dties,V '^'^'^•"

cause to which he traces their origin is a
j^.^^^H, clisaf^carancc, in opposition

very erroneous, as well as his derivation -^
i"

•

of the Sadducees from Dositheus, comp. to what is briefly named the -rrapovaitt.

VOL. VIII. H
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not end until he that should return^ should appear—Moses, that

is, who was regarded by them both as the one true prophet

and the future Messiah. A view like this of the past and

future and the conditions of salvation could not arise amongst

the Samaritans before these times, and be worked out in the

largely read book of one of their Gnostics. But afterwards it

continued to be steadfastly held amongst them, as it repre-

sented most distinctly and comprehensively all their ideas and

hopes.

IL

THE SEPAEATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF
CHRISTIANITY.

From a.d. 70 to about 135.

TJie new Freedom and new Diities of the Period.

Thus in these first decades the two ancient Communities

sought, each in its own way, to rise gradually from the mortal

blow, which had struck them both almost simultaneously, to

the beginning of new life and growth. What an entirely dif-

ferent position Christianity now occupied at the commence-

ment of the new period ! It might, in the view of the wide

world, be still regarded during the first decades after the de-

struction of Jerusalem as only a specific branch of Judeanism,

and the wisest as well as the proudest Judean might con-

tinue to dislike to say much about it before the great Heathen

world.- But in fact the distinct separation from the ancient

Community, to which it was impelled from the very first by

its inmost nature, had been effected with surprising rapidity

by the Divine judgment which had overtaken that Community.

The separation had also been made irrevocable, although some

Christians might still be unwilling to believe in its absolute

' Drnn from 3-in = j-'lC^. The belief passes it over altogether without notice in

of the re(m-n of Moses is implied in Liber ^''^

^^^f '^''f-'
.^"^ ,^° ^'^ ^'^f- ^^^^ ^^

JosucB, CB.PV 6, 7, and Sib. v. 255 sq.

;

^^^re than he is absolutely compelled

comp. vol vi. pp. 65 sq. That the as ^ye have seen vol vi pp 138 sq^ And

Samaritans thought of a retnrn of Joshua J"f,^« of Tiberias (ante / 4) as Photms,

is less probable. In itself the word may, ^^W. cod. 33, expressly sates, leftitwholly

it is true, be applied to another Messiah
;

^^^hout mention Similarly although/or

but according to the Samaritan view, as
^the^ reasons, the poels of this period,

expressed in the Liber Jos cap. 7. 39,
such as Juvenal and Martial have much

Joshua died an ordinary death, but not l^
^^y ^^ J^^e^"« ^"^ not ot Christians

Moses. Comp., however, above, p. 95, note, (see «w., p. 20) ;
and the Ins organs,

=^We see this especially in the ^.^^h as Suetonius, Tacitus, Plutarch

attitude which the Judean historians of ^^^^^^^ P«.«« '^ ^/' ?\ r^!" ^^'^^ T'^
this period assume towards Christianity

Josephus evidently dislikes to speak of it,
intelligible way.
refer to it, speak of it in the most un-
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necessity under every circumstance. The first tremendous

national disaster which befell its mother, from whom alone it

could derive its origin, and in whose care alone it could at first

grow up, had. torn it from her side, the Divine necessity of the

separation being shown the more clearly as it took place

aofainst its own will. It had now also attained absolute inde-

pendence in the world, with an abundance of new and maoni-

ficent treasures, as we saw above.

^

But the most important advantage which Christianity now
forthwith obtained by this vast revolution was, that it was set

free from that internal uncertainty and division which had been

growing in consequence of the labours of the Apostle Paul

;

for now, without his assistance, the last tie which continued

to bind it to the ancient Community ever since the rise of

the Apostolic Church was rent asunder. The entire outward

form of the kingdom of God in which Christ had laboured

until His crucifixion, and within which so many of the noblest

and most conscientious Christians felt obliged, by Christ's own
instruction, to wait for the celestial consummation of His work,

had been destroyed. The more timid Christians, who had felt

an obligation to oppose more or less the daring innovations

of Paul, could not longer cling to the Temple in any way, or

with that view appeal to hints and prophecies of Christ,

after the terrible event had supplied the best interpretation of

them. Indeed, after the Temple had been so totally destroyed

and no wise man could well hope for its restoration, even many
of the exhortations and discussions which the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews had a few years before considered

necessary ^ had become superfluous. And now it soon appeared

also what an unexpected advantage for the final victory of the

perfect true religion w^as involved in the fact that the sacred

institutions of the ancient Community had for so many cen-

turies been so completely and closely concentrated in this one

Temple alone, as in their true focus, that no other temple any-

where in the world could take its place. For, however many
disadvantages might in the course of centuries be connected

therewith,^ it was now in the end a great gain for Christianity

that, with the destruction of this one sacred place, a holy

centre of the Judean religion, according to the ancient tradi-

tions and the general view of Judeanism, had been rendered

impossible ; that the ancient sacrifices, if it had been desired,

could nowhere be presented again ; and that all the past power

of the Hagiocracy had been suddenly and irrevocably over-

' Ante, pp. 21 Bq. 2 See vol. vii. pp. 47G ijq. ^ Vol. iii. pp. 305 ,sq.
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thrown.^ Thus the gradual restriction of the whole ancient

sacrificial system to the one Temple—a restriction which was

rendered necessary on account even of the greater dignity of

these sacrifices, which could only with difficulty be presented

worthily ^—was simply a transition to their complete discon-

tinuance.

All the different advantages of this kind which Christianity

now obtained as it were in a night, combined to produce the

result that, having been delivered from the last earthly ties which

bound it to the ancient Community, it now first attained full

freedom perfectly to develop itself entirely according to its

own genius. Thus quickly had those times arrived which Paul

had struggled to see ; but that they now came, so that the new
Church might shortly be easily separated from the old, as ripe

fruit from a decaying trunk, was really his work mainly, as far

as human effort could in this case co-operate. For, as far as

human perception can reach, how entirely otherwise must have

been the course of history if, from the beginning of the Apostolic

age, Christianity had still remained scarcely separable from

the bosom of the ancient Community, and had in that case been

surprised by the terrible and decisive calamities of 66 a.d. and

following years ; if it had not then been already thrown

mainly amongst the Heathen, and had not become so indepen-

dent, both as regards knowledge and doctrine, as well as in the

development of its church-life and in its wide dispersion in the

worlds and so clearly distinguishable from the ancient Com-
munity that it was connected with it only by a very loose tie.

But as Christianity, mainly through Paul's heroic genius, had

during the previous twenty or thirty years developed more

and more complete independence before the great war, even

the terrible storm of the last years had not come too earl}^ to

tear it, even violently, from its ancient trunk ; and if it could

not perhaps exist any longer in the ancient country as devas-

tated by that storm, it could now the more freely unfold its

young life in Heathen lands.

And for the second time in its life it was now again a mighty

impetus from heaven itself which gave new vigour to its j^oung

energies, raised it above innumerable dangers, and impelled it

onwards to its true destination with irresistible force. As after

the crucifixion of its Lord it had been mysterious powers of

purely Divine necessity which, contrary to all human expecta-

tion and purpose, gave it strength to lise and to exist for

' As Justin, Dial. c. Tryp. cap, 46, properly urges.
- Comp. also Antiquities, pp. 129 sq.
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the first time on the earth without its visible Lord, so now
again it was as it were purely celestial forces which, without

human help or co-operation, threw it into this new position

and impelled it to continue therein, and to hasten to meet its

great future. No assistance can be more helpful to an historical

development than favourable necessities which a period brings

with it independently of human will, when celestial powers

themselves point out the right course, and a few unexpected

moments land men on the other side of innumerable dark

abysses. In such cases hidden powers and undeveloped spiritual

resources, which have long been waiting, quickly reach the fairest

perfection; and thus infant Christianity had long been properly

prepared, when mild breezes after those storms should fan it,

to grow most rapidly, and to mature ripening fruit, if it only

used well the freedom which was now so unexpectedly offered,

and avoided the new dangers which here again soon arose.

For undoubtedly the thing of first importance was the use

which it w^ould make of this new freedom, which arose so un-

expectedl}^ for it out of the great temptations and sufferings

of the previous period. How would the new church develop

itself when it had full freedom to do so ? The previous period

had attempted and creatively commenced the boldest and most
tremendous enterprises upon the firm foundation which Christ

himself had laid ; but in consequence of the great novelty of the

work, undertaken amid the most difficult labours and the most
oppressive persecutions, it had been unable to give to anything

sufficient completeness. It was not until the period before us

that everything had to be more fully and firmly constructed, if

it was to last for all time ; and it was only now that the needful

freedom to do this had been granted.

This freedom was really nothing else than the removal

of the yoke which the ancient Community had hitherto im-

posed on the new one, although a reimposition of the yoke was

threatened by a fresh attempt to abrogate that freedom. But in

the wide Heathen world freedom had not been therewith attained.

On the contrary, with the entire separation from the ancient

Community which was gradually accomplished, many protecting

securities and privileges which the new Community had hitherto

shared with the old one, ceased, and Christianity had now for

the first time been thrust out into the wide world as without

any temporal protection whatever. If the new Community was
for the future so far free from the external yoke of the old one

that it could not easily be ever imposed on it again, it was con-

nected with if s mother fi^om the very first, as her nearest and best
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cliikl, by a thousand ties, and so tenaciously that the question

now seriously arose how the child would let go the tenderest

ties which still bound the two together. And, finally, the

freedom itself which had now been granted, and was about to

be further developed in relation to Heathenism too, might
really, as soon as it was earnestly taken up, be easily misused
in many ways in a community which, without any fixed out-

ward restrictions, had been thrust forth into the wide world,

and which, moreover, had inherited from its earliest moments
the spirit of loftiest independence. In all this, therefore, there

lay the germs of innumerable new perils which threatened the

young life of Christianity just when it put forth its highest

efforts, as set free from its parent trunk, to bear its first ripe

fruit in the world. And there lay in all this also new duties

which it had now to fulfil, and new struggles which must now
be fought out.

The entire history of this age of Christianity lies in the

shaping of this new freedom and in the vigorous resistance of

the growing dangers which were arising in this first stage of its

life and work in the world at large. It is already the time of

the first great harvest, when the germ of the consummation,
which Christ had planted securely and deeply in the earth, and
the fall bloom of which met us in the Apostolic age, begins to

yield its first ripe fruits for the salvation of all mankind, and
when Christianity itself, as the ripe fruit of this entire national

history, already shone upon by the full light of the world,

obtains its enduring place in the whole human race. And if

this period, like the preceding one, is still filled by great move-
ments and storms in Christendom itself, they originate less with
individual heroes in a convulsive eflbrt, as those occupying the

highest summits of attainment, but they rather permeate and
purify and mature the entire widely extended body in a more
equal and uniform manner.

General Characteristics of the Christians in these Years.

But if we turn from the new situation which was now open-
ing before the Christians, to look more closely at the Christians

themselves as a body, we cannot expect that they should have
sought at once to get the control of public affairs and the

government of the world. A tendency of this kind was, at all

events at the beginning of this period, still quite foreign to

Christians. All their longing and expectation, their hearts

and their faces, were still directed, with almost the same in-
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wardness and strength as before, solely to the celestial Christ and

His outward kingdom to be revealed straight from heaven. In-

deed, at the beginning of this period the fervour of this primitive

hope of Christianity as bereaved of the visible Christ, was fed

afresh by the view of those genuine Christians who saw in the

destruction of Jerusalem an evident sign of the movement of

the mysterious power of Divine judgment and a prelude of the

universal judgment itself.' They continued, therefore, for the

most part to hold aloof in retirement from the world, united

onty amongst themselves by the saine hope and the same
supreme love, a little band of men such as tlie earth had never

seen before, wholly unlike both Judeans and Heathen. The rich

treasures of primitive Christian virtue were, therefore, primarily

displayed only in the narrower circles of the Church and the

family. But what a new life grew strong in these circles, and
what purity from the terrible sins of the old world ; and what
daring courage amid all trials, in the joyful feeling of the

nearness of the great Judge, tended to become habitual there,

may be seen clearly enough in individual instances,^ and is

still more evident in the entire spiritual condition of the Chris-

tians of those days. Too numerous and too strong links still

connected this period with that of the terrestrial glory of

Christ and of his immediate disciples to allow the Christians

of our time to become in the essential points of Christian life

' See a7ite, pp. 24 sq. 1-3), and from Galen's medical T\-orks

2 Take, for instance, only the artless (but comp. also his more favourable
descriptions in the Epist. of Clement, judgment preserved in Abulfida's Ann.
i. ii., or the very unintentional ones in Anteisl. p. 108), it appears from what we
Pliny, Episf. x. 97, and no doubt can be have seen previously (vol. vi. pp. 221 sq.

;

felt as to the truth of what is said above, vii. pp. 1 1 3 sq.) that what was needful was
From a not much later date, compare in to have r.bserved and appropriated the new
jMinucius Felix's Ocfavius the fine de- spirit with which Christ treated such evils,

scriptiou of the charges laid against the whilst Galen did not even distinguish
Christians in Rome and of their actual Christianity from .Tudeanism.
character; or take the Epistle to Diogne- However, the ancient graves of Rome
tus, to be spoken of below, and what has and of Italy, in the first instance, begin
been said will not be deemed exaggerated, now to tell of the condition of the Judeans
When even Lucian of Samosata, who was and the Christians in this period. The
well acquainted with the Christians, in oldest remnant of a Chrif-tian grave in

spite of all his eager desire to ridicule Rome is, according to these discoveries,

them, is rather compelled to praise them, from the year 71, the next fiom the yenr
as his Death of Peregrinvs proves, we 107. Comp. De Rossi's great work,
have therein only a repetition of the Inscripti<iiics Christiance i(rhi!> l^owff, t. \.

powerlessness of Balaam against Israel, (Rome, 1861), and Rnf. Garrucci's Ciwc-
Num. xxii-xxiv. And if they were cen- terio degli avtichi Ehni scoprrto recevUt-

sured by the old Heathen physicians on wevtc in Vigva Ihiiulauini, Roma, 18G2.
account of their new way of healing the (For further and later in^rmation on this

body, as we see from Rev. ii. 12, 13 point, see the authorities in Schiirer's

(comp. my Johanveische Schrificv, ii. pp. Geschichie clcs Jildischcn Volkes hi Zeit-

133 sq., with the long poem in the Corp. alter Jesu Chrisii, vol. ii. (1886), pp. TilO

Insc. Gresc. ii. p. 856, and W. Wright's sq.— Ti{.)

Syrian Mortyrolcgy, London, I860, p. 4.
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SO very unlike their predecessors. The whole Clmrch was still

directly influenced by the breath and spirit, and, indeed, by

the eye of its celestial Lord, and for a long time to come it

trembled with fear at the nearness of His coming- in glory to

punish the unfaithful and to reward the true. And thus that

new race of men which Avas born in the Apostolic age, which

bore in its bosom the true fruit of the past two thousand years of

the growth of true religion, and was alone capable of surviving

either the decease of the old Community of true religion or

that of the ancient world generally, grew constantly stronger

in this new age.

But if we desire to fully understand the dangers and the

conflicts which, as we have said, now awaited the new Church,

we must further remember that the general body of Christian

people had in this period become in other respects very different

from what it was at the beginning of the previous age.

The great hero-soldiers of the new faith, who in the pre-

vious age had won for that faith the early respect of the world

and opened for it new courses far and wide, had already for

the most part passed awa}^, most of them carried off earlier

than usual by the severe storms a^nd toils of the period. We
saw above ^ how James the Lord's brother, Peter and Paul,

the three strongest pillars of the new Church, met martyrdom

;

we know also, from an early simple reminiscence,^ that of the

Apostles, besides John, Matthias, Philip, Thomas, and Levi,^ did

not die a martyr's death. But as regards the various deeds

and the circumstances of the death of the other great leaders

of the previous age, we have now too little and too detached

information of a trustworthy character to be able to give any
strictly historical narrative of important events that befell

them.^ With regard to the Twelve, it was subsequently the

custom to enumerate simpl}^ the countries into which each had
gone to preach the Gospel,'' and of their number it is evident

' Vol. vii. of Thacldeus and Addeus (in Cureton's
- Heracleon in Clement's Strom, iv. 9. Ancient Syriac Documents, 1864), and by
^ Vol. "vi. p. 3()-l. the Malabars of the journeys of Thomas
* The order as regards historical in- (in Land's Anecdota Syr. i.), were not

formation and value in which the Apo- written until later times, comp. Gott.

cryphal Arts of the Apostles, as far as Gel. Anz. 1864, p. 810; 1865, pp. 1494-
yet published, should be placed, I have 98. What was told of Andrew appears
discussed in the Jahrhb. cler Bihl. Wisi<. from the Book of the Ascension of the

iv. pp. 127 ?q. Eusebius even couM no Virgin (published in Syriac by W.Wright,
longer learn anything of a connected London, 1865).
nature with regard to the lives of most of ^ This account has even found its

the Apostles, as appears from his remarks way into Abulfatch, Ann. p. 107. 10-12:
and incidental utterances, £'ec. //isTf.iii. ], the Samaritans generally speaking more
comp. iii. 31 ; v. 10, 24; and the accounts leniently of the Christians than was the

by Christians of Edessa of the journeys habit of the Judeans. That in this account
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from trustworthy indications ^ that it was the Apostle John
only who lived far into this age ; his activity in it, indeed,

being of greatest importance, as we shall see. But, in general,

it was quite a new Christian generation which had to meet the

serious problems of this age.

And this new generation, quite unlike that of the commence-
ment and the middle of the previous age, was for the most part of

Heathen extraction ; so rapidly in this respect had the Christian

Church been changed. From the time of Paul, it is true, even

elders and deacons of Heathen descent had gradually been

elected ; but that now those of Heathen birth should more and
more take in most various ways even the leadership of the

Church, must have produced a great change in many respects,

but especially in the expression of Christian ideas. At first there

were probably a few Christian authors of Heathen extraction

who bad altered their language and style more or less after the

Hellenistic manner, a plain instance of which we have in Luke,^

and another probably in Clement (see below). But gradually

Heathen-Christian writers emancipate themselves completely

from the Hellenistic st34e and write on Christian matters as

purely after the Greek model as possible in point of language
and illustration, examples of which will soon meet us. And
it is remarkable to observe how quickly the most charac-

teristically Christian ideas are clothed in the choicest Greek
language. These Heathen-Christian authors show also much
greater facility in representing, often with new and expressive

words, the full extent of the difierence between Christianity

and Judeanism, which now comes more and more clearly to

light, whilst Christians of Judean descent rarely present it so

undisguisedly and strongly as the Apostle Paul, and use more
frequently ancient sacred figures.

And these Churches, formed generally to a very large

extent of new materials, were soon spread throughout the

entire Roman empire, although in some of its countries,

especially Palestine, Syria, Asia Minor, and Greece, they were
situated more closely together than in others. It is historically

well attested that Christianity soon spread far beyond the

limits of the Roman empire, and that many of its missionaries

James is sent to Aelia, or Jerusalem, buried with him in Hierapolis, and one
arises from a frequent confusion of the in Epliesus, there is probably a confusion
Apostle with the Lor-l's brother. with Philip the Evangelist, see vol. vii.

' For in the accounts, in Euseb. Ecc. pp. 178, 400; likewise in the statement
Hist. iii. 31, 37 (1), 39 (9), v. 24, of the in Clement, Slrovi. iii. 6, that the Apostle
stay of the Apostle Philip in Hierapolis Philip sanctioned the marriage of his

in Phrygia, and of his four prophetic daughters,

virgin daughters, of whom two were '^ See vol. vii. p. 29.
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early went forth, not without success, into the most distant

lands. ^ It is just the times immediately after the greatest

revolutions which are the most favourable for the spread in

such forms as these of a new manner of life; and as Chris-

tianity immediately after the first feast of Pentecost was most
rapidly propagated amongst the Judeans in the world at large,

either as a simple proclamation or as an adopted faith,^ so

the period immediately succeeding the destruction of Jeru-

salem was the best adapted for its publication beyond the

confines of the Roman empire. But as Christianity arose in

the Roman empire, and in consequence of the close connection

of its numerous countries was first extended most easily over

them equally, its present preliminary fortunes in the earth

were about to be determined by its power to subjugate those

countries in the first instance, with their very uniform degree

of culture, so as thus to transform the first great secular

empire with which it came into contact into a Christian one.

And wherever it might now spread, it was everywhere, whether
in single individuals or in communities, scarcely tolerated

by the secular governments, and often suspected and bitterly

persecuted on account of its innovations. It had everywhere
to suffer under both the ill-will of the Judeans and all the

innumerable prejudices and hostilities of the Heathen, while it

was not held together by a firm external bond of any kind, and
the great Apostles had passed away whose names and influence

had in the previous age served as a strong rallying point.

We must realise this situation clearly if we wish to correctly

understand the Christianity of those days with all that was then
at stake and taking place in it. In this way we also get an
explanation of some things which at first sight strike us as

surprising ; for instance, that not a few of the best Christians

recalled, as from the grave, into new life the names and reputa-

tions of the great departed Apostles, that they might produce
an effect by writings professing to be written by those Apostles

;

and this expedient becomes the more intelligible to us when we
remember that amongst all ancient nations a literary licence of

this description was early developed.

But the greatest and most decisive thing was that with all

this the same genuine s^^irit of the perfect true religion, which
had been so powerful in the previous age, laying foundations

' The earliest writers l<no-wn to us cap. 9; cntnp. ulso IIprm?e Pastor, iii.

v-ho testify this are the author of the 8. 3 ; 9. 17.

Epistle to Dioguetus. cap. 5 ; Justin i>/a/. - See vol, vii. pp. 312 sq.

c. Tryi\ cap. 117; 3Iinucius Felix, Oct.
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and building up clnirclies, remained in this long period the

same, preserving all that was good and warding off all that was

dangerous. In the case of all truly Christian efforts and con-

flicts already the great thing was rather a faithful preservation

of what had previously been founded, and brave fighting or un-

daunted suffering for it, than inaugurating anything new. And
while Christians in this frame of mind were all along waiting,

with strong desire and yet by degrees with greater calmness,

for the coming of their celestial Lord in His glory, we behold

Christianity at length emerge from all the new and serious

perils of this time, with the gain of new and great treasures,

and see it win the great perfect victory which it was possible

for it to carry off in this period of its complete separation from

the ancient Community. It is just this which we must now
observe more in detail. The Heathen who entered this society,

which at last rose above the sins of the whole world, had more

and more to rise to the full height and glory of Christ ; the

Judeans who came into it or remained faithful to it had to learn

to give up the last remains of their old narrowness ; and the

entire period shows in what a great degree this was accom-

plished. But that we may observe how it was accomplished

more in detail, we must first consider :

1. The Final Form of Christian Ideas and Hopes.

1. The Relation of the Neiv Eeligion to the Old,

The so-called Epistle of Parnahas,

Many constituent elements of Christian thought and hope

could not before this age receive their more definite form ; of this

there can be no doubt. The development of the thought of the

previous age had been too suddenly interrupted, and very many
thino-s which had not at their first fresh origination been in

that age sufficiently worked out, might in this greatly altered

period be perceived far more definitely and with much greater

finality. But if we look at the details in this respect, we see

that it is, after all, mainly one important view which could now

be brought into the foreground with a certainty and assurance

such as it had previously never obtained : that was the view of

the relation of the new religion to the old one. For history

itself, with its peculiar lucidity and power, had now taught it,

so that all that was wanting was its proper apprehension and

the full grasp of its consequences; and it was a great gain
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that this now took place in the Church, and that the truth was

set forth and explained in eloquent ^vritings.

As soon as the new position of Christianity in relation to

the destroyed Temple had been sufficiently made manifest, we
meet with a widely circulated book, which appeared at the call

of a special occasion, and the real object of which was to speak

by exhortation and instruction to the Christian churches as to

the true way of understanding the relation of the new to the

old religion. This is the book which has from ancient times,

though without sufficient reason, been called the Epistle of

Barnabas, and which we are at last able to read in the com-

plete Greek original.^ It cannot be doubted that this epistle

appeared not very many years after the destruction of the

Temple ; it alludes plainly enough to the great signs just given

of the Divine displeasure which the people of Israel had ex-

perienced,'^ to the almost Heathen form of reverence which it

cherished towards the Temple then destroyed in war,^ and to the

dispersion of the people as already accomplished."* But the

writer indicates plainly enough the time in which he addressed

himself Avith this pamphlet to the churches, and the special

occasion which called it forth ; it only requires that we correctly

interpret the words w^ith which he indicates the peculiar cir-

cumstances of that time, and the Messianic hope which he found

therein.

As the destruction of Jerusalem had gone by without the

fulfilment of the hope of an external consummation of the

Christian kingdom, such as was expressed, for instance, in the

Book of Revelation,^ many Christians might then, under the

calamities of the times in which they still continued to live,

wonder, whenever a new and unexpected turn of the public

affairs of the Roman empire occurred, whether the consumma-
tion had at last come nearer. To our author, as to the writer

of the Apocalypse, Daniel's fourth empire was the Roman ;
^

but while that writer could not as yet apply the ten horns,

which the beast representing this empire bears in the Book of

Daniel, to the empires of the Roman Csesars, this reference was

eas}^ for the author of our epistle, and therewith a Divine light

' In the Ccdex Sin., from which original in the Constantinopolitan MS.,
Tischendorfpiihlishod the missing portion edited by Ililgenfeld, Gebhardt, and
of the Greek text in Dressel's Potres others, since 1877-]
Jpostolici, 1863. We see from this how - Cap. iv. adfiji.

unsatisfactory the ancient Latin transla- '' Cap. xvi.

tion cf the first chapter is, and can form •* Cap. xvi. and cap. v. after Zech.
an opinion on many other points more xiii. 7.

certainly now that we have the Greek ^ See vol. vii. p. 527.

before us. [We have now another Greek « Barn, iv., comp. Rev. xi. 7.
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seemed to liiui to arise in the dark niglit of those disastrous
times. For when he saw the series of the ten horns finished in
the emperors from Aug-ustus to Domitian,^ to him there seemed
in Nerva, who had then, after the fall of the Flavian house
with its three emperors, just succeeded to the throne, to be
but the little weak subsidiary horn, which, according to the
Book of Daniel, is the last Heathen ruler before the arrival of
the Messiah in his celestial glory ;

2 and a new prospect of the
consummation of the final Messianic hopes seemed to our author
to be thus opened.

This new outlook into the veiled future our author considers
of sufficient importance not to be kept back from his readers •

but it was at bottom something else which was far more in-
fluential in inducing him then to take up his pen, and some-
thing which was at the same time somewhat closely connected
with the overthrow of the Flavian dynasty. It concerned the
Temple at Jerusalem. This had been destroyed by Titus, con-
trary to his original intention ; it is not surprising, therefore,
that he most likely confidentially promised some of the leadino-

Judeans, such as Josephus, that he would restore it at a con-
venient time.^ After Vespasian had imposed the tax to Jupiter,
this appeared, it is true, very unlikely ; although there will not
have been wanting repeated petitions with this object. But
under Nerva (as we shall see) a great change in all these rela-
tions occurred in favour of the Judeans. JSTerva promised, or
at all events it was then generally supposed in Egvpt and
Palestine that he had certainly promised, that the"Tem23le
should be rebuilt with Roman assistance, as is once incidentally
mentioned in our epistle without ;N"erva's name ;

"* and we shall

' To understand this we must remem- able littleness of this subsidiary horn andits
ber(l)that to our author, as well as to subjugation of three great horns. This
the writer of the Apocalypse, not Csesar emphatic distinction between great and
but Augustus was the first Roman mon- little horns reminds us of the precedent
arch, as, in fact, he was the first Roman given 4 Ezra, cap. xi, ; and that Nerva
monarch in Palestine and Egypt ; and cast down three of these great horns was
(2) that he did not count Viiellius, as he the more natural to suppose as the Flavian
was not acknowledged in Palestine and house which was displaced by liim num-
Egypt, comp, Gott. Gel. Anz. I808, pp. bered three emperors. Wo must not
1443 sq. ; and our author undoubtedly forget that the whole passage is intended
wrote his epistle from Egypt. The view only as an interpretation of the passage
of the author of Fourth of Ezra was from Daniel,

quite diflferent, as we saw ante, 54; he ^ Qam^. ante, ^. 17

.

wrote his book in Rome, and accordingly < Cap. xvi.: 'Now will also the ser-
he, like Suetonius, regarded Domitian, vants of the Heathen themselves (i.^. the
not as the tenth, but as the twelfth artists and all who carry out Caesar's will)
Csesar. rebuild the Temple,' as if the propliecy

- Our author gives a somewhat free Isa. xlix. 17 would only thereby be
translation of his own of Dan. vii. 7, 8 (20), fulfilled. The meaning of the passage is

23, 24, emphasising expressly the despic- clear ; but both the insertion of avroX
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see below how the thread which was thus quite afresh connected

is further carried on. But if the courage and the proud ex-

pectation of the Judeans were thus raised in a wholly new way

by such causes, the Christians had in many respects the more

to fear for themselves ; and we can well understand why our

author should at this period feel on that account called upon

to take up his pen.

If, however, there had still been living in this wholly altered

age many great apostles or other teachers of repute from the

primitive times of the Church, our author would scarcely have

ventured to speak so publicly to his contemporaries as the

actual necessities seemed to require ; but he indicates clearly

enough tliat those great men were generally gone,^ while he

himself cannot boast of an illustrious history of his own, and

undoubtedly, like the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews,

^

belono-ed to the younger generation of Christians. There is

generally great similarity in many respects between him and

that author, but still more decidedly than the latter he addresses

himself to the widest circle of Christian readers, only just at

the beginning and the end, where it was customary in an

epistle, placing himself in any close relation with his readers,

as if he had himself shortly before visited them and rejoiced at

their Christian life and fellowship, and this only in the most

2:eneral terms. ^ He does not write at all in the name of an

earlier teacher of reputation, nor does he distantly imitate the

before koI and the omission of the pre- before their call as ovres virep iraaav

cedirjg yiuerai appear to me simply two a^aprtai/ avo/mwrepoi, it is evident that he

mistakes of the Sin., as they damage the takes such a view of them simply from

sense as well as the breathless flow of the the words which he here quotes from
language, and in general the readings of Matt, ix. 13.

this MS. are not everywhere to be ^ YqI^ ^[\ pp_ 475 gq

accepted. ^ From capp. i. and xxi. it is quite

it will appear generally from the impossible to discover any personal ac-

above how far 1 now [1868] fix some- quaintance of the author with his readers,

what more definitely than in the first although at the beginning he addresses

edition of this work [1859], or in my them ixs sons and datigJiters, hnt a.ftev'ivavds

Johanneische Schriften, ii. p. 394, the date always as brethren only. The sentences

ofthis epistle. We might now alsosuppose cap. i. are, it is true, much fuller in the

that the words cap. xii. Ae'-yei Kvpios . . . Greek text than in the old Latin transla-

nal oral/ e/c ^vAov al/j.a ard^ } were taken tion ; the words ' profoundly affected me
direct from 4 Ezra v. 5 ; but the previous the longed for sight of you' are found in it.

clause with otuv, which is evidently not But even then the readers are only in a

less original, makes it probable that both very general way referred to; and although

authors are here following an earlier nothing prevents us from supposing that

work. Eusebius also speaks of stones the author had actually visited recently

weeping blood in his work On the Martyrs the church to which he immediately sent

<;/ Palestine, now published in Syriac, the epistle, he still writes much more

X).
35. than the author of the Hebrews in such a
* The remark of the author cap. v. way that his letter niay throughout be

comp. cap. viii. with regard to the Twelve equally intended for any church whatso-
does not show that he knew them person- ever,

ally ; and when he speaks of them here
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1

epistles of Paul, but lie adheres miicli more to the general line

of thought of James the Just or Peter, whilst as regards the
great Christian ideas he also remains in complete harmony with
Paul. But he was plainly not desirous that his epistle should
be published in his own name, probably simply on account of
the great insecurity in which all Christians were then living in

those countries. Thus we have here the new phenomenon of a
younger Christian ot* this second age choosing the customary
outward literary form of an epistle, simply that under cover of
it he might the more easily address all Christian readers in the
Avorld at large. A later reader, probably simply because the
author shows essential agreement with Paul's ideas, thouo-h

never any imitation of his language, ascribed the epistle to

Barnabas,^ the older and independent companion of the Apostle,

a suggestion in which he may have been influenced by the
recollection that Barnabas according to early tradition was
labouring at last in Egypt,^ for it was probably also an early

reminiscence that this epistle was written from Egypt. It will

probably always remain impossible to discover the name of the
real author.

As a fact, everything which our author wishes to com-
municate to the wide circle of his readers is such as would not
be occasioned by anything like questions addressed to him, or

by any special ties by which he was connected with individuals

or churches, but is only of the most general signification, and
what was so deeply needed by that new age. Indeed, he in

reality proposes simply to communicate in this way various

elements of a deeper knowledge and wisdom which he has
recently discovered, and which was then already commonly called

Gnosis.^ In three directions this deeper insight is to show itself.

In the first instance, in relation to the times ; it is needful to

perceive what time it is now both in the kingdom of this world ^

and in the kingdom of God ; how, according to the ancient

prophecies concerning Christ, life, faith, hope, as the three

Divinely fixed principles, are the beginning and end of Christians,

whilst love, joy, and the witnesses of glad works in righteousness

' Vol. vii. pp. 338 sq. 1 Pet. A". 12) to liis readers that they mai/
2 Clement, Horn. i. 8, 9. Even in iliis have along with faith Gnosis in full

unhistoricai book he could not have been measure. In cap. ii, again, Gnosis ap-
represented as in Alexandria unless some pe.irs at the beginning as the eighth and
early tradition to that ei^'eet had been in last member after the seven other spiritual

existence. This probability is supported attainments ; and so it is with it through-
by the fact that Barnabas is held in great cut the whole epistle,

honour by Clement of Alexandria, ^ According to the passage from
3 Our author tays himself cap. i. Daniel, cap. iv., which clo.ses therefore

that he will only hriejlij write {KaTo. with intclligere ergo dcbemus.

(.mpov v/juu TTifxipat, as 5i' oKiyuv typa\\ia,
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are the hegmning and end of tlieir justification at tlie judgment

;

how, that is, the beginning of the fulfilment came with Christ,

and how the consummation will surely come.^ But the author

does not go more particularly into all this, which would of itself

make a complete Apocalypse, inasmuch as he wishes, secondly,

to show especially how according to this profounder knowledge

everything that is eternal and Divine in the Old Testament

remains perpetuated in its true Christian sense in the New
Testament, how the new Law of Christ is at the same time the

true ancient Law of Moses,^ that the Temple is perpetuated in

the true Christian Church,^ that the sacrifices of the Old Testa-

ment,'' the fasts,^ circumcision and the laws concerning food,^ as

well as the Sabbath,'^ are all retained in the Christian Church,

and, indeed, first receive there their purely spiritual, and there-

fore eternal, significance. In this respect our author simj^ly

carries out further what the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews

had begun,^ though without taking him as a pattern, and,

indeed, probably without knowing him ; and after the fall of

the Temple it was much more necessary to teach all this. But,

thirdly, our author introduces a great deal of new deeper

insight with reference to the art of allegorically transferring

all that is written in the Old Testament to Christ and Chris-

tianity ; he supplies a number of important illustrations of this

art as practised by him, and imagines that in these arts of

interpretation especially he can give his readers very much
that is new and interesting.^

These three points are presented to the reader very much
mixed up together ; and, as the chief matters upon which the

author laid the greatest weight, constitute by far the largest

portion of the epistle. But as he may well have perceived

that new deep wisdom of this kind, although very attractive to

many readers, in conformity with the taste, and to some extent

' This chief matter receiving promi- ^ Our author lays great weight capp.

nence at the very beginning, cap. i., and iv. vi. xvi, on the fact that Christians

being afterwards referred to incidentally
;

themselves are now the vabs 6eov, like the

comp. as to the consummation capp. xy. writer whose words are now quoted

xvii. xxi. But the ancient Latin trans- '2 Qov. \\.\Q{bq6 Jahrbb. d. Bihl. Wiss.\i..

lation is here again very obscure and p. 216).

imperfect ; following the Greek text, with * Especially capp. ii. vii. viii.

some emendations, we must read : rpia ^ Capp. iii. vii.

ovv ooyixara iariu Kvpiov C^t] ttiVtjs ^ Capp. ix. x,

i\ir\s apxh Ka\ TeKos t)ij.S>v koX diKaioavvns ' Cap. XV., comp. the remarks vol. vn.

Kpiaews apxh Koi reXos aydirr] evcppoavvrj p. 125, on the Christian Sunday.

Koi ayaWidaews epywv iv bLKaioaviT) ^ See vol. vii. pp. 477 sq.

fiaprvpia. We see from this instance also ^ "We find this throughout the whole
how fond our author is of round numbers, of the chief portion of his epistle, from

- Especially capp. ii. and iv. in agree- cap. ii. to cap. xvi.

ment with the Epistle of James.
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the wants, of the time, was nevertheless little adapted to in-

struct the multitude of his readers with sufficient clearness and

to their edification, he himself introduced a change in the style

of his epistle at the end, as if he desired to supply something

which he could not well wholly omit. As in a second portion of

his book, he supplies therefore a summary of all the chief duties

which a Christian must practise,^ and of the worst vices which he

must avoid,- and then closes his work ^ with a reference to the

certain and near approach of the last day of judgment, and with

a few further exhortations appropriate to that thought. It is

therefore as if no Christian epistle could as yet be published

without some exhortations easily intelligible to the simplest

and most uneducated members of the Church, or without some

reference at the end to the nearness of the day of judgment ; and

though the exhortations which our author thus gives at the end

must, from the plan of his book, be as short as possible, they are

still the best, clearest, and most needful that could very well be

published in such a brief compass. And this collection of fine

sayings, as they here appear for the first time in a Christian

Book of Proverbs, might of themselves secure for his epistle a

good reception, and zealous readers at all events for a consider-

able time.

The anonymous author connects this second and much

shorter half of his book with the former and larger half and

its principal purpose by describing it as supplying a second

kind of Gnosis, or profounder insight and doctrine,'' that is, a

more popular gnosis, referring immediately to the numerous

duties of Hfe, Christianity as it then was in the world being,

in fact, itself deeper knowledge and doctrine as compared with

Heathenism. If it had been his aim to include all the wants of

the Christian Church of this age, he might have given his readers

a Gnosis with regard to Christian hope, as it required then to

be reshaped in many respects, and thus have added a third

general section to his book. But he himself felt how difficult

it was to reconstruct the vai-ious elements of this great hope as

it had prevailed till then so as to make it perhaps more suit-

able to the new ae:e. This new ajje was itself then too un-
• 1 •

developed, and the author was unwilling to approach with his

art and allegory the Farahles, in which that hope seemed to

him still to lie ; as he is sincere enough to confess.'^

' Capp. xviii-xix. ^ Sia rh (to ixtWovra) eV irapa^oKah

2 Cap, XX. KiilcTQai, cap. xvii. By these Parables tlie

3 Cap. xxi. author means probably those of Christ
•• Cap. xviii., kripa yuooais Kal Si- conct^rning the future of the kingdom of

SaxT?, comp. cap. i. God especially, Matt, xiii., as well as

VOL. VIII. I
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The Dangers and the Errors connected with the Use of Allegorij

in the Church,

This general epistle, or pamphlet, which we are now accus-

tomed to speak of as the Epistle of Barnabas, presented there-

fore, after the occurrence of the great revolutionary change

of the period, the first tolerably comj^lete picture of the life

which Christians had then to lead in the world, particularly in

view of the cessation of the supremacy of the Judean Temple.

And how much did it contain that is perfectly true and a con-

tinuation of the principles of the perfect true religion ! At the

same time, it is impossible not to see that, in spite of the wide

circulation which it must have met with at one time, it falls

into an error which, if it had once obtained the upper hand,

would have been most disastrous as regards all sound life and

vigorous progress in the early Church, and have now at once

thrown it back again into that turbid stream which had con-

tributed in no small degree to the destruction of Judeanism then

proceeding.

A befcter name for this book than the Epistle of Barnabas

would be the Gnosis Epistle : it is the first book (enjoying for a

time in certain circles a great popularity) which, on the basis

of an otherwise healthy and genuine Christianity, recommends
gnosis and inaugurates it not unskilfully. Now, it is true that

gnosis, i.e. knowledge or insight, is something indispensable

;

and when it denotes, as was then the case in the early Church,

the truly Christian sophia, or philosophy, in contrast with a

philosophy which had been formed mainly under Heathen in-

fluences, nothing can be said against it. As Christianity had
brought into the world a fundamental view of true salvation

diftering essentially from every Heathen and very much from
the Judean view then in vogue, there was involved in it from
the very first a rich number of new conceptions, which at the

time of their first appearance could hardly be spoken of in terms
of too great profundity and mystery, and which, as rising

in full vigour from the bosom of their age, necessarily bore its

brightest colours. Just now, after the great revolution of the

age, a new and growing variety of forms of such gnosis came
to light, the circumstances then first favouring their growth :

and when our Gnosis Epistle so emphatically teaches that the

Christian Church is the true temple of God,' this looks like

others which he found elsewhere in the Christ's words.
Scriptures or in the oral traditions of ' See ««/'f, p. 112.
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an utterance of surprisingly profound, or, indeed, at first sight,

of enigmatical wisdom, and, though clothed in the colours of

the age and intended primarily only for the period of the re-

cently vanished Judean Temple, it is still perfectly true. But
the very fact that our author writes his book mainly with the

view of discovering and propagating such outlines of a new
and profounder knowledge, indicates an artificial rather than a

pure and thoroughly genuine aim, which could, therefore, of

itself yield but little good fruit. A passion for obtaining and.

publishing such new and profound light on questions of religion

had at that time long been common in the Judean schools ; and
after the destruction of Jerusalem especially, in consequence of

the new zeal with which the schools sought to defend every-

thing that was Judean, received a fresh impulse, as we saw

above. ^ It is as if our author desired to rival these schools

and to show that it is in Christianity only that the trae gnosis

is to be found. We may call this the learned or scJiolastic

gnosis ; and from this time forth the word, in itself so harm-

less, receives more and more its bad secondary meaning. This

gnosis is in our book already at work in all its essential varieties :

we meet even with the construction of artificial systems by

means of pretty combinations of certain spiritual powers in

round numbers,^ which is subsequently repeated in the case of

the ordinary Gnostics without end. But it is especially one kind

of gnosis which our author cultivates with peculiar delight, and

indeed with a certain proud conceit of his new skill and power

of invention,^ and it is in it particularly that the dangers and

seductions which attend the Scholastic Gnosis generally appear.

We refer to the art of interpreting allegorically the Scrip-

tures, which in the case of our author are still the writings of

the Old Testament only.'' Philo had brought this art to great

perfection in his various books,^ and in the Judean schools

subsequent to the destruction of Jerusalem it only flourished

more luxuriantly. As it had long lain in the air of these cen-

' Ante, p. 43. which allegory was more porfectl}' and
- E.g. -when our author cap. ii. pro- better exhibited than here) ; but I know

poses two assisUints of Chri&tian faith that ye are worthy of it (to hear such

<p6fios and inrofioyf], two fellow - com- allegorical philosophy),' cap. ix. rt^./m.

batants iJ.aKpo0viJ.ia and iyKpareia, and * His book contains numerous re-

as the glad attendants of these four the echoes of the Gospels (not excepting that

three ao(f>ia, (Tvueais, iTTi<rri]nr}, with of John), but it is only cap. iv. that the
^vuais as the eighth power added to saying 'many called, .few chosen,' is

those seven ; or when, according to p. 1 13, once introduced with KaQuis ytypainai, and
he distinguishes between a higher and a there is no difficulty in supposing that

lower gnosis. the Collected Sayings, which had then long-

^ Comp. the .statement, ' No one learnt becomepractically canonical, is referred to.

from me a more genuine doctrine (in ^ See vol. vii. pp. 219 sq.

I 2
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turies, tliougli it finds no place in the discourses and teaching"

of Christ himself,' this art is met with in the speeches and

epistles of Paul, who had been educated in the schools. Yet

in Paul's case it occurs but rarely, is used with great modera-

tion, and chiefly only when it is his aim to rival his Judean

and learned opponents.^ But as Philo's writings became more

and more widely circulated and eagerly read, we then see the

author of the so-called Epistle to the Hebrews first applying

allegory more frequently and freely. Our author, however,

goes beyond him in this respect, for in the chief portion of his

epistle he hunts after allegories with great zest and is proud of

the ingenious fancies which he captures, as if this accomplish-

ment also had now been wrested in its highest application from

the Judean schools and Christianised. We find therefore in

his book all the technical kinds of allegory that are at all

possible ;
^ and in reality the entire Old Testament, not except-

ing its most concrete portions, such as the Mosaic laws regard-

ing food, can accordingly only be allegorised, that is, explained

away, as soon as ingenuity enough is acquired to dissolve the

various resisting materials by the aid of the idea that these

laws cannot be meant literally.^ It might, therefore, appear

as if the laws of the Old Testament regarding food lost their

validity in the -case of Christians solely because their ordinary

meaning could be exalted into a higher sphere by the aid of such

ingenious fancies. But the entire historical, that is, original and

real, meaning of the Old Testament would thereby be explained

away, and Christian learning, or, indeed, Christianity itself, to

the extent to which it is made to rest on that learning, would
become really nothing more than another form of Philonic

philosophy. We should then at last not only enter a region

accessible and intelligible to the scholar only, but we should iu

reality slide back into the Judean spirit of these last days and
lose the sacred Scriptures themselves by explaining away their

' See vol. VI. pp. 217, 233 sq. For question as to the meaning of circumci-

utterances of the Glorified Christ might sion, cap. ix., which, aecorJingtoGen. xvii.,

according to Luke xxiv. 44-47 be sup- Abraham's slaves had to undergo, the

posed to be of this character, as, in fact, number of 318 slaves is taken from
subsequently appears in the great example xiv. 14, and it is inferred from the

of the P/cSjf/.s iSo/j^fa, which was published numerical value of 'n'"" or jtj, 18, that

in the Coptic, 1851 (London). But ut- 'Itjctous, and from fj = 300, that the Cross,

terances of this kind must be cai^fully as the ancient synjbolic meaning of T,

distinguished from those of the living were meant, and that therefore circum-

visible Christ, and are here in Luke even cision according io the Bivine intention

only indicated in as general a way as ('this he knows who placed the genuine
possible. gift of the doctrine in us') can refer only

2 Hence especially in the Epistle to to faith in the Crucified One.

the Galatians. ^ Cap. x. with its elaborate exposi-
3 E.g. when in connection with the tions.
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substantial meaninor. Anil when an art of tliis kind is used

as a weapon ag-ainst tlic ancient Community, as is the habit of

our author, an injustice is done to it even ; the bad weapon

which was wr«^sted from that Community is only turned against

it ; and the liberty is at the same time taken of interpreting*

its Old Testament unfairly.

It is remarkable that this false and dangerous course is

taken as soon as the Christian Church feels itself quite free

from the yoke of the Judean school, and thus the Church in

this very freedom attempts to rival the Synag-ogue, as if the

learned arts which flourished in the latter must now become

more serviceable to the new Christian spirit. We can, there-

fore, at this point already surmise how easily the full freedom

that had been won in this direction might prove dang*erous to

true Christian life at a time when it had not been fully enough

developed nor its true relations to the new world established.

It is also well known how irresistibly this diseased form of

Biblical interpretation generally, and, indeed, of all human
thought and speech, soon crept in again amongst Christian

scholars ; how, contrary to the example of Christ himself, it

spread more and more in the Christian Church, and remained

in force throughout the entire Middle Ages, and what hurtful

effects it then gradually produced in an increasingly painful

form. But this being so, it is the more important at this point

to carefully observe how little this form of interpretation is

recommended by the example and the inclination of the finest

Christian minds and most distinguished writers that were

labouring at this very period when its influence was for the first

time strongly felt within the Christian Church. For there is

nothing of greater importance in this respect than that the

Apostle John in his writings keeps quite aloof from it, as we
shall soon see more particularly ; in this also he is the truest

disciple and follower of Christ. The author of the most

powerful and noble epistle next to those in the New Testament,

the epistle to Diognetus, likewise makes no use of it ; nor is

it met with in the suggestive book Odavius by Minucius Felix.

It is true, these two books were not addressed to Christians

alone, but were meant for the whole world : a sign that the art

of allegorising the Scriptures was one avaihible only in the case

of readers and hearers of a special degree of education. But

as in other respects the real subject-matter of both kinds of

books is the same, it appears the more clearly that this peculiar

art is strictly speaking not at all a necessity, and may be dis-

pensed with without any loss ; that it was taken up, therefore,
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only as a means b}^ wliicli a certain aim of teacliin<^ could be

reached by the shortest and easiest way according to the

established scholarship of those days.

2. Retrogression in various respects, and Resistance to it.

Bat the larger number of permanent views had to be won
by severe conflicts with quite new endeavours which can only

be resfarded as retrogfressive in relation to the truths which

had already been clearly ascertained. Whenever such an

unusual number of higher and eternal truths have been per-

manently reached as was now actually the case in the Christian

Church, new movements are generally pregnant with retro-

gressive opinions only, since they seek to meet certain percep-

tible wants of the time, but take up improper means for the

purpose, and are not careful enough to avoid old and new
errors. If they still persist, perhaps because the period acci-

dentally allows them unusual freedom, in the pursuit of their

objects, they hit upon views and doctrines which for the mo-

ment appear very attractive, and perhaps lead many astray,

but which after all only involve retrogression and cause con-

fusion, or at best can only in the end involuntarily serve to

promote the clearer perception and more general adoption of

truths opposed to them. An instance of the ease with which

erroneous aims may find their way into the Christian Church

even we have met with in the use of allegory,^ though that

error was one that had long been a danger. And wholly new
and much more dangerous ideas and tendencies of this kind

now acquired influence ; and we must now note the way in which

true Christianity opposed them.

The fullest freedom for wholly new efforts of this kind had

now been supplied in the Christian Church.^ Not only the

Christian churches but also the parties which, taking the

ancient religion as their basis, had still kept up a connection,

though it might be a loose one, with the Temple, acquired

now, by its destruction, suddenly a freedom such as they had

hitherto not known to attempt whatever they were able. On
all hands the dissenting parties which had been kept down or

at all events in check by the proud and powerful Hagiocracy

in Jerusalem now breathed more freely ; and as the time was

generally one of enthusiastic excitement for them, inasmuch

as it encouraged all those who had held more aloof from the

Hagiocracy to attempt at this favourable moment whatever

' A7itc, pp. 115 sq. - See ante, pp. 6 sq.
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they conld in tlie good cause, we see a nnmber of new religions

creations rapidly springing up, and all of them, as far as

they did not lay hold of the great truths embodied in Chris-

tianity and in the lesson of the age, caused confusion simply

and did greatest injury to the truer form of Cliristianit}^

The period soon becomes thereby only too agitated ; and the

more genuine form of Christianity, which was based on truer

perception and doctrine, was called upon first in this connec-

tion to show itself equal to the trial.

(a) The renewed Movements of the Disciples of the Baptist.—
Elkcsdi.

Next to Christianity there was no movement that had a

more powerful inward tendency to assume at this favourable

period a new form than that of the disciples of the Baptist

;

aud as Christianity had in a certain respect proceeded from
the movement of the Baptist, the mutual relations between the

two movements had continued intimate. Although we have

no express account to that effect, there can be no doubt but that

the movement of the Baptist was at this time revived. True
disciples of the Baptist, who after their master's death refused

to hear anything about Christianity, but sought to form

themselves more and more exclusively into parties represent-

ing one or the other of his ideas, were to be found in the

Apostolic age, at all events here and there. ^ Yet we do not

know that they then formed new and considerable churches.

But now, when all parties that had felt the pressure of the

yoke of the Temple enjoyed larger freedom, these followers

of the Baptist must have reorganised themselves and com-

menced a movement of serious rivalry with the Christian

Church. It follows plainly enough from the writings of the

Apostle John that they enjoyed quite a revival about this time,

for the Apostle alludes in several passages, not without a pur-

pose, to the claims of these later disciples of the Baptist.- So
that we must have accepted it as historically attested, if we
had been unable otherwise to authenticate the conclusion.

But, as a fact, we are able to do this.

The second Sibylline poem comes to our assistance on this

point. ^ The poem was written about the year 80, and, like the

• See vol. vii. pp. 136, 390. tains a perceptible allusion to the fol-

2 With regard to the references in his lowers of the Baptist of those dajs.

Gospel, see Jakrhb. d. B. W. iii. pp. loG Comp. my Johanndsche Schriften, i. pp.
sq. ; in his epistles the express and 13 sq.

emphatically repeated remark that Christ ^ See in general my Ahhandlung on
came not by water alone, I. v. 6-8, con- these poems (Giittingen, 18o8), pp. 44-51.
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Epistle of Barnabas, alludes in the most vivid way to the

destruction, then complete, of the Temple and also to its

superfluity. • Like the writings of John just referred to, it was
written in Asia Minor, and therefore in the locality in which,

according to the writings of John, we must suppose the revival

of the BajDtist's followers occurred. This entire poem, more-
over, was written by oue of their number, and enables us to

obtain a view of the internal condition of this religious sect at

that time.

According to what we find in this poem, the followers of

the Baptist and the Essenes had then undergone some amal-
gamation, and from the combination of the two sects a new
organisation or society had been produced, which, as one of the

most recent creations of the kind, displayed just then unusual

activity. An amalgamation of this kind need not surprise us.

For, on the one hand, the movement of the Baptist had from
the first shown close affinity to Essenism,^ although his was a

perfectly independent and original movement. On the other

hand, the Essenes must at that time have been fully aroused

from their earlier repose ; though their connection with the

Tein]3le was alwa3^s loose, it wa,s now entirely ended, and we
shall soon see that they gradually became absorbed into other

societies. The movement of the Baptist claimed to be the

mother of Christianity, and, indeed, to surpass it in profound
earnestness and purity of life : Essenism was still rude and
stern enough, and might in so far once more come to terms
with that movement as one of its own off'shoots ; but it lacked

the living Messianic expectation of the latter, and suffered,

moreover, under a morbid tendency towards solitude and celi-

bac}'. Accordingly both sects exchanged with each other their

most important principles and practices; constant bathing,

repeated dailj^ early in the morning,^ was to take the place of

the Temple as a means of purification, profound penances were
to be combined with the most earnest dread of the near day of

judgment ; and whilst the new society, in opposition to the
tendencies of Essenism, allowed marriage and full participation

in the affairs of the world, it still retained from the Essenes
the name of the Devout.^ All who did not belong to their circle

* See Sih. ir. 6-17,27-30,116, 118, claim to be more pious than the Pharisees :

125-127. see Toseph. to M. Jadaim iv. 8.

2 See vol, \\. p. 168. * As follows from the very eharac-
^ Hence they are called in the Tal- teristic language of the Sibyl, see my

mudic writings
^1"'"^^L^^ ''^3it3, morning Ahhandhcng

, p. 46 ; no other name re-

bathers ; and they appear in these writings, curs so constantly as euaffivs, i.e. |ni_K»,
cot as Christians, but only as people who 'Ea-aalos for a member of this Community,
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were regarded as tlie ungodly. But wliile tlie}^ thus opposed

all other parties and churches, whether composed of Heathen
or not, with their new and fierce zeal, they soon had to find out

that the outside world could meet them with more terrible

bitterness.' But the poem of the Sibyl, which came from their

midst, is a permanent witness to the large amount of pro-

found feeling and conscientious pious endeavour to be found

amongst them, and shows how powerfully they confronted at

that time the whole world with their bold thoughts and words.

Nor can we fail to see that a still more vigorous party subse-

quently started from them with a new amalgamation of Christian

influences. But about the year 80 the party still retained its

first simple character, and does not appear to have extended far

beyond Asia Minor. We are able also to give the usual Greek
name of these people : they were called Eemeroha2jtists, or

Daily-Baptists, a name which sufficiently distinguished them
from Christians.

2

The most decisive mark of the powerful impression which

baptism made after it had received its great significance from

the Baptist and Christ, even against its own wish, upon the

ancient Community, is that it is now by many Rabbis made the

condition of entrance into the Judean Community. That it

was thus required by them in the period before us and long

afterwards cannot be doubted,^ and the cause is not far to seek.

As with the destruction of the Temple so many ceremonies

had now to be discontinued, the want of new ones was naturally

felt, and it was prudent to borrow some from Christianity,

which was now becoming so powerful, as a means of counter-

acting its charm. We saw above another instance of this,"* and
baptism was the more suitable as it could be used in the case

of women also. In their case, therefore, it was to supply the

comp. lines 26, 35,42,44,45,117, 136, see from this simply that their true

152, 155, 166, 169, 170, 183, 186, 189, peculiarities were early forgotten, namely
and as a synonyrae (iaios, lines 23, 153. as soon as the Elkesaites arose, who pur-

The use of the latter name explains how sued their aims more vigorously. And
Greek authors could afterwards use the when John himself is called a Hemero-
paronomasia '0(Taa7oi instead of 'Eacraioi, baptist, Clem. Horn. ii. 23, we have simply

Epiph. Hter. 19. a later confusion.
' See especially Sih. iv. 35-39, 152- ^ See, for instance, especially the

156, Massckhe/h Gerim of the Jerusalem Tal-
2 It follows from the enumeration of mud, published in the Septem libri Tal-

seven non-Christian sects in Hegesippus nuidici pnrvi HicroHoli/mitani of Haph.
(Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 22)that the Ilemero- Kirchhoim, Frankf a. M. 1851, capp. 1, 2,

baptists kept apart from Christianity : in pp. 38-40 ; in this tract all that concerns

the Const. Apost. vi. 6. 1 half of their this point is most clearly set forth,

peculiarities are described simply accord- Further, comp. especially the G.on Abod.i

ing to Mark vii. 3, and by Hpiphanius sa)-a, iv. 9.

they are even classed together with the ' Ante, p. 31.

Pharisees and Sadducees, Ear. xvii. We
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place of circumcision, and in that of men to precede it. The
sacrifice which the applicant for admission had to bring accord-

ing to ancient custom, and by which he first became an actual

and full member of the Community, was to be retained as far

as practicable, but a money-ofiPering might easily be substituted

for it.

It can, therefore, create no surprise that at length a new
form of the amalgamation with Christianity of this exaggera-

tion of baptism in the sect just described was attempted, and

that thus a hybrid movement arose, which, as proceeding from

a new idea, became the most marked and vigorous of all these

new creations, inasmuch as it sought also to combine into a

new whole the two related and most vigorous formations of the

entire past period, and into a whole which seemed, as being an

advance upon both, to be their perfect development. We refer

to the society which was founded by a certain Elchasaih, with

regard to which it is only recently that we have been placed in

a position to bring together somewhat more complete and

reliable accounts.^ This is undoubtedly the name of the actual

founder of the society, as every association with marked pecu-

liarities always proceeds from the fundamental idea and the

active labours of one teacher. The Greeks pronounced the

name Elkesai, and used it so frequently that they abbreviated

it into Elxai.^ The essentially new idea in this faith was
that of regarding and applying baptism as itself the chief

' To the accounts in Hippolytiis, the name therefore, and probably met
Hcer. ix. 13-17, comp. iv. 10, 29, and with it only in Greek characters. We
Eusebius (from Origen), Ecc. Hist. vi. 38, must allow that it is difficult to find the

further Epiphan. H&r. xix., comp. xxx. original meaning of this name. It is

liii., Theodor. Hcer. ii. 7 (who follows evident that the e^ with which the Arabic
Hippol.) we can now add those found in name begins is not the Arabic article

;

Arabic works, which Chwolson has col- the word bears upon it no mark of an
lected in his great work on the Ssabier Arabic origin, and it is pretty certain that

(Petersb. 1856, comp. Gbtt Gel. Anz. these Arabs met with it originally in

1856, pp. 1913 sq.) ; a Sibylline book also Syriac books; a supposition which ex-

has been discovered which is an important plains their orthography with two ^'s,

document regarding this sect : see below. whilst in Aramaic the first n might have
2 The orthography 'HAxatrat in Hip- a rougher sound. Now, as Elchasaih

pol. is the earliest Greek form, but Eu- had, according to Epiphan. xix. 1, a
sebius has already' EXKeo-at and Epiphan. brother 'Ie|at", we may with greatest

'HA|ut As Epiphan. xix. 2 explains the probability suppose that the tM'O proper
name by Umfxis KiKaXvfxfx4pr], it was sup- names in Hebrew-Aramaic were n^^n(55<
posed to be derived from >p3 h'U, and

^,j^^,^ the latter formed according to I:^"

was taken to be that of an angel or even ^'{qSc, with some such meaning as ft
ot a book. Eut now that the proper name ,• ^ -, -,. . ,.

has recently been discovered in the Arabic >^ ^^^^' ^^^P' ->-»-«-^. a diminutive

o ^ - form of the adjective. No historical in-

form as ^.^<J\, all those modern and f^'^euce may be drawn from the merely
^^_" rhetorical expression r] Keuri iiridrjuta tov

ancient fancies have been put an end to

;

^evov Saijj.ouos 'HAxaffai in Hippolytus
even Epiphanius no longer understood ix. 4.
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means of liuman salvation, with the pnrpose of thereby leaving

Christianity behind it as remaining upon a lower stage though
it had advanced beyond the Baptist. Baptism was, therefore,

regarded by this sect not as one of the sacraments, or as the

entrance into the kingdom of God and dedication to its mem-
bership, with its sacrifice as the frequently repeated and most
powerful means of grace, but it was the sole sacrament and
itself the highest sacrifice, and therefore capable of repetition

as often as might appear suitable or needful. The transition

to this extreme development of Baptist tendencies was evi-

dently made by the school of the Hemerobaptists, but it was
the Elcesaites who first forced baptism, and remission of sins as

necessarily connected with it, to take the rank of the absolutely

highest remedy for every evil. Even those who were suffering

from any bodily or mental evil of any kind, and also the most
unjust and abandoned of men, might be saved by it, and not even
on condition that they should not so sin again, but as often as

an3"one felt himself to be a sinner or a sufferer, or was ac-

knowledged to be such. Now, as it was impossible that all

this should be found in baptism itself, it followed most naturally

that Elchasaih was compelled to resort to a multitude of arbi-

trary suppositions and additional measures in order to secure

for baptism this supreme importance and virtue. He propounded
a doctrine regarding all things in the world to the effect that

everything had been created either masculine or feminine, or,

at all events, had so grown,^ and that there were certain times

and stars of ill omen, as the Chaldean astrologers taught.^ This

gave him the means of distinguishing strictly between things

pure and impure in the world and in the realm of spirits, and
of setting up an ethical system on this distinction. But as he
suffered under the general disease of that time of classifying

everything under sacred numbers, he put forward, for in-

stance, seven most sacred things by which men must swear as

by witnesses (heaven, water, the holy spirits, the angels of
prayer ; oil, salt, and earth), and seven kinds of sins (adultery,

theft, injustice, taking advantage, hatred, denial, and all the

rest).^ Sacred words, used in a prescribed order and meaning,

' According to el-Nadim's Fihrist in he received the God taught in the Bible
;

Chwolson ii. p. 543; but it bj no means and we must leave to the later Mani
follows from this that P^lchasaih taught what belongs to him.
a dualistic system as regards the world -' Hippolytus ix. 16.

generally, to the efFoct that all things ^ Jjipp. jx. 1,5 and other accounts ; we
were created good or evil, as was subse- can easily sec from this that the seven wit-
quently the case with Mani : of this there nesses are divided again into four and
is no trace with regard to Elchasaih. On three, the last three being (rroix^la; but
the contrary, it is expres^sly stated that the oil is evidently taken from Chris-
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were to be employed at all times as incantations, and the invo-

cation of the * Most High God ' was to accompany everything,

a practice which he borrowed from the school of the Judean
magicians.^ Above all he deified water, and thus placed it in

opposition to fire and the corresponding earlier Temple sacri-

fices ; and baptism itself is often ordered to be performed with
the clothes on. But as he thus introduced the Chaldaic-Judean
superstitions of his time in a cruder form than ever, if possible,

and proceeded from an entirely false principle, he could not,

when he proposed to acknowledge and make use of Christianity,

arrive at any true knowledge or application of it. Thus he
taught that Christ had only at last appeared in that definite

form as a man, but had previously appeared in other bodies
and would in the future often so appear again. At the same
time he insisted on the acknowledgment of the ancient Law,
even with its circumcision and Sabbath, while, on the other
hand, he prohibited animal sacrifices, and, after the manner of
the Essenes, the eating even of flesh. But he laid greater

stress than the Hemerobaptists upon marriage,^ in that respect

exhibiting marked opposition to a tendency which was about
to become here and there more prevalent in the Christian

Church,^ and subsequently inflicted increasing injury ujDon it.

From these peculiarities we can understand his rejection of the

Apostle Paul,^ and no party contributed more in the East than
his to the misunderstanding and depreciation of Paul.^ And
as he propounded so much that Avas purely arbitrary, we can
well understand why he should make a distinction between full

and partial members, or between the holders of the exoteric

and esoteric doctrine ; the latter he called the Pious, or also

the Baptists, the former Disciples, or also Prognostics,*' and

tianity (.see vol. vii. p. 4o2) ; water, on the mention in Hippolytus; biit the other
contrary, is here almost deified. Com p. sources speak plainly on the point; and
the seven pillars of the v,'oAd, Clem. Ho?7i. the language of the Clementines with
xviii. 14. regard to Paid is most easily explained

' See on this point a7ife, p. 20. thus.

Hence the Clementine Homilies every- ^ The traces of which are still to be
where represent Peter as healing the found in the works of Waqidi.
f.ick by prayer and the rpiafxaKapia « This appears to be the most likely

iirouo/xaa-ia, Clem. Horn. ix. 19, 22, 23, supposition, according to Hippolytus' ac-
comp. xi. 26, xiii. 4, xvi. 18, 19 (vfherethe counts. Elchasaih, therefore, addressed
notncnineffahileia once plainly mentioned), his followers by their full names as eutre-

This book similarly urges fasting, xiii. /SeTs Koi /xaOrjTai, Hippol. ix. 16; hence
9, 11, 12, and the like externals; and according to ix. 13 he handed down his

teachps expressly that more freedom may
, , • ^ ^ > •

^ ''

easily lead astray, xi. 30, 33.
^^^^^ ^° ^ ^^^^^"' ^""^'"^'^ '•^-

« » ^^^ >

^
See a«^e, p. 120. Baptist. The name Pious was accord-
See vol. vii. p. 383, and the remarks ipgiy retained from the Hemerobap-

to Ije made below.
^i^^g (^^^^^^^ ^ yjO); but that of Upoyvui-

Of which there is accidentally no fyT^Koi was evidently intended to indicate
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thus simply went back in a worse way to the old Judean
distinction between Levites and non-Levites. But with such a
distinction between partial and full Baptists and his whole doc-

trine of Baptism as a perpetual remedy for even the worst future

transgressions, it could readily be supposed that the baptised

person, when persecuted by the world, might very well conceal

or deny his true faith, if he only afterwards sought forgiveness

in due time and in the acknowledged form. Thus this was the
first sect after the rise of Christianity which sanctioned du-
plicity and hypocrisy in matters of faith '—a course which was
afterwards common in many sects, though it was diametrically

opposed to the spirit of Christianity.

The above account gives the essential features of these

Baptists of Baptists, so to speak, and the sect is so remarkable
because, of all the new parties of this period, it obtained

greatest permanency, and a community proceeded from it which,

flourished to a considerable degree for centuries, and certain

relics of which still exist. For it seemed to be the most locrical

and thorough development of the idea of baptism, which since

the Baptist had obtained amongst the adherents of the true

religion, and thus flattered men's pride, whilst it was only too

indulgent towards even an emasculation and degeneration ofthe

true religion. It is no less unmistakable that it originated from
a Judean source than that its founder was a Judean ; but the

latter may have long resided in the farther East, and have
been early educated in the philosophic schools which flourished

there, thus borrowing much from the Chaldean or Babylonian
philosophy. Elchasiiih accordingly related, in the book which
became the basis of the religion of his followers, that that book,

with its revelations, had been given to him in the remote East
(amongst the Parthian Seres, as he said) by the two highest
angels, whose gigantic stature he endeavours to describe more
particularly; one of them, a male, who was equal to the Son of

God, and the other, a female, who was equal to the Holy Ghost.

^

Whence his followers probably said that this book had fallen

from heaven. We see thus that this book of the sect was as

arbitrary a creation as the sect itself, and that from the first

the chief interest was producing an effect on the imagination
rather than real instruction. Elchasaih maintained likewise

men of a more advancKl stage th;in that of countries.

the ordinary Gnostics; a sign that there '-' As was believed in many similar
were Gnostics previously. schools of the East, because the Semitic

' E.g. amongst the Druses and si mi- word n-ll is feminine; this is in all such
lar small sects which have continued

,^,g, ^ ^^,^f ^1^^^^ the Greek language
down to our own day in the byr.an was unused by those parties.
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that lie thus received liis book in the third year of Trajan

(101 A.D.) ; elsewhere in it he speaks as if Trajan was still

reio-ning,* and we have no reason for doubting that the book

was actually sent out into the world at that time. We have

noAv also a relic of the peculiar language of the earliest books

of this Baptist school.^ About the year 138 a.d. a very enthu-

siastic student of this doctrine sought to recommend it to the

world at large by means of a Greek Sibylline work ;
^ and we

see from it particularly that this new sect was at first un-

consciously most powerfully affected by the Christian spirit.

Another attempt to recommend the aims of this school was

made, in the ancient prophetic form, by the Third Book of

Baruch,'^ which has come down to us in an Ethiopic trans-

lation only, and which retains only the barest outlines of the

Second Book of Baruch,-^ while in other respects it claims to be

Christian. For, as a matter of course, this society of Baptists

was soon split up into various parties, some of them desiring to

adopt more Chi'istianity than others ; and a most skilful effort

to recommend the essential dogmas and practices of these

Baptists was made towards the end of the second century by

the author of the Clementine Homilies.^ The original tendencies

1 In the much corrupted passage,

Hippol. ix. 16 ad fin.; this passage would

bring us down to the time of Trajan's

Parthian wars.
- In Epiphan. xix. 4, who has here

various information derived from ancient

sources. He gives the following words in

Greek characters as a prayer of the sect,

adding his own interpretation: AjSap

irarfpctiv jxov, NcoxiAe ttjs KaTaKpiffecos

avroov, AaaaifJi koX KaTaTrarriaeoos avjcov,

Aft] Kot TTovov avTuy, Aaaai/u KaraiTaT7]ixari,

Na);<iAe eV KaraKpiaei, Muiifi Sia twv

-naTipoov fJLOV, Ai/t5 dirb Ta7retj'c6o'ea»s, Aj8ap

Trap€\6ov(n]s, SeXeyu. 4v anoffToKfj reAeiw-

(Teuis. "We see that his Greek interpre-

tation yields no meaning and is very

arbitrary ; he also undoubtedly met with

the Semitic in Greek characters. The
probable restoration of the original is :

r\:v
I

DL^'yn ^i?ni: nsiD n*jy iiv

nh'c^ 1 -iny n':v nsi?:) 'hn)^ D-e^un

that is, ' Did the misery of Moab pass by,

the diseases of thfir suffering? Answer

!

Their suffering, the diseases of Moab, the

misery passed by ; farewell
!

' In that case

it is to be interpreted as a question and
an answer, the delight of the sect over
their bodily and spiritual salvation, since

Elchasaih professed particularly to cure
all kinds of diseases; and that Moab,

which is so much spoken against in the

Old Testament, should boast of this new
honour, accords with the account that

these Elcesaites were from the first

resident especially in Moab and the sur-

rounding districts. Some unusual letters,

such as 5 for n» i foi' '^» would then be

explained as peculiar to the dialect of

Moab. Like everything connected with

Elchasaih this verse is also arbitrary and
artificial, its second member repeating

the same words in the reverse order.

^ m K / is sitffering.

3 See my Ahhandlung, pp. 63-70.
* Published in Dillmann's Chrcstom.

Mth. Leipzig, 1866 [in the Greek by
Ceriani, Man. Sacr. et Prof. v. i. p. 9,

sq. 1868.]
^ See ante, p. 57 sq.

" At last, in the edition dementis R.

Homilim viginH, Gott. 1853, the work
appeared with greater completeness at the

end, but in this edition also it is evidently

defective and lacks particularly its ori-

ginal conclusion. We may gather to

some extent the nature of the original

conclusion from the Acfa Petri et Panli

(in Tischendorf's Acta Apocr. pp. 7 sq.)

and Abulfatch's Ann. Samar. pp. 158 sq.

But the work is much more authentic

and complete in the form of the Homilies

than in that of the Eecognitions, now
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of these Baptists were now rigidly carried out by the new
society of the Samsaoans, with whom water was regarded posi-

tively as a god.' But all the endeavours of the sects of this

class to spread themselves in the West almost totally failed,'-^

whilst in the countries beyond the Jordan and far eastwards

they gradually amalgamated with the Jewish Cliristians to be

described below, and thus founded such flourishing communities

that the few relics of the Ssabians—that is, of the Baj)tists

—

still to be found there supply evidence of their jmst strength

and influence.^ We may also form an idea of the powerful

influence of these Baptist sects in Eastern countries from

JNIanichseism, which originated in Babylon, and the cradle of

which is to be found in these sects.'*

The Apostle John, as we shall see, shows how these hangers-

on of the Baptist could be best met. But before we come to

him we must now consider more closely

(b) The Errors which arose from the new Freedom of the Church,

and also the Gnosis of the Time.

It was, for this age, of great importance that all the energies

of the new freedom which Christianity now possessed should

be first put forth most unrestrainedly within its own territory,

and that they should make whatever experiments seemed
possible in this new period. According to the prevailing view

of the Heatheu world at all events, Judeanism had at last been

completely overthrown, and it was not easy to anticipate a new
rising of it outside its own limits ; and in the years imme-
diately preceding the destruction of Jerusalem it had aroused

preserved in Latin only. Of the ancient ^ This is not the place to examine the
Eastern translations of the -work the stages by which the books (still preserved,

Syriac was published by De Lagai'de in butunfortunately not all yet published) of

1861, comp. Gott. Gel. Anz. 1861, pp. these Ssabians, who are mentioned in the

1281 sqq. [Lagarde's edition of the Homi- Koran, are removed from the primary book
lies, Clemmtina, was published Leipzig, of Elchasaih ; Ijut it is in general clear

1865.] that the farther these Baptists were
Epiphan. Har. liii. When Epi- driven eastwards the more hostile to

phanius seeks to derive their name from JuJeans and Christians was the form
the sun, as if they had been worshippers of they took.

the sun and despisers of the moon, this ' Comp. Matii, seine Lchrc und seine

notion is no more than trifling. Thoy Schriftcn, vun (J. Fliigel, Leipzig, 1862,

probably took their name as Thcrapeuta; and my review of it in the Gott. Gel. Anz.

from . ^V)l - to serve, the name of the 1862, pp. 660-674.

^r^
"^

• • xu r 11 1^^" \>^A\\ the Ssahier and Mani, their
Essenes appearing m the c^se of other ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^,^.^. ^^.,^^^j,^^ ^^ j^^^^^^;^ ^^^^^
Baptist sects (see ante, p. 121); conip.

christmns. see now the articles 3/a;^</«Vr
also vol. v. p. 6n ^^^^ j^f^^^. ^,,.^ ^fanicMir by K. Kessler,

2 According to the passage from • .i„ .,, , , i ^r tt ^' it i j-
,-. . • x' 1 1 Tj- 1 *.

^° ^"^ ^"*^ cd. ofHerzogs Enryclop<vdie
Origen in Euseb, and Hippolytus. 0881)1
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against it, amongst the Heathen in Egypt, in Syria, and every-

where else, too much offence, ill-will, and hostility to admit

now of any other feeling amongst Christians than one of re-

lief from great oppression. The parent Christian Church at

Jerusalem had also been scattered, and, although gradually (as

we shall see) seek hig to collect itself again, it could in reality

never regain its former preponderating influence : in this

way a new unhindered course was opened to Christian free-

dom such as Paul had striven for and partly secured. As

Christianity now came forth victoriously and confidently from

the great time of trial and had to contend less with more

powerful rivals, Heathen adopted it more readily in growing

numbers. Now for the first time the old religion appeared

to belong completely to the past, and a new one, full of power

and influence, seemed to arise, which was in exclusive posses-

sion of the truth and salvation ; and it w^as adopted with great

eagerness by large numbers. At the same time many supposed

that they were capable of contributing their share in the

development, or, indeed, in the creation, of a cause which was

still so new and so far from being permanently organised, and

which now for the first time seemed destined to realise its full

possibilities. This supposition was the more natural as the

original and ablest founders of the new cause were no longer

living, and many of them were principally known only by a few

small books. Thus a combination of influences led to the in-

auguration of a new line of action, which was very different from

that prevailingly followed in the previous Apostolic age, and
which w^as even more wonderful than the latter for the extent

of its power over the most dissimilar minds. These combined

influences were—the mighty impulse which Christianity, as

something previously wholly unheard of, continued to give, its

own marvellously elevating and inspiring truth, the freshness

of a new age just delivered from every earlier yoke, and the

requirement of a complete constructive development of the

new religion. It was here that the distinctive effort and the

most earnest conflict of this age arose. For Avhilst Christianity

was endeavouring with so much wholly fresh vigour and such

new and unusual independence to bring under its influence

minds of most varied nature in the world at large, and was

straining every energy to develop itself to the full extent in

the first more definite shape in which its existence in the world

was then possible, the greatest errors and most dangerous

courses, in which it might easily be wholly lost, were only too

naturally open to it.
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This was not the time, however, for at once reforniino- the

whole system of human government, in conformity with the

highest principles of Christianity, and for acting a great part

in the eyes of the world with their aid. For this Christianity

was as yet far too little acknoAvledged by the governments, and
Christians might be content if they were not severely persecuted

by them. The new freedom, therefore, was mainly employed in

the work of learning to understand Christianity as the great new
philosophy, of comprehending properly the world and Christian

duties by the aid of its conceptions, and of making it, in some
given sense or for some given purpose, a subject of doctrinal

teaching. But all religious doctrine was then too closely con-

nected with human life and duty to suffer it to remain without
immediate influence on morality. From the very first, it is true,

Christianity had been, in one aspect of it, a definite religious

view and doctrine; and as it now sought, mainly in this aspect of

it alone, to develop itself clearly and definitely in the new world,

it coincided in this endeavour with contemporary Judeanism,^

although not like the latter from fear of another movement and
as taught by greatest calamities, but in order to establish itself in

the world and acquire a preliminary developed form at least in

this one most necessary aspect of it. And amongst the Samari-
tans also there was contemporaneously a powerful movement of

a similar character ; ^ and we must never leave out of sight this

simultaneous and general endeavour among all the chief com-
munities which sprang from ancient Israel. Moreover, in con-

sequence of the wholly new character and commotion of those
days, these communities always influenced each other powerfully,

and the Christian Community, as the most recent and most
active, in no small degree urged on the others.

But so far as it had then generally been pursued, and to a
high degree of development in its way, all theological and re-

ligious science suffered under great defects. It lacked the his-

torical sense : instead of first taking pains to accurately examine
details, it always abandoned itself too quickly to the exercise

of the imagination merely ; and wherever this faculty had freer

scope, it endeavoured, after the prevailing Zarathustrian method,^
to reduce all ideas under similar relations and round numbers.
If the scholars who now sought to give to the new Christian
materials a scientific form had taken pains first to become truly

Christian themselves in theological learning also—that is, finally

to accept nothing in detail or in general without the certainty

» Ante, pp. 27 sq. 2 ^^^^^^ pp 31 gq. 3 Yo\. v. pp. 183 sq.

VOL. VIII. K
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and joyous light of Divine knowledge—they would have been

able everywhere to produce more permanent results. But whilst

they looked upon the words of Christ m the Gospels, or even of

Paul in his epistles, as the materials of their science, it was the

scientific method of a Philo, for instance, as we have described

it,^ or of Heathen philosophers, which was before them as their

model. Thus there now grew up with surprising rapidity an

almost countless number of Christian schools of theology, ex-

tremely dissimilar as regards their founders, the countries where

they arose, and the principles which they followed, the one seek-

ing to surpass or to improve on the other, but all alike in so far

that, while taking Christianity as their basis, they sought to

teach new and profounder views of the great matters of religion.

The zeal which had been once fired in this way soon knew no

bounds, everything new appearing in this work admirable, and

the attraction being so great to treat all the great matters of

religion from the Christian standpoint in new and luminous

relations. But the bare construction of even the most aerial

systems of thought thus easily became the principal object ; the

search for and discovery of dazzling propositions or of detached

and partial truths degenerated into an idle play of the imagina-

tion, or even into an object of a vain love of victory and ob-

stinate contention. Whilst the mind found its satisfaction in

thinking out mere possibilities, or even in the persistent prosecu-

tion of certain detached ideas, it too easily forgot immediate

Christian duties, or landed itself in a whirlpool of ne^v errors
;

or, again, by the apparent profundity and logical consistency of

pure speculation, or the deceptive charm of fine conceits, it

obtained a means of introducing, partially or completely, un-

christian ideas.

These were the inspiring and helpful, and also the erroneous

and dangerous, elements of the Gnosis of that time, which after-

wards, when the more serious Christian minds had perceived

more and more clearly its unprofitableness and perversity, was

described and finally mercilessly branded in a purely bad sense as

the work and aim of the Gnostics^ so that when looked at in later

times from its end gnosis acquired an entirely different aspect

from that which it bore at first. It does not fall within the scope

of this work—inasmuch as the movement reaches far beyond

its limits—to describe the complete development of Gnosti-

cism, which now first appears in the Christian Church with so

much vigour ; for the subject of this work it is also of compara-

' Vol. vii. pp. 194 sq.
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lively small concern. But we must examine the commencement
and the first action of the movement, that we mn,y understand

the wisdom and the energy with which it was resisted during

these years on the part of the true leaders of Christianity.

Gnosis in itself, as we saw above,' is not only harmless, but,

in opposition to the previous philosophy, something peculiar

and essential to Christianity, and, indeed, a true ornament of

it. As soon as reflection upon the consummated appearance of

Christ and all that had been effected by him was possible, a

number of new views and discoveries, such as had till then never

]}een suggested, presented themselves both to the enthusiastic

gaze and to calmer meditation. Of this we have proof in all

the utterances and ideas of the Apostles, and particularly of

Paul. And the very word gnosis acquired in the Apostolic age

its new and truly Christian signification; but then it was still

used in its full and best sense.^ Originally, therefore, the

word represented very many and sometimes very dissimilar

things: as we have seen^ it denoted allegory even, and after

the Apostolic age Samaritans also came forward as Gnostics.^

Accordingly all Christians who had the capacity and taste for

it, naturally turned their attention to gnosis, whether they were
Jewish or Heathen Christians, and, indeed, the former especially,

as Philo and men like him belonging to Judeanism had long

sought a deeper philosophy and had tried to establish it by all

kinds of artificial means ; until at last all gnosis was generally

looked upon with suspicion and opposed on account of its bad
effects. At the end of the period embraced by this history

accordingly the word acquired a bad secondary meaning ; and
we may keep the Greek word in this its equivocal sense, which
is so full of instruction as regards the histor3' of the period.'^

It would, therefore, be very wrong to suppose that gnosis

did not arise until after the destruction of Jerusalem, or that

it only then developed errors ; careful examination shows the

opposite on both points ; and the most that can be said is that

' yfn^r, pp. lllsq. 7i'aJ(rt;/fX0A'-''»', tliiit is, just as all Christians
- As appears from 1 Cor. i. -5 and have, or ought to have, the Holy Spirit;

many other passages of the Epistles to and that botli possessions are connecteil is

rlie Corinthians; from Rom. xi. 33, xv. 14; taught by Paul, 1 Cor. xii. 1-8; so that
Pliil. iii. 8 ; Col. ii. 3. On the other the Gnostics might come by degrees to

hand, it is not without significance that suppose that they were the only -nvivfia-

even the word yvwais, taken probal)ly riKoi.

from Ps. xix. 3 (LXX), is not found in ^ Ante, pp. 114 sq.

the Gospels, save in the two passages * Ante, pp. 83 sq.

(Luke i. 77, xi. 52) which betray the ^ In German the name that would
peculiar style of Luke, nor in the writings best correspond is Vernunft (reason), inas-
of John, and had therefore no proper much as this easily becomes Verniinftelei

place in the vocabulary of Christ. It is (rationalism),

said most plainly 1 Cor. viii. 1, -rrdi^res
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it was not until this new age that it was developed with ever

fuller freedom, and that on that account it gradually gave

rise to increasingly dangerous errors.^ But we must now
follow the traces of gnosis right back to its earliest efforts, as

they are the most important for our purpose. It is true this is

a difficult task. For these first efforts, as far as they were pub-

lished in books (as we may reasonably suppose they were, at all

events in the case of some), belong to the first of the three periods

of the Gnostic movement which we must distinguish ; they were

very early quite supplanted and eclipsed by the much grander

and more attractive efforts that soon followed. The writings of a

Basilides, Valentinus, and others belonging to the most flourish-

ing period of Gnosticism, were immediately, it is true, practically

annihilated in a very similar way by the keen refutation which

followed them almost as rapidly ; so that now very few frag-

ments of the writings of the Gnostics, which belong to the third

and last period of Gnosticism only, have come down to us. But

we are able to form a tolerably complete idea of the lost works

from the very elaborate refutations which they met with and

which we still in part possess.^ It is only th« earliest, and in

their way most imperfect, Gnostic efforts that have now become,

through all this, most obscure; and yet we must endeavour to

form a distinct idea, as far as this is in any way possible, of the

gradual growth of Gnosis from its first commencement, inas-

much as the truth is in this instance also corroborated—that in

the case of all mental movements of any duration everything

depends upon their origin and the way in which they are

received on their first appearance.

We will pass over the passion of Gnosis, at first scarcely

observed and yet in the end irresistible, which showed itself in

the allegorical interpretation of the Scriptures, and which the

• When Eusebius, Ecc. Hist. jv. 7, that supposition was as baseless as the

comp. 22, following an incidental obser- effort of some well-known people in our

vation of Clem, Strovu vii. 17, speaks of day to limit rationalism (or Vermmftelei)

Gnostics only after the war under Ha- simply to the best known men and schools

drian, this is historically as inaccurate of recent times.

as when Irenseus, Adv. Hcer. i. 23. 2, ^ ^he earliest of those refutations pre-

ii. 1. 1, makes vSimon Magus the first of served are by Irenseus, Clement of Alex-

all Christian heretics; for, although he andria,and Hippolytus, also by Tertullian';

adopted Christian ideas, he remained, as but the earliest book known to us of

we have seen {ante, pp. 83 sq.), a thorough Justin Martyr's was, according to Apol. i.

Samaritan. These later authors as they cap. 28, a avvrayfxa Kara naarccv aipdcrewu.

looked back upon the once dazzling Gnos- Earlier than these, but from the third and
tic spectacle, then in its dissolution, might final stage of Gnosticism, are the Pistis

easily suppose that msn like Basilides, Sophia, Cle7ncnfs Homilies {ante, p. 126)

Valentinus, Saturninus, and Marcion, as far as they introduce Gnostic elements,

whose books were then much read, and the Epistle of Ptolemj' to Flora, and some
whose schools still to some extent other pieces that have come down to us

flourished, were the first Gnostics; but (comp. vol. iii. pp. 318 sq.)
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Oliristian Church even did not sufficiently withstand in the

Apostolic age. Apollos of Alexandria, whom we met with on a

previous occasion,* had undoubtedly put tog-ether a system of

Gnostic ideas, and considering his distinguished mental gifts

and his in defiitigable activity, he would naturally have become

an influential Gnostic in the bad sense of the word if the

superior mind of Paul had not led him before it was too late

to truer Christian reflection. But those Corinthian teachers,

probably led by him, who, though they regarded themselves as

good Christians, still supposed ' that the resurrection of the

(Christian) dead was already past,' and was not to be looked

for in the future, and was not, therefore, a fact at all (in the

ordinary sense of the word),^ there is little doubt started from

the idea, whicli no one had so strongly urged as Paul, that

Christians had suff'ered wdth Christ and must have risen with

him ; and as the ordinary conception of the resurrection of the

dead appeared to them to be attended by difficulties whicli could

hardly be removed, they conceived the rationalistic notion that

it was not at all necessary to be believed, inasmuch as the

resurrection in a very natural sense was already past in the

case of thorough Christians. In fact, these superficial lovers

of Gnosis were, according to all appearances, tlie same people

who in Corinth had no consideration for others with regard to

meats sacrificed to idols, appealing* to the claims of Christian

Gnosis,^ which they alleg-ed might convince anyone that in all

such cases the Christian must exercise simply his new spiritual

freedom. And while such, precocious advocates of an ex-

aggerated Christian freedom proceeded, under the pretext of

Gnosis, from Paul's own school, as far as we can speak of a

school in his case, his fiercest Jewish Christian opponents also,

under the same cover of Gnosis, invented entirely diff'erent

baseless edifices of thought which were meant to prove their

peculiar opinions and promote their objects, as we shall soon see.

' Vol. xii. pp. 389 sq. people really said ttjj/ avdaTuaiv ^Stj

^ That is, though the people refuted yeyovevai, as the proposition is given

1 Cor. XV. maintained '6ti avdcTTaa-Ls 2 Tim. ii. 17, 18, which may very well

peKpuv ovK eariu, 1 Cor. xv. 12, they were be a fragment from an actual epistle

yt't in Paul's view Christians, and did not of Paul's. In that case we have here,

deny the resurrection of Christ himself; ver. 17, preserved the names Hi/menceKS

without doubt therefore they did not and Philctus as the two teachers of this

simply proclaim this naked proposition, party, who, however, we must suppose,

but in establishing it appealed to certain according to the locality of this epistle

truths which were much more obvious, (i. 15), had then become influential in Ephe-
and, as they thought, established and sus ; and in that case we may suppose

undeniable; just as all parties in those the words Rom. xvi. 17-21 were called

days sought to establish their pccubar forth chiefly by this party,

views in a scientific manner. It is ^ As plainly appears from I Cor.

therefore extremely probable that these viii. 1.
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It is thus evident that Gnosis, even in its darker aspects,

was already actively at w^ork in Paul's lifetime amongst all

the various Christian parties, although we know but little or

nothing of the names of its first professors.^ But there is at

all events one name preserved belonging to this period with

regard to the significance of which subsequent writers were

able to say something ; and yet it would undoubtedly have

quite perished from the recollection of subsequent generations

if it had not, as it were by accident, been all along to be found

in a book that was a good deal read, and was written before the

destruction of Jerusalem. This is the name Nicolaitanes,

which has been preserved in the Book of Revelation.^ To
later writers it is but as a dream from that wholly different

period previous to the destruction of Jerusalem ; and it is

certain that the followers of this Nicolaus had their first true

importance in that to them more favourable time. We cannot

doubt that, in the first place, these people sought to support

their views by various statements of a philosophical and
apparently Christian character. This was, we know, at that

time the favourite method which was adopted hy every new
and ambitious party ; and the author of the Apocalypse, who
knew them from personal observation, intimates plainly that

the new doctrine of this j)arty claimed to rest on veritable

depths of wisdom and knowledge, and had, in fact, at the time

of its primitive vigour even its enthusiastic prophets and
ax^ostles."^ Further, we cannot doubt 'that these new teachers

were teaching in and around Ephesus practically the same
doctrines which were being gladly received in Corinth by those

excessively free Christians to whom Paul addressed his warning

words ; they intended, as the messengers and agents of genuine

Christian freedom, to go beyond Paul even, and supposed they

could prove that a Christian was able without any danger

at all to take part in Heathen sacrifices and ceremonies,"*

' But we have already said what ^ According to the true meaning of

names we may nevertheless regard as Rev. ii. 24, comp. with ii. 2, 13-15, 20.

belonging here. ^ Nothing else than this is referred to
- I have here stated more definitely in those passages of the Apocalypse as the

what I had plainly indicated in my early dangerous mistake of these people ; we
work Comment, in Apocal. and subse- might, it is true, treat the second member
quently more fully in the Jahrhb. der of the phrase, taken from the Old Testa-
Bibi. Wiss. viii. pp. 116 sq., and refrain ment, in the description of their error,

therefore from repeating many points which (paye7v elScoXodvra Ka\ iropv€v<rai, as a dis-

have been sufficiently explained there. A tinct charge, and then interpret it as mark-
statement of Hippolytus's (diiferent from ing the immorality of these people, as has
that in his work Adv. Hcer.) is now pub- subsequently often been done, having an
lished in P. Lagardii Analccta St/r. pp. argument for it in the false doctrines of

87 sq., according to which Nicolaus was the Nieolaitanes. But in the Apocalypse
the precursor of Hymen£eus and Philetus itself this is not the meaning intended,

above mentioned.
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and, indeed, tluit lie must even abuse the flesli/ that is, his

pliysical nature, or employ it in such acts as were to be avoided

according to commonly accepted principles, simply in order to

show how far his mind was raised above these acts of the baser

senses and how little he could suffer from them; and this

they maintained was Christian freedom from the Law. And if

we ask by what supposed deeper knowledge they sought to

establish such dangerous principles, there comes to our assistance

the reminiscence that these teachers had distinguished in the

historical Christ himself a lower material Christ from the purely

spiritual Christ who had descended from the invisible heights

of heaven, just as they distinguished in God the lower creator

of the material world from the absolutely spiritual and invisible

God.'^ Indeed, in Paul's time all the conditions for a distinction

of this kind already existed. The rigid distinction between the

purely invisible and the sensibly revealed God had then long been

made in the widely read writings of Philo and others ; ^ the

G ospel narrative of the descent of the Holy Spirit upon Christ

at his baptism,'' according to many other indications, greatly

struck the imagination and gave rise to a multitude of similar

exaggerated ideas, as if from that moment the human nature

in Jesus had wholly retired and become a pure phantasm.^

But if such a distinction was supposed to exist in the historical

Christ himself, if his visible humanity was thus completely

' Clement of Alexandria had heard as branch of the Gnostics, but as much
an old tradition {Strom, ii. 20, iii. 4) earlier than Cerinthus, Basilides and the

that the founder of the sect, Nicolaus, rest, and ascribes to them the same views

had the saying Set Trapaxpy]<^a.aQai ttj of God and Christ as to the latter, we
(TapKi ; that he desired thereby to remove have no reason whatever to regard all

all suspicion that he was jealous of others this as invention, inasmuch as he could

on account of his wife and was afraid of not obtain all this from such a source as

the power of his fleshly desires. The the Apocalypse, and we cannot see how
error in this was simply that Clement or why he should have arbitrarily in-

supposed this Nicolaus must have been vented it. It is not necessary that the

one of the seven deacons of the parent Nicolaitanes, to meet this description,

Church, Acts vi. 5, and then found it diffi- should have used all the terminology re-

cult to comprehend how such a holy man garding God and Christ which Irenajus

could live thus immorally. It is true employs when he briefly classifies them
Irenieus (Adv. Hcer. i, 26. 3) and Hip- with the later Gnostics. It is to be
polytus {Adv. Ha-r. 7. 36) suppose this lamented that Storr (in Eichhorn's AV;jfr^

Nicolaus is the same as the deacon, and xiv. pp. 128 sq., 171 sq.) without sufR-

perhaps it is somewhat suspicious that ho cient reason called in question the entire

is placed last amongst the seven deacons, account of the Fathers, and thereby made
as Judas Iscariot amongst the twelve the work of denying everything easy to

Apostles. But we have no historical his successors,

basis for all this, as even the most ac- ^ Vol. vii. pp. 212 sq.

curate information which Clement could ^ Vol. vi. pp. 194 sq.

discover regarding him is too meagre to ^ The Fathers coming by degrees to

be of use to us. call all Gnostics who thus reduce the
2 For when Irenseus in the following historical Christ to a merely Divine ap-

passagp, where he once more returns to pearance Docdce.

the Nicolaitanes, iii. 11. 1, calls them a
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degraded and liis purely spiritual nature was so excessively

exalted that his body became a mere phantasm, it might also

easily be tauglit that every true Christian must similarly value

only what is spiritual, despise as unimportant everything phy-

sical and corporeal, and, indeed, employ it according to his

pleasure, though that employment should be an abuse, in the

opinion of men of lower thoughts and merely fleshly natures.

Hence they sometimes taught that every Christian who had
sinned might become pure again on the eighth day.^ We can

thus still form an adequate idea of these first Gnostics of

excessive Christian freedom, and may with certainty assume
that a Nicolaus was really the founder of this party, which,

before the destruction of Jerusalem had a considerable number
of adherents in Corinth and Asia Minor, and was at that time

particularly dangerous.^

But the storm of that destruction and the first powerful

shock which it gave to everything Christian scattered to the

winds this first degenerate form of Christian freedom ; the

second generation of Christians, which grew up amidst the

great Heathen persecutions that now broke out, resembled the

contemporary Judean generation at all events in this, that it

acquired an increased dread of everything Heathen ; and as all

fellowship in Heathen sacrifices was more rigidly avoided and a

closer adherence was observed to the limitation of the abrogation

of the ancient Law formerly provisionally fixed by the parent

Church,^ the Nicolaitanes were deprived of their most important

mission ; and assailed by such severe condemnation as that in

the Apocalypse, they afterwards disappear from history for a long

time.'' But the passion for constructing similar baseless systems

continued, although the ultimate object wbich it sought to attain

and the course which it took were entirely different.

This appears immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem

in the ease of Cerinthus, a Jewish Christian educated, like

• According to Victorinus Petabio- ^ Vol. vii. pp. 359 sq. As the whole
nensis in the Maxima Bibliotheca Vett. of the following history shows, the greater

Tatrum, iii. p. 415. freedom formerly maintained by Paul
- The Corinthian Nicolaus of the had now to be won afresh,

apocryphal ActaApost. (Fabricii Cod. Ap. ^ TertuUian De PrcBScr. Hmr. cap. 33

Is.T. \. p, 498) may have been invented confuses them with the Cainites of the

later from the traditional idea of the second century ; on the other hand, in the

Nicolaitanes as iropvevopres ; but if these third or fourth century a new school

people were already so powerful at the must have revived the forgotten name
time of the Apocalypse, we can understand of the Nicolaitanes, and have put in cir-

why they should be named after their culation new books professing to be

party leader, althougli this is the first written by the above Nicolaus, as may be

instance of the kind in the Christian seen from Epiphau. Hcer. xxv.

Church.
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Apollos, in Egypt, but subsequently teaching in Epliesus espe-

cially ;
^ of whose peculiar doctrines we should likewise probably

liavc' been without the least knowledge if he had not (as we
shall see below) met with the Apostle John in the renowned city

of Ephesus and if the memory of this meeting had not after-

wards been preserved.- The Gospel narrative of the descent of

the Holy Spirit upon Jesus at his baptism had made upon him

also the deepest impression ; and, as he could not conceive as

human all the sublime things w^liich the Gospels relate of

Christ, all his ideas of God and Christ received a dualistic form,

which he made poor efforts to varnish over by the aid of new
fancies. For, having beforehand abandoned himself to the

Philonic idea of a double God and ruling intermediate beings,

lie conceived as the Creator of the world, not the first absolute

almighty God, but a power far distant from Him, and, indeed,

without a knowledge of Him, the work of which, therefore,

admitted of subsequent improvements ; and in like manner he

ascribed to the long-prevalent notion of the Law having been

given by angels^ the special importance of supplying proof

that it might be reformed in certain parts. As regards Christ he

was, therefore, more ready to conceive that, according to the

Gospel of Mark,^ though Jesus was, as the son of Joseph and

Mary, even before his baptism, more righteous and wise than

other men, yet it was not until, under the form of a dove, that

the Christ—that is, a purely spiritual power—descended upon

him from the almighty God, who had hitherto been unknown to

the world ; that by this power alone he then proclaimed this

unknown God and performed his miracles ; tliat he did not

suffer on the cross as Christ, but the Christ, as impassible, flew

from him again before the crucifixion, and only the man Jesus

was crucified, died, and rose again; and probably that the

resurrection took place by the union with him once more, for

the moment, of that purely spiritual power.^

' In this way there is no difficulty in p. 81, and Beer, Bas Buck der Jubilceen

harmonising the account of him in Hip- tmd sein Verhdltniss zu den Midraschim,

polytus vii. 33 (the only new fact con- Leipzig, 1856, pp. 25 sq.

tributed by Ilippolytus) with what is ^ Iremieus in this passage (iii. 11. 7),

known of him from other sources. where he speaks of him again without men-
- Hence the remarks of Irenaeus {Adv. tioning his name, says so distinctly that he

H(er. i. 26. 1; iii. 11. 1, 7) with regard to preferred this Grospol, and it is in itself so

his doctrine also are taken as from the very credible, that when Epiphan. Hcer.

first source, and they are then only xx. 5, xxx. 3, and Philastrius, Be Hcer.

repeated verbatim in Hippol, vii. 33. cap. 36, ascribe to him the Gospel of

Some details not given by Iren^tus were Matthew, or rather the Gospel according

preserved in the mutilated work (after- to the Hebrews, they can do so only

wards ascribed to TertuUian) Adv. Omnes because they class him with the Ebionites.

Har. cap. iii. * AVe must probably thus conceive

=* See my Sendsckreiben des Aj). raidus, what Ireiiajus has only too briefly in-
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In this way Cerinthus, according to all that we can now
learn about him, was the first who fully carried out the idea,

that the supreme and purely spiritual Power descended upon
Jesus and at times left him again, and made of this idea a new
gospel. And while Marcion especially followed him in this, as

regards the Old Testament he resorted to an entirely different

inference to that which Marcion subsequently drew. For he

taught that inasmuch as Jesus, even when the highest Power
rested upon him and worked through him, continued to ob-

serve, not the whole, but certain portions of the Law given by
angels, every Christian must also continue to keep those por-

tions of it,^ as, according to Christ's own saying, ' no disciple

is above his master ;
' and thus the old Judean reappears pretty

fully in Cerinthus. But this habit of mind, manifestly more
attracted by poetic fancies than filled with an earnest Christian

love of truth, might go on to produce its fancies without end.

It might be supposed, for instance, that the absolutely Divine

Power which formerly descended repeatedly upon Jesus, might
in the future once more come down upon the Crucified One in

the most powerful manner in order to bring about the end of

human history, or (in the language of that time) the millennium.

And Cerinthus taught this also, as we can gather with certainty

from numerous indications^

Thus the most dissimilar inferences (with regard to actual

life) might easily be drawn from the same fanciful suppositions

and poetical speculations ; and while Christianity had become
the subject of the freest thought and imaginative speculation,

before it had even overcome its first and most decided anti-

thesis in the world, it was in danger, amidst such vain sports

of thought and various new erroneous courses naturally con-

nected therewith, of losing its true strength and significance.

The Contention against the Gnostics.— The Epistle of Jude.

We cannot name all those Gnostic schools which appeared

in the course of the years immediately before and after the

dicated. It accords with his more poetic ' irpoa^x^iv t<5 'lovla'iajxw anh /xepovs,

and enthusiastic than strictly meditative says Epiphan. Heer.xxxiu. 1, with reason,

genius that he should conceive the millen- On the other hand, nothing follows from
nium in a very material form ; but the idea what he further says § § 2, 3, than that

that he therefore wrote the Apocalypse is the life and labours of Cerinthus were in

an unfortunate error of Caius of Koaie in the third century employed to make a
the second century, which would, like in- fiction similar to the Clementines, in

numerable other niistakps, have soon been which he had been everywhere represented
forgotten probably if Dionysius of Alex- as the bitter enemy of Paul and the other
andria, and after him Euseb. Ecc. Hist. Apostles,
iii. 28, vii. 25, had nut revived it.
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destruction of Jornsalein in all those countries in which at that

time Christians lived in considerable numbers. It is, besides,

unnecessary to do so. We can, however, see very clearly how
wisely and resolutely the best Christian minds from the very

beg-inning- met the great errors which thus broke out, and
which, if they had gone on unchecked, were calculated to de-

stroy all real Christianity by agencies within the Church itself.

The forces which were at work in the Gnostic tendency had

not in these early years developed, still less exhausted them-

selves, as far as it was possible for them to do so ; they might
still 2:0 on to build much more artistic edifices of thouorht, such

as were more enticing from their comfort and splendour, as in

fact came to pass in the course of the second century. And
yet it decided the future of Christianity that the right kind

of resistance was offered to these wrong tendencies as soon

as ever they appeared and began to spread ; and it was thus

especially shown what a store of clear insight and wholesome

counsel was possessed by the Christianity of those days, as

was so strikingly manifested by its most fitting human instru-

ments.

Among the foremost early Christians there was no one,

except John, so disposed as Paul to profound meditation on the

great Christian truths now permeating the world and so likely

to systematise definite conclusions concerning them, and so no

one with so much inclination to a Christian Gnosis in a good

sense. As a fact there proceeded from him numerous bright

flashes of thought on this head such as were provoked at the

time by the higher necessities of a difficult question. Subse-

quently not only Marcion but many other profounder Christian

minds referred to his illustrious example. But no one perceived

so early as he the hidden dangers of Gnosticism. All Christians

as Christ's followers may and ought to have Gnosis as well as

faith and every other Christian virtue ; but Gnosis is only one

of these virtues, and can be so much torn from its connection

with other virtues and pursued with such selfish motives as to

lead to the greatest errors. Above all it too easily puff's up its

student, leading him to suppose that he has truth and insight

which he really neither has at all nor correctly applies. By
this judgment Paul thus early passes sentence on all sub-

sequent Gnostics,' whilst without making any show he every-

where scatters the seed of genuine Gnosis. According to all in-

dications, tares of overweening Gnosis shot up nowhere more

' 1 Cur. viii. 1.
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luxuriantly than in the great Greek capitals—Alexandria,
Corinth, Ephesus, and from the latter city throughout Asia
Minor especially. In one of the last of his epistles, therefore,

Paul used the opportunity to utter the most earnest warnings
against such an incipient varnishing of simple Christianity,

although the colour which the school in question actually used
was that of an apparently very sincere piety. ^ And unlike the
Apostle Paul as the author of the Apocalypse is as a writer, he
does not hesitate, as if in rivalry with him, to pronounce, in his

concise prophetic language, the de;pths of wisdom and insight,

of which such Gnostics boasted, depths of Satan, just as Paul
calls such wisdom the wisdom of the world and not of God.^
We possess, besides, in the New Testament a small book

which was published with the sole purpose of speaking an
earnest Christian word against such Gnostic errors, which had
already in some places become serious. This book is the

epistle, so remarkable also on its author's account, which
' Jude, the servant of Jesus Christ, and brother of James,' sent
' to them that are beloved in God the Father, and kept in Jesus

Christ, called,' that is, in other words, to all true Christians.

It will be shown below in detail that this Jude was the brother

of James the Lord's brother, who had fallen a few years before

the beginning of the great war,^ and also his successor, as one
of the Elders of the parent Church ; we can, however, at once
clearly perceive from the manner of the whole epistle, and
especially of the salutation, that only a very important and
generally esteemed Christian could have written it. No epistle

with such important subject-matter can be simpler and briefer,

or more unassuming than this, which is especially intended

only to remind its readers of many things overlooked by them
at the time, but of greatest importance, while it declines itself

to teach or reveal anything; in fact, the author of it so little

wishes to be considered an apostle that lie even refers quite

openly to earlier sayings of Christ's Apostles.^ But this

extremely modest writer knows well that he can address all

Christians, without exception, on the subject of their common
salvation ; and because he is always diligent to do this when
necessary, he turns to them on the present occasion with

* The Epistle to the Colossians. words the author here means we cannot
2 T^ ^a0eo Tov 'S.arava, Eev. ii. 24, is now precisely say, as we do not know

only another expression for ^ croipia tov nearly as much of the life and death of
k6(tixov, 1 Cor. i. 20, 21, iii. 19, comp. each apostle as he did. It is enough to
Col. ii. 20. refer by way of example to the words

3 See vol. vii. p. 456. Acts xx. 29 sq.
* Ver. 17; what earlier apostles'
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admonition and exhortation on a special subject.' Such anxious

care to address all, when the necessity arises, is a characteristic

mark of one of the Elders of the parent Church, as far as such a

church still existed and had among its rulers a man so highly

esteemed for his own worth as onr Jude evidently was. And
inasmuch as he was clearly (as appears from the epistle) not a
man of such eloquence or so impelled by new insight of his

own as to be unable to refrain from composing and publishing

an epistle in so difficult a time, he writes, without doubt, rather

at the call of his office, thinking that on account of his very

position it is his duty towards all Christians at this time
publicly to exhort and admonish them. Such unmistakable signs

does this small epistle bear of being a general letter, addressed

by the author as head of the parent church to all Christians,

following thus the similar, far more important, and longer

epistle sent by James to the churches general ly,^ and without

such decisive precedent it would certainly never have appeared.

For that it was issued later than the Epistle of James and not

until after the destruction of Jerusalem is no less clear ^ than

that it must have been written comparatively early in this

period.'* We may, therefore, very well assume that it was com-
posed in the course of the first decade of this new period.

Another reason for the brevity of the epistle is, it is true,

that it treats of only one subject, and we cannot doubt, judging

from its manifest scope, that it was intended to warn believers

generally of a new class of Christians who closely resembled

the Nicolaitanes,'^ although they probably called themselves by

another name and did not wish like them to take part in the

Heathen sacrifices. In this short epistle these men are re-

presented as giving themselves up to empty speculations and
idle dreams/ like all other Gnostics, and as considering them-

selves very wise when, like Philo, they make a strict distinction

between God and God, separating the purely spiritual God
from the creation,^ and making the latter to originate from

an inferior God and lesser spirits only, as if they had not

' This is the meaning of the words at irfiaCoiJ.fvoi, ver. 8, since in its literal sense

the beginning of ver. 3, which are thus it dies not accord with the context.

very important. ^ On this account only can these men,
- See vol. vii. p 450. ver. 19, be called so briefly ol atroSiopi-
•' From the simple fact tliat according Cwi'tcs, an expression which taken by it-

to ver. 17 the Apostles, with perhaps one self is just as incomprehensible as when
or two exceptions, were already dead. we say //je D^a/w/'s, that is, becomes plain

* As appears from a comparison with only when regarded as the denomination

the later Epistle of Peter of which we of a school, and here in this context

shall speak below. clearly means the Gnostics with their
^ See ante. pp. 134 sq. claim to be Pneumaticists, but, as Jude
^ This must be the meaning of eVu- immediately says, were only Psychicists.
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created tlie world according to the will of the spiritual God (as

Keriiithos similarly taught) ' and as if, therefore, a celestial

distinct from the terrestrial Christ would be obliged to reform

this creation.2 By these proud disorderly fancies they were

little prepared and disposed for a quiet and humble Christian

life ; but in addition to this the restless and uncertain nature

of the time was for special reasons calculated to bring their

Christianity into confusion and serious errors. For it seemed

to them that now, after the destruction of Jerusalem, the

coming of Christ in his glory was unaccountably longer and

longer delayed, while the sufferings of the Christians did not

become less.^ Hence they became gloomy and morose, in-

clined to renounce what was truly Christian and to flatter the

Heathen,'^ and showed a growingly disorderly spirit also by

celebrating the Holy Eucharist in an unclean and unworthy

manner, debasing it to the rank of a common meal ;
^ whilst in

other respects no fruits worthy of Christianity could be seen in

their lives.^ But this debasement of that meal, which had long

been accounted the holiest and dearest mystery of the life and

love of all true Christianity," was alone enough to create deep

indignation in all who did not, like them, pretend to be the only

truly spiritual and philosophic people. And Jude accordingly

comprehends all the worst accusations against them simply

under the two heads, that they (1) 'turn the grace of God,' i.e.

Christianity itself, as is represented in the Holy Eucharist most

clearly and forcibly, ' into lasciviousness,' and (2) ' deny the

only Ruler (God) and our Lord Jesus Christ ' in their fancies

about a. dual God and Christ.^

' See ante, p. 137. hoped for at Christ's judgment.
^ All this follows with certainty from •* Ver. 16.

a comparison of the disconnected de- ^ The words ver. 12, comp. ver. 23, must
scriptions vv, 4, 8-11, 19, and when the be construed and interpreted as follows:

hints tliey contain are followed out. The 'who in your Agapce filthily f^ast to-

KvpiSTTjs, ver. 8, is the true Deity which gether, without fear feed themselves.' It

they practically deny by their dual God
;

is then immediately seen that the same
the Sd|at,vv. 8-10, are the exalted Angels defilers of the holy meal are here de-

which they blaspheme by supposing they scribed as Paul, 1 Cor. xi. 20, 21, has
had created the parts of the world contrary so bitterly to complain of. The ex-

to the will of the purely spiritual God, pression Agapce, therefore, retains in this

whilst, as was known, even Michael himself passage still its original meaning of the

when he had to give an opinion on a holy meal itself, which is not surprising

certain point did not blaspheme, but sub- according to vol. vii. p. 122. The word
mitted everything to the true God. (nriXds can just as well be derived from

^ It is not without good reason that airiXos,me'Miing filthy, ^i^-mi-yas ivoTmrriyii.

reference is made ver. 14 to the powerful ^ According to the strong imagery
speeches of the Book of Enoch concerning vv. 12, 13.

the sure advent of the Messiah, and ver. 21 ^ See vol. vii. pp. 120 sq.

and ver. 24 tothecertainty oftheparousia; ^ The words ver. 4 in so far are really

the greeting ver. 2 also alludes (comp. the right prelude to the whole further

ver. 21) in a new way to the mercy to be description of these Heathenish Gnostics,
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In view of these great newly introduced errors the author

of our epistle considers it to be sufficient to exhort his readers

not to betray the faith once delivered to them (by the

Apostles).' He does, indeed, exhort them somewhat more in

detail to beware of such persons, but in general only directs

their attention to various examples of ancient times with which
a comparison might be made, or also to old and new pro-

phecies which could be applied to them.^ Still, the most
dangerous people are sufficiently portrayed incidentally for

attentive readers by means of the descriptions here and there

introduced, and it is briefly shown what is the right line of
action towards them. A suitable conclusion can then follow

iu a very few words.^ Such is this short book, which we might
call the first example of a pastoral circular, since it is not
intended, like the Epistle of James,^ to be at the same time, or

even primarily, didactic, but confines itself to simply reminding
its readers of established Christian truths. It also differs from
James' epistle by following more closely in language and style

the loftier model of the epistles of Paul.

It is true that this short, and notwithstanding its decisive

tone, very modest, epistle was so little permanently successful

that it had afterwards to be repeated more strongly in a some-
what different form, as we shall have presently to narrate.

But the truth it contained was by no means lost. The three

so-called pastoral epistles, which have been received into the

New Testament, will show us how the struggle with the
Gnostics grew ever fiercer. But it was the hoary apostle John
who fought against them with the greatest power

;
yet, before

we can fully understand this, we must first form a correct view
of a very different phenomenon of those times.

{c) The new Thought and Learning of the Jeivish-Ckristian Schools.

We have already seen in many plain cases that all the varied
movements and parties were strongly impelled by the new
epoch which the destruction of the Temple ushered in to seek
under the freedom now granted them a more enduring form.
Under these circumstances it is not surprising that that party,

which from this time forth may be most briefly and significantly

' Vv. 3, 4. This brief epistle has thus a proper plan,
2 The two sections vv. 5-13 and vv. although this docs not quite accord with

14-23, which are of nearly equal length, the model of one of Paul's epistles.

form therefore in reality the principal ^ Vv. 24, 25.

portion of the epistle, the plan of which * See vol. vii. pp. 450 sq.

can in this way alone be rightly perceived.
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called the Jewish-Christian, and which ^ had already attempted
so much against the Apostle Paul, now likewise lifts its head
again with wholly new vigour and even takes a new form such
as might easily surpass in vitality all the creations of the

Gnostics. In order to understand this more accurately we
must carefnlly distinguish the following phenomena.

We might call those Christians who were born Judeans also

Jewish Christians ; the term would then be used in antithesis to

the Gentile Christians, and ought more accurately (as long as

there are Judeans in history, on which point see below) to be

denominated Judean Christians. But the question of national

extraction loses more and more all importance in the great matter

of religion, as it henceforth dis23lays itself; and we shall there-

fore call all those Jewish Christians who preserved more of the

beliefs and ceremonies of the ancient true religion than was
necessary and advisable after Christianity, when rightly under-

stood in all its consequences, had been accepted. At the same
time very different opinions might be held as to what of the

old religion should be retained, particularly as at first great

consideration was to be paid to Gentile or Jewish birth.

^

Again, the spirit in which more or less of the old religion was
retained, was not always the same. For the point of departure

might be either Judeanism as it had been most generally

handed down in the broad stream of tradition in the old Com-
munity, or the philosophy of the Gnostics might be taken as a

means of understanding the old and the new religions in a

fresh light. Or it was principally the party of the Essenes that

felt a strong impulse to draw nearer to Christianity ; and un-

doubtedly no other party in the old Community stood funda-

mentally so near Cliristianity as that of the Essenes, with their

deep need of a real piety and their bitter antagonism both to

the Pharisees and the Sadducees.^ From the fact that the

Essenes formed a separate society outside the great centre of

the ancient Community, it is easy to understand that they

naturally continued to have for a time less contact with

Christianity, which had arisen in complete independence of

them ; but as soon as the fame of it spread through its intrin-

sic greatness into even the most remote and hidden corners

' See vol. vii. pp. 351 sq, •without mentioning his authority; but
^ See vol. vii. passim. the entire mistake arose chiefly from the
^ It is thus not very surprisin<T: that error of Euseljius in supposing that Philo

Euseb., Ecc. Hist. ii. 17, makes Plulo's was a Christian who had met with Peter
description of the Therapeutse refer to in Kome and had been converted by him,
the first Christians in Egypt, an error in see vol. v. p. 376, vii. p. 201.
wliich Epiphan., H^r. xxix. 6, follows him,
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of the ancient Commnnity, it must have exerted an attractive

influence npon many Essenes which could only become more
powerful with the lapse of time. As a matter of course, Essenism

would in such cases seek to retain as much as possible of its

own peculiar character; and as in some of the precepts of the

Law it only exaggerated the scrupulosity of the Pharisees,

many of the converts sought, while adopting the new Christian

spirit, to continue a rigid life of penance and purification,

following in this respect such examples as that of James the

Lord's brother.' When the Apostle Paul heard of some of

these Christians in the Church at Rome, who followed such

stricter rules of life humbly and unobtrusively, his counsel was
not to disturb them without sufiicient cause ;

^ but when he
afterwards heard of certain people of this hybrid character who
decked out their heterogeneous faith with a new overweening

Gnosis and tried to propagate it by winning arts of speech and
by the semblance of a vain piety, he then warned the Colos-

sians and other churches in Asia Minor most earnestly against

such backslidings, as they were of a kind to discredit and weaken
the true glory of Christianity and to lower the unique elevation

of Christ himself.^ Thus many Essenic elements tried, even

before the destruction of the Temple, to force their way into

the infant Church ; after that event they were introduced still

more, and the adulteration of the Christian faith that threatened

to follow was only increased.'^

At that period before the destruction of the Temple, how-

ever, this possible Jewish Christianity, though difiPering widely

in its constituent parts, had a position and importance alto-

gether different from what it was destined in future to assume.

At that time infant Christianity had not yet torn itself with so

much toil and pain from its revered parent stem ; and though
Paul foresaw with such wonderful truth the higher necessity of

its total separation, and as far as he could carried it out, it was
still at that time humanly pardonable that as many offshoots from
the old religion as possible should seek to live on. At the time

of which we are speaking, on the contrary, the pure truth was
much more apparent to Christians than at that former period

;

but on the Jewish side, after the fall of the ancient Com-
munity, more fragments of it eagerly forced their way into the

Church in larger numbers than ever, above all many of the

' Vol. vii. pp. 169 sq. ' See further my Sendschreiben, pp.
2 See my Soidschrcihen dcs Apost. 464 s-q.

PauJus, pp. 418 sq. ^ See ante, p. 7.

VOL. VIII. L
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Essenes just mentioned.^ Now, as these remnants of Judaism

flooded the new Church principally in those places where the

Essenes had till then been most numerous, Jewish Christianity,

as a true combination of the old and the new religions, first

took, in this age of freedom, a fully developed form, and gained

gradually a very important independent position in the Chris-

tian Church. For when the churches in which comparatively

few Heathen Christians had lived previous to the destruction

of the Temple, now suddenly received this vast accession of

Judeans, who in the midst of the calamities of the time did

not know where to turn, but hoping to find a stay and refuge

in Christianity if anywhere, resorted to it, the old Judean

element was so much revived and became so predominant in

them that the previous opposition between Paul and his an-

tagonists might easilj^ be once more roused to activity. After

PauFs imprisonment, and still more after his death,^ his oppo-

nents were able to operate more unrestrainedly, and the new

age after the destruction of the Temple might soon supply

them with fresh reasons not only for keeping up their opposi-

tion, but also for still further aggravating it.

The most decisive thing for the immediate future was really

that even after the destruction of the Temple Christian churches

continued to exist, or were even afresh collected and increased,

in which Judeans by birth predominated both in numbers and

mental force and influence. And no visible power could then

prevent this, as it was in complete accordance with the past

development of things. For if such churches actually existed,

principally within the limits of the Holy Land, previous to the

destruction of the Temple, why should they not continue to

exist or even to multiply and consolidate themselves afresh

after that event? What clear and palpable right had the

churches which were composed mainly of Gentiles to require

that the Judean churches should follow their lead in all the

various customs and usages ? The diff'erence between the two

kinds of churches previous to the destruction of the Temple

was really only that circumcision and the observance of all the

laws prescribed by the learned Judean schools, with the excep-

1 It is thus not a mere accident that
j^g^^^ (^^ ^^^ Ysa, from Jesu, the

the name of the Essenes was interchange- Li-
able with that of the Nazarites, as we common pronunciation in Arabic), but

can infer from Epiphan. Hcer. xxix. 1, 5; not upon the name of David's father, as

this was only the counterpart to the Epiphanius_ thinks ; that name is h^re

similar case explained above, p. 120, altogether irrelevant. The Essenes dis-

If the name J essenes was used for appear totally from real life as a large

Essenes in this connection, as we see distinct society after the close of the first

from these passages, it appears to have century,

been originally only a play upon the name ^ See vol. vii. p. 447.
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tion of those previously discussed/ wei*e remitted in the case of

the Heathen Christians ; and even this concession to the Heathen

Christians was often regarded by those Jndeans by birth who
could not rise to the height of Paul's view, only as an in-

dulgence which had to be allowed them for the moment and

perhaps till the final decision of Christ when he should appear

in his glory for the great judgment. The complete destruction

of the Temple and dispersion of the nation ought now to have

opened the eyes of all to the fact that so much only of the laws

of the Old Testament could remain as was required by the

absolute truths of the perfect true religion revealed for all

nations alike. But when a man had once formed the convic-

tion that Christ, who had himself kept the Law and had taught

that it could not pass away until all was fulfilled, i.e. before the

end of the present age,^ had not yet come in his glory, he might

logically maintain that the ancient Law must till then remain

in force in such important matters as circumcision. The belief

also was long kept up that when Christ appeared in his glory

it would be in the Holy Land, probably near Jerusalem ;
^

accordingly it still appeared to many that a little baud of

Christians of the primitive type must continue to wait for him
there. And so, for sucb reasons, in this new age a number of

churches arose based upon fundamental views of this kind

;

and as they retained circumcision, the Sabbath, and other

Judean customs, they may be called Jewish Christian churches.

It was the more easy for churches of this kind to hold aloof

from the contemporary Gnosis, as they desired especially to

retain the tried ancient religion in Christian faithfulness and
hope ; and in proportion as they kept themselves independent

of the Gnostic mania of the age, they flourished with a vigour

and permanency which secured them centuries of existence.

Local differences, however, are often in the case of im-

minent divisions of great moment. When the parent church

fled in the year 6Q to Pella beyond the Jordan, it may have

kept for a time its centre in this town, but it follows as a matter

of course ^ that many of its members must have settled in other

' Vol. vii. pp. 358. pressed also Rev. xiv. 1, 20 (comp. Jahrbh.

2 This phrase Matt. v. 18, which der B. W. \n\. ^. %Q).

occurs in a similar form frequently in the * This is, however, expressly men-
SiLylline books, signifies until everything tioned from an evidently early source in

foretold had come to jxiss, so that after Eutychii Ann. i. pp. 339, 343. Tlie most
the fulfilment of the destinies of the accurate information on this point is

-world which prophecy had long touched given us by Eusebius when, in liis Omt-

upon an entirely different form of things mosticon (ed. Larf^ov, Berlin, 1862) ha

becomes possible. The words Sib. iii. remarks in the case of various towns of

575, 815, are earlier. Persea that Christians dwelt in them.
^ The belief is well known ; it is ex-

I. 2
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cities farther to tlie east ; and when Essenes and other Judeans

adopted Christianity in considerable numbers, thej will have

generally resorted to them if they did not like the proximity

of the Romans. As generally after the destruction of Jerusalem

many Judeans in flight from the Romans migrated into countries

farther to the east, it was more easy for a Judean character to

be communicated there to Christianity, as appears from the

indication mentioned above ^ and from many other signs.

How simple and harmless at first the idea of such churches

was, that in them the Apostolic parent church simply was per-

petuated, may be gathered from the clear illustration supplied in

the Epistle of Jude.- But very soon greatest difficulties were
almost unconsciously developed by the mere existence and con-

solidation of such churches. Except in the farther East they

were found almost exclusively in the Holy Land, or in any case

in its vicinity, where the Judeans were in the majority from the

very first. What, therefore, was to be don^ when Heathen
Christians, perhaps in isolated cases only, desired to join them?
And as the Heathen churches continued to grow in numbers
and power, what was to be the attitude towards them of these

Jewish Christians who did not scruple to go on bearing the

yoke of the Mosaic Laws ? Would they acknowledge th^m as full

Christians equal with themselves? Thus the same difficult

questions under the pressure of which Paul had increasingly to

contend until his death, now reappeared, and reappeared with
the great twofold dijfference, that now the preponderance of the

Heathen Christians and of the freer Christianity they preferred

had been decided, and that a Christian parent church in the

Holy Land, such as had existed until the last war, ceased
with the destruction of the Temple to exist for the Heathen
churches. In consequence the sense of that preponderance and
the dread of being crushed by the views and resolutions of the
Heathen churches, no less than the absence of any close con-

nection with them, which had hitherto been supplied by the

parent church, tended now to the result—that the Jewish Chris-

tian churches on their part generally kept more scrupulously

aloof, compelled the few Heathen Christians who desired to join

them to a more rigid observance of the Law, and were unwilling

to acknowledge the freer Christians as having equal rights

with themselves. The dissolution of the previous ties, and the
greater freedom with which everything could be afresh arranged
in this new age, produced also the effect that the party which

* Ante, p. 125. 2 Ante, pp. 140 sq.
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Paul had so forcibly resisted was able to work more freely than

ever; Christianity no longer existed in its first concentrated

freshness and vigour, and it was more easy than in Paul's days

for the various parties and tendencies which were then latent

in it to separate from each other. Thei-e thus arose the evil of

an alienation, or, indeed, hostility and mutual exclusion, between
the two kindred churches ; an evil which had reached its height

towards the middle of the second century when Justin Martyr
wrote his Dialogue with Tryplio, and which is nowhere described

more graphically than in this Dialogue.^

But when once the spirit of scrupulosity and exclusiveness

had laid hold upon such churches, and if thus Pharisaic ten-

dencies were able in some way to find insensibly a refuge in them,

it is not surprising that that spirit soon crept in still farther

and seduced at all events a portion of these churches to yet

greater deviations. We must not overloo-k the fact that in

proportion as the Jewish Christian churches rigidly separated

themselves from the larger Heathen Christian world, they were

compelled to approach much nearer to the Judeans in the form

in which they then continued to exist, and must have sought,

like the Christians, to reorganise themselves. If individuals

st'll continued to go over from the Judeans to the Christians,

they naturally preferred to join these hybrid churches ; and, in

order to explain and defend their own peculiar position, these

churches were obliged to employ mainly Judean learning. But
the new Judean schools began at this period zealously and
thoroughly to examine the fundamental views and faiths of

primitive Christianity,^ and to refute them in their fashion ; and

the method they adopted in doing this is nowhere more plainly

shown in its great general outlines than in the views, doubts^

and arguments of Trypho against Christianity, which Justin

Martyr has at length and graphically presented in his Dialogue-

with him.2 These schools reproduced essentially the objection

' Cap 47. Justin in this passage is himself plainly enough from them, as vre

not inclined for his part to exclude from shall immediately see.

salvation sucli Jewish Christians if they - Ante, p. 44.

will only acknowledge the freer Christians ^ The highly educated Judean Trypho,

and not seek to compel them to adopt with his philosophic pretensions, with
their narrower faith ; but at the same whom Justin fell in at Corinth, as de-

time he regards those as not wholly cer- scribed in his Dialogue, fled according to

tain of salvation who permit themselves cap. i. into Greece before the war of

to be misled by them. This lenient Hadrian. Supposing that he was then

judgment which he passes on these parties tar advanced in years, we might con-

is in complete accordance with his cus- jecture that he was the Judean Rabbi
toniary moderate stand-point, for gene- who is often spoken of in the Talmud
rally he does not take the position of the under the name pDIO (usually pro-

stricter followers of Paul, and distinguishes nounced TarpOn) as teaching in Lydda
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of Caiaphas at the condemnation of Christ,^ that the man
Jesus, who appeared, moreover, in such humble circumstances,

could not be, as he maintained, the Son of God and the true

Messiah promised in the Old Testament. Since the glorified

Christ had from the very beginning of Apostolic Christianity ^

been conceived as far more exalted than this, in fact as in the

highest degree exalted and Divine, and it was this very deifi-

cation of Christ which had made subsequently rapid progress

(as we shall see), they carefully collected arguments to show

that according to the true religion a man can never be God

;

they explained in another way the numerous passages of the

Old Testament in which Christians saw a prophecy of the appear-

ance of the Logos or of his action previous to his birth ; and,

in short, they endeavoured unfairly to put another meaning on

everything in the Old Testament which appeared but remotely

to favour the Christian faith.^ And thus the proper interpreta-

tion of the Old Testament became especially a point of debate

between them, as if it might be explained in accordance with

any preconceived views ; ^ but in reality the contention was

much more concerning the ideas of God and man and their

possible connection.

Much as the Jewish Christians may have resisted such a

Judean denial of Christ, they still gradually yielded more or less

to these energetic and obstinate Rabbinical objections, though

it might only be with the object of sheltering themselves against

attacks from that quarter. And thus there arose three dif-

ferent positions which we can plainly distinguish. Some Jewish

Christian churches not only adopted the usages of the Old

Testament, but they also held with those Rabbis that Jesus had

always been simply a man, took great pains to establish this

view from the prophetic passages of the Old Testament, and to

refute the interpretation of them which had till then been cus-

tomary amongst Christians. They maintained that Jesus had

been justified by the complete observance of the Law such as no

M. Taanith, iii. 9), and according to deity of Christ capp. 68, 126; with regard

{M. Aboth ii. 16, 16, Jadaim i. 3, Sota to the prophecies capp. 67, 126; with regard

ix. 9, 10, Sukka iii. 4, Nazir vi. 6, and to the denial of the appearance of the

many other passages, is mostly placed Logos in the Theophanies of the Old
amongst the contemporaries of Akiba, and Testament capp. 48, 56, corap. Ajyol. i.

at all events as later than Jochanan ben cap. 63. It was accordingly only logical

Zakkai. It is true, the Talmud gives no that such Rabbis should refuse to find

indication of any such flight as that men- angels in the sons of Grod, Gen. vi. 1-4, as

tioned above; according to Talmudic remi- appears from cap. 79; and thereby they
niscences he had even seen the Temple. commenced from pure rationalism the

^ A^ol. vi. p. 374. false interpretation of this passage which
2 Vol. vii. pp. 54 sq. subsequent Fathers reproduced, comp.
^ The whole Dialogue should be read, Jahrbb. der B. W. viii. p. 101, ix. 138.

but see especially with regard to the ^ Comp. especially Biol. capp. 33, 83.
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one had exhibited before him, and that on that account he had

been made the Christ ; that, therefore, other men coukl become

like him only when they followed him in this respect.^ This

humanitarian view of Christ might then have a certain justifi-

cation in the case of ordinary Christians in opposition to the

incipient exaggeration of his deification ; but those early Chris-

tian times were the less capable of settling this rising contro-

versy as to the humanity or Deity of Christ, as the great question

on which all depended at that time was whether the Heathen

gods should make way or not for the new God who came out

of Israel to attack them. And while these Jewish Christians

kindled what was pretty much a strife about words, they forgot

in their exclusiveness all the higher things of Christianity to

such an extent that they rejected all the doctrines and writings

of Paul as an apostate from the Law, and retained of the

Gospels only one in a form which corresponded best with their

own narrow views. ^ Others supposed they could combine their

loyalty to the ancient customs and usages with a higher esti-

mate of the Divinity of Christ, and allowed the use of the pre-

sent Gospel according to Matthew with its introduction teaching

the conception of Christ by the Holy Ghost : so that the belief

of the birth of Jesus from the Virgin became the mark distin-

guishing them from the other class.^ A third party, while

adhering in all other respects to the Heathen Christians, retained

a certain reserve with regard to Paul's writings, and did not

place him amongst the foremost witnesses for Christ ; and the

numerous exaggerations of the freer tendencies of this apostle

to which so many Gnostics resigned themselves, misusing his

writings, might excuse them. To this party belonged Justin,

who subsequently fell as a martyr in Eome, a Samaritan

by nationalitj^, who was converted in Palestine itself about

130 A.D., and who subsequently remained true to the Christian

tendencies of his youth.'*

' Which is very plainly said in Hippol. present Gospel of Matthew is, on tlie

Philos. vii. 3-i, -whilst in other respects contrary, fully adapted for the second
Hippolytus only follows Irenseus verba- class of Jewish Christians. Comp.Jahrbb.
tim. der B. W. vi. pp. 36 sq.

2 According to Iren. Adv. Hcer. i. ^ We may here follow simply the few
26. 1 (quoted more briefly in Hippol. but clear statements of Origen {Contra
Philos. X. 22) it would have been the Gels. v. 61) regarding these two classes of

Gospel of Matthew ; but as it appears Jewish Christians.

from iv. 33. 4, v. 1. 3, comp. iii. 15. 1,
'' It is only thus that we can form a

21. 1, that Irena^us intends the first class clear conception of the position of Justin
;

of Jewish Christians, although he does not he is certainly not an opponent of Paul,

further distinguish their various classes, but he does not use him as a primary
this Gospel must in the above passage source of Christian conviction in the same
have been confounded with the Go.spel way as his first admirers known to us

according to the Hebrews, whilst our use him. Irenaeus, iv. 6, 2, speaks spe-
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When the great Heathen Christian Church in the second and
third centuries looked back upon these Jewish Christian parties

still existing in Palestine and Sja-ia, they were in the habit of

denominating the Jewish Christians by a name which did not

receive its peculiar unfavourable meaning until the time before

us. This is the name Ebionites, which is not met with until

this comparativelj^ late time,^ and acquires at once its bad
secondary meaning, though as it signifies in Hebrew, at all

events in the Old Testament, nothing more than the poor, it

cannot at first have had this unfavourable signification. At
first the Jewish Christians when they went amongst the Heathen
may, like Paul, have called the members of the parent Church
the poor, as contributions were collected for them in the Gentile

churches ; ^ and this name Ehyonim, as taken from the Psalms

and other books of the Old Testament, might easily denote the

poor of God, or those who were specially worthy of the Divine

pity on account of their undeserved privations and sufferings.^

After the destruction of the Temple, this denomination of the

Christians of the Holy Land could not be so easil}^ forgotten
;

but it then acquired the more readily this unfavourable secondary

meaning, since those Christians had separated themselves as

Jewish Christians more and more exclusivel3\ It was accord-

ingly at first the general name for such Christians. Yet by
the time of Origen two hinds of Ehionites were distinguished,

which were the first two of the three above-mentioned classes of

churches. But in the fourth century, when both tliese classes

had still further separated themselves, the members ofthe second

class came to be distinguished by the special name of Naza-
rites, by which Hebrew word all Christians had from the first

been, rather satirically than otherwise, designated in the East,'*

whilst in the Greek language it was primarily only thoroughly

Eastern or Jewish Christians who were signified by it.^

cially against those -who object to Paul Eusebius can make n^ better than a
altogether. Unfortunately the book of satirical use of the name.
Justin against Marcion, mentioned by ^ Greek Christian authors did not
Irenaeus iv. 6. 2. in which he must have from the very first use the name readily,

given his opinion further on all these as it carried with it often a contemptuous
points, has been lost. meaning (comp, vol. vii. p. 334), but it

* The first author in whom we find remained nevertheless very prevalent in

the name is Irenaeus. the Hebrew and other Eastern languages.
2 Vol. vii. p. 358. ^ According to Epiphan. Hcsr. xxix.
* fVSt^l has in the Old Testament in 30, the Nazarites dwelt chiefly in Western

BO many passages this meaning, almost as
Syria,

.
about Beraea (Haleb) but the

much as D^IJU; and in eariier times the
Ebionites chiefly beyond the Jordan

;
the

^, . 7. , T . ^ , . ., ,
former, therefore, made geographically

name Ckasidim had in fact, been similarly ^Iso a transition to the universal Gentile
taken from the Psalms, see vol. V. p. 282. Christendom of the West. Epiphanius
X need not surprise us that Origeu and and Jerome, however, are the first writers
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As all such Jewish Christian churches arose rather from the

circumstances and times than from profound ideas and systems

of thought, they could not boast of any leading individuals as

their originators and founders/ since no one would have be-

lieved them if they had sought to appeal to an apostle, for

instance, as their authority. In the last place, those churches

which assumed at the same time a Gnostic form of development,

such as the adherents of Cerinthus,^ and particularly the new
Baptists of Elkesai,^ differed again from the Jewish Christian

churches of this simpler form.

The Life and Writings of the Apostle John.

By the formation of such Jewish Christian communities a

good portion of Judaism seemed about to continue its existence

under a Christian covering, in a somewhat altered shape, just

as it was about to vanish from the world. And in reality the

tenacious strength of Judaism and the wealth of lofty gifts

which were still present in this degenerated form of the ancient

true religion can be nowhere better observed than in these

various endeavours, some attended with great success, which it

made to preserve its essential tendencies, even in the midst of

Christianity.

But nothing is more fatal at any time to the growth and

fruitfulness of all the original forces and necessary efforts of

true Christianity than such a falling back into the spirit of that

piety of legal compulsion by the purest and most vigorous

who use this name, whilst Origen still It is very instructive in this connection

speaks {Contra Cels. vi. 51) only of SjttoI that Eusebius in his Onomasticon, under

'EiSiwi/aTot, and Eusebius also follows him XwjSdi, not far from Damascus, mentions

substantially, Ecc. Hist. iii. 27, with all that Ebionites dwelt there; but it is

his verbosity. Jerome who first, in his additions, derives
' This is at the same time the decisive these Ebionites from an Ebion.—But

reason why we may not derive the name though tliis is the case with regard to the

Ebionites from a wise man, Ebion, of Ebionites, it does not follow that other

whom neither Irenseus, nor Hippolytus, party-names arose in the same way, and
nor Eusebius, nor the Const. Apost. vi. that Nisolaus e.g. {ante, p. 136) was later

6. 1, know anything; it is Tertull. De derived from the Nicolaitanes. Ebion is

I'Tcsscr. HcBT. cap. 33 and elsewhere, who the one solitary name belonging to this

first invented such an originator, and age which was subsequently invented as

Epiphan. Hrer. xxx. has sought to carry the head of a school.—The first man who
this invention further. But Epiphanius, systematically developed the Ebion ite

xxx. 2, has nothing further to say of an views of Christ in a book was Theodotus

Ebion than that he lived in the little of Byzantium at the time of Victor,

town Kokab beyond the Jordan at the Hippol. Hcer.Vn. 35, x. 23, comp. Euseb.

time of the great war (and undoubtedly Ecc. Hist. v. 28, and the details in

there was a Jewish Christian church Epiphan. Hcer. liv. ; Irenseus does not y et

there as well as in the neighb turing speak of him.

Pella), and that he was a Samaritan by '•' Ante, pp. 1 36 .sq.

extraction: he might have read this in * Ante, pp. 122 sq.

one of the numerous fictitious stories.
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triumph over wliicli it was really brought into existence. And
nothing could have been more fatal at that time, during its

first efforts to shape itself perfectly, than the victory in the

world of this semi-Judaism with its captivating halo of ancient

true religion and its pretended rigorous enforcement but actual

dissipation of genuinely Christian duties. But as yet a true sense

of the life of the perfect true religion, as Christ had brought it

into the world, had been preserved too pure and too fresh—as

yet the bright transparency of the spirit proceeding from him
had been transmitted too directly to this second generation of

Christians—to suffer the danger not to be at once most plainly

recognised and repelled for all the future. In reality, all the

writings which have been preserved from these decades are

more or less intentionally directed against the Jewish Christian

spirit ; and with what energy especially Paul's disciples and
friends endeavoured to counteract this threatening ruin in the

most varied ways, will become more evident farther on. But
now it was especially an old man, on whom the sun of Christ's

life had once shone in its warmest, fullest brilliancy, who shed

the warmth thus kindled upon the world of those days as it

was growing colder, and dispersed all its other gloom by the

rays of his spirit thus illumined.

This old man was the Apostle John, of vv^hose great import-

ance to the Christian Church this is the proper place to speak.

A distinct feeling pervades the whole of early Christian an-

tiquity that he really had such a great importance, and, indeed,

that it was wholly without a parallel ; and the memory of the

details of his life became gradually obscure only as in all other

similar instances. But since in recent times the most lament-

able efforts have been made to still further dim that memory,
and if possible to destroy it, the greater care is needful to re-

establish it in its full truth as far as it is discoverable.

We have already seen ' that John, with his elder brother

James, stood in a closer relation to Christ than any others of the

Twelve, and that a loving zeal for Christ's cause animated the

two brothers to such a degree from the first that his stern word
was needful to restrain it. The elder brother, as we are justified

in conjecturing, probabl}? fell as a martyr partly in consequence
of the unrestrained force of an outbreak of his warmest enthu-

siasm for Christ, as we have observed above ; ^ but in the case

of the younger one, when we pay due heed to the indications to

be found in his writings, we find after the glorification of Christ,

' Vol. vi. pp. 302 sq. 2 yoi_ yii_ pp, 269 sq.
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a marvellous combination of apparently opposite spiritual quali-

ties. On the one hand, there remains in him to the very end a

profound fire of enthusiasm and decision for the truth and
majesty of Christ which nothing can damp, and which some-

times till the very last breaks out in bright flashes and is never

completely kept under because it has too deep a foundation.

On the other hand, we find a calmness and equanimity^ and,

indeed, a kind of delicate reserve and shyness in him, which

expresses itself in the most remarkable way even in the form

his life takes in the world. For he was always considered in

the parent church as one of its main pillars, was in equal esti-

mation with Peter, who was much his senior, and, evidently

because he surpassed his older brother James in mental vigour

and resource, was early employed in company with Peter in

various ways, both in and beyond Jerusalem, as speaker and re-

presentative of the Church.^ But nevertheless he soon entered

upon an entirely different course of activity from that of Peter

.

Whilst the latter early displayed on his own account the

greatest activity as an advocate and jjreacher of the cause of

Christ, and partly in consequence of this was very soon induced

to leave his native land, so that he laboured more beyond than

within the Holy Land, and is met with more than any other of

the Twelve as the apostle of Christ to the scattered descendants

of Israel,^ we find John, on the contrary, remaining all along

more quietly in Jerusalem, and to all appearances only leaving

this centre with the entire parent church at the outbreak of the

war with Rome,^ just as afterwards we find him similarly re-

siding permanently in Ephesus only. Evidently various peculiar

influences must have combined to make of him an apostle of an

entirely different type from all others. Such influences were

the grateful duty assigned him by Christ himself^ of caring for

the Lord's bereaved mother, the check of his first youthful

excitement by Christ's own words, which must have left the

deepest impression, a characteristic warmth of love for Christ

which found in itself its deepest satisfaction, and which no one

' This may bo inferred with certiiinty 18, that John had left the parent church

from Acts iii. 1-4, 11; viii. 14. On the and transferred his abod- to Ephesus
other hand, in Acts xv. he does not any before the lloman war or indeed before

more appear so publicly prominent in Paul's last visit to Jerusalem ; but we
connection with those important trans- have seen (vol. vii. p. 432) that it was

actions, see vol. vii. pp. Soo sq. enough to mention James alone in this

2 Vol. vii. pp. 184 gq. connection in the character of president of

^ It has been entirely without reason the church,

inferred from the fact that James only is * Vol. vii. p. 128.

mentioned as visited by Paul, Acts xxi.
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bat lie could feel in sucli a way, as the result of liis personal

experience, and a growing inclination to quiet meditative re-

flection upon the course of human life and the Divine mysteries.

Entire Christian antiquity unanimously informs us that John
took up his abode in Ephesus after the destruction of the Temple
and died there in peace in his old age, although we no longer

know the year in which he went thither. Without doubt a man
who, notwithstanding all his inward fire, had become so calm

and established, who moreover was in any case approaching old

age, would not have changed his place of abode without some
powerful cause and a convulsion destructive to the existence of

the parent church in Jerusalem ; and from all known indica-

tions this convulsion can have been no other than the dispersion

of the parent church from Jerusalem and the destruction of the

Temple. It is, however, very important to observe at this point

that before he settled at Ephesus another John lived there as a

Christian teacher of repute, who had likewise been a disciple of

Christ himself, at least in the wider sense previously described.^

This was the John who, to distinguish him from the apostle,

was subsequently usually called in Ephesus, John the Presbyter,

because he had been one of the presbyters of the great Ephesian

church. In the third Christian generation Papias, bishop of

Hierapolis in Phrygia, could still give a good deal of information

about him, as he had amongst other things carefully inquired

with regard to all the reminiscences of Christ's words and deeds

that were known in Ephesus.^ The graves of these two Johns
were afterwards shown in Ephesus, and the two men were

still clearly distinguished.^ It is this simple Presbyter John

' Vol, vii. p. 129, draws from these words the inference
2 According to the passage from the that Papias had himself heard Aristion

Look of Papias, preserved in Euseb. Ecc. and John ; this is not implied in the

Hist, iii, 39. 4, comp. § 14, which must be passage, and Keyovaiv is simply a varia-

thus interpreted, ' If any one who had tion of the previous elTre, and it is not

followed (i.e. lived with) the Elders came, necessary to consider that any strict dif-

I inquired about the sayings of the Elders, ference of tense is intended. The things

what Andrew or what Peter said, or what once said by such men they continue to

Philip, or what Thomas, or w^hat James, say so far as their sayings are looked

or what John or Matthew, or any different at as authoritative sources ; and it is

(erepos) disciple of the Lord, and what precisely Ae^ei, \eyov<n that are often

things Aristion (of whom we now know used in the present in this sense. It is

nothing more, but who evidently, like the also for this reason incorrect that Papias,

next disciple, had lived in Ephesus) or who fell as a martyr under Aurelius,

the Presbyter John, the disciples of the according to Chron. Pasch. i. 481, had
Lord, say.' The name E'Wcrs embraces, himself been a hearer of John's, as Irenaeus

therefore, both the Twelve and the other in the first instance said, v, 33. 3, 4; but

disciples of the Lord, according to a usage he may have seen him as a child if

peculiar to the time of Papias ; and he he was an Ephesian.
himself belonged, according to these plain ^ It was not only Eusebius, Ecc. Hist.

words, to the third generation. But iii. 39. who had heard this, but Dionysius
Eusebius very erroneously afterwards of Alexandria before him according to the
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who wrote the Book of Eevelation,' about a.d. 68-69, in which

he shows himself to be not only a genuine Christian prophet,

but also a man who was from his own personal knowledge

most intimately acquainted with the condition of Cliristians

in Ephesus and the neighbouring Asiatic towns, whilst he

makes not the remotest claim to speak as one of the Twelve.

Nor does it appear from the Book of Revelation that the apostle

had then come to reside in Ephesus ; and we are justified in

supposing that this presbyter did not live to see the apostle in

that city. It was on that account the more easy that the two
men should subsequently be confounded, at least so far that the

Revelation, when it was highly valued, should be ascribed to

the apostle. This was the case as early as the middle of the

second century,^ but that cannot lead us to deny the historical

facts. On the contrary, we shall not succeed in retracing the

true history of the apostle if we seek in any other way to

unravel its tangled thread.

We do not know whether the apostle removed to Ephesus
immediately after the flight of the parent church from Jeru-

salem or not ; his natural constancy would lead us to infer that

he probably first went with it to Pella. But whether he took

up his residence somewhat earlier or later in Ephesus, the fact

that he went thither and did not remain amongst the Jewish

Christian churches is very instructive, and necessarily became of

great imjoortance for the development of Christianity generally

in those days. For it was in the East especially, as we have

seen, that the spirit of the Jewish Christian parties was grow-
ingly influential. When, therefore, John chose Ephesus for

his residence, he gave the plainest proof of his disinclination

towards those parties, with their increasingly narrow tendencies,

and of his high expectations with regard to the Gentile Chris-

tians. The church at Ephesus was a great influential centre for

the Heathen Christians, and the spirit of the Apostle Paul was
predominant in it as well as in the churches of Asia Minor
generally. Nothing else could be expected, it is true, than that

in so large a city, and one in which Christianity had made
words preserved in Euseb. Ecc. Hist. vii. sphere than in seeking to settle such ques-
25. 16 ; and the thing itself admits of no tions. But unfortunately his widely read
doubt. This John is also meant in the books exercised undue influence on sub-
Co7istit.Apost.v'\\.^b.\. sequent scholars ; thus, though Irenc-eus,

' See vol. vii. p. o27. Adv. Ha>r. v. 26. 1, 30. 3, speaks only of
- As appears from Justin Martyr's John the disciple of the Lord as the

Dial. c. Ti-yph. cap. 81 ; but no one who author of the Apocalypse, he undoubtedly
is at all familiar with the character of means the apostle, inasmuch as he no-

this Christian philosopher will place any where clearly distinguishes between the

confidence in his literary judgment, as two.

his /or/e and mission lay in quite another
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such great conquests, Jewish Christianity should be very active
;

but an early tradition still tells how strenuously John avoided

any close contact with Cerinthus,^ and how vehemently on that

occasion the ardour of his youth again broke out into bright

flame. ^ Had the apostle been animated by a less quiet, modest,

and serenely contented spirit, when he passed beyond the con-

fines of the Holy Land he would, we may be sure, have gone at

once to Eome, and, as the last of the Twelve or of the ' Pillars

of the Church,' have commenced there far-reaching labours

such as no other Christian could have undertaken ; but he was

impelled by another spirit.

Yet though he thus modestly limited his range of effort, his

mere presence in this one centre of the Greek world, and his

persistent and active interest in the existence and development

of true Christianity, could become of the greatest importance

and lead to the most happy results. It was not in accordance

with his position and his previous history in Jerusalem that he

should undertake any special oflSce in the church at Ephesus,

not even that of the chief elder or bishop. Just as he had long

held in the parent church, with others of the Twelve, simply

the honorary ofiB.ce of an elder,^ he preferred now to think of

himself still as ' the Elder ' and thus to describe himself when

it was necessary ; ^ and everyone knew what he meant by this

designation, namely, that he spoke and acted not as filling any

special office in the church, but only as this individual with a

unique history and exalted memories. In fact, he would even

have lessened the weight of his influence on the Church generally

if he had then accepted in the great and rich city of Ephesus an

oflficial position, however great and far-reaching it might have

been. However, it was not according to his own inclination

and habit, especially with his advancing age, to interfere with

the business of the churches, to undertake various difficult

matters as they happened to arise, or to demand a supreme

pastoral and judicial position, whether in Asia ^ or in the Church

at large, and thus to set the first example of the injurious

' See a7ite, p. 136. arbitrary invention when in later fictions

2 We refer to the tradition in Irenaeiis, Ebion takes the place of Cerinthus,

iii. 3, 4, that John was about to enter a Epiphan. Har. xxx. 25.

public bath in Ephesus, but suddenly ^ See vol. vii. pp. 166 sq.

rushed out of it again because he saw * See Jahrbb. der B. W. iii. pp.

Cerinthus in it, and at the same time 181 sq.

advised the friends who were with him to ^ As might appear from Eusebius's

flee ' lest the bath in which the enemy of account, Ecc. Hisf.m. 23. 1 ; but Eusebius

the Truth was should fall upon them ;

'

introduces here his later notions
;
Irenaeus

an isolated popular tradition merely, but ii. 22. 5, iii. 3. 4, who is quoted by
one which must be based on fact ; accord- Eusebius himself, says simply irapffieiveu

ing to Irenseus, it was said to have been aiirois. According to Clement of Alex-

told by Polycarp ; and it is a purely andria, Quis dives, cap. 42, ad init., he
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ambition of later Roman bishops and popes. According to all

reminiscences, tlio old man, who retained all along his youthful

vigour, remained during his entire residence in Ephesus in a
l^osition of honourable retirement from public offices, and in

the enjoyment of a quiet leisure which was only occasionally

interrupted by the storms of the outside world ; and from this

whole period, tradition spoke of only one act of his in which
the first ardour of his Christian life impelled him to hasten

forth from Ephesus to complete an unfinished work of Christian

rescue in the face of the most threatening difficulties.^ As he
lived thus in quiet retirement, and to human view commanded
so little admiration or fear, it is the less surprising that many
were inclined to look down upon the poor old man and thought
it beneath them to pay much heed to his advice, which was
the case with an elder named Diotrephes belonging probably

to a neighbouring church.'-^ The Christian Church was then
already so widely extended, its members so numerous in Asia
Minor especially, and it was permeated by such various spiritual

tendencies, that the advice of even a man like John would not

meet with immediate and universal approval ; moreover, pri-

mitive Christians generally were far removed from a slavish

reverence of an apostle though he might be the most dis-

tinguished and conciliatory ; and at the time before us appa-
rently the most divergent views and counsels of many apostles,

and most of them already deceased, could be appealed to. But
all who were able properly to appreciate a man of such a unique
character as the Apostle John then bore, with a due perception

of his historical and personal greatness, must, when they came
near him in his voluntary retirement, have been wonderfully

attracted. And according to pJl later accounts it was a small

went into the neighbouring cities, at all youth the old man himself rode forth
events, only when a church requested him, into the midst of the robbers, and tried
and there consecrated bishops at times. all Christian methods in order to save

' It is this story, recorded by Clement the young man; bringing him at last to
of Alexandria in the passage just referred full repentance. I am unwilling to repeat
to, which is in substance as follows: In here the long story on account of its

a neighbouring town to Ephesus, John inimitable beauty. No one of sound
solemnly committed to the cai-e of the judgment will maintain that it is simply
church and its bishop a fine Heathen an imitation of the parable of the pro-
ynuth whom he accidentally met there, digal son, although Clement introduces
The bishop then instructed and baptised it as fxvdov ov jxvQou aWa ovra x6yov

;

him, but under the idea that he had been which is, however, only his mode of
saved when baptised he afterwards ne- speech.—The mention of the restoration of
glected him. Misled by evil men, the a dead person to life at Ephesus by John,
youth sank much lower than he was Euseb. Ecc. Hist. v. 18. 14 (after Apol-
before his baptism, and actually became lonius) is too purely incidental,

the captain of a troop of banditti. When ^ See with regard to him Jahrhb. der
John heard of this, reproaching the bishop B. W. iii. pp. 181 sq., comp. viii. pp.
for his neglect, with all the daring of 218 sq.
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circle of intimate friends and disciples especially amongst
whom he laboured in Ephesus.^ Many Christians of neighbour-

ing towns also enjoyed his confidential friendship ; and down
to the very end of his life neither the desire to help wherever

he could ])y counsel and deed nor the self-sacrifice needful was
ever wan tin g.^

And in truth no nobler or more illustrious and attractive

person could be found in the whole Christian Church of that

period than the Apostle John. In these first forty or fifty

years of its existence in the world without the visible Christ,

Christianity had passed through the greatest changes ; it had
burst its first Judean garments as the butterfly its chrysalis,

and translated itself freely from its first birthplace into a

wholly new and wider world ; and having escaped its first

integument, it was just soaring aloft in boldest flight in

order to subjugate the whole world. But while occupied in

this tremendous movement, and now at last above all amidst

the great world-revolution which had most severely affected

its birthplace, almost all the strong pillars had fallen who
had at first boriie up the primary edifice of its world-wide

Church, and with them perished the human instruments of

its existence, whom the Spirit of Christ himself had most
directly, purely, and fully possessed and animated. A second

Christian generation, permeated and rent by the most dis-

similar party tendencies, was about, not only to take up,

but to carry further and complete, in a most tempestuous

and distracted age, the final task of its predecessor. How
easily might this new extensive erection, with its summit lost

in the heavens, have wholly collapsed after the fall of those

pillars, if one of them, in the very midst of the edifice, had not,

with its loftiest capitals and great strength, remained immov-
ably firm until a number of new ones could rise with equal

firmness by its side ! This one exceedingly graceful and slender

but firmly founded pillar, remaining as it were in the centre,

was our Apostle John. By his whole genius and his previous

history he was just at this time fitted to supply the place of a

hundred other of the strongest stays of Christianity ; and if, in

consequence of his modesty and voluntary retirement, he had
almost been forgotten in history amidst the growing storms of

the previous period, now after those first storms had blown over

^ As the example of Gaius in the ^ j^ Jg enough here to refer to the

third epistle shows : I have shown in contents of the second epistle when pro-

Jahrhh. der B. W. iii. pp. 174 sq. that the perly understood ; comp. further my
two smaller epistles are really from the Johtinneische Schriften, i. pp. 503 sq.

apostle.
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and a new and calmer day dawned, he became by virtue of his

simple presence, with his unique life and experience, and by quiet

labour in his own manner, in his venerable age, the true centre

of prog-ressive Christian history. In his youth he was privileged

to bask in the full glory of the sun of Christ's earthly life, and

to have his whole being penetrated and warmed by its imme-
diate rays ; in after years, as he grew in independence, for more
than the ordinary term of human life, he let those rays of

celestial brightness and certainty, amidst the most stormy and
turbulent movements, work with growing purity and assurance

upon his heart and mind; and now he had long gained the

calmest and securest serenity of soul by an absolutely firm

faith in the peerless truth of Christ. In that new generation,

therefore, he stood forth as transfignred in the glory of that

sun of unparalleled brightness ; he was like a sweet reflection of

the glory of Christ which had then as it were vanished again,

as his herald and believing hero in this late age, as a refuge

and loving defence for all those who were longing for the same
serenity of pure life and an equal faith in the highest truth

which had certainly appeared. Thus in him were happily

combined the two great things which could in that age lead to

salvation : on the one hand, the richest and surest recollection

of the entire manifestation of Christ himself in its full truth,

perpetually freshened by the most vivid and loving meditation

upon it, and often overflowing in narratives of equal elevation

and feeling ; on the other hand, corresponding with this loving

memory of the past, constantly watchful and calmly serene

labour for the cause of Christ in that age (and when necessary

in opposition to all its new dark troubles), together with that

higher assurance and serenity which was now quite possible.

This age needed both these things that it might at last reach
calmly the full development of Christianity ; and the greatest

blessing of the time was that both had been actively combined so

long most successfully in this most capable instrument and most
noble and venerable hero. His labours proceeded thus from
a sunny and cabn elevation, and took a universal and general

range, and were in all cases directed by the purest Christian

energies and motives ; in opposition to all earlier or more recent

errors, he firmly maintained and made a free course for the

primitive intentions and powers of Christianity ; he started from
the simplest and most permanent facts, and to them he led

everything back, and thus his work was the most beautiful and
powerful revival and continuation of the work of Christ him-
self that was possible. It was, therefore, as if an afterglow of

VOL. VIII. M
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the original glory of Christ, both in its gentleness and endless

love as well as in its clear decisiveness and vigour, had once

more appeared in the man who had been as by a higher destiny

preserved for this late generation. Moreover, with all this

vivid recollection of the historical appearing of Christ, and this

revival of him for a new time, he had the clearest perception of

the special character and peculiar needs of that time. If it

needed a fresh and deeper inquiry into all wisdom, and had
been so active in this respect, as we have seen,^ in his calm and
profound meditativeness John was abreast of it in this matter,

while, unlike the ordinary philosophers or Gnostics of the day,

he did not lose himself in wild transcendentalism and seductive

vagaries. Jewish Christianity was then seeking to extend it-

self in a new and more threatening manner; but at length by
means of quiet thought and firm action it might be more easily

repulsed in the one proper way, after Paul had at the right

moment obtained a victory over it as by storm. John was now
able to proceed against it much more calmly and successfully,

but it was his special merit that he did this just then and in

the proper way. Thus by his mere presence he laboured in such

a favourable place as Ephesus, quietly in voluntary retirement

;

and yet his influence was in all directions so pacific and so

soothing, so instructive and so effective, that his work in Asia

especially could never be forgotten, and the most important

subsequent teachers and heads of the churches of Asia Minor
loved to appeal above all to his example and his teaching.^

But useful as it was that John should, by the unwearied force

of his discourses and his active assistance, powerfully influence

the Christians of his narrower or wider circle, his best friends

might nevertheless feel very strongly that he was able to labour

in another way with far greater results. Tor at the time lite-

rary activity had long found in the Church universal acknow-
ledgment and effective employment. After Paul's influential

precedent, epistolary literature, as most suitable to the local

and temporal circumstances of the Church at that time, had
been developed into the most perfect form, and had already

' Ajitc, pp. 184 sq. is undeniable that men like Papias and
2 For instance, the above-named Justin of the third and fourth Christian

Papias ; Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, his generations fell often in literary matters

direct disciple, according to Irengeus, into various errors, it is still quite un-

in Euseb. Ecc. Hisf. v. 20; Polycrates, mi stakable that a broad stream of genuine

bishop of Ephesus towards the end of the Christian life in Asia Minor proceeded
second century, according to his own from John, and that through him this

words in Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iii. 31, v, 24. country became a true second nursery of

Anything of this kind is not mentioned of Christianity,

any other of the Twelve, and although it
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become the most powerful instrument of rapid instruction

and explanation with regard to the pressing questions of the

moment. The literature of the Gospels, too, had then reached

a high degree of perfection :
^ and in these two very different

branches the firm foundation of a true Christian literature had

been laid, to which other branches could now be easily added.

John, it is true, had not till then had any share in this new
form of Christian labour, which had grown up with such mar-

vellous rapidity ; the whole of the Twelve, moreover, had from

the first had too little previous training for it, with the excep-

tion of Matthewj who must by his earlier secular office have been

accustomed to use his pen, and of whom we know how skilful

and enthusiastic he became in the literary service of Chris-

tianity ; and John had, further, always been of a too quietly

meditative disposition to readily take up this new work of his

own accord. But although he may have been for his own part

little disposed to labour by this most powerful means of im-

parting information in the service of Christianity, there was a

sufficient number of friends about him in Ephesus to induce him
by their requests and representations to undertake such a task.

Ephesus, too, was of all places the most suited for such work

;

and John must himself soon have perceived how usefully he could

thus labour. A man of his depth of character and quiet per-

sistency, notwithstanding all his fiery enthusiasm, may have

made himself gradually more fully acquainted with the Greek

language, even before he left Jerusalem, since long before the

destruction of the Temple Christianity made its way chiefly

amongst the Heathen, and, as we know with certainty, a Greek

worklike that of the Epistle of James could then be issued from

the j)arent church. ^ The fact that John now chose Ephesus as

his permanent abode, shows that he could converse without any

great difficulty with Greeks ; and if his knowledge of Greek was
in any respect defective, his Ephesian friends could easily supply

the deficiency. In his old age, therefore, he was induced to

write, and thereby he adorned his Christian services with their

most enduring crown. But we know that in this he yielded

only to the urgency of his friends,^ and w^e can still plainly

' This point might have been further -' See vol. vii. pp. 450 sq.

dwelt upon in vol. vii. if I had not * At all events in relation to his

already discussed it in the essays pub- principal work—the Gospel, See on this

lished in the Jahrbb. der B. W. from point Jahrhh. der B. W. iii. p. 174 ; but

No. I. p. 113 onwards. But some details this may also be supposed in the case of

will be further referred to below. [See the first Epistle.

Translator's Preface to vol. vi. pp. vi sq.]

H 2
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perceive that in this he proceeded with the utmost calmness

and, indeed, with most delicate shyness.

It was thus especially that his first work, his Gospel, arose,

if we like still to use the name Gospel of a book which is by its

originality and independence, and especially by its entire plan,

so far removed from all previous Gospels, and which (as closer

examination shows) though written without reference to several

earlier Gospels, surpasses them all in the most surprising manner.

On the margin of the primitive Christian age and before it

has wholly passed away, there are here at last once more col-

lected into a wonderful picture the memories of the life of its

absolutely incomparable creator. This is done with inwardness

and warmth, with an absolute love of truth and genuine vera-

city, as well as with marvellous lucidity and graphic reality

;

so that in this picture Christ's memory is for the first time

glorified for all ages, and must for ever shine forth as the

highest attainment of all human history. Whoever really

understands this book and is also well acquainted with both the

earlier Gospels and the tendencies and dangers of the time,

will undoubtedly perceive plainly enough that the aged apostle

now vividly realised to himself afresh all the memories of his

youth with a reference to those Gospels, and also with the most

intense feeling of the most recent errors of his day ; that he

did this in all the fervour of inmost reverence and with the

most earnest endeavour to comprehend fully in thought the

entire being and history of Christ ; and that it was on the basis

of this new and glorified recollection that he afterwards wrote

the book without a break and as a great connected whole. As,

therefore, the image of the historical Christ was then daily

growing less clear and fixed in the hearts and imaginations of

very difi'erent classes of men, and as it was exceedingly difiicult

to present a picture answering fully to this highest appearance

the earth had witnessed, John gives above all a clear, distinct,

and connected sketch of Christ's life such as answered to the in-

comparable elevation of his history. Though he does not there-

fore narrate all the historical details which he knew or could

learn (for he presupposes the other Gospels), he portrays all the

more fully, distinctly, and spiritually the heights and summits

of the story. And it is just this which is the great and glorious

main point with him. While, again, Gnosis was already, as

we have seen,^ making every effort to give currency to views of

Christ and his work supposed to be very profound, John is so

' Ante, pp. 130 sq.
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far from evading the examination of such deeper knowledge,

that he begins his historical narration upon the basis of it, and

propounds a philosophy of Christ and his work by which all

the serious errors of the Gnostics already in vogue might be

easily refuted. He proceeds simply from the basis of that idea

of Christ which could present most plainly the Divine aspect of

him, and which had then long been in existence, but had not

been applied to Christ fully and consistently enough. We refer

to the idea of the Logos. It was known long before Christ

appeared,^ so that even the name the Logos of God could be

used alone in higher discourse for Christ,^ who as a fact realised

it by his appeariiig as far as this was possible in human history.

As we saw in the last volume,^ the Logos had since Philo's time

occupied much more generally the profounder thoughts of men,

and yet it was John who first connected it most lovingly and

appropriately in the full extent of its applicable meaning with

the clear recollection of the historical Christ. For beyond all

dispute it supplied the one best existing means of expressing''

the eternal and purely Divine significance of the historical ap-

pearing of Christ ; and for this purpose it could serve most per-

fectly. The really essential elements of the idea of the Logos

as applied to Christ by John are that the Divine love and truth

were first revealed clearly for every man most perfectly in Christ,

as far as that is possible in human history and in a mortal

body ; that after Christ's appearance all human action and

endeavour must be judged according to this perfectly revealed

supreme love and truth ; that therefore the same hidden Divine

truth and love, which existed before the world began, and will

in all future time be the same even in judgment, shone forth

in him as he spoke and worked in human nature, and this for

all ma,nkind. No other existing conception could so perfectly

and intelligibly represent this connection between the eternal

and the temporal, the hidden and the revealed realities of God
and man. So John works it out in the noblest manner. And
already a sufficient interval had elapsed between the past ap-

pearing of Christ and that age ; Christ had already proved his

unparalleled truth and saving power in the hearts of thousands

of his followers, and above all in that of his beloved disciple
;

' Vol. vi. pp. 117 sq. Apostle; on the contrary, in the writings

2 Kev. xix. 13 as well as in the Book of of the latter the name even appears in a

Enoch. So far as the time was concerned still briefer form, and especially in a much
it is accidental that the author of the more definite sense. The unusually concise

Apocalypse is the first in tlie New Testa- expression the Logos of Life, 1 John i. 1

ment to use this name simply for Christ; (conip. below), also points to a long-esta-

but it would be the greatest mistake to blished use of it.

infer from its usage that he was John the ^ vii. pp. 203 sq., 209 sq.
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and thus it was time clearly to recognise and believingly to

establish for all time his eternal significance. And if Gnostics

sought, as we have seen,^ to make of Christ a mere angel, or

other phantasmal being, John, on the contrary, expresses the

pure historical truth by his new and original declaration, the

Logos became flesh, which can be understood only by reference

to its heretical antithesis. If, on the other hand, the elevation

and, indeed, at times the pure poetic flight of language with

which he brings into prominence the Divine elements of Christ's

appearance on the earth, might easily forsake too much the

firm basis of the terrestrial fact, he then holds the more strictly

to the fine border line between the Human and the Divine, so

that in reality God remains, in accordance with the ancient true

religion, alone in his absolute exaltation.^ And thus, as regards

this its Divine aspect, which it was then needful to give pro-

minence to, John presented the true idea of Christ's work in

the world, so that nothing can be conceived to surpass it, and

every effort to transcend its elevation must inevitably lead to new
and serious errors. And if Jewish Christian ideas were at that

time put forward afresh,^ the true narration of Christ's relation

to the Judeans, as it appeared down to his crucifixion, was all

that he need give to refute them ; and the manner itself in which

he speaks of the Judeans reveals the wide difference between them
and every true believer in Christ's word. If, again, the disciples

of John sought once more to grossly misconceive Christ,'* it

was enough for him to state more forcibly as many of the facts

of the original relation of the Baptist to him as were pertinent.

It is true that in this way his reminiscences of the past are

more strongly coloured whenever they are brought into closer

connection with the phenomena of his immediate present ; but

it could not well be otherwise when they were revived with

such vivid interest in a mind like John's in this greatly altered

age. Nevertheless, this book cannot be compared to Plato's

reminiscences of Socrates; and its object is so seriously to

present absolutely historical truth that it incidentally corrects

with great brevity many historical details which were related

less accurately in the earlier Gospels, and carefully states where
John's own subsequent way of conceiving anything, or that of

' Ante, p. 137. close to the actual historical Christ to be
2 If later theologians overlooked and able to fall into these errors of later

overstepped this fine border-line, they generations.

yielded to a one-sided and exaggerated ^ See ante, pp. 138 sq.

view "which soon produced its evil con- * See ante, -p^. 119 sq.

sequences ; John himself stood much too
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all the other apostles, more or less differed from the real sense

of the words of the Lord which he had once heard.

•

, This is the book which was destined to become the greatest

of the New Testament, not less by virtue of its original power
and the pecnliar historical position of its author, than by its

absolutely sublime matter. We may very well believe that it was
written about the year 80, in the form it originally bore, that

is, as far as the twentieth chapter ; but it is no less certain,

according to all indications, that it was not published until long

afterwards, shortly before the death of John, and then with the

addition of the twenty-first chapter, which may have been
added to it considerably later. For as the apostle undertook
this book only at the request of his friends, and finished it

with their assistance, he most likely desired at first that it

should not be published until after his death, as the legacy of

his love to all true Christians, and that, as his life was after-

wards prolonged beyond all expectation, he yielded to the

requests for an earlier publication in consequence of a special

inducement, which may be easily gathered from the added
chapter. This inducement was supplied by a superstition, soon

to be referred to more particularly, which had arisen with

regard to his long protracted life ; it appeared to be advisable,

without loss of time, to dispel it before his death, although to

hasten the publication of the whole book itself appeared other-

wise the less necessary as it was intended only for Christians

of education, while at the time of its production there had long

existed a supply of Gospels for ordinary use.^ We can discern

in this only another trait of the inward repose, content with its

own inner life, and of the shy reserve which were such charac-

teristic features of this apostle.

It thus happened that a book which was written by John
after the Gospel came to be published before it : this was his

' E.g. John ii. 19-22; comp. similar only a small part of it is from him. Comp.
instances vi. 6, vii. 39, xii. 33, xviii. 32, further Jahrbh. der B. ^F. xii. pp. 212-24;
xxi. 19. Gdtt. Gel. Anz. 1865, pp. 166 sq. ; 1867,

2 On all these points and the certainty pp. 507 sq. They make the greatest

of the authorship of the Gospel by the mistake who seek to cover their errors by
apostle, see further Jahrhh. der B. W. making the two Johrs of Ephesus one,

iii. pp. 146 sq., iv. pp. 178 sq., viii. whether the one be the apostle or his

pp. 188 sq. and elsewhere. Ihere are namesake. This is contrary to the surest

other \-iews regarding the authorship of evidence, and is an invention of pure
the Gospel which have been started still necessity. Those who sought to make
more recently, and are equally baseless, out that the one Ephesian John was the
and which can be shared by those only who apostle, supposed they could thereby
have no accurate acquaintance with either render the apostolic origin of all the
this book or ancient Eastern historical four New Testament books under this

literature ; .such views, for instance, as name the more certain : that was a mis-
that the Gospel was written by a disciple take, but the opposite one is a hundred
of the apostle after his death, or that times worse.
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longer Epistle, which in the form it took had necessarily to be

sent at once into the world. This Epistle bears still more fully

than the Gospel the marks of his most characteristic language,

and evidently of the language of his most advanced years. We
observe, too, from its style that it was written in an entirely

different period and in complete independence of the Gospel.

When he resolved to write it, the Gnostics, against whose per-

nicious doctrines he speaks in the Gospel also, and whom he
undoubtedly was then well acquainted with, at a distance at

all events, had come into his own neighbourhood and had
displayed their morally questionable conduct without any re-

straint. If the Gospel had then been already published, he
would scarcely have found it necessary to publish a further

special epistle against them ; but as that was not the case, his

friends may have exhorted him the more urgently to send forth

his public declaration before it was too late ; and though un-

willingly, he may have felt compelled by the great injury the

Gnostics were doing far and wide to yield to his friends'

requests. And as it had then become a growing custom ^ to

write in epistles to the Church at large on important general

questions, in his special circumstances he found it still more
appropriate, in lofty repose, almost as a glorified patriarch

already raised far above the errors of the world, to address

himself to Christians generally as to his children, and to leave

them in this epistle a final testament of his love. In this way
arose an epistle (though it can scarcely be called such) which
pours forth, as in serenest certainty, a rich stream of the

highest Christian truths, and in the midst of its course strikes

with keenest words the false teachers who had in the first

instance occasioned it, but without even mentioning them by

name or specially describing them.^

It may be taken almost as self-evident that in Ephesus the

apostle wrote also to single churches and persons when urgently

called upon to do so ; but accidentally only two epistles of this

kind have been preserved, and both were published together and
concerned the same church. For, as we see from the illustra-

tion they supply, in this case also the apostle remained true

to his natural disposition by writing with as great brevity as

possible, so that most of these epistles might easily perish. But
we see from these two epistles, too, how troubled the circum-

' See ante, p. Ill; vol. vii. pp. 452 sq., Schriften, vol. i. pp. 429 sq. ; on the words
pp. 476 sq. Trepi toD K6yov ttjs C^rjs, i. 1, comp. my

^ 9?.^^P- ^"^ ^^^^ epistle Jahrbb. der subsequent note in Gott. Gel. Am. 1863,
Ji. IV. iii. pp. 175 sq. and my Jokanneiscke pp. 1595 sq.
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stances of Christians in those parts then were in relation to the

public authorities, so that on that account long confidential

letters were not freely written.'

But even the shortest letter from the hand of this vener-

able apostolic prince, whether it was published before or after

his death, must have helped powerfully to allay the storms of

the time, and must become a lasting contribution to the true

Christian view and treatment of matters. For after the raging

storms of the first Christian generation and its great victories

,

the most important task assigned to the second generation was,

in opposition to recent errors, to firmly maintain, in the general

view of the nature and the duties of Christianity, those things

which had really been already acquired and to complete those

things which were yet lacking. In those circumstances it was a

great blessing for this generation that the apostle who had once

lived on most intimate terms with Christ himself was still alive

and so vigorous ; by his very name and by his calmly reflectiv e

and firmly settled Christian attitude he was able to powerfully

oppose all new errors and properly to defend all that was truly

Christian. It was reserved for him to witness this first ripe

harvest of Christian life in the world and to secure it by his

own labour ; and whilst in contemporary Judeanism there was
no one who could have laboured with such quiet effort and

such happy results, he supplies the first great instance in the

Christian Church of the general law, that the ripening fruit of

the noblest efforts and struggles of many always in the end

coincides at the right time with the solid quiet labours of some

one faithful workman who gathers them all up, enabling thus a

new and better state of permanent good to be established.

Amidst all the fresh troubles of the new age he kept his

position as in immortal youth, and, according to all reminis-

cences, did not die before the reign of Trajan,'^ and was then

ninety years of age, if (as many things render probable) he was

born ten years after Christ. When he could no longer visit the

Church save as attended by his friends, he was still unwilling

to be absent whenever it met, but then always simply repeated

' This is implied in the expression, us who refers to the point, Irenaeus, Adv.
' I am unwilling to write to you with Har. ii. 22. 5, iii. 3. 4, says simply that

paper and ink, or with ink and pen he lived in Ephosus until the time of

(2 John ver. 12; 3 John ver. 13), as if Trajan; Eusebius, following Ireuaeus, has

this would be unsafe. no more definite information to give,

2 According to Jerome De iScnjD^oriiMS either in his Chron. ii. p 681 or in his

Eccles. cap. 9 he would have died in the Ecc. Hist. iii. 23 ; we do not know upon

third, and according to the Chron. Pasch. what later writers found their state-

i. p. 470 in the seventh, year of Trajan's nients.

reign ; but the earliest writer known to
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the saying, so well known in liis books, ' Little children, love

one another.' And when he was asked why he always re-

iterated this word only, his reply was, that he did so because

it was the commandment of the Lord (to which he so often

and emphatically refers in his books), and because if it only

was done it was enough. It is true we get this incident only

from a somewhat late book,^ but it is exactly like John, and
may well be a genuine ancient reminiscence borrowed from an
early book. We have no trustworthy information as to his

having ever suffered severe persecution ;
^ probably his increas-

ingly quiet and retired habit of mind preserved him from it

;

and it was a great gain for the whole Christian Church of that

day that his life was preserved so long. When the venerable

apostle, as if by miracle, grew so very old and already a third

Christian generation began to grow up around him, the belief,

assisted by the still prevailing desire to see Christ's coming in

full glory, actually arose with regard to him, that as the early

favourite of the Lord he w^ould remain alive until he came, that

he might then, in accordance with the early apostolic hope,

enter into his glory without seeing death. But as soon as the

venerable man heard of this, he caused the superstition to be

put down, as far as a word of Christ's in support of it was
appealed to. And this was the circumstance which induced
him to publish his Gospel before his death.^

The Oidcome of the Conflict with the neiv Errors. The funda-
mental Principles of the true progressive Church.

There can be no room to doubt that thus the Apostle John
became in this age the Divine instrument for the defence of

the pure primitive truth of Christianity against all the various

errors which now for the first time grew so powerful and so

dangerous. He maintained that truth against the various

' Jerome, Comment, in Episl. Gal. this legend from an apostolic romance, of
vi. 10. •which there were many at an early period.

^ When later writers all relate that But when Polyerates in the passages
he was banished to Patmos by Domitian cited above, p. 162, calls him a fidprvp

or (as others said) by Nero, this opinion Koi diMtTKaXos, a Christian witness and
was taken simply from Rev. i. 9 (im- teacke7\ the idesL of witness occurs here, as

properly interpreted, moreover), in conse- appears from the whole connection, only
qiience of the confusion of the two Johns in its primary Christian sense, according
above referred to, p. 157 ; and when Ter- to which all true Christians, and espe-
tuUian (De Prcescript. Hmr. cap. 36) has cially the Apostles, ought to bear witness
even the account that he was dipped in for Christ openly and fearlessly before
boiling oil before his banishment to the the world; and this John had done
island, this plainly contradicts the much throughout his entire life,

more trustworthy reminiscence referred ^ See ante, p. 167. Comp. Jahrhh.
to above, p. 104, and he could only derive der B. W. iii. p. 171.
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followers of the Baptist,^ as they carried to excess some of the

primitive elements of Christianity ; he defended it against the

advocates of a false freedom in thought and conduct, without

on that account fighting shy of the boldest philosophical in-

quiries or the depths of true knowledge ; he defended it,

finally, most stoutly where it might easily suffer most acutely

—

aofainst the arroerance of belief in hallowed tradition and of a

righteousness by works such as was then on the point of once

more making way amongst the Jewish Christians. He main-

tained the fundamental truths of Christianity as they had from

the first been communicated, and at the same time as they

required to be in form reconstructed to meet this fresh age with

its new errors and also its new knowledge taught by the ex-

perience of history. This we must afterwards note in the case

of further special instances. And he defended those truths in

this way with a decision which never wavered, and at the same

time in accordance with the primary eternal law of Christian

love, not seeking the favour of men, and yet down to his old age

met by the suspicion and enmity of some Christians, while all

the time he remained an immovable centre around which all

true Christians naturally gathered.

We have here the foundations of the progressive and

genuine Christian Church. For it is only when the funda-

mental Christian truths continue in such living and growing

operation as we find them here, that the Church founded by

Christ himself is in its immortal youth, and with the constant

acquirement of new knowledge and new capacities, perpetuated

in such a way that it can at length hope to attract all to it and

become more and more an instrument of universal blessing for

all mankind. In the midst of his labours as head of his

Church, Christ had said ^ that offences must come, and Paul

had found as early as his day that there must be schisms.^

At the time before us, when for the first time such great free-

dom of external movement was possible to the Church, and
everything might be tried, the inducements to a variety of

fundamental views and movements in the Church were rapidly

developed, and, giving way to them, there arose a number of

differing Church parties, under the mutual misunderstandings

and hostilities of which the unity and universality of Chris-

tianity and its primitive Church were threatened with complete

dissolution. But from Christ and his spirit, after it had once

established its power and operation in the world, there goes

' Ante, p. 119 and p. 166. ^ 1 Cor. xi. 19, comp, i. 11 sq., Gal.
2 Matt, xviii. 7. v. 20.
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fortli perpetually a stream of life in the true knowledge of Him
and His influence ; and as his true Church, even before the

close of his earthly life, arose from that source, it is maintained
from the same stream through all time after his departure,

always finding at the right moment fresh and proper stays and
supports, such as our apostle above all proved himself to be at

this time. This is the Church which is always building itself

up from the same fundamental truths and powers which Christ

himself when on earth used in founding it ; the Church which
is always renewing and reviving the treasure of its knowledge
and power in the true conflict against fresh errors and in the

light of history ; the Church which may confidently hope to

become a more and more universal instrument in the promotion

of the kingdom of God and the consummation of man's rela-

tions to God.

It is the greatest achievement of the conflicts within the

Church of this period that just then, when it was for the first

time in the history of Christianity most necessary, these funda-

mental bases of a true and progressive Christian church were

laid for all future ages ; and if a number of the best Christians

co-operated in laying them, there was none who had a larger

share in the work than our apostle.

We nowhere meet in this period the name of a Catholic

church ; ^ and the meaning which was subsequently given to the

word by the Byzantine or the Roman bishops, and which is still

given to it, is anti-Christian. But everything true and im-

perishable that is implied in this easily misunderstood epithet,

we meet in full existence in our period. It has already been

decided that in a great church, in opposition to manifold errors

and devastating schisms, those same fundamental views and
influences remain in supreme force by which Christ himself

formerly founded his Church, and that they are not lessened or

weakened, but, on the contrary, increased and strengthened,

by the experiences of subsequent history.

Together with this greatest achievement it was possible

that some things perceived more correctly by individuals at an

earlier period were now less firmly maintained, and that thus

some defects were again generated. When the conflict con-

cerning fundamental truths is so fierce and obstinate as it then

was, it is not easy for the attention to be directed equally to all

' For true as the principle is, Uttov Gbtt. Gel. Anz. 1860, pp. 986 sq. I have
av y XpicTThs 'irjcroOs, ewet t) KadoKiK^ criticised other very false ideas which
iKKKi](TLa, Ignat. Ad Smyrn. cap. 8, it recent writers have formed regarding the

was not written by Ignatius himself. In origin of a Catholic church.
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less important details, and man}^ things will be overlooked as

comparatively indifferent. Thus the exceptions from the abro-

gation of the Mosaic regnlations concerning food, which if Paul

had continued to labour longer would no doubt have been

gradually disregarded universally, were now pretty generally

retained ; ^ on all hands a false freedom was so rampant that a

more strict observance of what had once been conceded by all

the Apostles was now natural ; and thus it was left to a later

age to carry out fully what Paul had regarded in his later years

as allowable on this point. In such matters of comparative

indifference John looked rather at the general freedom of

Christians, and gives no hints either for or against the laws

regarding food. Similarly, different modes of keeping the

Passover became common ; and in that matter John adhered

simply to the custom prevalent in Ephesus, so that in later

times his example was appealed to when the question of the

proper observance of the Passover became a subject of con-

troversy .^ But we possess, from an entirely different quarter

and from a somewhat later date, in

The Epistle to Biognetus

a small but fine literary memorial of this period of the consoli-

dation of Christianity, to which reference was made above,^ and
which teaches us essentially the same thing. The name of its

author was soon lost, in which respect it is like the Epistle of

Barnabas, although it is not, like this work, addressed to all

Christians who will read it, but to a respected Heathen of the

time. As later readers were unwilling to place it amongst the

oldest Christian writings, it was put, probably pretty early, like

several other similar works, with the works of Justin Martyr,

amongst which it is now, however, found in a few manuscripts
only.'' It was written undoubtedly at a somewhat later time

' See ante, p. 136; Const. Apost. vi. kind a fine production, but -which was
12. 7 ;

vii. 20, 21 ; viii. 47, 63 ; Euseb. v. written in a very different age, some
1 . 26. The great pains taken by the author twenty or thirty years later. The object of
of the Clementines to defend the laws this latter work it is somewhat difficult to
regarding food shows, it is true, that in discover from this closing fragment of it

;

the second century they were very much it was undoubtedly addressed to Chris-
neglected by many Christians. See also tians and not to Heathen, but in the first

Origen Contra Cels. viii. 29 sq. [Comp. now instance to a Gnostic, known to the
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, ch. \\.'] writer, with his adiierents, people who

- See on this point Jahrhh. der B. W. were seduced by their Gnosis to all kinds
T. pp. 203-6; viii. p. 199 ; xi. pp. 255 sq. of immorality and contempt of the

^ Ante, p. 117. The epistle from Church; and the book accordingly con-
cap. 1 to 10 forms a complete work; the tained probably an exposition of the true
present conclusion, capp. 11, 12, must Gnosis and an exhortation to Its adoption,
originally have been the end of an en- ^ It is difficult to comprehend how
tirely different book, which was of its one of the last editors of this epistle can
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than the Epistle of Barnabas, when Christians had ah-eady spread

abroad in larger numbers in all ' Greek and Barbarian cities,'

were living everywhere in calm assurance though amidst per-

secution, and could, indeed, regard themselves as everywhere

the soul of the world. ^ Moreover, Christians at that time felt

themselves already so completely separated from the Judeans,

and so perfectly independent, that the generation then living

seemed scarcely to know and to observe their original con-

nection with them, save as the persecutions of the Christians

which the Judeans indulged in reminded them forcibly enough
that the Judeans still regarded them as legally belonging

to their Community and as faithless apostates from it. This

peculiar condition of things shows plainly that the book was

published before the war of Hadrian. For the Judeans had

then become once more full of arrogance, regarded all their

ancient laws as still in force,^ and therefore fiercely attacked

the Christians if they (as was the case with most) declined,

even as Jewish Christians, any longer to adhere to them,-^

which, as we shall see below, accords with the character of this

interval only ; so that we may on that ground also suppose that

the author wrote about 120-130 a.d. He was evidently of

Heathen extraction, and intended to write in the first instance

for Gentiles only. His mind lived wholly in the Christianity

which Paul had first preached to the world ; indeed, in him
there seemed to be no other than Paul himself come back to

life to speak to this age, while many of his ideas and sayings are

like echoes of John's. The Diognetus to whom he addressed

the epistle was a man of distinction, who probably subsequently

became one of the teachers of the young Marcus Aurelius,

and who then, notwithstanding, probably helped to inspire the

future emperor with the prejudices against Christianity from

which he never afterwards got free."* Diognetus had also in

again, following that early error, ascribe still existing ; -which suits best the in-

it to Justin, -whose literary style is wholly terval previous to the -war of Hadrian,

different ; even supposing its earlier date and is what -we also find in the Gospel of

had not been in the -way of his author- John.

ship. ^ Capp. 4, 5. All these descriptions
' As appears from capp. 5, 6. would have no meaning after the -war of
2 Just as the Judeau Rabbis of that Hadrian ; and there is not a trace in the book

time looked upon all their sacra as still of its having been -written during that war,

existing, ante, p. 40, and as Josephus as the phrase virh 'louSaiW ws a\\6(pv\oi

often describes, Contra Ap. i. 1, 7, 12, TroAe/xoDj/rai, cap. 5, does not presuppose

ii. 6, 7, 23 (comp. also capp. 8, 9), every- an actual -war.

thing Judean—country, sacrifices, Temple, ^ As we may infer from the first book

&c.—as still existing unchanged, so our of the Thoughts of M. Aurelius, cap. 6 :

book, cap. 3, and the Epistle of Barnabas for to the emperor Christians were really

speak of the Judean sacra as if they were Goetse.
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his own youth, probably only from want of belief, said in a book
that he had in vain taken great pains to understand the nature
and origin of Christianity, and could not comprehend how this

new Christian race, differing from both Heathen and Jews,
could ' look down upon the world and despise death.' ' Our
author treats him as in earnest, and shows him with all the

superiority of his mind and the lofty enthusiasm of his faith

what were the fundamental errors of the Heathen and the

Judeans, and what was the true character of Christians and
of Christianity itself. Nothing could be said more simply or

sincerely, and nothing more convincingly, and nothing could

be marked by more decided faith, deep reflection, and mastery
of the subject. We have here the seductive richness and
artistic form of Greek rhetoric combined with the purest love

of truth, the ease and charm of language allied with the in -

spiring seriousness of the Christian. And whilst the discours e

begins with the most palpable and evident things of the senses

,

it leaves off with the most spiritual truths and loftiest ideas

.

It was not the place in an address to the wisest and best of

the Heathen to refer to passages of the Old Testament or its

interpretation ; and the author, though it is his object to give

a brief summary of the whole of Christianity, does not refer to

any esoteric and secret doctrine ; and as he certainly does not

need the aid of allegory for the teaching of these highest
truths, that system of interpretation is suj)erfluous and un-

necessary.2

3. The Final Form of the Christian Hope,

The Second Epistle of Peter.

If during these times, in spite of numerous restless and
stormy efforts to introduce innovations, everything tended to

greater repose and distinct finality in the fundamental views of

Christianity, as if to allow the first great harvest of its existence

and growth in the earth to ripen for the welfare of all mankind,
it is, in the last place, quite in harmony with this, that now
a greater degree of calm consolidation should be attained in

that sphere especially which during the whole Apostolic age
had been the most tumultuous with trembling expectation and
excitement—that, namely, of the primitive Christian hope.

One half of the whole of Christian life was at first made up of

' The language cap. 1 is so particular book by Diognetus.

and at the same time in such a form that - See ante, p. 117.

we do best to suppose it is taken from a
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the final hope which was the most intense expectation and em-
braced the end of all things in happy faith. ^ For, as in a

moment, all the Messianic hopes had been wakened afresh by

the rise of Christianity, in the confident expectation that the

Christ who had appeared would immediately fulfil them. The

very soil of the whole Apostolic age pulsated with the constant

longing expectation of his coming in glory to hold the general

judgment upon the world, to take his own to himself, and to

openly begin his kingdom as that which was then becoming

triumphant in the earth. Those who had been touched by

him and his spirit were already conscious of their immor-

tality ; those also of their ranks who might have died in this

period were regarded only as asleep until the trumpet of the

judgment^ should awake them for their glorification. But as

the difference between the existing state of things and the

glorification of all things in the fully consummated Messianic

kingdom could not be overlooked, very early the more definite

notion arose that all who would be alive when Christ should

suddenly come, would in the same moment be glorified, that is

clothed with a more spiritual body like that of the glorified

Christ, and that rising thus from this dull earth, they would

meet their Lord coming in the clouds, to remain with him
thenceforth in their glorified condition.^

Thus the ancient hopes had in the early Apostolic age been

immediately and rapidly Christianised ; and as in Christian

circles, where everything was straitened by calamity and all

infinite concerns were most vividly felt, every heart was in-

tensely expectant, at that time the Christian hope generally

must have possessed its greatest inwardness and certainty, and

as animated by the strongest feelings have beheld its fulfilment

close at hand. Within the generation then living, at all

events, it was believed, everything would be fulfilled ; and if

Christ himself left the day and the hour, that is the exact

time, of the fulfilment to the Father alone, and taught his

disciples to leave it to Him, he had nevertheless as certainly

pointed to an early fulfilment of all the Messianic hopes.'' The
marvellously vivid reality and the inward certainty of this hope

in its full extent had been thus one of the two respiratory acts

of the entire Apostolic age ; and when it had gradually subsided

' See vol. vii. pp. 105 sq. end of tlie -svorld, as is showni also by
2 The figure is here, as formerly in ' Isa.' Ixi. 2.

Isa. xxTii. 13, taken from the year of ^ See my Sendsckt'eiben des Ap. Paulus,

jubilee, see Antiquities, p. 374; for as pp. 23, 27 sq. 47 sq. 207 sq.

this year had long ceased to be an actual * See Die drei ersten EvanrjcJicn^

fact, a greater year was looked for at the pp. 330 tq, (2nd ed. pp. 407 sq.)
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a little during the course of that age, John, the author of the

Apocalypse (not the apostle) once more fanned it into its originjil

flame—indeed, he was the first to undertake the task of bring-

ing into one connected whole the vast variet}^ of Messianic

hopes which were found in the different books of the Old

Testament and were revived by the actual sayings of Christ

and the Christian spirit.^ But already the dangers which this

earliest development of the Christian hope involved were too

obvious to be unheeded, and after the destruction of Jeru-

salem they came more and more to the front.

People might be misled so as to bring forward such pro-

phecies of the Old Testament as had in their true significance

no relation to the Christian hope, or as had long ago been

fulfilled in their primary sense. Thus the true prophets had

before the first destruction of Jerusalem foretold a return of the

members of the nation of Israel dispersed among the Heathen,

and this prophecy was in their case most closely connected with

the general expectation that a new kingdom of Israel would be

gathered in their native country. As far as this prophecy had a

real and immediate sense, it was fulfilled, as far as this was

possible, at the beginning of the second building of Jerusalem.

Amongst the Christian hopes, therefore, it had no longer any

direct significance ; and John, the author of the Apocalypse, as-

signs this prophecy no place in his book, although he interweaves

all Old Testament anticipations admitting of a Christian appli-

cation into his great wreath of predictions. When after the

second destruction of Jerusalem circumstances similar to those

after the first seemed to recur for the Judeans, Judean authors

might indeed be tempted to revive that prophecy, as we know
was done in the case of the Apocalypse of Ezra.'^ But in the

case of the Christian hope, as long as it remained sound and

intelligible, it was necessary that a clear distinction should be

made as to this matter. Similarly Jeremiah might prophesy

that the Levites would never be wholly absent in the true

kingdom of Jahveh, and would become powerful again notwith-

standing the decline of the kingdom of Israel at that time,^ for

' I have explained this connected description, like the whole of the original

whole, after my Comment, in Apoc, in Apocalypse of p]zra, has nothing whatever

detail in the Jahrhh. der B. W. viii. of a Christian nature in it ; the Messiah

pp. 78 sq. and more recently in my is delineated in it entirely after the Book
Johanneische Schnften, vol. ii. of Enoch, which is one proof that the

2 See aw^e, pp. 47 sq. This book alludes latter book is as old as I have supposed

in the passage concerning the Messiah, vol. vi. pp. 112 sq. This book follows here

xiii. 12, 13, 39-47, to the return of the the Ascension of Moses, iii-v.

Tea Tribes, using the past^age Isaiah xi. ^ Jer. xxxiii. 20-22.

15, 16, comp. vol. V. pp. 90 sq. But this

VOL. VIII. N
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in his day worship without them seemed an impossibility, and
seven centuries had to pass away after his death before a higher

Divine possibility in this respect was revealed as absolutely

certain. And it is the sign of imperfect Christianity wlien the

author of the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs seeks never-

theless to retain verbatim such an expectation amongst Chris-

tian hopes.

Further, there are traditional figures of Old Testament

prophecy which, as an important truth had once been incor-

porated in them in connection with the Messianic hopes, were

necessarily assigned a place amongst the Christian exj)ecta-

tions, and which, as traditionally sacred, could easily become
too stereotyped and be too scrupulously conceived. To these

belongs especially the figure of Antichrist, which, after the Book
of Daniel, had become so traditional that it passed at once as a

matter of course into the cycle of Christian conceptions, and
has, both in Paul's writings ^ and in the Apocalypse, a necessary

place amongst these prophetic anticipations. But this figure,

as far as it had a valuable significance, soon occupied a much
more important place in Christianity than in the religion of

the Old Testament. Christianity took up the conflict with

Heathenism as far more earnest and inevitable than it had
seemed to Judaism ; the latter withdrew from Heathenism the

more it discovered its own inability to overcome it. Chris-

tianity accordingly symbolised in the one Antichrist its conflict

with Heathenism in its full power and terrible nature. And
Antichrist appears in the Apocalypse of the New Testament
delineated in this its terrible significance. Nevertheless, this,

like every other such figure of the prophetic imagination, may
be easily misunderstood and still more wrongly employed, and
it loses its entire force as soon as the outward form of it alone

is considered. The mortal combat to the near approach of

which the Apocalj^pse had pointed Christian faithfulness and
patience, had now arrived, and jet Heathenism as a world-wide

force still remained unconquered, and Antichrist had not been

seen in sensible form. And thus it became a great gain that

the Apostle John in the light of his loftier mind very soon gave

a higher significance to this as to so many other Christian

conceptions, and after his manner briefly taught that though
Antichrist was still to be expected, there might be equally well

many Antichrists, and that such had then already appeared
in the midst of the Christian Church.^

%
^ See Sendschreihen des Ap. Paulus, p. 28. ^ 2 John ii. 18-23, iv. 3 ; 2 John, ver. 7.
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In like manner very definite views regarding cycles of time,

in which everything hoped for would gradually reach its full

consummation, had long been formed. It had, indeed, always
been the confident belief of the great prophets of the Old
Testament, that the last conceivable salvation was variously

conditioned, and could, therefore, be only gradually consum-
mated. But two things afterwards led to a more definite

conception of a fixed period between the first and the final

stage of the general consummation, in accordance with certain

round numbers of universal validity. These two things were,

first, that in the course of the centuries it had become more
and more clear that there were great hindrances in the way
Avhich must be first overcome, and that the fulfilment of the

final hope was being perpetually deferred ; secondly, that for

these reasons the ages and changes of human history generally

came to be more and more mapped out with reference to their

vast spaces and cycles.^ The favourite idea was that according

to Gen. i. in combination with Psalm xc. 4 the duration of the
present creation would be 7,000 years, and that the last

thousand years of that period, as the Sabbatical millennium,

would be the time of the first great Messianic victories before

the beginning of a new and glorified creation. ^ This hope was
undoubtedly worked out before the time of Christ in a widely

read book, and thus passed into Christian circles. But it is

perilous to conceive thus a long interval during which the
Divine victory is to be completely won and calmly enjoyed on
the earth, while yet a far higher and quite different state of

blessedness is to be looked for later on. Here and there in

Christian circles the most extravagant material images which
might be referred to this Sabbatic interval were collected from
prophetic books of all kinds, and were even confounded with
Christ's own words. ^ But men of cooler minds felt from the

beginning a horror of all this ; and though the author of the

New Testament Apocalypse, for good reasons, interweaves the

hope of a millennium of this kind into the wreath of Christian

expectations, he does it without any extravagant pictures and
symbols.^

' See vol. V. p. 318; vol. vi. pp. Hist. iii. 39. 12, as if they had been
55 sq. uttered by Christ, were really taken at

- Comp. on this point my Jb/^a;i»^/sc^e first from 2 Bar. cap. 29, comp. capp.
Schriftcn ii. pp. 324-26 ; and the remarks 36, 73 sq., as I observed in the Gbtt.
above, p. 51. Gel. Anz. 1867, p. 1715.

3 Thus the extravagant figuros and ' Comp, my Johannehchc ckriften ii.

conceptions in which Papias revelled ac- pp. 322 sq,

cording to Irenseus v. 33 and Euseb. Ecc.

N 2
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But the most dangerous thing of all was the reaction of cold-

ness and indifference which at length followed the first fervour

of these hopes. When the first generation of Christians with

most of the Apostles had now passed awa}^, and j^et Christ did

not appear in his glory and the great triumph of his followers

had not been secured—when, after the destruction of Jeru-

salem, everything settled down into a new long and sluggish

calm, which was broken only by the persecutions of the

Christians—in these circumstances a gloomy despair fell upon

many Christians, and the more thoughtless turned coldly away
from all Christian hopes that had hitherto been held. These

were in most cases the Christians who preferred to base their

salvation upon the new fancies of their own narrow intellects ^

rather than upon a sympathetic understanding of the great

truths that had been communicated. If there were such

sceptics five or ten years after the destruction of Jerusalem, as

-we have seen,^ it may be easily supposed that their number
and their audacity would increase in the decades immediately

following, when such doubts might seem to be amply confirmed

by experience. An actual refutation of them and the state-

ment of a satisfactory view in opposition to them grew more
and more a necessity ; and this was done at last in good time

in a book which has still its place in the New Testament as

one of the last epistles, and which can be properly appreciated

from this point of view only.

This is the Second Epistle of Peter, as it has been called

since its reception into the New Testament, an epistle which

bears plainer marks than any similar one of having been

written and sent forth by an anonymous author in the name of

a great apostle, for pretty much the same reasons as induced

other excellent Christians about this time to avail themselves

of a literary artifice of this description, as was observed in

a general way above.^ In his w^ork this writer made very

free use of the Epistle of Jude, the date and object of which

were examined above,"* appropriating almost all its main
thoughts, and repeating them almost verbatim.^ Indeed, unless

he wished to publish in his own name an entirely new and

independent epistle for the instruction of his contemporaries,

he could not do better. The Epistle of Jude had already dealt

with almost the same doubts regarding the coming of Christ in

' Ante, pp. 127 sq. ^ It may easily be perceived and
^ Ante, pp. 127 sq. shown that the Epistle of Jude was not
^ Ante, p. 106. taken from our epistle.

* Anre, pp. 140 sq.
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his glorj and the universal judgment connected with it, and it

was aimed at the same false Gnostics against wlioni our author

wished to speak ; and it contained very much that was still

most appropriate to be said on the matter. But a considerable

time had elapsed, and the Epistle of Jude had not completely

effected its object; false doubters had since grown more
numerous and more daring in the Church, especially in certain

quarters, and a more powerful voice than that of Jude's was
needed. According to all indications we may very well suppose

that our author did not resolve to do something publicly against

these unsatisfactory Christians of his time until some twenty
years after the publication of the Epistle of Jude, when Jude
himself had long been dead, and his epistle was no longer much
heeded by many.' In these circumstances it was a very suitable

thing to do to reproduce in this way and send out afresh the

essential part of that epistle ; and as our author attached no
importance whatever to the charm that might belong to his own
ideas or to the honour of a literary name, but desired solely to

contribute what he could to promote the Christian cause, he
could the more easily take that earlier epistle as the basis of the

chief portion of his own. And all the other indications enable

us easily to discover the origin of our epistle. The author,

animated by the pure desire to serve the great cause of Chris-

tianity, writes, it is true, with great skill from the standpoint

of the life and thought of Peter, as far as he was able to trans-

late himself with vivid reality into them, which he was neces-

sitated to do by the plan of his book. He writes as if Peter

shortly before his death, and with the distinct expectation of its

nearness, once more addressed himself to Christians with most
affectionate exhortation.^ But while he writes thus he takes

so little pains to imitate closely in his own epistle the previous

epistle of Peter which was really written by the apostle,^ and
which our author was undoubtedly acquainted with,^ that his

language and style are entirely different. The real Epistle of

Peter is simple in its language and style, while our epistle is

written in a rhetorical, involved, and often artificially laboured

' Itisremarkable that the phrase /iu0ois work in this respect is therefore the same
i^aKoXov6-f](ravT€s, .Tosephus, Ant. pref. § 4, as in the book of Ecclesiastes, where
is repeated 2 Pet. i. 16. [Dr. Abbott, Solomon is introduced as speaking shortly

The Expositor, J-du. IS82, &nd Archdea.con before his death, whilst in the Book of

Farrar, Earli/ Days of Christianity, Wisdom (see vol. v. pp. 479 sq.) he speaks,

p. 106, have since shown how extensive in accordance with its purpose, as king

the similarities between Josephus and in the midst of his best y^nrs.

the author of 2 Peter are.] ^ See vol. vii. pp. 462 sq.

2 According to the meaning of the ' 2 Pet. iii. 1.

passage 2 Pet. i. 12-15. The plan of the
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style ; the author, as a Christian who had enjoyed a learned

education, interweaving even the favourite sacred number seven

into the thread of his discourse.^ We can still plainly discover

why he pi-eferred to write his epistle in Peter's name rather

than in Paul's, though his mind was more akin to the latter.

When he undertook his work, a subordinate purpose with him
was to say a good word for the epistles of Paul, which must
then have been widely distributed in a collected form and

largely read. Some things in those epistles had been super-

ficially understood and falsely applied by the Gnostics es-

pecially, as we have seen ; ^ we do not now know what the

exact details in question were, but as our author had so clearly

perceived the bad use that was being made of these epistles, he

determined on this opportunity to give his warning against

the misuse of them, while at the same time he warmly com-

mended them, as they deserved, to all Christians.^ But that

could be best done by introducing, not Paul himself, but his

great colleague, Peter, as the speaker; and this was un-

doubtedly one chief reason which led him to write the epistle

in Peter's name. Indeed, a word of commendation on this

matter was admira^bly adapted to prevent many useless con-

tentions of those times, and to aid the amicable adjustment of

all Christian views. And the anonymous author might be

firmly convinced that he had said nothing which Peter himself,

had he been alive, would not have said in some such form and

by the weight of his name decisively settled.^

After the manner of the epistles of Paul, the author makes

Peter announce by an elevated introduction the chief subject

of the letter,^ speaks then mainly in the words of the Epistle

of Jude against the Gnostics,^ and turns last to his essay on the

Christian hope which was denied by pseudo-philosophic Chris-

tians of that class,^ closing with an appended word with refer-

ence to the epistles of Paul. The part of the epistle peculiarly

* In the passage 2 Pet. i. 5-7 seven work of the Preaching of Paul (vol, vii.

virtues, with love as their climax, are p. 460), which was at one time largely

enumerated as following step by step from read and is probably the same work as the

the first fundamental virtn-^ of faith ; the Preaching of Peter (according to the frag-

number seven is not expressly mentioned, ments in Clement's Strom, i. 29, ii. 15,

but it is evidently intended, which is not vi. 5, 6, 15,. and Origen's Comment, in

surprising in such a writer and at that Joaii. torn. x'm. 17, who quotes from Hera-
time, cleon), as both apostles are introduced

^ Ante, pp. 133 sq. as speakei'S in it.

^ 2 Pet. iii. 14-18. ^ Ch. i., where as in ch. iii. the lan-
•• The same endeavour to present the guage most characteristic of and peculiar

two greatest apostles, who had both met to this author is found,

their end in Kome, as at last of the same '^ Ch. ii.

mind, was some time later prosecuted ^ Ch. iii. 1-13.

with stronger means by the narrative
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the author's own is, therefore, in addition to this appended
remark on the epistles of Paul, to be found mainly in this essay-

on the Christian hope, and it is only on this point that he con-

tributes anything- new. He reminds his readers of the great

epochs in which the whole creation moves on, in order to rise

from the destruction of one of its forms to a new and higher

one, and that as the past creation, having arisen out of the

chaos of water, perished by the deluge, so the existing world,

with its fundamentally different constitution, may perish in a

different way by fire, as if to be purified into a higher form by

this more pungent element than water ; and this conception of

the destruction of the world by fire was particularly natural in

those days.^ This idea, as far as it is concerned with material

matters, reveals rather the learned than the purely inspired

writer ; but the gaze of the reader is quite properly led away
from the limited present into the immeasurable spaces of

history, in which alone Christian hope, in proportion as it is

deeply founded, can find its fulfilment ; and when the author

goes on to say that in Divine things, such as true Christian

hopes are, narrow human periods must not be taken as the

standard of measurement,^ the proof of the truth of these hopes

is fully presented.

Thus this epistle had its value in aiding the complete con-

struction of Christian views and the lasting tranquillisation of

the Christian mind, as it opened a glance into that vast eternity

in which alone Christian hopes, precisely on account of their

infinitely comprehensive nature, can be fulfilled. And yet this

tranquillisation would have been a vain one unless all the past

history of Christianity had amply supported those hopes, and

had thus become a pledge of their fulfilment in the endless

future. Happily this was the case, though our author does not

consider it necessary to speak of it. Even the very first genera-

tion of Christians previous to the destruction of Jerusalem had

not passed away without some fulfilment of the first burning

hope of the Christians of a more sensible feeling of the coming

of Christ in his glory ; for when those first forty years were

now after the destruction of Jerusalem looked back upon, it

could be distinctly enough felt that the rejection of Christian

' As I have shown \n my Ahha7idlu7iff ^ 2 Pet. iii. 8, after Ps. xc. 4: our

iiber die Sihyll. Bilcher : it is not necessary author also, though writing as late as the

to suppose that our author took his con- end of the tirst or the beginning of the

ception of the destruction of the world by second century, still in spirit follows

fire in the first instance from the Greek closely in the line of the previous writers

philosophers. Suggestions of the idea whose works appeared worthy of a place

were already to be found, Isa. i. 2'}, ,31

;

in tlic Canon.

1. 11 : Ixvi. 24: and elsewhere.
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truth had been terribly avenged on the Judeans, that the

power of Christ's spirit had never left his followers amidst the

deepest suflPerings of that time, and that his Chnrch was now
rising in power to a new life from that extreme trial ; all of which

we have seen above.' The first great fulfilment of Christian

hope had, therefore, already been actually experienced, and the

prophecies of Christ himself had found their first confirmation

for these first days. With the less difficulty, therefore, could

the glance now be directed forwards into a far more extended

period of time, and the more easy was it to perceive what was
essential or unessential in the outward form of all prophetic

utterances with reference to the eternal Christian hope.

Even the truest prophecy, not excepting that of Christ

himself, Matt. xxiv. xxv., must always find both its attestation

and historical limitation in the strict course of the development

of its fundamental thought. This can be seen nowhere more
plainly than in the utterances of Christ regarding his return

m glory. It will take place only in circumstances that are

entirely unlike those of the time of Christ's earthly life, when
his followers would feel his absence most painfully, and his

enemies would be in greatest dread of him, and the funda-

mental conditions of the world as hitherto constituted would
be completely altered—this is a fundamental idea of the pro-

phecy of it. But the result showed that the prophecy might be

something more than this and yet be still simply more wonder-
fully fulfilled, that is, in repeated preludes and anticipatory

signs before its last and most marked fulfilment, inasmuch as

every moment at which the world must involuntarily and yet

most sensibly feel his truth and power brings him again in his

glory to the world, as it were, and as near to it as possible.

And if the prophecy limited this return to the extent of the

duration of that generation, as one which must necessarily be

made acquainted with it, this was so perfectly justified that the

first (and as the first the most important of its kind) beginning

of it was made in the Resurrection.- If Christ's prophecy in

these chapters seems to place the end too near (and yet, in

relation to the inner necessity and truth of the matter, it was
not too near), it appears to put it too far off when he says, that

not an atom of the Law shall pass away ' until heaven and earth

pass away, until all things be accomplished.' ^ And yet this

also is in appearance only, as we see from the use of identical

figures in each case. Tor the passing away of heaven and

' A7iie, pp. 25 sq. 2 ggg yQi_ ^11. pp. 45 sq.
^ See on this passage, a7ite, p. 147.
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earth can surely in this prophecy only signify, as in the earlier

j)assage, the complete transformation of the existing and the

beginning of the perfect world, since this phrase has as its

equivalent the other—'until all things be accomplished.' And
this transformation in its highest or spiritual sense had already

arrived with the age inaugurated by the first Pentecost ; and if

in his day Paul acted as if the Mosaic Law had no longer an out-

ward binding force, he acted, strictly speakings not prematurely
;

but this prophecy, as regards the Divine condition of things,

was thereby fulfilled, and the Apostle might have appealed to

this true view of the fulfilment of the utterances of Christ.

But we must remember that it is more easy to perceive what is

implied in a prophec}^, and how far its true meaning has been
fulfilled or not, when the light of history has shone upon it.

And in these days we can form a calmer judgment on all these

things than was very well possible in those early times.

2. The Developed Form of the Christian Church.

1. The Dissolution of a Parent Church.

The later Relatives of the Lord.

In proportion as Christianity now separated almost completely

from the ancient Community, and sought its consolidation

in conformity with its own special character and tendencies,

the matters of chief importance were the regulation of its

church-life and the position it had to take up in its permanent

constitution in relation to the world at large. The Christian

life is pre-eminently church-life, inasmuch as the individual

finds his true place in it only as, under Christ as the eternal

and unchangeable head of the Community, he embraces with

the love of Christ all the brethren who already acknowledge

him as the head, and regards all who do not yet acknowledge

him as to be won over to him, in order that by their active

w^ork in the Church the Kingdom of God may be gradually

consummated as the final end of Christianity ; a view which

Paul placed definitely before him, and sought to realise as far

as he could.

But as Paul continued in his day still to regard the

parent church at Jerusalem as at all events a chief centre ot

Christendom, to be acknowledged by all Christians with sincere

love and sympathy, and as he revered the ancient Temple, close

to which the parent church collected, the question now arose,

whether, after the destruction of the Temple and the cessation
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of the sacred usages and life closely connected with it, a parent

church, with certain privileges, was still to be acknowledged by

Christendom or not. This question reduced itself essentially to

the further one, whether Christianity, as then extended through-

out the world, needed a central locality somewhere in the earth,

after the nature of the parent church at the time of Paul, when

it represented the external unity of Christendom, though in a

growingly loose form.

It is, however, easy to understand that questions of this

kind could not at first be proposed and answered fully and dis-

tinctly immediately after the great commotions of the war with

Kome. On the contrary, as after every sudden calamity of this

kind the victims of it seek by the law of counterbalance to

rise again as soon as possible, and as we saw ^ that even the

ancient Community endeavoured, in the period immediately

following the destruction of the Temple, to recover itself as

much as possible, so now we find the Christian parent church

trying to collect itself afresh and take up its previous position.

It was only to avoid the cruelty and destructive tendencies of

the Judeans that it had fled to Pella.^ Why should it, therefore,

not seek to recover its former position on the cessation of the

war? Though the Temple had fallen, the ancient sacred terri-

tory remained the same, with all its hopes and expectations,

which were shared by the Christians, as they were then per-

petuated in their first freshness and original form. It is true,

detailed information regarding this recovery is now wanting

;

neither do we know in what form and under what conditions

the new government allowed a Christian church to meet again

amid the ruins of Jerusalem, nor whether really Jerusalem was

its chief seat, as formerly, or whether, at first, at all events, it

simply kept as near Jerusalem as possible.^ But the important

fact is certain that a Christian church w^hich took its name
from Jerusalem was once more collected, as 'f it was still felt

to be a necessity that at least a part of the Christian Church

should await in the locality of the ancient hope the coming of

Christ in his glory.'*

We are by no means warranted in supposing that this

revived church of Jerusalem was influenced by one-sided

Jewish-Christian views—a supposition which is not remotely

sanctioned by the Epistle of Jude, the only literary memento of

this church.'^ It is true, we know as a fact that the fourteen

' Ante, pp. 27 sq. Mcnsur.et Ponder, cap. 15, is at all events
- Vol. vii. p. 526. very meagre.
3 The account in Epiphauias, Do ^ See a?iz'c,p. 147. ^ Seeaw/cpp. 140 sq.
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' bishops ' of this church, who came between James, who fell as

a martyr, a.d. 68,^ and the restoration of Jerusalem under

Hadrian, were all circumcised, and of Judean descent ;
^ but

this is amply explained by the fact that this church was to be

the continuation of the parent church. However, there was

another thing which, according to all indications, contributed

to the revival of this church, and something which was of deci-

sive importance. As James the Just had been made the first

elder of the parent church, evidently partly because he was the

brother of the Lord, so, undoubtedly, many of the most faithful

believers now thought that one reason why this church ought

to be kept up was that there were still near relatives of the

Lord to whom the undoubted honour was due of remaining at

the head of the Christians at the ancient sacred spot. Jude,

the author of the epistle, was undoubtedly, as the sole surviving

brother of the Lord, raised to the position of one of the Elders

immediately after the stoning of James, and held this position

for a considerable time after the destruction of the Temple, as

we must infer from his epistle. Afterwards another near kins-

man of the Lord was spoken of, who at last met martyrdom as

a similar Elder. As a martyr he was more frequently men-
tioned, and popular legend at last, in Hegesippus, on account

of the similarity of his death, always closely associated his

name with that of James the Just, and made him his immediate

successor.^ This is Symeon, the son of Clopas, a near relative

of Christ,^ who was crucified, at a vei\y advanced age, in the

reign of Trajan. For, however harmless might be the honour

' Vol. rii. pp. 456 sq. of these fifteen first circumcised bishops
2 Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 5 compared of Jerusalem, wiih Judas as the last of

with cap. 6. All these fourteen 'bishops' them, has been preserved even in Abul-
of Jerusalem after James as the first are fatch's Ann. Sam. p. 159. 10-12 ; only they

enumerated by name : Eusebius found this are there called disciples of Christ, comp.
list of the fourteen bishops of Jerusalem ante -p. 156. On the other hand, Eutychius,

in existence, but nothing regarding the Ann. I. p. 345. 49, 51, enumerates only

length ofthe time during ^vhich each held Symeon, Juda, and ,^.Li' „ probably a
his office. He does not say where he "^

. ' <-/*> ^' ^

found the list, and we have no reason for corruption of Zacchseus.

ascribing it to Hegesippus, although in
' According to the accounts m Euseb.

his account also Symeon follows imme- Ecc. Hist. iii. 32, comp. ui. 11, 22, 3o ;

diately after James. We have in Euse- ^^- '^-
.. . , ^ ,

bins a Judas qui; e at the end ; therefore, ^^^ ^'"•. P- 121
;
Epipli. Hccr Ixxvin.

according to tnis list also, the Jude who 1^- According to the Chron. Pasch. I.

wrote the epistle would not be the imme- ^71 he would have fallen as a martyr

diatesuccessorof James; but undoubtedly A-^-
i^^'

m the reign of Irajan; bur,

this means simpl:y that he was not regarded 'According to this Chronicle the deathsof

as the first of the elders, or as the bishop, f^^
^he great celebrities of that period

of his time, because, after James' violent happened in the year 101-5 : of John

death, that was not deemed advisable for Y'"^''
p. 169), of Clement, of the apostle

the church, just as after the stoning of ^'"^o" Cananites (who is said to be tlie

Stephen the apostles ceased to be heads of same :xs Judas Jacohi), of tlie above Simon,

the church (vol. vii. p. 166). The memory '^^^ ^f Ignatius.
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of being tlie head of the parent church of that day, which was
accorded to the rehxtives of the Lord, this relationship cannot

have remained unnoticed and unsuspected in Rome at the im-

perial court. We discover this most plainly in the reminis-

cence:^ that Domitian was alarmed by the report that some
of the descendants of David were still living in Palestine ; that

he accordingly caused two grandchildren of the Lord's brother

Jude^ to be brought to him at Rome by an armed officer of

justice, that he might there have them executed ; that they

also confessed in Rome, without reservation, that they were

descendants of David, and when questioned as to their property

could only reply that they possessed both together only one

small field,^ which they tilled with their own hands, and the

yearly produce of which was only 9,000 denarii, from which
they had to pay all the taxes ; that the hard skin of their hands

showed only too plainly the truth of their statements ; and that

when they had been further asked who Christ was, and what his

kingdom was, and they had replied that it was not earthly but

celestial a.nd angelical, and would not come until the end of

time, Domitian began to despise the poor, simple people,

ordered them to be set at liberty, and afterwards refrained

from persecuting the Christians. This reminiscence is un-

doubtedly historical, and is of a piece with the whole policy

of the Flavians.'' It confirms the view that Judas was once

looked upon as an Elder of the church at Jerusalem, as it

adds that the Christians rewarded the steadfastness of his

grandchildren by making them bishops (that is, conferring on

them the honour of elders) ; for unless the relatives of the

Lord had previously been distinguished by an honour of this

kind, no such idea of their being dangerous could have found

its way to Rome, and have furnished ground for the charge

of treason against them. We can thus understand why the

church of Jerusalem should afterwards avoid the election of

a member of the family of Jude, and resort to Symeon, a

more remote relative of Christ's ; and, according to all indica-

tions, this elder met with his death in another way. For

we have good reason for believing the story -^ that 'heretics'

' From Hegesippus apucl Euseb. Ecc. (Oxon. 1839), p. 88.

Hist. iii. 20, 21; and iii. 32, On the other ^ A field of 39 loletJira or Roman
hand, Tertullian, who is quoted by Euse- jugcra, as is definitely st^ed; a de-

hius, dops not speak, ^^jo/. cap. 5; distinctly narius was then worth about 6c^. Hege-
of grandsons of Judas. sippus, who had been in Rome, likes to

- The names of these two, Zoker and introduce Roman expressions into his

Jacobus, have been preserved in the narrative.
EclogcB EcchsiasticcB Historic, ed. J. ^ See ante, p. 78.

Cramer, torn. ii. of his Anecdotes GrceccB ^ After Hegesippus in the principal
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accused him as a relation of Christ's before the Roman go-
vernor of Syria, Atticus, in the reign of Trajan, and thus brought
about his crucifixion. By these heretics we may suppose those

are intended who denied the actual appearing of a human
Christ as the Messiah,' who could not, therefore, greatly re-

spect supposed relatives of such a Messiah, but rather dreaded

serious injury to their own churches from the supremacy of such
people. And according to other indications the animosity be-

tween the various sects of the Church was very strong at that

time. When a man was charged before the Romans by those

who professed themselves to be Christians with ckiiming, as a
relative of Christ, supremacy, they could not easily remit the

punishment of death which had been attached to such crimes

since the time of Vespasian. But Symeon endured his suffer-

ings most patiently for several days, so that even before his

death on the cross he called forth the highest admiration of the
Roman governor, especially on account of his heroic endurance
at his advanced age. And we may gather from the brief terms
of office of the other fourteen bishops how troubled and trying

their position was : the average term was scarcely five years.

After Symeon's martyrdom we hear no more of any other
relatives of Christ being raised to similar dignities, or even of

their existence ; and an institution disappeared which, thouo-h

it might have a meaning in lower religions and common-
wealths, such as Islam, had in Christianity no true significance

i'rom the very first, as was fully shown as early as Paul's day.

Christianity, being the eternally necessary and purely divine

claim on men and the community of all acknowledging that

claim, was from the very first superior to all such limited

human expedients and supports ; so that the few innocent ex-

periments of this kind that were at first attempted here and
there necessarily soon disappeared. Moreover the very exist-

ence and reputation of a parent church were earh^ lost, either

for the reason that in the Holy Land the Jewish-Christian

churches were gradually consolidated,^ and on that account
more and more cut themselves off from Christendom at large,

which had long spread throughout all countries, or for the
reason that at last and in due time the idea of the true Church

passage in Eusebius, Ecc. Hist. iii. 32. Symeon ; a point to be carefully noted
But this derivation of the treachery from in connection with Eusebius' combina-
alperiKwv Tives occurs again in the case of tion of all these various reminiscences,
the two grandsons of Jnde, Ecc. Hist. iii. Comp. also m^' remarks, Glitt. Gel. Anz.
19, where it is not necessary, and as far as 1867, pp. 142.5 sq.

we can see, Hegesippus said nothing about ' Ante, p. 137.

it. We see from this that Jude and his ^ Ante, pp. 144 sq.

family were afterwards confounded with
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was correctly unfolded in the so-called Epistle to the Ephe-

sians ; and by means of this letter very soon obtained general

prevalence.

The Epistle to the Ephesians : the Idea of the True Church.

This epistle, which, though not extensive, rivals in import-

ance and truth all those that were at last collected in the New
Testament, is so important for the age before us and all suc-

ceeding ages because it presents for the first time the true

conception of the Community or Church of Christ, and in glow-

ing language renders the idea of it imperishable. In fact,

prior to this period following the dissolution of the Ancient

Community and the great further development which the New
Community exhibited both before and after that dissolution, it

was not possible or necessary that the full and true idea of the

Christian Community, or rather of the Community of Christ,

should be presented and established as necessary in opposition

to all contemporary errors and misconceptions. For though

the primary bases of a community of the true religion had been

unalterably laid for all time by Christ himself,^ since then two

new questions of most serious moment had arisen, which had

now to be finally settled. On the one hand, in consequence of

Paul's great work, and the unwearied labours of his successors,

the Heathen had adopted Christianity in such large numbers

and throughout so many countries that the centre of gravity

of Christian activity and energy had been thereby entirely

changed, and the question arose with greater urgency whether

the parent church, even in the limited sense in which Paul had
recognised it, was to be acknowledged by the whole of Christen-

dom. On the other hand, the Church founded by Christ neces-

sarily acquired after his glorification an entirely different im-

portance from what it possessed when he was living on the

earth in its midst ; as a fact, it possessed this new significance

in the highest sense from the very commencement of the Apo-

stolic age.^ In the Apostolic age, however, the dignity of the

glorified Christ's relation to his Church had been determined

rather by the immediate feeling of the moment than by mature

reflection, and could now at last be most correctly ascertained,

together with all the consequences involved in this question

;

and there had been in Christendom at this time sufficient ex-

periences passed through to permit a perfectly satisfactory view

to be formed of all these matters.

' Vol. vi. pp. 296 sq. - Vol. vii. pp. 53 sq.
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It is very remarkable that the Apostle John, who from the

weight of his Apostolic reputation and deliverances would natu-

rally have been the proper person to propound the true idea of

the Church of Christ, at this time never mentions the name of

the Church in the larger sense. ^ Not that the mind of the

Apostle John would have been out of sympathy with this higher

idea of the Church, which had now become a necessity ; on the

contrary, all the elements required for its conception found a

place in his heart, for he makes a marked antithesis between

Christ and the world, creating for the former the new expressive

denomination, the Saviour of the world^'^ and saying emphati-
cally that he was the propitiation, not of our sins only, but also

of those of the whole world .^ Hence from the reminiscences of

Christ's life on earth he now brings forward with special em-
phasis some sayings and deeds of Christ, unnoticed in the

earlier Gospels, because they might most plainly attest that the

salvation of the Gentiles was in accord with Christ's whole
spirit, and that many Gentiles even then exhibited a deep ap-

l^reciation of Christ's cause.'* Still, in this as in other matters

the mind of John appears too profoundly absorbed in imme-
diate duty, and in the memory of the character and life of

Christ, to permit him to propound a new view, which would
either be easily inferred by intelligent persons, or which could

not be propounded at an earlier moment in the form in which
it required now to be expressed. Paul, too, had laboured too

much under the direct influence of the great cause to which he
had devoted his life to allow him to propound many reflections

upon it. But he, more than any other man, had founded the

majority of the churches which were now flourishing, and which
ought, in accordance with his feeling, to be joined in a higher
unity ; and when the whole of the churches which had thus
arisen were after his death first reviewed in their wide extent

it was natural and fitting that one of his most capable disciples

or successors should give full expression to the truth with re-

gard to this point. But such a disciple of Paul's now saw
before him two possible ways of presenting this truth for the

first time to the whole of Christendom. He might utter it in

his own name, in which case he would be compelled to present

' The name eKKX-qaia occurs only but it is very frequent in all writings

3 John, vv. 6, 9, 10, and is here used only after the destruction of the Temple,

of a local church. ^ 1 John ii. 2.

•^ 1 John iv. 14, likewise John iv. 42. ' The narratives John iv. 4-42. xii.

The use of auT-fip itself in this sense occurs 20-23, and sayings likox. IG, xvii, 17-22,
in Paul's writings once only, in the late are of this class,

epistle, Phil. iii. 20, and then incidentally
;
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it as a Christian teacher merely, like aii}^ other of his time, and

to establish it at length as well as he was able. For even the

most distinguished and capable men of the second generation

fell far below the elevation of an apostle in the work of expound-

ino- and defending the truths of Christianity. They attained

merely the position of teachers ; whilst the word of an apostle,

with its conciseness, incisiveness, and direct certainty, was re-

o-arded as having a Divine and prophetic force. The men of

the second generation were hardly, therefore, able to speak to

the existing churches in any other form than that of the

Epistle to the Hebrews,^ or of the so-called Epistle of Barna-

bas.^ It was only apostles and men like Paul, John, James,

and Peter, who participated from the beginning in the original

fire of Christian life without the visible Christ, and were still

directly inspired by Christ himself, who could occupy this

unique position in regard to other men. Their utterances

accordingly as the founders and guides of churches had some-

thing of the prophetic character about them, and they were

able to establish the truths they nttered rather by direct assur-

ances as from God than by elaborate discussions. This was

now no longer expected from the successors of the apostles,

and when they wrote in their own names it was not as from

such a Divine height. At the same time, many a teacher of

this class might have good reason for supposing that he could

speak to Christendom in the name of a Paul ; and the true

doctrine of the Church in its highest sense was undoubtedly

one that could be best handled from an elevation corresponding

to its high nature.

We have here accordingly the first instance of an anonymons

disciple and friend of Paul writing and publishing an e^nstle in

the apostle's name, simply in order that he might be able in

this manner to teach in a more eflPective way something to his

contemporaries which might have been taught in another form.

In view of many necessities of the Christian Church at the

time, Paul had undoubtedly been taken from it almost too soon ;

and how many in those first years of the new state of things

must have intensely longed to hear his voice of incomparable

force and truth with regard to pressing questions of the day.

And it is as if our author had intensely desired to hear that

apostle pour out his heart as regards the true Cliurch who
more than any other had laboured to create it, and had borne

it upon his heart before it had become so great and glorious as

it then was ; and it is as if he had then by profound meditation

' See vol. vii. pp. 476 sq. ^ See ante, pp. 108 so.
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realised how Paul would have spoken on the question if he had

been called on then to speak on it to his coutemporavies. It was

itself a great art to be able to speak to Christendom in the name
of Paul ; and our author accordingly sought to rise as far as

possible to the elevation of feeling characteristic of a Paul, in

order that he might be able to speak for thousands of longing

readers regarding the significance and dignity of the Church
of Christ with the same truth and comprehensive clearness with

which Paul himself would have spoken if he had been alive.

We have seen in earlier portions of this work that it had long

been a much practised art in the ancient Community to study

the spirit, thought, and style of an earlier prophet or saint,

and then to speak in his name to the contemporary generation.

It is undoubtedly in many respects a remarkable phenomenon
that this practice should recur so early in the Christian Church,

and especially that Paul's extraordinary spirit should be so

soon called up, as it were, to complete the work of his earthly

career; but it is by no means such a surprising phenomenon when
we remember the increased fermentation and outward troubles

which Christianity was then passing through ; the state of things

was such that no literary expedient and no art of discourse

could be well left untried in order to teach in the most effective

way what the exigencies of the time required. Moreover, by
the gracious way in which he honoured others, e.g. Timothy,

as joint authors of his epistles,^ Paul had himself given a special

justification for the further production of epistles in his name.
Indeed, the entire art of our epistle is directed substantially

to the object of further carrying out, in accordance with the

needs of the times, the hints which Paul had already given in

one of his epistles. Generally, it is true, he does not yet speak

in his epistles of the Church of Christ as embracing in one

whole the individual churches. In the first instance it is only

the hrethren, the saints, the elect, that are present to his mind
;

and he barely speaks of the Church in that wide sense as an
historical fact.^ But when he had at length founded a rapidly

growing number of ' churches of God ' (as he still calls them),

the idea of the one Church, which should in a higher sense

embrace them all, necessarily grew ever wider as it arose before

his mind. In the forced retirement of his last years there were

few things so comforting to his mind as the idea of this unity

of many single churches spread throughout all countries and

' See my Scndsckreibendes Ap. l*aulu.s, full designation the Chunk of God: but

pp. 9 sq. Phil. iii. 6 tliis name is in a similar con-
'^ Gal. i. 13, where he still gives it the nection shortened to the Church simply.

VOL. VIII. O
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nations, rising before his vision like a many-niembered spi-

ritual body of one and tlie same invisible Christ as its celes-

tial head. And this idea must again have presented itself

most distinctly before his mind when he saw how this great

unity, which was destined to receive into its peace and its

salvation the whole world (as he had himself either learnt by
experience or had good reason to expect), was in danger of

being broken up by new and baseless divisions. In his Epistle

to the Colossians accordingly, in view of the new disturbers of

this unity, he had spoken for the first time ^ (or rather caused

another to speak) of the Church as the body of Christ, its head,^

in a connection in which his utterances soared to similar lofty

ideas of the eternal significance of Christianity. It was one of

the last and probably the only epistle of Paul's in which a

new thought of this nature had been thrown out; it was
accordingly now taken up by our anonymous author as the basis

of his exposition. And if his endeavour to revive Paul's re-

vered voice for the benefit of his age is for other reasons to be

excused as a literary expedient, it finds its justification likewise

in the fact that this new epistle is nothing more than an ex-

j)ansion of the fundamental thoughts which Paul had himself

caused to be expressed in the Epistle to the Colossians, only

that in this instance they of themselves almost fill an epistle,

and are intended to be expanded in the same elevated spirit in

which they had been originally uttered b}^ Paul.^ It is only

here and there that passages from earlier epistles are present to

the mind of our resuscitator of Paul.^

While therefore in the epistle which served as the founda-

tion of this one, reference to new false teachers was one main
object, or indeed the real occasion of it, that part of the

original was now put wholly on one side, inasmuch as our

author had simply to carry out more fully the idea of the

Church of Christ. In the view of our author, however, the

Church in this highest sense, as the grand celestial unity of all

the single churches, is not simply what it was to Paul,-^ but is

evidently far more ; and he writes about it in conformit}^ with a

way of speaking of an entirely different origin. He looks upon
it as founded long ago by the holy apostles and prophets

upon the chief corner-stone, Christ,'^ as the instrument of the

' Col. i. 18, 24, comp. ii. 9, 10, 19. • E.g. o-wttjo tov acofxaros, Epli. x. 23,
- iiee my Sendsckreiben des Ap. Patdtcs, comip. a?ite, p. 191.

pp. 467 sq. ^ All that the axitlior could borrow
^ The relation between the two epi- from the original epistle he brings for-

stles is therefore similar to that of the ward at once, Eph. i. 22, 23.

expanded Epistle of Ignatius to his own " Eph. ii. 20, iii. o; this form of ex-
original one, see below. pression could never have been used by
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Divine wisdom, and the scene of the display of the Divine

glory ; ' and he not only repeats, with various fresh elaborations,

the earlier figure of the Church as the bride of Christ, but he

seeks to adorn the figure by new allegorical applications and

utterances of the Old Testament,- in which he would resemble

the author of the Epistle of Barnabas if this use of allegory

were not quite solitary and in his case simply an adorn-

ment of his other thoughts. But this lofty conception of the

Church of Christ, according to which the Church is itself

the sphere and the unity of all the highest spiritual aims and

efforts,^ receives its completion by the addition that it is

capable of embracing equally all mankind, and that those who

were Heathen are equally entitled to a place in it. This is a

point which this epistle, like its model, insists upon with great

emphasis. Yet, lofty and ricli as this general description of

the true Church and its Head is,'^ the author feels that it alone

is not enough for a Christian epistle, and in a second half,

accordingly, he adds the exhortations which arise out of those

highest truths for all who desire to be living members of this

Church of Christ,-^ and in doing this he makes use of the ad-

mirable hints supplied by his model.

Bat just as the epistle, contrary to Paul's manner, consists

of two parts only, it also deviated from the genuine custom of

the apostle in that it was not designed at all for any particular

church, but for all Christendom. Though in its heading,

therefore, the author gave it quite the form of a Pauline epistle,

yet still he did not insert the locality of any particular church for

which it was designed (for it might be designed for one as well

as for another), in order that the omission might be supplied

as required. But the blank was early filled up by some one

inserting the name of the church at Ephesus.'^^ With this the

artificial character of the epistle was rendered complete, as

everyone knew that Paul never wrote to all Christians gene-

rally, as had then become the growing custom.

But although somewhat more rhetorical in its style than

Paul himself, and is sufficient of itself to opposed to other interpretations, is almost

show tliat the epistle is of later date. like what we meet with in the Epistle of

' Eph. iii. 10, 21 : the first form of the Barnabas,

expression, and one less liable to be mis- ^ This is the force of the sentence

understood, was that the Church is ' the irX-f^puiia &c. Eph. i. 23, as above ex-

fulness of him (i.e. Christ, according plained,

to 1 Cor. xii. 4-11) who filleth all * i-iii. the first half,

(all Christinn gifrs and works) in all * iv-vi. after Col. iii. 5-iv. 6.

(Christians),' Eph. i. 23 in free imitation « This is the supposition we must

of Col. ii. 10. make according to those ancient authori-

- Eph. V. 23-32 : the expression fiva- ties (including the Cod. Si?i.) which omit

riipiov, ver. 32, is of the nature of allegory, the words eV '¥.<pia(i>, Eph, i. 1 : this sup-

and the remark, hut I speak, ver. 32, as plement can have been found in one
o 2
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was Paul's manner of writing, the epistle is on the whole well

worthy of the name with which it opens, and, moreover, only

further carries out, with Christian freedom (for there is not a

trace in it of slavish imitation of the language of the apostle),

an idea such as is in perfect harmony with the apostle's way
of thinking. We are justified in supposing that it appeared

between the years 75 and 80 a.d.' And when it appeared it evi-

denth^ filled a gap in the general body of Christian ideas which

had already made itself deeply felt ; for it must early have been

much read and received into a collection of the Pauline epistles.

The true idea of the Church of Christ had been distinctly pre-

sented in it, and that idea was soon put forward in a similar

manner in other epistles also.^ But if the true nature of the

Church of Christ is sketched in this epistle, it follows of itself

that no further mention can be made of Jewish Christiaus in

addition to it. And if with this Church its Head is so exalted,

how is it possible to think any longer of ea.rthly rela.tives of his

as members of the Church, with any pre-eminence by virtue

of their descent? This Church, though visible and corporeal,

as consisting of individual Christians and separate churches,

towers with its Head into the very heavens; and in the pre-

sence of this Head all its members, of whatever nation and race

they may be, must be on a perfect equality.

2. The Government of the Individual Churches and their

Institutions,

The Three Pastoral Epistles.

We haA^e previously ^ described the internal constitution,

membership, and government of the parent church, and also of

the Gentile churches which followed its model. That constitu-

tion, with its various institutions, had been from the first the

natural outcome of the rise and nature of a Christian church
;

it was itself so simple, and yet so adequate and necessary, that

it remained essentially the same in the second and the third

original MS. only and not in others. The those three were wanting. It was also

choice of this particular church as tlie one much earlier than the second of Peter,

to which it could be most easily assigned see ante, pp. 180 sq.

was evidently made from a comparison of "^ E.g. 1 Tim. iii. 15. In conclusion

the passage, vi. 21, 22 (simply taken it is hardly necessary to prove further

from Col. iv. 7, 8) with 2 Tim. It. 12. from the manner and style of the epistle

' It was written by another than the that its origin is to be sought in the

author of the three pastoral epistles, and ^Ppistle to the Colossians and not imme-
fuUows much more closely and simply diately with Paul himself. Whoever is

the real epistles of Paul: this gre'^t dif- not blind in such matters will find the

ference between it and the pastoi*al numerous arguments involved in the above

epistles shows that it was written before considerations amply sufficient.

them. Moreover, it was found in Mar- ^ Vol. vii. pp. lOo sq.

cion's collection of Pauline epistles, while
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Christian generations. But the external situation of the sepa-

rate churches now underwent rapid changes ; the apostles and
others who had founded the churches were quickly passing

away, and the only one left of that hero-band—John—was

little disposed to interfere in the inner relations of numerous
churches. The parent church was fast losing its predominant
authority and its influence over the various other churches that

were continually growing in numbers and strength. In con-

sequence of all this the independence of the separate churches,

with regard to their own internal arrangements and their

purely Christian affairs, was greatly on the increase, whilst the

Heathen governments hardly paid any attention to their ex-

istence. On this very account numerous a^buses might easily

arise in connection with the new arrangements, though in

themselves of a genuinely Christian nature ; whilst it became
the more difficult to correct them in a truly Christian and yet

decided way in proportion as so few of the existing teachers

could compare with the apostles. Moreover, the very existence

of Christian churches in the world was as yet so new a thing,

and had been so little consolidated, that it was not until the

various churches now became more independent that it had to

be shown in detail how they would take in hand their fuller

consolidation upon the unchangeable foundations that had been

laid once for all.

This entire period was therefore full of great commotion
and fermentation in the midst of the churches themselves, and
scarcely one of so many hundreds or thousands could enjoy a

more peaceful development. For, in addition to all this, the

above-named new heresies of all kinds were at the same time

seeking to permeate and distract the churches ; and the

erroneous views and aims which they propagated necessarily

powerfully affected in various ways the morals, and indeed the

foundations, of the churches. It is true, we have no informa-

tion as to all this from the midst of the various churches them-
selves, because they were still in a condition of nascent forma-

tion ; so that the endlessly varied phases of their young life

could not well be made the subject of historical description.^

' But in the case of the ancient metro- to G3 a.d. (Euseb. Ecc. Hisf.W. 16,24)
politan churches of Jerusalem, Antioch, has probably the same origin ; for Barna-
Alexandria, and Rome, detailed accounts bas, who was so closely connected with
(as Eusebius, Ecc. Hist., shows) of the him (see vol. vii. pp. 344, 363) might be
succession of their bishops were preserved

;
considered as holding that position, see

in which, of course, Xhc monWon oi Peter ante, p 111. Further traditions about
as the first bishop of Rome, and of Antioch Mark are considered in the Gbtt. Gel. Am.
was only a later invention. That Mark 186.3, pp. 903 sq.

was the first bishop of Alexandria down
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But very much that is important may be clearly gathered from
special books which came out of the very midst of the noise of

this agitation. They were written with the view of caluiing

dangerous commotions of this kind, and undoubtedly produced

a beneficial effect by pouring the soothing oil of true Christian

exhortation and admonition upon these wild waves, and thus

made preparation for a time of more peaceful development.

Speaking generally, the new books with this object might be

of two kinds, and of each kind some examples have been pre-

served ; whence we may at this point anticipate the importance

and beneficial effect of such writings. For writings of this

kind were still always very brief, like all early Christian books,

and, in the form in which they first appeared and were much
read, made their way through the world simply as tracts or

loose leaves. We may infer, therefore, that those which
were preserved notwithstanding must have been on peculiarly

weighty matters, and have owed their preservation to their

intrinsic truth.

We have, first, in this connection epistles dealing with

those questions of the time and resembling the Epistle to the

Ephesians, which we have just been considering,^ for, like that

book, they owed their origin to the profound desire to hear the

voice of a great apostle like Paul with regard to the new diffi-

cult questions ; and they likewise are clothed in the garb of a

Pauline epistle, in order once more to deliver what was now
necessary to be said from an Apostolic elevation. We refer to

the three Pastoral Epistles, the true origin and design of which
can be duly appreciated from the necessities of this period

alone. What are the characteristics of the true goveriiors of

the churches ? What ought they to be as men, and what in

relation to the various recent false teachers and false governors ?

Paul had been, either personally or by his friends and disciples,

as it were, the father of almost all the numerous churches that

had been formed amongst the Gentiles. At their foundation

and organisation, and especially at the first appointment of

their elders and other officers, he had given his apostolic advice,

and afterwards he had, in many instances, dealt with special

matters in his epistles to the churches, according as his counsel

became needful ; but he had never (so far as we know, or as is

in itself probable) written complete epistles with regard to such

external arrangements. If, however, we take a glance forward

some thirty or forty years beyond his time—say to 90-100 a.d.

—we can easily conceive that many things connected with his

' A7ite, pp. 191 sq.
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arrangements had been further developed or had degenerated,

and that it was in the highest degree desirable to have per-

manent written instructions for the future on all those matters

which he had formerly made arrangements for simply by word
of mouth. The three epistles, subsequently called the Pastoral

Epistles, cannot have been written before this time, as the}"

bring before us Christian institutions which have already been

very fully developed, and which have, indeed, to a considerable

extent degenerated. All the other indications found in them
likewise point to this period. If, now, a friend and pupil of

Paul's desired at this time to transfer himself vividly into Paul's

mode of thought and speech, with the view of giving his con-

temporaries the more emphatic instruction with regard to

church institutions, the most natural thing for him to do was
to make the apostle address epistles of this character—say to

Timothy or Titus, as two of the best known of his assistants

—in order to write, under this cover, really to all founders and
heads of churches. For Timothy and Titus were then un-

doubtedly deceased,^ and might already be regarded as pure

models of both founders and also overseers, or pastors, of

churches, as if what Paul had written to them was meant for

all heads of churches. But our unknown author undoubtedly

used for this purpose partly materials from epistles which Paul

had at some time really written to his fellow-labourers ;
^ only

those epistles were as brief as was to be expected of merely busi-

ness letters. As, however, our author, when it appeared to him
suitable, used such materials in an imitative way, he appropriately

divided amongst several epistles the sum of the extensive ex-

hortations, which he proposed to urge upon the heads of the

churches of his time as uttered directly by Paul himself. But
easy as it was for him to give this form to his exhortations, it

was very difficult for him to describe the numerous false teachers

of his day, and particularly those above considered,^ as having
actually existed in Paul's time. He accordingly makes the

great apostle speak of them prophetically just before his

death only,'^ and thereby suggest to everyone who will reflect a

' We meet with Timothy for the last ^ ^g j have always considered, see

time about 66 a.d. (vol, vii. p. 471); Jahrbb. dcr B. JF. ii. p. 227, and as may
whether he survived the great war we be seen in various details in vol. vii. ^jas5?wi.

have no means of knowing. When later ^ Ayife, pp. 127 sq.

writers make him bishop of Ephe.sus ^ 1 Tim. iv. 1 ; 2 Tim. iii. 1 ; iv. 3. A
{Constit. A'post. vii. 46, 1, where the source parallel to this, duo to a similar cause, is

of the legend is still visible, Euseb. Ecc. found in the N.T. only 2 Pet. ii. 1; iii. 3

Hist. iii. 4), this is a perfectly arbitrary (see ante, pp. 180 sq.) ; on the other
idea, taken simply from I Tim. i. 3. We hand, the simple words, Jude 17, 18,

know as little of Titus subsequent to the are by no means similar (see ante^

destruction of the Temple. p. ]4()),
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little upon the imitative form of Lis language the right method
of understanding its historical origin.

In this way the author, in his first and longest epistle to

Timothy, at once communicates fully all the essential matters

that he wishes to urge upon his contemporaries, and especially

upon the heads of churches ; and inasmuch as, in this epistle,

both the numerous admonitions to the elders and the warnings

against false teachers are supplied most completely and suc-

cinctly, it is the most admirable of the three. The author

represents Paul as saying that as he had previously, in Ephesus,

by word of mouth exhorted his son Timothy during his absence

to oppose the false teachers in the proper way, so now, since

he cannot soon come to him again, he will communicate to him
in writing further instruction for that work.^ After this intro-

duction, or rather this literary supposition, he discusses, in the

first instance in a general way, the proper public behaviour of

all the members of the churches, in their religious meetings

especially^ (as if the existing churches were, after all, more

essential, fundamental, and perpetual than their changing over-

seers). He shows him then, at greatest length, what the ofl&ce

and the duties of the overseer of a church (bishop) are, and

what are the proper characteristics of all who otherwise take

special part in the churches in promoting Christian life ; ^ and

he concludes with more general admonitions as to the right

behaviour of the bishop both in his own personal conduct and

in relation to every possible class of persons committed to his

care.''

Though this one epistle would have sufficed, as regards the

admonitions and good counsels to be given to a bishop, it is

still somewhat frigid in tone ; and, as if the author himself

felt this, he adds a second, somewhat smaller one, addressed

likewise to Timothy, which communicates all his admonitions

and instructions with greater warmth, and thus forms a pleasing

supplement to the first. For it is drawn up as if it had been

written by Paul just before his death, and in the certain anti-

cipation of it. Written in the frame of mind of one already

belonging to a higher world, it gives the most touching ex-

hortations, and evidently contains some words of Paul's which

he actually wrote at such a solemn moment from his imprison-

ment. But, very properly, it does not repeat the detailed in-

* This is the meaning of 1 Tim. i. sary to complete the sense is not supplied

3-20; the long sentence, vv. 3-17, which before iii. 14; iv. 13.

is at last left quite unfinished, is resumed ^ ch. ii. ^ Ch. iii. 1-y. 20.

and ended ver. 18, but what is still neces- * v. 21-vi. 22,
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structions regarding the duties of the bishop and the other prin-

cipal members of the churches, and is written in one unbroken

strain, without any artiticial divisions. Finally, a third—still

shorter—epistle, addressed to Titus (as to one who should act

in another locality in essentially the same manner as Timothy)

gathers together once more, in warm and touching language,

all the most weighty instructions for a bishop, including the

more special as well as the general duties,^ and with reference

likewise to the false teachers. It is easy to see that all three

epistles, which probably existed from the first in this same

combination, are from the same author, notwithstanding the

slight difference in style of the second. But in point of lan-

guage, way of speaking, and arrangement, the epistles differ

more than the Epistle to the Epliesians from Paul's actual

epistolary style, although the author writes with less inde-

pendence than the author of Ephesians.^ However, although

these epistles do not rise to the full height of Paul himself,

they contain, on the one hand, such an admirable reproof

of the false teachers of this typical and important period in the

history of the Christian Church, and, on the other, such excel-

lent instructions resfardino^ the offices and duties of all the

chief members of a church of Christ, that they were justly very

soon closely connected with the epistles of the immortal hero

to whose elevation they seek to soar, and whose marvellous

strength and truth they bring so near to their readers.

One particular church institution had then so greatly dege--

nerated that it required serious reformation, particularly as at

that time it occupied a solitary place in the Christian Church.

We refer to the Widoivs^ Institute.^ In the Ancient Community
one of the first demands of religion was to care for the

widows of the Community with active sympathy ; ^ and after

Christ's appearance the most brotherly care for them had been

combined in a new form with their own special active co-

operation i]i sustaining the Christian Church, so that a new
kind of church office was in this way early created. During

' We may in this way distinguish the &c., comp. ante, p. 13, and infra in con-

two divisions of the epistle, Tit. i. 5-ii. 10
;

nectioa with Clemens Romanus.
ii. 11-iii. 14. ^ The expression t^ x^pi-^^u, Constit.

•^ This tendency to look \ipon one or Apost. iii. 1. 1 ; 2. 1 ; 8. 2o ; Ligarde's

all of the apostles as delivering the laws Reliquice J. Eccl. Ant. Gr. viii. 32, can be

of the Church and laying them down for probably best rendered thus ; comp .also

all future time was gradually further Clem. Horn. xi. 36. ReliqiiicB J. Eccl. Syr.

developed, as is shown by the Constitiu- (Lagarde) p. 11. 3, and the parallel ex-

tiones Apostolic(B, a work which has come pression rh Trpea-fivTfpiov, I Tim. iv. 14.

down to us in various forms and under * Ant. p. 208.

numerous names as Didascalia, Canoncs,
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Christ's life on earth devout widows had actively undertaken

many labours of love in support of the society ; and it was only

a due response to this that the Apostolic Church should in

return take loving care of them, especially as Christ's mother

herself became one of their number. From such beginnings

as these, following the practice of the parent community, the

custom had now been long formed that the suitable widows of

every church should receive from it regular support, and that it

should be their duty to go round amongst the members of the

church to collect where they could contributions for meeting

the necessities of the society. And when we consider that after

the stoning of Stephen every form of a community of goods

ceased,^ it becomes quite probable that then this more voluntary

institution for keeping up mutual support by means of contri-

butions of worldly wealth took its place.^ The widows, there-

fore, as regularly supported by the church, and as constantly

employed in its service, occupied a prominent position, and were

regarded as near in rank to Christ himself,^ as the ' altar of

God ;
' '^ though, of course, all their duties were under higher

supervision, and only widows without reproa(3h attained to the

honour. In the meetings of the Church they had probably a

place of honour, and the highest vocation assigned to them
(as perhaps formerly to Christ's mother) was that they made
intercession for all without ceasing.'' The peculiar bent of

Christianity to care for the bruised reed, and to employ all the

best energies of even those who are despised by the world in

the service of God's kingdom in the earth, had in this instance

found a new application ; and this new creation of the Church

' Vol. vii. pp. 171 sq. Siclkoi^oi, comp. 1 Tim. iii. 11), who had to

2 In 1 Tim. v. 13 there is an allusion attend especially to the sick and strangers,

to this going round to the houses, and the and might likewise be widows with

practice explains the fact that the widows children (comp. Lucianus De Morte Pere-

are called ' the altar of God ' in Polj'carp's griiii, cap. 12) ; indeed, they rather formed

Epistle to the Philippians iv., as like the an auxiliary office to the Presbyters,

latter they received the devout gifts. On and are called irpearSvTiSes, Ajjost. Const.

account of the abuses of that practice, iii. 5. 3.

which were soon developed, the widows ^ As 1 Tim. v. 3-16, they occupy a

are admonished in the Const. Apost. iii. position between the bishop and the

6. 3 to remain at home and to receive presbyters.

there the charitable gifts, the satirical ^ This expression is not found in the

remark being made that ' the altar of Pastoral Epistles, but in Polycarp, and
God ' does not ' run about.' This name after him in the Const. Apost., as has just
' altar of God ' is repeated from Polycarp been observed.

in the Ignatian Epistle to the Tars. ^ As is said in Polycarp, Epist. ad
cap. ix. ; and in that to the Phil. cap. xv. Fhil. cap. iv., and still more plainly in

the appropriate name of the institution, t5 the Const. Apost. \\\. b. \, ' pray /or the

rdyfxa tojj/ x^jpwi^, is found. As receivers of givers and for the whole church;' also iii.

the alms of the church they are sufficiently 14.1.
distinguished from the deaconesses {at
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was a liigL lionour to Christianity on its first entrance into the

wide world. Bnt at the time under review serious abuses had

grown up out of this new institution. As a matter of course,

only those widows who desired it were chosen to the office ; but

without doubt in many churches too many pushed their way
into it. Some exhibited no true Christian sense of the nature

of their high office, and, while they appeared publicly proud of

their distinctive honour, used it only the more freely to make
their official rounds with wanton glances, and to find for them-

selves a new husband,^ or to be in a position to look down in

idleness upon their own more pressing domestic occupations.

It had long been desirable to put an end to such abuses b}^

means of some strict regulations, and our friend of Paul seeks

quite in the great apostle's spirit most earnestly to secure the

retention of the original Christian discipline and order in this

institution^ and the prevention of its interference in any way with

the duties of Christian domestic life. The departed apostla

therefore commands (1) that no widow who is already asefuUy and

necessarily occupied sufficiently with her own children or grand-

children shall be chosen to this office ; and (2) further, when that

condition is met, that no widow under sixty years of age, and
none who has not long approved herself as a zealous Christian,

and none who has been married to more than one husband,

shall be entrusted with it.^ And these counsels soon met with

general compliance,^ as, indeed, the number of widows required

for such official duties need not have been very large. It was
besides evidently one ofthe chief objects of the Pastoral Epistles

' This is the sense of the words Acts vi. 1 ; ix. 39, 41, Ignat. Epist. ad
1 Tim. V. 11, 'when they are proud of Polyc. cap. iv. all poor widows are

Christ {KaTa(TTp-r)via.(Tov(Ti rod Xpiffrov), meant.
that is, when they are in the sacred office, ^ As we perceive from the Const.

and on that very account become the Apost. iii. 1-14: where every essential

more arrogant, ' they determine to marry.' point is regulated simply in accordance

On their reception it was understood that with the first pastoral epistle ; the regu-

they would not marry again (hence tV lations are briefer and also freer in the

TrpwTT]!/ tt'kttiu 7)d4Tr}<Tau, ver. 12); and it Reliquics J. Eccl. Ant. Gr. (ed. Lagarde)

was always regarded as improper that p. 8. 14. It appears from all that we
those who had as widows devoted them- have seen that this widows' institute was
selves wholly to the service of the Lord the exact opposite of the subsequent

and his Church should seek again to institution of nuns ; and though the vow
enter the common rank of life. For this of such virgins came gradually to be

reason the widows are spoken of as ViV^^Vw allowed, it was, as is still said in the

who are called widows in the ingenious Const. Apost. iv. 14, Beliquia J. Ecc. Ant.

language of Ignatius, Epist. ad Smip-n. p. 8. 24, without command of the Lord.

cap. xiii. ; on the other hand, the second Comp. Athenagoras' Embassy xxviii. 7, 8;

augmentor in the Epist. ad Antioch. in the case of the Apostles Peter and
cap. xi. can do nothing more than repeat Philip, Clem. Strom, iii. 6. 52, and Euseb.

everything verbatim. Ecc. Hist. iii. 30, purposely mention
2 This is the sense of the passage that they iiraiZoiroiiiaavTo.

1 Tim. V. 3-lG. But in such passages as
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to bring this entire institution under proper regulations, al-

though from the plan of the epistles it was only in the first of

the three that it was dealt with.

In other respects that change in the internal organisation

and government of the churches which we have previously seen

could not fail to come ^ had now fully taken place. From the

midst of the presbyters, or bishops, one had been gradually

more and more definitely separated as the true head and

governor of the church, and he was now usually called abso-

lutely the Bkhop, whilst the name of Presbyter, or Elder, was

reserved for the others. The presbyters, it is true, could never

be absent, and for those of them, at all events, who served also

as teachers in the church a suitable honorarium is demanded ;
^

but the chief care of the church rests upon the bishop alone

—

in true teaching, and the keeping out of all false doctrine, in the

wise supervision of the deacons, deaconesses, and official widows,^

who are not to be appointed without trial, in the direction

of all the various members of the society, and especially in the

conduct of his own life as the necessary pattern for the church.''

As the bishop, especially in troubled times, had an enormous

amount of work to do, it is expressly said that a young man,

if he were in other respects competent, might very properly

undertake the difficult office ;
^ an arrangement by which the

bishop is completely removed from the ranks of the mere elders.

In other respects our genuine disciple of Paul is still absolutely

removed from all the hypocrisy which subsequently appeared in

connection with this office, and which as favoured by the Pope

laid waste the entire Church ; it is in these epistles supposed,

as a matter of course, that the bishops, elders, and deacons will

marry, and all that is required is that they adhere strictly to

monogamy ; ^ with which nothing is demanded that was not

soon (after a remnant of earlier error in this respect had been

' Vol, vii. p. 171. member of the church. Whatever may
2 1 Tim. V. 17, 18. have been the form of this coojjtatio, there

3 That the bishop had the greatest in- is undoubtedly in this statement the

fluence in the selection of these widows traces of an early and trustworthy re-

follows as a matter of course ; but it is miniscence. I have shown in my Johan-

nowhere indicated, and cannot be inferred neische Schriften ii. pp. 125 sq. that the

from Tit. i. 5, that he chose the deacons Apocalypse presupposes the existence of

and deaconesses, 1 Tim. iii. 8-13, still bishops.

less the presbyters, v. 17-20. ^ 1 Tim. i v. 12 ; but the no less im-
* Eutychius, Ann. i. pp. 330 sq. (ed. portant instruction that he must not be a

Pococke), states that until the time ' novice 'or without the needful knowledge
of Constantine, the bishop of Alexan- and skill for the office, iii. 6, must be

dria was always chosen by the twelve taken in conjunction with the former

elders of the (general) church there from passage.
their own midst, and that they had then « 1 Tim. iii. 2, 12 ; Tit. i. 6-9.

adopted as elder in his place another
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^iven up) regarded by all Christians, without exception, as
necessary.

But, if possible, still more noble, and a more immediate out-
come of the genuine Christian spirit, are the exhortations in

these three epistles to a true Christian life, such as every
Christian ought to exhibit in his position, and especially in his

domestic relations.^ And we have already seen -^ that such
admonitions were really not unnecessary in those days, and did
not fall by any means upon unfruitful soil.

The Permanence of the Offices of the Church.—The Epistles of
Clement and PoJycarj).

But while, on the one hand, epistles were written as from an
apostle, on the other there is no doubt that a far larger number
of a purely official character passed between church and church,
or between prominent teachers and churches, this having become
the growing practice of primitive Christian times. Of this

class an epistle has been preserved almost entire^ from the
Roman to the Corinthian church. The author's name is not
given ; and it was not necessary, as the epistle was published
in the name of a church. But, according to common early
tradition, it was always ascribed to an author bearing the
simple name of Clement,'^ whilst we have no ground for doubtino-
that it was written by a distinguished member of the church
of Rome. This epistle is very important, both as the solitary

fairly well preserved specimen of a letter from one church to
another from this early time, and also on account of its subject-

matter and its author, of whom we shall speak below. We are
justified in supposing that it was written about 90-100 a.d.,-^

* 1 Tim. vi. 1 sq. ; Tit. ii. 1-iii. 11, * Irenseus, Adv. Hcer. iji. 3. 3, simply
2 Ante, pp. 102 sq. following ancient tradition, speaks of
3 [lu 1868 the only MS. of this first Clement as the author of this epistle,

epistle of Clement of Rome was that of the conterts of which he clearly gives,
the Codex Alexandrinus. This is defec- Clement of Alexandria and Origen often
tive, particularly towards the end. In quote it under his name ; and according
187'5 Bryennius published a now and to Eusebius, Ecc. Hist. iii. 16. 38, no one
complete text based on the valuable MSS. doubted its origin from Clement. AVe
which he discovered in Constantinople, see also from Euseb. /tbc?. .ffis;;. iii. 16 that
This Codex Constantinojpolitanus supplies Hegesippus had referred to those dis-
the lost leaf towards the end of the first turbances in Corinth. We shall see
epistle (as well as the complete text of below that the three Pastoral Epistles
the second epistle, to be mentioned below), are later; and the unusual expression
as well as readings for the numerous /xw/xoo-zcoTreTf in Polycarp's Epist. ad Phil.
shorter lacuncB which are so frequent cap. iv., with many other phrases and
throughout the first epistle. Of course ideas, is taken from our epistle.

this important codex is now used by all ^ We cannot suppose an earlier date
the new editors of Clement—Gtbhardtand for the reason that tho Corinthian church
Harnack, Hilgenfeld (1876), Lightfoot could not then be spoken of as old cap
(1877).] xlvii. ' ^*
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when the church at Eome had, during Domitian's reign, been

suddenly thown into confusion by many successive and un-

expected afflictions of a serious nature ; but the flourishing

Corinthian church had been j^reviously agitated by internal

commotions, the report of which had made everywhere a bad im-

pression, and had reached as far as Rome. The majority of the

Corinthian church had taken offence at some regulation of its

presbyters, imagined that injustice had been done by them to

one or another Christian,^ and rose up in rebellion against all

the presbyters.^ The immediate cause of these disorders arose

apparently, like earlier ones in Paul's day, from a more strict

reo*ulation as to the distribution of the sacred supper which the

presbyters sought to introduce, and by which some members of

the church felt themselves aggrieved.^ But the presbyters had

considered their deposition from office unjust, and thus an ob-

stinate contention had arisen which threatened to upset the

church. As soon, therefore, as the church of Rome, whose

voice on these scandalous contentions was necessarily of greatest

weio-ht, had recovered a little from its own troubles of an

entirely different nature, it issued this official opinion, which

sternly disapproved of the conduct of the ofPending members of

the church, and reminded them of their duty. It is easy to

observe, moreover, that it is a convert from Heathenism who is

speaking in the name of the entire Roman church ; that he is

a man who has, with great zeal and genuine love, steeped his

mind in the mysteries of the Christian faith and in the study of

the sacred Scriptures ; and now, having thus thoroughly qualified

himself, gives his judgment upon the questions before him.

The passages of the Old Testament, which seem to him suitable

for the purpose of his book, are to him so fresh and of such

supreme importance that he often cites them at full length

;

whilst, on the other hand, he is very familiar with illustrations

from the Heathen world,'* and, above all, he shows himself to be

a Roman by birth.'^ The character of the epistle is extremely

1 Cap, xlvii. (for the author does not refer to the

^ [Comp. lix. ad Jin.] passage, Job xxix. 18), and many others

3 This can be gathered from capp. xl. less fully carried out, as cap. Iv.

xli. compared with the general scope of * The phrase ' our generals' under

the epistle and the arrangement of its whom the soldiers serve with so much
subiect-matter ; and therefore at the very order and obedience [Cod. Con. cktikms]

beginning, cap. ii., there is pointed allu- cap. xxxvii. betrays the Koman by birth;

sion to the previous good arrangement the expression ' amongst us ' cap. Iv. points

of the i(p6hia &eov [C. reads XpiaTov], i.e. to the sufferings of the Roman Christians

the Lord's Supper. in particular [comp. on both points now
^ E.g. that of the Danaides andDircse, capp. lix. Ix. Ixi.]

cap. vi., that of the Phoenix, cap. xxv.
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simple as respects its plan and arrangement, and also its mean-
ing and purpose. Its expositions are often elaborate and
strongly dida^^tic; and, with all the rigour of its judgment on
the serious offences which had been committed, it still, with
genuine Christian gentleness and love, offers counsel for the

good of the church.^

When we come to examine the matter itself with which this

long epistle is concerned, its great importance appears at once.

The question of the permanence, or the contrary, of office in

the Christian Church at that time concerned directly presbyters

oni}^ ;
'^ but it was they who had been from the commencement

of the Apostolic Church the real directors of the churches and
occupants of the most important office.^ Moreover from the

very first the true overseer or bishop of the church was taken
from the number of the presbyters alone, and his office had
its roots in theirs.'' But the form which his office might take

in the various churches, whilst everything of this kind had yet

to be more fully developed, might be very dissimilar, since in

some the bishop would take a more independent and permanent
pre-eminence amongst the presbyters than in others. In the

Corinthian church his position had evidently as yet not been
definitely fixed, so that, on that account, he shared simply the

fortunes of the rest of the presbyters, for he is never specially

spoken of anywhere in the long epistle. But, as he was thus
easily counted amongst the other presbyters, the want of per-

manency in the highest office became the more dangerous

;

the arbitrary and unbridled action on the part of the multitude

might the more irresistibly undermine the entire existence of a
church ; and in Corinth, particularly, good order and discipline

had then for some time wholly disappeared.

' Oil that account it is folly itself to the Hebrews also prefers this more
doubt the origin of this epistle from Roman term, xiii.. 7, 17, 2i, and as this

Clement, and to bring it down to later epistle was intended for Italy (vol. vii.

times. Neither is its language Hellenistic: p. 476) it is very remarkable that
the construction ov ttuot] avrov, whose Clement very frequently makes use of it.

breath, cap. xxi., is Hebraistic undoubt- It is true that under this more general
edly ; but the sentence is taken from name the deacons e.g. might be likewise

an Apocryphon, Clement often inter- intended ; but it appears from the whole
weaving sacred citations with his own subject-matter of the epistle that the
discourse, cap. xxiv. question was then about the presbyters

- See capp. i. iii. xliv. xlvi. xlvii. Ivii. only as the most important officers.

The expression Trpea^vTepoi is variol •* Vol. vii. pp. 141 sq., 166 sq.

cap. i. by the more general one irporiyov- ' It appears from Phil. i. 1, Acts xx.

fieuoi or 7]yovixevoi, leaders, but merely for 17, 18, 28, and our Clement capp. xlii.

the sake of the greater generality and xliv. that the name iiridKonoi varied

redundance of style ; to this mast be originally with the more Hebrew term
added that Clement has generally a liking irpfo-fivTepoi as its equivalent; from this

for this Roman expression, capp. v. xxi. fact alone it follows that the bishop was
xxxvii. Iv. ; the author of the Epistle to taken from their number.
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The riglit view of this question could not long be doubtful

to a calmly reflecting Christian mind. An office which can be

taken awa}^ again by caprice or passion, whether these un-

worthy motives proceed from the masses or the heads of a

society, is not an office at all ; and in a Christian church it may

and ought to remain the more permanently with him to whom
it is entrusted, as the truths and the powers of which he is the

organ are peculiarly unchangeable, a,nd as it is precisely the

purpose of his office to let them operate unrestrainedly and

effectively in accordance with their own nature ; and, lastly,

fitting stewards of those truths and powers are hard to find.

Nor may the permanency of the office be partial, or liable to be

limited to arbitrarily fixed periods, since in that case also

caprice on the part of the bestowers, and unworthy fear on the

part of the officer, would prevail. The more necessary, how-

ever, it is that the office should be lifelong, the more care must

be taken to secure the worthiness and proved efficiency of the

person to be appointed. But our Clement does not thus look

into the intrinsic reasons of the matter, as Paul, after his

manner, would have at all events briefly examined and indicated

them ; for the book of Clement, generally, does not attempt to

reach either the height or the profundity of an apostolic work,

but proves all its points with simple arguments from ordinary

life. The arguments, therefore, which it adduces in support

of the permanency of ecclesiastical offices are essentially two,

which are taken from the two general and established spheres

of Christian faith and life.

In the first place he appeals to the arrangement which had

been made by the apostles themselves, as this argument was

necessarily the most natural and Aveighty from the peculiar

nature of the offices. He reminds^ the Corinthians that the

apostles, as they themselves knew, wherever they w^ent preaching

the Gospel, first themselves appointed presbyters and deacons

in those countries and towns, and then afterwards gave the fur-

ther decree ^ that, when those whom they had appointed died,

other approved men should take their office. It followed as a

matter of course that those who took the place of the officers

first appointed were to have the same authority; but after

most of those had died whom Paul had appointed, the Corin-

thians seem to have regarded those put in their places as less

' Cap. xlii. xliv. taken as racaning merely forma. [The
' ^ iTTLVo/x-f}, cap. xliv., is like eVt- Codca- Constant, reads eViSo/xr/j', and later

vo/Liis, an ackfcd law, or a later addition to editors suggest very various conjectural

a lavsr ; but in an early Latin translation emendations.]

(Pitra's Spicil. Solcsm. i. p. 293) it is
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honourable than their predecessors, and to have then the more
easily refused to obey any of them. It is true we do not now
know when Paul delivered any such direction as that a church

might by its own choice fill up vacancies caused by the death

of a presbyter whom he had appointed ; he probably gave it to

various churches when the first vacancy occurred; and the step

was almost a matter of course, only that in those times the

word of an apostle was of such authority that on all important

questions of the day a definite apostolic declaration was very

gladly appealed to. In like manner the apostles collectively

were no less eagerly referred to, especially on matters like this,

as to which, beyond doubt, none of them would have given

another judgment ; but as Clement expressly states that there

were then presbyters still in Corinth or elsewhere, appointed by

the apostles, other apostles in addition to Paul must have stayed

in many countries as they passed through and taken part in

the consecration of presbyters ; and from this fact it follows also

that our epistle was not a very late one. And when Clement
adds that the apostles had made all their arrangements with

perfect foresight, he simply expresses thereby the general view

of his time. But this is all he has to say on the matter ; and
it is noteworthy that he makes no reference to the three Pas-

toral Epistles.^ We see, however, from express remarks of

Clement that he regarded Peter and Paul as the chief apo-

stles,^ and he follows Paul's lines of thought and modes of

expression most readily.

But as Clement everywhere seeks to prove Christian truth

b}^ references to the books of the Old Testament, in the matter

befure us he shows beforehand that in the Old Testament also

everything connected with worship was carefully arranged in

all respects and determined strictly according to order and
legal principles.^ In this passage he quotes as an illustration

that to the high priest his own special functions were assigned,

' Although e.g'. the principle of capp. li. xlvii.. comp. 1 Tim. t. 21 ; 070677

1 Tim. V. 19 would be quite in point, or Kadapa aweiSrjffis, capp. xli. xlv.,

AVe might rather suppose that some of comp. 1 Tim. i. 5, 19, and quite similarly

the phrases of our cpistlo, which was iii. 9; 2 Tim i. 3. Likewise a-e/xi/Ss,

early widely circulated, wore in the mind which is so frequent in Clement and the

uf the author of the Pastoral Epistles, as Pastoral Epistles, is found in Paul in

fTuifiOL els ttSi' epyov ayadSv, cap. ii., Phil. iv. 8 only, and many similar pheno-
comp. Tit. iii. 1 ; i. 16 ; Xahs Trepiovaios, mena might be produced,

cap. Iviii. [Ixiv. in Codex C], comp. ^ Vol. vii. p. 469.

Tit. ii. 14 (where tie thought is less ^ Capp. xl. xli. ; the important passage
simple); wpoaSeKTbu evwniov rov (©eoD), rfganling the three orders of priests in the

cap. vii., com}'. 1 Tim. ii. 3; v. 4 (not Old Testament, cap. xl. ; but previously,

met with elsewhere in the epistles of cap. xxxii., there whs a more incidental

Paul, though ti/irpucrSeKTds is often")

;

reference to the model of the order of

T?V a7a7r^i' avrwv /xr] Kara TrpocrKXiaeis, priests and Levites in the Old Testament.

VOL. VIII. P
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to the priests their own peculiar place appointed, to the

Levites their own ministries entrusted, and the laity were

bound to their own laic precepts. And it is this very passage

which in later times was taken to mean that Clement had

therein sou^^ht to describe and establish from the Old Testa-

ment the whole hierarchic order of bishop (Pope), presbyters,

deacons, and laity, as it was gradually developed in the Papal

middle ages, as originally an Apostolic institution. Nor is it

possible to avoid seeing that the simple constitution of the

early parent clinrch has now long given way to a somewhat
altered form, but mainly in two directions only.

In the first place the deacons, to whom in the primitive

form of the Christian Chnrcli a very bnsy but limited sphere of

labour was assigned,^ received gradually, after the dissolution

of that primitive form,^ a considerably altered position. They
had still to look after the finances and the poor, as far as these

duties continued to be of importance after the cessation of the

community of goods and the creation of the institute of widows,^

but they had also become assistants of the presbyters in their

labours as ministers of worship and as teachers, and were on

that account gradually classed more and more closely with the

presbyters, although always occupying a lower degree than

they.'' Secondly, many things were newly developed as regards

the manner of appointment to offices. When an apostle or

apostolic man founded a church he also ap^^ointed elders and

deacons, choosing undoubtedly those best fitted according to

his own judgment and that of the church ; but as in everything

else that he did, so in this also he proceeded especially in

accordance with his own creative authority, receiving the con-

fidence of the church in his action. In the case of new elections

which gradually became necessary in such established churches

a new mode of action was required. And though deacons

might continue to be appointed on the nomination of the pres-

byters by the immediate election of the church and the confir-

mation of the presbyters," no one, very properly, ventured to

appoint the presbyters by simple popular election, because the

laity alone in any particular church could not really consider

' Vol. vii. pp. 144 sq. ^ It might appear from such passages
2 Ibid. pp. 1G6 sq. ;is Const. Apost. iii. 15. 5 as if the bishop
3 Ante, pp. 201 sq. alone chose the deacons ; but from
• 1 Tim. iii. 8-13. ThejMiccordingly passages like Const. 4post. vii. 31. 1

appear immediately after the liishop and we see that this is only in appearance,

as closely connected with him ; but, Phil, and that the people everywhere took

i. 1, they ah'o appear "vyith the bishops part in all elections. [Comp. now, T//e

or presbyters as forming together the Teaching of the Ttuelvc 42^osf/cs, Ci\^. xv.^

heads of a church.
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themselves as possessing either tiie capacity or authority for

such a step. For as the churches had in each case always been

founded by an apostle and the higher Christian spirit operatin^c

in him, and as its presbyters had been appointed by him, it

was distinctly felt that no church might ever withdraw itself

from that higher spirit which presided over all churches ; and

thus they only were regarded as trae presbyters who had been

consecrated by a man like the apostles by the laying on of his

hands, and who had been chosen by the consenting people.^

During the second and third generations of Christians there

were undoubtedly still men who, honoured as the nearest friends

or disciples of the apostles, travelled from church to church

in order, amongst other things, to consecrate the now presby-

ters that might be required ; whilst from the ranks of the pres-

byters (as we saw above) the more or less influential bishop was

taken. As by this means the germ of a threefold order in

the body of the officers of the general church of Christ was

actually supplied,^ by degrees the three orders of priests of the

Old Testament, just referred to, might be compared to them, or

might be taken as their legal model, with the view of forbidding

all popular influence upon them (since the priests of the Old

Testament in all their three grades were a perfectly indepen-

dent body, and not at all subject to popular election), and of

creating in the midst of the Christian Church a priesthood

complete in itself, and in no way dependent on the choice of

the people. But in Clement there is not the slightest trace of

this degeneracy, which gradually became so injurious in later

times. When he refers to the Old Testament for instances, it

is only by way of illustration, with the view of proving that

in everything, and accordingly in the arrangement of church

offices, a proper order must be observed ; and although his

examples from the Old Testament are always the highest in his

t stimation, in this case he refers also with great emphasis to

Heathen models.^ For this purpose he nowhere employs alle-

gory,^ and does not in detail give a Christian meaning to the

' This follows beyond doubt from the individual bisliops formed together the

iniporbint passage, cap. xliv., ' tlie pres- highest rank, or lliat an archbishop or

liyters who were appointed by the apo- pope assumed a rank above them,

sties, or afterwards In/ nth'r men ofrcfuU, ^ Previously in cap. xxxvii.

Avith the consent of the whole church;' ' Clement also refers emphatically to

anil such passag^^s as 1 Tim. v. 22, Tit. tlie Christian Gliosis, particularly with

i. .") sq. allude to the same rule. regard to the examjiles of the Old Tt-sta-

- A threefold order whicli, as the meiitcapp. i. xxxvi. xl. xli., comp. xlviii. ;

disciples of the apostles gradually dis- but he does not go beyond general lessons

appeared, and everything took ii more and admonitions to be drawn from them
;

regular form, was more definitely de- he does not by the allegorical method
veloped in such a way that either the convert Old Testament particulars into so

r 2
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three grades of priests in the Old Testament. On the con-

trary, his language indicates most plainly that the people had

in his time always a great share in the choice of all officers, and

the entire period of the second and third generations of Chris-

tians knew nothing whatever of a degeneration of pure Chris-

tianity such as of necessity finally led logically to the horrible

abominations of the stagnation of the Greek and the hypocrisy

of the Papal church.

If offices of the churches had not been at that time still

subject to the strong influence of a popular election, such dis-

turbances as those at Corinth would never have arisen. And as

it seemed to our Clement, or rather to the Roman church

whose views he represents, in the highest degree necessary to

check such disturbances, and to obtain the acknowledgment of

the proper principle, he collects in his elaborate and earnest

epistle not merely the above obvious arguments, but all con-

ceivable ones, in order to bring the seriously distracted church

to retrace its steps and take a sober view of matters. And as

an exhaustive, calm, and emphatic discussion of the point, and

a final rebuke of the wrong action of the church, it supplies an

excellent model. When Clement, therefore, has in his intro-

duction briefly stated the case which was then everywhere well

known, touched upon the admirable condition of the Corin-

thian church before the outbreak of this contention, and

intimated that nothing but arrogance arising from such advan-

tages could have misled them into commencing such differ-

ences,^ he points out to them (1) the infinite misery which has

always been caused in the world by envy and contentiousness,^

and in contrast with these lamentable instances from history,

which had so painfully affected Christians themselves, he at

once presents cheering examples of the greatest benignity, love,

and submissive patience which sacred history supplies in such

large numbers, with the view of therewith beginning his general

exhortation to Christian repentance and conversion.^ But to

many Christian instances, and does not Epistle to tlie Hebrews, he everywhere

remotely allude to three decrees of a regards Christ himself as the High Priest

Christian priesthood as corresponding to of Christians, and, cap. xxxii., distin-

the three degrees of the Old Testament guishes between priests and Levites only

priesthood. On the contrary, according to of the Old Testament, the general relation

c\T^.xl\. adfin. it is only the punishment of of whom to Christian presbyters and dea-

death affixed in the Old Testament to the cor s is more na Airal.

violation of the sacerdotal regulation in ' i-iii ad init.

which he (of course not in a literal sense) ^ iii_vi.

recognises something which has a very ^ The transition to admonition begins

appropriate exemplary significance in the first vii-ix. in med. ; the contrary ex-

Christian Church generally. It thus amples follow ix. in 7ned.-x\x. ad init.

becomes significant that, following the
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prepare still more fully and emphatically for this exhortation,

as the conclusion of the entire epistle, he once more resorts (2)

to still more general truths, points the offenders to the infhiite

goodness, wisdom, and righteousness of God himself, as to so

many spurs which must urge to all virtue,^ refers to the cer-

tainty of immoitality and the judgment,'^ and finally, still more

emphatically if possible, to the requirement of perfect Christian

righteousness and holiness of life.^ He can thus (8), in the

last place, exhort with the greater earnestness not only to the

general duty of Christian order and subordination, but also

specially to compliance, modesty, placability, and submission in

the [.articular serious case about which he is wa-iting,* discuss

this case itself, as far as this had become necessary on ac-

count of its sad notoriety,'^ and go on at the end to urge in

every possible way the off'ended and distracted minds in the

church to give themselves to the work of Christian love and

peace.^ In each of its chief sections the epistle starts with a

reference to the example of Christ, and if the discourse with its

cordial admonitions and its endeavour to say everything in any

way bearing upon the matter in question returns to the same

point, we are bound to recognise that everything flows from a

rich spring of purest Christian love and earnest interest in the

common Christian cause.

Accordino' to the custom of the time in a matter of such

moment the epistle was conveyed by a special deputation of

three members of the Roman church to Corinth,^ and un-

doubtedly soon produced a good effect. And its main purpose

—the defence of the permanency of the offices of the churches

—

was secured for a wider circle than this more immediate one, and

the truth which the epistle contended for has since worked to the

advantage of the whole Christian Church. The epistle, there-

fore, was soon very generally circulated ; and although in itself

a very simple one, and not at all to be compared with those of

Paul in those early times, yet as it first dealt with a matter of

such importance for all the churches, and on that was regarded

as decisive, it was almost universally appended to the Apostolic

• xx-xxiii. ^«,-lxiii.) is composed chiefly of a long
- xxiii-xxviii. prayer, which has no very close conneo-
^ xxix-xxxvi. tion with the immediate object of the
^ xxxvii-xxxix. epistle, but its official and authoritative
s xl_l. character is brought out more prominently
" li-lvii. The whole f-pistle therefore in tlie new passages, lix. Ixiii.]

does not lack a good arrangement of its ' Ixiii. [In the new M.S. these men
extensive and varied matter. [The new are further described as iriaTol koi

portion of the epistle supplied in the (rw<ppoves, a-rrh ue6Tr]Tos avacTTpaipfi'TfS ews

Constantinopolitan MS. (capp. Ivii. ad ynpovs ajjefxirrus tu Vh^t'-]
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Avritings themselves, and publicly read in the churches J Un-
doubtedly the reputation of its author contributed largely to

that of his epistle, as we shall soon see.

The permanency of the episcopal and other offices when
once established by law had undoubtedly its dangers, and it

follows as a matter of course that there must be some means of

punishing the more rigorously an officer who may use his per-

manent position for selfish ends. In this respect again it was
an advantage when there was a power superior to the individual

churches which could equitably decide with regard to the just

complaints of the churches ; and as a presbyter, or perhaps a

bishop, was regarded as fully authorised only when he had been

consecrated by a man of apostolic authority, so in the same way
he only was considered to be justly removed by his church who
had been censured by one of that authority, who was thus equal

or rather superior to him in general estimation. We have on
this point plain evidence in the Epistle of Polycarp to the Phi-

lippians, which had been occasioned by such a case.^ In the

church at Philippi, which had been founded by Paul, and had
always remained peculiarly dear to him, and which after he

was gone distinguished itself all along by its Christian faith

and zeal, a presbyter Yalens, with his wife, had made himself

very much disliked by his covetousness, and probably, also, by

misapplication of the moneys of the church, and was on that

account complained of by the church.^ The church kept up a

close intercourse with Polycarp, the Bishop of Smyrna, as one

of the most esteemed disciples of John, and shortly before had
actively assisted captive Christians whom he had commended to

it on their passage through Macedonia.'^ It had now applied to

Polycarp for his judgment in the above matter of the elder

' See ante, p. 205. The Corinthian very old. Hence he may in his youth,

bishop Dionysius asserts about 170 a.d. like Papias {ante, p. 156), have known
that the Epistle of Clement was still the Apostle John, as Irenseus iii. 3. 4, and
read in his church (Euseb. Ecc. Hist. Epist. ad Florin, apud Euseb. Ecc. Hist.

iv. 23. 11). On that account only has it v. 20, states.

been preserved in the Codex Alexandrinus ^ Polyc. Ep. ad Phil. eapp. xi. and
as an ancient biblical book attached to xii. : a number of such cases are presup-

the rest of the Scriptures. Unfortunately posed as possible in Hermce Past. iii. 9. 26.

there is a considerable gap in this MS. * AVho these captives were, is not

before the closing greeting, cap. Iviii. indicated cap. i.; as, however, Ignatius

[see now ante p. 205]. The text of this according to capp. ix. xiii. was personally

MS. has been edited and published in known to the Philippians, and had already

Tischendorf's Appeyidix Codicum Cele- met with his end in Rome, according to

berrimorum. Lips. 1867. cap. ix., and as his journey from Antioeh
- Polycarp, of whom Irengeus, his to Rome was overland by way of Smyrna,

disciple, gives us information, fell as a Troas, Neapolis, and Philippi (Ign. Ad
martyr between 161-169 a.d. accoi'ding Sinyrn. cap. xii. and Mart. Ign. cap. v.),

to Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 15 ; according to it is probable that Ignatius and some of
Chron. Pasch. i. 480 sq. 163 a.d., but his companions are here intended,

according to all accounts he was then
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Valeiis ; and his epistle, which has come down to ns,' is really

only the jndo^inent which he felt compelled to send to them.

He can only disapprove of tlw^ condnct of the presbyter, but

does not go into the details of the case, which had no doubt

been communicated to him, and therefore writes no very long

epistle. But as no epistle to a church from such a man could

in those days very well omit Christian admonitions and out-

pourings of heart, after the introduction of the epistle - he

speaks tirst in a general way of the vice of covetousness and of

tlie duties of all those entrusted with offices in the churches,^

gives especially, in connection with other more general admo-
nitions, a warning with regard to the Gnostic false teachers of

the time "^ (a warning which an epistle of that kind by one not

a Gnostic could hardly omit), and then first approaches the

la mentable case of the presbyter Valens, whose offence he advises

the church to judge as mildly as possible,^ then coming to a

close with a few remarks concerning common friends.^ The
whole epistle, with its pervading simplicity, makes no high pre-

tensions; according to all indications it was written before 120
A.D.,^ and is very important, also, on account of this its com-
paratively early date.

3. The Episcopal Office.
—The Martyrdom and the Epistles

of Ignatius.

But at length nothing became so important in the consoli-

dation of the constitution of the churches as the more complete

organisation of the episcopal office, in other words, the repre-

sentation of the unity and authority of a church in one

person. As we have seen, the bishop was taken from the ranks

of the presbyters, but gradually became also their superior,^

' It is quoted in Irenseus Ado. Hcer. Polycarp from Philippi, requesting him
iii. 3. 4 ad Jin., and it is the greatest in- to bring about a closer intercourse be-

justice that its origin from Polycarp hns tween the Philippian and the Antiochian
been doubted, or in fact denied, in our churches. According to the end of cap.

days. xiii., which is found in the Latin transla-
^ Capp. i-iii. tion of the fifteenth centui-y only, Igna-
^ iv-vi. : as yet no bishop is specially tius would have then been living; but

distinguished from the prtsl»yters, which this, like other mistakes in the epistle,

was the case also in the Corinthian must be ascribed to the stupidity of the

church, ante, p. 207. translator. It woidd, however, be quite
^ vii-x. wrong to suppose that this passage cap.
^ xi-xii. xiii. refers to the Epistle of Ignatius to
" xiii-xiv. Polycarp capp. vii-viii. in its first receri-

' Ignatius had fallen a martyr, cap. sion, or that it was taken from it ; the

ix., but it cann >t have been long before, passage is in its matter even quite foreign

cap. xiii.: according to this passage, to that in the Ignatian epistle.

which occurs in Euseb. K<c. I/is/, iii. 36. " As may be implied in the instruc-

14, 15, also, he had probably written to tions 1 Tim. v. 19, 2U, although Timothy,
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and thus represented most fully, as the permanency of office

in his case necessaril}" assumed tlie greatest importance, not

only the unity, but also the stability of the direction of the

churches. The straits and pressure of the time in which the

Christian Church still found itself, and which had, indeed, gra-

dually become more trying in the course of these decades, con-

tributed powerfully to the formation of the strictest unity ; one
man was obliged and necessitated more and more to act for all

amidst the innumerable troubles and trials of each church; and
though there might be no want of presbyters, the office of a

bishop was early conferred only after hesitation, and was sought
by but few.^ The office arose without any thought of a previous

model such as Peter, or still less such as Christ might have
supplied ; the bitter necessities of the time themselves led to

the complete formation of the office ; so that such churches as

those at Corinth and Philippi, in which the bishop was for

some time lost, as it were, in the ranks of the presbyters, soon
ceased to exist. But as in such cases of the gradual rise of a

new art or a new office one man above all often by his illus-

trious example creates a great precedent, so was it also in this

instance ; and Ignatius, the Bishop of Antioch, was called to

create this momentous precedent, and he in the end became so

very famous through the epistles bearing his name.
Of his life we know but little, or rather nothing, before its

illustrious end ; but then it appears in sjDlendour. His name
is another form of the ancient Roman Egnatius, and to judge
from it he may have been by birth a Heathen ; but of his ante-

cedents we know nothing further. According to ancient tradi-

tion he was the second bishop of the extremely important

church at Antioch, in Syria ; ^ and undoubtedly he must have
become a Christian comparatively early in life, and as such

have distinguished himself greatly by his enthusiastic faith-

fulness.^ The surname Theophorus (one who bears God in

his heart) he probably received, as having been previously a

Heathen, at his baptism, when he had at some time nobly shown
in a memorable way his love to God, and from that time forth

he rejoiced to bear it; '^ in later times he received yet higher

as he is described in the Pastoral Epistles, that Peter was bishop here before Euo-
does not appear as a simple bishop, but dius.

much more as one with power to appoint ^ The later myths that he was the
bishops, child intended, Matt, xviii. 3, 4, and that

' Hence the remark, 1 Tim. iii. 1, at he desired to see the mother of Christ then
the opening of the description of a true living with John (see the three Latin
bishop. epistles in Dressel's Patres Apost. 2nd ed.

- Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iii. 22. 36, Ign. pp. 348 sq.) have in so far an excuse.
Ep. ad Antioch. cap, vii. ; but it is a later ^ As the three Syriac epistles are
invention in this case, as in that of Rome, genuine there is no reason for casting
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surnames.' But we should scarcely have known either of him
or his predecessor Euodins so much as the name if he had not

in death presented the first great example of the way in which,

to the highest admiration of the world, a presbyter and bishop,

though of Heathen descent, could maintain immovably his

Christian faithfulness unto death in the midst of the utmost
torfcures. Outside the Holy Land it was undoubtedly nowhere
so difficult as in Antioch to conduct a Christian churcli through

all the storms of the time ; in this third city of the Roman
empire, where Christianity had early collected a large church,

the Judeans had regained their ancient proud privileges,^ and
Syro-Roman Heathenism was very powerful. Amidst the con-

tinual severe conflicts of this church the bishop, as its most
indefatigable leader in the struggle, might obtain the greatest

respect, and this was accorded to Ignatius. But, as his three

genuine epistles ^ that have come down to us show, he was also

of an extremely brave and undaunted spirit, a man who might
be compared with a Stephen or a Paul, only that, as a Heathen
by birth,-* he gave in this prominent official position for the

first time the sign of the most burning love and the purest zeal

for Christ's cause. These three epistles, which supply us with the

most reliable evidence with regard to him, were written but a

short time before his death, and in a specially elevated state of

mind ; but his soul must have previously been always in mood
of kindred elevation. We no longer know ^ what was the im-

mediate occasion of his being sentenced at last to death by the

suspicion on the name; it is found else- served without later additions, fuiuher ex-

where also, comp. Land's Anecdota Sy- amination of these three may prove that
riaca, i. p. 120. none of them has come down to us quite

> The surname JUJ^ in Barba- ^"H^^^-
^omp. further on this point

, ^ ,. ^, ^V^ _ . Goft. Gel. A)iz.\%Q,-l,m^.7U~10. Land
br^uss Arabic Chronicle p. 119, is a •„ ^^-^ ^^^^^^^^^ g -'^^^ --^

7
first sight strange, and is not found

gj^es some passages of Ignatius ; one is
in h,s earlier Synac Chronicle

;
but it

"j-obably from Eph. cap. iii., another cer-
is probably taken from a Syriac pjQJ, tainly from Magn. cap. vii. ; further comp.
and signifies the Seiajphic; for the word Gott. Gel. Anz. 1868, pp. 1470 sq.

denotes some such class of angels, Kniis, ^ For we find in him not a single

direst, p. 90. sign of Judean origin ; and his Roman
- Vol. vii. p. 611. name and the remarkably large number
^ They have in recent times been of Latin words which he uses point pro-

recovered in a very old Syriac translation, bably to the western countries as his

which was published by W. Cureton home.

(1845). The question may be raised ^ The three Mar^yro^o^/es of Ignatius,

whether these three epistles have not Dressel's Patres Apost. pp. 208 sq., 350

been in places very much abbreviated: sq-, 368 sq., successively outstrip each

the abbreviation of early books was other in legendary character ; and though

a very common practice ; and as we they all agree in stating that Ignatius

see from the Epistle of Ignatius to fell as a mirtyr in Rome in the reign of

the Romans, cap. iv., and of Polycarp to Trajan, which Euscbius, Kcc. Hist. iii. 3G,

the Philippians, cap. i., that Ignatius confirms, they do not enable us to gather

wrote more than these three, now pre- the year of his death.
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Roman governor of Aiitiocli; the only thing- certain is that tliis

took place in the reign of Trajan, and that a case of this kind

had probably never occnrred before. For he was sentenced like

a malefactor to fight with wild animals in Rome, and was taken

to the capital with other Christian captives under the guard of

ten soldiers.* The aged and universally venerated Bishop of

the church of Antioch, which was itself so distinguished above

many others, was led in chains by the long overland route to

Rome, and was everywhere eagerly visited and accompanied
with intense sympathy by the Christian churches into the neigh-

bourhood of which he came ; but his soul remained immovable
all through the long and severe journey ; and, glad to fall as a

sacrifice for Christ's cause, he advanced towards the distant

place of his horrible death more like an already emancipated

spirit than a bound and troubled man.

The martyr's joy in view of death, and the desire to become
in suffering and dying for Christ's cause like Christ himself,

and by such sublime obedience to the Divine will to become, as

it were, a glorified disci^^le of God,- had then long been growing
in strength ;

^ but never before this case of Ignatius had it

appeared in view of the most terrible death with such power
and such certainty of eternal victory in one who had been

a Heathen, and such a venerated head of a Christian church,

before the eyes and amid the warmest sympath}^ of all the

Christian churches of Asia, Greece, and Italy. Moreover, there

was a further circumstance which deserves our full attention.

Nothing is so remarkable in these epistles of Ignatius as that

they omit altogether the exhortation to obey the existing

governments which is customary in similar books.'' This cannot

be an accident ; and when we remember that the sentence of

the Roman governor upon Ignatius was a most unusual one,

we have no reason to doubt that Ignatius rejected the Roman
rule itself as a Heathen one, and that this was the ultimate

ground of his violent conflict. It was he who first had the

courage to declare plainly that all existing Heathen supremacy

' According to Polycarp, E'p. ad PJtil. Heathen governments in epistles of this

cap. i. (comp. ante, p. 214), comp. Ign. kind; but Ignatius, J?/>. ad Eph. cup. x.,

Ep. ad Rom. cap. v. requires simply that all men shoidd be
'^ The thought 'Iva SvvTjdu fiaOriTijs eliai prayed for, and that only because repent-

Qi^ov, Ep. ad Eph. enp. i., does not con- ance may be hooped from them, in order

tradiet the other TtJre ecrofiai jxadTjTris that they may come to God: just as

aA7j0aJs XpicTTov, Ep. ad liom. cap. iv. Xystus speaks ahout the same time (in

•' Ivfra, pp. 22'2 sq. Lagarde's Aiial. Syr. p. 7. U). How dis-

* The first of Peter, the three Pas- tinctly a recollection of this kind was
toral Epistles, even Polycarp's Ep. ad connected with the name of Ignatius may
Phil. cap. xii., are sufficient proof of the be seen from the fact that the first aug-

habit of exhorting to obedience toward menter and editor of his epistles in the
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must give way to that of Christianity ;
' and if the previous

great martyrs, Peter, Paul, and others, had fallen primarily in

consequence of the Judeans instigating the Roman Govern-

ment, his ardour now with the progress of time led him
consistently to oj^pose the Roman supremacy itself. He was
accordingly condemned by the governor of Antioch to fight

with beasts, as guilty of treason. We can well suppose that

then the church earnestly pleaded for an alteration of that

sentence ; but the governor could, if he was inclined to attend

to this request, and the condemned man was vigorous enough
to serve as a spectacle for the Roman people, only send him to

Rome that it might there be seen whether he would be par-

doned or not.^ His conveyance to Rome with others who were

destined for the same spectacle, or to be taken up on the wa}^,

was therefore determined. Of course Ignatius had fought with

none but the truly Christian weapons of Divine trath and
sincerity, and met with this punishment only because he first

openly and boldly uttered the things which it still required two

centuries to make triumphant in the world. And as what he
uttered in Antioch with relation to the Roman Government
could be maintained with perfect serenity in the hot conflict,

because of its truth, though thereby the rage of his opponents

was the more provoked, so upon his long terrible journey to

death he everywhere exhibited a lofty calmness of soul. When
he was about to pass from Antioch into Europe by way of

Smyrna and Troas, he found an opportunity for writing a

few words such as were suitable for this time to his younger

friend Polycarp, the above-mentioned ^ Bishop of Smyrna,
adding also a few words to the bishop's church.'* From
Smyrna, where his guards seem to have remained a consider-

able time, he had previously addressed a few words of genuine

inspired enthusiasm to the Ephesian church, which had sent

seA^en Greek epistles nuikes no change in beautiful passage from an epistle of our
this respect. But the .still later editor at Ignatius without mentioning his name
length introduces a change apparently cither hero or elsewhere, and to speak of

with purpose {Epist. ad Phlladelph. cap. him here only as a Cliristian who was
iv. ; ad Sniyrn.. cap, ix.) With regard condemned to fight with beasts,

to the Pastor Hermce in this respect, see '^ We may infer this witii tolerable

below. certainty from the laws quoted by Bunsen,
' A reminiscence of this has been Corpus Juris, Dig. :i\\\\\. \Si. 2>\.

preserved even in those late Martyrolx/ies ^ Ante, p. 214.

in which Ignatius is represented as con- ' This is the first of the three epistles,

tending quite openly in Antioch or even and in this the first redactor found
in Kome directly with Trajan himself, nothing to jidd. But towards the end
It is true these Martyrologics date only this epistle has evidently been abbre-
from the Byzantine period; but it was viated in the Syriac collection of three,

probably a reminiscence of the dangerous and has been in this respect better traus-

audacity of Ignatius which induced Ire- mitted in the Greek,
nreus, Adv. Hcer. v. 28. 4, to quote a
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him a greeting by its bishop, Onesimus.' When, as he then
proceeded through Macedonia westwards, gradually approach-
ing Rome, he found an opportunity of writing by a quicker

route to the Roman church, he announced to them his speedy
arrival

;
yet not with a view of authorising intercession for

him at the court of Csesar (a step to which undoubtedly many
advised him), but to dissuade them from any such attempt :

and at this point his mind exults with awful rapture in view
of his near and certain death. He knows no higher joy,

honour, or bliss than ' to be food of God, and to be ground
by the teeth of wild beasts, and to be found pure bread of

Christ,' alluding in such an entirely original way to the true

Christian sacrifice ;
^ let the wild beasts ' become his sepulchre

in order that when he has fallen asleep he may be a burden to

no one ;
' and then only does he hope ' to be truly Christ's

disciple when the world will not so much as see his body.' ^ This

is the language of one long absorbed in enthusiastic reflection

on that horrible death on behalf of the most rio-hteous cause,

and language such as was perhaps never again written down in

cold blood in this fashion. Thus he fell at last in Rome, an
illustrious instance of the powerful and lasting influence of

Paul's exalted example in the second and third generation after

his martyrdom ; for it is especially Paul's thoughts and words
which, next to those of the Gospels,^ continue to influence him
with this wonderful force, much as he has become an entirely

different character from Paul as regards his temporal and
national position.

In this way Ignatius had become, in life and in death, the

perfect model of a bishop such as these times required, and
such as necessaril}^ seemed more and more desirable in the

following generations, when the trials and persecutions of the

churches grew continually worse. While in him Christian

faithfulness and steadfastness were in these times most fully

exhibited, though but few dared to follow him in quite the same

' This is the second of the three, but ^ Of these reminiscences of the Gos-
it is in the Syriac evidently still more pels the passage £p. ad Eph. cap. xix.

shortened, and especially, as in the former about the tria mysteria clamoris which
one, the conclusion is wholly -wanting, were prepared in the silence of God, but

- Vol. vii. pp. 120 sq. remained hidden from the Devil (until
^ Cap. iv., comp. cap. vii. This third they had taken place), points clearly to an

and last epistle in the Syriac translation apocryphal Gospel, and is only on that
(at all cA-ents in the three MSS. of it account obscure ; but the Greek text has
hitherto discovered) has been preserved been preserved more perfectly than the
in the niost complete form in the Syriac Syriac. The meaning of these three jxva-

translation, yet not without some omis- r7]pia, however, may be easily dis-
sions. This is not the place to give the covered,
detailed proof of all this.
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form of conflict, the episcopal office and dignity, again, were

especially exhibited in him as the ideal of the bishop who
was then looked for, as one contending to the death in the

front of his flock, and protecting them all by his nobler strength.

After his martyrdom, accordingly, not only were his epistles

immediately songht after with great eagerness,^ but as having

become so famous and precious they were subsequently re-

peatedly re-edited, and at last fictitious ones were added to them.

His epistles have peculiar characteristics such as of themselves

invite the efibrts of later expounders and interpolaters, as they

are written in an extremely concise style, liable to be easily

misunderstood, while they are overflowing with inward force

and highest enthusiasm. In addition to this, it was soon be-

lieved that certain necessities of the time could be most readily

met by re-editing and augmenting them. In the decades

immediately succeeding the martyrdom of Ignatius the neces-

sity was felt of a more strict and centralised personal govern-

ment of the churches, and with that a more complete constitu-

tion of the episcopal office : the increase of persecution from
without, and the growing dangers from the action of the

Gnostics within, made this want more painfully felt. Epistles

of Ignatius, as the first high model of a bishop, a23peared to be

best adapted to teach what the true bishop and what the true

unity and stability of the Church ought to be. Thus seven

re-edited and enlarged Ignatian epistles were put in circulation,

the chief object of which is twofold: (1) to exhort to a glad

and strict obedience to the government of the church officers,

particularly of the bishop ; and (2) to warn, with equally

strong words, against the schisms of the Gnostics especially.

A few very slight sounds of these two kinds of admonition were
to be found in Ignatius' own epistles; ^ but the editor aj^pended

his own strong emphasis to them, so that they have now a wholly

different meaning. The Epistle to Polycarp, and that to the

Romans, were left by the new editor almost unaltered, as their

subject-matter offered little that was suitable for his purpose.

But the five epistles to the churches of Asia Minor—the Eplie-

sians, the Magnesians, theTrallianians, the Philadclphians, and
the Smyrnseans—he made in the highest degree monotonous by
the perpetual repetition of a few alternate exhortations, after

' As may be certainly inferred from episcopal office, but quite harmless ones,

the passage above quoted from Polycarp's and called tor by the context simply, and
Ep. ad Phi/, cap, xiii. by no means so intentional as tliose of the

- In the Epistle to Polycarp, cap. first, still less of the second editor. It

V. vi., and in that to the Ephesians, is the same with the allusions to the
Ciip. i., there are a few allusions to the false teachers, Ej). ad Poh/c. cap. iii.
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the manner and order of the above-mentioned two principal

ideas. In other respects he adheres pretty closely to his models,

and likes to make everywhere new applications of certain

characteristic phrases of Ignatius.^ This first editor of the

Ignatian epistles wrote nndoLibtedly rather early, whilst there

was still much known of the martyr's history and friends

through living tradition : so long, however, as the three genuine

epistles (for they seem to have been early limited to this num-

ber) were much read, this edition of seven, which dates, at the

latest, from the middle of the second century, does not appear

to have been widely used.^ Eusebius, in his time, knew only

the edition of seven re-edited epistles.^ But once more, some-

where about the time of the Nestorian and Monophysite con-

troversies, some one again published these seven epistles, witli

fresh and large additions and changes, some of the epistles being

wholly new and original compositions, though generally from

the same motives essentially which had controlled the first

editor, yet with much less delicate art."* And, later still, yet

more ridiculous epistles were ascribed to Ignatius.'^

From the time of Ignatius the episcopal office, constituting

the strongest stay of the unity and the united government of

each church, was everywhere regarded in the Church at large

as established. In contrast with this unchangeable ofiB.ce, as

reo-ards its occupant, the college of presbyters, as representing

the church, might easily have become less fixed, if such a

change had been felt as at all needful in those times. Similarly,

with the gradual decease of men of Apostolic rank, it remained

in this period still more uncertain under what form the higher

unity of all the individual churches would ultimately be

secured.

' As crov ouaifxriv, in which case iin- f;ivour of as ear]y a date as the above for

doiibtedly Paul's words to Philemon, the edition of seven epistles,

ver. 20, were present to the mind of ^ E:-c. Hist. iii. 36. If it is the true

Jo-natius himself ; further the expression of view that the earlier and genuine oollec-

deepest love, so peculiar to Ignatius, irepi- tion contained only three epistles, it

}prilj.a iyoj rrov, which corresponds com- follows thence that Eusebius had the

collection of seven before him, as he

pletely to the Arabic \j\ lL/IA", or alludes to them even successively in their

JsjwVi, and has in 1 Cor. iv. 13
present order; moreover, he quotes the

passage Ep. ad Smyrn. cap. iii., which

only a distant analogy; likewise the heyond doubt first appeared in the revised

frequent formation of words in -'p6pos, ^^^^l^Jl\ . . ,, ,, ,. . .^ ,

after the example of Theophorus {ante, ^
\This is the col ection of thirteen

21 ^^ Greek epistles, which Petermann pub-

2 The evidence of Origen (iii. p 038, ^i^^^^^'J
[^l"^er collating the Armenian

ed. de la Pue) on the passage Ep. ad translation of them, 1849.

Bom. cap. vii. is doubtful, as it is also / ^Y
'*"' f^m^^s^ng <^^^^ ^^^^^

found in the edition of three epistles; referred to, p. 216.

but otherwise all considerations are in
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3, The Final Form of the Relation of the Church to the World,

Persecutions from the Heathen, and the Martyrs.

The consideration of the subject-matter of the epistles of

Ignatius, and of his end, may serve as a transition to the last

point which has still to be looked at.

We have seen how perfectly, and with what universality of

aspect, Christianity was now taking form as a philosophy and
system of teaching, and how firmly it thus established its home
amongst men. We have seen, also, how completely it now
separated itself from the Ancient Community, and how charac-

teristically, and yet with what secure foundations and permanent
institutions, it consolidated itself as a society. Consolidatino-

itself thus firmly and consciously, both in its views and convic-

tions, and in its terrestrial institutions, it now, for the first time,

realises more generally its own eternal significance and power,

and recognises its divine necessity, in the course of the world's

history, with that higher certainty which could spring from this

immovable basis of thought and organisation alone. This is

that calmly joyous certainty which is expressed most directly,

absolutely, plainly, and beautifully in the writings of the Apostle

John, and which, in another form, is nowhere expounded more
adequately than in the so-called Epistle to the Ephesians. For
when the inspired and enraptured glance now reviewed all

history, from the most distant regions before Christ down to

the most recent scenes after his coming, with the design of

realising, with all assurance, the effects of his aj^pearing, it

must become clear to it that the entire history of mankind and
of the spiritual world from the very first contemplated and
tended towards the appearing of C/hrist, and to the salvation

which was to be founded by him, and was now open to all

men ; and thereby a number of deepest enigmas of Divine
thought and meditation in relation to the world appeared to

be resolved.^

Bat, however imperishably Christ's kingdom had been
established in the earth by its intrinsic truth and glor}^ so

short a time after his departure, it nevertheless confronted,

until now, the rest of the human race only as another and pro-

foundly hostile kingdom ; moreover, the hingdom of the world
continued to retain in its hand all political power, and, as based
upon wholly different views and objects, could hardly for a time

' Epli. i, 4-11, follo"sving the shorter suggestions, Col. j. 14 sq., comp. John i

1-18.
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tolerate the existence of the kingdom of Christ in peace by its

side. In fact, there was involved in this from the very first an

insoluble and infinitely momentous difficulty in relation to all

the past conceptions of men—a difficulty which necessarily came

to the front more and more forcibly and glaringly in proportion

as Christianity spread in the world and increased in strength and

influence. The Church of Christ had, it is true, only a celestial

Lord and King, whom the existing earthly governments might

easily overlook or despise ; but the Church, notwithstanding all

its patience and serenity for the time, which now became habitual

to it, was expecting every moment most intensely the immediate

visible coming of this incomparable Lord in the glory due to

him; ^ and it was the first and inalienable liope that at least

when Christ should come in his glory he would erect externally

his kingdom upon the ruins of that of the world. But even

before the consummation of that i^resent age,^ the Christian

Church already existed as a society complete in itself, in the

form of a brotherhood bound together by similarity of faith,

practice, and hope, as well as by the noblest fraternal affection,

and a brotherhood which always voluntarily submitted to its

own leaders in their proper order. This was itself an actual

kingdom with its own most marked character and most decided

purposes, by its construction and its deepest energies established

infinitely more firmly than any of the existing human king-

doms, though as to its summit it was yet incomplete, inasmuch

as it was still waiting for the visible presence of its Lord, and on

that account submitting itself humbly and submissively to the

violence of the existing earthly kingdoms. Moreover, as from

the first founded by other than outward force, in accordance

with its highest principle, it was never spread by the aid of

material means; it was maintained and advanced solely by the

same purely celestial love through the highest exertions of

which it was called into life ; and as on that account it was com-

plaisant towards all men without exception and overcame its

enemies by teaching and love alone, so it was especially obe-

dient towards existing governments and respectful towards all

that was good in them. At the same time this unfinished

kingdom of Christ had its own deep, invincible will and spirit,

which was totally opposed to the will and spirit of all other

existing kingdoms ; and it cherished a sacred hope, which anti-

cipated, with enthusiastic assurance, their certain end; and

though the individual members of this kingdom gladly sub-

mitted, in everything not contrary to their inmost faith, to the

' See ante, pp. 175 sq. - o aiwu 6 oZtos.
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laws of the Idngdom of this ivorld, their highest love was neces-

sarily elsewhere, and thereby an alienation mnst arise between

the two absolntely different kingdoms, the effects of which that

of the world soon either dimly, but with great dread, surmised

or plainly perceived. For, in any case, there were many things

required, or expected as reasonable, by the kingdom of the

world which no good Christian could conscientiously perform.

It was only under compulsion, in short, that a genuine Christian

could submit to the acknowledgment of all its laws and practices

without exception, particularly the heathenish worship of its

princes, which Judeanism had already steadfastly refused ; the

appeal to its courts of justice in all civil causes ; contributions

to the maintenance of Heathen temples and priests ; and the

Judean doubt whether an Israelite might render military ser-

vice in a Heathen army might be renewed in every Christian

more strongly, inasmuch as Christ himself, as the Lord of

peace and love, had himself Avarned his followers against taking

the sword. And gentle as Christianity was in its inmost ten-

dencies, and much as its teachers exhorted publicly to submis-

sion to the Heathen governments, the innate force of the deep

incompatibility of the two kingdoms early broke out into bright

flame in the case of some of the more daring spirits, as we
have seen.^

As regards the Roman empire in particular, there were spe-

cial causes in its case which made it so early the most bitter

and irreconcilable persecutor of Christianity. For in the second

and third generations Christianity had spread with growing

rapidity, and taken ever deeper root throughout the countries of

the empire ; with perfect ingenuousness and without any arro-

gance, it could boast that it had been securely established

throughout the whole earth,'- and in some countries particularly

all the Heathen temples already stood as if forsaken of their

worshippers.^ But although it had then undoubtedly spread

rapidly into the countries on the eastern confines of the Roman
empire,* as those countries had been so specially prepared to

' An/e, -p. 218. met with in tliat part of Asia Minor
^ As early as Hcrmcg Pastor, iii. 8. 3, alone,

the tree covering the whole earth, which * We cannut, it is true, prove this

in Dan. iv. 10-12 is still an image of the from a general and connected history of
Heathen empire, has become thf symbol those regions; but Christianity must
of Christianity; comp. i,^;. ad Diogn. have early established itself both in the
ante, pp. 173 sq. north-east (vol. vi. p. 142) and in the far

3 The statement of Pliny, Epist. x. south-east, according to the evidence re-

97. 9, 10 sup})lies the best proof unin- ferred to Jahrbh. dcr B. W. ii. p. 201
;

tpntionally of this: we have no reason to with regard to the journeys of Thomas,
suppose that such phenomena were to be see a brief account, ibid. iv. p. 128.

VOL. VIII. Q
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understand its true meaning- and tendencies by the early exten-

sion of Judeanism in them, it is still undeniable that it was

chiefly the Roman empire in which it most rapidly spread and
obtained such a deep and uniform hold. This empire was

really the world at that time ; Christianity had arisen in it, and
into the extensive countries thereof had poured itself in the tide

of its first and freshest enthusiasm previous to the destruction of

Jerusalem, when it was about to be restricted and held down
within its own immediate confines ; and as the great uniformity

of the administration and government of these wide countries,

no less than the outwardly legal habit of mind which as a rule

prevailed in them, had now marvellously forwarded the spread

of Christianity still more than previously the similar spread of

Judeanism, so in the Roman empire a greater uniformity of

external institutions and of the internal connection of the

countless separate Christian churches might be constantly more
fully developed.^ But on this very account this most powerful

of all existing Heathen empires necessarily came at once into

hostile collision with Christianity; a collision which at first

was shown involuntarily, and here and there only, in uncon-

scious, obscure, and instinctive forms, but which at length

came more strongly and consciously to the front, as the history

of the empire down to the time of Constantine shows. In the

earlier period, however, this empire of the world was at once

impelled by a twofold motive to an uninterrupted and merciless

persecution of this invincible faith, which seemed to spring so

ghost-like from the strangest corners and depths of the earth,

and the purposes of wdiich seemed so unaccountable. The
wisest, and in other matters most clear-sighted Romans con-

tinued to regard this faith as an exitiabilis superstitio} For the

Romans had scarcely time to congratulate themselves on having
settled thoroughly wdth the Judeans, and on having delivered

themselves from that spectral horror, when they beheld them-
selves tormented and mocked by this much worse ghost, which
was from the first so closely related to the former one, and,

indeed, seemed to have risen, only in a more terrible form,

from its mortal agony. They accordingly only transferred the

' In consequence of its earliest, do- proper manner,
vclopnicnt Christianity has continued - Thus Tacitus in the reign of Trajan,
almost down to our own times confined to Ann. xv. 44 : and the judgment of Tacitus
the countries of the Roman empire, after vas only the same as that of all the
it had conquered this empire with which Romans who regarded themselves as the
it camo into most immediate and sharp truest and the best patriots, e.g. Trajan
collision. I have elsewhere shown that himself undou1)tedly, and afterwards the
it has long Leen needful that it should at pliilosopher Marcus Aurelius, in his
length pass beyond these limits in a Mcdltatiuns, xi. 3.
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deep hatred which they had displayed so bitterly against the

haughty Jiideans with tenfold bitterness to these Christian off-

shoots of Judeanisni, who seemed so strangely patient and sub-

missive, and were yet so indestructibly hardy and tenacious of

existence. Moreover, the slanders and instigations which so

many Judeans raised against Christianity, which they regarded

as a faithless apostasy,^ largely contributed undoubtedly to

the formation of this view (now first fully established) of the

Romans regarding the new religion of Christianity.

It cannot surprise us, therefore, that the Roman persecu-

tions only now commence in earnest ; and scarcely had the

Christian churches become somewhat better protected against

the Judean persecutions,'^ when they were assailed by those of

the Romans, which might become much more extensive and

severe than those of the Judeans had generally been. The first

emperor who began them on a large scale was, according to all

appearances, Domitian, that gloomy man, who suffered so much
from the suspicion, peculiar to the Flavian family, of everything

that came from Judea.-^ Christians and Judeans had then been

generall}^ quite separated, but the Roman Government was

disinclined to acknowledge such a distinction,'^ treated the

Christians as Judeans, and it could punish all Romans parti-

cularly who showed any inclination to Christianity the more
rigorously as the severe laws of Vespasian against the Judeans

were still in full operation. Thus, though Domitian might, in

one of his better moods, send back the two relatives of Christ,"'

he caused man}^ of the most severe punishments to be inflicted

upon accused Christians.'^

We have, however, from the time of Domitian, a somewhat
more definite report of one case, which, on account of its

special importance, remained somewhat more firmly fixed in the

memory. A short time before his own fall the gloomy emperor

commanded the execution of Flavins Clemens, the remaining

son of his uncle Sabinus. The other son of Sabinus he had

' Ante, p. 46. these instances, which occurred under
2 Ante, p. 21. Domitian, are mentioned in a separate
^ Ante, p. 77. clause after the last instance of Flavins
"* As appears from the instance men- Sabinus ; comp. also ]\Iinuci us Felix, Oct.

tioned ante. p. 27, as well as from the 12. 4 ; 37- 1 sq. Euscb. Ecc. Hist. iii. 18

way in which, according to Cassius Dio, speaks much less definitely ; somewhat
Hist. Ixvii. 14, the adoption of Judean more definitely, CArw?. ii. p. 279 ; and we
customs by many Romans was then do not now know what is the authority for

spoken of: for it is altrgether improbable the statement in Tcrtullian's Apology, cap.

that a liking for Judcanism then siid- v. quoted by lOuseb. iii. 20, that Domitian

dtnly increased in Rome. soon recalled the condemned Christians;
^ Ante, p. 188. that ho banished John to I'atmos, as
® E.g. execution and deprivation of Tertullian says, is, we have scon, a base-

property, see Cassius Dio, Ixvii. 1 4, where less supposition, ante p. 1 70.

Q 2
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previously put out of the way, altlioug^li lie liad adopted tliem

both. He also bauished the wife of Flavius Clemens, Domi-

tilla, who likewise sprang from the Flavian house, to the island

Pandateria, on the coast of Campania ; they were both charged

with atheism, that is, the violation of the Roman religion, by

which all that can have been meant was an inclination to

Christianity.^ This member of the imperial family had just

previously been invested, as one expression of the favour of

Domitian, with consular dignity; but he was considered, in the

opinion of the bigher society of Rome, as a very inactive cha-

racter,^ undoubtedly because from love of a meditative and

earnest Christian life, and probably also with a view of avoid-

ing Domitian's suspicions, he wished to hold himself aloof from

all public business ; his wife (like so many other women of

those first Christian times) may have been a more zealous

Christian than he. This is the first pair belonging to such a

high Roman family of whose Christian faith mention was from

that time made ; and a vivid recollection of both, and a still

nobler son of theirs, appears to have been preserved in the

Clementine fiction belonging to the end of the second century

—

the frequently re-edited book, which was so much read for the

sake of its interesting story and published under various names,

as the Recognitions or the Homilies of Clement, the ultimate

purpose of whicb was stated above.^ For it does not admit of

doubt that by the Clement of Rome immortalised in it is meant
the author of the epistle above described,^ who according to an

early order of enumeration was the third bishop of the church at

Rome, and according to that order held his office from the

twelfth year of Domitian to the third of Trajan :
^ the author

had his own special purpose to serve in making him a disciple

of Peter,^ placing him at the same time in such an early period

that he would then become, not the third, but the first Bishop

of Rome. And when the author describes him as the son of a

' Cassius Dio, Ixvii. 14; comp. on this ^ Ante, p. 126.

ante, p. 80. ' Ante, pp. 205 sq.

2 For Loth points see Suet. JDom. ^ According to the simple statements

cap. 15; comp. cap. 10; comp. also the in Irenasus, iii. 3. 3, Euseb. Ecc. Hist.

allusions to all this by Philostratus y. 6; iii. 2, 15, 21, 34. The first bishop

in the Life of Apollonius, viii. 25. was according to this list Linus, the

We have another proof that the Chris- second Anencletus. The readers of the

tians were everywhere much persecuted later fiction regarding him first placed

under Domitian in the dechirations Clement at the head of the series.

of several Christians before Pliny that " It is certain froni the most reliable

they had abandoned Christianity twenty indications that Clement was a disciple of

years before {Epist. x. 97. 6); but they Peter; the error of the fiction is that it

were only the more timid Christians who intentionally makes him a disciple of

after the first persecution had been more Peter alone, and not of Paul also,

cautious.
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godly mother, and of a father who was at first impeded by
Heathen doubts, but at length converted, while both parents

were of the imperial family,' all this may (tK^tvvithstanding the

legendary conception of so much else, including even the names
of the parents and brothers) very well be the remains of a true

tradition concerning our imperial pair. If, however, Clement,
the author of the epistle, was really a son of this cou2)le,'- he
becomes from that fact the more interesting to us ; and the re-

lation would also explain why he should afterwards become so ex-

ceptionall}^ famous and beloved as a most distinguished Eoman
presbyter and writer. For, with the exception of the few chief

apostles, to no other Christian were so many writings subse-

quently ascribed,^ and none of the disciples of the apostles was so

early and so greatly as he glorified by tradition. And Christians

of the most dissimilar schools contributed to this glorification.

The reaction which took place, after Domitian's fall, under
the brief and mild reign of Nerva, was of benefit, undoubtedly,

to the persecuted Christians also ; and for some years Chris-

tianity could spread without restraint. But under the sternly

warlike reign of Trajan, Roman suspicion at once rose pro-

portionally higher, so that soon after his accession Christians

became for the first time the objects of a general and extremely

severe penal legislation. We no longer know the precise occa-

sion of it
;
probably the urgent demands of the Judeans, who

breathed more freely after the fall of the Flavian dynasty, for

a strict separation of the Christians from themselves, concurred

with the more public action of such Christians as Ignatius ;
"^ and

' See particularly Homil. xii. 8. If (2) the two Ejnstles on Virginiti/, i.e. the
the original conclusion of the story had ascetic life; they were last published in

been preserved, all these points would the Syriae translation of them in 18oG
have been more clearly brought out. (by J. P. Beelen, Lovan.). I have shown

- The facts that Irentieus andEusebius at length, Gott. Gd. Anz. ISoG, pp. 1451-
who follows him say nothing about the 1469, in relation to this and similar ques-
relationship, and that in the earliest men- tions generally, that they were written
tion that we have of his labours as a towards the end of the third century in

Roman presbyter (//er;/i® Pa,yi!or, i. 2. 4, Clement's name; (3) as Clement was
where he appears as an elder of distinc- looked upon as a strict Chi'istian and
tion) he is called simply Clemens, can beloved disciple of the apostles, a share
prove nothing against it. The confusion in the authorship of books under such
of him with the Clement whom Paul names as Ai^axv, Bidascalia, or Constitu-

speaks of (Phil. iv. 3) as his former tioncs and Canoncs of the apostles, was
fellow labourer at Philippi begins with ascribed to him, see ante, p. 201

;

Eusebius, and is then continued by (-1) latest of all Apocalypses were ascribed
Jerome, J)c Scriptoribus Ecclcs, ci\). 15. to him, a lengthy report on which, by

3 As far as we can at present classify Dillmann, has I)een pul dished in the Gott.

the later literature ascrilted to Clement, Grl. NacJirlchtcn, 18.58, pp. 185-226.
there belonged to it (1) the Second The work of which an account is given
Epistle to the Corinthians, which, however, there is probably the same as that men-
differs completely from his genuine first tioned in NicoU's Catal. Cod. Man. Bibl.

epistle in language even, and is without BodL, pp. 49 sq.

any reason ascribed to him (see below); ^ See ante, pp. 217 sq.
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as, therefore, they were no longer to be thrown into the general

class hitherto called Judeans, the earlier laws against the

prohibited associations were pnt in force against Christianity,

according to which, as being an ilUcit society (or hetfpria), it

was not to be tolerated, and all who openly professed it were to

be treated as guilty of treason. Accordingly, when, in conse-

quence of the scourge of delators, with which the Roman empire

was afflicted, the courts of justice were soon flooded with public

accusations against the Christians, both in Rome ' and in all

the provinces cruel tortures and sanguinary punishments were

commenced, those accused persons onl}^ being liberated who
consented to offer sacrifices before the idols and images of the

Caesars and to curse Christ. As the younger Pliny in Bithynia

loathed the torture and execution of the immense multitude of

the accused, Trajan, in replj^ to his elaborate, and for us his-

torically most instructive report, gave him permission to punish

those only who obstinately refused, when convicted of the crime

of being Christians, to show any repentance ; neither were they

to be inquired after by the authorities.^ But this only increased

the activity of the anonymous informers. And in Palestine

especially the persecutions rose to such a height that, on the

representations of Tiberianus, his representative in this province,

Trajan commanded that greater leniency should be shown.^

Trajan's successor, Hadrian, is commended, before the

end of his life, it must be allowed, by a semi-Christian, an
adherent of that hybrid faith above described,"* as an exceed-

ingly good emperor ;
^ and undoubtedly he endeavoured more

than Trajan to be just to all classes of his innumerable subjects

by a personal view and examination of matters. In fact, such
an internal warfare as had been commenced by Trajan's in-

structions, whereby the perpetual disturbance and persecution of

the most innocent and best subjects were open to public informers

and sycophants, might become a source of the greatest peril to

the empire, which the best governors and emperors themselves

must have been the first to perceive. Moreover, the emperors

and the governors were in the habit, according to ancient

Roman custom, of paying ready attention to the clamorous

voices and demands of the populace—for instance, when it was
collected at the public games—so that a popular tumult merely

' When Pliny says {Epist. x. 97. 2) : hetcerics had long been in existence.

Cognitionihus de Christianis interfui mm- ^ The trace of this has been preserved
qiiam, he can only mean that he was in Siddas, s.v. Tpa'iauSs,

never present in Rome itself when such ^ Ante, pp. 122 sq.

cases were tried. ^ See my Ahhandlung on the Si])yl-

2 Ejiist. X. 98. 2 ; it follows from line Books, pp. 63 sq. 67.

X. 42, 43, that the laws against the
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often cost many Christians their lives. When, therefore, a pro-

consul of Asia, Seroniiius Granianus, had sent a true report to

Hadrian of this uvil, which was doubly inconvenient in a

country that had become to such an extent Christian as Asia

Minor then had, the emperor commanded Fundanus, the suc-

cessor of the proconsul, to piuiish those Christians only who
should be convicted of having acted ' contrary to the laws,' to

pay no attention to merely hostile representations and tumul-

tuous proceeding's, and to punish the base sycophants ; ^ and
the emperor sent similar instructions to other districts.^

But no such efforts of individual Roman ^.-overnments were
able to produce any permanent improvement, as the opposition

and conflict between Christianity and Heathenism had already

found its way into the heart of the people at large. After so

many of their martyrs had fallen. Christians learned to celebrate

every year afresh the days of their death in a fixed order; '^ but

this was only an extension and perpetuation of the annual

Passover feast in its new and genuinely Christian sense. In
this way also ' the people of the Christians ' soon formed a

new nation of the earth ; and the people generally in all parts

of the world observed sooner than the governments that the

Christians were an entirely new class of men, and that Chris-

tianity and Heathenism could not exist side by side.

Thus with the Judeans many Heathen also opposed Chris-

tianity incessantly, urged the governments in a thousand ways
to punish, or rather to exterminate, the Christians, and obtained

everywhere, more or less, their purpose ; and upon every lull or

exhaustion of the endless conflict it broke out afresh and with

increased violence, now in one place and then in another.

Heathens and Judeans, and often semi-Christians in other

respects, attacked the Christians with the same animosity
;

many drew back from fear, either entirely or in appearance

;

but to become like Christ in the death of martyrdom became

' This decree of Hadrian is given in treated as tliey were at the beginning of

Justin's Apol. i. cap. 68 in the Latin

;

Christianity, i.e. as the Judeans then
Meliton alf^o refers to it in his lost "were throughout the empire ; and it is

Apology, a passage from which is pro- only because he takes this view of

served in Euseb. Ecc. HUt. iv. 26. 10. the situation, and in so far emphasises
As there is here only a general reference the close connection of Christianity with

to the 'laws,' and Christianity is not Judeanism, that he can say that only

spoken of as an illicit association, the Nero and Domitian had previously as

decree leaves great liberty to the bene- persecutors of Christianity made an ex-

volent judge: on the other hand, a crime ceptiun from the laws of Augustus; to

might be discovered in the simple denial which we must undoubtedly add that he
of the Eoman gods. was unwilling publicly to say anything

- According to Meliton's brief remark bad of the Caesars afttr Domitian.
in the passage referred to above. Meliton ^ Conip. tlie llrst beginnings of this

wished that the Christians had been custom, vol. vii. p. IflS.
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more and more the prevailing impulse and often tlie deep de-

sire of all who truly believed ; and if some in fear shrank from
an open confession, others, on the contrary, announced them-
selves to the governments, lest they should be deceived and to

satisfy their own consciences, and also mainlj^ under the in-

fluence of the passionate desire to be in death itself like Christ.^

But neither the partial nor the complete denial of Christianit}^,

which occurred in the case of many, could be lightly viewed in

any of its churches from the inmost nature of Christianity
;

and when the martyrs came to be esteemed above all,^ there arose

a number of new questions as to the view to be taken of those

who had more or less fallen away.

The Shepherd of Hermas.

We possess still a work of considerable size belonging to the

same period, and one which enables us to take the most in-

structive glances into all the internal affairs of the Church in

this respect, and to form an idea of the Church itself. We
refer to the Shepherd of Hermas, which was once extremely

popular, and is also remarkable as being one of the last, not

wholly unworthy and rapidly widely circulated, offshoots of

Biblical literature, and which was not without a considerable

influence upon the formation of Christian ideas.

The work is occupied mainly with one series of related

questions which at that time rapidly became of great import-

ance, and with regard to which no satisfactory answers in detail

had yet been given. What is Christian repentance and for-

giveness, and how can the latter be shared by those who are

about to undergo the great purification of baptism, or have even

already undergone it, and ought thereby to be kept from every

heinous transgression ? The work enters minutely into all such

questions, but this is hardly the place to follow its treatment of

them in detail ; it may suffice to observe that the author, in

consideration of the severe persecutions and the great injuries

they inflicted on the churches, proposes a view of the possibility

• Justin, Apol. ii. cap. 12. carpi]) and of the great persecution in

2 This is quite the case already in Vienna and Lugdununi under Marcus
Hermes Pastor, \. S. 1,2,5; iu. 9. S,S, 2S, Aurelius (in Euseb. Ecc. Hist. v. 1-4)

in Xystus' Ecloqa (in Lagarde's Anal, are quite contemporary and supply the

Syr. p. 6. 13-20 ; 8. 18, 19^ 17. 4, 5), in most faithful historical examples, "short

Justin's Dial. c. Try. cap. 46. Although and extremely touching as they are ; it is

the Martyrologies of Ignatius are all of true they belong to a somewhat later

late date {ante, p. 219) and may hardly period, but they may still be referred to

be quoted here, the accounts of the end for an instructive picture of thfe persecu-

of Polycarp (in Dressel's Patrcs Apost. tions under Domitian and Trajan.

2nd ed. pp. 391 sq. [Martyriian S. Po/y-
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or impossibility of the restoration of the various classes of the

apostates which, notwithstanding its rigour, appeared to later

times too lax; so that the Montanists, as if in opposition to this

book, which was then much read and followed, afterwards put

forward their much more rigorous view.^ But Christians to

whom a special kind of penance was or seemed necessary at

that time constituted a large part of the Church, whilst the

position of Christianity in the world was still everywhere very

insecure, and the most violent storms both from without and

from within assailed it ; and our author has especially an open

eye for the general significance of the Church in the world.

Further, repentance and penance, conceived as the condition of

a Christian life, are so closely connected with all the other

states of mind, views, and deportment of a Christian that they

can be properly considered only in a wide connection of this

kind ; but our author delights to peer deeply into all the inner

conditions of the mind, to bring into light these most sacred

feelings of the single soul in relation to the great and rigorous

Christian requirement, and to propound definite views on all the

dark and doubtful points which in such cases arose. Now, no

one had more occasion to meditate on all these things fully

and to form definite conclusions regarding them than the

ofiicer who was entrusted with the direction of a Christian

church, who had at that time so much power over the con-

sciences of the ordinary Christians, which, however, was a purely

spiritual power, and who was a member of the whole line of

church governors on whose action the entire fate of Christendom

chiefly depended. Our author was evidently a director of this

kind, or, as he is described in the higher language of his book,

Qj pastor ; ^ and as he sought to become master of the innumerable

doubts and uncertainties which arose in these circumstances,

he wrote, when he could at last hope to have overcome them,

this elaborate work for the use of the whole church of his day.

If the author was to attain his object completely, his work

had necessarily to contain a mixture of doctrine and outlook

:

the doctrine had to show the nature of true repentance and

penance, and what could conduct to and promote them; the

outlook into the nature of the Church generally and its ulti-

mate future had to teach what was the purpose of true repent-

' It is, however, quite baseless and the fact that our author again gives su^h

wrong to bring tliedate of our book down prominence to it, and calls Ciirist himself

to the times of the Montanists. by this name, was occasioned less by
2 Tha name according to iii. 6. 1 sq. such passages as 1 Pot. ii. 25, Hel).

denotes sinjply a director, or governor, in xiii. 20, Eph. iv. 11, than by John x. 1

accordance with, the usage of the pro- sq., since he takes from this passage the

phetic language of the Old Testament ; but image of the door also, see below.
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ance, and what divine gloiy awaited both all Christians indi-

vidually and the universal kingdom of Christ. Now, as in

the Old Testament pro[>hets, doctrine and outlook had always

been closely conjoined, and especially such later prophets as

Ezekiel had succeeded in connecting both in a beautifully

artistic manner, so our author also endeavours to combine both

after the prophetic model. In this effort he was assisted by
the Book of Ezra,' the most recent and attractive work of the

kind, and an admirable model ; and he follows it in many points

of art, as far as a purely Christian can imitate a Judean work
which Avas not much older. Although a very good and decided

Christian, not having the remotest inclinations toward the

Judean Christians in the bad sense above described,^ he was
yet, according to all indications, of Judean extraction, so that

everything belonging to the Old Testament was quite at his-

command, as regards its language and figures; indeed, his

Greek has a strong Hebrew flavonr. Moreover, like the author

of the Book of Ezra, he undoubtedly lived and wrote in Rome,
was, from all that we can infer from liis work, in Italy only

quite at home, and sprang, therefore, probably from the stock

of Judean families which had then long been settled in Rome.^
This Christian prophetic work resembles the Book of Ezra in

this respect also, that its author and his ideas retreat behind

the memory of an older universally honoured saint, and that it

represents all that it has to say from the basis of his life and
history alone.

The choice of such a saint must have been somewhat diffi-

cult to the author. On the one hand, he could make none but

a Christian the mouthpiece of his work, yet not one of the most
prominent—a Peter, or another apostle, or even a Clement—he

needed a simple imstor or presbyter of a Christian church, who,

as the careful director of a single church, might be regarded

as a pattern for all similar officers. On the other hand, as the

action of the work had to be placed in Rome—and he had this

great important church primarily in view—he could choose none
but an elder from this cburch who had, in the recollection of

all, once distinguished himself, and had become known pro-

bably as a man given to prophetic musings and inquiries. He
chose accordingly as his representative pastor, given to prophetic

thought and action, Hermas, a (to us) otherwise unknown

' Ante, pp. 47 sq. and still more of the following period, is

^ Ante, pp. 143 sq. accordingly never dwelt upon in the long,

^ An antithesis between Christian well-preserved work; and yet its iiuthor

and Judean elements, which comes out is unmistakibly a very good and faithful

so prominently in other writings of this Christian.
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member of tlie Roman cliurcb,' but wbo bad been certainly one

of its presbyters,- and migbt still be very well known on account

of bis meditative nature. Above all, it could subsequently

never be forgotten tliat at last he fell as one of the martyrs in

Roine.^ It is further evident that at tlie time of Clement^ he

was one of the presbyters of the great church there, as the

author speaks of him as if Clement the bishop had been in his

da}^ officially connected with him, and a certain Grapte, other-

wise unknown to us, had been the first female officer of the

cliurch.'' Supposing, therefore, whicli we may very well do/*

that the author regarded the year 95 a.d. as the time of the

greatest activity of this Ilermas, he may have written his book

some ten or twenty years later,^ when Hermas, Clement, and

Grapte had long been dead, whilst the memory of the peculiar

character and the unusual activity of Hermas had still been so

well preserved that it could be easily revived. All this forms

merel}' the literary art of the plan and execution of the work,

but must be correctly understood as art in all its relations, if

we wish to properly appreciate the book; whilst, some half

century later, the art and the subject-matter of the work were

' In later times, as Oriojen in his

Coiii'n. on Rom. xvi. 14, and Euseb. Ecc.

Hist. iii. 3. 6 show, it was believed that

he was the Hermas mentioned in Rom.
x\'i. 14, but evidently as a purely erro-

neous guess : the name Hermas or Hermes
was frequent enough in those times, and
both are mentioned Rom. xvi. 14 even.

2 It is in accordance wit'.h this suppo-

sition that the plan of the whole book is

laid and in detail executed : but when
cliildren, the numerous family, perhaps
also the wife or the sister (according to

early Christian language) of Hermas are

spoken of (as i. 1. 3 ; 2. 2, 3 ; iii. 7. 1), all

this is to be understood in the higher sense

which is implied in the whole meaning
of the book, and wliieli was elsewhere

customary in those times (see Johan7ieische

Schriften, i. pp. 510 sq.). The household

of this pastor and his children are the

members of his great church. Of pastors

as governors of the churches much is said

iii. 6. 1 sq.

^ This follows from the clear indica-

tion given when ho is described as living

at Rome and yet not ripe for taking his

place of honour amongst the martyrs,

i. 3. 1. Whoever un lerstands the stylo

of books of this kind will easily perceive

thar we have here merely a hint of what
subsequently actually occurred, and the

coming of which is immediately touched

upon more particularly, i. 4. 1.

* Ante, p. 228.
^ i. 2. 4. Clement, who is to send

this new prophetic book to the churches

without, is therefore the bishop of the

Roman church, the bishop, as representa-

tive of his church, receiving the epistles

addressed to it and sending them to

other churches ; it is of no importance that

he is not called bishop in this connection;

but this name occurs in its proper order

in the series of officers, ejnscopi, docicres

(i.e. presbyters), ministri (i.e. deacons),

i. 3. 5. The name ' presbyters ' is like-

wise rare in this book as less poetical;

yet they are meant by the priorcs ccdesifP,

i. 2. 4 ; 3. 9, in the second early Latin

translation in Dressel's edition ; and it

appears from i. 2. 4 that Hermas was one

of them. Grapte is to read the book to

the widows and orphans ; she was there-

fore probably the head of the widows' in-

stitute {antc,-^. 201), if the deaconesses

had in that church to look after the sick

only.
" According to p. 205 ante.

^ According to the indication, iii. 9. 15,

' the apostles and (first) ministers of tho

Gospel,' the number of which is here

remarkably giveTi as forty, were already

dead: this could be said about 115 a.d.,

and indeed almost as well about 95 a.d.,

and we have nowhere any proof that the

book was not written until after 110 or

120 A.n.
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sorely misconceived by people wlio, on other gronnds, tlionglit

lig-litly of it.^ It must be allowed that the art of this work fails

to rise to the height of that of its mode], the Book of Ezra, and
is onl}" cast round the great multitude of doctrines and antici-

pations of the most varied nature like a loose and quite trans-

parent garment ; in this respect also we perceive in this book
one of the last more vigorous ofishoots of a class of literature

which we may briefly call, in relation to this age particularly,

Biblical. But the great matter in this connection also is to

properly perceive both the nature of the literarj^ art and the

subject-matter of the work.

To Hermas, as he is so often waiting in profound meditation

for Divine instructions, his own better spirit (or his angel) often

comes as imMor to his assistance, preaches to him Divine truths

and shows him Divine mysterious symbols, attends him and
never forsakes him until he has finished his higher Divine work
in the way needed by his time; and he is more definitely the

jpastor of repentance,"^ in the form in which he acts in this work
in teaching and illuminating the Church. But as the mere
man Hermas must disappear before this his better self, so he is

really committed to this his immediate pastor only by the chief

Pastor of all, that is, by Christ himself, who appears to him,

however, only in the form of his Angel, and from whom every-

thing in this relation ultimately proceeds.^ These two angels,

however, are only as the principal spirits which attend Hermas,
and appear only after other spirits, in their order, in an ascend-

ing scale, and with an increase of their number and influence,

have prepared the way. For at first there appears to him only

the spirit of an earthly woman, whom he had once loved, in

order to provoke in him sad repentance ; and then on two occa-

sions, with increasing force, an entirely different woman appears

to teach him by lectures and to prepare for him a book which
is to be circulated in every way immediately after he has written

it ; ^ and after it has been shown that this angelic woman is

' The author of the Muratorian author makes use of Hermas, as speaking
Fragmcntum de Canonc, and some other and acting, purely as a literary artifice,

Latin authors following him, wished to making him a presbyter under Clement

;

make a Hermas, brother of Pius, wlio Avas so that such a late date for the book is

Roman bishop in the middle of the second inconceivable.

century, the real author of the work, but '^ Pastor mintius (i.e. angclus) pocni-

evidently simply because they no longer tentia is his complete name,
set a high value upon it, and sought ^ According to ii, procemiicm, iii. 9. 1

;

therefore to be able to represent it as a 10. 1. An Angel of Christ, is met with
recent book ; as we see most plainly from in the Apocalypse also, a book which our
TertullianafterhehadbecomeaMontanist, author does not refer to, and probably was •

Be Orat. cap. 16, Dc Pudic. capp. 10, 20. not acquainted with.
But whoever has any true conception of ' i. 1. 2.

the book will readily perceive that the
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the Church herself, she soon appears to him again to manifest

herself to him fully in all her wonderful nature ; ' but when
afterwards a monster is about to devour him, she appears to

comfort and save him, both being signs and symbols of great

future trials that will come upon him, and from which nothing
but true repentance can save him.^ He is thus prepared for

receiving the higher revelation of those two angels themselves,

that he may commit it like that of the angelic woman to writing

for the use of all;^ and immediately the angelic pastor of re-

pentance comnumicates to him very lengthy exhortations to

Christian virtues, which, however, extremely various as they
are, in the end are closely connected with the question con-
cerning repentance and penance.^ But as all spiritual things,

and especially matters relating to eternal justice and the last

judgment, may be expressed most clearly by the aid of symbols,
the exhortation gradually changes into a description of various

symbols, which are shown and explained to him by the same
angel one after another.^ But as a grea,t symbolic representa-

tion of the Church was given at the opening of the book, so, at
the end of it, the same angel appears once more to ex2)lain to

him a similar but far more complete representation of it ;
^' while

the second and higher angel comes to close the whole with a
few final aduionitions/

The above is a brief outline of the true contents of this com-
paratively extensive work in its various sections. But the
author, in conformity with the prophetic plan of his work, seeks,

as far as possible, to bring everything into the form of round

i. 3, the earlier part of the visio. ancient authorities more correctly Visio
- i. 4. The angel Te^ri, who will jwm^'rt, and we should quote as i. 5.

vanquish all monsters, i. 4. 2, de- ^ ii. 1-12 ; what is usually called tbe
rives his name of ' Kepresser ' from book of Mandata ; of these the second

a very rare ^Syriac root » .. A conip, ancient Latin translation in Dressel's
^^^^ edition (p 409) gives twelve as the uura-

.^J, from which we have j-^^^Zl, her, and this number appears to have
>• v^ been intentional; but quite arbitrarily he
Luke iii. 14 in the Variata [Cixreton's and others in our day divide the third
ancient Syriac version of Four Gospels], book into ten Similitudincs

but transposed with . o > V . This , .

^ i"- 1-8 ;
^<^^ to this point every-

rp . . ,.„ e ^ ^. J 1
thing is closely connected, whilst with

Tegri IS still found m the second early
jij. g, j evidently quite a new section

Latin translation in JJressel (and also, as l^egins
has since been found, in the Ethiopic a

jji. j)^ ^he longest single piece,
translation and in tho Codex Sin.) and v

jji. jo. The present division of tbe
Jerome {Commcnf. ad Hahac i. H) road work and the names of its component parts
by mistake ///n instead, of which ho ^^^ therefore not the most admirable. If
could make ridicule

;
//cv/n;?, found in

,ve wished to divide it according to the
the ordinary text, is also incorrect. The

pj^,,,, ,,.hi,.h are in themselves distinct,
Campanian road, iv 1, appears acconling

jt ^^^i^ ,,^ f^^^^j t^ ^^^^j^j. ^^ ^^^ ^^
to the Coffcr 6e??. to be correct, though the thcm-fni 1 • (2) i 2-C3")i Z-i\\'\ i-
Ethiopic has another reading. (o) ii. j^ro^'W.-iii.^l

;

'(6)'iH. 2-4 -'(7) iij .5

11. procemium, which is called in
^g) iii. G-8

; (9) iii. 9; (10) iii. U). But
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numbers, and altliongh lie employs tlie number seven,^ he

prefers, as one of his peculiarities, the numbers ten and twelve,

with divisions of them,^ probably because the number of the

apostles and of the tribes of Israel was for him typical. It is

often as if he desired to substitute a Christian series of sacred

ideas for the Judeau, as when he classes together seven Chris-

tian virtues.^ And as his book, notwithstanding its prophetic

plan, is very easy and pleasant reading, we can understand how,

with its no less varied than interesting and instructive novel

subject-matter, it was soon very widely read, and for a time

placed amongst the Biblical books.'*

But for us, at this point, the most important thing is the

view the author takes of the Church of Christ; and in this

respect we can easily perceive what important advances the

view of it had made in the short interval since the publication

of the Epistle to the Ephesians.'^ It is to our author, according

to a new symbol, an immense tower which rises into the heavens,

but which is still in building, and, mainly on account of the

sins of so many Christians, lacks its final completion.^ This

tower is, as it were, of one stone, and yet, at the same time,

composed of an endless number ; but only such stones as are

suitable for its style of architecture, and are not rejected by the

architect; are permanentl}^ its true members ; and the chief

point is to carefully distinguish between the extremely different

classes of genuine or spurious, faithful or unfaithful, and higher

or lower Christians. The Church is also compared to a great

distant city : ^ yet the figure of the tower is the favourite one,

with this division we can at the same early Latin translation given in Dresscl's

time separate three main sections. Paircs Jpost. than in the Latin transla-

' It is remarkable that he supposes tion previously known, whilst the Ethi-

scventy saints of the Old Testament (ten opie translation has now appeared (1860,

of the first age, according to Gen. v., comp. on '.t Gbtt. Gel. Anz. 1860, pp.
twenty-five just men of the next age, and 1401-1412) and the Greek itself is at last

thirty-five prophets, kings, and priests) accessible ; in the enlarged edition of

and forty of the New Testament (apostles Dressel's Fafres Jpost. (1863) Tischendorf

and other evangelists), and makes all of gives the readings of the Codex Sin. also,

these the foundations of the tower of the of which unfortunately, however, only

Church, iii. 9. 4, 15. ;;bout the first third of the book has been
- Six, eight, and four, see iii. 9. 2, 3, 15, preserved. It is only when all these

and elsewhere, accessible sources have been combined
^

i. 3. 8 ; 12, but iii. 9. 15. that we can restore a good text and that
• Iren;eus, Adv. Hcer. iv. 20. 2, quotes the book can be propei'ly studied. [Im-

it simply as ' scripture,' and Clement of pi'oved editions since Dressel's second are

Alexandria speaks of it similai-ly, Strom. Gobhardt and Harnack's, 1877. Funk's,

1. 17, 29; ii. 1; Origen, on the other 1878, Hilgenfelds 2nd ed. 1882.]

hand, ir^pi &px(*}v, iv. 11, as well as ^ Ante, p'p. 190 sq.

Eu.'-ebius, Ecc. Hist. iii. 3. 25, comp. v. 8, " i. 3. 2 sq. ; iii. 9. 1, 5 sq. and quite

speak gradually more and more doubt- at the end it is referred to with great

fully regarding the estimation of the book. emphasis, iii. 10. 4.

The text of the book has been in miny ' iii. 1. 1.

passages better preserved in the second •
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and is worked out at length in very various ways. Hermas
seeks especially to combine with the chiet figure, as well as he is

able, the nuio-nilicent images of Christ as the rock and the door,'

inasmuch as they were traditional. And although Hermas be-

holds this immense tower, which is destined ultimately to fill the

world, building before his eyes, the Church, nevertheless, is con-

sidered by him as existing from the commencement of the world,

and as the object for which the world was created ; ^ so inse-

i:)arable has the idea of the Church become with that of Christ

himself, of whom all this was first said.

Higher ideas of the Church cannot be formed, unless one is

prepared to fall into the destructive errors of the subsequent

Papacy. According to Hermas, the Church is nothing less than

the world and the realm of eternal salvation, founded upon
Christ, built and directed by his Spirit. It is the one happy
world ; but whilst the book has much to say about the nations

without, or simply the nations—that is, the Heathen—and puts

them all in opposition to the Church,^ it speaks nowhere of the

attitude which Christians ought to assume towards them if they

at any time became supreme in the earth, and nowhere of obe-

dience to the existing temporal kingdoms. This silence is as

significant in this as in the case previously mentioned ;
"* and

when we remember that this work was written in Rome and
sent thence into all Christian churches, the silence is the more
eloquent. If the Church, as the one true home of eternal

salvation, thus places itself in simple antithesis to the kingdom
of the nations, it can very well suffer whatever they inflict upon
it; and steadfastness in all such sufferings, though they should
be martyrdom itself, is the highest attainment according to

this book.'^ But can such suffering be in the end the one
highest thing? Can and ought this simple rigid antithesis

between Christianity and Heathenism to be perpetuated for

ever? And if at last the Heathenism in a country finds itself

in the situation that no one desires to be or can be any longer

a Heathen, what is to be done then?

We have reached here the liiuits of that age, as well as those

' iii. 9. 2-4, 12, comp. i. 3. 4; the iii. 9. 28, 29, nt hist in carefully distin-

figure of the door from John x. 1-9 ; tlie guishing the twelve classes of Christians
figure of the roi-k, whifh is really not (for he makes as many classes as this)

harmonious, is taken undoubtedly from an places above tlic martyrs, who are the
apocryphal gospel. cleventli class, those who are ' as wliolly

^ i. 2. 4, comp. 1.3. pure and innocent as children,' as if history
3 Exlerce gentes, or simply gentcs had c-nvinced him that men like tlio

(both terms interchange often, in the Apostle John, though they had not died
various translatif.ns also), i. 1. 4 ; iii. 1. 1

;
amongst the host of martyrs, might

3. 4 ; 8. 9 and elsewhere. perhaps re^ch a still higher degree of
* Atite, p. 218. glory; comp. ante, p. 169.
* But it is remarbible that the author.
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of tlie Christian wisdom of that time. Bat prophetic foreboding

and hope necessarily passed these limits, and sought to peer

into the long future; and in the previous age the Apocalypse

had more j)lainly and openly taught than it was now, in the

greatly altered circumstances, thought safe publicly to teach,

that Christianity would ultimately completely triumph over Eome
—that is, Heathenism.* But not even the boldest and truest

prophecy had as yet been able to declare in detail what was to

be the attitude of Christianity towards the w^orld, when it had

once obtained the supremacy in the Eoman or any other empire
;

still less when this had been accomplished with regard to all

non-Christian nations and empires.

Conclusion.

For no section of the history of Christianity subsequent to

Christ's appearing closes in Ksuch a way that a great and serious

vital question, in addition to perhaps many smaller ones, has not

to be left to a following section to be answered, so long as the

entire development of human history on the earth has not been

passed through, and there still remains something of magnitude

which has first to be penetrated and permeated by the Christian

spirit. As this rule has been exemplified throughout the course

of the Christian ages, and as we have still to contend with per-

plexing problems, peculiar to our time, and pressing specially

upon our age and our really or apparently highly cultured

countries, so we find this was the case with those early

Christian times. Nothing is therefore more baseless and

erroneous, or more injurious and misleading, thaii to suppose

that everything about Avliich we have still to inquire, and which

may torment and weigh upon us, was already settled in those

primitive times. Christ himself had first to be crucified in order

that it might be decided in the Apostolic age what was the

true and eternal significance of his work on earth. The Apo-

stolic age had to go by, and Jerusalem with its Temple had to

fall that the question which first arose in that age might be

decided, whether Christianity should continue to be bound to

the Ancient Community and its way of keeping the ancient

Law. And now this second age after Christ passes away with

especially one wholly new and perplexing question which had first

to be started in it, but could not be settled during its course

—

the question of the relation of the Church of Christ, which had
only just become quite independent in the world, to earthly

1 Vol. vii. p. 528.
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kingcloms. During the last seventy j^ears infant Christianity

had advanced so as to be able to take np a mortal conflict with

Heathenism, as the existing kingdom of the world, and with

Rome as its strongest power ; each of its separate churches had
already, by means of the episcopal office, developed that stricter

unity which was called for by a conflict with foes without of

this description, and already the first bishop who represented

these two forms of progress, Ignatius, had fallen as a martyr.

But thereby the great vital question was only so far started

that it could never rest again until it was solved ; it was pro-

jected into the distant spaces of the long future, which was now
opening before the feet of Christianity, after it had been made
a secure citizen of the world, that it might receive from Con-
stantine its first solution, which, however, can no longer satisfy

our age.

Scarcely a century after the advent and work of Christ,

therefore, Christianity was already rapidly advancing to contest

the supremacy with the empires of the world ; in such a short

period, whilst suffering under the greatest obstruction and
oppression of the time, it had become, as it were, the vigorous

youth to whom, by a higher destiny, the supremacy of the

world is about to fall, and who enters upon the hidden future

prepared to perish unless he succeeds in making it his own.
And although it goes to meet that future with this new and
difficult question unsolved, it has already obtained in the age

under review the great and certain advantage of complete

separation from its own maternal home, and therewith true

independence and freedom. It has completely released itself

from the Ancient Community both in doctrinal conceptions and
in the development of its church-life, and now for the first time

exists as the perfectly matured ofishoot which was destined to

spring from the decayed trunk of the community of the ancient

true religion, to come back as from Paradise to the earth as

the tree of life of perfect true religion : and all this was accom-
plished before the final blow fell upon the Ancient Community,
of which we shall have to speak below.

TUE LITERARY ACTIVITY OF THE CHURCH.

Historica I WorJcs.—E^nstles.

With what indefiitigable no less than calmly intelligent zeal

Christianity sought during this entire period to consolidate

itself, and with Avhat absolutely Divine confidence it constantly

looked forward to the future and back into the past, we can, in

VOL. VIII, E,
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the last place, perceive most plainly from the literature which,

after its origin in the previous period, was now further de-

veloped with the most remarkable rapidity, consistency, and

productivity. It necessarily bears on it still the marks of

outward straits and the oppression of the world, from which at

that time everything- Christian continued to suffer. Its pro-

ductions are as formerly almost exclusively works of the

moment, called forth by the necessities of the immediate hour,

brief in plan and execution, the longest of them sent forth into

the world in small volumes, and most of them only as loose

leaves. But already this literature expands itself according to

all the forms and possibilities of literary art, as if the Christian

mind were now learning with growing rapidity and success to

avail itself of all the powers of human speech and literary

expression for its own lofty ends. The most marked sign of

this new enterprise is the liberty which so many authors take

of writing in the names of one or another of the distinguished

deceased Christians ; a liberty which gradually becomes simple

literary art,' but which at first arose rather from the pure

necessities of the time.^ And this literature, with its wholly

new subject-matter and with its (for that world) extraordinary

tones, grew constantly in the extent and character of the

matters dealt with, although there was as yet little leisure for

the origination of a strictly learned literature.

But the less opportunity there was for the rise of learning

in the strict sense, the more this literature—at all events in the

case of its finest examples—abounded in the intrinsic force and

concentration of absolute truth ; as if, without wishing to be pro-

phetic, it was still quickened by a genuine prophetic vein and, as

in the case of Christ's utterances, almost at every step beat higher

under the influence of Divine assurance. But as the Apostolic

age had produced so many of the finest Christian writings, and

the stream of them was still flowing, this literature invigorated

itself not only by resorting to the books of the Old Testament,

but already to a great extent lived upon the exalted and im-

mortal truths of the utterances and thoughts of earlier Christian

works, particularly of those which seemed, in consequence of

the intervening destruction of Jerusalem, to be removed into a

wholly different age. Yet in the use of these two classes of

books the great distinction is observed that, while the writers

' E.g. in the ease of the Shepherd of Pastoral Epistles, ante, pp. 198 sq., the

Hcrmas, ante, p. 234. second of Peter, ante, pp. 180 sq. ;
and it

- E.g. in the case of the Epistle to the was undoubtedly in this order that these

Ephesians, ante, pp. 190 sq., the three epistles appeared.
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of this later literature often characterise the truths which they
take from the Old Testauient as conununicated in the Sacred

Scriptures or simply in the Scripture, they reproduce the earlier

Christian utterances simply as they happen to be re-echoed

spontaneously in a thousand forms in their minds. ^ For at

that time new Christian writiii<^s of this description were not

as yet considered at all, or were only here and there just coming
to be considered, to belong to Sacred Scripture : and on that

account ideas from them are found the more spontaneously,

frequently, and forcibly re-echoed in this literature ; a point

which it is important for us in our day to note on various

grounds.

It is true that of this stream of literature, which, according

to all indications, once flowed in such an exceedingly plentiful

measure, comparatively little has come down to us, and this

little for the most part in a very imperfect condition. What a

number of gospels which were then produced and largely read

have perished ! How early must many of the genuine epistles

of an Ignatius and Polycarp, which undoubtedly once existed

in addition to those still preserved,'-^ have been lost ! and the

two epistles of Clement to the Corinthians, which we still

possess, exist now in one manuscript only ,^ and in that one each

of them more or less mutilated at the end ! Very much of this

literature has also come down to us in translations only and
not in the original Greek. But some of these writings have

been received into the New Testament, and if they were un-

doubtedly the best and much superior to the rest, and were,

moreover, all of them written during the first half of this

period, many others were a long time gladly read in the early

churches, as we have seen in the case of a few. Indeed, not a few

of these books exercised great influence at their very first appear-

ance on the development of this entire period of the Church, so

that we have already had to speak of them in describing the

course of the common life of the Church. We must, however,

give here a general review of the wide field as a whole, as far

as this can be done with our present sources of information.

Epistles were from the first the most characteristic form of

' In tlio Epistle of LarniiLas ')4ypa- it is ahvays passages from gospels that
TTToi occurs only once, sveante, p. llo ; we are meant.

should have expected it more frequently * As to Ignatius' epistles, see anie,

in such writings as the so-called second p. 217; it is plain from the language of
Epistle of Clement, conip. cap, ii. ; but a Irenseus, ajmd Euseb. Ecc. Hisf. v. 20. 8,

transition to such passages is formed by that many more of Polycarp's than have
the expression 1 Tim. iv. 1, coxnY^.JtJnh/). been preserved were once in circulation.

der B. W. iii. p. 253. But in those cates ^ [But see now ante, p. 205.]
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Christian literature,^ and Paul was the first great Christian

author. But gospels were not on that account all later, but

some were written before and during- the labours of Paul. This

latter branch of literature, indeed, by its intrinsic necessity

was compelled at the very earliest period to put forth its utmost

exertions ; and before the destruction of Jerusalem, as well as

immediately after that event, it had been so richly developed

that the gospel of John soon afterwards placed upon it its

crowning glory.'-^ After this class of literature had attained its

highest perfection in the gospel of John, it rapidly declined

during the course of our period, as the materials which it had

to use were already practically exhausted ; and two special

causes further contributed to its deeper decline. In the first

place, the desire increased to represent in definite words the

mysteries which may be conceived as behind the revealed life of

Jesus, or its spiritual background, some of the greatest Evangel-

ists having actually attempted to describe them. But as such

a task is as tempting as it is difficult, if it shall be adequate to

the great things to be represented, many who were ill qualified

ventured in growing numbers to attempt it, and in so doing pro-

ceeded more and more capriciously in conception and narration.

And then, as soon as the divisions in the Church which were de-

scribed above came more decidedly to the front, and a number of

separate churches were formed, each of them desired to see its

view of Christianity based upon a special gospel of its own, and

this also gave rise to no less arbitrary inventions. I have else-

where discussed at length the various points of this subject.^

This historical part of Christian literature was soon ex-

tended so as to include the history of the apostles ; and we have

previously spoken of Luke's Acts of the Apostles, which belongs

to our period.^ It did not, it is true, remain throughout the

course of the period the only book which treated of the deeds

and teaching of one or more of the apostles or their disciples
;

on the contrary, gradually a number of Acts, or Journeys, or

Preachings, or Lives of the Apostles, arose, and one of the first

of these works, the Frcaching of Paul and Peter, belongs un-

doubtedly to our period.'^ But like the Gospel literature this

' See vol. vii. pp. 320 sq. commentary on the Apostelgcschiclite].

2 See ante, pp. 164 sq. The earliest reference to the book is that
^ In my essay on the origin and nature of the Test. Bcnj. cap. xi. (to be referred

of the gospels, Jahrhb. dcr B. W, i.-iii. to immediately) in the words, in the huUj

V. vi. [see now Die drei crden Evan- books [^aViV] will he enrolled, both his work

qdicn, 2nd ed. i. 1], with which must, and his word : this points to a historical

however, be read tlie subsequent additions work on Paul, and we know no other of

which I have made in various phices. that kind which would be so early as
* Vol. vii. pp. 23 f-q., and Jahrhb. der Luke's Acts of the Apostles.

B. W. ix. 49 sq. [and now the author's ^ An important fragment of it, which
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brancli also soon degenerated under the influence of excessive

licence, as each of the parties which then arose appealed to its

own special apostles as well as to its own gospel, and the remi-

niscences of the apostles were reproduced in a party spirit.

The straits and privations of the times, too, were great obstacles

to the development of a historical literature, inasmuch as to

make careful inquiries in detail with regard to all the deeds and
fortunes of the missionaries of the faith since the first days of

Christianity, and to commit the incpiirios to writing, needed

very different resources from those which were at the command
of the Christians of those days, who were generally very poor.

On the other hand, that class of literature which was from

the first most characteristically Christian and the most simple

in its nature—epistolar}^ literature—was continued little altered

and with the utmost activity and efficiency throughout the

whole of this period. No kind of literature was more necessary

at every moment, and none flourished more than it. For,

almosb countless as the number of the separate churches be-

came, there was as yet no firm outward bond which could

represent their higher unity,* whilst they all alike felt the re-

straints and pressure of the suspicious Heathen governments.

But there were all along manj- things in common for all of

them ; and, in whatever church a truer form of Christianity was
specially flourishing, the desire in it grew proportionally strong

to keep up a close fellowship in all matters with others in spite

of the great obstacles. Thus underneath the oppressive forms

of outward life all the most various means of active intercourse

possible were made use of; epistles of all kinds and of every

variety of contents circulated in large numbers ; delegates

went and came between certain or all churches ; letters of in-

troduction were exchanged without end ; indeed, it is hardly

possible to exaggerate the activity of such intercourse as now
arose and was kept up under the difTiculties of the time.^ In
very many of these epistles the most instructive questions for

has come down to us, has been referred to ' A?itc, p. 222.

above (p. 182); and Jleracleon, as early '^ As a fact this intercourse began in

as the middle of the second century, used Paul's day, as we see from such passages
the Ijook, according to Origcn, Conwient. as 2 Cor. viii. ix. ; Acts xx. 4 ; Col. iv.

in Joh. xiii. 17 (0pp. torn. iv. p. 226, ed. 15, 16; its most active development
De la Rue), wliere a brief summary of the during the second period may be seen

chief contents of the book is given ; it is best from the second and third J*]pistles

very noteworthy that Origoii says he of John, the Epistle of Clement to the
does not know whether it is yvffaiov Corinthians, cap. lix., the Epistles of
or J/60OV or hiktSv. The Teaching of Ignatius (see ante, p. 217) (comp. Ep. ad
Pe^tr, which was likewise early mentioned, Polyc. capp. 7, 8; ad Phil. cap. 10 ; ad
was probably the same book, from which S»ii/rn. cap. xi.) and from Polycarp, ad
we have fragments in the Syriac in Land's Phil. capp. 9-14. Comp. ante, p. 235,
Anccdota Syriaca, i.p 19 liis. and Rev. i. 11 ; ii. 1 sc^.
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all time, and not merel}^ the most important ones for the

moment, were dealt with ; and as Christianity from the first

laid so mnch stress on wntchfnl and affectionate mntnal agree-

ment, admonition, and warning, epistolary literature "became

the most suitable means of public instruction by the pen.

Accordingly there very soon arose imitative or artificial epistles

in addition to simple ones, when an author who did not wish to

write in his own name represented a deceased apostle as the

writer of an epistle. Epistles also often took the form of brief

essays,' which they became by very various stages, as we have

seen more than once above ; and it was precisely this specially

Christian class of literature in which Heathen Christians could

first of all take very active part.

In addition to the epistles above mentioned belonging to

the later half of the period before us there is one which was
early attached to the Epistle of Clement,^ and must have

been for a long time read with that epistle in the churches as

a favourite didactic book. It was on that account called the

Second Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians,- and it may
really have been highly valued in the Corinthian church, and

attached by it to its Epistle of Clement ; but its language and

style are that of another author, and its date is probably some

decades later. As it has come down to us in only a very muti-

lated state at the end,^ we are unable to ascertain clearly its

purpose. As far as we can see, it was addressed as a general

homily to all Christians, with an earnest admonition to remain

faithful to Christianity,'* notwithstanding that the certain

coming of Christ in his glory continued to be postponed.'' The

' As the Arabs call any brief or long ^ Capp. 11, 12, comp. Jahrhh. der

essay sent out by itself a a!L., and the ^- \^- ^'i' PP' ^3 sq [The additional
*'

' J chapters of the new MS. go on to exhort

Syrians jZ.;_.t|, i-O. iTriaroX-f], comp. the hearers to penitence, that ' the name '

^ may not be blasphemed (cap. 13), to do
vol. V. p. 233, and Barhebra?us in Ass. the will of God, keep the flesh in order
Blhl. Vat. iii. p. 224. that they may be of the church of- life

2 It is found with the first Epistle of (cap. H). The preacher thinks he has
Clement in the Cod. Alex. That it was not exhorted to eV/'af eta in vain (cap. 15),

likewise addressed to the Corinthians we reminds his hearers of the coming day of
learn merely from Can. Apost. 85, comp. judgment, in language reminding us of
with Photius' Bihl. c. 113; and that it is '2 Pet. iii. 7-12 (cap. 16), exhorts them to

not by Clement was observed by Euseb. repentance, and not to forget at home
Ecc.Hlst. iii. 38, comp. iii. 16; iv. 23. 11. ^hat they hear in the church from the
[In the Codex ConstantinopoUtanus, see presbyters, returns again to the coming
anU, p. 205, we have now the work pro- judgment (capp. 17, 18), states the object
bably complete, and the conjecture of of his ' homily '—their salvation and that
Grabe and later critics of its being a of its reader by repentance (cap. 19), and
homily is fully confirmed, see cap. 18.] finally exhorts them not to be disturbed

=* [The additions in the Cud. Const, at the prosperity of the wicked and the
are mainly in cap. 10, and then of eight straits of the servants of God (cap. 20),
new chapters at the end.] comp. 2 Pet. ii. 8 sq.]

' Capp. 1-10.
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' epistle ' lias therefore a certain similarity with the Second
Epistle of Peter,' bnt, unlike this book, is written in a very

simple style, and evidently by a Heathen Christian. As one of

the earliest evidences of the great enthusiasm which genuine

Christianity enkindled amongst the noblest of the Heathen, it

has a certain similarity also with the Epistle to Diognctns, only

that, unlike the latter, it was addressed to * brethren,' and not

to Heathen.-

The Proverhs of Xystus.

But Christian literature reached during the course of this

period a wider and freer range in the work of a Roman bishop,

which we are now in a position to estimate more correctly. We
refer to Xystus, or, as the Romans liked to Latinise the name,
Sivtns (Sextus), the third successor of Clement as bishop of

the Roman church, according to early tradition, and therefore

the sixth in the line of Roman bishops, wlio was called to be the

head of that church soon after Hadrian's accession, and re-

njained in the office ten years.-^ As is the case with all the

early Roman bishops except Clement, we now know no details

of the life and history of this Xystus ; but his book of Select

Sayings (in Greek Eclogw) supplies us with the plainest evidences

of his being a very distinguished Christian thinker. The
design of this book is to present, as established doctrine and as

precepts for the various relations of life, a general Christian

view of things in calm thought and in their universal bearing,

combined with original Christian inwardness and enthusiasm.

For the first time the Christian conscience comes before the

whole world, in order to teach it generally and in detail its true

duty, and to reduce the Christian etliical philosophy to brief

and telling propositions. A Greek or Roman philosopher, who
might vie with any of the philosophers of his day in knowledge,

no less than in literary art and power, and who had found
special delight in the more serious tendencies of Greek philo-

sophy, has in this book become a Christian, and now, as

' [This similarity is still more obvious to Eutychius's Ann. \. p. 351, ho would
in the additional matter.] have occupied the episcopal chair from

^ As to other fragments belonging to the fourth to the fourteenth year of
this period, see ahove, p. 173 note, and my Trajan. His proverbs have now been
Sindschreihcn des Ap. Paulv^, pp. 282 sq. published in the Syriac translation, re-

3 Irenfeus, Adv. liar. iii. ;i. 3, states centjy discovered, by Lagarde in his
simply that Clement was siKcoeded as Analccfa Syriaca, pp. 1-31 ; I have dis-

Roman bishop by Evarestus, Alexander, cussed them further, especially with the
and Xystus: the time of Xystus's occu- view of showing that they arc as early as
pancy of the office is given by Euseb. the time of Trajan or Ihidrian, in the
Ecc. Hist. iv. 4. 5 ; in another book Ire- (i'dlt. Gel. Anz. 1859, pp. 2G1-G9 ; and
nseus appealed to him, as we see from much that was said in that place is not
Euseb. Ecc. Hist. v. 24. 14, According repeated here.
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Christian philosophy has in his case given to that of the Greeks

its true perfection, and led him to the true knowledge of human
wisdom generjilly, lie proclaims to all the world the substance

of Christian wisdom and duty in brief clear sentences for its

instruction and guidance. He accordingly takes the Old Tes-

tament book of Proverbs as his model, and, like the last of its

authors, addresses his utterances to a son, or young man, whom
he desires to instruct, though this son often becomes in his

book every man who will give ear to Christian truth. He com-

presses everything that he has to say into the shortest possible

sentences, so that his work becomes the first Christian Book of

Proverbs ; but as he does not, like a poet, bring his sayings

within the limits of a definite verse-measure, his discourse

soon expands to longer sentences and elaborate arguments. He
does not, like a bishop or a monk of a later period, at once

adopt as author Christian phrases and pious embellishments,

as if a philosopher must at every step be making use of the

name of Christ ; on the contrary, he begins simply as a philo-

sopher, and not a few sentences of the best Greek philosophers

assume new life on his page; but inasmuch as Christianity

alone forms the deepest foundation of the thoughts of his

heart, it gradually and insensibly becomes all the more pro-

minent, until in the end it shines forth in full splendour as the

highest philosophy of life. Thus from the mouth of this

Gentile Christian, with a lofty repose and assurance before

unknown, there streams forth a philosophy and doctrine the

subject-matter of which had never before been proclaimed in

the Grecian world. In such a book a fixed progressive order of

the sentences was not needed ; at each pause in the wide region

of Christian knowledge and duty, when reflection is at all

indulged, it sparkles with a wealth of wise sentences, at times

overflowing with most earnest admonitions. Not infrequently

the same thought recurs, but only as if in order to obtain full

expression and elucidation in all directions. A rigid division

of the book is therefore hardly in accordance with its contents

;

yet we can see that it was intended to fall into three general

sections, the first of which takes as its basis God and the

Divine wisdom ; the second, Man ; the third, Christ : the

second towards the end beginning to allude more directly to

Christian truth. Unfortunately the third section has come
down to us only in a mutilated state at the end.

As thus the character of the work shows that it belongs to

this period of the first full entrance of Christianity into the

world, the manner in which it uses the written sources of
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Christian doctrine sni^ports the conclusion. It takes especially

the Sermon on the Mount and the similar passages of the

gospels as its basis ; these utterances and sentences of Christ

himself, as they had long been read in the earlier gospels,

were re-echoed most distinctly in the mind of our Xystus,

making him a true Christian and enthusiastic teacher of Chris-

tians, and resounded now in a hundred new tones and forms

from his soul as the most blessed certainty. Next to those

utterances it is less the words of Paul's epistles which relive on

his page, although in his view faith with knowledge or wisdom
occupied the highest place ; and he connects these two celestial

influences most closely; in this smaller attention to the epistles

of Paul, Xystus agrees with so many of the best Christians of

those early days. But, on the one hand, it is especially the ideas

and language of the Epistle of James which are most familiar

to him, and Avith James he delights especially to speak of the

perfect Laiv of God and of true Christian works. On the

other hand, it is no less the writings of the Apostle John

which he has made most fully his own, and the meaning and

spirit of which stream forth from him again most forcibly—often

in the same words. ^ This may serve as a proof of the early and

ready union and agreement of the fundamental utterances of

these two apparently opposite apostles in the true Christian

spirit itself. But Xystus nowhere appeals to names or New
Testament books as if they already belonged to the Scriptures :

'^

a point in which he still resembles completely the earliest

Christian authors.^ Ao-ainst the numerous false doctrines

which were then so widely spread in the Church our author

often utters warnings without more definitely denominating

them by Gnostic names.'' He insists earnestly on all Christian

duties, and speaks of kinds of food, of marriage,'^ and similar

matters, quite in the spirit of Paul, without appealing to his

words. He recognises the high place of martyrdom, as above,*''

but is not of those who demand it of every Christian ; on the

contrary, strictly as he requires truth and truthfulness every

-

' From p. 4. 12 onwards so many Logos, p. 26. 15, comp. 21. 2o sq.

words and ideas are re-echoed from the ^ Ante, p. 243.

First Epistle of John that in this also we * E.g. p. 5. 5, 6 ; 19. 18 sq. On the

have a confirmation of what I proved in other hand, the Wise, as those having

the Jahrbb. der B. JF. v. 185 sq., namely, a knowledge of the Scripture, and as

that the more close our acquaintance with being otherwise endowed with unusual

the oldest writings of the second century insight, he ranks with the Chief (Bishop),

becomes, the more certainly we meet in e.g. p. 18. 2o, 2G ; 19. 6 sq. ; 23. 2i5,

them again the actual use of the genuine 26.

writings of the Apostle John. ^ p. 8. 23 sq. ; 18. 27 sq.

2 Although he clearly points to the ° Ante, pp. 231 sq.

Scripture in its connection with the
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where, as the highest Christian duty, he permits the use of

prevarication and of poison if they are the only means of escape

from the fatal plots of enraged non-Christians.^ This is one

of the first indications of the bad effects in the end of the lono^

and severe persecutions under Trajan. Another indication

of this is the repeated and strong warnings rather not to speak

at all of the Christian mysteries when it might be dangerous

to do S0.2

These earliest, and at the same time most admirable Chris-

tian sentences, or proverbs, were undoubtedly very much read

in those first centuries,^ but they were also greatly abbreviated,

transposed, and reconstructed, new collections of sentences

being frequently made from the original work. In these later

transformations of them, in which their original force and
flavour were often so much weakened as to make them by ab-

breviation particularly unrecognisable and unintelligible, their

excellence and worth might be gradvially undervalued ;
'^ and in

the Latin collection taken from them, which is the only Latin

version preserved, this injurious abbreviation has been made.
But, as we now have the original sentences well preserved in

an ancient Syriac translation, though greatly mutilated towards

the end, it is only just that we should seek to restore to them
their true value and antiquity.

The Christian Prophetic Books.

A Christian prophetic book, of a very perfect kind, and the

best which, as imbued with the Christian spirit, could at the

time be produced, had appeared before the destruction of

Jerusalem, written by a certain John, but not the apostle.**

' p. 3. 29, 30; 16. 17 sq. In their historians as to these Gnoma may be
proper connection these sentences have easily explained: it was thoiifjht that a
nothing un-Christian in them. good deal h;id been accomplished wlien

2 p. 7. 3. sq. ; 23. 20 sq. ; 27. 29 : this they were ascribed to the Roman bishop
has nothing in common witli the later Xystiis II., who held office about 258
discipUna arcani; nor with tlie views in a.d. ; but in that case Origen could not

Clement's Horn. 17. 6; 18. 9-12; 19. 20; have referred to them; and if Xystus II.

20. 8, diamartyria, cap. v., which ac- had been an author neither Eusebius in

cord with those of the school of the Elce- his Ecc. Hist, nor Jerome in his Be
saites, ante, p. 124. Script. Eccles. would have forgotten to

^ Which appears especially from mention the fact. We may see from
Origen's reference CWYra Ccfo. viii. 30 and Assemani, Blhl. Ta^. i. p. 429 how little

in his Comment, in Matt. xv. 3 (ed. I)e la the later Syrians were able to form a
Rue, tom. iii. p. 654); and a compara- correct notion as to the home and age of

tively very large number of MSS. of the the work [Comp. now on these Sententia,

Syriac translation (seven, namely) have or Gnomoi of 2e|Tto9, the edition of
been now discovered. It should also here- Gildemeister, Scxti scntcntiarum rccen-

memljered that, tojudge from the language, sioncs latinam gracani f^yriacos conjunctim
thisSyriaetrar.slation must be very ancient, cxhihult, BonncB ad Bhen. 1873.]

* The errors of earlier ecclesiastical ^ See vol. vii. pp. 527 sq.
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Old Testament prophecy, in the favourite literary form which

it had gradually assumed in the centuries immediately pre-

ceding the Christian era, had been thus revived under the

name of the true author in a thoroughly Christian spirit, and

in a great and noble work. But it appeared only too soon that

the true age of the great prophets of Israel had long been past

and could not be restored even by the fresh forces of Chris-

tianity, since Christianity is, on the contrary, the consumma-
tion of all that the prophets had once striven for, and that on

that account the iucomplete and partial development of the

prophetic office in action and speech, which was once needful,

must gradually cease. Whatever, therefore, of a similar charac-

ter still appeared after the extraordinary period just before the

destruction of Jerusalem, it reverted to the form of a simple

imitation of the prophetic models supplied in the Old Testa-

ment, and was published also only under the assumed names of

greater men. Thus in our period an Apocalypse of Peter must

have been published and much read ;
^ it has, however, perished

too completely to allow us to form a precise idea of its contents.

But if it was desired to present a wide general view of the

history of the world from the new Christian standpoint, and to

proceed from that basis to true Christian admonitions, no more

suitable means offered than the art of introducing as speakers

certain saints and heroes from hoar antiquity, that art having

been developed to a high degree of perfection in the Ancient

Community. From the time of the Book of Enoch ^ it had been

the custom to bring forward the sacred figures of the Patriarchal

age as acting and speaking, in order the more impressively to

call up, as seen by them from their exaltation, all the unfold-

ingsoftime, and by their sacred lips to enunciate the more

forcibly all the admonitions which the contemporaries needed

to hear ; but this form of presenting truth had in the mean-
time been further facilitated, inasmuch as the ideas to be pre-

sented were clothed simply in the form of discourses of holy

men of antiquity, or of Divine announcements to them, as the

Book of Jubilees shows.^ The model of the latter and similar

works, which were then undoubtedly widely read, was in our

period followed ^ by a Christian author, who sprung from the

' See below in tlic section on the calypse of Paul, see Go/L Gel. Anz. 18G6,

Canon. A few sentences from it bavc pp. 1088 sq. ; on the Apocalypse of

been preserved in the Eclocjfe ex Pro- Clement, as disciple of Peter, see ante,

phcticis, § 41 sq. (at the end of Pottcr'-s p. 229.

cd. of Clem. Alex.) [See Hilgenfeld's - Vol. v. pp. 3 1') sq.

Novum Testcnnentum extra Canonrm, iv. '' Vol. i. p. 201.

pp. 7-1 sq.] As to the much later Apo- ^ Dillmann has shown in the Jahrhh.
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Ancient Communitj^, in a new and very extensive work, in

wliicli, after the manner of the ancient swan-song of Jacob,

Gen. xlix., he made each of the twelve sons of Jacob address

before his death admonitions and prophetic words to his sons,

and which has therefore received the name of the Testaments of

the Twelve Patriarchs.^ We are justified in supposing that this

work, which has come down to us entire, was published about

90-110 A.D., as on the one hand it refers to the second destruc-

tion of Jerusalem as past,^ and on the other shows no trace at

all of the final Judean wars and the mortal alienation between

the Christians and the Judeans to which they gave rise.^

It belongs to the tranquil interval between the previous and

the now pending Judean wars, when an earnest and believing

Christian, who belonged by birth to the Ancient Community,
looked, with somewhat of the same zealous affection as Paul

had shown in his day, upon that community, and resolved once

more to make the utmost effort to lead it to Christ; in-

deed, the characteristic feature of the work is the childlike

and sincere aff'ection with which this author still stands as

mediator between the two communities, that by this literary

device and the force of Christian eloquence he may influence as

far as possible the Ancient Community.
It is not possible to conceive a more sincere or a more

zealous Christian at this period than our author was : all the

ideas and desires to which he here gives utterance breathe a

genuine Christian spirit. It is true on purely ethical questions

he retains the language of the Old Testament, and everywhere,

with the Epistle of James, which was evidently before his eyes

as a model, he speaks especially of the Law of God,"* which,

however, means to him the revealed will of God,'' and which he

der B. W. pp. 90 sq., that the Book of appear below that its very design renders

Jubilees is older than the Testaments of it impossible that it should have been

the XII. Patriarch?,. written after the final Judean wars.
1 See vol. i. p. 199. [To this reference ' Levi, capp. 13, 16, 19; Jud. capp.

to the editions of the Testaments we can 18, 26; Issach. cap. 5; Zab. cap. 10;
now add, Testamcnta XII Patrkircharum Dan. cap. 6 ; Nepth. cap. 8 ; Gad. cap. 1

;

ad Jidcyn Codicis Cantabrigiensis edita

:

Ass. capp. 2, 6; Jos. cap. 11; Ben.

accedunt Lcctiones Cod. Oxonicnsis, by cap. 10. As regards language, comp. e.g.

Robert Sinker, Cambridge, 1869, and a-vAXa^ovaa, Ileub. cap. 3 ; Ben. cap. 7

Appendix (1879) containing a Collation of from James 1. 15.

the Roman and Patmos MSS.'] '" According to Dan. cap. 6 ; Nepth.
2 Such words as Levi, capp. 10, 15, cap. 3. Fasting is justified only when

both from their intrinsic meaning and voluntary, Jos. cap. 3 ; the laws regarding

their place in this book, as well as from food and circumcision are never men-
still plainer indications such as occur tioned. Even when Christ is called the

Nepth. cap. 4, can only refer to the second renewer of the Law, Levi, cap. 16, this

destruction. must be understood in the Christian sense
^ It is important to observe this point only,

in fixing the ago of this book ; but it will
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therefore never understands in the limited sense of a Judeaii, or

even of an Ebionite. Bat at the same time Paul is, in his

estimation, not only higher than all the other apostles on
account of his invaluable Christian services,' hut he is often

quite in accord with him in point of language, pavticularl}'

when he speaks against the perversities of the Judeans ;
- and

of Christ himself he speaks, as far as he could delineate his

features in discourses with a prophetic garb, with the elevation of

a Paul or a John, as only one of the most believing Christians

of his day could speak.^ He particularly acknowledges the

abominable and murderous action of the hierarchical princes of

Israel against Christ, by which the breach between the Old and
the New Community became irremediable.* At the same time,

if we give due heed to the inmost feeling of our author, as it

had developed itself in him in accordance with his exceptional

personal position, and as it finally finds expression in his book,

it is impossible to avoid seeing not only that he was himself

a teacher of the Law of highest repute, and of Levitical or

higher descent,'"' but also that as a Christian he still retained

the special hopes which had from ancient times been connected

with the tribe of Levi, and in support of which he could appeal

to so many passages of the Old Testament, especially as he
nowhere affects or recommends the allegorical interpretation of

the Old Testament. In conformity with such passages Levi

and Judah are in his view the two principal tribes of Israel,

and the firmest pillars of the kingdom of God on the earth
;

a view which he seeks to confirm as a Christian by special

reference to the human descent of Christ ;
" without Levi he

cannot conceive a sacred community, not even the Christian

Church;^ and though Jerusalem had to be twice destroyed,

' Sec vol. vi. p. 471 ; for nothing but the highest angel, i.e. intercessor, and
folly can maintain that Ben. cap. 11 is a mediator. Dan. cap. 6, and the highest
later addition to the work. prophet, Levi, cap. 8 [see on this passage

^ E.g. the fearful sentence, ecpdaae, etc. Sinker, p. 90], and these designations are
1 Thess. ii. i6, is repeated, only some- met with clsewhei'e in those times,

what more distinctly, Levi, cap. G ad Jin. ' To w]iich there is plain allusion,

[On tlie passages of the New Testament Levi, capp. 4, 10, 14, 15, 16, and elsewhere,

referred to in the work, see the very full ^ The manner and nature of the in-

imlex at the end of Sinker's pdition ] junction, L(!vi, cap. lo, are too plain to be
' Expressions like rh (pus rov K6(Tfxov, misunderstood.

Levi, cap. 14 ; (Twttjp, Levi, capp. 10, 14, •* In order to perceive the full mean-
Dan, cap. 6, comp. ante, p. 191 ; fiovo- ing of the author in this respect we must
7ej/7]s, Ben. cap. 9, rh irvevf.ia rfjj connect such utterances as the following,

aX-ndeias fiapTvpel, Juda, cap. 20, point Eeub. cap. 6; Sim. capp. 5-7 ; Levi, cap. 4 ;

plainly to John, and the frequent way .Juda, capp. 21, 22, 24; Zab. cap. 9;
of speaking of God as appearing ia Dan, capp. 1, 5; Mepht. capp. 5, 6, 8;
liuman flesh is in this work more fro- Gad, cap. 8 ; Jos. cap. 19, Ben. cap. 9,

quent than in any book of the New comp. vol. vi. p. 18G.

Testament. It amnot create surprise ' See utterances like Levi, cap. 8,

that at the same time Christ is called Juda, cajip. 21, 22; in the latter pas-
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and the entire nation of the ancient true relig'ion to be punished

beyond measure for its apostasy from that religion and its

rejection of Christ, it appears to him that Israel itself cannot

in its essential nature wholly perish.* Christ, it is true, comes

as the light of the world, and to lead all nations to eternal

salvation ;
- but the dispersion of Israel is nevertheless a great

calamity in the view of our author, and he anticipates, in

conformity with certain passages of the Old Testament, a re-

turn of Israel from it ; ^ and though he does not mention the

Romans by name as the chief enemy, he alludes to them
plainly enough for intelligent readers.'^ We see from this,

therefore, most plainly that not a few of the best and most

sincere members of the Ancient Community entered the New
Community, and remained steadily faithful to it, partly because

they cherished the hope that many of the deepest and fondest

national expectations of the Ancient Community might after

its terrible devastation be at all events fulfilled in the new one;

and we see also that on this account it required, as a Divine

necessity, a further final shock to and destruction of all the

earthly hopes of the Ancient Community in order to extirpate

in the hearts of even some of the most believing and faithful

Christians reliance upon them in any form whatever.

But as our Levitical Christian, with a view of once more

addressing, in this more tranquil interval, a final earnest admo-

nition to the remnant of his fellow-countrymen, makes the

utmost effort possible to literary art, he puts into the mouth
of each of the twelve patriarchs, in his last moments, when, on

the confines of eternity, his spirit glances into all times, past

and future, utterances in which the truly Christian meaning

pervades every thought, and the words of each speaker simply

supplement and explain those of his predecessor, until at last a

sin^i-le and more forcible admonition is the outcome of the words

of all. The whole of the twelve were regarded as having died

the death of the righteous, but as only very few of them,

according to sacred tradition, had in their youth lived spotless

sage, cap. 21, the text is very corrupt, Dan. cap. 6; Nepht. cap. 4 ; Den. capp.

and must be restored somewhat as fol- 3, 10, 11.

lows : 'l(Tpa-{}\. 2u 5e ear) jSacriAeus 'la/cwjS. •' See, e.g. Ncpht. capp. 4, 6 ; Levi,

6 Se Kofffjios us 7} ddkatraa, so that after- capp. 14-18.

wards eV aoi must be omitted. [The ' On the monster, which represents

Patmos MS. reads i/xe 5e ^aaiKeveiv eV antichrist, Nepht. cap. 5, appear also the

'laKii'/S Kol dvai 4v avTols cos eV 9. Sinker, wings of tiie eagle, comp. ante, p. 54

;

Appendix, p. 68.] and what is said of Esau as the enemy of

' Conip. Levi, capp. 5, 15; Juda, Juda, Juda, 'cap. 9; Gad, cap. 7; Ben.

cap. 17; Nepht. capp. 6, 8; Zab. cap. 9; cap. 10, is intended to apply to Rome
Dan. cap, 6 ; Ass. cap. 7 ; Ben. cap. 10. likewise.

2 Levi. capp. 4, 8, 14 ; Juda, cap. 24;
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lives, the aiitlior had an excellent opportunity, in speal^ing of
the sincere repentance of these national ancestors, to describe
that which every surviving descendant of the patriarchs must
still have if he would not miss true salvation. Accordingly, it

is Joseph particularly, as the innocent lamb betrayed by the
rest, over whose mortal persecution and rejection the brothers
saved by him now show bitter repentance, who becomes the
true type of Christ; while the repentance of the eleven patriarchs

ought to be the example for all the Judeans then living.' As
the author, however, although he used later books on the
history of Jacob and his sons,^ found to his hand few historical

details regarding the personal peculiarities of each of the twelve
patriarchs, it was not at all easy for him to make each of them
speak in a specially characteristic way, and his whole book
might easily, in consequence of its plan, become very mono-
tonous ; nor can we say that it is by the vigour and elevation

of its ideas and language that this work is distinguished
in the Christian literature of the time : yet the author skil-

fully selects for each speaker some special frame of mind and
some uncommon experience of his life as the starting-point

of his utterances, so that pure repetitions are not frequent.

According to the ultimate Christian purpose of the work, each
of the twelve discourses into which the book is divided was
intended, above all, to be of a prophetic character; but the
higher Christian spirit is so predominant in it that everywhere
involuntarily simple and forcible Christian exhortation is

poured forth at great length, and the whole book, in spite of
its extremely different plan, becomes an attempt to expound
fully the contents of the new Christian ethical system, rivalling

in this respect the Proverbs of Xysfcus.^ The tendency to ex-

hortation and instruction sometimes scorns the limitations of
the immediate discourse.* Prophetic matter, and, indeed, an
attempt, after the manner of the Book of Enoch, to present a
summary view of history previous to Christ in its chief epochs,

could not be lost sight of; but the attempt is not very satisfac-

torily executed,^ as if the end of all such artificial prophetic

' As -we see from Jos. cup. 19; Bt-n. lielxlomads, or in seven juljili^es of forty-
cap. 3. nine years each, so that each jubilee is

- .See vol. i. p. 380. distinguished by a priest of its own, and
3 Ante, pp. 247 sq. Christ appears as tlio oifrhth. According
' As when thou suddenly Itrcaks in, tocap. 16, he had in this division Enoch's

Gad, cap, 7 ; Juda, cap. 21, where, how- prophecy concerning the seventy wicked
ever, as we have seen, ante, p. 254, the shepherds in his mind (see my Ahluind-
text is corrupt. Iniu) iibcr das B. Heiiokh, p. 90 sq.), but

^ It is the endeavour, Levi, capp. 17, he works it out in an obscure way, as,

IS, comp. cap. 16, to arrange all the ages indeed, from the nature of the division',

from Moses to Christ in seventy divine ho could uot avoid doing. Before the
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books, as not quite suitable to the Christian spirit, were to be

reached in this book.

Finally, the author of this work likes to reduce everything

to sacred numbers, in conformity with the plan and spirit of

such prophetic books.* But he probably wrote in Greek, as

living amongst the Gentiles, for the Hebrew idioms, which are

very marked in some parts of his sentences, may be readily

explained from the Hellenistic spirit and the endeavour to

imitate the language of the ancient heroes of Israel.

But the endeavour to j)resent exhaustively such ideas of

the eternal significance and mysterious exaltation of Christ's

appearing, when once they had been thus broached, might take

the form of introducing one of the greatest of the Old Testa-

ment prophets as proj^hetically anticipating and expounding

them. In such a case the thought would be confined to the

celestial aspect of Christ's coming, and this great subject might

be worked out with the deepest emotion and inexpressible joy.

But there was none of the prophets of the Old Testament who
would naturally appear so suitable for this purpose as the regal

prophet Isaiah, in whose book all the highest Messianic truths

were found so clearly presented that it was easy to suppose

that in the exalted moments of his prophetic life and ecstasy

he saw mysteriously somewhat more than his book describes.

Thus originated the little book, the ' Ascension of Isaiah,' ^

first jubilee Moses appears, with the Christ, in the same -n-ay as the priest's

fifth the first dispersion; but the whole daughter Maria is called a virgin from
scheme is from the first obscure. Juda, in consequence of the intermarriage

' E.g. seven or eight spirits of error of the tribes, according to Jos. xix.

and creation Reub. capp. 2, 3, Ben. cap. '^ In its original form this work con-

7; seven heavens, Levi, capp. 2, 3; tained only what now appears in the

seven priestly adornments, and seven Ethiopia translation as vi. 1-xi. 1. 23-40.

bearers of them, Levi, cap. 8 ; antichrist It was plain at once from internal indica-

also consists of seven nations, Nepht. tions that these portions only formed the

cap. 5. Amongst these seven nations the original work, but it is satisfactory that

Romans are not expressly mentionei^, but the evidence of the ancient Latin transla-

are undoubtedly included; but to fill tion of the book published by Gieseler in

up the number seven TeAaKaTot [Sinker, 1832 comes in to make the true state of

reAaxai"oi, XeAfcaToi, Codex li. omits, and the matter ttill more obvious. We must
P. has redyeoi] are counted amongst keep to this ancient Latin translation,

them, and are undoubtedly intended to which is probably from the second cen-

answer to the n^n vol. iv. p. 165 ; and tury, if we desire to ascertain accurately

as the last of the 'Uven are Syrians this
tjie character of the original work al-

list is probably taken from an earlier
though some things belonging to it have

book. We have also 4 and 3 as sacred been prfservcd better m the Ethiopic

numbers ; and in the use of them much is
translation [Since 1868 DiUraann has

almost too briefly hinted at. Thus Levi's P^^Wished the entire work, Ascensto Ismre,

seed is to be threefold, cap. 8, namely, ^JhiopiccctLaitne,cumpro^^^^^^

the first of the believers must be Moses, ^^^P^- 1^77. Dillmann thinks it probable

who, according to Ex. iii., believed before that the Christian Ascensio or Visio, eh.

any of his people, in accordance with V'- 1-xi. 1, 23-40, was written bef. re the

Paul's doctrine of faith ; the S6'c?c;wfZ, the development of the
_

separate Gnostic

priest, is Aaron; the third, with a new systems, and probably in the first decades

name, as king rising out of Juda, is
of the second century. See his art. Psm-
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which, of its kind, is one of the most delicate and beautiful

little i:n'oductions conceivable. In the twentieth year of Heze-

kiah's reig'n, according to it, Isaiah came from Golgotha, the

place destined to become so mysteriously important, near Jeru-

salem, where he resided,' to Hezekiah, in his palace, to a public

court; but while he was before the king engaged in a most
animated conversation on faith and righteousness, he suddenly

sank into a profound death-like sleep. But his spirit had only

in the meantime, as it were, separated from his body and gone
forth into the most mysterious heights of all the heavens.

There conducted by the angel of prophecy, he beheld in the

seventh heaven Christ himself surrounded by all the heavenly

host. Thence he descended with Christ himself, and thus

j^erceived at once how the purely celestial Christ could pass

through all the heavens and stoop to the earth ; he beheld how
Christ would some time take a human form on the earth, and
at the end of his terrestrial stay ascend again to heaven ; and
daring all these visions he heard the most unutterable words
and explanations. When he then came to himself he told to

Hezekiah and the whole royal audience what he had seen and
heard ; and our author has thus invented the simplest means
to fill with tbe Christian spirit the conceptions of the mysteries

of the heavens and the spirit-world in which the Essenes and
other members of the ancient true religion were absorbed even
in pre-Christian times ; and he obtained, above all, the means
of describing, as clearly as human language admitted, the

highest Christian mystery of the incarnation of the eternal

Christ. The Book of Enoch especially, with its descriptions

of the celestial world and of the Messiah, was before his mind,

so that he i-epeats some things from it verbatim,^ whilst the

Apocalypse of the New Testament in other respects serves him
as a model. ^ The best thing in this description of the Ascen-

sion of Christ rather than of Isaiah was that it presented such

a transcendent subject in a tolerably simple and clear way.

This elegant little work both shows much more literary art

and is also later than the Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs,

epigrajihm chs A. T. in Herzog's Real- other parts of the composite hook, i. 7,

Encyclo'piidie, 2nd ed.] 13; iii. 13, 17 ; iv. 18 : these short names
' The ancient Latin transhition has, are first met with in the Jjook of luioch.

vi. 4, the reading Gol<iatha, wliieh is ' The idcMS and ntteranccs, vii. 21-23

;

nndonbtedly better than (ialilee, which viii. 4, 5 ; ix. 31 are from Jxev. xix. 10;
no ancient writer could introduce into xxii. 8, 9 ; (ri/ oi^as or (tv yivwaKus in the
Isaiah's life. passage ix. 33-36 after the more complete

^ E.g. when he calls ihe Messiah form in Epiphan. Hcpr. Ivii, 3 is from
sin.plJ the Beloved and the Elect One Rev. vii. 14 ; and several other things of
(viii. 7) ; the first of these two names has this kind might be quoted,

been retained in the two later authors of

VOL. VIII. S
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with which it has simihirity in the description of celestial

visions ;
^ but we find no reason to place it much later, and it

may have been written during the first decades of the second

centmy.2 It was also undoubtedly early very much read, as we
may plainly see from the imitation and the extensions which it

received. For a somewhat later Christian conceived the idea

of representing- the entire history of Christ's life on the earth

and that of his Church down to his own time in the form of a

vision, which Isaiah likewise described to Hezekiah as he had
received it. This vision of Isaiah had the entirely different

purpose of censuring certain vices into which the Church in the

neighbourhood of the author had then fallen, and in that

respect resembles the Pastor of Hermas ; but the story was

thrown into the simple prophetic form, and the figures and
style were quite different.^

A later Christian again sought subsequently to combine

these two perfectly different works in one as well as he was

able. At the beginning he added the historical traditions as to

the relation of Isaiah to Hezekiah's son, Manasseh, and as to

his martyrdom, so that the whole book in this form—at all

events so far as the first half of it was concerned—could be

called Isaiah's Marturdom. The last author made use un-

doubtedly of an earlier Judean book, in which the legend of

the death of Isaiah was told in a similar form ;
^ but his way of

' Comp. Levi, capp. 2, 3, (as may be seen from vii. 9, 12; ix. 14;
- Neither the ftict that the avafiariKhv x. 12; xi. 23 with a comparison of the

Heraiou, Epiphan. Hcer. xl. 2 ; Ixvii. 3 was ancient Latin translation), whilst the

used by the Archontics and Hieracites as second likes to give him the more
a favourite book, nor that Valentinians elaborate name of Sammael, or (as in the

fixed, as in this work, cap. ix., 6 (comp. Test. XII. Pair.) Belial, and the third

xi. 21), the time between the resurrection adds the new name Malkira. The in-

and ascension of Christ as a year and a ternal condition of the Church w-hich this

half, proves that the author had been a second author touches upon is, however,
Valentinian. There is more reason to scarcely worse than that implied in the

suppose that the Valentinians found our epistle of Clement and the Pastor of

work in existence and made it the basis Hernias,

of many of their propositions. ^ The passages i. 1-iii. 12; v. 1-16;
3 Of this Visio?i of Isaiah there has xi. 41-43 are from the third and List

been preserved, xi. 2-22; iii, 13-iv. 22 : author. It is oljvious that the legend of

for the last author perceived clearly that the sawing asunder of Isaiah had been
he could not very well insert the whole at already given in an earlier Judean book,

the passage xi. 2 sq., since it would there and Justin, Dial. c. Tryph. cap. 120, as well

have interrupted too greatly the conuBC- as the author of Constit. Apo.st. vi. 16. 2,

tion of the Ascension ; so he inserted the refers probably to that earlier book; but
rest at iii. 13, restoring the connection as it ought not to be denied that our present

well as he was able in both places, book was in existence in the second cen-

Moreover, what the oldest autlior desired tury, and is tlie one intended by Tertullian

to indicate regarding the history of Christ and Origen. Our present book is found
he has already introduced, ix. 12-18. not only in the iEthiopic translation, but
We may distinguish the three authors also in a second early Latin translation of
also by the fact that the earliest of them which Mai published some fragments in his

designated Satan by the simplest name Nova Coll. Scriptt. Vet. 11.-^.2^% ii(i.{\%2S).
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tellin^^ the story is not very skilful. And in spite of these later

additions tlie favourite name for the work continued to be tlie

Ascension of Isaiah.

111.

THE FINAL COMPLETE OVERTHROW OF THE
ANCIENT NATION.

1. TJio Situation after the Fall of the Flavians.

Whilst the New Community, notwithstanding all the ob-

stacles and persecutions of the time, advances to meet its

future development with growing patience under all frivolous

provocations, and with steady faithfulness to its own truth

and eternal hopes ; on the other hand, the Ancient Com-
munity, already broken down internally and trodden down
from without, resigns itself gradually more and more to pas-

sions and commotions, or indeed to the most sanguinary con-

flicts, which could only hasten its final ruin and seal it for all

time. That result, it is true, was inevitable, if the remnant of

the Ancient Community refused to truly learn the lessons of

the last punishment of its false position and aims generally,

and determined to adhere essentially to its utterly erroneous

course. Most of that remnant did this ^ when they perpetually

waited for more favourable circumstances, in which they might
break through the oppressive obstacles of the time, and once

more establish and finally complete the former rule of the

Hagiocracy in the Holy Land. If such favourable times came,

they were necessarily the more dangerous to them on account

of the ancient and recent prophecies of the impossibility of the

ruin of Israel, according to their interpretations of them ; or on

account of the indestructible nucleus of advantages which this

ancient sacred Community supposed with good reason it pos-

sessed before the Gentiles ; or on account of the old and accu-

mulated hatred of the existing empire of the world, to which

was now added the new hatred of the Christians.

Such a favourable period arrived with the overthrow of the

Flavians, and it became at once the critical turning-point in

the course of the develoj)ment of matters in these last days.

This overthrow, which took place so suddenly and alarmingly,

[A Greek text, which is a later reproduc- the Persian J/Y/rtZ-F/ra/'-Aawc is connected

tion of the -svholo Injok, lias been ])ulilished witli this l-ook, or rather uses it, must be

by Gebliardt in the ZcilH-hrift filr wissni- stttlfd elsewhere.

schaj'tlkhe Thcologie, 1878.] In huw far ' Ante, pp. 27 sq.

s 2
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gave to all the oppressed and troubled of the time a welcome
freedom, and for the members of the ancient nation must have

brought specially good omens. All the disastrous ruin which
had assailed it since Nero's last days seemed to have come
upon it through the Flavian dynasty alone ; and the over-

throw of the dynasty, which had been long earnestly prayed for

by the most zealous members of the nation, appeared to have

overtaken it in fulfilment of the righteous judgments of

Heaven. It is true a complete fulfilment of the Messianic hope
by no means followed immediately upon Domitian's fall, as had
been expected by the revived prophecy ; ^ but the fact that this

prophecy had now at all events met with a surprising com-
mencement of its fulfilment must have powerfully helped to

quicken the enthusiasm of the time. And although Nerva
left in force the fundamental laws of Vespasian regarding the

Judeans, he abolished at once the most invidious regulations

which Domitian had at last so much intensified, and during his

reign they were not renewed.^ He also abolished particularly

the insulting manner of levying the tax to Jupiter which
DomHian had ordered;^ and this especially was honoured as a

boon with jniblic thanks by the Judeans in Italy in the first

instance.'^ Throughout the whole extent of the Eoman empire

the Judeans were thus able to breathe more freely, and to look

forward to the future in a joyous and expectant mood. And
Trajan, although he drew the reins of his government tighter

than Nerva, made no change at first in this respect ; and thus
for the space of a decade the Judeans were left more in peace
and allowed to recover themselves.

But in this period of comparatively more undisturbed life,

which might have been to them the commencement of real im-
provement, the gloomy resentment which had accumulated too

much in the hearts of most of the remnant of the nation

woke up the more irrepressibly against the restrictive influences

of the time. It was directed in the first instance against the

few Judeans who had in the thirty years previously connected

* Ante, pp. 53 sq. the insulting manner in Avhieh it was
2 As Cassius Dio, Hist. Ixviii. 1, says levied thut was abolished. In order to

expressly. escape the tax many permitted an arti-

^ Ante, p. 79. ficial foreskin to grow ; for about this
•• Coins were struck with Nerva's bust time we hear a good deal again of the

and on the reverse a p4m tree, as the iin(TiTa(r^6s as well as of D''5-1t^^!0 ^c-

symbol of Judaea, and the inscription
^,^^,-^,- ((._ jebamoth 72 a, Mart. Eingr.

Fisci Jitdaici ccdicmnm suhlata; see ^- ^^ 5) ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^,^ ^^^^j^.^l different
EckhelsZ)oc^r.A/.,;.or«.;aLvol.vi.p 404 ^^^^^ ^han in previous times, vol. v.
sq. ihe tax itselt was continued as £69 294
commanded by Vespasian : it was only ^^' '
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themselves with the Romans, as we saw in the instance of

Josephns.^ It was directed with equal vi<>1(Mice, or rather with

much greater bitterness, against the Oiiristians, especially

against those who had seceded from Judeanism, who were re-

garded as simple traitors to the true religion ; and it was now
that the alienation from Christianity, and indeed the desire to

persecute it, increased more and more.^ If thus in the heart

of the Ancient Community hostility to everything which had
become, as it supposed, unfaithful to it flamed up afresh, and if

it obtained new undoubted victories in this direction, where
fewest obstacles could be put in its way, the same hostility

must consistently be soon directed with fresh violence against

the secular governments whenever events should, perhaps by
accident, present an}' unusual inducement. Fear of the Roman
omnipotence and merciless severity which had been impressed

upon the previous generation, and had so terribly humbled it,

grew less in the younger generation of this apparently more
favourable time, and everything promised new open struggles.

Rahhi Ahiba.

But the internal constitution of Judeanism and its various

communities at that time permitted no truly religious move-
ment or secular aim to become powerful in it which was not

set on foot and promoted by the Rabbis ;
^ and the smouldering

fire of hostility to the Heathen and the Christians which existed

amongst these dispersed communities of Judeans would never

have broken out into an open flame if the feeling and the

teaching of the Rabbis had remained all along as cautious and
peaceable as they were in the decades immediately after the

fall of Jerusalem.^ But in this respect a great change now
took place. The spirit of stubborn opposition and open revolt

spread amongst the Rabbis themselves in these decades after

the overthrow of the Flavians, and reduced Gamaliel and other

moderate teachers like him '' more and more to silence ; indeed,

this spirit must have completely overthrov/n the institution of

a new form of the Sanhedrin which we met with above,*^ as

some Rabbis, in their wild enthusiasm, with its provocations to

passionate and open rebellion, refused to submit to its regula-

tions, and sought to pledge the excited masses to obey their

own separate Councils. We are unable to follow in detail these

internal contentions of the schools, which were undoubtedly

' Ante, p. 7-i. - Ante, p. 4 t. ^ Ante, pp. 27 sq. ^ Ante, p. 77.
^ A7itc, pp. 33 sq. ** Ante, p. 34.
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very violent ; the memory of tliem was immediately lost through

the calamitous issue of the struggles of war ; but the issue

shows onh" too plainly that a great change was gradually

taking place, and that the active participation of the Rabbis

became the real soul of the following final struggle with the

Roman Government. Above all, it was one Rabbi of unusual

force, decision, and clearness of mind who was conscious of

the power once more to play a part in determining the course of

history, and who was then strong enough to hold out to the

very last in the raging of its hottest fire. This man was Aldha

hen-Joscjih, whom we may call in many respects the last hero of

the hopelessly perishing nation of Israel, and who was destined

even in death to behold the last gleams of the political power
of this community.

As Aldba ' had been throughout his long life a very dis-

tinguished and exceedingly active teacher of the Law, and had
at last at a very advanced age sealed the purpose and the con-

fession of his whole life by equally extraordinary faithfulness

in the most painful martyr's death, later generations have a

great deal to say about him. Moreover, he had not, like the

learned Zealots, under whose armed and sanguinary hands Jeru-

salem had fallen, himself resorted to the use of arms, and
could in so far be regarded by the later Rabbis as the model of

a true teacher ; and they therefore confine themselves mainly

to his labours and views as a scholar, although, on account of

their boldness, his views were rather admired than followed.

Yet, with regard to the course of his earlier life, and also of his

long subsequent career, down to the moment when it is at last

lost in the wide stream of the history of the world, it is only

either legendarj^ or very disconnected accounts that have been

preserved, from which it is impossible to form a clear and con-

nected idea of his history. It is certain that, though he wit-

nessed the close of this period of almost seventy years, down to

the end of the last great war, he had once seen Jerusalem in all

its glory, and could tell much from his personal recollection of

the sacred customs then observed.^ It is equally certain that

though he was born poor, and, indeed, according to one tradi-

tion, was of Heathen descent, subsequently, either by marriage

or the immense number of his grateful pupils, he was very

rich, but spent his wealth in the great cause of the faith of his

heart.3 For Judeanism alone was the thing most sacred to his

' See also ante, p. 42. mprcly learned jiulgmonts of his that are
^ Af. Joma, vii. 3; Sukkah, iii. 9; quoted.

Edujoth, li. 1 : elsewhere it is rather ^ lie was at first a shepherd to one of
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heart,* and to it lie devoted himself with all the conrageoiis

force of his knowledge, and the fire of his Cervid and zealons

affection.

Nothing- is more characteristic of the bent of his mind than

that he everywhere sought for firm principles and general laws '^

and applied them in his learned labours with the greatest

steadiness and consistency.^ His mind loved close inquiry and
clear system : the vast disorganised mass of views which had
been traditional in the Schools of the Law he was the first to

arrange and reduce to a general s^'stem, which became the first

foundation of the subsequent Mishna. His judgment, within

the limits to which he restricted it, was not less acute than
straightforward,* precise, and strict against frivolity and arro-

gance,'' equitable and indeed generous towards the weak,*' willing

to be convinced by better arguments without sacrificing in the

least its reputation,^ easily adapting itself to circumstances,

quickly formed, and instinctively perceiving the right thing.^

But as in the schools in which he was educated, and the

aims of which he sought simply to prosecute with greater

thoroughness and minuteness, itAvas the habit to deduce every-

thing from the letter of Scripture, he paid great attention

to what he considered the true principles of Biblical interpreta-

tion ; and it was said that he increased to forty-nine the seven

principles which Hillel the Great had formerly proposed.^

In reality, however, the arbitrary nature of the Rabbinical

method of interpretation appears nowhere more strikingly than
in his hands. With his open mind, it is true, he interpreted

not a few passages much more correctly than others had done,*^

and at times insisted on the literal interpretation of a text;*^

and with his most versatile mind he endeavoured to reanimate

the richest citizens of Jerusalem, Kalba occurs, M. Shaljbath, xix, 1 ; Pesachim,
Shebua, married his daughter against vi. 2 ; Menachoth, xi. 3.

her father's -will, and then at the desire '' Proofs of this are numerous, e.g.

of tlie family ado}>ted a learned career
;

liis decisions, M. Pesaohim, vi. 2, ix. 6
;

these and many similar legends ahout Jebamoth, iv. 13 ; Orlah, iii. 7.

him scarcely deserve much attention. ^ E.g. M. Peah, iii. 6 ; Meilah, vi. 6
;

' "Which is observable everywhere in Ketuboth, ix, 3 ; Shebiith, iii. 10 ; Baba
him, particularly in his saying regarding Qamma, ii. 8.

the boon of the day of atonement for * As M. Baba Qamma, viii. 6.

Israel, M. Joma, viii. 9 ; furtlicr in his ^ As in the case Af. Cholin, ii. i.

sa}ing regarding the relation of man- ^ As in the sayings concerning vows
kind, Israel, and the Law, so far as M. Netlarini, ix. 5, G.

definite I)ivine revelations exist as to " .See (m^e, p. •}().

these three, il/. Aljoth. iii. 1-1. '" As in the instances, ^f. Sholnioth,

2 7PD is the proper term for this in i'- ''^
;

i"'. •'>•

" As .V. Sotah, viii. T). On the other
liand, instances of ingenious but perverse

the IVlislina.

^ As an
tion his say

of the Sabbath and I'assover feast often

^ As an example of such an applica- , i »i x i ^ ^ ^ i

,. , . T .1 • -1 sul)tlety are only too frequent, e.g. when,
tion Ins saying regar(hng the coincidence nr y . i i

• o i i / . i i- i

,.> .1,.- c.-,l...u „5.. T..,„'', f^..... ..<•...., ^J- ^^aiihednn, x. 3, he seeks to establish
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the driest materinls by means of new principles, wliicli afforded

larger scope for the exercise of ingenuity. Thus he j)roposed

in particular the general principle that any departure from

the ordinary rule in a sentence, or a word, or a passage of

Scripture, or anything at all surprising in it, must have a

secret sense, which can be discovered by the exercise of in-

genuity, as if God intended by it to induce men to penetrate

into his more hidden meaning.^ And this principle, which with

all its seeming correctness was in the highest degree uncertain

and dangerous, he applied not merely in the admonition of the

community after the suggestion of Scripture, but also in deter-

mining commandments and laws. Another of his principles

was that everything may be proved by everything found in

Scripture, and that therefore a law may be based upon a passage

of Scripture which has really nothing to do with it. With such

new principles, and his forced though apparentl}^ clever appli-

cation of them, he obtained wide scope for the exercise of his

inexhaustible ingenuity and his inventive fertility, although in

reality with all this he only transferred into the Talmudic

schools in a more one-sided and ruder manner the actual aim

of Philo ; ^ and although in this he met at once with several

Rabbis of more sober tendencies who opposed him,^ his funda-

mental view of Scripture, which was the product of the sultry

atmosphere of that depressing age, and his new and ingenious

hermeneutics were so flattering to the idolatrous reverence of

the letter of the Bible which had long been habitual in

Judeanism, that they could not fail, when supported by his

acuteness and enthusiasm, to meet rapidly with the loudest

applause, especially as, after the destruction of Jerusalem, the

endeavour to place the Bible above everything, as the one

remaining visible sacred object, was more earnestly prosecuted

than ever.'' People were dazzled by the brilliant effects of this

new form of teaching, which put into the hand of a Rabbi of

the proposition that the Ten Tribes will ful. 29 h ; indeed, the accusative particle

never return by means of the text, HNI lie taught must always mean with,

Deut. xxix. 27 (28), ' he cast them into a Q^Ynihii Qamma, fol. 40 h, which his pupil
strange land as it is this day, by the ^ :^X:i imitated in Greek, comp. ivfra,
interpretation, that as the present day

p_ 270
never returns, so they will never return. 2 y-^j ^jj pp 203 so
A similar case, but one which has to do 3 His' chi'ef opponent was the highly
w'th a legal decision, occurs ilf.Jebamoth, cultured and extremely philanthropic
^'^' ^'

. ^ , X Ismael, son of Elisha, grandson of the
' E.g. when in a pa-^sage of the Law high-priest who fell as a martyr (vol. vii.

the same word recurs in a somewhat
p. 616), living at first in Rome as a slave,

different position. It IS meant to point to afterwards lil>erated by purchase, and
two totally different things, as Sotah, ^hen returning to his hereditary lanls in
V. 1. 4; or a strong reason in deciding jydfih
great vital questions may be drawn from 4 ggg ^„^^ pp 37 g^
every twist of a letter {Y\^), G. Meuachol, ' ^

^" ^'
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this kind the power of proving everything most ingeniously from
the Bible. Akiba was soon ranked hi^fher than all the 2:reat

teachers from whose school ho had himself proceeded, and
whose repntatioii in other respects he carefnlly refrained from
destroying;' and, in fact, some began aln^ady in those days to

exalt him even above Moses.^ Moreover, his diligence and power
of work as well as the extent of his knowledge were unlimited

:

he was also familiar with the depths of inquiry as to the most
mysterious matters, or with the mysticism of a Philo and
others ; and in his later days there was hardly anyone who
was not indebted for something: to his stores of knowledcre.

He was himself by no means blind to the jealousy, ambi-
tion, and vanity of most of the Kabbis of his time, as we may
see most plainly from some of the admonitions which he is said

to have addressed to his own son, Eabbi Joshua ;
^ but the cheer-

fulness and peaceableness of his disposition, which, in spite of

his astonishing industry, could not be damped, enabled him
easily to get beyond all such annoyances, and never suffered

him to forget the true end of all his labours—the restoration of

the glory of Israel. In his views and decisions on legal ques-

tions, even when they were of the jnost difficult nature, the versa-

tility of his mind sometimes degenerated into frivolity ;
^ but in

contrast with the gloom of his time this invincible cheerfulness

was a great gain. He was one of the few Rabbis of those days

who was able to get out of the most depressing phenomena of

the history of Judea at that time some playful joke or some
consolatory piece of wit wherever they were appropriate;''

and the hope of his life, instead of growing old with his ad-

vanced years, seemed to rise ever higher, as if he had been

sustained from an early period by some expectation derived

from a passage of Scripture, as he interpreted it, tint before

his death, and perhaps before the lapse of a second seventy

years of exile of Israel, he would witness the beginning of a

' E.g. Joclianan boii-Zakkai, mtii- case of frivolous interpretation i.s the
tioned a/i/e, p. 33, Sotah, v. 2. proof drawn from Isn. Ixvi. 23 tliat the

^ As many really did subsequently. punishment of hell will last only twelve
^ G. Pesaehim, fol. 112 a, 'never fix months, M. Edujoth, ii. 10; from which

thy school on tlie highest place of the we see also that one of his contemporary
city (the opposite accordingly of Prov. fellow Rabijis gave a still more frivolous

viii. 2, ix. 3), and dwell in no city the interpretation of it than he.

governors of which are scholars !

'

^ E.g. it was said that in a company
^ E.g. in his interpretation of the text of pilgrims to Jerusalem, when they saw

on divorce, Deut. xxiv. 1, in reference to a jackal run from the Temple hill, and
which, probably already in opposition to general depression overcame them at this

the new strictness of the Christian view, token of destruction, he was a])1e by a
he permitted the most frivolous interpre- clever use of passages from the Bible to

tation of -)31 npU' ^- Gittin, ix. 10 transform the incident into a comforting

{comp. Ant iqlilics!''\x 204). Another joke, 6=. Makkoth, fol. 2W>.
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great Messianic deliverance. The idea of ever liimself taking

up arms against the Roman Government never occurred to

him ; he had not witnessed in vain the miserable failure of

the annod revc)lt of the learned Zealots in the last great war,

and he was convinced of nothing more firmly than that a

Rabbi might not himself take up arms. In other respects,

however, he unmistakably recurred again to the strict views of

those Zealots, • punished with extreme obstinacy any contact

with even the mere books of Christians and Heathen,* and
looked for the coming of the Messiah hourly who would con-

duct the Judean Hagiocracy to victory in the world. The mere
word and simple hint of the mind of such a man produced
necessarily the greatest effect, and we shall see soon what a fire

the}^ kindled.

The Neiv Mission to the Heathen.—Aquila's Translation

of the Bible.

Through such men, therefore, as this Rabbi Akiba, who
undoubtedly only towered aloft amongst many like-minded men
with similar modes of action, as a giant who had arrived late,

Judeanism put forth all the moral force it was still possessed of

with the view of attaining that Divine glory, the sacred ancient

memory and prophetic outline of which continued to vividly

move before its vision, or at all events of regaining as a pre-

liminary step that power and honour in the world which it

had enjoyed in the centuries preceding the destruction of the

Temple. A new vivacity and activity aj^peared in it, as when one

who has been near Death's door is about to return again to active

life ; and the last energies it possessed, and which were not yet

full}^ exhausted, were put forth. But in reality it thereby only

advanced for the second time to the same calamity of a revolt

after the spirit of Judas the Gaulonite, which involved the true

mortal peril of these last times of the Hagiocracy ; and this

was in circumstances which were far less favourable than those

at the time of the previous war with Rome. For now a

Judean nation had first to be formed, since it had been prac-

tically annihilated. And it was not even the powers of its

ancient sacred priesthood that were now roused again in

Judeanism, such as had been revived during the Babylonian

' ' Whoever reads sti'aiige CD"'iiVn» x- 1 : tJie latter clause points still more

herrtieal) books and mutters a charm <!^=^" tJic first to the Christians of that

over a wound is damned,' M. Sanhedrin, ^"^^'
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Exile and afterwards helped to sustain the Hagiocracy during

the long period down to the second destruction of the Temple,

and immediately before that event once more put forth the

utmost possible eftbrts. Rabbi Akiba was so fiir from being a

priest that he contributed in no small degree to destroy the

little influence which the hereditary priesthood still possessed

by virtue of the faith of the remnant of the nation in its sacred-

ness.' Still less were genuine prophetic or politiral and dynastic

influences now in existence, whilst the national influences w^ere

so completely broken up and isolated that it was in vain that a

second Cyrus was hoped for. It was simply learning and the

arts of speech and writing which, animated by the truths and
hopes of the ancient religion, sought to propagate a new en-

thusiasm, with the hope that some happj^ accident might come
to the assistance of their purpose. And in addition to this it

was mainly rivalry with Cliristianity, as having sprung from

its own midst, which now took possession of the Ancient

Communit}^ with new force, that it might be decided whether

the supremacy of the world could be wrested from the Christian

Church when the latter was so mightily exerting its youthful

energies to secure it. A feeling that the rule of the world must
fall either to Christianity or to itself now pervades more or less

clearly the Ancient Community far more deeply than ever before,

urges it to oppose with quite new energy the New Community,
as one which had apostatised from itself and had no right to

exist, and leads it once more to gather up its utmost resources

in order to make a final effort against the Heathen.

And, indeed, it is marvellous to see the new influence which
the Ancient Community was once more able to exert upon

Heathenism in these decades. Many Heathen who were very

desirous to find a true reliorion mi<2:ht now come to doubt

again whether the New Community was better than the Old.

They saw that the Ancient Community once more recovered

itself with vigour from the terrible calamities which had just

befallen it, and that it courageousl}^ anticipated the fulfilment

of its ancient hopes ; on the other hand, they saw that the

New Community was vehemently opposed and rejected as abso-

lutely false by the old one, whilst it could itself apparently

offer to them nothing but tribulation and persecution from

' Thu6 it was said tliat from (lis- a Levite, recfiivod nono at all, Akiba
pleasure at the Ribbi Eliezor, son of ordered the titlies intended for Kabbi
Azarja the priest, receiving such largo Eliezor to be laid upon a grave, where he
tithes after the destruction of thf Temple, dared lutttou'h them, unril hr- consented
whilst the more distinguisliod Kabbi to diviilc tliem with the Levit"', fV. Jebam,
Joshua, son of Chananja, who was merely fol. 8G h\ Jcr. Maaser Sheni, fol. 56 6, c.
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all sides. Times similar to those before the destruction of

Jerusalem ' recurred, but so many Rabbis, above all the highly

revered Aldba, manifestly made far greater efforts now than
then to attract the Heathen from the Christians and to the

Ancient Community ; and the numerous long journeys Avhich

Akiba, with his great worldly wealth, made with increasing

frequency,^ were evidently not for the purpose merely of

strengthening but also of extending the Judean communities.

And thus a new fierce struggle between Judeanism and Chris-

tianity arose, confined, it is true, as long as the former pos-

sessed no temporal power, to words and learning, but in this

department attempting everything possible with new weapons.^

In this new state of confusion nothing was more common than
for Heathen of the same country to go over now to the Ancient
and then to the New Community, to become Christians after

being Judeans, and Judeans after being Christians, or at all

events Jewish Christians ; or they lost all respect for both, and
fell back into hopeless Heathenism, especially as amongst the

Judeans themselves, and still more amongst Christians, such
extremely various opinions were contending for the mastery.^

The memory of one more than usually remarkable conver-

sion from Heathenism, which may serve us as an example of

many others, has been preserved from the commotion of these

missionary efforts ; although this example would not have been

preserved if it had not been fixed in the memory by another

remarkable circumstance : for the way in which a new trans-

lation of the Old Testament into Greek was made in this period

could never afterwards be forgotten. When Hadrian came to

Jerusalem (the story of this event ran in somewhat later times),

to found there his new city, he entrusted the execution of

his building projects to a respected Heathen from Sinope,

named Aquila, who was connected with the Emperor by mar-

riage.^ In Jerusalem he was converted to Christianity by the

miracles which he saw performed there in the Christian Church,
' Vol. vii. pp. 474 sq. in Judeanism and Christianity fell back
^ These journeys are often spoken of: again into Heathenism is given by the

at one time be travelled to Nisibis, Na- Clementine Homilies {cDite, p. 126) ; and
hardea, and Gazaka, in Parthia, at although the work was written after the

another to Eome, Gaul, Arabia, and middle of the second century, such de-

Africa, lineations belong still to this earlier

^ The arguments used by the Judean period,

scholars against Christianity may be ^ It is a wholly baseless modern con-

seen best in Justin's Dialogue with jecture that this Aquila is identical with
Irypho {ante, p. 149), which, according the man of this name met with vol. vii.

to its introduction, capp, 1, 2, is placed in 377 ; there is no other point of likeness

the time of the last great Judean war. between the two than that of their names,
* The most vivid picture of men of and this is as accidental as their common

this kind who after they had lost all faith native country being Pontus.
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as tlionj:>li lie luiu-lit find in it satisfaction for liis need of the

niiraculoiis. But wben the Christians saw him continuiiif^ in

his astrological superstitions,' and strongly censured him on

that account, he seceded to the Judean community, having first

been circumcised, and became a most zealous Judean. This

was the later and greatly altered form of the reminiscences of

his life ;
- but a literary production of his, which was preserved

for a considerable time, and of which we possess still many dis-

connected fragments, amply con firms the essential points in it.

That production is his Greek translation of the Bible, a work of

an extraordinary character, such as could be produced in the

Ancient Community only by the new and mighty zeal of these

times, a zeal which might easily become very impure. The
translation of the ancient sacred books into Greek had for a long

period been very earnestly prosecuted by many Hellenists,^ and
in our period not a few Hebrew-Aramaic books were being con-

stantly translated afresh into Greek ; but for a long time there

had now been but one Greek version of all the principal books

of the Old Testament in undisputed use as the best, which was
called the translation of the Seventy. Yet, great as was the

authority of this version as late as the age of the Apostles, even

amongst the Judeans, it had from that time fallen more and
more into discredit. The occasion of this was the controversy as

to the interpretation of Messianic and other passages of the Old

Testament which arose between the Old and the New Community,
and grew more and more violent and inextricable. Christians,

who since Paul's labours had gone more and more amongst the

Heathen, following that apostle's example, used chiefly the

Septuagint, which was then held in high esteem in Palestine,

and in their application of Biblical passages to the Messiah were

in the habit of appealing to it. But the Judeans came by
degrees on that account to dislike this version, and resolved to

appeal to the Hebrew text alone, or, at most, to better Greek
translations only. For a time not a few Christians themselves

preferred in this controversy to go back to the Hebrew text,

and translated into Greek on their own account the most ne-

cessary passages direct from it, deeming that the safest course.*

But the example of Paul had in this respect become of pre-

' Gcnethllalogia, vol. vii. 200. Ilndrijin ; there is cvidoiiLly in the ;ic-

- In Epiphaniiis, De mensuria ct pon- count a gf-nuino tvadition, as it accords
derlbiis, §1^ 1-i, 1.'), conip. §§ 2, 13, It with all otiier lii.storical indications,

cannot be a purely arbitrary supposition ^ See V(d. v. pp. 2 19 &q.

that Aquila went to Jeru.saleni forty- ' Tliis important fact appears plainly

seven years after the destruction of the from the wcif^hty instance examined in

Temple, that is, in the first year of the Jahrhh. dcr IL ]V. ii. pp. 2 1-i sq.
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ponderating influence, and Christianity had ah-eady been sent

forth into the Greek and Eonian world as its true sphere. Then

came the destruction of the Temple, which quickly separated

the two Communities more and more widely, and the Ancient

Community was seized with a profound dislike of all Greek and

Koman culture, and even of the use of Greek books. In these

circumstances the Rabbis put their ban with growing rigour

upon the Septuagint as the Cliristian Bible,^ and inspired all

the minds which came under their influence with a deep horror

of it, so that afterwards it became quite unused amongst the

Judeans. As, therefore, dislike of Greek books had then already

become strong,^ it is at first sight surprising that a new Greek

version of the Bible could be executed even by a proselyte

with the sanction of the Rabbis. But in these very decades

intelligent men such as Akiba entertained fresh and stronger

hope of an early wide conversion of the Heathen, and could

therefore approve of a Greek version of the Bible, if executed

in accordance with their hostile feeling towards Christianity.

We know with sufficient particularity that the powerful and

wealthy Aquila showed the greatest respect after his conversion

for the chief Rabbis,^ and his version of the Bible is carried out

quite after Akiba's views and spirit. It is literal in the extreme,

and, indeed, slavishly close beyond all reason, so that (especially

as there was then no accurate knowledge of the ancient Hebrew)

its Greek is often perfectly unintelligible and meaningless when

there is no necessity for it whatever. In this he followed

Akiba, who, as we have seen,'* could not take anything in the

Scriptures literally enough ; and the Gentile pupil, like other

zealous disciples of a teacher such as Akiba, naturally went

still farther than his master in this respect. Those passages

especially in which Christians found the Messianic prophe-

cies most decidedly in their favour he translated the more

strangely and divergently with evident purpose,'' following in

this the aims of his master. When his translation appeared it

* They soon went so far that they Greek and Roman culture, of "uhich we
regarded the day on which tho seventy spoke, ante, p. 44.

elders wrote the Law in Greek for the ^ See ante, p. 44.

King, '•jo'pn (Ptolemy) as identical with ' For instance, it is said that at the

the calamitous day when ' Israel made for burial of Gamaliel {ante, pp. 34 sq.) he

itself the golcUm calf,' see the Jer. Mas- lavished immense sums and declared on

scketh Sephcr Torn, i. 8, 9. in the Septem the occasion that a man like him out-

libri Tahn. Hicros. ed. Kirchli<'im,Frankft. weighed a hundred kings.

1851. Thus was the previous exag- » J;??'c, p. 264.

gerated estimate of the translation ^ E.g. when he substituted v^avis for

avenged! (Vol. v. pp. 249 sq.) However, -napeivos, Isa. vii. 14, the change was

its final rejection was connected less with evidently directed against the Christians

the new controversies with the Christians of the time,

than with the general proscription of all
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met with the complete approval of Akiba and other Rabbis ; it

was also so much considered and read by Christians that the

effect it was intended to produce was fully attained in their

case likewise.' Aqiiila published a second edition of his version

with improvements.- As thus aroused by Aquila, a new passion

for translating' the Old Testament into Greek was exhibited,

and Samaritans and Ebionites especially, as possessing some
knowledo-e of the languages, took part in the work. Christianity

had in this respect also the marvellous power of stirring new
life. We are not now able to fix the year in which Aquila's

version appeared, but at latest it may have been 120 a.d.^

The New Sangidnarij Risings.

In a time of snch mental excitement it was, as above stated,

little more than accident at what time and place the sanguinary
risings should first break out ; and since these first risings,

however terrible their nature, had soon a much more terrible

ending, a somewhat clearer recollection of them has been pre-

served among those only who stood outside the pale of the

Ancient Community. Among the Jews themselves the memory
of these most lamentable events, which, moreover, took place

almost entirely in the countries outside Palestine, was so im-

mediately thoroughly obscured that we now do not even know
what pretext the insurgents at first brought forward for their

sanguinary risings. In general we can plainly make out two
things only. First, that these insurrections broke out simul-

taneously precisely in those countries which we can call more
especially Hellenistic : in them the Jews still lived most thickly

' When Justin, Dial. c. Tn/ph. eapp, called Anqolos (Onkolos) and is con-

43, 67, 68, 77, 78, repeatedly com- founded with the ant hoi- of the oldest

plains bitterly that Jews translated Isa. Targum, these are later confusions. The
vii. \\ by v^avis, he can only refer to surname har-Kalont/nius may have de-

Aquila's version ; Irenseus, Adv. Hcer. iii. secnded from Aquila to this so-called

21. 1, also complains of this, comp. Euseb. Onkelos. Tlie name D1D01D o^c^^rs as

Ecc. Hist. V. 8. 10. Though in this pas- that of a Rabbi, M. Sopherim, v. 16.

sago Irenseus names with and even before - As we may see from the works of
Aquila the Kphesian Tiieof^Itition, mIio Jerome, who often quotes tlie two edi-

had likewise been a Judean proselyte and tions. [See on this, and Aquila's versiou

had translated as such, Theodotion ne- generally, Fielil's edition of Origen's

vertheless lived somewhat later and was Hexapla, Oriqciiis Hcxaploram qiue supcr-

an Ebionite, according to other accounts, sunt : sive Vetenim. bitcrpretum Grcecorum
Aquila is probably often confounded witli in tofiim V. T.fragntcnta, Oxon. 1875.]

Theodotion or Symmachus, especially in ^ According to Epiplianias, De mens.

the reminiscence in Vajjiqra lldhha, par. et pond. cap. 13, it appeared in the twelfth

33, on Prov. xviii. 21. In the T. Jer. he year of Hadrian, 129 a.d., but as he no-

has still his proper Greek name Aqilas: where distinguishes the two editions of

but when, on the contrary, in the T. Bah. the translation this date may be that of

Aboda Zara, fol. 1 1 a, and elsewhere he is the second.
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congregated in populous communities, and their number in these

countries ^particularly had very largely increased since the great

dispersion under Vespasian, as most of the refugees preferred

to attach themselves to these communities, which were even

then so ancient, and, on the whole, still tolerably flourishing.

And it was just in these Hellenistic countries that the most
violent friction had been felt, and that bloody conflicts had broken

out between Judeans and Heathens before, during, and shortl}'

after the last great war ; so that now the same deadly conflict

only blazed out again in bright flames that had been with diffi-

culty suppressed by the heaviest punishments in the time of

the Flavians. This conflict was therefore, generally speaking,

owing to the same ultimate causes, only that now the situation

was much more complicated on account of the rapid growth of

Christianity in all these countries, and because the animosity

so long kept down by force now burst forth all the more madly;

and if many Judeans in these Hellenistic countries had during

the last war shown themselves less energetic than the Zealots

wished,^ and had then too late caught some of their fire, they

now seemed determined to make their neglect doubly good.

Secondly, we see plainly that these risings, which spread so

rapidly, as if by some contagion, over the countries mentioned,

did not break out till Trajan's second Parthian war, 115-117

A.D., when he was staying so long with the flower of the whole

Roman army in the extreme East, conquering the countries

beyond the Tigris, and even Southern Babylonia, down to the

Persian Gulf, and had, as it were, disappeared from the view of

the Western world. What the attitude of the Parthian Ju-

deans towards Trajan was during his first and second Parthian

wars we do not now know in detail. It is, however, not im-

probable that they fought against him much more fiercely than

the other Parthian subjects, that hopes were at length enter-

tained of the co-operation of the Parthian with the Roman
Judeans for the recapture of Jerusalem, after these hopes which

were cherished in the last war had been so little fulfilled,^ and

that the journeys of Akiba into the Parthian lands were con-

nected with these expectations.^ In addition to this, a fresh

generation had arisen in Judea, full of the old hereditary hatred

of everything not Judean, passionately hostile to Rome, which
was then for the first time universally compared to Edom rather

than to Babylon,'^ and daring enougli to desire to measure their

' See vol. yii. p. 524. * Since the time that the Herod
^ Vol. vii. pp. 517, 580. family, which had sprung from Edom,
3 Ante, p. 268. ruled only by the aid of the Romans, it
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strength afresh in open warfare with all the friends of Rome.
Moreover, the succession in the Roman empire was at this

time uncertain, as in the latter days of Nero, since the child-

less Trajan put off the nomination of a successor till the day

of his death.

As far as we can now see,' the insurrection first broke out

in Cyrene, the town and district in which snch numbers of

Judoans had now dwelt for so many centuries, and in which tlie

rebellion at the end of the former war had longest continued.'-^

At the head of the insurgents there stood a certain Andreas,

but he seems to have been so little able to restrain their fury,

when once let loose, that they committed the most extreme

atrocities against 'Romans and Greeks.' They compelled many
to fight with wild beasts, or with one another, in the Roman
theatres (as if only in revenge for what had once been inflicted

on great numbers of Judeans,^ and was apparently still inflicted

here and there on individuals) ; they also sawed many in pieces,'*

and even besmeared themselves with the blood of some of their

victims, and clothed themselves in their intestines and skins,

and ate their flesh :
^ in all 220,000 who were not Judeans are

said to have fallen at that time. This hai^pened a.d. 115-16.

The next year the insurrection broke out with like atrocities in

Alexandria and the whole of Egypt ; but the Gentiles gathered

now in yet larger numbers at Alexandria, overpowered the

Judeans in that town, and quenched the rebellion. The Judeans

of Cyrene, under a new leader, Lucuas, did indeed advance into

Upper and Lower Egypt, ravaging the country ; and fears were

already entertained that the Judeans would, from the basis of

Alexandria, get possession of the ships and navigation, as they

had also tried to do in the former war.^^ But Marcius Turbo/

was natural to call the Roman dominion words—the most definitely, we might say.

itself Edoni, and to pray for its destruc- - See vol. vii. p. 616.

tion in such words of the Old Testament ^ See vol. vii. pp. 609-611.

as Is. Ixiii. 1-6 and similar passages: ^ Which certainly had occurred before,

but nevertheless until the time before us vol. iv. p. 211.

we find Rome always rather compared, to ^ Such barbarities do not occur before

and represented as Babylon ; and not in the whole course of this history. But
nntil Christianity grew ever stronger in of what were not at least some individuals

the Roman cm})ire was it fully appro- of this nation capable in this its last

priate to compare this empire to the madness? We have no reason to reject

wicked lirother Eilom. But the earliest these statements,

beginning of this is seen in 4 Ezra vi. " See vol. vii. p. o48.

8, 9. ' lluis briefly nu-ntioned in Spart.
' According to Cass. Dio, Ixviii. 32; //fl(/r. cap. 5, and probably distinct from

on the other hand, Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 2, Lividinis Turbo, who is also ficijuently

where he follows Heathen but various met with with Hadrian, //'/c^. cajtp. 4, 7, 9,

sources, mentions Egypt first, and does lo. On the other hand, according to

not speak of Cyrene at all. Orosius, Eusebius, at the commencement of the

Hist. vii. 12, relates the whole in a few insurrtction a certain Lupus was governor

VOL. VIII. T
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wlio had been commissioned by Trajan to quell the rebellion,

with a sufficient force of infantry, cavalry, and also of war-

vessels, at last scattered them after much fighting, and killed

their leader. After thair defeat a large body of them appears,

on this very occasion, to have fled farther south across the

Eoman frontier, partly to Ethiopia, partly to Yemen, where in

later times we find numerous settlements of Jews.^ At that

time, too, the great Synagogue of Alexandria apx^ears to have

been destroyed, of the magnificence and enormous size of which

later generations still spoke so niuch.^ In Cyprus, which for

centuries had been getting more and more thickly i)eopled with

Judeans, about the same time a rebellion was raging, under

a leader named Artemion, which, in point of barbarity, fell

nothing short of that in Cyrene. It was especially the town of

Salamis that suffered from the passion for destruction which,

like a madness, had suddenly seized the Judeans ; and it is

said that no fewer than 240,000 human beings lost their lives

through it. But here, too, the revenge of the Romans was such

that all Judeans were extirpated, and none of the nation might

thereafter place his foot upon this large island.^ We cannot fail

to see that the rebellion spread also to Asia Minor, especially

to the neighbouring country of Lycia.'*

But the Parthian Judeans, in his own neighbourhood,

aroused Trajan's gravest suspicions, so that he commanded his

tried and bravest general, Lusius Quietus, to drive all Judeans

out of Mesopotamia at least, that they might not become tale-

bearers. This man, of Maurisian descent, and accustomed to

the bloodiest wars,'' then executed the punishment of the Par-

thian Judeans with such utter w^ant of feeling, killing many
thoasands in a single battle, that Trajan appointed him
Governor of Palestine, as this most dangerous region of all

of Egypt, and his name occurs in connec- Chrnn. ii. p. 283.

tion with the former rebellion, see vol. vii. ' Though wo have now only one

p. 616. authority fur this in the words Lycia ac
' This origin of the Himyaritic and Palestina rebelles animos ofFurebant (at

Ethiopic Jews may at any rate be con- the beginning of Hadrian's reign) Spart.

sidered the most probable, comp. v. Hadr. cap. 5.

pp. 4 sq. ; vii. p. 300. But after the war '" When his simple name is mentioned,

with Bar-K6kheba also many may have he is always called Lusius (Lvsias); he

been driven thither. was, however, recalled after a few years
- Comp. the description in the two on account of Hadrian's jealousy, and

Gemaras on Sukka, v. 1, fol. 51 b. If it met with a miserable eiid, see Spart.

had been already destroyed under Ves- Hadr. cap. 7. As commander in Edessa

pasian, we should have had information he seems to occur in the history of

of it from that time, see vol. vii. p. 616. Scherbil, the martyr of that place; comp.
'^ As Cassias Dio, Ixviii. 32, says Cn.\^\iton a Ancient SfjriacDocicments.\). ^o.

plainly enough ; the statement about 18.

Salamis is now found alone in Euseb.
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became more ami more involved in the general conflagration.^

Trajan was, indeed, soon obliged to leave the Parthian Jndeans
qnite in peace again, as he died at Selinns, in Cilicia, in the
year 117, on his way back from the East ; whilst Hadrian, by a
concession, that for the moment appeared wise, at once freed

himself from all those Parthian complications. Bnt during these

last days of Trajan's reign and the beginning of that of
Hadrian, Lusins restored the threatened peace in Palestine

with such violence that the Judean war-spirit, which had been
so uselessly awakened and so forcibly quenched, seemed now at

any rate to have been everywhere finally extinguished.

It is impossible, amid all these scattered statements, to

ascertain with certainty the real condition of affairs in Palestine.

We do not now even know the name of any Judean leader who
may at that time have in Palestine itself rebelled against the

Eomans; and yet it is inconceivable that the Judeans, who
had long been cheered by the hope of the rebuilding of their

Temple,^ should not then have gathered together amid the
ruins of Jerusalem and tried every means of comj^elling Trajan
to keep those promises.^ And we also still possess ' the frag-

ment of a book which can sufficiently testify to what a height
of enthusiasm the Messianic hopes had at that time again risen.

The enigma is, however, partly explained when we consider

that about that time the neighbouring countries, Phoenicia and
Arabia, were in rebellion,^ and the war around Jerusalem mio-ht' ' CD

thus seem only as it were accidental and of secondary im-

portance ; and, in fact, it was in general the worst mistake of

the Judeans of that time that in their wide dispersion they

everywhere rebelled so quickly and strove to excite the

animosity of the peoples among whom they dwelt against

Rome and yet nowhere acted in accordance with a general

plan. And what a destructive effect these wars had upon the

Judean schools also can be j^erceived from the fact that from

that time they altogether changed their locality. For they

' Accordiiifi to Spartianus particularly with its capital Petra and so many other

and Eiiteb. C7<ro». ii. 283 ; coins also were cities that were soon very prosperous

struck in memory of the victory over the again, was first made a Ponian province,

Parthian Judeans, ]']ckhol, Z'oc/r. Am?/<. 11. as is briefly stated, Eutrop. llht. x. 2,

vi. p. 464. and as is S(j brilliantly confirmed by the
- See p. 18. many inscriptions from th(;so districts

3 As a matter (jf fact this position is which have now come to light agnin.

with great brevity quite correctly sUited Ijut the fact that Sidon's autonomous
in Eutychius' Ann. i. p. 351. coins cease A.i>. 120, and (hat Tyre, on

' See pp. 56 sq. the contrary, is again greatly distin-
'"

It was now that the kingdom of the guished by Hadrian (comp. Suidas s.vv.

Nabatieans, of whi'^.h so much lias been Oai/Aos, Tt'-^ioy) must stand in close con

-

said above (vol. v. p. 351) and elsewhere, nection \\\\\\ this circuuistaucc.

T 2
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remained at first ' as near as possible to the ruins of Jerusalem
;

but inasmuch as all this southern district seems to have been

terribly devastated again, and the learned probably most of all

felt themselves unsafe, we find them afterwards continuing

their schools principally in Galilean towns.

2t. Bar-Koliheba and his Reign.

And in point of fact this terribly bloody and yet so com-

pletely useless afterpiece of the great war of half a century

before might well have been the end of all such conflicts, which

were only like the last convulsions of the dying frame of one

whose spirit, in spite of weakness, clings to life. The reason

they were not the end was that there was some one thing left on

the part of the Roman Government, and also on that of the dis-

membered nation, which made each of them consider that they

ought to make trial of this or that as yet untried means of

accomplishing their diametrically opposite objects ; and as on

both sides that one thing was intrinsically wrong, it could only

again kindle the disastrous war and destroy the last fibres of

Israel's national strength.

The Roman Government could now with justice be dis-

pleased with a people which, though dispersed in every direction,

and only kept together by its faith, could so little appreciate

the mitigation of the legal measures against it which had been

brouirht about since Domitian's fall. For even the decree

forbidding them to visit the site of Jerusalem and to settle

there was evidentl}^, since Nerva's mild rule, no longer enforced

;

on the contrary, many Judeaus now lived among its ruins, some

of them in order to ransack them and look for treasure ; but

when on one occasion a tolerably well-preserved old building,

which was looked upon as Solomon's tomb, suddenly fell in,

many regarded this as an evil omen for the future fate of the

country. 2 It is nowhere hinted that Trajan before the last

years of his life inflicted any special severity upon the nation,

and yet it had suffered itself to be carried away to the commis-

sion of such horrible atrocities, perhaps here and there provoked,

at the time when the Roman empire was engaged in the

Parthian war ! It is therefore not surprising that the Romans

^ See p, 33. Dio, Hist. Ixix. 14 ; the other omen tluit

- This is one of the two evil omens of wolves and jackals were seen running
wliich later, after the unfortunate ending 'into tlie towns' is evidently connected
of the last great movement of the people, with the legend mentioned in the history

so much was made that the recollection of Akiba, anic, p. 2G5.

of them was preserved even in Cassius
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now tlionglit themselves obliged to prevent l)y severer measures
the repetition of such atrocities. But it is o-enerally not easy
to invent roiitiniiMlly more severe measures lor keepiug down a
subject peopU^ Avliich are not calculated themselves to increase

the evil ; and at any rate the Romans on that occasion committed
a serious error in this respect. According to all indications

they wished to take still more stringent measures in order com-
jiletely to put an end to the nationality and unity of the

Judeans, and of the two measures which they actually resorted

to the one was unnecessarily offensive, and the other altogether

impracticable.

The first of these measures concerned Jerusalem. This
city, the restoration of which had long been promised,^ was now
at length to be really rebuilt, but not in the least according to

the notions and wishes of the Judeans, but, on the contrary, as

a purely Roman and Heathen city. It was to be a colony of

Roman soldiers, and therefore its internal arrangement that of

a splendid Heathen town ; as it was thought that it would then
foster the right feeling towards Rome in those districts and
serve as a strong fortress in the frequent w^ars in the East.

Even the entrance into it was, under these circumstances,

prohibited to the Judeans, as a matter of course. ^ In fact,

a similar measure had been previously successfully employed
in the case of Csesarea Palestinsc,^ and the Judean aspira-

tion of the time could not have had a more deadly blow struck

at it than the execution of this design. But of course it

included not only a complete pi'ostration of all the burning

hopes of the restoration of Jerusalem and the Temple, as the

great sacred centre of all Jndeans, but also a provocation, not
to say mocker}^ of the holiest feelings of the nation. And yet
this means of destroying the national unity was an easy one in

comparison with the other to which at that time recourse was
had—the prohibition of circumcision,^ by which the further

' p. 18. l)y the city of so early a date. But wlien
2 Aocordingto the narrative in Euseb. later a Christian church also was raised

Ecc. Hist, iv. 6, the Heathen settlement in this A'IUa, the Jews asserted that
was not undertaken before the close of Hadrian had rebuilt Jerusalem to please
the next i^reat war; but the narrative in the Christians, and that the war withBar-
Cassius Dio, HisL Ixix. 12, which en- Kokheba had been caused by this; and
tirely differs from his, iind is ;is a wliole this kind of narrative found its way into

much more accurate, is certaiidy on this Eutychius' Ann. i. p. 35.3,

point nearer tlie truth, Eusebius' less ^ See vol. vii. p, 11);),

accurate narrative could, however, easily * Our only information on this point
arise, as the restoration of the city can- is now preserved simply in the words,
not have been altogether finished until movcrimt ca tempcstatc (when Hadrian
after the war, and it can only then have was in Syria, about 130 a.d,) et Judcei
received the name Mlia Capitolina; as a helium quod vetaJtanhir imiLilare genilalia,

fact we do not possess any coins struck in Spart. Hadr. cap, 14, but wo have
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existence of the nation on the earth was in fact to be made
impossible. Both imperial decrees were in all probability issued

by Tnijan himself in the Inst year but one of his life, when
he received in the remote East trnstworthy accounts of the

rebellions character of the Judeans that nothino^ conld repress.

Hadrian, who preferred peaceful measures wherever they were
possible, would scarcely have issued them at the commence-
ment of his reign ; but as he was Trajan's governor of Syria ^

during the last Parthian war, he was obliged to join in the
execution of the imperial commands, and Lusius, as governor
of Palestine, was the right man to carry out the sternest orders

of his master. The rebuilding of Jerusalem as a Heathen city

was also then doubtless immediately taken in hand ; whilst a
prohibition of circumcision must not only produce the greatest

irritation, but must also in the end always remain incapable of

execution.

Thus even before Trajan's death the terrible times of an
Antiochus Epiphanes seemed to have returned for the ^ people of

God,' and it is easy to comprehend how at this time the last

energies of resistance to the uttermost should be profoundly

roused and violently called into action. As long indeed as the

new emperor, Hadrian, had in the first years of his reign to

struggle seriously with the state of affairs in Asia and Egypt,
which under Trajan had at last become much disturbed, he was
astute enough to give the Judeans some hope. It must have
been flattering to them that he inflicted a very severe punish-
ment on Lucius Quietus ;

^ and by the agency of the above-

mentioned ^ Aquila he even encouraged the expectations of the

rebuilding of the Temple which had been again revived by
Nerva."* He cannot, however, have been very much in earnest

with regard to these alleviations of their lot, as the Judeans
themselves must have soon perceived. And yet, as the Romans
took wrong measures for bringing about the final ruin of the

nation, so also the nation, in order to defend itself against

them, now on its part had recourse to a measure which was
equally mistaken. It is true it appeared to the people to be
the only one left untried, and it really, as if in a supernatural

manner, once more accomplished all that could be expected
from it in the final crisis ; but nevertheless, being intrinsically

wrong, it could only the more accelerate the utter final ruin.

evei'y reason to consider it correct ; and • According to Cassius Dio, Ixix.

Spartianus does not say that Hadrian had 1 sq.

himself issued this prohibition. Barde- '^ See ante, p. 27i.
sanes also (in Ciiroton's Spic. Si/r. p. 19) ^ Ajite, p. 268.
speaks of it not long afterwards. » Ante, p. 260.
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The Judeans were apparent!}^ once more in jnst the same

position as they were in the liist (Liys of Nero, when the most

(lesperale n^sii^tiinee to Rome with all tlieir united efforts

seemed tlie one thinj^- tliat couhl possibly accomplish their

purpose, only that now everything had become on the side of

the Judeans incomparably more unfavourable and desperate,

while on the other hand the real power over the minds of the

people lay now, more than then even, purely in the hands of

the scholars. What was now to be the advice of an Akiba ?

What part ought he liimself to take? The scholars, warned by

the sad end of the learned Zealots of that time, had now long

given up the idea of themselves becoming warriors or military

commanders. If, however, they meditated more profoundly

upon the failure of the resistance to Rome, which was at the

time so imposing, and at first a long while so successful, they

could not help seeing that one of the principal reasons of that

failure lay in the want of a single, united, and rigorous control,

or (in other words) in the fact that at that time a Grecian, or

rather an ancient Mosaic commonwealth (republic), without a

visible king, was considered the only right constitution, and

that this conception had been actively adhered to so persist-

ently to the last moment.^ Similarly, it might seem, the last

great insurrections were failures only because the nation had

been without any firm bond of union. And could the Hagiocracy

attain its objects solely by the most rigid adherence to the

ancient Mosaic method ? Did not the ancient sacred history

show of what great advantage a human king might prove to the

State ? Was there no Messianic hope in Israel which it might

be foolish to transfer altogether into the distant future ? Did not

the present desperate times demand rigorous centralisation and

united control such as only a king recognised by the community

could give ? Ought not most properly Ca3sar, as king of the

world, to be opposed by a king of Israel, who of course might be

guided by the law of the true religion and its interpreters ?

And if the Christians were so closely united even by their

merely celestial Messiah, as was seen at that time in general

at least, why should an actual king be of less benefit to the

true Israel ?

And just as in all past times, when the spirit of this nation

had been roused, it had been the magic power of prophecy that

had assisted and guided it, so now also undoubtedly prophecies

appeared—including written ones— as the art and influence of

' Vol. vii. pp. .'i03 sq. and 528 sq.
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writing at that time certainly once more increased in the nation.

Bnt if these new writings appeared only in Hebrew, as we have

reason to suppose,' it is not to be wondered at that soon after the

suppression of this hist great insurrection they were lost in the

general deluge of Hebrew literature, of which we shall speak

below in the history of the Canon ; for we now possess no writing

of this kind from that period. And yet, according to all indica-

tions, the idea of a son of Joseph as the Messiah, already men-
tioned,^ has been preserved in a new prophetic work of that

time. A Messiah in Israel was also wished for, only not the

one of whom the Christians boasted.

To what a height the national courage was raised in this

period can be seen with peculiar clearness in one rare indica-

tion. At the close of the Maccabean times the Pharisees had
fixed a number of days in the year ^ on which the nation should

rejoice in the newly won victories both over the Heathen and
over their internal foes, as if the annual feast of Purim "^ had
been no longer sufficiently recent and real. This series of

anniversary days could be at suitable opportunities increased,

but after the terribly sad ending of the war with Vespasian

this was assuredly not thought of. Now, however, two most

characteristic days were added to this calendar : one com-

memorative of the joyful tidings that the Judeans might not cease

to observe the ]^rece]^ts of the Law,^ tidings which Aquila may
have brought them from Rome,^ and which at the time must
have had a great effect. The other was the day of Trajan,'^

which was to be celebrated just like a feast of Purim of the

newest kind, and was therefore placed on the 12th day of the

last month in the year, after a day of Nicanor had already been

altered to the 13th as another precedent for it.^ Trajan had
died on his Avay back from the last Parthian campaign at

Selinus, in Cilicia, on the Syrian frontier, and his governor

had also soon afterwards fallen unexpectedly.^ As, therefore,

' See ante, p. 270. injunctions, of itself points to these most
" Vol. vi. p. 121. oppressed times.

^ Vol. V. pp. 380 sq. "' Ante, p. 268.
"• Vol. T. pp. 230 sq.

"^ The name is generally written
^ The 28th of Adur (March). Since D''J''''"l1t3' ^'^ if '^ name Tarrianus, or the

it is always the day of the month only actual lioman name Turranius, were
that is mentioned in this commemorative meant. But only a Roman of Trajan's

calendar, it is often now very doubtful importance can originally have been

at first sight what year and what his- meant; although the interpreters soon

torical event is referred to in the brief became doubtful about him also, the

notices ; and even the later Rabbinical more he was afterwards confounded with

interpreters of them often offer guesses Hadrian, and only the latter talked of.

only. But the extremely modest ground ^ Vol. v. p. 321.

for rpjoicing— the concession that tliey ^ Ante, p. 274.

should not cease to observe their old legal
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the nation had formerly exulted in their deliverance from the

Persian and then from the Greek domination, so, in the rejoic-

ing- of the annual Trajan's Day, they were to hope soon to be

freed from that of Rome ; and the recollection of several simi-

lar quite recent deliverances was connected Avitli it. Two rich

brothers of Alexandria, Pappus and Lollianus, who had escaped

from the above-mentioned ' devastations in their town to

Laodicea, on the coast of Syria, and were now, as money-

chano-ers, supporting with their wealth the crowds of Judeans

that were pouring into Palestine and Jerusalem again, became

involved in a dispute about words with the Heathen magistrates,

and were already under sentence of death, when the unexpected

removal and punishment of the governor saved them.^ With
this and similar stories the joy and hope of the new day of

remembrance were kept up, as if the old days of David, or even

of the Maccabees, could now return.

Still, such were the thoughts, anticipations, and endeavours

that more and more took possession of Akiba and his follow-

ers ; and this Rabbi, with his imperturbable calmness, was

in his old age, which retained the strength of youth, enter-

prising and daring enough to take this view and to rouse all to

enthusiasm on its behalf. To try a king of Israel was the only

expedient which, if a last mortal struggle was to be risked with

the Roman empire, seemed now to be left ; the possibility of

having a monarch was not precluded by the ancient religion,

and it seems as if this last possible means of restoring the forme r

Hagiocracy, or even of ruling the world by it, had to be tried

before the last strength and hope of the Hagiocracy departed

for ever. Whether this Rabbi Aklba in looking for a Messiah

who should appear as soon as possible and be received with

entliusiasm was like a John the Baptist could be conclusively

shown by the result only, but could easily be foreseen by all

who were not blinded by the false light of the Hagiocracy, whicli

had now been nearly 700 years in existence.

For the moment, however, in spite of the profound state of

suspense into which the last imperial commands had thrown all

the more faithful Judeans, even an Akiba could do nothing but

quietly prepare the minds of the people for such a hope, and at

the same time keep a watchful eye on anyone who might perhaps

be most suitable to fulfil them ; the general dejection was at

the time very great, and, besides, the new rule of iElius Hadri-

' Anfc, -p. 27^>. M'gilltth T.i'anith. Afterwards, however,
- Comp. Beroshith Kablia, cap. 64, these two brothers are Siid to have been

with the stories on the 12th Adur of martyrs.
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anus at first promised the best that could for the moment be

hoped for. Nor was the restoration of Jerusalem by the

Heathen colony as yet so far advanced as to preclude the ob-

tainiuo- somethin;;^ from it by luimblo entreaties. For the

report was soon circulated througli the provinces that the

gracious emperor would visit them all, and, of his own accord,

meet their wants ; and when in 129 Coesarea, which had been of

such critical importance in the former war, ^ and Emmaus, which
had been made a Roman settlement by Vespasian,- were de-

stroyed by earthquakes, the prophecy, perhaps originatino- in

Akiba's ingenuity, nevertheless quickly spread amongst the

people that the fall of Csesarea, which was such a painful thorn

in the side of the Judeans, was an omen of the speedy restora-

tion of Israel and Jerusalem. So when Hadrian, circa a.d. 130,^

came from Syria to Judea and Egypt, and promised in the

latter country to visit Judea again, we can imagine with what
zeal the Judeans laid their petitions and representations before

him. When he had remained a considerable time at Alexandria,

in a confidential letter in a way not less witty than biting, as

his manner was, he expressed it as his opinion that the Judean,

Samaritan, and Christian ecclesiastics there were all alike

nothing but magicians and all worshipped only the one god
Serapis, but that when the Judean Patriarch came from Pales-

tine (where he had been educated in the Rabbinical schools) to

Egypt, he prayed sometimes to Serapis and sometimes to Christ.'*

So little did he understand the profounder diff'erences of these

religions and their common distance from Paganism, and so

peaceable also did the Judeans appear to him to be. Yet, how
soon was he to find himself deeply deceived on the latter point

!

For when he left Palestine the second time, without having

fulfilled the wishes of the Judeans, the leaders of the conspiracy

determined, without further dela}^, to proceed to open rebellion
;

the whole of the Holy Land suddenly rose in arms, and the

Messiah, to whom Akiba wished to point his followers, had at

last {A.D. 132) ' been found.

' Vol. vii. pp. 49o, 505. vo7/ar/es de Vempercnr Adricn {Pi\r\s, 1842)
2 Vol. vii. p. 613. p. 181 if. Comp. Ecldiel, Doctr. Num.
^ It has not, at any rate, so far been II. vi. p. 495.

proved that he had already been in * This letter of Hadrian's has been
Palestine once before, about a.d. 120 preserved in Flavins Vopiscus' <S'a?'wr«i«w.s,

or so, as Imperator. When he eanie to cap. 8 (iu the Scriptorcs Hist. Aug. sex.)
;

Judea he whs welcomed, as in the other it appears to be undoubtedly authentic,

provinces which he ^isited, by memorial and is at the same time one of the earliest

coins with the inscription AdvenUii witnesses to the spread of Christianity in

Axig. Jud(f(B and suitable figures; but Egypt.
that he had already been there Grei^po ' The chronology is now corrupt in

has fuilfd to prove in his Mvmoirc sur les Seder ' Olam rahha, cap. ."^0
; but if the
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This man was a certain Simon, of wlioni wo do not know so

much as the name of his famil}^ and fatlier, as he always calls

himself on his coins simply Simon; ' and this name even is now
known to ns from his coins only. AVhen his power was snHi-

ciently established for him to think thn.t he mig-ht restore the

kingdom of the Freedom of Israel or of Jerusalem, as it had ex-

isted in the fonr years of the last war, and that he might im-

mediately boast of it on his coins, he called himself on them not

king bnt Prince (Nasi) of Israel, after an ancient Mosaic name,

which, it was believed, could be more easily justified according to

the Pentateuch. But his pretensions were evidently Messianic :

he apparently put a star upon his coins in remembrance of a

prophecy of the Old Testament at that time always Messianically

interpreted, to be found in the sacred Book of the Law itself,-^ and
hence liked to be called in the language of the country at the time

Bar-K6hheba,^ i.e. Son of the Star or of Heaven. It was under

this popular title that he became most famous, and Heathen
soon ridiculed his having arrogated to himself so magnificent a

name though but a robber and a king over slaves only ; ^ but

rii^ht numbers are restored, the way in

which they got wrong is easily seen.

According to the present text 24 years

elapsed between the war of Vespasian
and that of Titus, IG between the hxtter

and that of Ben-Koziba, and this last

continued 2^ years ; but as only 22 is the

total then obtained, it might be correctly

conjectured that at the beginning 4 years

should be written instead of 24, and
the war of Titus was as a fact about 4

years nfter the commencement of that of

Vespasian; if further 16 had arisen out

of 62 (ju^^t as at least 52 has been pre-

served in Seder ^Olam zutta, and 53,

differing but little from it, in Eutychius,

Ann. i. p. 353) we should get the year
A.D. 132. Without this supposition the-

52 yoars between the destruction of the

Temple and that of Baelhter would bo

quite meaningless. But D•ltO^"^' ^^^^ read-

ing in some MSS., should be read instead

of D1tO''D. so that we might suppose the

war of Lusius Quietus (although this

name would more correctly be written

DIDXIp) {onfe, p. 274) is intended ; tlien

for 21 we mnst revid 46, the 16 years are

right, and the final result therefore the

same as before. And further the year

135 is fixed by Ariston of Pella in Eus.-b.

J'kc. Hist. iv. 6 as that of tiie end of the

war ; and most of the other Judean ac-

counts also speak not of 2^- but of 3^ ye;irs

as the duration of the insurrection. This

half (jf 7 dues indeed appear, since Daniel

ix. 27, too standing a term for disastrous
years for us to be able to consider it of
itself historic il; but all historical testi-

mony is here too unanimous, and the coins

do not directly contradict this apparent
fact. Comp. the GiJtt. Gel. Avz. 1861,

pp. 697 sq.

' I have more fully discussed all that
relates to these coins in my essay on the
Judean coins, Gott. Gel. Anz. 1855,

pp. 119 sq. and ibid. pp. 646 sq. ; comp.
later the same Gil. Anz, 1862, pp. 815
sq. The coins continue only down to the
second year of the new government, are
for tile most part very indifferently exe-
cuted, and were finally certainly struck

at Baethter, although thfy are of many
different kinds; see illustrations of them
in De Saulcy's Niimisin.Judd'iquc, pi. xi.-

XV. and comp. also Cavedoni's Bihlische

Numismatik, ii., Hanover, 1856. Many
Knman coins, espeeia'ly of Trijan, an>
found simply restamped at the command
of Bar-Kokheba ; a recollection of this is

preserved in the legend G. 'Aboda zara,

fob 52 h.

'^ Num. xxiv. 17: how far this passage
had originally a Messianic meaning is

discussed in my essay in the Jahrhh. dcr
B. \V. viii. pp. 1-41.

^ According to the Cireek pronuncia-
tion Xwxe.Sas.

' Like the above Ariston of Pella (in

Euseb, Kcc. Hist. iv. 6) who had ap-
parently personally had a close view of
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after his speedy fall many of his disaj^pointed followers wittily

changed this more than royal designation into the like sounding

one B((r-Ko:^'tha, i.e. Son of a Liar, and tliis name immedijitely

found its way into a good many books.' It is certain that

Akiba gladly acknowledged him and contributed most to his

being very widely acknowledged ; but it is likewise certain that

many a Rabbi did not from the first quite readily concur, and

even disapproved of Akiba's confidence.'^ But the man claimed

to give miraculous proofs that he was the promised Messiah, of

which later writers tell ridiculous stories.^ So terribly was the

rejection of the true Messiah now avenged that in the. same

people such a magician could arise and meet with general

credence.

Nevertheless, at first, during the summer and winter 132-

133, the new kingdom seemed successful in everything; and

it is surprising to see what enthusiasm, unanimity, and force

once more animate the members of the Ancient Community
when they seemed already quite scattered and sent adrift. We
possess, indeed, no specific reminiscence of this, but the few

scattered facts, the recollection of which has been preserved,

speak plainly enough. It was as if the tide of enthusiasm that

had been kept back so long and with such difficulty since the

former terrible humiliations now burst forth with greater force,

and the joy of at last forming one single great community in

the Holy Land itself suddenly called, as by magic, a fresh great

nation into being in that country. How artfully everything had

long been prepared is seen from the fact that, though the Judean

armourers manufactured the quantity of weapons ordered of them
by the Eoman governor, they yet made them purposely wrong, so

that the Romans would not take them, whilst they could easily

use them for Judean purposes after they had been altered.

Moreover, the Judeans withdrew on all sides at first to caves

and other secretly constructed refuges, but afterwards suddenly

seized 985 villages and more than 50 fortified places.'*

If, however, Bar-K6kheba wished to ensure his power for

tho whole kingdom ; concerning this man, this was now no longer of any use.

who was one of the earliest Christian ^ As that he wanted to imitate arti-

historians, comp. what is collected in ficially the prophecy Isa. xi. 4 of the

Langlcis' Collections des historiens dc breath of the mouth of the Messiah that

VArmenie, i. pp. 391 sq. should slay the wicked, as Jerome {Ojrp.

' As in the above Seder 'Olamrahha, ii. p. 559 cd. Vail.) reports; a reminis-

cap. 30, and the other Jewish writings. cence of such jugglery has also been pre-
2 ' The grass will grow from thy chin served in Chron. Sam. cap. 47, p. 239, in

before the .Son of David (the Messiah) the narrative of the sieges of Jericho and
comes,' the more prudent R. Jochanan Lydda.
the son of Thortha is said once to have • This according to Cassius Dio, Ixix.

exclaimed {Jer. Taanith, fol. G8. 4) ; but 13 sq.
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any length of time, it behoved hiiu to phice himself in as good
a relation as possible with the neighbouring non-Judean nations,

and according to all indications he was not wanting in this

respect. The Judeans did not now begin by barbarously fiilling

on and massacring the Heathen, especially not the Romans, as

they had done in the years 115-17;' on this point they had
learned something from the terrible issue of those stru^rcfles.<-> (DTD

They now preferred to try and win the foreigners over by kind-

ness, entered into friendly rehitions with the Samaritans,'^ and
spared the weaker Romans and Greeks. Nor did this prudent
conduct remain unrewarded. Aklba's efforts had evidently

long had as their object that many of the rich Judeans should
assemble from foreign lands, that Palestine might now if pos-

sible become the place of meeting of all brave or otherwise

distinguished Judeans ; but while such Judeans thus flocked

together their riches brought many Heathen in their train,

and whilst the conversion of the latter was again being success-

fully carried on,^ many found it also to their material advantage
to join and assist the Judeans.^ But, above all, the Judeans
now succeeded in involving the Samaritans in the war ; ^ as

something similar had already happened in the last war,'' the
hatred of the Samaritans towards the Roman Government
might now be the more widely spread and the more enduring if

that prohibition of circumcision was made to apply to them
also. But, on the other hand, the new prince of the Holy Land
demanded the most complete submission and renunciation of

Christianity from the Christians of every kind whom he could

get within his power, made use of the most cruel punishments
against them, as if they were simply apostates, and had many
executed, especially when they refused to fight against the
Romans.^ From this we can with special clearness see the essen-

tial nature of this conspiracy ; and it cannot be doubted that if

Bar-Kokheba had conquered, Christianity would have been com-
pletely eradicated by him as far as his human will could do it.

' A»/e, pp. 271 sq. p. 243), they even remembered tli.it the
2 The chief seat of this war, Baethter Romans at that time had said, 'Let us

(see helow), was situated in Samaritan kill everyone, who is circumcised ! ' Yet
territory. we cannot bo surprised that at last a

^ Ante, pp. 267 sq. Samaritan was the great traitor.
^ According to the indications in Cas- " Vol. vii. p. 547.

sius Dio, Ixix. )3. ^According to Justin {Ai)»l. i. 31,
* This follows in general certainly i?/«7. c. Z/v//;/^. cap. 1), the best authority

enough from the rejuiniscenccs in tlio on this point, as in his youth he might
Chron. Sam. cap. 47, of wliich we shall see everything at the place itself; Orosuis,
si)eak below ; Hadrian's memory Wiis Hist. vii. 13, and other unimpeachable
consequently Ijitterly cursed by Samari- authorities,

tans afterwards, and, as we see {ihuJ.
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The object was simply to restore the Hagiocracy, as the Eabbis

conceived it, by means of force, according to the letter of the

Penta-teuch, and, in consequence of the greater pressure of the

time, to do it with much greater harshness and severity than

seventy years before.

At first the Eomans despised this agitation among the

'slaves,' as they were now very generally wont to call the

miserable remnant of the ancient nation after it had lost almost

all its rights by Vespasian's and then by Trajan's persecutions.

Bat they were soon compelled to feel that not only was all

Palestine in a state of the most violent commotion, but also

that in all other countries the Judeans were becoming more

and more turbulent, and that this convulsion would soon spread

through the whole Roman world ; and already many Romans

were deeply outraged by some secret or open act of malice.

The loyalty of all Syria became uncertain, as many Heathen

ioined the movement; and since Hadrian was known to be a

physically weak man, Bar-K6kheba spread the report that he

was a leper,^ as if it could be of any use to fling back upon

Caesar, the friend of the Egyptians, that reproach which at the

beo-inning of all this long history the Egyptians had cast upon

the Israelites !
^ Thus Hadrian was compelled to take the

most severe measures for the suppression of the strife that had

openly broken out, although he had always loved peace, and

entered upon this war only with great reluctance. As the

Roman governor of Palestine ^ had shown himself too weak, he

sent in haste the best Roman generals to Palestine, and at last

even had recourse to the governor of Britain, Julius Severus,

who was considered the most capable, and finally, when the

war o-rew ever more terrible and had lasted through fully two

years and a half, himself repaired to the neighbourhood of

* Both facts according to Ariston of Judeans : hence when the Eabbis relate

PeUa iu Moses of Chorene's Hist. ii. 57 : that, according to Roman custom, he had

but the hitter author mentions Mesopo- the pk)ugh drawn over the hill on which

taniia and Persia also, which could only the Temple stood as a place never more

refer to the Judeans living there. to be inhabited, but for ever destined to

- See vol. ii. pp. 76 sq. lie waste, we might suspect a confusion

s According to Rabbinical sources (e.g. had arisen with Terentius Rufus. But if

Gemara to Aboda zara, i. 8, to Taanith, we compare the tme reading in Jerome,

iv. 6, fol. 29 a) he w^as called Di:"lVu: 0pp. vi. p. 852 (where Vallarsius makes

DIGIT and also Eust'b. Ecc. Hint. iv. 6 au alteration without manuscript au-

ealls him simply Rufus. But Terentius thority) witli the somewhat corrupt read-

Rufus was the name of the man who at ings of the Chronicon according to Euseb.

the command of Titus raised the first ii. p. 284: and Jerome p. 709, we should

Roman fortified station on the ruins of rather suppose that filename of Hadrian's

Jerusalem (vol. vii. p. G08), and whose [rovtrnor ^vas T'irus Jiinius Iiujijilius
;
ihe

name therefore naturally remained in- DIJIID of the Rabbis seems therefore to

delibly imprefased upon the memory of the have rather been a nickname Tymnnus.
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tlie scone of opcmtioiis,' in order tlience to give all needful

instructions.

Thus the war became on the part of the rebels a real life

and death strugo-le, into which all Judeans who would remain

lo3^al to their faith threw themselves with the clear discernment

that if the victory were not at length won the final ruin of the

Judean cause would be unavoidable. It was a struggle, there-

fore, ill which they once more fought with the utmost bravery

and contempt for death, and at the same time with a unanimity,

prudence, and discipline that would have been worthy of a

better leader than Bar-Kokheba. Whilst the warriors threw

themselves into the thickest of the fight, unarmed men, on

whose holy life the whole nation looked with unwavering con-

fidence, fell on their knees in prayer -^ on eminences visible far

and wide, and the soldiers fought with double strength at the

sio-ht of those who were to them the substitute for the as

yet unrecovered visible Sanctuary. With what obstinacy the

Judeans fought may be seen from the fact alone that this time

they gained possession in Jerusalem of the hill only on which

the Temple had stood, and of this but for a short time. For

we may consider as certain this fact, which at first sight seems

strange, but can easily be explained from the circumstances of

the time ;
^ for since Jerusalem had only just been changed into

a new Heathen town by the command of the emperors, the

Eomans must have been able from the beginning to defend it

more easily ; and similarly in the wars of the Maccabees * the

Judeans were for many years not in possession of Jerusalem,

or only of a portion of it. If therefore this strong fortress, and

at the same time this holy ground that fired their highest

enthusiasm were to so small an extent in their power, we must

still more admire the couratj:e with which for three and a half

' We Clin conclude this at least with occupied it even partially or ouly fur a

the greatest probability from tho style of short time. But all these accounts are

the letter which Hadrian, according to too brief for us to pnjve this from them
;

Cassius Uio, Ixix. 14, sent to the .Senate it can only be inferred from them tliat

alter making an end of the war. Jerusalem did not play the same promi-
-' Evidently in imitation of Ex.xvii. 11. nent part in this war as it did in that of
^ The two oldest historians, Ariston Vespasian. But a capture of Jerusalem

of Pella and Cas.>>ius Dio, are quite silent by Iladrian's army is spoken of by Appiaii

about a siege and capture of Jerusalem
;

in the Si/rlaca, cap. ,30, and Jerome,

the Chnm. Sam. cap. 47 docs indeed 0^;^^?. (ed. Vail.) iv. p. 975; v. p. 277, GOO
;

make it the basis of its narrative, but as vi. p. 8.)2, not to mention Chrysostom,

it has nothing more to say about Bacth- whose words are quoted by Sicida.'^ under

ter, Jerusalem has been certainly sub- fi^^Kuyixa ^py]iJL<Jjaiws ; and the coins of

stituted lor that town. As, therefore, which wo shall speak hereafter confirm

Eusebius mentions Jerusalem neither in this statement. The above hy[)othesis is

his Chnm. nor tl-c. Hi.it., we might go so therefore tho safest one.

far as to doubt whether Bar-Koklieba ' Vol. v. pp. oil scj.
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years tliey once more set at defiance the supremacy and power
of Rome.

But a detailed account of the course of this really final

Judean -war cannot now be furnished, as the Heathen and
Christian historians describe only the last issue of the terrible

strufrcrle somewhat more in detail, and on the other hand the

reminiscences of it which have been preserved in later Judean

writing's are partly too fragmentary, partly too legendary, to be

broua*lit into a clear connected narrative.^ What the Samaritans

tell about this w^ar in later writings is, with the exception of a

few real reminiscences, which are distinct from the rest, very

confused and meaningless, and rather resembles a poetical

revival of old disconnected legends.^

Nevertheless we can still plainly perceive that the struggle

raged with equal fury through all parts of the country and

caused such devastations as no former war had done. Judea,

or the southern part of the country, was now for the first time

laid so utterly waste that Jerusalem, just restored as a Heathen

city, alone was somewhat more populous in the midst of a wide

desert.^ Galilee had during the last decades grown more and

more in point of population in proportion as the hope of a new
Judean Jerusalem waned; Judean learning, which had formerly

clung closely to Judea's more sacred ground, had now migrated

to Galilee,'* and Aklba, who had formerly taught in Bense-

Beraq,'' set up his school now in the Galilean town Usha.^ But

only the more completely Avas Galilee also now laid waste. The
Samaritans, too, always recalled the devastations of this time

only with horror.'^ The descriptions in the later Judean

' They are given most fully in Jer \\-
^^^^ Flavius. The same con-

Gem, to Ta.anith, iv. 6, fol. 68. 4 sq. and ^ >. .- '

• ai i^ . v,- ^ i

in the Midrash TEkha Eabbathi (to fusion appears in Abulfatchs ^m?,., where,

Lam. ii. 2), fol. 52, Amsterdam, as if from P-
J

^ 3, 4- 17, 13, oiie of Hadrian s wars

a single source. But we do not find in ^^ fir.st spoken of. afterwards, p. Hb, 5-7,

them even so connected an acconi.t as in ^ different one: the former of these

the Chron. Sam. If it is wished to see to narratives points rather to the war with

what an utter disregard of history the story Vespa.sian by the story of the arrow shot

of this struggle advanced in the Middle into the enemy s camp bearing a letter,

Ages, the book j^^^H pDy of K. Joseph see ante, p. 33.
^ ' ^""r-t- i.v*

_
3 ^g Cassius Dio, Ixix. 14, expressly

ha-Kohen (transl. by M. AViener, Han-
states.

over, 1858) should be read admit. i

j^^y^^ p 276.
^ At present we have this Samaritan 5 JMentioned ante, p. 45.

story complete only in the Chron. Sam,. « According to the most recent in-

cap. 47 ; in this the reminiscences of the
q^ii^^jes the now ruinous Huslieh, south of

war under Vespasian and of the resettle-
g,^^,f.^

cj^^^^^^, . .^nj ^^^y.^]^ of it, north-east
ment of Sicliem as llavia Neapolis (ante, ^^^ 'Akko, the modern Jasif probably cor-

p. 82) are already quite mixed up with
•

t ^„ o
those of this wa and the two are worked responds to (_Jj-^b' ^'''''''''- ^""'- ^''i'-

up together; for instead of ,^^.1^,
xlvii. p. 237 s^q.

^ ^ '

. , -, ,
^ -^ ,

' Chron. Sam. cap. 47, p. 243 sq.

p. 243, 1, must without doubt be read
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writing's of the rivers of blood, of tlie barbarous treachery

everywhere committed by ' Hadrian,' and simiUxr things, are

besides sufficiently horrible, but at the same time so completely

unhistorical, and especially so greatly vitiated by the continual

confusion of Hadrian, Trajan, and Vespasian, as well as of the

events of their several times, that we cannot use them as

historical sources. The following is therefore all that under
these circumstances can be said of the detailed course of the

war.

It is certain that the Romans, being at first led by incapable

leaders, met with many reverses and sufiered great losses.'

Julius Severus, the greatest general of the time, who, like

Vespasian before him, had been summoned from remote Britain,

considered it therefore most prudent not at present to provoke

the insurgents, who in large bodies commanded almost the

whole country, to a great pitched battle ; he tried to crush

detachments separately by a superior force of the best Roman
soldiers, or to drive them back completely into their caves and
other hiding-places, there to conquer them slowly, but all the

more surely, by famine and similar hardships, and thus in the

end completely to overpoAver them. The insurgents did not hold

Jerusalem itself, or rather the Temple hill, through even the

whole of the first year of liberty, of which tliey boasted on their

hastily struck coins ; ^ still less could they at this time think

of any restoration of the Temj^le.^ After the fall of Jerusalem

the Romans succeeded so soon in occupying the other fortified

places that all the insurgents who were still vigorous were
compelled to retire with Bar-K6kheba into a single fortress, on
the successful defence or conquest of which the whole issue

of the war thenceforth depended, for the possession of which
they may really have fought for more than a year, and which
had till then in the long history of the wars of the people of Israel

been almost unknown ; so that the peculiar character of this

last great war is apparent from it alone. This fortress was

' The briefest but. best authority for only, on all others 7J<")C is used instead :

this is Fronto's now rediscovered De hello from which we can easily infer that

Parthico in Mai's edition of his works during the second half of the first and
(Rome, 1823), p. 200. Tlie inscription in during the second year Jerusalem was
honour of a Q. Lollius Quirina Urbieus already lost, especially when we consider
Icgatus Imp. Hadriani in cxpeditione that the coins from the time of the insur-

Judaica qua donatue est hasta pura co- rection against Nero do not exhibit such
rona aurea rel. is contained in the An- a change.

nuair( de Constantinc, i. p. 85, conip. 88. ^ instead of the representation of a
- The investigation of these coins, temple that of a mere temple gate is

which are preserved in tolerably large found upon some of the coins, as if the

numbers, shows that the name D^'t^'n^ is ^^''V^ merely were expressed of a temple

found upon most of those of the first year st)on to l^e erected.

VOL. VIII. U
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Bithter, or more correctly Baetli-ter/ and was situated al-

most on the direct road from Crosarea to the ancient Samaria,

south-east of Csesarea, and not far from the sea. We no longer

know definitely why this place in the neighbourhood of the sea

and the strong fortress of Ca33area was selected by Bar-K6kheba
for his most secure place of arms ; but Csesarea appears to have

lain half in ruins,^ and it was a great advantage for many pur-

poses to command the road by the sea ; and we have seen ^ that

Herod had built the strongly fortified city Antipatris not far to

the south of it. The place must have been very rapidly fortified

with unusual strength, and subterranean passages and hiding-

places were carried beneath it (provisions which the Judeans

appear to have once more highly valued); and all the later

reminiscences plainly indicate that a vast number of Judeans

dwelt there at this time, either as soldiers or otherwise occupied.

The Romans must have first completely put down the

Samaritans ; but the latter, in conformity with their traditional

ha,bit, then readily turned against the Judeans ; and we can still

plainly enough perceive that the Samaritans came out of this

war with new favour from the Romans.^ Indeed, according to

Jewish tradition, it was a crafty Samaritan who, aided by the

folly of Bar-Kokheba, hastened the ultimate fall of the fortress

which had so long been most bravely defended. The fate of the

' 'inn''3. Je^' Gem. to Taanith, fol. Alex. Jos. xv. 59 (in a passage, not in

68. 4, 69. 1 ; Biddr]pa in Ariston of Pella, the Hebrew text, containing eleven names
in the oldest passage that has been pre- of towns), and BrjOdrip in an addition of
served in Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 6 : the Ixx. Alex, to 1 Chron. vi. 39 (.59). as at

most exact orthography is certainly the present day the Wadi Bittir has its

'Baeth-ter, '\p\ fji^, although even the name from it; further west is the Wadi

Rabbis usually wrote more briefly "in-n ^ JJ^^^^^^^
which might correspond to the

or even ini {M. Taanith, iv. 6 ; Clialla,
Valley otBacth-Rimmon, where, according

iv. 10): but as it was also pronounced 1^ ,'" "^^^'^^^^^^^ /^^ ^=^' ^^H^- ^^'^^ ^^^^

Batar 11771 { Itinerariu77i Hierosoly,7i. pp.
J"^^eans assembled; the country too is

588, 600, ed. Wess. Itiner. Prov'mciarum, "^o^intmnous and appears better suited

pp. 150, 199, Itiner. Burdig. in the Revue f^r fighting. But this site is certainly not

ArcUol. 1864, Aug. pp. 104, 107), it
^tended if we are to find anything Ins-

became the modern name Bcirhi. The torical in those Eabbinical rc-miniscences

most cogent argument for this position of «* ^^'^ neighbourhood ot the sea (conip

the fortress is that of all that the Judean Y^""
Jahrhh. cler B W x. p 163). Still

sources state about it nothing can be
less can we think of Laethel wirh Robin-

more authentic than that it lay not far
^on Bibhcal Researches, iii. p. 270, ed 2.

from the sea; the words in Eusebius, 0" ^^e situation of Biethter comp. further

however, tu>u 'UpoavXifjLwv ou acp6Spa
<^oti. Gel. A,i^. 186S, ^ip. 2DSI sq.

Tr6ppw StecTTwo-a, need not be taken too ^'f
^' P' ^^^:

rigidly, as it would still lie considerably Vol. V. p. 435.

nearer than Ciesarea. In the Middle „ On some coins of Flavia hcapolis

Ages this site was still remembered, see f^^-
^«^- of the reigns of Hadrian and

Carmoly's Ifmeraires, p. 252 ; also Obadia's Antoninus Pius in Mionnet s Descrip(w7i

Reise7i, ed. Neubauer, p. 27 (67). We ^^.^. '^^''^- ^- PP-./^^'O- '505 sq. and Snppl.

might also be tempted to think of the
vui. 346, pi. xvni. the remple of Gerizim

Biinr somewhat south-west of Jerusalem, '-^PPears in full splendour; an account of

which corresponds to the BatOrjp, Ixx.
*^^^ building of this Temple occurs in

^'
Abulfatch's A7m. pp. 166. 9-168. 17.
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fortress appeared at length to depend on the two slender threads

of the life of Bar-K6kheba and that of the Rabbi Eleazar of

Modin,^ who was revered by all the combatants as a sacred

being, and who lay continually in prayer on a spot visible to all

the soldiers. According to all appearances this Eleazar was from

the beginning of the entire rebellion a man greatly respected.^

At that juncture (the tradition ran) the above-mentioned crafty

Samaritan stealthily approached the praying hero, pretended

that he had business with him, and afterwards persuaded Bar-

Kokheba, by his cunning simulations, that the devout man was
about to betray the fortress to the enemy : this the infatuated

Son of Heaven is said to have believed, and in consequence

killed the innocent man, losing thereby suddenly the confidence

of the nation completely. Thus, it was said, he fell disgracefully,

and immediately afterwards the fortress; but the more blindly

the confidence of the people had been accorded to him, the greater

must their resentment have been when they discovered that

they had been deceived, and with proportionally black colours

later generations describe his death.^ Two brothers, who then

endeavoured to make a stand at Kephar-Charoba, were quickly

destroyed.^ According to Roman estimates, 580,000 men fell

during the entire war by the Roman sword alone,^ and the loss

of the Romans was so great that it could not afterwards be

forgotten that when Hadrian announced the termination of the

war he omitted at the begimiing of his letter the customary

phrase, ' I and my army are well.' He also omitted to institute a

triumphal entry into Rome, especially as from his disposition he

attached no value to such displays, and to triumph over ' slaves

'

' The former hereditary seat of the very earliest passage, M. Taanith, iv. 6,

Asmoneans, vol. v. p. 307 ; and in this sufficiently shows the legendary character

region of Eaethter his grave was in the of these datts; to which miist be kidded

Middle Ages still shown, see Carmoly's that in the Seder 'Olam, cap. 30,

Itineraires, p. 253. August 17 is supposed to be the date of
- We may even maintain that the re- the destruction of the second Temple, and

cently discovered coins of ' the first year Either is not referred to at all.

of Freedom ' with the further inscription * The account in Aekha Itabbathi,
' Eleazar the Priest '(published by Vogue, fol. 52. 3, is very short: the place is pro-

Beiiic nnmhmatiqne, ISGO, pp. 280-92) bably Xapafiv, or according to another
were from him, and that it was not until reading 'Axafidpa, Jos. L'e/l. Jud. ii.20. 6

a later period that he was gradually pushed Vita, % 37, in Upper Galilee,

into the background by 15ar-Kokheba and ^ Cassius Dio, Ixix. 14. Statements
ultimately put to death. to be met with in very disconnected re-

^ For instance, a serpent coiled itself marks as to the way in which the
round his tody, &e. It is only a legend numerous slaves were sold, that great
probably that the fortress fell on August 9, numbers of them were carried into Fgypt
as later Jewish traditions say, and the origin or perished on the way of hunger or ship-

of the legend is to be soutiht in theassocia- wreck, cannot lie m.ide to yield distinct

tion of the annual mourning for this final historical information, see Chroii. Ta.<(h. i.

Roman victory with that for the fall of p. 471, where everything is referred back
the Temple, comp. vol. vii. p. GOG; for the to the year 119, Glykas' Ann. iii. p. 448.
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was of itself not very glorious. Yet he accorded to the * Judean
army' a mark of honour.'

The immediate and more remote Consequences of this War as

regards the Judeans themselves.

Among the remnants of the nation itself the view was ever

after justly perpetuated, that of the three great Roman wars
which it had endured during the last seventy years, each suc-

ceeding one had been worse than the one before. After the

first, it was said, the Eabbis had prohibited wearing bride-

grooms' wreaths ^ and beating drums on wedding days ; after

the second, wearing brides' wreaths and learning Greek in the

schools ; after the third, the carrying round of nuptial sedans.^

The last war was called simply the war of extermination.'^ As a

fact the immediate result of the Roman victory was that those

laws of Trajan which they had refused to submit to were reim-

posedby Hadrian with greater stringency, and still worse ones

were added to them. It was determined to thoroughly overcome
their defiance both as a nation and a religious community, and
the ancient Roman rigour in the extermination of a persistently

rebellious nation was revived again under Hadrian with such

terrible force that this otherwise mild and peace-loving prince

cannot in this case be recognised. And it must be allowed

that past history contained no instance of a nation which, when
the smallness of its numbers and its wide dispersion were taken
into account, had rendered such an obstinate resistance to the

Romans, and a resistance which was to them so unintelligible

and mysterious, as this nation which had for nearly seventy years

been most deeply humiliated and apparently exterminated.

Circumcision was accordingly afresh prohibited, and also

every meeting for the observance of the Sabbath and the feasts.

And as the Romans had then probably perceived that the last

war had been kindled by the Rabbis alone, anyone who should

assume the office of a Rabbinical teacher, or consecrate others

to that office by the imposition of hands,'"' was to be most
severely punished, and in some circumstances even with death.^

' Of which Hadrian granted a number ' ^pti^rij or shorter still Itp^^.
to the armies of various provinces, see 5 jl.Ly. 31

' '"

Greppo pp. 92, 181 sq 189
_

« ^he execution of Akiba and others
AVhich were still customary in ac- ^^ ^^^.^^^^ -^^ ^j^^ ^,^^^^^.,^ Midra.h die

cordance with the ancient practice, Ca?it.

iii. 11.
ezkera or of the ten martyrs (in Jell i nek's

3 ,, c! . • 1 . i.1 XT ^ci ha-Midrash, ii. pp. 64-72, com p.

W. ^rf-''^'''-f\^'-
tl^^ three wars are

^^^^^^^ S>jnagogale Pocsie, pp. 139-144,

"^J^^^^tt^Sl
" ''' ^'"^°^ 473 sq.) in rdilFuse and florid manner
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It was upon these Rabbis that the concentrated indignation of

the Eomans descended, and during those yenrs many of them,
beyond doubt, fell as victims, having been either seized during
the rebellion or afterwards surprised in their official duties.

Aklba was not executed until now, and in the last moment of
his torture he steadf\istly repeated aloud his Judean confession

of faith. It is true the later accounts describe such punish-

ments as these with so much bitterness and exaggeration that

the most we learn from them is the fierce hatred which runs
through them; but it cannot be doubted that these most
grievous laws that had ever been imposed on the nation were
carried out with the most merciless severity until after the death
of Hadrian in the year 138.

Jerusalem itself was now completely rebuilt as a purely

Roman and Heathen city, adorned with a temple to Jupiter

Capitolinus and other Heathen temj^les, and dedicated by
Hadrian on the celebration of the twentieth year of his reign,

A.D. 137, as Golonia JElia Capitolina (generally abbreviated to

jElia), after the deity and his own name, and all Judeans were
strictly forbidden by Hadrian to enter or even approach it.^

The Temple hill, however, was left outside the city, and was to

remain ploughed land,^ which accords with what was said

above.^ And as if all these new buildings and new names,
which were meant to blot out all memory of the ancient

sanctuary, and even its very name, were not enough to forbid

the Judeans, with their Law, all approach to it, the Emperor
added the insult of placing the image of a swine over the gate

leading to Bethlehem.'* We recognise in this the stale wit of

after the shorter early reminiscences, but cap. 47, Bia/. c. Tryp. cap. 1 0, who had the
everything is so completely iinhistorical best information on this point. It miglit

and so poor as invention that it is very diffi- be inferred from Jerome, Chron.^. 712,
culttofind even the smallest matter that can inasmuch as the naming of it falls in the
be used for historical purposes. Chanma year 138, that Hadrian dedicated and
Ben Turdian, who is mentioned, M. legalised the name ^lia on the vicennalia

Taanith, ii. 5, and elsewhere in connection imperii.

with Akiba, lived according to this ac- 2 xhis follows from the account, re-

count in Rome; his father's name, ferred to above, p. 286, of the ploughing

pnit^. which is now usually pronounced of the Temple hill; and a coin of M\\i\.

Teradjon, without any meaning, and alludes by a representation to this,

which, with little doubt, must be derived ^ Ante, p. 287.

in the form Turdianus from the Roman ' Hieron. 6'A/w?. p. 712. The further

Tardus, points also to Rome. description of Jerusalem as thus converted
' As Ariston of Pclla relates, Euseb. into a Heathen city does not concern us.

Ecc. Hist. iv. 6. We have not the text It is, however, remarkable that Sulpicius

of Hadrian's law, and therefore do not Severus, Hist. Scura, ii. 31, relates that

know to what extent the country outside Hadrian desired with his new buildings

Jerusalem was also prohibited to them
;

in Jerusalem (and as Jerome, Epist. 58

but the language of Ariston points to the cd Pau/inu7n adds, in Bethlehem also,

whole of Juilea, and this is manifestly where a templo to Adonis was built) to

implied also in Justin's language, ylpul. i. injure Christians likewise, as in a similar
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the Emperor, who wished to show his learniniv. Further, the

temple-tax, which the Judeans were compelled from the time of

Vespasian to pay to Jupiter,' was now converted into a kind of

body-tax, as if all the Judeans throughout the empire were
nothing but servile dependents.

There were in these regulations of Hadrian some things which
could undoubtedly be carried out for the moment with merciless

rigour, but it was impossible that they could long remain in force,

because they were intended not to exterminate the Judeans
simply as members of a nation and confessors of a religion, but

as men also, and were regulations against which therefore they

must complain and, whenever it was possible, rebel as long as any
human feeling remained in them. Accordingly, in spite of all

these most terrible inflictions that could fall upon the members
of a nation or a religious community, we meet with a fresh

Judean rebellion during the reign of Antoninus Pius, of which
we know no more than that it had to be put down once more
without mercy. ^ This successor of Hadrian, however, rescinded

the most oj^pressive of Hadrian's regulations, though it may
have been probably only in consequence of these fresh troubles,

which seriously disturbed the peace of the empire. He per-

mitted circumcision again, religious meetings and schools, as

well as lamentation at the foot of the Temple hill in Jerusalem

itself over the loss of the Temple at least one day every 3"ear.

But in reality the Romans regarded all the Judeans scattered

throughout the empire as men without freedom, whose lives

and movable property were secure only on the most oppres-

sive and humiliating conditions, and whose peculiar faith was
tolerated only so far as it and the institutions and usages con-

nected with it were not opposed to the supreme will of the

Roman empire and its laws. Vespasian's mode of treating the

Judeans seventy years before was now fully adopted, and
adopted permanently ; and the history of these seventy years,

with all their sufferings and struggles, ultimately served merely

to prove this beyond dispute. The Judeans, as far as they had
been a nation—or had at all events down to this time borne the

semblance of one—became henceforth more unfortunate and
more without rights than any other nation ; for the Egyptians,

the Syrians, the remnants of the ancient Phoenicians, for

way ho relates, cap. 30, that Titus deter- authority for cither, eomp. vol. vii. p. G05.

mined to destroy the Temple on account ' Ante, p. 260.

of the Christians also. But it was not ^ Judceos rehellantes contudit (Anto-
until Constautine's day that these two ninus Pius) jper prcBsides et legatos is the
suppositions could be made and treated as statement of Jul. Capitolinus in his Vita,

history : at all events, we have no earlier cap. 5.
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instance, mncli as tliey had lost tlieir independent existence

under the Roman domination, retained, ai. all events, tlieir

ancient native country with its sacred temples. In the case of

the Judeans all the above regulations were kept in force by the

Eomans to such an extent, in spite of numerous subsequent

rebellions • and some vacillation at times on the part of the rulers,

that even another Bar-Kokheba became hereafter quite impos-

sible. And in the Parthian empire the Judeans had long had
no better position after their last rebellions there had met with

such a miserable end ;
^ and even their common representative

in relation to the government, or the so-called Prince, whom
they at times succeeded in gaining there, and to whom they

submitted for the sake of union amongst themselves,^ was ab-

solutely dependent always on the goodwill and toleration of the

king.

We can well understand why the remnants of the Ancient

Community should not be converted to Heathenism by these

unalterable and extreme limitations imposed upon them by
Heathen governments. But that this community cut itself

off more and more completely from the Christian Church, as

with the unalterable feeling that since Christianity had entered

the world its own history had been continually more calamitous

and the alienation between the two communities had increased,

was very much the work of its Rabbis. In their infatuated

perpetuation of the degenerate Hagiocracy they had simply

declined to resign their own rule over men's minds, and refused

themselves to seek a correct acquaintance with Christianity or

to permit their adherents to form a true estimate of it. The
schools, therefore, now became more rigidly scrupulous ; hatred

of Christianity and Christians, particularly the bishops, more
unreasonable ;

^ and though Israel still lived on, in scattered

remnants, as a corporate whole it had been overtaken by the

paralysis of death. But only to a very limited extent had the

' Thus as late as 199 a.d., in the ivign rigorous the schools became; from Just,

of Severus, in consequence again of a Dial. c. Tri:/p. capp. 16, 47 ; Epiphan.

Parthian and Arabian war, a Judeo- Hcer. xxix. 9 ; and from the Martyrium
Samaritan war was also waged and a Po/ycor^^, capp. 12-18, which is historical,

triumjihus decreed by the Senate: we how fierce the hatred of Christians ; and
learn this from Spartianus, Vita Scvcri the Talmud is in essential agreement

Imp. capp. xvi. sq. and the Chrof/icon of with Uusc authorities. AVe may see from

Jerome, Cyj;;. viii. p. 733, but can form no the Talmudic tract, Ahocla Zara, and
idea of the details. numerous other Talmudic regulations

"^ Vol. vii. p. 523. plairdy enough, and to the horror of in-

^ Called Resh-Galutha, i.e. Head of telligcnt minds, how rigid wa.s the .'<epara-

the Exiles, com|i. vol. vi. p. 84. tion from Christianity especially which
* We may ste from Peter's letter to the Kabbis now carried out to its utmost

James prefixed to Clem. //ow?. cap. i. how consequences.
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whole ancient nation become a Eabbinical community, i.e. a

school ; and only in this form could the Ancient Community
still perpetuate its existence as far as the sovereignty of the
' Nations ' allowed it.

This is therefore the necessary and true end of the history

of Israel as far as its nationality is concerned; for the Roman
Government, even at the beginning of its own gradual decay

and disintegration, only did what eveiy other power must have
done in similar circumstances, because the most intricate

knot in which the history of Israel as a nation had now for

almost 700 years been ever more hopelessly involved, could

simply be violently cut. The delusion of a Hagiocracy to be

formed by the people of Israel upon the basis of its sacred

writings, which were no longer rightly understood by the nation

itself, must at last be quite dispelled, after it had been for

nearly 700 years developed ever moredistinctl}^, and at each crisis

had only become more and more fatal. If the sovereignty over

the world, which properl}^ belongs to the true religion, and which
this religion must hold fast at least as its hope, is identical with
the Hagiocracy as it may exist, and then existed, in a single

people (or class) on the basis of misunderstood sacred writings,

then an interminable and deadly struggle ensues between such
a Hagiocracy and every opposing power ; a struggle in which it

must either conquer or itself sooner or later perish, because its

pretensions are so lofty and apparently so sacred that no other

power may exist side by side with it as long as it can assert

its claims. The case of the Papacy is essentially the same,

and the history of each of the two powers explains that of the

other. Both sprang up in disordered and troubled times ; both

appealed to the sacred Scriptures and other traditions which
they did not rightly understand, and when higher truth incon-

venienced them purposely refused rightly to understand them

;

both made substantially the same pretensions, and they were
such that no other spiritual or worldl}" power could exist side by
side with them if it would not submit to them ; and it was only

because the Hagiocracy of the Old Testament was from the

beginning forced to work in a much narrower sphere, in which
it early enough came into collision with what was perfect in its

own province but yet had not sprung from it, that its history was
comparatively much shorter, and now lies before us completed

in those ancient times, and is thus all the more instructive.

As scon as the Hagiocracy had emerged from the confusion

of the time in a more developed and invigorated form, it came
into collision with the Syro-Eg3^ptian empire and the glare of
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secular science and art wliicli was reflected by tliat power. It

Lad then to defend the existence of the true religion in its

purity and iuvioliibility ay^ainst the seductiv(i splendour of Hea-

thenism, and did thus defend it with its own best and noblest

resources. In doing this it rapidly obtained its greatest glory,

whilst the Syro-Egyptian empire was more and more shaken,

by this conflict partly, and in the end was the first to disappear

from the scene. But through these successes the Hagiocracy

simply succumbed the more quickly to the development of its

own great errors. Thus it soon rose up against every other

supremacy; against that of the A^smoneans, which proceeded

from its own bosom, and undermined it ; against the more power-

ful but semi-Roman government of the Herods, to which it was

from the commencement oj^posed, and in the weakening of

which it was indefatigably employed ; and, lastly, against that

of the Romans. But before it had gradually involved itself in

direct conflict with this world-wide empire it had alienated

many of the noblest sections of its own countrymen, and, above

all, had nailed to the cross Him who alone brought true help,

and whose Spirit and Church, which were springing so mar-

vellously from its own midst, it could not destroy. Thus its

final conflicts with the Roman empire were more than ever dark

and desperate, destructive and conclusive ; and it was reserved

for the most powerful of all Heathen nations, which was per-

mitted to punish so many other nations with an older and

higher civilisation for all their earlier sins and errors, as in a

final j udgment, to exterminate this nation of unique character

whose errors and transgressions had necessarily to be far more

profoundly and thoroughly punished than those of any other

people. In the case before us we have but the final and

greatest instance of this.

For if now, at the end of the third and final epoch of the

entire history of this nation, we once more look back to the

issues of each of its previous epochs in this dark aspect of them,

we can easily see that with each of them the accomplishment of

the task proposed to this nation became more difficult, and also

that as the task in each case was not properly performed both

the confusion and the punishment grew continually more serious.

The error involved in the rigid Theocracy, which was the charac-

teristic form of the first epoch, was serious, and was rigorously

punished. But it was the error of youthful exaggeration, was

recognised by the nation itself before it was too late, and by the

glad co-operation of all sections was remedied in the right way.

When by this happy abandonment of an error the prosperity
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and general elevation of tlie nation in the second epoch of its

history were widely developed, insensibly the dualism and
possible internal dissension between the Basileocracy and the

Theocracy grew into a far more serious and inexcusable conflict,

which involved no smaller punishment than the ruin of this

j)0werful nation itself. At the same time the task before the

nation was necessarily more than ever, by the search for and
establishment of the perfect true religion, to wholly break down
the merely national limitation. And if this turned out in actual

experience to be too early, at all events the ancient truth and
the new purified hope of the consummation of true religion

generally amid the decline of earthly glory were rescued and
secured, and from them there soon germinated a third great epoch

of the history of the nation which, though externally diminished,

still remained in its better nature sufficientl}^ strong. But when
in this third epoch the Hagiocracy arose out of the new straits

of the time, simply because the true end of the development here

secretly in progress could not be at once attained, a more serious

punisliment still was involved in its unfaithfulness. If after it

had reached maturity it sought to maintain for itself the position

of permanent supremacy ; if it aroused against it every indepen-

dent power ; if it mortally persecuted and sought to exterminate

the consummation of true religion generally which had neces-

sarily to come, and actually came as the ultimate object of all

development in this nation—then in this last and most serious

error there Avas necessarily involved a Divine punishment such

as had attended no previous error. The true punishment could

in this instance be no other than the actual destruction, not

merely of the external power and splendour of the nation as at

the end of the previous epoch, but of its entire existence as

' the people of God.' The special error which supposes that it

has on its side the greatness and the most glorious past of a

nation, and further, as in this case, the eternal truth of religion

with its sacred Scriptures, may grow and strengthen till it

reaches infinitely serious proportions ; and we have seen that

such an error urged the largest and noblest portion of this

nation into the most desperate conflicts. The ultimate exposure

of the error is therefore all the more ruinous, and in this case

it necessarily involved in its overthrow the entire nation as far

as it had still an existence. But as the rise and the existence of

this nation had a meaning and divine necessity only in opposition

to Heathenism, and all its errors therefore were always punished

by the Heathen alone, this its last and most fatal error had to

be punished solely by them ; and the ancient greatness and
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wonderful nature of this one people, which formed such a

perfect contrast to all the Heathen, appears once more at last

in this, that, with all its growiiij^ earthly weakness, it could be

actually exterminated only by the last and most powerful of all

the nations of the ancient world. A nation or a community
which is possessed by the fixed idea of being in sole possession

of the true religion, and of being able to spread it according to

its pleasure, while all the time it proves that it possesses it

neither by its doctrines nor its deeds, deserves to be destroyed

by the power of Heathenism. But we saw how painfully dif-

ficult it was to the Romans even thoroughly to eradicate this

infatuated notion, or in any case to render it innocuous.

The vain hopes, whether Messianic or of another description,

which had sustained the courage of the Judeans during these

seventy years, and had attended them into the final desperate

struggle, had now also vanished. We refer to such hopes as

that the Lord would never forsake His people ; that the second

dispersion of the nation would, like the first, be temporary

only ; that some Messiah would deliver the nation as it then

was, and the like. All the Messianic hopes, with their truth

and their inspiring magnificence, necessarily became now either

meaningless to the Ancient Community or were referred to an

entirely indefinite future, even as regards the initial stages of

their fulfilment ; which was only another form of depriving them
of all meaning.

And just as those members of the Ancient Community who
sought to remain such still were now driven from public life

into the darker obscurity of social existence, and remained there

for the most part, so their religion and their practices, with
their general view of human life and duty, gradually more and
more found their home in a similar gloomy retirement. It is

especially this timid retirement, this proud and yet anxious

and pusillanimous separation, which proclaims the immediate

death of Israel as a nation, and which is on the continual in-

crease during the seven centuries of the Hagiocracy, until at

last it reaches its climax. It began with the exclusion of the

Samaritans ;
^ made most rapid strides at the beginning of the

Roman period, when the two schools of Hillel and Shammai,
in other respects at variance, came to an agreement with regard

to eighteen far-reaching prohibitions, increasing the rigour of

the laws respecting unclean things; '^ and now reached its climax

' Vol. V. pp. 103 sq. of bread, oil, and wine belonging to the
2 On those eighteen prohibitions we Heathen, which was in force, indeed,

have no detailed ancient authority, but before the second destruction of Jeru-
they are always presupposed in tlie Tal- salem, ante, p. 44.

mud. To them belongs the prohibition
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in the complete dissolution of Israel, which determines to remain
a nation, and neither is nor can be one. Respectful atten-

tion to the Gra3co-Roman language and science had ^ received a

severe blow with the destruction of the Temple :
^ soon after the

time before us it ceased entirely ; and to the hatred of every-

thing Christian, which even before this had become one of

the characteristics of those Judeans who remained true to the

Ancient Community, was now added, in a more developed form,

an indefinite fear of all Heathen literature and of the secular

science and art that it brought with it. More exclusively

and convulsively than ever before did they now cling to the

memory of the ancient glories of the nation. They adhered
passionately both to the institutions of their ancestors as far

as they could still be kept up, and to the ancient sacred books,

as if moved by a vague recollection that in them the great

prosperity and the blessing of their forefathers had lain, and
that a similar or yet greater blessing might perhaps return by
faithfulness to them ; but the spirit that shrinks from every

absolute truth and the examination of it, and the unhistorical

and, consequently, superstitious habit of mind, soon made the

most rapid progress. On the other hand, the life of a com-
munity which is barely tolerated in the State, and is debarred

from taking part in great public affairs, can only too easily

seduce the man who is not controlled by the full power and
freedom of the perfect true religion to base self-seeking with
all its ignoble endeavours. And accordingly^ in the present cir-

cumstances there was nothing else open to the Judeans than the

possibility of sinking yet deeper into ruin;^ so that at last any
deliverance in this case must come from quite another quarter.

But the heaviest blow that could be dealt had also fallen

upon the esteem in which the true religion had been held, to

be considered the representatives of which before the world the

Judeans had till now desired ; and if the true religion had then
existed on the earth in no other way or form than that in

which the Judeans, misled by the phantom of a Hagiocracy,

wished to retain it, its continuance would have become quite

• Ante, p. 44. to this -work, but the historical proofs
'^ Since the last war, M. Sota, ix. 14, have been already clearly given, beginning

can only be that of Bar-K6kheba, we with the Talmudic writings. It is equally
must take the war with Titus, after true that from the continual degradation
which Greek was forbidden, literally

;

of the subjects of a State there must
but even if the war with Quietus is in- arise in the end the greatest misfortune
intended instead {ante, p. 283), it follows for the State itself, as is also sufficiently
that Greek was forbidden long before proved by the history of the Jews : a
Bar-Kokheba. Christian State mitst therefore take pre-

^ The proof of all this does not belong cautions against this in time.
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doubtful, its truest champions wlio wished to compel the world
to respect it would have been completely driven into obscurity,

and, lastly, its community would have been for ever scattered

and have sunk to some such condition as the Chaldeans or Isis-

worshipping- Egyptians, who also at one time travelled through
many parts of the Eoman empire teaching and founding com-
munities. Even its Sacred Scriptures would then also finally

have been lost, or at most preserved in as miserable fragments
as are those of the Zarathustrians.

That a similar fate was in store for the Samaritan com-
munity also, and in fact a yet more speedy one, on account both
of its limited territory and intellectual narrowness, has been
already shown, ^ and is confirmed by its whole further history

down to the present day.

The altered Position of Christianity,

We may therefore, at this point, perceive all the more clearly

of what immeasurable value it was that, at this time, Chris-

tianity had already become completely independent, and could

be easily separated from the Ancient Community from which
it sprang, so that these terrible final storms which destroyed

its own native home could no longer injure it. Christianity

had appeared as the only proper consummation of the true

religion that had been established in the Ancient Community.
Hence, all that was really immortal in the old religion—in

thought and spirit, in writing, in institutions and customs—had
been transferred to it ; and in it they had received their new and
perfect life. All that was immortal in the Ancient Community
had long been waiting for transfiguration and regeneration.

This regenerated community existed now in reality and plainly

before the eyes of all; it did not suffer too severely in the violent

storms which, at the destruction of Jerusalem and of the

Temple, shook the Ancient Community to its foundations ; and
it suffers still less from these last storms which totally destroyed

the older one. For as Christianity in the Apostolic Age, even

while hindered by its mother whose bosom it would not leave,

developed in its own fashion more and more consciously and
vigorously, whilst its parent became more and more unfeeling

and blind towards her one true daughter, and hurried more
irretrievably to her ruin ; so during these last seventy years,

when it had got quite free from her, it acquired the most com-

plete independence and strength in the maturity of its own

' Vol. V. pp. 220 sq.
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spirit ; and gained, in the same degree, ever fresh confidence,

and ever purer and loftier hope in proportion as its mother was
for the second time miserably perishing in the snares of death

which she had herself laid. And happily, although the Ancient

Community, in the midst of the throes of her own dissolution,

still cruelly persecuted her best child, the latter contributed in

no way to her ruin, so that the New Community could, in this

respect, go forth into the world with nothing on her conscience.

Though, of course, it does not follow from this that Christians

were obliged to bear in complete silence all the baseless

calumnies which Judean and Heathen rivalled each other in

casting upon them before Heathen governments. And we shall

see immediately that there was a change in this respect before

the end of our period.

For Christianity did not merely pass uninjured through

these last storms, but as the young and tender verdure amid
the storms of spring soon sends forth all the stronger shoots,

so it gained by them. The last misconception as to the true

nature of the Judeanism of the time was necessarily corrected

in the view of all the world when this outbreak of wild despair

was seen to be confined to the Judean s, and the execution of

Christians by Bar-K6kheba was witnessed ; ^ and the Romans
must have been much more inclined than they were formerly

to treat Christians more leniently. Within the Christian

Church itself, too, there was now accomplished, through these

calamities, the last purification which was still required. We
find it remarked in early Christian history as a matter of im-

portance, which we can understand in these circumstances

quite well, that the first Christian bishop in the new city j3Elia

was a Gentile Christian,^ whilst in Jerusalem the custom had

previously continued to be somewhat different.^ A Christian

parent church had therefore wholly ceased to exist. It is true

the Jewish Christian churches were not at once everywhere dis-

solved, especially as not a few Judeans, who were tired of the

course things had taken under Bar-K6kheba and of the severe

persecutions by the Heathen, might desire to go over to them

;

since Christians had, for the moment at all events, less to fear

from Roman violence. Still, such hybrid societies could not

now be kept up for long, and nothing had contributed more

powerfully to the ultimate separation between the spirit and

aims of the New and the Old Communities than this war of

Bar-K6kheba. Conversions of Heathen to Judeanism now cease

' Ante, p. 285. - See Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 6 ad fin.
3 Ante, p. 187.
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practically altogether just as they had begun for a time to be

more frequent ; ^ whilst conversions to Christianity more than

ever increase from this time with sweeping rapidity. In full

view of the horrors of the last war, and of the steadfast

endurance of the tortures of death which Bar-K6kheba in-

flicted upon Christians, Justin of Neapolis, in Samaria, being

a Heathen philosopher, became a Christian ; ^ and then as a

philosopher bravely defended Christianity, and sealed his faith-

fulness at last in Rome by the death of a martyr. And Justin's

is only one instance accidentally known to us of a great number
of similar cases. For after the complete overthrow of Judeanism

the attention of all thoughtful Heathen was directed the more
exclusively to Christianity, which was so closely related to,

and yet so radically different from it ; and it w^as particularly

many philosophers who were now most powerfully attracted by

Christianity.

This spirit of sound and daring confidence with which

Christianity, as now thrust forth into the midst of Heathenism,

confronts the whole world, impels it in our period openly to

advocate its cause before all mankind, and even directly before

the Emperor himself, to defend itself against the baseless

accusations of both Judeans and Heathen, and to invoke the

justice of the highest earthly tribunal. When Hadrian was

staying for a time in Athens on one of his numerous journeys,

Quadratus, the bishop of the Christian church there, presented

to him publicly an apology for Christianity, which, according to

the custom of the time, was immediately widely circulated and

largely read, though now all but a short fragment of it has

perished. It was presented some time before the outbreak of

the last war.^ A Christian x^hilosopher, Aristeides, also pre-

sented to Hadrian an apology ;
^ and thus these two men opened

a course which was soon followed by others who were highly

instructed both in secular learning and in Christian truth,

' Aiife, p. 267. iii. 37, that he flourished in the period
2 As Justin narrates all this of hiiu- immediately after the Apostles and was

self in such a simple and instructive way, looked upon as a Christian prophet ; for wo
Ap(jl. ii. cap. 12, comp. Apol. i. cap, 31

;
are justified in supposin^j that the same

these two passages explain each other as Quadratus is meant in all these reminis-

regards the circumstances of the time; cences. The exact date of the publication

and we meet hero almost alone the of his apology cannot be definitely fixed,

freshest impressions of that period. as Hadrian was several times in Athens
;

3 According to Euseb. Ecc. Hht. iv. 3, but it appeared before the war in any case,

where the sole remaining fragment of the * That it was presented at the same
work is preserved; it follows from the time as Quadratus's does not follow ne-

remark of Dionysius, one of his successors, cessarily from iMiseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 3;
that he was ]jish<>p of Athen.^, iv. 23. 3, whilst JertMuo, De iScripfor. Ecclcs. capp.

and it miy be inferred from the book of 19, 20, brintis nothing new with regard

the early writer Miltiades, v. 17, comp. to either of them.
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for instance, the above-mentioned Justin, Melito,^ bishop of

Sardis, and others.

The Greek language, as the central product of the world of

that time, became thus the first winged herald of the new sal-

vation which had arisen upon the world. But in the East the

Aramaic form of ancient Hebrew was all along the rival of

Greek, and in the West soon followed no less enthusiastic and

daring orations than those just mentioned, addressed to the un-

believing lords of the earth, as those of Minucius Felix,^ not-

withstanding their confused ideas of Demons. While, therefore,

the remnants of the Ancient Community withdraw from the

public life of the great world into their corners, in gloomy anger

and with beclouded minds, Christianity comes for the first time

into the full light of the world in order to defend its rights

before the most powerful princes of the earth, and to render an

open account of its aims and actions in the presence of the whole

world. By this means Christianity had been already so securely

established on the earth, and had so indissolubly interwoven

iiself with the general history of the world, that the earthly

parent from whom it had sprung could now pass away without

any injury to the great cause which it ought, but was no longer

able, to protect. Thus the mortal has given place to the im-

mortal and spiritual, as far as this can appear in the course and

amidst the dust of advancing human history.

3. The End of the entire History of Israel.

In this respect, also, we have here the true end of this his-

tory, which differs at last from the histories of all other nations

most of all in this that the individual political people perishes

only to be transformed into a nation of a much higher and

purely spiritual importance, into the nation, or the community,

of the perfect true religion, which, like the religion itself, when
once founded, can never pass away till, with the consummation

of all human things on this earth, it attaius its own proper

destination. The history of Israel had a predisposition and, as

it were, a predestination to this its last issue from its very first

commencement onwards, as was shown in the first two volumes

of this work. In the second great period of its history the

nation gained the right prophetic feeling and conception of the

* Melito's apology was thought to meiit is a geiuiine and instructive produe-

Lave been rediscovered in Cureton's /S/m'?7. tiou of Melito's, though not his apology
l>yriacii.m, hut I have shown in GiJtt. Gel. but his work Trepl aKi]Buas.

Anz. 1856, pp. 655-659 that this frag- - Ante, p. 103.
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way in which this divine destination would be accomplished, in

spite of all human errors and hindrances, and thereby it ob-

tained the right basis for its spiritual endeavour.' But it was

not until the period just reviewed that it became in all respects

clear in what way and with what struggles it could alone be

rightly accomplished. Christianity had then incorporated all

that was really noble and glorious in the ancient nation, and

had brought about its complete glorification ; and the imuiortal

elements Avhicli gradually strove more eagerly to burst the

narrow limits in which they had first to be gathered together

and expanded, now that those limits have been burst in the

right way, live and work on in Christianity, in order to pro-

duce a new still loftier life in an incomparably wider sphere.

Even, therefore, if the nation of Israel had a more unhappy
end"^ as regards its existence and remnants on the earth than

any other, still, as regards its higher and eternal importance, no
other nation of antiquity was thus glorified in the midst of its

destruction, and no other perpetuated such an immortal existence

in a divine sense in the midst of its own glorified community.

After numerous hindrances had been overcome, the consumma-
tion which had been prepared for in the Community at length

arrived in such a way that the nation which failed to adopt it,

and yet sought supremacy, necessarily met its end. The true

and immortal elements which when properly recognised and

accepted are obligatory on all men were from the beginning

the soul of the history of this nation, and form the necessary

basis of progressive personal and national life. But they had
been so long hindered and obscured by the purely national limi-

tations and temporal defects that had gathered around them
that the perfect consummation to be expected was threatened

with extinction. Happily, the consummation came with the de-

struction of the national hindrances, and instead of the earthly

l^erishable Israel there arose at the end of this third great

epoch of the national history that purely immortal and spiritual

Israel which was felt to be a divine necessity at the beginning

of the epoch.^ This was the goal to which the history tended

from the elevation of its first epoch, and which was propheti-

cally foreseen and demanded during the calm middle period of

the history. It was thus but one idea and one lofty" object

which in the history of this nation combined and conducted to

this necessary goal everything which seemed so heterogeneous

and confused. For the nation had from its first entrance upon
the scene of national history been wholly inspired in its pro-

' As was shown vol. iii. ^ Ante, pp. 294 sq. ^ See vol. v.

VOL. VIII. X
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foundest life and endeavour by this single idea alone, and had

been so i^ossessed by it that its whole existence on earth,

whether when erring or when making progress, whether con-

quering or being finally destroyed, could never again be for

any length of time separated from it ; and its whole history at

last became simply a manifestation and exposition of this one

ruling idea and its object. And since the history of no other

nation of antiquity is bound up like this with a single unalter-

able idea, and one that is besides so pre-eminently true and im-

mortal, no other nation has ever met such an end and has been

so directly transformed into a much loftier continuation of

itself. We see here at the conclusion of this long and varied

history everything confirmed which we had to take as our

basis ^ at its commencement.
But just as this is the real end of this history, it is also its

necessary and eternal end ; and all those still current notions

that the nation which then j)erished will ever rise again and

continue its history are in the highest degree mistaken, as are

all efforts based upon such opinions. Remnants of the Samari-

tans and Judeans have indeed, since those dreadful days of the

real end of their importance as a nation and also as a religious

community, tried to establish and consolidate themselves afresh.

After every such storm the bent reed strives to raise itself

again; in Hadrian's decrees there was also much that was

harsh simply on account of the temporary provocations ; and as

soon as the harshness of the laws was but a little mitigated,

the sufferers from them easily concluded that they must be

again altogether done away with, and all former institutions

be revived. And in fact, if these late Samaritan and Judean
communities had only always had Heathenism as their real

antagonist they would have had a divine necessity for their

existence, and the whole long past history of the struggle

between Israel and Heathenism (for the former had only this

latter as its real adversary) might possibly have been repeated.

But in that case, too, both must have had something more to

rest on than, on the one hand, a senile recollection of former

greatness and of lofty truths which had once lived in their

midst ; and, on the other, the new and irrational idea that all

such past greatness and glory might return to them again if

they only held fast to the sacred Scriptures which they had in-

herited, and to the many deductions drawn from them in the

schools. And as they were possessed solely by these two ideas,

it is evident that they could not contend even against simple

' See vol. i.
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Heathenism as the true Israel had once done. But if they now
wished to establish themselves afresh, they must necessarily

oppose Christianity also ; and the Talmud is essentially nothing

else than the renewal of the strug-gle of Akiba and Bar-Kokheba

against both Christianity and Heathenism, at least at the

commencement in the province of doctrine and learning, and

with all the precautions which the nltered . circumstances

demanded. But in this the judgment of liistory is pronounced.

The Talmud falls far behind the truth, greatness, and glory

which were already gained within the sacred borders of the

people of Israel before its dissolution, and engages in a conflict

with them without even rightly understanding them. Indeed, it

could not be otherwise if the Hagiocracy was to be pn^served as

the lifeless crust of the ancient true religion only temporarily

recalled to life by the influence of an Akiba.

The great adaptiveness and variety of human culture allow

such stiffened and degenerate remains of older, purer, and more

healthy national and religious developments to exist for a length

of time ; as, for instance, it temporarily endured hybrid develop-

ments like the Judeo-Christianity of a former time, and still tole-

rates existing Islam. It is essentially a matter of indiflPerence

how long such a late offshoot lasts in its narrower sphere. The
Samaritan communities, for instance, which before this final

period had never been so widely spread or built on so firm a

foundation as the Judean communities, having since almost

wholly disappeared, while the Judean communities, which had
in comparison a firmer foundation, have been preserved in

some countries in considerable numbers. It is also true that

a nation can undergo the most wonderful changes, no nation

having proved this so clearly as ancient Israel. In each of the

three great epochs of its history we have found its character at last

apparently completely altered : in the first it was a wonderfully

warlike nation; in the second it became distinguished in art and
science ; in the third truly learned in divine things (theolo-

gical) : and if it held fast in all these periods to the principle

of the same religion that had been its characteristic in ancient

times, what different forms this principle took in each of them

!

Even the national names change in these three great epochs

;

and if the three names—Hebrews, Israel, Judeans—almost

exactly correspond to the changes in the nation during those

epochs,* we shall do well to confine the moderii name Jervs ^ to

' Vol. 5, pp. 10, 284. and tlie groatesf mischief is still continu-
- The use of this name in modern ally springing from this confusion,

times is utterly wrong and unreasonable,

X 2
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these mere remnants of tlie true ancient people, as tliey appear

in liistory after the time of Trajan, when they cannot be -put on

a level with the nation itself. If, however, it be asserted that

these remnants might in future again form a nation or rule an

empire, as even some modern Christians suppose, on account of a

disgraceful misunderstanding of certain Old Testament prophe-

cies, it must first be proved that the}" have formed a nation at all

since Hadrian ; an assertion which no one who understands the

matter will make. They are rather like creepers that cling to

other trees, and prefer strong and lofty ones, trying at times to

choke them, and often deprive them of light and air, but can

never support either themselves or others. There is indeed

often a more or less true reflection (.)f the ancient glory of

Israel which illuminates these still growing torn-otf shoots, or

at least casts an external glimmer over them ; and the great-

ness of that glory may be seen from these occasional late elfects

of it : but in fact other and far mightier forces sustain and guide

these remnants. It is the forces of learning and art, or any

other influence that at times raises the real nations to a higher

level, which may for a time fertilise and elevate them also ; but

because they lack true independence the mere lower instinct of

self-preservation, even by unworthy means, easily becomes domi-

nant in them. Thus in the Middle Ages the Jews became quite

different according to the civilisation and pursuit of the par-

ticular people among which they lived, and instead of origi-

nating any movement, or even of energetically opposing the

real evils of the particular time and nation, they have always

allowed themselves to be led and determined by them. They

have never, not even in the earliest part of the Middle Ages

and beyond the countries of the Roman empire at the limits of

the then known world, been able to found and maintain States

of their own, were it only for a short time ;^ and the best that

the best of them can do to-day is to oscillate continually

between a lofty past, which they claim as theirs, but which

they do not even rightly understand and value, and Christianity

with all its ever-growing treasures of knowledge and piety,

on which they live, without being thankful for them, and even

while trying to lessen or destroy them. But if the endeavour

should ever anywhere be made to found a new kingdom of

Israel, it would soon be seen that the Law of the Old Testa-

ment, which is still alone binding in the Talmud and among

the Rabbis, can no longer be carried out, and that Christianity

^ As the history of the kingdom of Yemen and of that amongst tlie Chozars

sufficiently proves.
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cannot be dispensed with; and slionld true Christianity not then

be resorted to, it must bo a Christianity of a h>wor and lonn^-

since condonnuHl type. Or if the Talmnd, iis fjir as it con-

tradicts the Okl Testament, were given np, as was once done by
the Karaites, and a return were made to the Okl Testament
simply, only with a better understanding- of it, and more
decidedly than they did, with a restoration of its sacrifices and
belief in its prophecies, it would then be found how little such a

surrender of the Talmud was possible, and how necessarily this

resort to the Old Testament would lead to that same historical

Christ it is resolved not to accept. Oh, what folly is it, there-

fore, purposely to be blind to what has long been so plaia and
true, and of the highest importance !

It is also further certain that all such aftergrowths have, at

least for a time, their limited justification and their conditional

advantage. At the time when the Heathen Roman empire
was seeking to destroy the Ancient Community with all its

sacred things, Christianity was too suddenly, and hence almost
prematurely, thrown into the midst of the great Grseco-Roman
world. It was then becoming estranged from profoundly

antagonistic Judeanism, while it had not yet by a long way
completed its own system ; and, as a rule, it understood the

Messianic prophecies too literally. At that time it was a great

advantage for all that scattered fragments of the Ancient
Community still existed, and that among them especially the
writings of the Old Testament, which otherwise might easily

have been lost, were preserved in the Jewish and Samaritan
communities with all the greater faithfulness. It was therefore

in many respects excusable that the Talmud should be formed,
and that much which was not rightly and completely understood
by the Christianity of these early times should be more fully

handed down in its communities. The Talmudic system, as the

first work of the kind after the destruction of the nation, had
some degrees of justification on its side, and sprang from a
certain historical necessity. The real internal dissolution of
Eabbinic Judaism did not begin until the Karaites ^ rightly

perceived the imperfections of the Talmud, though a thorough
attempt was nowhere made to remove them. Rabbinic Juda-
ism had a right to exist as a protest against Islam, although
at first it foolishly enough made overtures to it ; it has still a
right as a protest against all false Christianity. And just as

nothing is without its use, the existence of this Judaism may
and ought to remind us at the present day that our modern

' Ante, p. 41.
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Christianity is very far from being what it onght to be, either

in theory or in actnal life ; for it is from its errors and im-

perfections alone that modern Jndaisui derives most of the

strength by which it lives. But all such observations and
reflections cannot overturn the great truth that the onward
march of the history of the world since Christ appeared in

Israel has been that of Christianity ; and that the matter of the

greatest moment is what form this latter takes, and whether it

remains true to its own destiny or not.

So much in refutation of the error that the history of Israel

does not in reality and for ever here cease. In fact, the

history of this nation ends in the way which the greatest

prophets of Israel foresaw when it was at its highest noontide

splendour. They foresaw that only a small remnant of the

nation would, after a repeated and most severe process of re-

fining and trial of the great whole, become, as the indestructible

germ of a glorified Israel, the commencement of a new and
higher community. This they foresaw ; and much of this was
fulfilled at the first destruction of Jerusalem, but the fulfilment

was not until now complete. Israel, from the times of its

greatest prophets, passed again and again through the severest

siftings, such as no other nation had gone through ; even the last

and most extreme revolts against the true religion that was
rising towards perfection had to be overcome in its midst, that

the kingdom of the perfect true religion with its community
might be formed within it. And this is the immortal germ,
purified a thousand times, which became the basis and im-
movable foundation of the Christian Church.

Christianity is thus, not merely the only logical, but also

the only saving issue of this whole history, without which it

would end in dreary night. As soon as it has been completely

established upon the earth (which had only now been accom-
plished), the end of this history, which was so involved and
apparently so often hopeless, returns to the bright beginning

;

what at the commencement of all this long development strove

to burst through into light^ but was then still too weak, has

now burst forth in all its power ; and it casts its light back-

wards on the dark windings of the long and difficult develop-

ment, so that neither do they remain wholly in darkness. The
most elevating and saving thing that antiquity more or less

clearly longed to obtain for the purification and guidance of

all other human works and pursuits has at last become a safe

possession of humanity. It is only when this has been gained
that national Israel, as the simple instrument for its attain-
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ment, may end its existence, and the Ancient World close, in

order that a new great day of liistory may beo-in. And this

New World, snbsequent to the foundation of C-hristianity, has

also, in its long course of development, not only met with

numerous epochs and revolutions, but has also passed through

seemingly dark, or even disastrous, crises. It is not, however,

the object of this work to sketch its further history.
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THE HISTORY OF THE COLLECTION OF THE
SACRED SCRIPTURES.

But all this great and long history ends at last not merely

with the deeds that were done and events that occurred in the

open day and before all the world, and it is not perpetuated

merely in the communities which sprang from it, with their

institutions and customs. It ends at the same time with

the production and collection of Sacred Scriptures, which is

accomplished without noise and away from the gaze of the

world ; and it is perpetuated for ever in these Scriptures,

especially, as its plainest results and witnesses. The history

of the collection of these writings (or, as it is now usually

called, the history of the Canon of the Bible) is an integral part

of the history of the nation, and it may most properly form its

conclusion, as only with the end of the great political history

is it itself completed, and as it runs parallel with that history

till the last. It began indeed long previous to this last period,

as we have stated above, but cannot be easily viewed as a whole

until it is here completed.

It is, indeed, the case with the other ancient nations that

the finest, and intrinsically noble, works in their literatures are

most adequately appreciated and most carefully collected only

at the end of one of their great mental and political epochs.

In the struggles and confusions of the hour the worst book is

often most sought after, and the best most neglected ; and
amongst the great mass of books which, in the case of an in-

tellectually aroused nation, can easily under favourable cir-

cumstances become immense, the noblest and most important

work is in danger of being swept away together with the most
trifling and unimportant. But, in reality, the separation of

the valuable from the worthless on such occasions always takes

place insensibly ; and a new period, which is at a distance from
the undecided present, and looks back on it more impartially

and with richer experience, simply completes this separation.

This sifting process was in ancient times wont to be the more
stringent the less these times possessed efficient means for the

external preservation of books, or the more a nation suffered

from dispersion and devastation ; since every ancient literature

at first flourished only on the sacred bosom of a distinct vigo-

rous nationality, and was protected by it : so that the more
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ancient originally and the more unfortunate later a nation pos-

sessing- a literature was, the more naturally were only the most

imperisliable portions of its literature preserved, and these

again only in extracts and occasional fragments. But though

the fate of the literatnre of Israel did not differ in any of these

respects from that of the other ancient nations of superior cul-

ture, yet it had a peculiar characteristic of another kind, by

which the preservation and collection of the most immortal and

glorious portions of the whole body of it necessarily received

finally a very special form and an altogether unequalled im-

portance.

This peculiar characteristic which distinguished the litera-

ture of Israel had its origin in the unique nature of the whole

history of the nation, as this appears in every period, but espe-

cially after it had attained its highest elevation. For, not

only does every literature, as based upon the innate primitive

powers of human speech and poetry and the instrumentality of

writing, most surely contain within itself the conditions and

motives of its origin and development, but its whole intellectual

character takes very different shapes according to the spiritual

influences that are dominant in the nation ; and this was espe-

cially the casein remote antiquity, when each nation strove with

greater originality and individuality, in conformity with its own
intellectual character, after that special object of human en-

deavour which appeared to it to be the highest. As therefore

the highest endeavour of Israel became more exclusively and

definitely the attainment of the true, and at last of the perfect

true religion, and as at last before its complete dissolution it

really gained this lofty object, its whole literature, not less

than its language, accordingly became in the course of the

many centuries more and more exclusively serviceable to this

most lofty object, and took ever more completely the form

which made it its most pliant and suitable instrument.

The contents and value of the whole of this literature di<l

thus, indeed, on the one side become constantly more restricted ;

and we have above followed in detail and clearly proved that iu

the highest periods of the nation's life this literature embraced all

the chief departments of human literature, with the richest and

most fruitful results, and that it gradually concentrated itself

ever more exclusively and more closely upon the great conflict for

the perfect true religion. But, on the other hand, the literature

thus became, in the narrower sphere of thought and endeavour

to which it gradually confined itself, more and more indefatig-

able, and acquired growing freedom and more perfect develop-
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ment, thus becoming increasingly capable of wortliily expressing

the purest and highest truth possible to it. And thus the sift-

ing and selection of this literature took the form which time
with its stern judgment brought about; and, in accordance
with the time, the collection and preservation of this literature,

which was at last effected, was such that only such writings

withstood the winnowing storm of the ages and sank to the

bottom for specially careful preservation as had the greatest

importance for the true religion, as the acknowledged highest
national treasure, and finally for the perfect true religion ; and
they therefore were on that very account ever more generally

and willingly recognised as sacred writings.*

In this, therefore, we meet a special feature and a wholly
unique superiority of the history of this nation. For, with all

their wealth, neither Greek nor Roman literature produced books
which contained sufficient religion to render them truly sacred

to the whole nation as a basis of true religion, since neither

the Homeric nor the Sibylline poems can be thought of in this

connection. Amongst the Egyptians, Chinese, Hindoos, Zara-

thustrians, and Buddhists, it is true. Sacred Books arose at an
early period, as amongst the Hebrews ; but they fell so far

behind those which became sacred amongst the Hebrews, in

subject, matter, and perfection of form, that though they might
well become, for a time, sacred to their own nation, they could

never be this to all nations and all times. For the true religion

itself was never sufficiently firmly established amongst these

peoples, still less sufficiently practically effective and progres-

sively developed to enable the best books which were most fitted

to expound the religion of each of these nations or communities
to approach in point of sublimity and absolute perfection

those which arose in Israel. It is true the idea of sacredness

is very elastic : but we cannot properly call any writings uni-

versally and permanently sacred but those which actually serve

as authorities with regard to the history of the growth of the

perfect true religion, and as explanatory expositions of the

contents of its truths and duties. If, therefore, we inquire as

to the ultimate orio-in of this great difference in the nature of

the Hebrew and the other sacred writings, we are referred to

the early history of the foundation of the true religion in Israel.

Because in Israel the true religion was not merely acknowledged
in its principles, but became the life of the whole nation in a

true community, it was gradually implanted in the inmost heart

» See my essay on 'Die Heligkeit der [also Bihl. Theol. §§ 116-33, Eng. Transl.

Bibel,' Jahrbb. der B. W. vii. pp. 68 sq. pp. 375 sq.]
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of all the noblest sections of the people, and then reacted again

most powerfully on the whole nation. It thus penetrated

gradually more and more deeply the entire lite and endeavour

of the nation, pointing out to it its highest duties as well as its

most exalted aims ; it purified and elevated the whole of the

nation's view of things with its laws, its songs, the whole of its

poetry, and all its experiences and recollections : it thus per-

meated more and more powerfully and purely the national docu-

ments and writings of all kinds, being perpetuated with its

intrinsic sacredness in them before they had received an ex-

traneous sanctity or were called in the world sacred writings.

This constant reciprocal action between the perception and the

experience of the highest impulses and aims of the true religion,

on the one hand, and literature as one expression and product

of the whole national life, on the other, was the essentially im-

portant thing. In consequence of it only such writings could

seem in the end the worthiest to be preserved and honoured

as contained most clearly and certainly for all the truths of the

perfect true religion. Thus, as a fact, practically no writings

became in this case sacred which do not either directly breathe

forth the spirit of the true religion or explain its history, while

none refer simply to separate classes in the nation. The sacred

books of other nations are either based upon an inferior and

untrue religion, or the best of them (especially those of the

Buddhists) did not originate in a national community of true

religion with its full human life, and were not meant for such

a community.

Such is the true view in general of the origin and formation

of the sacred books of Israel, to which those of the New Testa-

ment necessarily belong, as having been produced before Israel's

complete dissolution. It follows from this view of their origin

that the Sacred Books could not generally be produced until

towards the time of the gradual dissolution of the ancient

nation. The exalted truths, which could be appropriated in

life only with ditficulty, had first to be thus appropriated by the

inmost spirit of the people ; and then they had to be transferred

from the national life into writing, that they might be gradually

immortalised in a fuller and clearer form. After all this had

been done a time was required in the life of the nation, wdien

the writings containing such truths could be generally properly

appreciated, before it would be resolved to make the writings the

immortal mirror of those truths, and to separate them from the

common mass of books. Thus in such sacred writings two

things were for ever preserved—an abundance of trustworthy
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evidence regarding the historical origin and the most perfect

representation of the troths and the essential substance of them
—and the fact that these two things are found combined in them
is their greatest characteristic superiority.

But this process was of such a nature that it could not at

once adequately attain its object. The truths which were thus

to be immortalised were very numerous and very various, and,

especially towards the end of the history, were presented in ever

higher perfection, so that successive series of increasingly rich

truths followed one another.

We must also add that the first formation of sacred writings

could nowhere, and particularly in this nation of the true re-

ligion, be accomplished without great difficulty and but very

slowly. It appears to us very easy, but it is in fact a very

difficult labour. For suppose that a best selection of writings

has at a certain time and for a certain object been made
according to the judgment of the generality of people, it is a

long step from such a distinction to that of sanctity. To make
writings sacred, it is necessary that the whole community
should vow to submit to their contents, and that each individual

should in all his life hallow them ever afresh. But what a tre-

mendous resolution is that, especially when the religion itself

is so serious, and strict holiness obtains its full meaning from

it ! Moreover, in such a case, it is not a few brief truths which
are to be considered sacred ; a great pile of books, or a great

book which contains many and various things, is to be regarded

as sacred, and claims to take the place of the God that speaks.

And is it possible for a book to take the place of even the God
that speaks to men—at least in the region of the true religion?

Where had the great Prophets of the Old Testament ever ap-

pealed to a sacred book ? It was not until the most impera-

tive necessities arose that the nation of the community of the

true religion could at last be brought to acknowledge a Sacred

Book with all that seriousness which characterised its religion

from the first. The beginning was here also the greatest diffi-

culty ; nothing but a specially favourable time, in conjunction

with powerful impulses of early date, could in this case lay the

first foundation for Sacred Scriptures. But when once this

had been laid, and the community had habituated itself to the

distinction between sacred and profane writings, the process

might be more easily repeated whenever similar motives came
into play. For Christianity, however, as the ultimate consum-
mation of this history, it was of great importance that the

dangers which are inherent in the hallowino^ of a book and a
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letter could be correctly perceived and avoided at the time of
its origin, as we have seen above. And thus it was especially

three or four favourable periods towards the end of the history

of the nation in which the collections of Sacred Writino-s, as in

three or four successive layers, were comj^letely formed, so that
upon the fii-st firm basis of such writing's others, corresponding-

to and enlarging- it, w^ere gradually placed.

It is true, as we have said, that these three or four favour-
able periods all appear in quick succession towards the end of
the natioual history ; the first and most difficult step having
been properly taken, each succeeding one soon follows, until at
last, with the healthy development of the great cause, every-
thing involved was brought to perfection. But although the
first of these steps was taken late with reference to the whole
history, it followed soon after the history had reached its noon-
tide, before the second of its three great epochs was quite

closed. And each stratum of such writings contains the finest

and most imperishable products of a past period. It is there-

fore a most happy coincidence that each of the three fundamen-
tal strata of these books was laid, more or less closely, at the
end of one of the three epochs of the national history, and each
became a perpetual monument of the epoch of time which had
just passed away. At the same time the first stratum, as the
one most difiicult of formation, was naturally formed at the
greatest distance from the epoch of time which preceded it,

wdiile each of the following strata succeeded more and more
closely its corresponding epoch. But as the last of the three

great epochs, when the whole products of the national history

are approaching maturity and the fruits on the aged tree

become so various, presents the endeavours which are possible

in this sphere in increasingly rapid succession and greater diver-

gence, so towards the end of it the new layers of Sacred Books,
which are still added to the preceding ones, become more
numerous and more various; and the variety of the commu-
nities into which the ancient parent community of the true
religion is gradually hopelessly split up is represented in the

last formation of Sacred Books. It is accordingly of grejit sig-

nificance that the three most favourable periods in which the
Holy Scriptures were successively accumulated in three prin-

cipal strata correspond to the full development of the three
great sections into which the ancient religion was by de<Trees

divided—the Samaritan, the Judean, and the Christian. So
that in the way in which Sa cred Books are formed and retained
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in each period we may perceive the spirit which animates each,

and the stag:e on which each finally succeeded in finding repose.

It must therefore have always been a favourable time in which

the conviction of the sacredness of certain books was determined.

And most of all the first of these times must with irresistible

force have urged the nation to make some larger book the

foundation of its whole spiritual aim and view of things ; whilst

after the people of the one true religion had gradually sub-

mitted itself to this restraint of regarding a considerable book

as holy, and of ordering its whole life in everything according

to it, no other ancient nation had such profound reverence for

its sacred writings or defended them so resolutely as Israel,

though to it originally it was something other than a book
which was to be holy. However, when once a basis of this

kind had been laid, and the idea of a sacred book had become
familiar to the community, other books might easily be deemed
worthy of being added to it ; and then the most favourable

times more readily occurred when such an augmentation might

step by step advance. But then the impulse might naturally be

felt to place as many books as possible in the number of the

sacred ones, especially as the preservation of a single book was

best secured when it could find a place amongst them. On the

other hand, in the bosom of a community of the true religion,

the feeling remained no less vigilant that a book which was
intended to increase the number of acknowledged sacred ones

must correspond to them as regards intrinsic sanctity and

greatness as well as being indispensable for the community.

Thus the choice with regard to not a few particular books was
undecided for a considerable time during the conflict of these

two opposing motives, until at last some new experience or

perception gave the decision. The history of the collection of

all the Sacred Scriptures is in so far very long and varied

;

and we may see particularly by its issue very plainly how great

was the hesitation at times
;
yet the beginnings of the collec-

tion, although we have less information regarding them, may
be discerned with substantial clearness. Still, since books as

such and the full life of the true religion can never be commen-
surable, it is also possible that, however long a necessary

nucleus of Sacred Scripture has existed, uncertainty may remain

at last regarding one or another particle of it ; indeed this will

be the more likely to occur in proportion as a community of

the true religion correctly feels the existence of that chasm
which must ever separate the letter and the life.
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1. The Work which First became Sacred,

The Booh of Sacred History and Sacred Law.

The Decalog-ue and after it many otlier written laws, as the
nature of the case implies and as has been shown in the first four

volumes of this work, were from the first sacred to the nation,

or at all events ought to have been, and as a fact in the better

times they were sacred to the nation as a whole, and were always
so to the best men of Israel. Ancient fundameiital laws of this

kind were always preserved in the Sanctuary,^ and at the time
of the monarchy every new ruler was on his accession most
solemnly sworn to observe them.- But a g-reat book containing
the laws that are to be sacred to the people only as interwoven
with the early sacred history generally, is a very different thing
from the laws themselves ; it is in form and nature more of an
historical than a legal work. A great work of sacred history

and sacred law of this kind could not so soon acquire a high
authority binding on an entire community. Indeed, it could
not even be written in the nation very early and easily. And
when literature had progressed so far as the composition of
such works—and in the rivalry of the times and talents several

works of this kind had been written and also widely circulated

—

the essential thing was again that from such a multitude the
best book should be selected and acknowledged generally as the
best. Not until this stage was reached could the straits of
calamitous experiences and of a new urgent condition of public

affairs lead the nation, following the example of a few great
minds, to accept such a work as a sacred one and submit to its

sacred contents.

We have seen ^ that it was the work of the Deuteronomist
which in the declining kingdom of Judali was fiirst raised to
such a dignity, owing to the concurrence of most various

urgent motives, and the unusual and happy co-operation of the
king Josiah and his people, B.C. 021. This first great histo-

rical book, which, on account of its contents, was destined to
become the foundation of all laws and all religious life in

Israel, and which at that time was received by the nation as a
sacred book with a fervour and earnestness the influence of
which could not but have eternal consequences, was not yet the

' Deut. xxxi. 26; 1 Sum. x. 25. wise to which the kings were sworn in
- 2 Kings xi. 12 (2 Chron. xxiii. 11), any case, however, before the time of

comp. Antiquities, p. 274, But it whs Josiah it was not a large historical book.
probably not merely the original Deca- ^ Vol. iv. pp. 233 .sq.

logue but other fundanicntul laws like-
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work afterwards called tlie Pentateucli, but another great and
distinct work, tlie cliief part of wliicli was afterwards preserved in

the Pentateucli. We can also easily understand that the reputa-

tion of sacredness which this first book of the kind gained was

not in these early times quite so high or so inflexible as it sub-

sequently grew to be in the case of the Pentateuch, commonly
so called. On the contrary, one of the earliest consequences of

this new reverence for a great book of sacred history and sacred

law, and of the study of the biblical books which through it

rose to an unprecedented height, was evidently that then the

older works of similar contents were also all the more zealously

sought after ; and under these circumstances it was inevitable

that skilful hands should incorporate very much important

matter of a similar kind coming from different sources in one

or the other new large work, as it could not be forbidden in

any way to use in addition to the Book of Deuterononi}^, in the

first instance for learned purposes, similar works, or to compare
the more recent Deuteronomy with earlier works with similar

subject-matter, and to combine it with them.' Thus arose

that very extensive work w^liich received into it the chief j^art

of Deuteronomy, and was destined to become finally the first

sacred book : it is the book the main portion of which acquired

the name of the Pentateuch. It may have received its present

form before the complete overthrow of the kingdom of Judah,

and from the first it decidedly excelled the distinct work of

Deuteronomy by being largely and admirably made up of all

the most important, and particularly the earlier and the earliest,

works of the same nature, so that it could most efficiently

represent this entire literature of the Primitive History and

Primitive Law as it had been forming for several centuries.

It was one work, and yet from its composite character it resem-

bled a complete layer of books with kindred subject-matter, it

being the practice in those times ^ to compress together the

most important contents of most various books of similar

character in this form. If one great work with subject-matter

of this kind was to acquire permanent dignity of the highest

degree and sacredness, this work was decidedly better fitted for

this distinction than the original work of Deuteronomy alone.^

Still, it would not have so easily taken the place of the work of the

' Jeremiuh and Ezekiel make large cecded as he has done, ch. xlv.-xlviii., as

use of the Book of Deuterononiy, hut iu legisUitor for the future. Comp. further

conjunction witli other works with similar vol. i. pp. 129 sq., 178.

contents; and if Ezekiel had not continued - Vol. i. pp. 59 sq.

to use a larger degree of freedom in all ^ In much the same way as in the

these matters, he would not have pro- case of the New Testament it was wiser
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Deuteronomist in this respect if the hist remnants of a kingdom
of Judah had not about that time been quickly destroyed, and
the period had not arrived when everything was broken up and
the dispersed nation was compelled to recover itself again from
its ultimate elements. In these circumstances this excellent

work of the Primitive History and Laws, we must infer from

the historical traces left, was drifted from the Holy Land into

the Eastern countries, and was there, in the first instance,

chiefly revered as sacred in those Judean communities which

were distinguished above all others both by their faithfulness

to the ancient religion and by their biblical learning. From
those quarters it then came through Ezra to Jerusalem with

that great movement of biblical scholarship which he brought

with him when he settled in the Holy City, and from that

moment it became the first imperishably sacred book of the

restored community of a national Israel.^

This work, which was very extensive for a sacred book,

comprised, at first, the Book of Joshua, which was subsequently

more and more frequently separated from it ; and it, with the

latter book, was undoubtedly early divided into six books—

a

division which was somewhat arbitrary, as the entire work was
made up of earlier ones. As regards the subject-matter, only

the first, the fifth, and the Book of Joshua could naturally be

separated, whilst the separation of the second and third, and of

them from the fourth, has evidently no other origin than the

desire to get six sections of nearly equal length. It was, how-

ever, very early the custom to name one or all of the books from
this number. In Philo the name Pentateuch is still absent, as

the favourite name for the whole work is the Law, yet the

to receive all four Gospels than one only. And as the connection of biblical learning

This comparison is the more justifiable at Jerusalem with that at Babylon never

since undoubtedly into the present Penta- afterwards wholly ceased, but continued

teuch, with the Book of Joshua which to distinguisli the lulilical scholarship of

belongs to it, all that was best and most Jerusalem from that of .Samaria, the use

imperishable of the entire Primitive of the new Hebrew character in contra-

History was compressed, as I have shown distinction from the Samaritan, i.e. old

vol. i. and elsewhere. Hebrew (see Hch. Gram. § 77 h) may
' Erroneous as the late Jewish belief, have since then been all along retiiined

which was not decidedly rejected by in the learned schools of Jerusalem in

Jerome, was, as we have seen (vol. v. the first instance, and liave been gradually

p. 16-4), that Ezra was the restorer or extended until it at last quite sui)ersedod

finisher of the ]\losaic Pentateuch, it is the earlier character. Tin; latter, a.s con-

nevertheh'ss nndeniable that with him a tinuallyused by the Samaritans, might be
great wave of sacred learning flowed from kept up also amongst the Judeans for

the East to Jerusalem (v. pp. 131sq.), and various purposes, especially on the coins,

that Ezra might therefore bring with him on which an older character is ever^-where

to Jerusalem the best original text of the longest preserved; and accordingly it is

Sacred Lhw that could then be found, found on the latest coins, ante, p. 283.

VOL. VIII. T
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Hellenists had tlien long since accustomed themselves to dis-

tinguish the various books by a short name.^

The Canon. The Samaritan Pentateuch.

By the recognition of the Pentateuch, including its prede-

cessor, as a holy book, the great step had been taken which was
at first so difficult, but when once taken easily led on to others.

TJie community, numerous and widely scattered though it was,

had not unwillingly recognised the authority, and at least in

all disputed matters of religion had submitted to the decision,

of a written w^ork the exceedingly varied contents of which—far

beyond the single commands contained therein—could deter-

mine and guide its whole spiritual life. The whole spiritual

life of the nation could not therefore now become very vacil-

lating and uncertain again for any length of time, since it

henceforth possessed even in a great book an unvarying guiding

star by which to direct its course : and the dangers which lay

in this fact were then but little developed. At the same time

this one book which the nation now followed with devoted

conviction had already been victorious over the changes of

time, and from the wide field of literature, as far as it had till

then been developed, at least this one comparatively extensive

Avork had been saved for all time.

A once recognised sacred book is thus a guiding- star, or

(for the same thought may be expressed by many metaphors) a

rule, or standard, of truth or true religion which must be regarded

as valid and to be believed
;
just as Christian authors afterwards

were wont to speak of the Canon with reference to the Bible.

But if only one work is once universally acknowledged as a

sacred book, a standard, or a Canon, may be easily thus supplied

for the cases when some other work is associated with it as

its equal in dignity and truth, or in indispensableness for the

community, or (as was afterwards said in Greek) when fresh

writings are to be received into the Canon.^ The necessity,

* The name Genesis is very old ; the We may infer from all this that though
name Exodus, in the longer and more these names may not have been much
original form Exagoge, is met with in used in Philo's time they were in exist-

Philo (see vol, vii. p, 222), Deuteronomy enee in the centuries immediately before

occurs in the Epistle of Barnabas, cap. 10, Christ.

and D"*2n2 7V\\7\ as identical with Levi- ^ This is the meaning of Kavoui^ea--

ticus is 'found twice, M. Megilla iii. 6 ; all ^«!-
^f

^^^t' nothing more can be briefly

the five names of the Hellenistic Penta- ^f^^ ''^''l'\ ^'f
'^^''^ ^^

V'^ ?? w ''I

teuch were found together in the book of C^^o^'cal books^, comp the Jakrbb. cler

Simon Magus, see Hippol. Contra Hcer. ^- ^^- '^- PP- ^^ «q. The contmry TJ.|,

vi. 15, 16; and five books of Moses are M. Sopherim, i. 9, 14; v. 4, 13, airoKpixp-

defiiiitely mentioned, Jos. Contra Ap. i. 8. tiu, has at the same time the further
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or at any rate the advisability, of this may be gradually deeply

felt : the Canon once in existence can be by degrees extended,

as has been remarked above.

Now, it is of the greatest importance to notice that at the

very time when in Jerusalem the expediency of adding several

books to the existing basis of a collection of Sacred Scriptures

made itself more profoundly felt, and this idea was really being

carried out there, in the other half of the Holy Land, among the

Samaritans, the very first and most simple Canon was all the

more resolutely kept to. Towards the end of Nehemiah's activity,

in the fifth century, the Samaritans did indeed receive the

Pentateuch of Jerusalem,' but since tlien would receive no
sacred book from that quarter, but, on the contrary, persisted

in the assertion that there could be no Sacred Writings besides

those which were then universally ascribed directly to Moses.
This is closely connected with the great difference generally

which separated them from the Hagiocracy in Jerusalem. They
thought that they possessed and defended what was most truly

sacred from ancient times in all its uniqueness and purity, and
were nevertheless greatly mistaken.

For it is quite true that the Pentateuch is itself an unusually

rich and varied work with the highest and most important

subject-matter. While it proceeded from the stream of a very

long and highly developed literature of Primitive History, and
then in turn combined and preserved in a small compass all

that was finest and most imperishable of that literature, it like-

wise contains the most marvellous wealth, not merely of ideas

and truths, but also of literary form and expression. It presents

the most comprehensive and important and again the most varied

laws, tells the most sublime and at the same time the most popular,
the most remote, and yet the most instructive histories suitable

for all, and in both narrative and legislation touches on the

highest truths of all true religion ; and it also introduces a
number of most varied prophecies, and rises to irresistible

exhortation, as well as to overpowering denunciation ; it has

also received into its treasury longer or shorter poems of all

kinds and styles. Thus it is in reality of itself a complete
literature in miniature, with the utmost variety of contents and
most attractive literary art, and is undoubtedly better adapted,

with its almost inexhaustible treasures, than the Koran (for

instance) to become tlic liURhiniental book of a community of

the true religion. It is even still, we may say, the Bible in

meaning that a book i« not considered to ecclesiastical, authority.

Le acknowledged as a anitable public, i.e. ' See vol. v. pp. 216 sq.

Y 2
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ininiature. For the Hagiocracy in Jerusalem also it necessaril}^

always continued to be sacred beyond any other book, not

merely as the basis of all legislation, but also as a manual for

children as well as for old people, and as a book to employ the

minds of the wisest. At the same time, it is no less true that

a period soon came when it no longer sufficed to meet all the

requirements of the true religion in its fuller development. For

this religion had, in the course of centuries under the great

prophets, poets, and national leaders after Moses, been pro-

gressively developed, and had been perpetuated in a large

number of entirely different books, which were not in any way
directly connected with the Primitive History and Primitive

Laws, or at most referred to them only in a free way ; and

although some of the truths of the later prophets had found

their way into some of these presentations of the Primitive

History and Laws, this had been done only incidentally and in

a veiled manner. It would have been arbitrary and in the end

necessarily injurious to have completely excluded all these other

books, some of them the best and noblest, for all time from a

share in the authority of the Pentateuch, and to have in no

way associated them with it. This feeling very properly ob-

tained amongst the Judeans at an early period, and happily

led amongst them to further progress in the formation of the

Canon.

But the Samaritan leaders were determined to accept

nothing, whether the enlargement of the Canon or anything

else, from the Hagiocracy in Jerusalem, imagining that the true

religion was contained completely and plainly enough in the

Pentateuch, and that any further addition to it could be pro-

ductive of nothing but harm. A further obstacle was that the

books which had been added by degrees in Jerusalem were

almost all of them by Judean authors, and might contribute

much more to the glory of Jerusalem than to that of Samaria

;

Samaritan jealousy had an intense dislike of such books. Even
the Book of Joshua, which originally belonged to the Penta-

teuch, was dropped by the Samaritans, because it spoke of

Jerusalem as a great ancient city ; though the name of such a

book has been preserved in a later historical work of theirs,^

the design of which was especially to describe the life and

labours of Joshua so as to make him the ideal of a national

prince according to the ideas and desires of the Samaritans of

the Middle Ages. But by thus resolving obstinately not to go

beyond the Pentateuch as their Sacred Scripture, they really

' See vol. V. pp. 220-222, 281.
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simply limited more and more their range of spiritual vision,

and lost far more than they <T^ained by the supposed superior

simplicity and uniformity of their Sacred Scripture, just as the

Muslim have lost infinitely more than they gained with their

meagre Koran. With this resolution it had been decided that

the Samaritans, in spite of the greater freedom of which they

boasted, and which they possessed in some respects, were de-

termined to remain upon an antiquated and restricted stand-

point, and far behind the greater wealth of the Judeans. In

fact, this defect came gradually to be felt amongst them, though
they could not permanently make it good ; and many of the

Samaritan Gnostics,' such as Simon, availed themselves of the

sacred books of the Judeans amongst others.

Z. Tim Double Addition to the Judean Ganon,

The Canon of JSfehemiah.

It was therefore a perfectly just feeling which urged the

Judeans to increase tke Sacred Scriptures, the foundation of

which had been laid and permanently established, by the addi-

tion of other writings of a similar high authority and worthy

of their predecessors in the Canon. The first Canon had only

just been settled amongst them when the necessity of this

second one was felt. We can still perceive with sufficient

clearness how and when this addition was made in two great

successive strata. For the marks which these writings in their

two strata of two very different periods bear upon them, and
from which, alone we are able with certainty to gather the

historical circumstances to which they were due, happily coin-

cide with a few reminiscences, very incidentally preserved, of

these two important periods.

The first and in itself most important and for all future time

decisive addition was made at the end of the j)eriod when the

value set on the first nucleus of Sacred Scripture by Ezra was
at its highest, and the Samaritans also, carried away by this

new zeal, had adopted the Pentateuch as Sacred Scripture. In

a somewhat late book we have still preserved the brief state-

ment that Nehemiah combined in a library— (1) the Royal,

(2) the Prophetic, (3) the Davidic writings, and (4) Royal

Epistles concerning devoted gifts, and added them to the exist-

ing foundation of Sacred Scriptures.'^ On close examination this

' Ante, pp. 83 sq. r^yaye to. inpl ru>v fiaaiXeoov Koi irpocp-QTibv

- Kara^aWufxevos fiifi\io6i]Krfu iiricrvv- /cat to tov Aauid ical tTricTToAas ^aniKtoov
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brief and in itself apparently strange statement will be found

quite historical and accordingly highly important from the his-

torical point of vieAv; so that we may with fall certainty main-

tain that it had first of all a place in an earlier, detailed, and
trustworthy history of Nehemiah's life, and was thence trans-

ferred almost verbatim into this late book. The unusual terms

for the four portions of the new collection point to a very ancient

and rare work as the source of this account ; but unusual as

it sounds that just these four kinds of books, and precisely from
Nehemiah's time onwards, should have been added to the nucleus

of the Sacred Writings, the fact itself is amply confirmed.

i. For, as regards the prophetic writings, there is no difficulty

in supposing that they (with the exception of the Book of Daniel)

were then already found in the same great collection in which
they have descended in the Hebrew Canon. Next to the great

work of Primitive History and Primitive Law there were in fact

no writings so important for the transmission of the true religion

as those of the great prophets after Moses, avIio, in contradis-

tinction to him as the Lawgiver, might be called simply the

Prophets. Long before the time of Ezra a vivid feeling of the

great importance of these writings was operative. For a cen-

tury past the attempt had been made to gradually combine as

much of the writings of the best older prophets as could be

found ; and with the unavoidable decay of the ancient prophetic

energy many of the most recent prophets were themselves col-

lectors and editors of earlier prophetic writings. It can be

proved in detail that collectors and partial reproducers and
augmenters of the earlier prophetic writings were especially

active in connection with the new life which the end of the

Babylonian Exile and the restoration of the New Jerusalem

produced ; and we can even still plainly show that writings of

this kind passed then in the course of a few decades through

the hands of several successive editors and collectors.^ But at

irepi a.vaQr}ixarc»u, 2 Macc. ii. 13 ; in ctt:- further collection, xxv.-xxxix. ; a third

aiviiyaye is implied that this collection of with the great appendix, xl.-lxvi,, which,

Looks was made on the basis of an already however, brings us down only to about

existing collection, which can only be the 480 b.c. The same late prophet who
Pentateuch; and this is then naturally edited the collection, Isa. i.-xxiii., pub-

presupposed as being in existence, Comp, lishcd also the small Books of Hosea,

vol. V. pp. 161 sq., 467. Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, and
' I have shown, Jahrhh. der B. W. Habakkuk in one collection. A second

vii. pp. 28-51, which were the original then repul>lished this Book of the Minor
writings of Isaiah. The collector and /Voj:)Ae/5 with the addition of the books of

editor of the present Book of Isaiah, Zephaniah, Haggii, and Zechariah, i.-viii.

i.-xxiii., lived towards the end of the A third added the rest (according to later

sixth century, as may be seen from his arrangement, Zech. ix. sq.) at the end and
additions, xii. xxiii. vv. 15-18; another further inserted the little Book of Jonah
editor then published the book with the at an earlier place. This third and last
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the time of Nehemiah all such alterations of these boohs may-

have been broiiglit to a conclusion ; and when it was desired at

that time to connect the best prophetic writiiios still to be had
in one collection with the Pentateuch, four books were found of

about equal length, (1) the Book of Jeremiah, which had already

passed through several re-editings, although without an essen-

tial alteration of its original form
; (2) the Book of Ezekiel,

which remained almost as the prophet wrote it; (3) the so-

called Book of Isaiah ; and (4) the so-called Book of the

Twelve.^ For in the order then followed the Books of Jeremiah
and Ezekiel came first, as it was possibly felt that these two
books alone remained on the whole as the prophets wrote them,
whilst the other two contained rather smaller writings and
fragments of very various character. Another consideration in

favour of this order was that the times of the Babylonian Exile

which the first two books treated of especially were much more
familiar generally to the minds of that later generation than

the times mainly dealt with in the other two.

But though these prophetic books necessarily appeared

next to the Pentateuch to be the most important and worthy
of reverence, it was yet not difficult to perceive that they again

were not of themselves sufficient. For the great object in this

enlargement of the Canon was really to collect as many as pos-

sible of the weightiest utterances of the prophets subsequent to

Moses. That series of four great prophetic books attained this

object imperfectly only, as they were far from containing the

words of all the proj^hets of those long centuries, particularly

not those of many of the oldest prophets which were yet in so

many respects exceedingly important.

2. Accordingly, that great work was added which in the

list before us is placed first, and which, both from its original

name and its contents, can be no other than that Booh of Kings

the origin of which was explained at the beginning of this

work.^ In it are found very many utterances and deeds of great

editor of the Book of the Twelve Pro- firm error.

pkets {Dodecajrropheton) might publish it - Vol. i. pp. 133-1 G8. This book was
about 450-4-tO B.C. The case is similar called also rchu ^aaiAdwu, l/n^V^ro
with the Book of Jeremiah. This has ^ .. .

' •'

been shown at length in the Prophets of or pblolO ZLfc-05 (formed according

the Old Testament, 2n(l edit. 1867 [Eng- to Hch. Gram. § 270 c); see the Onomas-
lish ed. London, 1875-1881]. ticoji Locornm S. S. of the Fathers,

' The name Book of the Twelve does Hippol. in Lagarde's Anal. Syr. p. 86, 9.

not correspond quite accurat(4y to the Assemani's Bihl. Or. iii, 1. p. 507, and
true consents and origin of the book any Badger's 3Wana??5, vol. ii.p. 87 (whether
more than the name of the Book of Isaiah also 368, 371 sq. comp. the passages in

to its origin and contents. It is allow- \'\\ Dicterich's Comm. de Psalterii usic

able to retain names of this kind which puhlico et divisione in Ecclesia Si/riaoa,

have become usual if they are not mis- JMarb. 1862); also Epiphan. Hcer. xxix. 7.

understood and the object is not to con-
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propliets of whom those four prophetic books contain nothing

;

and this great book might also ser^e at the same time another

important purpose which coukl not be overlooked in the forma-

tion of such a collection. For as the true religion which was
to be retained, and for the perpetuation of the doctrines and
truths of which this collection of authoritative writings was
founded, had already been most plainly revealed as regards its

claims and its truths in the long history of the nation itself, the

necessity was felt of possessing a trustworthy and complete his-

torical work on the times between Moses and Joshua and the

destruction of the ancient kingdom. For this purpose there

was no work which more deserved to be received into the col-

lection than this Book of the Kings. In fact, with it the whole

of the ancient history of the community, from the times of

Moses and Joshua to the destruction of Jerusalem, could be

comprised almost without a gap ; and if it could bring encou-

ragement and invigoration to this later generation to look back

to the noble deeds of its forefathers, it must still more serve to

instruct it to follow thus in one continuous view the history of

all true religion from its first commencement, through all sub-

sequent times, down to the gloomy beginning of the present.

On this account the Book of Kings received its place before

those of the Prophets.

As the first five books of the nucleus of Sacred Scrip-

ture, bringing the records down to the death of Moses, were
gradually separated from the rest under the name of ' Books of

Moses,' and as the}^ also acquired special importance as the
' Book of Law,' the Book of Joshua was by degrees connected
more closely with the Book of Kings. The latter book could

readily be divided into three books of nearly equal length,

which were then appropriately called the Book of Judges and
First and Second Books of Kings. ^ The result was that those

historical books which contained the Primitive History of the

Pentateuch down to the destruction of Jerusalem were suit-

ably broken up into exactly four books of about the same size

as the four books of the Prophets just mentioned. However,
we have still a trace of the influence of the original connection

of the Book of Joshua with the Pentateuch in the record that a

Mosaic Octateuch was also spoken of,^ the Book of Judges, and
that of Ruth (separately quoted in ac. ordance with somewhat

' The further division into four books comp. his Two Epistles (published in
of Kings, or (which is very inappropriate) Syriac by Dr. W. Wright, Journal of
into two of Samuel and two of Kings, is Sacred Lit. 1867), p. 19.

much later; it appears, however, as early ^ ]^ g Eulogius in Photius' Bi^l. cod.
as the seventh century, in Jacob of Edessa, 230, p. 285 b, ed. Bekk.
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later usage), being adtled to tlie six. We may add that the

books were left exactly in the state in whicli they were then

fonnd, withont any scrupulons concern with regard to repeti-

tions or small discrepancies whicli might occnr in them ;
' as,

in fact, all scrupulosity and excessive painstaking with regard

to Sacred Scripture arose gradually at a much later period.

8. But to these two works, which were alike as regards

the main purpose of their reception, as was shown above, there

was added further a work of an entirely different character and

with another immediate object

—

the Davidic Boohs, by which

no other work can be meant than our present Psalter, with its

three fundamental divisions.^ Many of these lyrics had long

been used in the Temple services at Jerusalem, and many more

recent ones in the great treasury of lyrics might easily serve

the same purpose, and others for edification and instruction. It

was also strongly felt, withont doubt, that many of the highest

truths of the ancient religion, in which it was resolved henceforth

to live, had found utterance in this lyric treasury in a more

impressive form than perhaps anywhere else. And accordingly,

for all these reasons, the happy resolution was arrived at to

place the Psalter on essentially the same lofty elevation as the

other model writings occupied. In assigning to the collec-

tion this high position the same freedom from scrupulous

anxiety j)revailed. For the work was evidently left unaltered

in the form it had assumed under the hands of the best poets

and collectors of lyrics, without anxiously asking whether a par-

ticular lyric of the hundred and fifty was equally well adapted

or not for the highest end of a sacred collection. And the real

marvel is in the case of this as well as of the other books that,

as already sprung of themselves from the divinest nature and

life of this community, they existed without design before they

became sacred, the sacredness which they in the end obtained

being, therefore, no artificial and designed characteristic.

Moreover, there is no difficulty in supposing that the Psalter

which then became sacred was exactly the same in extent as

we find it ever afterwards. In the first centuries of the New

' Such as the repetitions in Judgos i. found hero and there Letwoon the different

and in the Book of Joshua. All such books, and whicli, important as they were

matters have been discussed in the earlier in themselves, were as regards the great

portions of this work at the places in object of the collection of no moment
question. In this respect also the Canon whatever.

of the Old Ti-stament arose in the same '^ As early as 1839 I showed in the

way as that of the New Testament, For first volume of niy Dichfer des Alien

in the case of the latter no one enquired Buiidcs that the division of the Psalter

when it was being collected after the into five parts was far later and arose

smaller contradictions which might be from a misunderstanding.
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Jerusalem particularly the composition of lyrics, as well as the

collection of them, was prosecuted with new zeal, and it was
in that period that the Psalter, which subsequently became
sacred, received its final form ; and there is nothing in it which
comes lower down than the time of Nehemiah.* And thouo^h

the Psalter was always subsequently called Davidic from the

greatest and earliest of its poets, this title was not for a long
time understood in the strict sense it acquired afterwards.^

4. But in the last place, Royal Epistles concerning ' Devoted
Gifts ' were received into the above collection ; a book which, for

the reason to be given below, was subsequently left out of the

collection again, but the name and design of which we are able

clearly enough to gather. It was evidently a collection of docu-
ments or royal decrees in which the Heathen kings had spoken
favourably of the building of the New Jerusalem and its Temple,
and had promised votive offerings to the Temple ; which we may
suppose included gifts for the public sacrifices.^ There was no
wish as yet to receive a history of the New Jerusalem, and
thereby a kind of continuation of the early Book of Kings, into

this collection of Temple-writings, as the New Jerusalem was
scarcely a century old ; but a collection of royal decrees issued

in its favour appeared quite appropriate to form the con-

clusion of the new collection of authoritative books ; and it is

in this case, as to some extent also in that of the Davidic
Psalter in praise of the God of Sion, that we first fully per-

ceive that this collection was made in Jerusalem only and was
designed primarily for Jerusalem and its Temple.

Though Nehemiah is extolled in that short statement of

Maccabees as the author of this first enlargement of the Canon,

we need not understand this in the strictest sense of the word.

For Ezra was better qualified than Nehemiah to form a judg-

ment as to which were the best books ; and he also possessed

the proper authority for giving effect to his judgment. He
may, therefore, have prepared for this enlargement and have
essentially can ied it out ; and if the public acknowledgment of

the addition at some suitable opportunity on the part of the

entire community did not take place before Nehemiah's days,

the later account may have had good reason for mentioning his

' I have always perceived this and in presupposes a work of a composite cha-
later years have repeatedly and more racter ;

' words of Korach, Ethan, Asaph
definitely shown that there is no reason and the other Psalms,' are still distin-

for supposing that we have any Macca- guished from David's Pfsalms, Jsc. /sa. iv.

bean Psalms in the Psalter, see Jahrhh. 21 ; and we can see from Lagarde's Anal.
der B. W. vi. pp. 20 sq. ; ix. pp. 95, 172. Syr. pp. 83-87 what great freedom Hip-

- The very name TO ToG AauiS, 2 Mace, polytus exercised.
ii. 13, points to more than one book and "=* Comp. vol. v. pp. 48, 136 sq.
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name in this connection. Moreover, according to the constitu-

tion of that period, the full legal authority for such an act

would belong to Nehemiah as the governor.

From that time the Canon as thus increased was regarded

as ' the Bible ' of that period, and a passage, for instance, was

quoted from the Book of Jeremiah as standing in the Boohs,^ or,

as we say, in the Bible.

The Maccahean Canon.

Thus perfectly appropriate was Nehemiah's Canon, and thus

fully is the brief notice regarding it confirmed. By this en-

largement of the Canon accordingly once more a noble store

of the most important books of the ancient nation had been

rescued for all time. But no attempt at fixing the Canon of a

considerable number of different works can prove adequate for

all future nges, as we may perceive in this very example of

Nehemiah's Canon. Though the collection may in general be

perfectly appropriate, probably one or another of the different

books will turn out to be less necessary for all time ; and it

may still more easily happen that some works will not be so

soon received, because they appear less necessa ry, although

when wholly rejected they would gradually be felt to be a great

loss. Some works may well have a place on the border line,

not appearing to be absolutely necessary for the highest pur-

pose of the collection and yet being important enough not to be

excluded. In intrinsic excellence, too, the literary works which

become famous and are much read in a nation during the cour?^

of centuries cannot be so absolutely separated from each, other

that they consist solely of those which are clearly the best and

of those which are wholly unworthy, but the opinion as to th e

necessity, or at all events advisability of the reception of some
of them may be divided for a considerable time until at last it

is settled. All this which will be repeated subsequently in a

much larger extent can be observed thus early if we only pay

careful heed. And it was undoubtedly a happy circumstance

that in those centuries, notwithstanding the selection of authori-

tative works now made, some better books from the previous

nobler times of the nation were preserved, sustained by the

love and regard of at least some chosen spirits of the declining

people ; it is only too easy, after such a selection has become pre-

' D"'13D3 i-e. «" Tot's PiP\iois, I);in. or befure the second enlargoinont of the

ix. 2. This'usf^ of the term was therefore p^"'^" ' ^^f ^ of great importunco for the

usual whenth«13ookof Daniel was written,
'n^tory of the latter.
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dominant, that all the remaining works of antiqnitj sliould

gradually perish, and amongst them some deserving of per-

manent preservation. But in this case there arrived the favour-
able moment when works of this kind which had lon^r seemed
less necessary met with reception in addition to the existing

collection, and thus the entire Canon obtained a second great

enlargement of lasting importance.

For the works which had been received in the second collec-

tion owed their unity and their higher claims to the fact that
the largest and most important portion of them came from the

times of the second great epoch of the general history of Israel,

the few later pieces amongst them only being from the tran-

sition period preceding the third epoch. This second epoch
brought with it the greatest activity of that power which was
from the first the highest in this long national history, the

prophetic power ; and the activity of this power, working in

entirely different directions from that in which it worked when
Moses founded the kingdom of Jahveh, had produced literary

works also such as no Moses could produce in his day. The
great work which we have seen ^ had now long constituted the

basis of all Sacred Scriptures had, on the other hand, although
only partially composed of actual writings of the first great

epoch of the histor}^, merely the primitive period of the nation

and the community of Jahveh as its subject, and in it again

particularly the Law of Moses as the permanent basis of all its

spiritual life ; in fact, it was around this Law, as the earliest

written basis of all the higher literature of Israel, that all the

remaining literary works in it were first collected. As, there-

fore, the first and fundamental book of the Sacred Scriptures

gathered up the highest contents of the first epoch, so this

second stratum of Scriptures gathered up those of the second

epoch ; and the increasing coalescence of the two strata could

not be more concisely or more appropriately described than by
the two connected names tlie Law and the Prophets, which now
came into use. But although in reality the most important and
lasting constituents of a sacred literature of the ancient nation

as it existed before Christ were thereby in general completely

supplied, and although this nation's literature could not again

during the course of the third epoch, with its growing want of

prophets, easily rise to the pure height of those model writings,

the higher flight of the mind of Israel was still not so quickly

exhausted ; and in the course of these centuries also there were
gradually produced a few writings which might appear quite

' Ante, p. 319 sq.
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worthy of being connected with the earlier ones. Moreover,

the kingdom of the true religion, as it was developed during

those centuries, was confined, in spite of its apparently constantly

widening extension, really more and more to Judali and Jeru-

salem, so that everything of a sacred character had necessarily to

assume increasingly a special reference to this narrowed domes-

tic sphere. And when once this tendency had been for a time

dominant, it sought naturally expression in the formation of the

whole collection of Sacred Scriptures, as the formation of it was

part of the most important and active efforts of those years.

As, therefore, in this way at least three powerful motives com-
bined to keep alive the progressive formation of the collection

of Sacred Scriptures, all that was wanting was a favourable

moment in the course of the third great epoch of the history

when they might altogether execute the needful work.

According to all indications the commencement of the

enlargement of the existing Canon was made as early as the

first century of the Greek supremacy, when the third and last

portion of the Chronicles, under the name of the Booh of Ezra,

was received, evidently for the reason that it was of great im-

portance as regards the sacred history of Jerusalem and accord-

ingly for the continuation of the existing Canonical Books of

Kings. But the really favourable moment did not arrive before

the time of the Maccabees, once more in reality a great period

in the history of the Ancient Community, which still possessed

vigour enough to produce much that was of lasting value, and
particularly the completion of this second and final enlarge-

ment of the Judean Canon. In consequence of the complete

revolution in the national habits which was made in the Greek
period, the writings of the earlier centuries were ra23idly perish-

ing ; but this Maccabean rising was once more truly national,

and sufficiently justified by the true ancient religion, to have

the most intense and active feeling for the renown of the ancient

nation in every respect, and also to value highly the best of the

writings which were of importance for the religion and the

honour of Israel. Thus a new enlargement of the Canon was
at that time carried out, consisting partly of earlier writings,

which might have been received probably at the first enlarge-

nient and the greatness of which had borne the fire of every test

and approved themselves more and more as worthy, and partly

of more recent books which had been written afterwards, but

still appeared to be ah-eady worthy of higher distinction and
permanent preservation. For unhappily it was already certain

that all Hebrew books which were nut received into the sacred
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collection might easily perish. We can also plainly enough

discern the immediate occasion which produced the new

arrano-ement. For we know from the same source to which

we owe the above particular account of Nehemiah that the first

Maccabean, Judas, re-collected the collection of Sacred Scriptures

which had been broken up by the war.^ This can refer only to

the model writings of the collection, which, according to ancient

practice, were preserved in the Temple.^ This collection was

destroyed in the destruction which overtook all the sacred

things of the Temple ; but as soon as Judas reconquered the

Temple hill, and restored the sacred things in it,^ he undoubt-

edly restored likewise the sacred collection of Temple books.

And at this restoration a few writings were very naturally

received for the first time, which for some time previously had

gradually obtained general high appreciation. The books which

were then received were the following seven or eight works :

—

I. ThethreeBool'sof Solomon and the Booh of Job. The latter

book and the Book of Proverbs had by that time passed through

a considerable history, and might by virtue of their age and

intrinsic excellence have been received into Nehemiah's Canon,

if the principle had not then evidently been followed of not

receiving purely poetic books which only remotely served for

instruction in the true religion. It is one of the best indications

of the healthy feeling of this period that they were now
admitted. The Canticles also had then had, as the text of the

book shoAvs, a long history, and appears, as it bore Solomon's

name at its head, to have been admitted because it had been

preserved as by miracle from such an early time ; for it cannot

be proved, and is in itself improbable, that it was at this time

allegorised and by that means found worthy of reception. "^

The Book of Ecclesiastes (Koheleth), on the other hand, came

into the Canon in almost its original condition, because it Avas

then not very old, and it probably found admission because

it contained so many fine sayings which were so instructive to

the later generations, as well as on account of its having been

written in the name of Solomon. In fact, these two small

' 2 Mace. ii. 14. We have not the ^ See vol. v. p. 311.

slightest reason for regarding this state- ' Some figures and phrases in the

ment as imhistorical, as it may have New Testament seem to show that many
come to the author of this epistle like who then disregarded everything belong-

the previous statement from a reliable ing to common liistory swallowed down

source. ^^^^ Canticles with something like a holy

-The relation which wo found in enthusiasm; but that is not strictly all e-

earlier times (see ante, p. 319) was un- gory. The first traces of this are met

duuhtedly repeated substantially later, as with iu M. Taanith, iv. 8; but Rabbi

may be inferred from numerous indica- Akilia will have defended the book (see

tions. below) by moans of allegory.
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poetic books would never have found admission liad tliey stood

alone, and had not been like appendixes to the two larger ones

;

and we of later times may be glad that such valuable pieces

were saved in this way. Similarly in the case of the previous

collection the small Book of Lamentations came into the Canon
only as an appendix of the Book of Jeremiah. To those four

poetical books the Psalter was appropriately added.

2. To these five was then added a prophetical book—that

of Daniel—which was then quite new, but the prophecies of

which had already in one respect been wonderfully fulfilled,^

and which most vividly represented the spirit of this age, so

that it was at once deemed worthy of this high distinction.

We can still observe by plain traces that it very early attained

higher authority.^

3. But now two or three historical books were further

added. In the first place, the small Book of Esther, which was
written a century or a century and a half before, but owed its

reception simply on account of the Feast of Purim, which was
kept in Jerusalem at this time with new zeal,^ as it admitted

of a reference to Grecian influences as well as to Heathenism
generally. In the second j^lace, the Chronicles. But of these,

the third and last part, the Booh of Ezra as it is generally called,

had evidentl}' been received a century before, the Royal Decrees

concerning devoted gifts,^ which formed the conclusion at the

previous enlargement of the Canon, being now probably first

omitted in its favour. It might more particularly be strongly

felt that royal decrees of this kind, as issued by Heathen kings,

were not quite adapted to form a part of Sacred ScrijDture; and
as the most essential subject-matter of these decrees had found
its way into the closing part of the Chronicles, they might
the more easily be omitted at this reconstruction of the Canon.
Perhaps a hundred years, however, after the first admission of

the Book of Ezra, the second part of the Chronicles was also

added, but placed after the other already admitted smaller por-

tion ;
^ and therein a complete genealogical book, which was

specially important for Jerusalem, had been received. And on
this occasion also the question was not anxiously weighed
whether the Chronicles agreed in every particular with the

• Vol. V. p. 305. observanco of the Feast of Pnrim began
- P;u-ticularly from the Book of Enoch after our period to spread to other e >un-

and the earliest book of .Sibyllino poems

:

trios, e.g. E;:;ypt, as tlio later editors

sec my Ahhandiunij ilbcr die Slhyllcnb'dchcr, souglit especially to promote this object

;

pp. 23 sq. see vol. v, pp. 233 .sq.

'^ It is plainly observable in the later ' Ante, p. 330.

editions of the Book of Esther that the ^ 8oo further vol. i. p. 11)6.
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narratives in the historical books ah'eacly received at the first

extension of the Canon or not. Mnch more regard was paid to

the amplitude of the accounts ; and, as in later times when the

four Gospels were received, the wholesome opinion was enter-

tained that the accounts of all the books could some day be

reconciled.

This was the second extension of the Canon. By it writings

of very varied character were admitted, as was naturally the case

with a great appendix. And many of the noblest testimonies

with regard to the life and operation of the true religion in the

period of its greatest purity were thus fortunately preserved,

whilst any increase of the materials for the general history of

the nation cannot but be most welcome to us moderns. It

cannot, however, be denied that the writings of the later period

which were received among these very various additions were

not quite eqnal to the earlier ones in intrinsic excellence, and

that thus the Canon of the Old Testament, as it was at last

settled, witnesses to the gradual diminution of the purest and

mightiest spirit of the true religion. It is equally undeniable

that the admission of the Book of Esther, which was now re-

solved on, was almost entirely owing to the special Judean

tendency of these last centuries, as to an unavoidable necessity,

and that the admission of the Chronicles was determined chiefly

out of consideration for Jerusalem, where this completion of the

Judean Canon w^as effected.

That part of the Ancient Community which was the ruling

one from the times of the Maccabees, especially the learned

schools in Jerusalem, held fast ever after to this Canon, under

the persuasion that none of the other Hebrew-Aramaic books

of ancient or more recent times could be compared with these

as regards the great subject of the true religion and its laws

and customs. The whole collection was soon regarded in these

circles as the absolutely sa,cred one ; and even the recollection

of the particulars of its formation was so soon lost that two

centuries and a half later even the learned Fl. Josephus no

longer knows anything certain about it, and in his great

historical work is wholly silent about the history of the Canon.

It is also very remarkable how tenaciously this succession of the

single books of the Canon, which arose in the purely historical

manner above described, has survived even in the present Hebrew

Bible, so that we can even now tell from it, in conjunction with

the other historical traces and remarks, how the whole col-

lection was formed by three stages, and why each book was ad-

mitted at its j)iii'ticular time. Moreover, an intrinsically sacred
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number, as was thought, was soon obtained, which, from that

time, seemed for ever to limit the number of all the sacred books
;

for when the ancient Book of Kings was divided into the above-

mentioned three books, the result was exactly twenty-two books,

which was the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet, and

this number easily came to be regarded as for ever unalterable;

so that even as late as the second and third century after Christ

it was adhered to in many circles^ It also became customary

to distinguish three principal divisions of the whole collection,

corresponding almost exactly to the three strata in which it had

been formed. For, even after the first extension of the Canon,

three parts might be distinguished in it, as Law, Prophets,

and Lyrics ; since the historical books between the Pentateuch

and the Prophetic books were intended, in accordance with the

highest purpose of the collection, principally to serve to show
the operation of the prophetic spirit after Moses also, while

the documents added at the end could not in any way be

regarded as of equal importance. Besides this, there arose in

these centuries the custom of reading every Sabbath in the

Synagogues after a portion from the Pentateuch also a portion

from one of the Prophets,^ which was naturally followed by the

singing of a Psalm ; and at all events, as regards the contents

of the books, Law% Prophets, and Psalms were thus always the

three principal parts of the whole collection. After the second

enlargement of the Canon had taken place, which was, as above

shown, attached to the Psalter, it became customary still to call

this larger collection briefly Law, Prophets, mid Psalms ;
^ since

the Psalter might now be regarded as the first and most im-

portant book of the entire third section. At all events, it was
difficult to find an appropriate name for this third part with the

Psalter at its head, since, as regards subject-matter, it con-

tained widely differing books : hence the title sometimes also

ran Law, Projjhets, and the other hoohs^ Not before the first

' Thus thoiigli not Melito yet the Niccphori Stichomotria, see CrediK-r'sZ/^r

much more learned Origen in Euseb. Ecc. Gcschichte des Kanons, pp. 117 sq.

HisiAv. 26 ; vi. 25, and still later Jerome
;

'^ The earliest evidence of this is met
Jos. also, Contra Ap. i. 8, speaks of twenty- with, Luke iv. 17 ; Acts xiii. 15, 27 ; xv.

two books, although in this passage he 21 ; but the custom of reading also from
really only wishes to speak of them in as the Prophets in the Synagogues was cer-

far as they are historical sources. This tainly in existence from the times of the
computation of twenty-two sacred books of Maccabees. That Psalms were sung in

the Old Testament was continued longest those Synagogues in which it was possible
of all amongst the Greek scholars, even follows from the fact that 1 he same cus-

though detfiils were variously given ; thus tom prevailed in the Cliri.stian churches
tw^euty-t"wo books are mentioned, the from the first.

Book of Esther being excluded, in the ^ Luke xxiv. 44.

so-called Athanasian Synopsis and in ^ Thus in the original preface to the

VOL. VIII. Z
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centuries after Christ did it become the custom in the Judean

schools to call the books of the third division in this its larger

form simply writings (Kethubim), as they contained the direct

word of God in a less degree than the Law and the Prophets,

whilst it was self-evident that in this connection only sacred

writings were in all cases intended.^ But, instead of calling the

whole collection, as it then was. Law, Froiihets, and Writings,

all Sacred Scripture was still more briefly known as Law and

Prophets after the first two original constituents,^ or most

briefly as the Law.^

Variations.—The Ilellenistic Canon.

But however definitely the number of the sacred books now
seemed to be fixed, it was nevertheless in reality by no means

rigidly determined previous to the destruction of Jerusalem.

The reason of the new variations and tendencies to further

addition lay in the brief duration of the rising of the Maccabees

and in the growing general disorganisation of these later cen-

turies.'' The above determination of the Canon proceeded from

that division of the nation which in all those centuries of the

Hagiocracy remained the most powerful both in the schools and

among the people, to which at the end of this period Fl. Josephus

still belonged, and which even after the destruction of Jeru-

salem came again into power under a diff"erent form.^ On this

account it seemed to the later Rabbis of this party, with their

confused knowledge of the past, that the Canon had been fixed

by the men of the Great Synagogue, by whom they understood

only the most famous ancient teachers of the ruling party .^ But

among those who stood intellectually or even only locally at a

distance from this ruling party of the University in Jerusalem,

Wisdom of the son of Sirach; or Laws, - Ante, pp. 325 sq.

Frophctic Utterances, Songs, and other =* d vojjlos is often used in this sense

Sacred Writings, Philo, Be Vita Contenipl. in the authentic works of the Apostle

cap. 3. John.
' All sacred writings are called briefly * As was described vol. v. pp. 359 sq.

at 'ypa(pai, or as one whole t] 'ypa(pr] ; Init if ^ As was shown ante, pp. 27 sq.

the three parts are to be distinguished, * See vol. v. pp. 168 sq. Fl. Josephus,

the first two are something more than Contra Ap. i. 8, has similarly only an in-

this. Hence it was not necessary for distinct idea of the age of the latest sacred

Jerome to render the name more writings ; since Artaxerxes I. is the last

•^hmilyhy Hagiograp)ha. The three names Persian king mentioned in them, he sup-

D^l-iriB D-i^^Qi niin continually reciir posed thit by his time holy men had

inthe Talmud', and according to Sanh. fol.
recorded everything, Imt tlmt all books

90 h, the Sadducees in their disputes with 7^-'"en later did not belong to the Canon

Eabban Garaabel {ante, p. 34) had al- (^^"^P-
f^""

^he Jahrbb. cler B. W. vu. pp.

ready used these same three names. ^^'^
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there arose in this matter also considerable differences of view,

which we can still, at least in part, plainly enough perceive.

In the first place we might expect that the Sadducees, who
even before the times of the Maccabees had their own firm con-

victioi.s, will have made all kinds of objections to the Canon
as extended by the other party. We have, it is true, no very

old and quite precise accounts of this, as everything con-

cerning the Sadducees is very incompletely recorded ; but

the Samaritans state that, like themselves, they acknowledged

the Pentateuch only,' even if they declined to do more in a

less hostile way than the Samaritans. When Christ contends

with them he appeals to the Pentateuch alone ;
'^ and other

writers make similar statements.^ It is, however, also im-

probable that, with their opinions,'' they should have acknow-

ledged the Book of Daniel.'' Besides, we know that they were

fond of special books of their own,^ which is always of itself the

beginning of a separate Canon.

The case of the Essenes was similar, though in the details

for quite different reasons. They did not indeed refuse to

accept any of the Sacred Books, but, as they carried out the

Law far more punctiliously than even the Pharisees,^ it is not

surprising that they regarded the Pentateuch as holy above all

the rest; and it is very remarkable that Philo also, who closely

resembles them in many of his opinions, uses the other books

much more rarely than the Pentateuch, and does not mention

some of them at all.^ Some books among those last incor-

porated were, besides, evidently used much less amongst the

mass of the people, as we can see plainly enough from the New
Testament and other early Christian writings. And it is at

any rate remarkable that the Book of Esther is nowhere quoted

in the New Testament and early Christian writings, and that

it was even omitted from the Canonical books in the ancient

Greek Canon .^ It is still more remarkable that the Book of

Ecclesiastes is used neither in the New Testament nor in Philo;

the general use of the Chronicles was the more unnecessary, as

their important contents were mostly found elsewhere also.

' lu Abulfatch's Ann. Sam. p. 102. been ol.ligod, according to the story, G.

9 sq. Sanh. fol. 90 h, to appeal for a proof of

2 Matt. xxii. 23-33. Christ might the resurrection when disputing with

otherwise have e8tal)li.shed his point from them merely to the words Cant. vii. 10

the Scriptures much more easily. [A. V. v. 9] (especially to the word
3 Pig. OriiTLU, Confra Cch. i. 49, Qtjj^M among all the iif^;'/'MA?/;i.

Jerome on Matt. xxii. 24, affirm it but « D^pH"^* '•"IDCD- ^^- '"^anh. fol. 100 h.

without naiuing their authority. 7 See vol. v. p. 372.
Sec vol. Y. p. 278. s Comp. vol. vii. p. 209.
And Gamaliel would not then have o

^i)itc, p. 337.

z 2
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The Pentateuch, the Prophets (though not every part of these

alike), the Psalms, the first Book of Kings, and portions of the

Book of Job and of the Proverbs remained, notwithstanding

all extensions of the Canon, until the destruction of Jerusalem

the ' Scriptures ' which were most used in common life.

But the Essenes liked to use certain books of their own
besides,^ and in this respect also passed the limits which the

Hagiocracy wished to be kept. But what is here the most
remarkable and the most decisive for the future is that the

common people were less and less willing to remain within

these restrictions, just as we know from other sources that the

Hagiocracy, in spite of all its arrogance and exertions, was able

to attain its objects in many respects only verj incompletely.

For it is unmistakable that in the last period before the de-

struction of Jerusalem the Canon was again gradually consi-

derably extended, as by the involuntary progressive life and
development of the nation of the true religion, just as if a third

fundamental enlargement of it was about to take place. In

truth, the former enlargement of the Canon was thereby seeking

its continuation, and there was still enough healthy feeling

left in the nation for this, and, indeed, in some respects, a

wholly new and fresh life was infused into it, which did not

remain without its great influence on this matter of the Canon.
A collection which has become thus extensive may easily grow
wider of itself; and whilst, as was shown above, portions of it

came less into common use, many other books not until now
permanently connected with it appeared to be nevertheless

equally valuable. A sacred book was until then considered

as sacred rather as a whole simply, more regard being paid to

its contents and essence than to its letter and outward extent,

and true religion and the deepest edification were more sought
in it than anything else : if similar excellences were found in

other writings, they were the more easily added to it ; and
the stream of recent literature was still abundant enough.
Such was the case, at least, with the great masses of the people

who sought good reading and edification, although the biblical

scholars might keep more strictly to the Canon. Of course all

these new writings which thus gradually crept in did not in

genera] equal the more ancient in intrinsic excellence ; but, on
the one hand, these more ancient works were in parts now but

' The 'sacred books,' which, according p. 377. The Book of Enoch is in its

to Jos. BcU. Jud. i\. S. 12, the Essenes latest portions only the work of an author
used in their oracles, may have been the who has many of the characteristics of
usual ones, but ii. 8. 6 peculiar ones of the Essenes, see my Ahhandluvg on this
their own are intended ; comp. vol. v. book, pp. 47, 56.
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very imperfectly understood by tlieir readers, whilst the more
recent ones were very well understood ; and, on the other hand,
the contents of the more recent ones were in many respects the

most interesting* to the readers of that day, and they were

already, for other reasons, widely read.

Nevertheless, an important circumstance had to intervene

to bi'ing- about this introduction of a recent literatiu-e which
had been gradually approaching irresistibly. This strong

movement could scarcely have failed to meet with powerful

hindrances in Jerusalem immediately under the eyes of the

Hagiocracy ; but it was different among the Hellenists. In
Egypt and elsewhere among the Hellenists there gradually

arose a great desire to translate Judean books, and to read

them when translated; and there was hardly an attractive Judean
book which was not at once translated. Now, as there was in

general greater freedom among the Hellenists, and they felt

themselves less restricted by the University at Jerusalem, those

translated books which did not beloiig to the Canon of the bibli-

cal scholars were gradually more valued by very many readers, and
more or less closely connected with the ancient sacred ones. They
could be less easily distinguished in translations from the ancient

Hebrew ones, and the latter were not read in the original. Books
of kindred subject-matter found their way into the Canon most
easily and generally, as, for example, the little Book of Baruch

'

got more and more closely connected with the large Book of

Jeremiah ; revised and augmented books of the Canon, as the

Book of Daniel and that of Esther,^ were in these quarters

welcomed the soonest ; books in which lofty divine voices were

heard, even if only from the lips of an ancient hero, e.g. of an
Enoch and other patriarchal saints, to whom in former times

no writings had been ascribed, pleased these readers often all

the more ; and gradually a book crept in here and there which
had not even been translated from a Hebrew-Aramaic work,

but was originally Avritten in Greek. The most important of

the scholars among the Hellenists who remained conscien-

tiously true to their connection with the Hagiocracy in Jeru-

salem, like Philo, held aloof from this great and growing

introduction of other books, and on this account also were so

prone to adhere all the more closely to the Pentateuch, but

the desire for sach writings was much stronger than they were,

and it was thought that honour and esteem for many instruc-

tive and edifying writings could be best shown by connecting

' See vol. V. pp. 206 sq. '^ As has b<'en shown, vol. v. pp. 180, 233 sq.
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tliem as closely as possible with the ancient sacred ones. The

Canon, as thus extended, g-radually spread even over Palestine,

finding an easy acceptance, at least with those who felt them-

selves more independent of the Hagiocracy ; it was at the

same time a sign of the influx of Greek culture and language,

and of the gradual decay and disappearance of an adequate

knowledge of Hebrew. Hence it is not at all surprising that

this Canon was particularly acceptable to most Christians:

even the new burning thirst for higher teaching and effective

exhortation, which was so characteristic of Christianity, often

tried to find gratification from such sources. The New Testa-

ment and other early Christian writings still supply us with the

plainest idea of this new Canon which was then coming into

being. Some of these authors avoid, as if intentionally, the

use of such writings as sacred, and only, as if involuntarily,

cause us to gather from the figures and words which they use

that they were well acquainted with them. Others make a

freer use of them, and cite them as sacred ; and this freedom

of quotation from such writings as sacred clearly increases with

the lapse of time.^

We may call this the Hellenistic Canon. Of course, if by
' Canon ' be understood a collection of sacred writings which

must have necessarily been first investigated and acknowledged

by an official body of learned men, the name is inappropriate

:

but such a meaning does not necessarily lie in the idea of the

Canon ; and the whole history of the Canon shows that it was

always formed by the general convictions and wants of the

people, until perhaps a more definite decision from higher

authorities was invoked or otherwise made unavoidable. But

if the Canon is fundamentally and intrinsically nothing but a

religious standard according to which books are valued and

made sacred, we can also speak of a Hellenistic Canon ; for the

former Canon was now gradually and spontaneously enlarged

according to a standard which was becoming decisive to a very

large portion of the ancient nation deserving of all respect,

that is, the principle of valuing and reverencing as sacred all

books in which it was thought mighty words of God or edifying

accounts of the struggles for God's cause were to be found, pro-

vided they could be regarded as coming from a more ancient,

and therefore worthier time: for these two conditions were

here held to be necessary, and prevented the incorporation of

* I have elsewhere shown in detail on or less openly as sacred writings. But at

many occasions that in the books of the all events Paul, e.g., uses tTiora much
New Testament a large number of so- less than Jamos or Jude,

called Apocryphal books are used more
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writings in wliicli the modern author and the modern time were
too evident. Here, too, there was therefore a Canon ; but it

did not reach actual completion, lirst, because on account of

the enormous diffusion of Hellenistic literature in distant coun-

tries this or that book continued here or there to be arbitrarily

more highly valued ; and then still more because, like every-

thing Hellenistic, it was violently interrupted by the destruction

of Jerusalem, and totally destroyed precisely in those circles in

which it had first been formed, as will be described below.

Till close upon the destruction of Jerusalem, however, the

general condition of the Canon was still very favourable to such

a new extension. For, as before remarked, the simple-minded

of the people sought in the Scriptures simply edification and
instruction from the sacred dimness of far-off antiquity, so that

they were easily satisfied with any writing that fulfilled this

condition. A more superstitious reverence for the letter of the

Scriptures as sacred, such as was developed after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, and reached its culmination in the Mas-
soretic period, was more alien to the nature of the time, and
the first beginnings of it scarcely appear. A Greek Bible had
not yet been, as it afterwards was,^ forbidden among the

Judeans, and, in spite of the Hagiocracy, intellectual freedom

was still large outside the University in Jerusalem. A list of

the books belonp^ino^ to the Canon as it had last been deter-

mined doubtless existed, but it was not yet very generally

acknowledged and pronounced sacred. Moreover, the books of

the Scriptures were not always kept together in one great

manuscript, but were often copied singly and disseminated in a

separate form, so that fresh writings could easily be appended

or otherwise added. Besides, recastings and extensions of an

ancient sacred work were still not infrequent in this period,

which can, generally speaking, be rightly called the Hellenistic
;

and the treatment of the several copies was also still very free :

things which we can assure ourselves of from sufficiently

numerous and unmistakable indications.

Since this Canon was thus completely interrupted during its

formation, at a time when as yet a general agreement as to its

details had nowhere been arrived at, we are not able to give a

list of the books incorporated in it. Their number and character

differed widely with the various communities, and even with the

wishes of individual readers : and inasmuch as we learn almost

all that we know of these books from Christian sources only, as

will be seen below, it is on this account also difficult for us to

' Ante, p. 2G9.
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judge of its condition in detail among the Hellenists. We can
clearly see only that the books which were admitted here and
there into it were in general more recent than the Book of

Daniel. The Books of Barncli and Tobit, however, wliicli were
among those most generally read, were from the fourth and
third centuries B.C.,' and the original Book of the Son of Sirach

also was somewhat older than the Book of Daniel.'^ And in

general we may be very glad, looking at the matter from a

purely historical point of view, that this extension of the Canon
was at all events attempted. By its means several books have
been finally preserved which would otherwise have been involved

in the terrible general destruction which, after the fall of

Jerusalem, swallowed up all Judseo-Hellenistic products.

We possess, however, in a remarkable manner, precisely

from that time in which this destruction threatened to be
completel}^ carried out, a very instructive testimony concerning

it from a Judean, namely, the author of the 'Apocalypse of

Ezra,' above described.^ He had himself (as may be with good
reason asserted) taken part in the discussion whether besides

the twenty-two or twenty-four (as they had begun to compute
in some Judean schools) sacred books ^ acknowledged by the

scholars there could still be others which, although not pub-

licly to be placed on an equality with them, might still be

regarded by their readers as genuine inspired writings. For,

under the supposition that all books but the twenty-two or

twenty-four were simply profane, his book, in which in the

person of Ezra he introduced divine sayings, would from the

very first have had no claim to the slightest consideration. The
author, therefore, distinguishes from the twenty-four sacred

books to be publicly used a large number of others which were
only meant for the wise,'' that is, for private reading and

* According to vol. v. pp. 21)6 sq. ; and being appointed for the day of mourning
concerning the relation of the original mentioned vol. vii. p. 606 and ante, p. 28.

Book of Baruch to the Book of Daniel, In this way the Book of Ruth was at first

see now especially the Proi^hcts of the placed before the Psalter on account of

Old Testament, vol. v. pp. 321 sq. David, and the Book of Lamentations, as
2 According to vol. v. pp. 262 sq. being a small poetical book, after Solo-

^ Ante, pp. 47 sq. mon's Song. It became, however, later

^ 4 Ezra xiv. 44-46 is the most ^"^'^f
"s^^} ^^ '^PP^^'^ these five small

ancient testimony for the number of "^''^^^ ^^ those read at the feasts to the

twenty-four sacred books, adopted as the
Pentateuch with its similar Sabbath-

legal one in the Talmud. The reason of
Pai''' '''^" "^ "^ °" ^"^'"^

this change was no doubt the appointing below. ,,,.,. ^
of the five small l>ooks (Megilloth) for the .

- ^^ the whole of this passage, 4 Ezra

five annual festivals; the Book of Ruth ^^^'- ^^ ^i'ld the earhest distinction be-

was therefore made a separate book to be ^ween public sacred_ books, which may
read at Pentecost, and the Lamentations, als«,^e called canonical, and not public

formerly incorporated as an appendix to
^r hidden ones, airSKpvcpoi, D''T-1J| : the

the Book of Jeremiah, was separated as latter are not on this account necessarily
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meditation, not for public teaching before the people. Therefore,

just as God communicated to Moses some things for immediate

use in public, others more secretly, nut for [aiblic use,' so Ezra

was commanded to keep all that was here revealed to him

secret, as having reference only to a far-off future. But Ezra,

foreseeing that a generation with darkened minds would come
who would not keep the Law, and that the sacred Law (with

the other sacred books) would even one day be burnt,^ prayed

God to give him power to reproduce the sacred books ; and

tlius, being supernaturally strengthened, he dictated ninety-

four sacred books to his scribes within forty days,^ twenty-

four for public, seventy for private use, among the latter being

(as this account of course presupposes) this particular book of

Revelations. In this account, therefore, Ezra is looked upon

partly as the first restorer and partly as the author of all the

sacred books without exception ; but from the assumption of

the possibility of even seventy secret sacred books in round

numbers,^ it is clear enough how large the number of such

books was which were considered to be possible additions to

the fixed Canon.

But when such a number of more recent books gradually

found their way into the Hellenistic Canon—at one place more,

at another fewer—the above-mentioned ^ order of the books was

more and more altered. The historical basis of that order was

no longer understood, and on account of the great number of

sacred books the attempt was often made to place similar

ones together. In that case it was most logical to distinguish

only two series, prose (historical) and poetical books, among
which the prophetic books were placed, and in each of these

two series to let the individual books follow chronologically

simply.'' Yet some few books were placed differently at various

ba<l or profimo writini^s. The Talmud, reading ninety-four. Epiphanius, who
however, already speaks in a diflfcrent with the Greek learned Christians always

sense of D"*3V'*n outer, i.e. strange preferred to speak of only twenty-two
'

i"^ , , 111 sacred books of the Old Testament, divided
writings, or such ;is are to be excluded,

o-^^^^^^-'" ^. • , nn i to \t.1 1 4. n 1 4.1 c the number 94 into 22 and 72, comp. V.
never to be used at all, and therefore ^ , • V ^< „ V- j j • i ?
^i ,, , 1 1-I-4. Lansclois Collection dcs historiens ae
those to be condemnetl, among which it „/'=', . ..^ ^ i • iu

1 c< 1

1

rwJ ^- 1 XT i Armeiue, i. p. 406 ; more lorced is the
reckons Sadduceuu, Christian, and Hea- Y ['

. ' V-V- . • u i •; -j tni
then works

distinction of thirty-six books, ihid. p. 407.

' The words 4 Ezra xiv. 3-6 allude 5 a„j! t^' o*.>- 00

therefore to such books as the Book of „ This order has become the prevailing
Jubilees (vol. 1. p 201): and in this also

^^^ j,^ ^^^^ j^xX. and the Vulgate ; Tobit,
lies an indication that this book had then

j^^ jj^j^^ j^^^,^^^ j^^,^^, ^^^^^ f,,^, historical
been long in existence, as the words

bo )ks, Job is place 1 before the Psalter as
point especially to it.

y^^-^^„ ^^^.^j^^ ^l^^^^^ D^vid; the Books of
2 A/lie, p. 47. the Maccabees are, however, left quite at

3 In imitation of Ex. XXIV. 18. The the end. In Ethiopic Bibles Enoch comos

Ethiopic translation gives here the right consistently before Job.
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times and localities ; and an indistinct recollection that tliese two
series were not quite satisfactory, and that there had been a quite

different and more ancient division, actually once more led to the

distinction of three principal sections. • And if the twenty-two

books w^ere again more strictly adhered to, the tendency was to

divide these into three sections in such a way that the pro-

phetic together with the historical books were described as

books of post-Mosaic history (as is in a certain sense possible),

and the four poetical books were made into the third division.'-^

3. The New Testament Canon.

But whilst this Hellenistic Canon was still in formation,

there w^as already growing up in the special Christian corner of

the Ancient Community a literature sustained by the purest

spirit of its ancient sacred writings, and yet an altogether new
one, which was destined soon to set the world in astonishment

by its incomparable excellence ; and as in Christ himself the

purest and highest attainments which were at last to be

revealed and perfected in the Ancient Community appeared

with a far brighter radiance than had ever been dreamed of, in

the same way the new Christian literature was essentially a

production of the ancient nation ^ and, in spite of all the

poverty and misery and helplessness in which it arose, imme-
diately surpassed all the old literature by virtue of its own
peculiar power and subject-matter. It could and would not

surpass what was already admirably and abundantly supplied

in the earlier literature ; it did not claim to be itself sacred

nor to speak through the lips of holy men of old, still less to

place itself as sacred in opposition to what was acknowledged

to be such ; but rather proceeded simply from the most pressing

needs of the moment, and was nourished and elevated purely

by the loftiness and sanctity of the ancient sacred writings

;

but it ennobled all the special new things which it had to

' In the2)ecrc;!«;;t (rt'/f/se/ (in Credner's Esther stood at the end of the second

Zur Geschichte des Kanons, pp. 188 sq.) main division in his Bible, comp. ante,

\pe have (1) the Looks in the usual p. 338. But in Epiphan. also H(er.

Hellenistic order down to David and xxix. 9, the 7pa<|)6ra are identical with the

Solomon with all the gnomic books, o-rLxvpil, i.e. the four poetical books,

•without Job ; then (2) the Prophets in the =^ Luke is the only New Testament
strict sense ; and (3) Job, Tobit, Judith, writer known to us who was a Heathen
Esther, Ezra, and the Maccabees are by birth ; but he took earlier New Testa-

placed together as historic. ment writers in all respects as his models
;

2 Thus Jos. Contra Ap. i. 8: only he and, as it is, his two books belong to the

here cuts a poor figure as an historian New Testament only as historical works,
and thinks of the history in the Old and as such are of less account than the

Testament as brought down only ms far others,
as Artaxerxes I., because the Book of
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interpret with the lofty clearness and power peculiar to early

Christianity, as if the blessed calmness of loftiest assurance

had been added to the subjective confidence of the ancient

prophetic word, and as if what was sacred of old shone here

with a double sacredness. But all this has already been touched

on in detail in its proper place.

Hence as soon as this new and qnite unexpected and in-

comparable literature, in which was reflected the noblest pos-

sible productiveness of the ancient nation in writings and books,

had reached partial completeness in its various strata, and

was to a considerable extent properly aclcnowledged amongst

men, it was unavoidable that what was best and most approved

in it should become a new Canon to those who believed in the

lofty truth which it glorified. None of these writings made
pretensions to sacredness when they were first written and

circulated ; on the contrary, they all simply presupposed the

ancient sacred writings and appealed to them ; and yet the best

of them must at last as surely become sacred and as it were

form the final crown of the Old Testament as Christ must come

and close the great band of the men of God of the Ancient

Community. But this New Testament Canon could un-

doubtedly be the more easily formed as it was only added as a

last extension to the Canon which for centuries had on the one

hand been fixed for ever, but on the other was being continually

extended.

Now since it was added as this last enlargement, we can

trace its formation and development much more clearly than

in any earlier case. This last great extension of the original

Canon also took its rise amongst the people, the most im-

portant of these books, surviving the storms of time, be-

coming ever more indispensable and more sacred to the hearts

of all believers, until among the more learned also a more

general agreement arose concerning them and was by degrees

established. We still possess some records which enable us

clearly enough to perceive this origin of the whole collection.

For there have been preserved from about the earlier part

of the latter half of the second century fragments of a work
which described the various books which might or might

not be considered part of the Canon of the New Testament

;

this Miiratorian Frafjment (so called after its first modern

editor) is preserved in a bad Latin translation only, and only

in one manuscript with a very uncertain text, but neverthe-

less it is, as far as it can be made reliable use of, of the

greatest importance, as being the most ancient monument of
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the kind, and it throws the best light we have on some obscure

points.^ Not much hiter is the evidence of the Ancient Syriac

translation of the New Testament, now hnown to us in its

double form of the Peshito and Mepharsho.^ It does not con-

tain quite so many books, and furnishes proof that a Christian

church, so old and so independent as the Syrian, which was
also distinguished for its learning and science, and, besides,

was situated nearest to the Holy Land, preferred to restrict

itself to the fewest if they were only the most reliable and
necessary books. When this translation was made tlie books

wanting in it w^ere certainly hardly considered necessary in

any other Christian lands ; and later, when they were re-

ceived in the rest of the Christian church, this Syriac trans-

lation had been too long in use among its readers and was too

much reverenced for this addition to it to be easily resolved on.

And thus it remained as a witness to the extent of the Canon
in that early time. But Eusebius ^ also, in his account of the

New Testament Canon, translates us into the midst of the time

of the formation of this Canon, as he distinguishes so carefully

between the universally acknowledged books and the more or

less disputed ones, or those recognised only by single churches,

and separates these two classes from those to be altogether

rejected,'^ and also mentions particularlj^ the individual books

belonging to these two classes. And thus the dispute about

the acceptance or rejection of this or that book continued till

the fourth centurj^, and in some cases even later; but this is not

the place to follow that contention any farther ; besides, it was
not about the principal books at all. We must, however, show
that the permanent foundations of a New Testament Canon make
their appearance in these early times, and that it was already

practically in existence as far as the essentials were concerned.

We must, however, be careful in tracing the history of the

* Comp. Jahrhh, der B. W. viii. pp. he distinguishes from these as spurious,

125 sq. i.e. as evidently circulating under the
2 See on tlie Mepharsho (Cureton's nH,mes of those who were not their authors,

Fragments), Jahrhh. der B. W. ix. pp. G9 Acta Paidi, Pastor (see a7itc, pp. 232 sq.),

sq. Apocal. Petri, the Epistle of Barnahas
^ Ecc. Hist. iii. 25, comp. vi. 13 sq. (pp. 108 sq.) Si^axal of the Apostles (p.

25. Among the homologoumena he -pliices 201); but just as he (vi. 13) adds the

the four Gospels wirh the Acts, Paul's Epistle of Clement (pp. 205 sq.), he might
Epistles, the First Epistle of John and here have named many other writings

;

the First of Peter, and ' if such a then he speaks (3) of the Apocalypse,

view seem correct ' the Apocalypse. In but only because for special reasons (see

the case of the antUegomena the most below) he does not much like it ; and (4)

impDrtant point is the classes which he 'according to the opinion of some the

distinguishes; he places together (1) the Gospel according to the Hebrews also

Epistles of James and Jude, the 2nd of may be placed here,'

Peter and the 2nd and 3rd of John
; (2) * aioira Ka\ hvacre^ri.
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New Testament Canon not to start from all sorts of baseless

liypotlieses, as has been the case so much in the past. So
many utterly unfounded ideas have in recent times been
formed about the age, origin, and purpose of the primitive

Christian writings ; and then, of conrse, the history of the

formation of this Canon cannot be rightly conceived. The
supposition also is wrong that in the selection of books the
only question from the first was whether a work was Apostolic,

i.e. composed, or at least approved, by an Apostle, or not.

It is certainly true that in later times, in consequence of the
immense mass of writings which laid claim to more than
ordinary authority, regard was also paid to the fact whether
they were Apostolic or not, and that afterwards everything in

writing ascribed to an Apostle was the more highly valued

;

but in the Christian Church a work has from the first never
been valued and circulated solely from such human considera-

tions, e.g. whether it had been written or at least approved by
one of the Twelve ; but from the first the one decisive question

was whether it contained the true word of Christ and the true

spirit which emanated from him ; and on this point the feeling

and the judgment of the best Christians could be the less at

fault the earlier the time in which they lived. Further, every

good and for any really Christian purpose useful work was at

first always publicly read in one or more churches without
nuich inquiry being made as to its human origin and relations.

Christians were glad to have good Christian truth in the form
of a book also, and were wont to read publicly from such books
every Sunday. And thus there existed soon hundreds of church
books for reading in pithlic. But as the greatest diversity ex-

isted in this respect, and gradually less worthy writings also

found admission into some churches, a more earnest effort was
soon made to collect in the best way the most genuine works of
primitive Christian literature dispersed abroad, and to separate
them from the less good or less necessary writings. This effort

in particular was fortunately during the period at which we
have arrived so prevalent and so permanently operative that in

it the true foundation of a New Testament Canon was already
laid. For as yet, indeed, even those writings which rose above
the great recent flood of books, and had been more carefully

coll(icted, were not considered sacred ; a new impulse had to

come into operation to raise them to this distinction and place

them thus on a perfect equality with the ancient sacred ones.

But it is on this very account that this period, especially the

latter years of it, is so peculiarly important and decisive on the
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question of the New Testament Canon. Hence by starting

from it as our basis we are able most clearly to distinguish the

three great stages by which this Canon was formed.

1. Almost all the most important, as well as numerically

the larger number, of the books which finally formed the Canon

were written before the destruction of Jerusalem, and were to

a large extent then already widely circulated and extensively

read. The Apostolic Age laid in this matter also the true

imperishable foundation ; Gospels, Epistles, Apocalypses, all

these principal forms of the new Christian literature were then

already exerting a most powerful and ever-deepening influence
;

we can still in our day clearly perceive and understand that if

genuine Christian literature had not then at once borne its

most undying fruits, all further developments of it would have

been impossible. But this literature grew up with the greatest

difficulty wholly from the region of ordinary Christian life,

amidst the innumerable straits and hardships of the earth,

despised by the world, and scarcely honoured as it deserved

even among Christians themselves. Even the custom of regu-

larly reading such books publicly in the churches had then

still to be formed. In the case of gospels such a custom was

of itself unnatural. Epistles, on the contrary, were written

for public reading; the custom therefore first arose in their

case, but even then but slowly.^ But before all this could be

further developed a most violent interruption was occasioned

by the destruction of Jerusalem.

2. The great commotions and persecutions, and the years

of the destruction of Jerusalem, undeniably contributed very

largely to the disturbance and interruption of that first stream

of Christian literature ; but when the Christian Church, in this

greatly altered time, came gradually to look back more cahnly

on the glorious period of her foundation and the works done

in it, there arose also the first urgent desire of more carefully

collecting and preserving from threatened ruin the best writings

of that time which could still be found. Then also, for the first

time, the custom was established of regularly reading the best

Christian books aloud at the meetings of the churches, particu-

larly the epistles. The better the Christian churches were, the

more eagerly did they then strive to procure the best Christian

writings, and exchanged their possessions with one another.

Thus the first collections were formed between 80-110 a.d.,

substantially writings from the period before the destruction of

Jerusalem, yet with the addition to the already existing or

' According to Col. iv. 16.
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partially formed collections of a few from the time after that

event. The supreme nnity of love and spirit, which in the

narrow limits of that time naturally included all Christians in

opposition to the world, had the effect, in spite of all the free-

dom of the individual churches and their distance from each

other, that in this matter also a certain uniformity prevailed

which extended at all events to the more important and more

necessary matters. Let us look at this in detail.

1. [1] The simple desire of collectings the Christian litera-

ture found its great and noble object first of all in the Ejnstles of

Paul, especially as they were so well adapted for public reading

in the churches, and those churches which he himself or his

disciples had founded, at all events, welcomed such readings

from them. Lnke, it is true, when writing his Acts of the

Apostles, did not make use of any extensive collection of such

epistles ; ^ and when at last such a collection was attempted in

earnest many of the Apostle's epistles were evidently so irre-

coverably lost that they could not be incorporated in it. Yet

the Epistle of Clement presupposes the public reading of Paul's

epistles, at all events in the churches founded by him ;
^ and

when the second Epistle of Peter was written, a collection of

Paul's epistles was already in very sfeneral use.^ We may safely

assume that this collection was as early as 100 a.d. already

in existence in fundamentally the same form as that in which

it has come down to us ; and it is accidental that it is only

in connection with Marcion's Canon that we first learn the

details as to the number and names of these epistles. In

this Canon "^ were included the following eleven epistles in the

order given : (1) Galatians
; (2 and 3) Corinthians I. and II.

;

(4) Romans
; (5 and 6) Thessalonians

; (7) Ephesians ; (8)

Colossians; (9) Philemon; (10) Philippians; (11) Laodiceans,

portions only of the latter (as is expressly stated), but as Mar-
cion arbitrarily shortened the others also, this would not of

itself prove much, if we were not obliged, on other accounts, to

consider it probable that this was not the original epistle to the

Laodiceans, but a much later one."^ But, excepting this last

epistle, the usual collection of Paul's epistles, as misused by

' Vol. vii. p. 30. Fraf^ment, in cireulation, suspected of
* According to cap. 47. liaving been written in .support of the
^ Ante, p. 182. heresy of Marcion ; and tliey may really
' Epiph. Har. xlii. 9. have been the work of some one of this

* The Epistle to the Laodiceans men- scliool. We may therefore conclude that

tioncil Col. iv. 15, 16 was, as far as wo tlif fragments of wliieh Eiiiphanius speaks

can now see, early lost, but an Epistle to were by degrees added to the Marcionite

the Laodiceans and one to the Alexan- Canon of Paul's epistles from this lare

drians were, according to the Muratorian epistle of a real 3Iar(;ionite.
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Marcion for liis new purpose, evidently consisted of the above

ten : tliey were arranged according to their supposed, but not

quite correct, chronological order ; and the so-called Epistle to

the Ephesians, of which we have spoken above, ^ might very well

have been already received into the collection about 90-100 a.d.

Such was the condition of the collection from about 100-

130 A.D. And yet it may be shown that the earliest collection,

long before Marcion adopted the one just mentioned, differed

from this latter in two important points. It was arranged purely

according to the size of the epistles, as if every other standard of

their order had been deliberately rejected : this order has been

preserved in the Church, whilst Marcion rejected it, perhaps be-

cause the Epistle to the Galatians seemed to him the most im-

portant, and because he wished at the same time to arrange them
more chronologically. But as the Epistle to the Ephesians inter-

feres Avith this original order, which is otherwise strictly kept,

it follows from this fact also, as well as being certain on other

grounds,^ that this epistle was added later, although Marcion

found it already present in his collection.^

With the collection of Pauline epistles no other could ever

compare : it was felt that none of the Twelve or any other

prominent Christian of Paul's time had written such epistles as

his. But the proper opportunity of making a smaller collection

of important epistles other than those of Paul was found when
John had issued his large general epistle :

'^ the two epistles of

James and Peter,'^ which were of about the same length, were

put with it ; and thus arose a small Canon of New Testament

epistles besides those of Paul, which has been preserved in the

Peshito just in this its original or at least substantial form.^

They were arranged from the first according to their age, as this

was in each case then computed, and in this instance correctly :

first, the Epistle of James, because it was known that he first had

fallen as a martyr, and his epistle was the oldest in this collec-

tion ; last, the Epistle of John. We know no reason why tliis

second smaller Canon of epistles may not have been in existence

as early as 100 or 110 a.d. Bat in many ancient MSS. of each of

these three epistles it is evident that there was found associated

with the epistle of James the in many respects very similar

' Ante, pp. 190 sq. •* Ante, pp. 168 sq.

2 Ihid. ^ Vol. vii. pp. 450 sq. 462 sq.

3 Comp. the Gott. Gel. Anz. 1866, " With regard to the opinions of the

pp. 4 sq. The collection of the Catholic later Syrian scholars comp. also the re-

epistles is, on the contrary, not arranged marks in the Gott. Gel. Anz. 1856, pp.
according to this principle even as regards 1486 sq.

the books originally composing it.
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one of Jude, and with that of John the two smaller ones of this

Apostle : these three smaller epistles were bj many connected
with the three larger ones, to which there could not really be

much objection. But the prevailing opinion long remained
distrustful with regard to the necessity of these three smaller

epistles : the contents of the two small epistles of John seemed
to be too unimportant ; the short epistle of Jude also did not

seem of sufficient importance, especially as the author did not

claim to be an apostle, and was not a man of such universal

renown as his brother James. Other reasons for keeping them
at a distance were then more arbitrarily sought after. Some
tried to prove that they were written by friends merely in the
name of John and Jude ; ^ others began by degrees to object

that as James and Jude were not the Apostles their epistles

need not be received.^ And thus these three small epistles

occupied, for a long time, a very unfavourable position, until at

last all such doubts, with good reason, altogether disappeared.

The case was, however, quite different with the Second Epistle

of Peter : it was widely circulated pretty early in the second
century, it is true, and we can well suppose that as early as

c. 120-140 A. D. it was more generally subjoined to the earlier

epistle of this name :
^ still, it plainly did not belong to the

original Canon of these epistles, but was incorporated much
later, the recollection of this fact being, at least dimly, long

preserved, so that in the case of no other book were so many
doubts as to its belonging to the Canon so long entertained.

Yet we cannot be sorry that the authority of this book also at

last came to be acknowledged, since it gives utterance to some
truths which cannot be easily found elsewhere :

"* evidently this

feeling finally caused a decision in its favour.

In the meantime the three so-called Pastoral Epistles ^

had in most MSS. been closely connected with the Pauline

Epistles : it is not to be wondered at^ that they were so early

felt to be indispensable, and were acknowledged far earlier than

the Second of Peter. The extensive anonymous epistle which,

' 'As Wisdom (the Greek book) was ^ We do not find tlie 2n(l Epistle of
written by Solomon's friends in his Peter quoted it is true in the Epistle of
honour' is the expression of the Mtira- Clement, cap. 11 (where the words have
torian Fragment according to the correct too little similarity with 2 Pet. ii. 6), but
readinp: ut. undoubtedly in Melito, in the genuine

2 This was evidently the meaning of passage which is now printed after the

those doubters Eusebius mentions who Syriac translation in Currton's jS/j/c/Y. iS"?/?-.

placed these two epistles among the Anti- p. 50, 5 from bottom; concerning this

Icgomena, which is a needless objection book of Melito, see fl'///c, p. 304.

at least as far as the Epistle of James is ^ Ante, pp, 180 sq.

concerned in view of the evidence of the * Ante, pp. 198 sq.

Muratorian Fragment [?] and the Peshito. •* See ante, pp. 196 sq.

VOL. VIII. A A
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for the reason inentioned above/ was gradually very generally

entitled the ' Epistle to the Hebrews,' fortunately met with

general esteem tolerably early, at least in the East and in

Egypt, and was subjoined to Paul's epistles as well as the case

allowed. But there has come down i'rom this time, when this

so-called Epistle to the Hebrews and the Second Epistle of

Peter were but little received, and when the Epistle of Jude

and the two smaller ones of John w-ere still objected to, a special

way of denominating and arranging all the epistles to be more

highly esteemed by the Church, which has never since been

lost, and which, in point of value, can nevertheless be looked

on merely as an historical feature of the time. For when the six-

teen epistles which were held to be beyond doubt worthy of the

higher dignity were placed side by side, and when at the same

time the reading of them in public was looked at as the chief

object to be served, they appeared to fall into three classes,

which might be best distinguished as follows : (1) those which

w^ere from the first addressed to the "whole Christian Church, or

at any rate to extensive countries, and therefore practically to

the whole Christian Church ; it was seen that they were pre-

cisely those three epistles of James, Peter, and John, and they

were therefore called the catholic—i.e. general—epistles ; ^ it

may also have been thought that these three men, as belong-

ing to the parent church, had the privilege of thus writing to

the whole Christian Church; further, (2) most of the Pauline

Epistles might be thought of, on the contrary, as directed pri-

marily only to single churches : but then it at once appeared

remarkable that they were all addressed to but seven different

churches ; this number seven was consequent!}^ again considered

to be full of meaning, as if the number might not be increased,

and as if it nevertheless represented the whole Church, like the

seven epistles of the Apocalypse. Finally (3) were distinguished

those addressed to individual men : it was, however, naturally

held to be important that these latter were written by Paul

only, a,nd again only to such public officers of the churches as

Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, so that the two brief epistles of

John had therefore to be excluded. Thus everything in this

connection seemed full of meaning.^ From that time the same

• Vol. vii. p. 476. ing of all tliis plainly enoug]i from the
- But we could also imagine Catholic long account of the Micraloria// Fragment,

epistles in the sense thatthough primarily which lingers on this particularly as a

addressed to individual churches they were matter of great importance, comp. the

at the same time meant for the whole Jahrbh. der B. W. ix. p. oQ. Comp. also

Christian Church, like those of Dionysius Victorinus Pctahionensis cle Apocal. trans-

of Corinth in Euseb. Ecc. Hist. iv. 23, 1 sq. lated by Jerome in the Maxima Bibl.

^ We can perceive the original mean- Patrum, iii. p. 414 b.
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grouping of all the epistles, and also the name catholic epistles,

have been preserved, although the latter became very inappro-

priate when the two small epistles of John were incorporated.

The position of the so-called Epistle to the Hebrews was un-

certain when it was first placed among the Pauline Epistles ;
^

but it was put for the most part at the end of them, which is

clear evidence that it was only after a time that it was definitely

admitted.

(2) With the collection of Gospels the case was from the

first totally different, since every Gospel was intended to ex-

haust its subject, and to collect several of them seemed at first

rather the business of the special student or the inquirer than a

duty of every church. If one Gospel was found inadequate,

a new one was drawn up by the use of additional sources, or

perhaps several were combined so as to form a new one. Thus
the collection of epistles was without doubt earlier of importance

for the church than that of Gospels. So that when it nevertheless

became the custom to unite several Gospels, as being likewise

suitable for public use in the churches, this evinces an uncom-
monly healthy spirit, which was triumphant in those early

days ; it was rightly felt that the Gospel history was too im-

portant for it to be drawn from a single Gospel only, however
widely used, or from a simple epitome of all of them, and that

to do it justice it would be best to choose the most trustworthy

and instructive of the large number of such books already in

circulation and to connect them with one another. In this

manner the Gospel of Mark was probably first attached to that of

Matthew, but on that occasion shortened to the form in which

it was afterwards preserved. The pre-eminent importance of

these two Gospels was quite certain : but when the beginning

of a collection had thus been made, the desire might be

early felt of adding the Gospel of Luke to them, partly on

account of its rich contents and partly for the sake of the

beauty of its language. But the most important occasion was
certainly given by John's Gospel : it was rightly felt that it

was on the one hand incomparable in its intrinsic greatness,

but on the other of itself totally inadequate : and hence the

idea naturally arose of attaching it to a selection from the best

of the older ones. When this idea had once been conceived,

it followed necessarily that at that time, when the students of

' It -woulrl have been more consistent after that to tlic Galatians, Itut should

to have placed it at least at the end of more consistently have stood before it on
the epistles to churches, as is really the account of its size. Thus we can still

case in the Cod. Sin. and other ancient easily see in this case what crept in last.

MSS. ; in the Cod. Vat. it stood originally

A A 2
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this literature still knew with sufficient exactness the circum-

stances of the extant Gospels and the names of the authors of

the most important of them, the particular arrangement of the

four should come to be that very one which has ever since been

predominantly kept up : Matthew's Gospel was placed first,

although it was not then in quite its original form ; that of

Mark was appended to it, as was already the case in many
MSS. ; that of Luke, as a later and less independent one, was
made the third ; and to these three was appended John's

Gospel as the latest which supplemented and glorified all the

other three. ^ By what hands this arrangement was first made
and from what quarter it began to spread we now know as

little in the case of the Canon of Gospels as in that of the

Canon of Epistles : but when we consider that Ephesus, where
John lived so long and died, was, according to all indications,

the focus of all the Christianity of the time, that after the

destruction of Jerusalem, Asia Minor, and especially Ephesus,

became its principal second home, we shall hardly be mistaken

if we look there for the most active labours on behalf of this

collection of the Gosj^els. The conjunction of the four Gospels

themselves might, according to all indications, have been made
as early as 110-120 a.d.

(8) When the Acts and the Apocalypse, as a prophetic book,

had been added, i.e. recommended to be used in public with the

other best Christian books, the whole Canon was practically com-
plete, and both these things could be accomplished concurrently

at Ephesus. At this time when Christianity began to spread on

a large scale among so many learned Heathen, many of them
liked most of all to read one or more Gospels, especially the

Sermon on the Mount and things like it, in order most perfectly

to drink in the spirit of Christ himself, attracted by his unique

greatness. Nor could it be otherwise than that as in the Old

Testament the Pentateuch so in the New the Gospels should

gain a special sacredness as the foundation-books of the New
Testament. Nevertheless it remained the right and prevailing

feeling of this time that Gospels and Epistles formed in a higher

sense one connected whole as aids to the understanding of true

Christianity in its first pure form, a feeling which could not be
repressed for long by the contrary practice of individual men
and churches, Avho, perhaps from an unintelligent and confused

' If John's Gospel stands in some just as in other MSS. Mark is placed

ancient MSS. immediately after Matthew quite last oii account of its apparent

or as in the Sj'rian Mepharsho before unimportance. The position of Mark
Luke, this was done solely in order to before Matthew is remarkable but much
give prominence to it as more important, rarer.
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conception of Panrs labours, wished to admit only one or a few

Gospels.^ But if tliey were combined, a book like the Acts

must almost as a matter of course be also made use of, in

order to fill up the gap in the history between the Gospels and
the Epistles: just as in the Old Testament- the great Book
of Kings had to fill the gap between the Primitive History and
the Prophets. There is, moreover, no doubt that the Acts

had at that time been long written.^ The Apocalypse, it is

true, seemed to be less necessary ; it was also apparently but

little circulated during the time just preceding the destruction

of Jerusalem, when it was written, aud only became widely

knowni during the new persecutions under Domitian,"* and it also

was plainly received first in Ephesus. If the wish to possess a

great prophetic book in a purely Christian form and the confu-

sion of its author with the Apostle gained for it many admirers,

its reception was hindered both by the liability of its contents

to be misunderstood and th^ conviction, which was ever and
anon more or less clearly cropping up, that its author was net

the Apostle : so that in the case of no other book did the state

of hesitation last so long. Nevertheless the decision was at

last for good reasons given in its favour ; so that other Apoca-

lypses, which were in those early times much read, but which

were only written in the name of strangers, especially an
Apocalypse of Peter,-^ were gradually altogether superseded by
this better one.*^

Of Christian lyrics there was no collection, however small,

admitted into the Canon, evidently because none existed which
was generally valued. For new truly Christian hymns were

w^ritten even in the earliest Christian times in great abundance
and variety ; ^ and soon poems of a lengthy and more elaborate

nature were attempted.^ But a good collection of lyrics was in

' Justin Martyr, e.g. who speaks so that it was only then written. It scarcely

much of the Gospels, but never refers to needs to be remarked that the question of

a collection of New Testament Epistles : its real date is not thereby affected. As to

his authority is completely outweighed by the amount of consideration paid to it in

that of others already mentioned. In the ancient Church, see also Hilarius in

the Const. Apost. also the words of the Pitra's Splcil. Solesm. i. pp. 165 sq.

Gospels only are cited from principle, ^ See ante, p. 251.
'^ Ante, p. 327. ^ Comp. further on mauy points my
^ Comp. also my essay in the Jahrhh. essay in my Johanneische Schriften ii.

der B. W. ix. pp. 49 sq. [Die drei ersten pp. 361-439. Also Credner's Gcschichte

Evang. und die Apostelgeschichte, vol. ii. des NTlichen. Kanons, Berlin, 1860: the

pp. 30 sq. (1872).] defecfs of this book are noted in the GiJtt.

^ We may at least infer from the very Gel. Anz. 1800, pp. 978-95.
defiuite statements of Irena^as {Contra '' As I have on many occasions shown
Hcer. v. 30. 3) that it was written under Jahrtih. der B. W. i. pp. 151-154; iii. pp.
Domitian ; from the end of iJomitian's 256 sq. ; viii. p. 82 and elsewhere,

reign (which Irenaeus particularly men- ^ See my Abhandlioig iibcr die Sibyl

tions) may have been handed down the Biichcr, pp. 79 sq.

idea of some who had to speak of him
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ancient times al\va3^s formed very slowly ; and tlie Psalms of

the Old Testament, as the ancient sacred book of hymns, seemed

to be still in general sufficient.

3. In this manner, therefore, the separate collections and
more approved books of which the New Testament Canon was
finally formed were quite ready as early as the beginning of the

second century and in its first decades to be elevated to that

higher position which was at last everywhere accorded to them
collectively. But even if in one particular church, for instance

Ephesus, great unanimity already reigned as to the list of the

best Christian writings for public use, this unanimity could be

but slowly extended, as an established centre was wanting in the

Christian Church. Besides, during this whole period there

was everywhere the greatest freedom also in matters of Chris-

tian literature : new books were still very easily introduced,

and obtained sometimes the same honour as those which were

already possessed of the higher dignity ; individual churches

often raised this or that new work which was specially dear to

any of them to the honourable position of books to be read in

public, and communicated them to other churches for a like pur-

pose, an example of which has been given above :
^ and even

such writings as were universally ascribed to Apostles or their

disciples were as yet by no means considered to be of equal

sacredness with those of the Old Testament.^ Then came
further the new flood of books, innndating and deranging

everything, which proceeded from the various smaller Christian

parties which were gradually formed,^ and which were gene-

rally so eager to influence others by new and attractive

writings.

We must form a vivid idea of the continually increasing con-

fusion in Christian literature which prevailed during the latter

half of our period and still later, if we wish to understand the

necessity that now at last arose for a strong reaction. It was
now for the first time felt strongly how necessary it was more
strictly to separate the really best Christian books from the

mass of others ; it was now realised and ever more plainly seen

what an incomparable superiority the books written in the first

times of the true Christian spirit possessed, and the best

separate collections and otherwise best approved books were

sought after with an altogether fresh zeal. Bat this new

' A?ite, -p. 214:. them as belonging to the Scriptures,
- As we can most clearly see from comp. anfc, p. 243.

the way in which Justin Martyr speaks ^ Ante, pp. 1 18 sq.

of the Gospels : he does not yet look on
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impulse of the spirit of Christian insig-ht and independence

must have become powerful, and in a short time have taken

equal possession of almost all the churches, before the middle of

the second century, at the first calm moment after the last

great convulsions described above, which separated the whole

Christian community for ever from the ancient one. Now, and

not before, was the New Testament Canon completed : with the

total separation of the Christian Church from the ancient

Community, and the perfect independence which it has gained

in the world, the Canon of its sacred books comes prominently

forward, both as a witness and a firm foundation of its now
completed independence in the world, and as the last great

exteusion which both supplies the deficiencies of the old Canon
and also completes and concludes it. We can see the advance

made toward this end very clearly if we compare Justin Martyr

with his disciples : he, converted about 130-140 a.d. in Palestine

to Christianity, still thinks and writes altogether on the second

of the standpoints here distinguished ; his disciples, e.g. Tatian,

and his contemporaries, e.g. Theophilus of Antioch, already

practicall}^ occupy the third.

The measures which were taken to arrive at this desirable

unanimity we can still clearly see from the Muvatoriaii Fragment,

This is evidently a fragment of a book in which a church in-

forms one or more others what is the opinion entertained in it

relative to the Canon ; many indications point to Rome. The
books w^hich in this cliurch were considered the true and neces-

sary constituents of the Canon were enumerated with a detailed

description and statement of reasons ;
* but at the conclusion

the others, which were only read at pleasure by some, or which

were even to be altogether rejected, were distinguished from

them. Thus in this instance also the higher truth was spread

and confirmed in the scattered churches by the ancient Christian

epistolary method. The previous liberty did not indeed at once

altogether disappear, but it was at all events materially nar-

rowed ; and a firm basis for the Canon was laid, which after

this was never again seriously doubtful.

^ A closer examination of this Mura- it with the thirteen Pauline Epistles
;

torian Fragment thons (1) that the author (2) that at the end he discusses the less

began the Canon with the so-called thi-ee generally acknowledged books (on which
Catholic Epistles and the Apoc;ilypse as a occasion he returns to the Apocalypse)
similar epistle to the whole church, placed and those to be altogether rejected,

next the Gospels and Acts, and concluded
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Final Settlement of the Canon amongst Samaritans, Judeans,

and Christians.

Whilst the Christian Church, therefore, refused no writing

of any high value, and in this period received an abundance of

new books of such incomparable worth that in them it gained

also a permanent standard for its action and a pledge of its own
immortality, the exact opposite of all this was taking place

amongst the Judeans. Their scholars not only put all Christian

writings under the ban, but they rigorously rejected all Grseco-

Eonian, and with it all Hellenistic literature.* Since they

conceived an ever greater abhorrence of all that was Gra3C0-

Roman as being Heathen, and as this dislike extended to the

language and literature of this origin, they were compelled on
this account consistently to reject also the Hellenistic books :

but the growingly bitter opposition to Christianity exerted the

most powerful influence in this direction. They saw that Greek
had practically become the sacred language of the Christians,

and that Christians valued above everything the whole Greek
Bible, often with all the Hellenistic additions that had lately

found their way into it : this now gave them ample reason for

extending their grave suspicions and even their ban to all these

writings. We can easily understand that so great a change
could not be suddenly put into effect, but towards the end of this

period it was already practically carried out. It was then said

that the sacred Law had indeed once been turned into Greek for

King Ptolemy, but that the day on which this was done was as

calamitous a one for Israel as that on which it had made for

itself the golden calf, for the sacred Law could not be at all

rightly translated into another language ; a position which it

was attempted to prove from some egregious mistakes in the

translation of the Seventy.^ Also the customs that had once

obtained in the Greek Bible, e.g. of writing certain words with
golden letters, were now strongly condemned.^ Just as strictly

were all the additions to the Hellenistic Old Testament, of

which we have spoken above,'^ condemned : and this could easily

be done, as they had never as yet been formally recognised.

But the rigid rejection of these books reacted also on their

' Ante, p. 270. sacred books, was the father or the son of
^ See ante, p. 270. the one mentioned above, p. 34, but the
3 JtT. Mass. Sepher Thora i. 10. Itis latter is more probable; but his view

doubtful whether the Simon, son of Gama- never obtained acceptance.
liel, who, according to M. Megilla i. 8, * Ante, pp. 33S sq.

allowed the Greek translation of the
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Hebrew-Aramaic originals. Besides, the great devastations of

the former and of the last Roman wars, and the increasing

misery into which the ancient nation sank, struck a heavy blow

at its whole literature as it had till then been developed ; and

as now, in addition, the Eabbis thus threw suspicion on those

writings, they soon totally disappeared from these circles ; their

originals also were lost among the Christians, since the greater

number of the latter felt a deepening dislike of everything

Hebrew-Aramaic as of something Jewish. Only a very few

fragments, e.g. a few sayings of Ben-Sira (Sirach) were pre-

served out of this once very large number of genuinely Judean

writings among the Jewish scholars, and are quoted incidentally

in their later works. ^ Fl. Josephus had been the last who
still used portions of the Hellenistic Bible as trustworthy

authorities.

But the dread of books which might contain anything

offensive to the Rabbinical faith and seductive for the weaker

minds threatened in this time of deepest disorder to go still

further, and even to attack the Canon as it had been fixed

before its Hellenistic period. The whole period now concluded,

in which Hellenism and Christianity had been developed, was

suspected, and everything seemed in the perishing Ancient

Community to be dangerous which did not completely accord

with those principles of the infinite sacredness and divinity of

the ancient sacred Scriptures which were considered vital in

this disastrous time. Thus the multitude of writings of the

last centuries were all swallowed up by the deep misery of these

times ; indeed, weighty voices were even heard seriously ques-

tioning whether the Book of Ecclesiastes, with its doubts as to

the immortality of the human soul, whether Solomon's Song,

with its apparently secular contents, or even the Book of

Ezekiel, with its great obscurity in parts, were really fitted to

remain in the Canon. In these circumstances it was no less a

man than Rabbi Akiba who undertook the defence of these

suspected books, and succeeded in defending them with all his

characteristic skill and tenacity.^ It was only by such a great

effort that it was possible amongst the Juddins to leave the

Canon as complete and undiminished as had been fixed in the

' Comp. Dukes' Rahhinische Blumoi- world is not worth as much as the day on
Icse, pp. 67 sq. But it is specially in which Sulomou's Song was given by God
some parts of the Mishna that fragments in Israel : and that while all the Writings

of older books have been preserved, as I ('D"'2-in3 ante, p. 338) are holy, Solo-
1 „l„ 1.. „.^.„.> ,.!,,. ,1 ,.,.1 ; ,..-. oni .... V • :>
have already remarked vol. i. pp. 201 sq

^ ISeertM^f, pp. 262 f-q. But J{. .Vkiba'

extravagance is here too exhibited in hi

extraordinary a.ssertion that the whol

„ .,
•', .,„., ,_, ' , . ..A, ,' mou s ooug IS me noiiest oi an. ofe luo

2bee«M^.,pp 262.q. Lu J..\kibas
ji.eussion of the que..tiou, M. Jadaim

extravagance is here too exiiibited m his ^

mon's Song is the holiest of all. See the

discuj^

iii. 5.
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time of the Maccabees : and if the original texts of the books
of the Canon of the Old Testament, at least in this extent,

were faithfully preserved during the darkness of the a23proaching
Middle Ages, it is owing principally to the resolution of Akiba
and his followers, since the Christians unhappily neglected more
and more from that time onwards everything Hebrew as if it were
necessarily Jewish. In the arrangement of the books, however,
the little alteration mentioned above ^ was made, which, in-

significant a,s it was in other respects, is yet specially charac-
teristic of the Jewish Canon of the Old Testament as dis-

tinguished from the Christian one.

As the Jews assert later that many of their books had been
destroyed through the Roman wars, whilst in reality they
themselves by their attitude towards them had had the greatest
share in their destruction, so the later Samaritans say that

after Hadrian's death four books which had been held sacred
from ancient times were taken from them.^ But just as among
the Judeans at that time a timid falling back on the most
ancient sacred books and the banishment of all others prevailed,

so the Samaritans seem then to have first abandoned the

innovations described above ^ and come to hold quite rigidly

to their Pentateuch alone, with the rejection of some books
that had already become partially sacred. And nevertheless

there afterwards appeared among them the at least semi-sacred

BooJc of Joshua."^

But the Christians continued to use the Hellenistic books
in the way described above, as they had no reason suddenly to

conceive a mistrust of them and t > regard them in the same
way as the Judeans did. And the longer they continued to use

books of this class, the more closely did they connect them with

the Greek Old Testament, as was shown above. But as a

^Antc,p.2U. their births and lives' (for e::^:?-U
^ According to the Chron. Sam. cap. ^

48, p. 246 ; but Abulfatch's Ann. p. 120
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ l:^:^]\). From that

10 sq.; 121. lb sq. more correctly speak oi ^"^ v /

the time of Commodus. The four books time, it is stated, there has been no
/ / ancient Samaritan book but the sacred

mentioned there are: (1) ^^i.'>l\ :^ Law and a similar Chronicle, from which
>•• J" this Arabic Chron. Sam. then, cap. 48-50,

(as we must read accor>ling to the MS.) gives a few extracts. It is another ques-

ike Book of Selection, apparently like tion how far there is anything ancient in

iKKoyal, ante, p. 247, containing a the many Samaritan Songs edited by
selection of wise proverbs and rul^^s Gesenius [Carmina Samaritana (1824)],
of life; (2) lyrics and lyrayers for the and lately especially by Heideuheim in the

different sacrifices
; (3) other lyrics, prob- Deutsche Vierteljahrsschriftfur Eag . Theol.

ably for church singing
; (4) ' the Book Forschung [and now in his Bibliotheca

of the Samaritan priests who trace their Samaritana (Leipzig), 1884, onwards],
descent from Phinehas, and in which is ^ Ante, p. 325.
contained the chronicle of the years of • Ante, p. 324.
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detailed agreement was never arrived at respecting the single

works in this mass of books, great arbitrariness prevailed in

the dift'erent Christian countries : in Egypt with its mnltitude

of books and love of reading, for example, a much larger

number of such books was always in use, as the Ethiopic

church, whose founders were Egyptians, shows. But it cannot

be denied that a collection of sacred books for general use may
become too large and from the unusual variety of its contents

inconvenient for the people. To this was added, in the course

of the following period, the disadvantage that Jews and Chris-

tians came to understand each other less and less on the

common ground of the Old Testament, partly on account of the

different extent which it already began to assume on either side.

As the knowledge of Hebrew was being gradually lost among
the Christians, at least of the ruling church, by degrees a few

of the most inquiring and zealous Christians, such as Melito,

Origen, and others, began to investiga^te more closely the real

extent of the Jewish Canon, and found that one in existence

which had been reduced again, as above stated, to the Macca-
bean limits.^ These learned Christians again wished to confine

the Christian Canon of the Old Testament to the books

acknowledged by the Jews: and accordingly lists of three

grades were drawn up for the Old Testament as well as for the

ISTew.'^ (1) Canonical books, of which in the case of the Old

Testament ^ the number twent^^-two was preserved
; (2) Dis-

puted, of which were reckoned, besides some New Testament

writings, eight Hellenistic books which, though rejected

by the Jews, continued to be used by most Christians ;
'^ and

(3) Apocryphal books, eleven in number of the Old Testament,

with many others of the New, which were but little used

amongst Christians and which it would be better not to read

at all in public^ But these lists were drawn up in the ruling

' See Melito and Origen in Euseb. £(?£?. book than the present one, conip. vol. v.

Hist. iv. 26. 13 sq. ; vi. 2h. 2. p. 487); (8) Tobit. In the New Testa-
'^ The oldest and best have been pre- ment : (1) the Apocalypse (comp. ante,

s,QWQdi \n ih-G ho-chWq^X S./nopsis Athanas'ii p. 357); ('2) the Apocalypse of Peter;

and in Nicephorus' Slichomctry, comp. (3) tlie Epistle of Barnabas {ante, pp.
Credner, Zur Gcschkhte dc.s Kanons, pp. 108 sq.); (4) the Gospel according to the

117sq. jMuchlesshistorical and less admir- Hebrews,
able are tlioso in the Decrclum Gdasii. * These eleven are : (1) Enoch

; (2)
3 Ante, p, 337. the Patri irchs (comp. ante, pp. 252 sq.

;

'• Those eight are: (1) the Books of (3) the Prayer of Jo.-eph, probably men-
the Maccabees

; (2) the Wisdom of Solo- tionel in the Ascension of Isaiah, iv, 22, as

mon; (3)the Son cf Sirach (Eeclesiasticus); ' Words of Joseph the Righteous'; (4 and

(4) Psalms and Songs of Solomon (comp. 5) the Testament and tin- Ascension of

vol. v. pp. 301 sq.); (5) Esther (cump. Moses (comp. vol. ii. pp. 226 sq. ; vol. vi.

ante, p. 337); (6) Judith; (7) Susanna pp. 55 sij.); (6) Abraham, a short book;
(judging from the number of lines a larger (7) Eldad and Modad (composed accord-
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church only, and, even as it was, the Canon took a slightly dif-

ferent form in the Latin from that it had in the Greek Church,

whilst it again took a special shape in each of the more inde-

pendent churches of Asia and Africa. For all merely learned

distinctions rarely reach the masses of the people ; and no inter-

mediate position can in actual life be maintained for any length

of time. Thus the books placed in the second of the above

divisions generally remained undivided from the first in the

Christian Old Testament all through the Middle Ages, whilst

the rest disappeared more and more in the general Church,

surviving in considerable numbers and esteem ouly in remote
parts of the Christian world. But even in that case whatever
has been preserved of the Hellenistic Biblical literature is almost

entirely owing to Christianity.'

And finally it is clear from all this that as in all historical

matters so also in the collection of the Canon of both the Old and
the New Testament many human accidents have had influence

in details, and that it would be foolish to say that every portion of

it, however small, must according to absolute law be just as it is,

and that everything in it must on principle be of equal value.

But these details, and the way in which it may have been
changed by the accidents of history, are here ultimately of such

little importance that in this region also it is only the higher

forces which stand far above accidental circumstances that have

determined everything that is essential. The spirit from which

ing to Num. xi, 26 sq.) quoted in the lost sight of in the Catholic Church have
Sh&pherd of Hennas, i. 2. 3

; (_8) Elijah, again become better known ; and it is

comp. my Sendschreibe7i des Apostels especially in the churches which were early
Faulns, pp. 139 sq.

; (9) Zephaniah, an separated and far remote that they sur-

Apocalypse of which there is a fragment in vived. In addition to the Ethiopic church,
Clem. <SYro/«. V. Wadfin. \ (10) Zacharias, the books of which may be found enu-
the father of the Baptist (?); (11) Barueh, merated especially in Dillmaun's Be-
Habakkuk, Ezekiel, and Daniel in a quite schreihung der Londoner tmd Oxforder
diiferent form from the canonical one; con- Handsckriften, the Nestorian belongs to

ceruing the 2 Bar. intended here see ante, the number; comp. Badger's Nestorians

pp. 57 sq. In the New Testament (1-4) ii. pp. S2-87 ; 361-363. The Armenian
n-epiodoL of Peter, John, Thomas, and the church considers the books of the Macca-
Gospel according to Thomas; (o) SidaxT] bees only as definitely belonging to the
dTToo-ToAwj', comp. a)ite, p. 13 but a very Canon, less definitely other books, as

brief book; (6) two Epistles of Clement; 4 Ezra (Journ. as. 1867, p. 193).

(7) works of Ignatius, Polycarp, and ' It is at once apparent from these
the Shepherd of Hermas. But it is cer- remarks how the contest about the Apo-
tain that even in the Vulgate there are cryphal books of the Old Testament,
differences as regards individual books : which has again broken out in our days,
in very ancif nt MSS. Barueh is wanting, must be set at rest : and I have spoken at

and Ezra, Tobit, Esther, Judith are quite length on this point in the Jahrhh. der
at the end in this order according to B. W. If they are printed in ordinary
Vercellone's Var. Led. I. pp. Ixxxviii. Bibles, they ought at least to bo distin-

sq. xciv. guisiied by smaller type and by a better

By the inquiries of recent times many title,

writings of this kind that had long beeii
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these writings first flowed was still strong and pure enough
when its productivity had gradually come to an end not 1:o
be deceived as to the essential part of them which was to be
for ever preserved in the Canon : and just as ' the Old Testa-
ment books were still regarded as having been collected as a
whole by the last prophets, so it was one of the more important
effects of the first Christian enthusiasm, and as it were a last
breath of the Apostolic spirit, which inspired and guided the
collection of those of the New Testament.

Ante, p. 49.
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CHRONOLOGICAL SURVEY
OF THE HISTORY OF ISRAEL FROM THE BIRTH OF CHRIST, ACCORDING TO THE

ROMAN AND CHRISTIAN ERAS.

(To vols. VI. VII. VIII. ; comp. vol. V. p. 495, vol. VI. pp. 149 sq., vol. VIJ. pp. 37 sq.)
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INDEX.

AAR

Aaron, ii. 36, 59, 177-185, 225; his rod

or sceptre, 180
Abaris (Avaris), city, i. 391, 393 sq.,

395, ii. 11 sq., 85
Abba, as title of the heads of schools,

vi. 232
Ah bcth din, rabbinic title, vi. 14, 430
Abdemon, a Tyrian, solves Solomon's

problems, iii. 277 sq.

Abdias, ten books of apostolic history

under his name, i. 60, vii. 36, 460
Abdon, ii. 364, 366
Abel, town near Beth-maachah, ii. 302

note 4, iii. 194 ; besieged by Joab, 195
;

subdupd by Baasha, iv. 34 note 3

Abel-meholah, on the Jordan, native

place of Elisha, iv. 81

Abennerig, king of a small kingdom
south of Adiabene, vii. 403 sq.

Abgar, king of Edessa, said to have had
a correspondence with Christ, vi. 142,

vii. 404
Abia, chief of Arab tribe in Mesopo-

tamia, vii. 406
Abiathar, escapes from the massacre at

Nob, iii. 91 ; takes refuge with David,

91; high priest at Jerusalem, 134;
offers to accompany David in his flight,

180; sent to conciliate Judah after the

death of Absolom, 190 ; supports the

conspiracy of Adonijah, 210; banish-

ment to Anathoth and subsequent fate,

213
Abigail, wife of Nabal, iii. 98 ; marries

David, 99 ; her position in Israel, iv.

134 note 3

Abijah, son of Kehoboam by Maachah,
iv. 47; king of Judah, 48; his wars
with the kingdom of the Ten Tribes,

48 sq.

Abijam for Abijah in 1 Kings, iv. 47
note 9

Abila, capital of principality of Lysanias,

vii. 258, 422
Abilene, principality of, vii. 359
Abimelech, son of Gideon, ii. 342 sq.,

389 sq.

A^>imelcch st<inds for A/amelech in

VOL. VIII.

ACC

1 Chron. xviii. 16, iii. 82 note 2, 134
note 5

Abinadab, son of Saul, falls on Mount
Gilboa, iii. 106

Abinadab, the ark in his house at Kir-
jath-jeax-im, iii. 126

Abiram, eldest son of Hiel, iv. 40
Abishag, of Shunem, iii. 190, 212
Abishai, son of Zeruiah, brother of Joab,

iii. 96 ; an officer in David's army,

113; his rank and prowess, 142, 148;
in command against the Ammonites,
155 ;

proposes to execute Shimei, 181,

190; commands a division against

Absalom, 186; marches against Shebua,
193

Abner, Saul's general, iii. 71, 75; at his

table, 80 ; his careless watch over him,

96 ; espouses the cause of Ish-bosheth,

111 ; conveys Ish-bosheth across the

Jordan, 112; slays Asahel, 114; mar-
ries Saul's concubine Eizpah, 115;
makes overtures to David, 116; assas-

sinated by Joab, 117; David's lament
for him, 117; his power, 266 vote 4

Aborigines of Palestine, i. 224-32
Aboth. See Pirqce Ahoth

Aboth de Rabbi Nathan, later Talmudic
Collection of Sayings of the Fathei's

than Pirqpe Aboth, v. 275, vi. 13;

tradition regarding siege of Jerusalem,

vii. 555; referred to, viii. 33

Abraham, i. 292, 297 sq., 300 sq., 305,

306-37 ; his name, 324
Absalom, born at Hebron, iii. 115;

David's third son, 171; slays his

brother Amnon, 172; flees to Geshur,

172; allowed to return to Jerusalem,

175; reconciled with David, 177;
assumes royal state, 177; outbreak of

his rebellion at Hebron, 178 ; arrives

at Jerusalem, 182; appoints Amasa
his general, 185 ; occupies Gilead, 185;
his fate, 186 sq. ; his tomb, 187 note 2

Abtalion, a rabbi, vi. 14, 18

Abulf.itfh's Arabic Annals of Samaria,

viii. 84 sq., 95

Accho, or Acco (Ptolemais), iii. 263
;

B B
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ACE

Necho disembarks his troops at, iv. I

241 ; restored by the Ptolemies, v. 23fi

;

called Ptolemais, 314; rising of Ju-

deans at, in 66 a.d., vii. 507 sq.

Aceldema, or Hakeldamd, vi. 410

i^chan and Achor, ii. 249

Achiab, cousin of Herod, prevents him
from committing suicide, v. 448 ; com-

pelled to retire into the wilderness,

452 sq.

Achiachar, mentioned in the book of

Tobit, V. 212 note 5

Achior, an Ammonite prince in the book

of Judith, V. 447
Achish, king of Gath, shelters David, iii.

83 ; receives David a second time, 100

;

places him in Ziklag, 101 ; dismisses

him, 104

Acme, a Judean servant of the Empress
Julia, V. 447

Acra in Jerusalem, meaning of name, vii,

582
Acrabat, a city founded by the Idumeans,

V. 81

Acrabatene, or Acrabattine, district of, v.

81 ; conquered by Judas Maccabaeus,

313, vii. 418; military commander of,

529 ; southern A. haunt of Simon, son

of Giora, 568
Acrabit, v. 81 note 2

Actium, battle of, v. 426

Adasa, Judas Maccabseus encamped at,

V. 321

Addaeus, an apostle, journeys of, viii. 104

Addita, Alexander Jannseus defeated at,

V. 391

Adiabene, conquered by Shalman, iv. 150,

a Parthian principality, vii. 402 sq.

;

relation to Judeanism, 403 sq.

Adida, a town west of Jerusalem, v. 332

sq., vii. 554
Administration of the kingdom under

Solomon, iii. 266 sqq.

Adonai, substitution of, for the name
Jahveh, v. 198

Adonijah, son of David by Haggith, iii.

209 ; his conspiracy, 210; executed by

Benaiah, 212
Adoniram, collector of the taxes under

Eehoboam, iii. 270 note 3 ; stoned to

death, 313
Adora, south-west of Hebron, Tryphon

marches to, v. 333 sq. ; subdued by

John Hyrcanus, 350
Adoraim, city of Judah, the present Dura,

iv. 45 note 5

Adrammelech, son of Sennacherib, mur-
ders his father, iv. 188

Adramyttiura, Judeans in, v. 239

Adriel of Meholah, husband of Merab,

iii. 74
AduUam, cave of, in Judah, iii. 85
-Sllia. See Jerusalem.

AHA

Aenon, near Salim, vi. 198
Agag, king of Amalek, spared by Saul,

iii. ii8 ; sacrificed by Samuel, 39
Agabus, Christian prophet, vii. 334, 338,

400
Agapae of early Christians, A'ii. 122

Ages of the world, four, i, 257 sqq. ; the

first two, 261-77 ; the third, 288 sqq.

Agrippa I., his life before he became
king, vii. 236 sq. ; as tetrarch,

240 sq. ; the part he played in the

affair between Caligula and the Judeans,

247 ; ascends the throne of Herod the

Great, 257 sq. ; his love of building,

263 sq. ; his arbitrary appointment of

high-priests, 263 ; his persecution of

the Christians, 267 sq., 270 sq.

Agrippa II., or the Younger, at the

court of Claudius, vii. 273 ; made
steward of the temple, &c., and king,

420 ; his territory increased by Nero,

422 ; his actions and character, 482
;

after destruction of the temple, viii.

] 8 ; correspondence with Josephus on
his ' History of Jewish Wars,' 70

Agrippa, Roman general, friendship of

Herod with, v. 436
Agrippias, formerly Anthedon, restored

by Herod, v. 431
Agur, proverbs of, iv. 285
Ahab, son of Omri, reigns twenty-two

years over the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes, iv. 39; marries Jezebel, 39;
builds a palace at Jezreel, 40, 71 ;

and a temple of Baal in Samaria, 40
;

sacrifices to Baal and Astarte, 41
;

his daughter, Athaliah, married to

Jehoi'am, king of Judah, 63 ; his

tendency to favour heathenism, 66

;

recalls Elijah after the drought, 69
campaigns against the Arameans in

the last years of his reign, 71 sqq.
;

makes peace with Benhadad, 73
;

desires to purchase Naboth's vine-

yard, 74 ; takes possession of it, 75

;

is denounced by Elijah, 75 ; concerts a

campaign with J( hoshaphat against

Ramoth in Gilead. 75 ; dies from a

wound in battle, 77 ; in the later re-

presentations of Elijah, permits the

contest on Carmel, 106

Ahab, a prophet among the Babylonian

exiles, executed by Nabuchodrozzor,

iv. 270 iwte 3

Ahasuerus, equivalent to Cyaxares, iv.

228 note 3

Ahasuerus, king, v. 230 note 3

Ahava, river, rendezvous appointed by

Ezra on the, v. 137
Ahaz, son of Jotham, king of Judah,

appoints Shebna his chamberlain, iii.

271 note 1 ; his place of burial 273,

7iote 2 ; iv, 158, 167 ; age at his acces-
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AHA

sion, 167 note 5 ; introduces foreign

rites and religions, 169; calls in the

aid of the Assyrians under Tiglath-

Pileser, 160, 170 ; visits Tiglath-

Pileser at Damnscus, 171 ; removes
the brazen altar from the temple-
court and erects another in its place,

171 ; his altar subseyuently restored

by Manassoh, 209
Ahaziah, son of Ahab, king of the Ten

Tribes, oifers to assist Jehoshaphat in

his renewal of the navigation of the

Eed Sea, iv. 56 ; reigns two years, 77 ;

consults the Fly-god in Ekron, 112;
treatment of his messengers by
Elijah, 112; date of his death, 21

sq._

Ahaziah (Jehoahaz), son of Jehoram,
king of Judah, iv. 95 ; visits Jehoram,
king of the Ten Tribes, at Jezreel, 97 ;

perishes at Megiddo in the revolt of

Jehu, 98; interred at Jerusalem, 98;
forty-two of his relatives slain by Jehu
at Betheked, 99 sq. ; his brothers
carried into captivity by the Philistines,

95, 140 note 3

Ahiah and Ahimeleck, ii. 415
Ahijah, a priest, in Said's camp, iii. 36
Ahijah, a prophet, of Shiloh, iii. 301

;

meets Jeroboam, 304 ; his message to

Jeroboam I,, iv. 29, 33 note 4 ;
possibly

the author of 1 Sam. ii. 1-10, 33
note 4

Ahijah, son of Jeroboam I., his illness,

iv. 28 ; and death, 29

Ahikam, son of Shaphan, protects Jere-

miah, iv. 253, 275 ; father of Geda-
liah, 275

Ahimaaz, a priest, son of Zadok, carries

news to David from Jerusalem, iii.

183 ; announces David's victory over
the rebels, 188

Ahimelech, priest of Nob, iii. 82 ; sup-
plies David with food and weapons,
83 ; executed, 90 ; confused with
Abiathar, 134 note 5; to be read for

Abiraelech in 1 Chron. xviii. 16, ihid.

Ahinoam, of Jezreel, marries David, iii.

99; mother of Amnun, 170
Ahio, son of Abinadab of Kirjath-jearim,

iii. 126
Ahithophel, of Giloh, iii. 176; his

treachery to David, 178 ; his advice to

Absalom, 182 ; his plan frustrated by
Ilushai, 183 ; hangs himself at Giloh,

184
Ahura-Mazdao, the supreme deity of the

Persians, v. 39, 48 note 3

Ai, its conquest and destruction, ii. 218
sqq. ; to be identified with Aiath, iv.

3 note 1

Aiath, not far from Bethel, in the king-

dom of Judah, iv. 3 note 1

ALE

Ain, town, ii. 294
Ain, in the district of Jezreel, iii. 103

;

probably an abbreviation of Ain Jalud,
103 note 5

Ajalon, place, ii. 251

Akaba, on the Red Sea, iii. 263
Akiba, Kabbi, his life and work, viii.

42, 45, 2G1-66; relation to Bar-
Xokheba, 281, 284; execution of

Christians by, 285, 302 ; his martyr-
dom, 293

Akra, in Jerusalem, iii. 123 note 5;
identified with Millo, 258 note 3

Alabareh, the nature of his office in

Alexandria, vii. 196 ; held by Alex-
ander, 196 ; by a Demetrius, 415

Albinus, Roman governor of Judea, vii.

426, 458, 479 ; recalled, 483
Al-Chidr, Elijah identified with, by the

Islamite nations, iv. 113
Alcimus, appointed high-priest by Lysias,

v 319; repairs to the court of Deme-
trius, ibid. ; returns to Jerusalem with
Bacchides, 320 ; again seeks assistance

from the Syrians, 322 sq. ; his in-

tended changes in the temple, and
death, 325

Alema, captured by Judas Maccabaeus,

V. 314.

Alt-xander, story of his conquest of Darius
and advance against Jerusalem, v. 214
sq. ; his treatment of the Samaritans,

215, 248 note 1, 353 ; historical value

of Josephus' account o*', 221 ; said to

have made Samaria tributary to Jeru-

salem, 228 ; influence of his conquests

in Palestine, 235 sq. ; employs Samari-
tan and Judfean soldiers, 237 ; view of

his history in 1 Mace, 464 ; represent-

ative of highest attainment of Greece,

vi. 454 sq.

Alexander Balas, pretended son of Antio-

chus Epiphanes, establishes himself in

Ptolemais, v. 327 ; makes Jonathan
high-priest, ibid. ; compelled to quit

Ptolemais, 329
;

perishes in Arabia,

330 ; regard of the Judeans for, 352
Alexander Jannreus, son of John Hyr-

canus, becomes king, v. 386 ; campaigns
in the early part of his reign. 387 sqq.

;

his cruelty to the people, 389 ; rebel-

lion against him, i^id. ; victory over the

Pliari.sees, 390 ; his successes in the

east, 391; his death, 392
Alexander, son of Aristobulus, campaign

against the Romans, v. 402; executed

by Porapey, 404
Ale.xander, son of Mariamne, v. 438 ; mar-

ried to (il.iphyra, 439 ; designated one
of Hernds successors, 440; charged

with intending to flee to Archelaus,

443 ; executed at Samaria, 444 ; ap-

pearance of a pretender bearing his

B B 2
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name, 445 sq. ; said to have appeand
to Glaphyra in a dream, 458 '

Alexander, the Alabarch, vii. 196 ; his

age, 199; his son Tiberius Alexander,

415
Alexander, Tiberius, governor of Jiulea,

vii. 415; governor of J'^gypt", 501;

fruitless efforts to calm Judeans in

Alexandria, 510 ; Vespiisian seeks his

co-operation, 573 ; in the camp of

Titus, 578
Alexander Zebina, sent to Syria by

Ptolemy Physcon, v. 352
Alexandra (also called Salome), widow

of Alexander Jannanis, v. 392; becomes
queeu, 393 ; and reigns for nice years,

ibid.

Alexandra, daughter of Hyrcanus, and
mother of Mariamne, v. 408 ; applies to

Cleopatra to secure the high-priesthood

for her son, 424; imprisoned by Herod,

425; her plans for flight defeated,

427; executed, 428 sq.

Alexandreum, a fortress north-east of

Jerusalem built by Alexander Janngeus,

V. 382 ;
given up to the Pharisees,

394 ; Aristobulus in, 399 ; occupied

by Alexander, 402 ; restored by Aris-

tobulus, 403; and by Herod, 414;
Mariamne shut up there, 427 ; refitted

by Herod, 435
Alexandria, Judeans and Samaritans in,

V. 238, 240 sqq , 249 sqq., 353 sqq., 469

sq., 480, vii. 250 sq.
;
philosophy of,

vii. 197; conflicts with the heathens

there, 251 sq., 260 sq., 510; rebellion

of Judeans there, viii. 273 ; destruction

of great synagogue of, 274
Alexandrian philosophy, influence of, on

the author of the Wisdom of Solomon,

V. 480 7iote 1

Alexas, an officer of Herod, marries Sa-

lome, V. 445 ; {^.ction after Herod's

death, 449
Alexas, the elder (Alexander, or Helqia),

one of the later Herods, vii. 247; suc-

ceeds Silas as pi-efect of Agrippa's

army, 273
Allegory, application of, to the Old Tes-

tament, V. 257 sqq., 490; its full de-

velopment by Philo, vii. 219 sq. ; in

the early church, viii. 115 sq., 132 sq.

;

amongst the Eabbis, 263
Altar, erected at Bethel by Jeroboam I.,

iv. 30 ; destroyed by Josiah, 30,

238
Altar, the brazen, in the temple at Jeru

>alc 543 ; restored by Asa, iv.

50 ; replaced l)y Ahaz with a new altar

from Damascus, 171 ; removed alto-

gether from the forecourt of the temple
by Manassoh, 209; but subsequently
restored by him, 218

AMM
Altar, the. Damascene, erected by Ahaz in

the fordconrt of the temple, iv. 171
Altar, the gilded, in the Holy Place, iii.

243
Altars erected before the gates of Jeru-

salem, defiled by Josiah, iv. 238
Altars, erected by Saul, iii. 44
Altars, to heathen deities, erected by

Sol mon, iii. 297
Altar-fire, ii. 179 sq.

Alurus, site of a Zealots' camp, vii. 570
Amalek, a place, i. 250
Amalekites, the, i. 108 sqq., 248-54, ii.

43 sq. ; campaign against them under-
taken by Saul, iii. 37 sq. ; his wars
with them, 43 ; David's campaigns
against them, 102; sack Ziklag, 104;
pursued by David, 105 ; subsequent
conflicts, 149

Amasa, nephew of David, identified with
Amasai, iii. 87 note 6 ; appointed Ab-
salom's general, 185 ; murdered by
Joab, 194

Amasai, leader of a troop from Benjamin
and Judah, joins David, iii. 87 ; iden-

tified with David's nephew Amasa, 87
oiote 6

Amath or Amathus, east of the Jordan,

besieged by Alexander Janna?us, v. 388 ;

reduced, 389 ; made the centre of a
district, 403; palace of Herod in, 436
note 1

Araaziah, high priest at Bethel, under
Jeroloam II., iv. 131

Amaziah, son of Joash, king of Judah,
Jerusalem reduced in his reign, iv. 14

note 2; conquers the Idu means, 141
;

war with Joash, king of the Ten Tribes,

141 ; length of his reign, 118, 143 ; his

death, 142

Ambivius, M., Roman governor, vi. 64

Amenophis, king, ii. 83 sqq.

Amittai, father of the prophet Jonah, iv.

123
Ammonites, i. 312, 422 sq., ii. 204, 207,

295, 336 sq., 339 sq., iii. 24 ; Nahash,

king of, besieges .Jabesh Gilead, iii. 24 ;

Saul's wars with them, 43 ; death of

Nahash, 151 ; Hanun, king of, ill-treats

David's ambassadors, 152 ; assisted

by Hadadezer, 152; conquered, 159;
chronology of the war with, 160; re-

main loyal to David during Absalom's

rebellion, 184
;
pay tribute to Solomon,

296 ; allied with Damascus, revolt fi-om

Israel after the disruption of the king-

dom, iv. 25 ; war of Jehoshaphat with,

54 sq. ; spread over Gilead in the reign

of Jehoahaz, 121 ; reconquered by

Jeroboam II., 124; pay tribute to

Uzziah, 144; conquered by Jotbam,

166; revolt from Judah under Munas-

seh, 214; toleration of, not enjoined by
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Deuteronomy, 223 ; attempts of Josiah

to subdue them, 2-il ; take ptrt with

Nabuchodrozzor ap;aiiist Judah, 262
;

oppressed by the Chaldeans, seek hilp

from Judah, 2(58 ; subside in the tinal

advance of the C'hableans, 271 ; make
a last attempt to regain their indepen-

dence, 277; V. lo3; campaigns of

Judas Maccaba?us against, 313
Amnon, eldest son of David, iii. 170; liis

outrage on Tamar, 171 ; is killed by
Absalom, 172

Amon, son of Manasseh, king of Jud;di,

his place of burial, iii. 273 note G

;

length of his rcigii, iv. 20G ncte 2

;

moral corruption of the kingd(ma in

his reign, 230 sq. ; his attempts to

promote heathenism, 232, 237 ; his

tall, 232
Amorites, i. 72, 230, 233 sq., ii. 20-1-207,

427
Amos, a prophet, went fr^ m Judah into

Israel, under Jeroboam II., iv. 14 note

1, 30, 125 ; banished from Israel, 131
;

announces the impending ruin of the

kingdom, 133; his anticipations for

Judah, 148
;
predicts the coming of the

Assyrians, 153; his survey of foreign

atfairs, 196 note 1; his Messianic anti-

cipations, 203 note 2

Amos, book of, iv. 197, 198 note 9

Amri, a tribe residing at Medeba, v. 324
Anahita, worship of, among the Persians,

V. 40 note 2

Anak, sons of, i. 228 sq., ii. 284
Anammelech, son of Sennacherib, murders

his father, iv. 188
Anan (Chanan, Anauus, Annas), his

sepulchre, vii. 599
Anan, the younger, son of former, his

order of succession to high-priest-

hood, vii. 480 ; a military commander
of Jerusalem, 529 ; seeks to remedy
the evils of the time, 531 ; seeks to

check the Zealots, 560 sq. ; his murder,
564

Ananel, made high-priest by Herod, v.

423 sq.

Ananias, son of Onias, an Egyptian-Ju-
dean officer, v. 357 ; assists Alexander
Jannanis, 388

Ananja (Chananja, Ananias), high-priest,

vii. 480 ; his influence, 481
;

played
disgraceful part, 483 ; his party over-

thrown, 503 sq.

Anathoth, a town, north of Jerusalem, ii.

310 note 1, iii. 313; native city of

Jeremiah, iv. 234, 273
Ancestors, the first and the second groups

of ten. See Forefathers

Ancient nations, their peculiarity, i. 2 sq.

Andress, Judean rebel in Cyrene, viii.

273

ANT

Andrew, the Apostle, vi. 215. 302
Andronious, governor of Syria under An-

tiochus Epiphanes, v. 295
Aiidronieus, one of the Seventy, vii. 131

Andronieus, son of Messalam, a Judean
disputant in Alexandria, v. 354

Angels, germs of worship of, vii. 383
Anilai. See Adnai
Annals of the kingdom. See State-

annals

Annas (Anan, Ilanna, and Chaniia), high

priest, vi. 61 ; a Saddiicee, 140; hear-

ing of Christ before, 429 sq.

Annius, Titus A. Rufi filius, Iladiian's

governor of Palestine, viii. 286
' Anointed of Jahveh,' position of the king

as, iii. 6, 45, 65, 81, 95, 107

Anonymousness of the historical books,

i. 56, 61

Anthedon, a city on the coast south of

Gaza, V. 236 ; captured b^^ Alexander
Jannseus, 388 ; restored by Ilerod,

431 ; Agrippa arrested there, vii. 238

Antichrist and Antichrists, viii. 178

Antigonus, of Socho, successor of Simon
I., V. 275

Antigonus, son of Aristobulus, v. 402;

escapes with him froni Pome, 403
;

takes refuge with Ptolemseus, 404

;

brought back by him, 408 ; with the

aid of the Parthians enters Jerusalem,

411 ; assumes the high-priesthood

under the name Mattathias, 412
;

besieges Masada, 413; defeated at

what was afterwards the Herodium,

413, 435; sends an embassy to Ma-
cliseras, 414 ; then an army against him
under Pappus, 415; gives himself up
to Sosius, and is executed at Antioch,

416
Antigonus, son of Demetrius Poliorcetes,

V. 245
Antigonus, son of John Ilyrcanus, besieges

Samaria, v. 353
;

position after his

father's death, 385
;
put to death by

his brother Aristobulus, 386

Antioch, in Pisidia, Paul's labours there,

vii. 345 sq.

Antioch, in Syria, Judeans in, v. 237,

239, 241 ; Ilerod accompanies Octaviaii

to, 427; Christianity there, vii. 189;
Barnabas and PhuI there, 334 sq.,

348 sq., 361 ; iufluenee of Christians

there, 508 ; outbreak of heathen

hatred of Judeans at, 510 .sq. ; the

sphere of the labours of Ignatius, viii.

217
Antioehus Cyzicenus, called in by the

Samaritans, v. 353 ; John Hyreanus

said to have foretold defe.it of, 384

Antioehus I)ionysu.s, one of thf^ last of

the Seleucidie, opposed by Alexander

Jannseus, v. 391
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Antioclius Epiphanes, son of Antiochus
the Great, v. 293 ; his early years as a
hostage in Eome, ibid. ; designates

himself 6^6$, 293 note 3 ; visits Jeru-
salem, 294 ; and punishes it, 296

;

boasts of having exterminated the deity

of the Judeans, 298 sq. ; retreats out

of Egypt, 303 ; marches against the
countries of the north-east, 310; his

death, 315 sq.

Antiochus Eupator, son of Antiochus Epi-
phanes, crowned by Lysias, v. 316

;

campaign with Lysias, 317; is put to

death, 319
Antiochus Grypus, son of Antiochus of

Side, V. 364
Antiochus, king of Comagena, influence

on Caligula, vii. 243 ; Josephus's men-
tion of, 259 note ; contributes to army
of Cestius, 511 ; to the army of Titus,

543, 578, 597 ; his end, viii. 22 sq.

Antiochus Sidetes (Eusebes), becomes
king of Syria, v. 338 ; besieges Jeru-
salem, 343 sq.; named Eusebes, 344;
is killed in the Parthian campaign,
345

Antiochus the Great, transports Judeans
from Mesopotamia into Lydia and
Phrygia, v. 238 ; wars with Egypt, 283

;

overruns Palestine, ibid. ; agreement
with Ptolemy Epiphanes, 284 ; cam-
paign in Babylonia, 285 ; conquered by
the Romans, 291 ; his death, ibid.; his

robberies of temples, 292
Antiochus Theos, marries Berenice, v.

283. See Theos

Antiochus the younger, son of Alexander
Balas, proclaimed king by Tryphon,
V. 331 ; and executed by him, 334

Antipas, Herod the Great's youngest son,

tetrarch of Galilee, vi. 74-80 ; his

opinion of Christ, 344; Christ taken
before, 435

;
goes to Rome, vii. 241

;

is deposed by Caligula, 242; his death,
2i2 note

Antipas, abbreviation of Antipater, v.

396. See Herod Antipas
Antipater, an Idumean, v. 396 ; his

family, 397 ; devotes himself to Hyr-
Cdjxws, ibid. \ wins over the Egyptian-
Judean troops, 403 ; collects seven
hundred talents for Cassius, 407 ; is

poisoned by Malich, 408
Antipater, eldest son of Herod, v. 439

;

sent to the court of Augustus, 440

;

intrigues against his brothers, 442 sq.

;

further intrigues, 445 sq. ; recalled
from Rome and arrested, 447 ; executed,
448

Antipater, son of Jason, sent by Jonathan
as ambassador to Rome, v. 332

Antipater, son of Salome, denounces Ar-
chelms, v. 451

APO

Antipatris, a fortress built by Herod, v.

431 note 6, 435
Antipatris, Sehick considers it Ras-el- Ait},

vii. 512
Antonia, castle in Jerusalem, formerly

called Baris, refortified by Herod, v.

430, 435; mentioned, vi. 39 sq., vii.

382 sq. ; siege-works of Titus near,

595, 601 ; taken by Titus, 601 ; tem-
ple attacked from it, 603. See Baris

Antoninus (or Julianus Antonius), his-

torian of Jewish War, viii. 69
Antoninus Pius, his relation to the Jud-

eans, viii. 294
Antony, his arrival in Palestine, v. 410;

his friendship with Herod, ibid.
;
quits

Syria, 411; favours Herod at Rome,
413; and at Samosata, 415; desires

Herod to send him Aristobulus, 424
;

summons Herod before him, 425 ; his

war with Octavian, ibid. ; defeated at

Actium, 426
Aphserema. See Ephraim
Apharsathchites, the, an Eastern tribe

deported to Samaria, iv. 216 note 1

Apharsites, or Persians, the, deported to

Samaria, iv. 216 note 1

Aphek, in the north of Israel, Philistine

army encamped at, iii. 103; probably
identical with 'Afuleh, 103 noteb; its

situation, iv. 72 note 4 ; defeat of Ben-
hadad at, 73 ; victory of Joash at, over
the Arameans, 122 sq. ; Cestius en-

camped there, vii. 512
Aphtha, village, vii. 560
Apion, Plistonices, calumniator of the

Judeans, viii. 64 ; Josephus replies to,

72 sq.

Apocalypse, its date and aim, vii. 527,

555 ; John the Presbyter its author,

viii. 156; classification of, 250 sq. ; in

the Canon, 357
Apocryphas, viii. 344
Apollonia, a city on the coast, v. 236
Apollonius, governor of Central Syria, de-

feated by Jonathan, v. 329
Apollonius, son of Thrasseus, commander

of the Syrian forces in Southern Syria,

under Seleucus Philopator, v. 292
;

under Antiochus Epiphanes captures

Jerusalem, 297 ; defeated and slain by
Judas Maccabseus, 309

Apollos, the Christian teacher, educated

in Alexandria, vii. 389 ; the first to

refer the Logos-doctrine to Christ, 390
;

as Gnostic Christian, viii. 133

Apostles, double meaning of term, vii. 129

sq. ; the chief leaders of the community,
141 ; Paul as an Apostle, 287 sq., 313

sq. ; their end, viii. 104; as distin-

guished from Teachers, 191 sq. ; Acts

of (apocryphal), 244 sq. See Twelve

Apostles, book of the Acts of the, its
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scope and form, vii. 23 sq, ; its his-

torical value ami sources, 27 sq. ; for

whom written, 33 >^q. ; chronology of,

37
Apostolic Council, vii. 356 sq.

Apries, king of Egypt. Soe Hophra
Aqiba, rabbi, vi. 15, 35

Aqueduct in Jerusalem constructed bv
Pilate, vi. 67

Aquila, as translator of Hebrew Bible,

viii. 268-271
Aquila, Christian convert and friend of

Paul, vii. 377 sq. ; Paul accompanies

him from Corinth to Ephesus, 381

Arab tribes, tributary to Jehoshaphat, iv.

57; attack Jerusalem in the reign of

Jehoram, 94 ; incursions of, in the reign

of Uzziali, 145
Arabia, Israelites in, v. 4 ; Jews residing

there after Christ, 4 oiote 7 ; Judeans
in, 240, vii. 300 ; Arabian districts ceded

to Cleopatra, v. 425; Paul's retreat

into, vii. 327 sq.

Arabian tradition, i. 20, 33

Arabic book of Maccabees, v. 287 note 3,

323 note 4, 342 note 2

Arabs and Arabian nations, i. 286, 326

Arad, a place, ii. 190, 286
Aramaic elements, intrusion of into the

Hebrew language, iv. 280
Aramaic language, the, in use in the

new Jerusalem, v. 130; and in Galilee,

181, 182 sq.
;
general advance of, 181

sqq.

Aramaic-Semitic, or square character, v.

93 note 2 ad fin., 132 note 2

Arameans, the, i. 311, 384, ii. 302, 318
sq. ; David's wars with, iii. 151 ; de-

feated by Joab, 155; by David, 156;
rising under Rezon against Solomon,

218 ; traffic of their kings in -war horses,

262 ; revolt from Israel after the dis-

ruption of the kingdom, iv. 24 ; Ahab's
campaigns against, 71 sqq. ; regain

some of their conquests under Ahaziah,

77 ; Elisha frustrates their incursions,

86 ; Jelioram's wars with, 94 ; regain

their supremacy over Israel, 120 ; de-

feated by Joash at Aphek, 122 ; form a

new kingdom, 155; their alliance with
Pekah against Judah, 158, 170. See
Be /Ihadad, Damascus, Hazael

AraTinah, the Jebusite, iii. 163
Arbela, capital of Adiabene, conquered by

Shalman, iv. 150
Arbela, in Galilee, robbers vanquished at,

by Herod, v. 414
Archelais, a city built by Archelaus, v,

456
Archelaus, a Cappadocian king, father of

Glaphyra, v. 439 ; reconciles Herod
with his sons, 442; intended flight of

Alexander and Glaphyra to, 443 sq.

;

guardian of the sons of Alexander, son
of Herod tlie Great, vii. 236

Archelaus, ambassador at Rome of Arche-
laus, son of Herod, v. 456

Archelaus, son of Herod by Malthace,

his successor on the throne, v. 449
;

exercises I'oyal powers pi'ovisionally,

450 ; intrigues at Rome, 451 ; taxes

paid by him to Augustus, 455 ; calls

himself Herod, 456 ; married to Gla-

phyra, 458 ; banished to Vienne, 456
;

Kthnarch, vi. 76
Archevites,the, an Eastern tribe deported

to Samaria, iv. 216 note 1

Areius, king of Sparta, sends an ambas-
sador to Jerusalem, v. 245

Areopolis, the ancient Ar-Moal), v. 236
Aretas, an Arabian king, son of Obodas,

v. 442 ; assists the Romans with
troops, 453 ; mentioned, vi. 76 ; war
against Antippas, 78 sq.

Aretas II., Arabian king in possession of

Damascus, vii. 328
Aretas, king of the Nabateans, v. 390 ; his

treaty with Alexander Jannseus, 391

;

compact with Hyrcanus II., 397
Arethusa, a city in the interior of Pales-

tine, V. 236
Argob, an attendant on Pekahiah, iv.

157
Argob, district, ii. 295 note 5

Ariel, title of honour of a king of Moab,
iii. 142 note

Aristeas, author of the history of Job,

viii. 63
Aristeas, or Aristseus, book of, v. 244,

249, 252, 256, 259, 270, 432 note 1

;

origin and purpose of, 472
Aristides, Christian apologist, viii. 303
Aristion, mentioned by Papias, as dis-

ciple of the Lord, viii. 156

Aristobulus, author of ' Explanations of

the Mosaic Law,' v. 259, 357 ; teacher

of the Ptolemy Philometor, 488
Aristobulus, brother of Mariamne, made

high-priest by Herod, v. 424 ; and
strangled at Jericho, ibid.

Aristobulus, grandson of Herod the Great,

vii. 237 ; on bad terms with his brother

Agrippa, 238 ; endeavoured to assist the

Judeans, 247
Aristobulus, son of Alexander Jannseus,

V. 393 ; collects an army and captures

fortresses, 394 ; defeats Hyrcanus II.

at Jericho, and makes a compact with

him, 395 ; defeated at Aretas, 397 ;

and besieged in Jerusalem, 398 ; Scau-

rus decides in his favour, 398; defeats

the Arabian army, ih/'d.
;
presents Pum-

pey with a golden vine, ibid. ; arrested

by Pompey, 399 ; duration of his reign,

401 note 3 ; carried to Rome, 402 ; es-

capes, 403; again taken prisoner, ibid.
;
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set free Ly Caesar, 404 ; his death,

ibid.

Aristobulus, son of John nyrcanus, be-

sieges Samaria, v. 353 ; becomes high-

priest and king, 38o; his death, 386

Aristobuhis, son of 3Iarianine, v. 438
;

marries Berenice, 439 ; designated one

of Herod's successors, 440; and execu-

ted at Samaria, 444
Aristotle, i. 203 ; his allusion to the

Judeans, v. 247; representative of

highest attainment of Greece, vi. 454,

sq.

Ark of the Covenant, the, i. 8 ; its for-

tunes, 413-18 ; its removal from Kir-

jath-jearim, iii. 126; detained three

months in the house of Obed-Edom,
127; transfeiTed to Jerusalem, 127;
sent back to Jerusalem by David on

his flight, 180 ; its place in the Holy
of Holies, 242 sq.; its new lid, 242 sq.

;

the cherubs, 242 sq.
;
placed in the

sanctuary at the dedication of the

tencple, 246 ; removed by Manasseh
from the Holy of Holies, iv. 209 ; and
probably destroyed, 209 note 5 ; not

restored, v. 170 ; traditions of, 171

vote 2

Armenia, Judeans in, v. 393 note 3

Ar-Moab, ii. 295. See Areopolis

Armoury, in the Lebanon-house, iii. 250
note 1

Arms, new style of, introduced by Solo-

mon, iii. 259 sq.

Army, organisation of David's, iii. 139

sqq. ; its officers, 140 sq. ; its size, 144
sq. ; its equipment, 145 sq.

Aroer, town, ii. 394 note I

Aroer, capital of a new Aramean king-

dom, iv. 155
Aroer, on the northern bank of the Arnon,

ii. 295 ; iii. 162

Arphad, conquered by the Assyrians, iv.

151

Arphaxad, i. 264, 282 sqq.

Arsenal, erected by David in Jerusalem,

iii. 124
Artapanus, ii. 89 sq.

Artashashta, or the Pseudo-Magian Smer-
dis, V. 105, 121 note 1

Artaxerxes I., his Egypto-Persian wars,

V. 148 note 3; his death, 160
Artaxerxes II. (Mnenion), v. 200
Artaxerxes III. (Ochus), v. 206
Artemion, late Judean rebel in Cyprus,

viii. 274
Arts, the, in the kingdom of the Ten

Tribes, iv. 42 ; development of, in

Judah under Hezekiah, 192 ; con-

nected with literature, their decline in

the la-^t age of the kingdom of Judah,
286

Arus, a city near Samaria, v. 453

ASK

Arza, steward of Elah, iv. 35
Asa, son of Abiiah, king of Judah, iv.

49 ; length of"his reign, 22, 49, 52 ; re-

moves all traces of heathenism, 49; his

campaign against Zei'ah the Ethiopian,

50 sq. ; invokes tlie aid of Benhadad
against Baasha, 34, 52 ; destroys the

works commenced at Eamah, 35 ; for-

tifies Greba and Mizpah, 35 ; his death,

53
Asahel, nephew of David, one of twelve

officers, iii. 113, 145 note 4 ; his prow-
ess, 143; slain by Abner, 114; buried

at Bethlehem, 115

Asaph, a musician, iii. 248
Asaph, appointed over the ' king's park,'

V. 150 7iote 3

Asarhaddon I., son of Sennacherib, king
of Assyria, conquered Egypt, iv. 214;
sent against Elib, governor of Babylon,
214 note 5; whether there were two
Asarhaddons, ibid. ; length of his reign,

299 note 5

Asarhaddon II., king of Assyria, makes a

new settlement in Samaria, iv. 215
;

his conquests soon lost, 227
Asaridis, or Axerdis, or Asarhaddon, iv.

214
Ascalon, reduced by Jonathan, v. 329 ; oc-

cupied by Simon, 332 ; Antipater set-

tles in, 397 ;
palace of Herod at, 436

note 2 ; castle of, added by Augustus
to Salome's domains, 455 ; its era, 496;
Judean rising against the heathen at,vii.

507 ; Judeans plan expedition against,

530
Ascension of Christ, the narratives of,

vii. 78 sq.

' Ascension of Isaiah,' viii. 257-259
• Ascension of Moses,' the, v. 74 note 3,

307 note 5, 479
Ashdod, a Philistine city, ii. 339 ; con-

quered by Uzziah, iv. 143 ; siege and
reduction of, by Tartan, 178 ; and by
Psammetichus, 219 ; laid waste by
Judas Maccabeus, v. 315; reduced by
Jonathan, 329 ; set on fire by Johanan,

339 ; bequeathed by Herod to Salome,

450
Asher, tribe of, ii. 291 sq.

Asherah, meaning of the term, iii. 306

note 1

Ashteroth (Karnaim), town, ii. 295
Asia, commerce Avith, iii. 261

Asia Minor, flight of Israelites to, iv. 166
;

Judeans in, v. 239

Asinai and Anilai, two Judean brothers

in Babylonia, vii. 519 ; their power and
downfall, 520 sq.

Askelon, a Philistine city, i. 243 sqq.

;

resists Uzziah, iv. 143 ; occupied by the

Scythians, 230
Askelonians, i, 249
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Asmodeus, name of an evil spirit, v. 209
note 3

Asmoneans, the, 306 sqq. ; origin of the

name, v. 307 note 1
;

palace of, in

Jerusalem, distinct from that of Herod,
vi. 455

Asochis, near Ptolemais, attacked by
Ptolemy Lathiirns, v. 387 ; mentioned,

vii. 5-tO

Ass, the image of in the temple, ii. 87,

viii. 66; for riding, ii. 242, 389; the

significance of Christ's choice of for

his entry, vi. 394 sq.

Assembly, the Great, traditions of, v. 168

sqq.; its precepts, 195. See Council, the,

of Seventy

Assembly, the popular, v. 87; meets to

consider the question of mixed mar-
riages, 142 ; held in tiie temple n.c.

141 ; and designates Simon prince, 336
Assyrian Camp,' the, near Jerusalem, iv.

182
Assyrian character, v. 107 '>^<^tc 2, 488
Assyrian chronology, iv. 299
Assyrians, the, menace Amnion and

Moab, iv. 145; their origin, 149 sq.
;

limits of their power, 150; theirdivine

destiny recognised by the prophets,

153; their %var with the Phoenicians,

162 ; their aid called in by Ahaz, 170
;

peace hastily concluded with them by
Hezekiah, 176; invade Egypt under
Sennacherib, 179 sq. ; their retreat,

180; occupy Judah, 180 sq. ; and
menace Jerusalem, 182; their flight,

183; revival of their power after Sen-
nacherib's death, 214 ; their dominion
finally overthrown by the Medes and
Chaldeans, 253 sq.

Astarte, altar to, built by Solomon, iii.

297 ; worship of, in the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, iv. 27 note 7 ; oracle grove
of, near Jezreel, 40 ; temple of, in

Samaria, under Jeroboam II., 126
note 6 ; worship of, introduced by
Manasseh into the temple at Jerusalem,

208; statue of, removed from the

temple by Josiah, 238
Astrology, introduced by Ahaz, iv. 169;

revived by ]Manassoh, 208 ; Chris-

tians censure K. Aquila on account of,

viii. 269
Asuerus, in Tobit xiv. 15, vol. v. 72 note 3

;

name used for Varus. 454 note 4

Asylum, royal, right of, iii. 214; right

of in Sanctuary, vi. 38
Atargateum, the, near Karnaim, v. 313

note 7 ; destroyed by Judas ]MaccaLieus,

314
Atbash, use of the, v. 190

Athaliali, daughter of Ahal), marriis Jc-

horam, king of Judah, iv. 63, 95
;

assumes power in Jerusalem on the

BAA

death of Ahaziah, 101 ; her reign, 131

;

her fall, 136

Athaliah, sons of, iv. 140 note 3

Athenians, the, decree honours to ITyr-

canus, V. 405
Athenio, an Egyptian general, v. 426
Athens, Paul at, vii. 373 sq.

Athronges, heads an insurrection in Judca
against Archolaus, v. 453

Augusta. See Schaste

Augustus, conditions of Herod's vassal-

ship to, V. 427 note 3 ; friendship of

Ilerod with, 436 ; reconciles Ilerodand
his sons, 440 ; allows Herod to deter-

mine the succession hy ^\'\\\, ibid. ; his

advice to Herod, 444 sq. ; Herod's
bequests to, 450 ; delays confirming

Herod's will, 451. See Octavian
Autonomy, demanded by the Judeans,

V. 455
Autumn festival in the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, iv. 27
Ava, Avvah. See Ivah
Avaris. See Aharis

Avvim, or Avvites, people, i. 230 sq.,

242
Axerdis, or Asaridis, or Asarhaddon, iv.

214
Azariah, an officer of Judas Maccabseus,

defeated near Jabneh, v. 315
Azariah, high priest before the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, iii. 247 note 4:

Azariah, high priest at Jerusalem, said

to have prevented Uzziah from sacri-

ficing in the temple, iv. 146
Azariah, name of Uzziah before his ac-

cession, iv. 143 note 2

Azariah, son of Nathan, iii. 206 note 1

Azariah, son of Oded, a prophet in

Jerusalem in the reign of Abijah, iv.

49
Azekah, a fortress in Judah, iii. 68 ; cap-

tured by the Chaldeans, iv. 273
Aziz, king of Emessa, vii. 266, 422
Azoth, mountain of, near Beer-Zath, v.

323

Baal, king of Tyre, iv. 300
Baal, priests of, in Samaria, iv. 40
Baal, prophets of, contest of Elisha with,

iv. 106 sq.

Baal, temple of, at Samaria, erected by
Ahab, iv. 40; destroyed Ijy Jeiiu, 100

.sq. ; at Jerusalem, probably erected by
Jehoram, 95 ; destroyed on the acces-

sion of Joash, 136

Baal-berith, god, ii. 342 sq., 381

Baal-hamon, Solomon's vineyard at, iii.

257
I?aal-hazor, north of Jerusalem, murder

of Amnon at, iii. 172

Baal- perazim, defeat of the Philistines at,

iii. 147
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Baal-shalisha, shortened into Shalisha,

ill". 257 note 3 ; a man from, brings

loaves and corn to Elisha, iv. 86
Baal-zebub, oracle of, in Ekron, consulted

by Ahaziah, iv. 78
Balaam, ii. 213-16
Baalah, fortified by Solomon, iii. 259

;

idontified with Baalath, 259 note 6

Baalis, king of Ammon, iv. 276
Baanah, officer of Ish-bosheth, murders

him, iii. 118, 136
Baasha, assassinates Nadab, iv. 32 ; be-
comes king of the Ten Tribes, 33 ; be-
longed to the tribe of Issachar, 33

;

attacks Jiidah, 33 sq., 52 ; conquers
Eamah, 34 ; is compelled to retire, 35;
his death, 35 ; buried in Tirzah, 35

;

fall of his house in the reign of Elah,
8 note 1, 35

Babas, the sons of, espouse ihe cause of

Antigonus, v. 4 1 6 ; removed by Costobar
out of Herod's reach, 423 ; and exe-

cuted, 429
Babylon, belonged to the Assyrian em-

pire, iv. 1 50 ; its origin and rivalry with
Nineveh, 254 ; Chaldean settlement in,

254 ; Israelites dei)orted to, under
Tiglath-Pileser, 166; its history after

the fall of Sennacherib, according to

Eusebius, 214 note 5; settlers sent

from, to Samaria, 215 ; independent of

Nineveh, 216; Hezekiah's sons carried

to, 217; Manasseh prisoner at, 217;
its share in the overthrow of the

Assyrian power, 253 ; defended by
Nabopolassar against the Scythians,

255 ; rise of a new Chaldean power in,

256 ; date of its independence, 299
;

conquered by Cyrus, 298, 300; first

prophetic announcement of its fall, v.

41
;
prophetic activity during the siege,

46 ; siege of, lasted some years, 46 ; its

strong defences, noticed by prophetic
writers, 46 note 3 ; at length captured
in a single night, 51 ; .Tudeans trans-

ferred to, 355 note 3

Babylon = Rome in First Epistle of Peter
and early Christian usage, vii.

464
Babylonia, Biblical studies of Judeans

there, viii. 321
Babylonian Judeans, the, send assistance

to Jerusalem for the temple, v. Ill
;

their fortunes and privileges under
Autiochus the Great, 285 ; in the first

century of our era, vii. 519 sq.

Babylonian star-worship, introduced by
Ahaz, iv. 169; revived by Manasseh,
208

Bacchides, sent to Jerusalem by Deme-
trius Soter, V. 320; defeats Judas Mac-
cabgeus, 323 ; defeated by Jonathan at
the fords of the Jordan, 325 ; fortifies

BAR

Jerusalem and surrounding places, jizcZ.;

concedes terms of peace to Jonathan,
326 sq.

Bretbter, fortress of Bar-Kokheba, viii,

289 sq.

Bagoas, a eunuch, his promise to the wife
of Pheroras, v. 446

Bagoses, a Persian general, v. 205
Brfgris, for Bacchides, v. 321 note 1

Bahurim, on the southern border of Ben-
jamin, iii. 116 note 3; between Jeru-
salem and the Jordan, 181, 183

Baka-trees, omens from the rustling of,

iii. 147
Balak, ii. 215 sq.

Balas. See Alexander Balas
Balator, king of Tyre, iv. 300
Balsam plant, introduction of, iii. 281

note 2 ; in valleys near Jericho, 281
note 2, viii. 77 sq.

Ban (curse). See ExcommunicatiGn
Banus, anchorite, exaggeration of the

Baptist's tendencies, vii. 532
Baptism, of John, vi. 167 sq. ; of Christ,

191 sq., 197, 262 sq. ; in the Early
Church, vii. 134 ; over graves, 138 ; as

adopted by the Rabbis, viii. 121 ; ex-

aggerated importance of amongst
Christian sects 122 sq.

Baptist, the. See John the Baptist

Bnrak, ii. 375 sqq.

Barathena, a city near the Euphrates, iii.

153
Bargiras. See Simon, son of Giora
Baris, a castle at Jerusalem, v. 112 sq.

;

enlarged by John Hyrcanus, 382 ; on
the north side of the temple, 386 ; oc-

cupied by Hyrcanus, 395 ; surrendered

to Pompey, 400 ; Herod retreats into,

411 ; converted intoAntonia, 430. See
Antonia

Bar-Kokheba, leader of last Judean re-

volt, his history and aims, viii. 276 sq.

;

his death, 291
Barnabas, the Levite, as Christian, vii,

133 ; sent to Antioch by the parent

church, 189; introduces Paul to Peter,

331; visits Paul at Tarsus, 324;
deputy to Jerusalem, 336 ; sent to the

heathen with Paul, 338 sq. ; in Jeru-

salem again, 355 ; separation from
Paul, 363

Barnabas, epistle of, viii. 107 sq.; new
MS. of, 108

Barrabban, Jesu, concerned in disturb-

ance under Pilate, vi. 68; sou of a

rabbi, choice between him and Jesus

Christ, 435 sq.

Barrack villages, erected by Solomon, iii,

259
Barracks, erected by David at Jerusalem,

iii. 124
Barsabas, surnamed Judas, vii. 143 •
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BAR

chosen Apostle with Pa\il and Barnabas
at Antioeh, 361

Banich, a disciple of Jeremiah, assists

him in the compilation of a book of

his prophecies, iv. 2o8 ; reads it aloud

in the temple aiid is arrested, 2.')9

Baruch, epistle of, to the Ten Tribes, v.

209
Baruch, second of, viii. 57 sq. ; third of,

126
Baruch, the book of, v. 207 sqq. ; relation

to the book of Daniel, o2 oiote 3 ; from
a remote community, 131 ; relation to

the Psalms of Solomon, 225 note 1

Barzaphernes, a Parthian general, v.

411
Barzillai, of Rogelim in Gilead, assists

David in his flight, iii. 185; escorts

liim back across the Jordan, 191 sq.

;

his descendants, 216
Bascama, east of the Jordan, Jonathan

executed at, by Tryphon, v. 334
Bases, the, in the fore-court of the

temple, iii. 244
Bashan, land, ii. 295, 301
Basileo-Theocracj'-, its nature, iii. 5 ; its

reconciliation with the Theocracy, 200
sqq.

Basin of the king, iii. 97, 272
Basket-feast, the, in Alexandria, v. 358
Bastards, the, in Zech. ix. 6, their origin,

iv. 143 note 6

Betansea, assigned to Philip, v. 455 note 6

Bathyra, or Bathira, a fortified place

established by Herod, v. 437 ; elders

of, \\. 20

Bath-sheba, wife of Uriah, David's in-

trigue with, iii. 165; mother of Solo-

mon, 168; gains David's support for

Solomon, 210 ; intercedes with Solomon
for Adonijah, 212; her influence at

Solomon's court, 291
Bean, tribe of, conquered by Judas Mac-

cabseus, v. 313
Bedan, judge, ii. 36

1

Beel-zebub, origin of the name, and of its

application to Satan, iv. 78 note 1

Beelzebul, Scribes express suspicion of

Christ being possessed by, vi. 314
Beer, place, ii. 204, 209, 390
Beer-lahai-roi, place, i. 305
Beeroth, a town of Benjamin, iii. 118

note 3

Beersheba, a city in the south of Judah,
i. 305, iii. 86 note 3, 162 ; belonged to

the southern kingdom, iv. 2 note 1, 3

note 1; Elijah at, 107
Becr-Zath, defeat and death of Judas

:\[accaba?us at, v. 323
Beitkad, probably the ancient Betheked,

iv. 99 note 3

Bel and the Dragon, v. 486 sq., 460
note 3

BER

Beletaras, or Balatores, king of Bal)ylon,

iv. 149 note 5

Belmon, east of Betylua, v. 476 note 3

Belshazzar, or Nabunid, the last king of

Bal.iylon, v. 52
Belus, Judeans refuse to restore temple

of, v. 241

BenavBeraq, near Lydda, viii. 45, 88
Benaiah, son of Jehoiada, commander of

David's body-guard, iii. 142 ; supports

Solomon's claim to the throne, 210;
executes Adonijah, 212

Bcnhadad I., king of Damascus, his gene-

alogy, iv. 24 note 5 ; his aid invoked by
Asa against Baasha, ibid., 34 sqq.

;
peace

concluded with him by Omri, 38
Benhadad II., king of Damascus, his

wars with Ahab, iv. 71 sqq.; defeated at

Aphek, 73 ; besieges Ramoth in Gilead,

73 ; refuses to surrender Ramoth in

Gilead, 75 ; his attempted conquest of

Samaria prevented by Elisha, 87 ;

again besieges Samaria, 90 sq. ; is com-
pelled to withdraw, 91 ; his illness, 93;
murdered in his bath, 93

Benhadad III., king of Damascus, con-

quers cities west of the Jordan from
Jehoahaz, iv. 120 ; compelled by Jehoash
to restore them, 122

Benhadad, a general name for Aramcan
kings, iv. 71 note 3; its antiquity and
sanctity, 137 note 4

Benjamin, tribe of, ii. 281-83 ; its claim

to the dignity of a leading tribe, iii.

48 ; its territory divided between the

two kingdoms, iv. 2 sq.

Benjaminites, join David in the cave of

Adullam, iii. 87 ; at Ziklag, 102; left-

handed warriors, ii. 373, iii. 114

Ben-Tabeel, a Syrian pretender, to be set

up by Rezin and Pekah as king in

Jerusalem, iv. 158
Beqiim, near Lydda, viii. 45

Beraikut, Wadi, the ' Valley of Blessing,'

iv. 56 note 1

Berea, the modern vVleppo, v. 319
Berenice, a city in Africa, Judeans in,

v. 240, 242 note 3 ; decree of Judeans at,

437 note 1

Berenice, Agrippa I.'s mother, vii. 237
Berenice, daughter of Ptolemy Phila-

dt'lphus, her marriage and death, v.

283
Berenice, daughter of Salome, married to

Aristobulus, v. 439, 442
Berenice, sister of Agrippa II., vii. 421

;

at Csesarea, 441 ; at Jerusalem, 497

;

relations to Titus, viii. 19; mentioned,

25

Bercea, in Macedonia, Paul at, vii. 372 sq.

Berothah, probably the Venetian Berytos,

the modern Btirout, iii. 153 note 2

Berothai, a city near Zobah, iii. 153
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Berytus, in Phoenicia, the inhabitants

furnish troops to tlie Romans, v. 453

Besor, a brook, David and his men at, iii.

105
Bessara, near Gaba, vii. 538

Bethabarah, vi. 198

Bethannabris, place north of the passage

of the Jonlan, vii. 552

Bethany, two places, vi. 198, 367, 389

Betharamath, v. 436 note 2

Beth-aramptha, later Julia Li via, vi. 100

Beth-aven, flight of the Philistines

through, iii. 35

Beth-basi in the wilderness of Judea,

occupied by Simon and Jonathan, v.

326
Bethchoron, north-west of Jerusalem, vii.

417; Cestius at, 612
Betheked, a village in Samaria, its situa-

tion, iv. 99 note 3 ; forty-two of

Ahaziah's relatives slain there by Jehu,

100

Bethel, i. 304, 306, 353, 359, ii. 413 sq.

;

Israelite troops at, under Saul, iii. 30
;

incorporated in the northern kingdom,

iv. 2
;
golden calf set up at, by Jero-

boam, 27 ;
great altar at, destroyed by

Josiah, 30 ; narrative of the prophet

who announced its destruction, 30 sqq.;

taken by Abijah, 48 ; sons of the pro-

phets in, 80 ; Elijah visits, before his

ascension, 85 ; Elisha mocked at by
boys on his journey to, 86 ; became
again the chief seat of the Jahveh re-

ligion in the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes under the house of Jehu, 119

;

idolatrous worship at, denounced by
Amos, 131 ; re-establishment of the

ancient worship of Jahveh at, under
Asarhaddon, 216 sq.; ashes of heathen

vessels transported to, from Judah,

238 ; the bones of the prophet at, 238
;

an embassy sent from, to Jerusalem,

about the annual days of mourning, v.

114; fortified by Baechides, 325 note

2 ; occupied by Vespasian, vii. 572
Bethesda, vi. 282

;
pool of, iii. 251

Bethgabra, in Idiimea, vii. 554
Beth-horon, Philistine marauders at, iii.

33 ; road from, 172 note 1 ; Upper and
Lower, fortified by Solomon, 259 ; first

victory of Judas Maccaba-us at, v. 309

;

Nicanor defeated at, by Judas Macca-
ba'us, 321 ; fortified by Baechides, 325
note 2

Beth-jesimoth, or Bethjeshiraoth, place,

ii. 210; vii. 553
Bethkerem, Solomon's parks at, iii. 256
Bethlehem, birth-place of David, iii. 66

;

in Judah, 85 ; residence of David's
parents, 86 ; well at, 88 ; family sepul-

clire of David at, 115; reservoirs of

Solomon near, 253, 256 ; the Messiah

BLA.

expected by Micah to come from, iv.

204 vote 1 ; one of the few cities at first

occupied on the return of the exiles, v.

80; Christ's birth there, vi. 182 sq.

Beth-maachah, near Dan, iii. 194
Beth-millo. See Millo
Bet homes, a fortress, reduced by Alexander

Jannaeus, v. 390
Bethphage, situation of, vi. 393
Beth-rehob, kingdom of, assists Ammon,

iii. 153
Bethsaida, two towns, vi. 72, 252 sq.,

349 sq.

Beth-shean, or Beth-slian (Scythopolis),

on the Jordan, ii. 331 ; bodies of Saul
and his sons at, iii, 110; mentioned, v.

315 ; Jonathan meets Tryphon at, 333;
chastised by the sons of John Hyrcanus,
353. See Scythopolis

Beth-shemesh, west of Jerusalem, defeat

of Amaziah at, iv. 142
Beihso, in Jerusalem, vii. 581
Bethulia. See Betylua
Beth-Zachariah, Judas Maccabeus en-

camps at, V. 318
Bethzetha, a hill north of Jerusalem,

and subsequently connected with it, v.

320
Beth-zur, in the south of Judah, iii. 86

note 3 ; occupied by Syrian troops, v.

311 ; fortified by Judas JMaccabseiis,

312 ; occupied by Judeans, 317 ; com-
pelled to surrender, 318; fortified by
Baechides, 325 note 2 ; occupied l)y the

heathen party, 327 ; captured by Simon,
331

Betomesthaim, north of Betjliia, v. 476
note 3

Betylua, a city between Galilee and
Judea, V. 476 ; the home of Judith,

477
Beyrout, Agrippa I.'s buildings, &c. at,

vii. 263 ; residence of Agrippa II.,

482 ; Titus gives gladiatorial games at,

Oil

Bezek, on the Jordan, ii. 284 ; muster of

Saul's army in, iii. 24
Bible, origin of term, 331, see Canon

;

sacred ness of, viii. 312 sq.

Bidkar, appointed by Jehu captain of his

body-guard, iv. 97
Bilib, or Elib, governor of Babylon, iv. 214

note 6

Bira, Hebrew form of Baris, v. 112

Birthday of Christ, vi. 157

Bishop, James, the brother of the Lord,

the first, vii. 171 ; origin and nature of

the office, viii. 204 sq , 207, 215 sq.,

222
Bithron, the, probably a mountain ridge,

iii. 114 note 5

Black Sea, Judeans in Greek cities on, v.

93 note 3, 239 note 6
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Blood revenge, practice of, iii. 117, 118,

173
Boaz, one of the pillars of Solomon's

temple, iii. 237
Bocchoris, king of Egj'pt, ii. 286 ; length

of his reign, iv. 301
Botly-guaril, of Saul, iii. 75; of Achish,

103; of David, 142, 143, 179; of

Absalom, 177; of Solomon, 257; its

quarters, 241 ; commander of the, his

position and influence, 75, 142, 270
;

the king's, at Jerusalem, iv. 135
Boethus, a disciple of Antigonus, v. 275

;

his dcA'elopment of the Sadducean doc-

trine, 378 note 2

B'ne Kedom (Saracens), i. 253, 314 sq.,

ii. 213 sq.

Book of Covenants, i. 69-74, ii. 391
'Book of Higher History,' see Translator's

Preface; referred to, vi. 271, 424, 428,

and often

Book of Kings, iii. 206 ; the older or pro-

phetic, iv. 59

Book of Koheleth (Ecclesiastes), iii. 252
Book of Origins, i. 74-96, 213, ii. 26-28,

29 sq., iii. 163, 200 note 3, 205, 227
note 2, 229, 235 note 2, 241 note 5, 243
note 3, 246. 279, iv. 153 note 4, 287

Book of Origins, the Great, i, 61-132,
233-257

Book of the Upright, or Righteous, a
collection of national songs, iii. 282

Bonk of Wisdom, composed in the name
of Solomon, iii. 318

Bosor, V. 313 note 7; captured by Judas
Maccabaeus, 314

Bozez, mountain ridge of, iii. S3
Bozrah, captured by Judas Maccabseus,

V. 314
Brazen serpent, the, destroyed by Heze-

kiah, iv. 173
Bronze sea, the, in the priests' court, iii.

244
Bronze work, the, in the temple, iii. 235
Brotherhood, Christian, vii. 117
Bubastes, a city in Lower Egypt, iv. 51

note 4

Bunni, Hebrew name for Ncqdimon in

Talmud, vi. 260
Burial-places of kings of Judah, iii. 273

By bios, Greek form of Plicenician Gcbal,

iii. 226

By bins, city. See Gchal

C.vnnALA. See Kahhala
Cabul, name of territory ceded by

Solomon to Hiram, iii. 292

Caesar, revokes Pompey's decrees in Ab\i\,

v. 404 ; friendship with Antipater, 405
;

favours granted to the Judeans, 405 sq.

;

consequences of the murder of, 407
sq.

CAN

C;c:-aroa Philippi, v. 236 note 4, vi.

72 ; Christ's approach towards, 350
distinguished by Agrippa as tetrarch,
vii. 241 ; capital of Agrippa II., 420

;

his minister Philip there, 509. See
Foveas

Co&sarea-on-the-Sea, iii. 263 ; formerly
Stratonos Pyrgos, v. 236; its erection
by Herod, 430 sq. ; Herod's palace at,

436 note 2; residence of a Roman
governor, vi. 37 sq. ; contention
between Judeans and heathens at, vii.

423 sq., 495 sq., 506 ; receives the
name Colonia Prima Ftavia, viii. 82

;

overthrown by earthquake, 282
Caiaphas, high priest, 64 ; his advice to

Sanhedrln, vi. 374
; persecutes the

Apostles, vii. 151 sq.

Cain, Cainan, i. 264 sq.

Cains Caligula, his relations with Herod
Agrippa I., vii. 239 sq. ; his follies

towards Jerusalem, 243 sq. ; towards
Judeans of Alexandra, 250 sq.

Calah (Gen. x. 11), identical with Halah,
iv. 165 note 2

Caldrons used in the temple, iii. 244
Caleb, ii. 285 sq.

Calebite, Nabal, the, iii. 97
Calendar of public festivities drawn up
by the Pharisees, v. 381, 468

Calf, golden, ii. 183

Calf, worship of the, established at Dan
and Bethel by Jeroboam I., iv. 26 sq.

;

subsequently confused with Astarte, 27
note 7 ; how regarded by the prophets,
65

Callimander, a general of Ptolemy Lathu-
rus, V. 353

Calliri'hoe, near the Dead Sea, Herod at,

V. 448
Calno, on the Tigris, conquered by the

Assyrians, iv. 150
Cambyses, succeeds Cyrus, v. 105 ; dura-

tion of his reign, ibid. ; his campaigns
against Egypt, 106, 116

'Camp,' 'the Assyrian,' near Jerusalem,
iv. 182

Cana, v. 391, 426 note 2, vi. ISO, 247
sq. ; miracle at, 250 sq.

Canaan, conquest of, ii, 239-243
; divi-

sion among the conquerors, 255-
261 ; devastated by the Scythians, iv.

230
Canaanite sacrifice of the king of Moab,

iv. 89
Canaanites. i. 232-42 ; in the narrower

sense, 236 sq., 244 ; their new rising,

ii. 415 sq. ; tlieir relation to Israel, iii.

138 ; employed in the works for the
temple, 230 ; toleration of, not en-
joined by Deuteronomy, iv. 223

Candace, que^n of Ethiopia, frequency of
name. vii. 183
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Candlesticks, the, in the Holy Place, iii. 243

Canon, of Sacred Scriptures, meaning and

origin of, viii. 322 sq. ; of Old Testa-

ment, 319 sq. ; of Hellenists, 338 sq.

;

of New Testament, 3-46 sq. ; final set-

tlement of, 360 sq.

Cantata, a Hebrew, iv. 42

Canticles, the, composed soon after Solo-

mon's era, iii. 165, 257, 265, 282, 291,

iv. 9 oiote 1 ; age and nature of the

poem, 42 sq. ; allegorised, viii. 334

Cnparetrea, viii. 91

Capernaum, vi. 180, 252, 286, 305, 340

sq., 355 sq.; Josephus at, vii. 542

Capharabin, fortified town, vii. 573

Caphar Barucha, a city of Judah, iv. 56

note I

Caphar-saba, trench from Joppa to, con-

structed by Jaungeus, v. 391 ; city of

Antipatris erected at, by Herod, 435

Capharsalama, victory of Judas Macca-
baus at, v. 321

Capharteramim, small town in southern

Idumea, vii. 572
Caphartoba, in Idumea, vii. 554

Caphtor, country, i. 245 sq.

Capito. See Herennius

Captivity, sufferings of Israel during the,

V. 1 sqq. ; its duration as anticipated

by Jeremiah, 11 sq. ; chronology of

the, 72-74
Capyron, the, the army of Aretas de-

feated at, by Aristobulus, v. 398

Caravanserai established in Solomon's

reign, iii. 262
Carchemish, on the Euphrates, conquered

by the Assyrians, iv. 150 ; occupied by
Necho, 257 ; Necho defeated at, 258

Carians. i. 248, iv. 135 note 3

Carmel, a city in southern Judah, iii. 38,

86 note 3

Carmel, a hill near Maon, Nabal's herds

on, iii. 97
Carmel, Mount, on the shores of the

Mediterranean, Elijah's retirement to,

iv. 68 ; contest with the prophets of

Eaal on, 106

Carnaim. See Karndim
Ca.siphia, situation of, v. 137 note 4;

Levites from, join Ezra, 138

Casfi, V. 313 note 7

Cassius, defeats the Judeans, v. 403 ; his

levies after the death of Caesar, 407 J-q.

Castle of Antonia, its position, iii. 232

note 5

Catholic Church, viii. 170-72

Catholic Epistles, viii. 354

Cavalry, introduced by Solomon, iii.

260 ; supplied from Egypt, iv. 219

Cave-dwellers, in the Egyptian army, in-

vading Judah, iv. 46
Cedron, a fortress erected by Cendebseus,

V. 339

CHA

Cendebfeus, a Syrian general, despatched
against Simon, v. 339

Census of the people, ii. 195-97, 275-
77 ; in David's reign, iii. 160 sqq.

;

of Israel, taken during the reign of

Jeroboam II., iv. 124 ; under the

Eomans, vi. 43, 62 ; revolt against,

53; whether two ? 155 sq.

Cephar-Charoba, viii. 291
Cephas. Cephas-party. See Feter,

Cepheus, king, ii. 90
Cerethites. See Crete

Cerinthus, founder of heretical sect, viii.

136 sq. ; John meets with, 158
Cestius Gallus, Syrian governor at Jeru-

salem, vii. 495 ; appealed to at begin-

ning of revolt of Judeans, 501 ; his

attack upon Jerusalem and defeat,

511 sq. ; his successor, 542
Chaboras, a river in Mesopotamia, iv.

150, 264 note 7

Chferemon, ii. 85 sq.

Chalcis, principality of, near northern

Lebanon, vii. 259; conferred on Agrip-

pa II., 420
Chaleol, a sage, one of the sons of Mahol,

iii. 278
Chaldean names, adopted l)y the Israelites,

V. 33; of the months, 183
Chaldean philosophy, astrology, and

divination, vii. 200 ; Philo's relation to,

210 ; expulsion of its professors from
Home, 364. See Philosojjhy

Chaldeans i. 282 sq., 311, 335 sq. ; their

successive invasions of the southern

countries of Asia, iv. 151 ; rise of their

power, 253 sq.; their origin, 254;
tlieir migrations southward, 254 ; set-

tlement in Nineveh and Babylon, 254
;

their learning, 255 ; sudden rise of

their power in Babylon, 255 ; their

new dominion, founded by Nabopo-
lassar, 255 ; their supremacy over Ju-

dah, 259 sqq. ; their siege of Tyre. 270,

277, 300
Chalil, el, i. 335
Chamberlain, the, an officer of Solomon's

court, iii. 268
Cbananja. See Ananja
Channa. See Annas
Chaos, idea of in Philo's system, vii.

213 sq.

Character, Aramaic-Semitic or square, v.

93 note 2, 132 note 2; so-called As-

syrian, 107 note 2, 488
Chariots introduced by Solomon, 259 sq.

;

imported from Eeyi't, iii. 262

Charismata of the early church, vii.

113 sq.

Cliarrae, in Mesopotamia. See Haran
Charran = Kard6n, in the Kurdistan

mountains, vii. 404

Chasidees, or Chasidim, the, or the Pious.
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V. 282, 368; their origin, 300; dis-

appearance of the name, 369 ; their

religious views, 371
Chasphon, or Chasphor, v. 313 note 7;

captured by Judas Maccabfeus, 314;

Chebar, river, the Chaboras in Me&opo-
tamia, iv. 264 )iote 7

Cheniosh, god of the Moabitos, ii. 206;
altars to, erected by Solomon, iii. 297

Cherethites, foreign soldiers of David's

body-guard, iii. 143

Cherith, the brook, Elijah at, iv. 105;
its situation, 105 note 1

Cherubs used as decorations in the temple,

iii. 239
;
placed over the ark, 242 sq.

;

on the bases, 244; conception of, partly

suggested the image of the fiery chariot

and fiery horses of Elijah, iv. 110
note 2

Child and parent, i. 338-40
Chimham, son of Barzillai, accompanies
David to Jerusalem, iii. 192; main-
tained at Solomon's court, 210

China, Judeans in, v. 92 note 2, 239
Chittim, the ships of (Dan. xi. 30), v.

297 note 1

Chittim, or Chittites, people, i. 110;
revolt attain st Tyre, iv. 162

Chobolo (Kabul), situation of, vii, 540
Chorazin, vi. 253
Christ, portrait of, at Edessa and Rome,

vi. 157 ; his meeting with the Baptist,

172 sq. ; his earlier history, 178 sq.
;

his kindred, 179 sq. ; his birth in

Bethlehem, 182 sq. ; his descent from
David, 183 sq. ; his baptism, 191 sq.

;

his fundamental thought, 200 sq. ; his

general course of labour, 210 sq. ; his

teaching, 216 sq. ; his works of healing,

220 sq. ; his higher and exceptional

labours, 226 sq. ; the motives of his

acts, 228 sq. ; his relation to the past,

233 sq. ; to his own immediate present,

233 sq. ; to his future, 238 sq. ; the

course of his labours until the impri-

sonment of the Baptist, 242 sq, ; the

founding of the Messianic kingdom,
272 sq. ; the founding of his Com-
munity by the choice of the Twelve
and their training, 290 sq. ; his relation

to the heathen, 347 sq.; his final de-

cision with regard to the Hagiocracy,

376 sq. ; his betrayal and his outward
removal, 405 sq. ; the day of tlie Last

Supper and his crucifixion, 414 sq.

;

his trial, 429 sq. ; his death, 437 sq. ; his

glorification before his death, 353 sq.
;

and that afterwards, 448 sq., vii. 7 sq.
;

the name displaces that of Jesus, 9;

bis resurrection, its significance, 45
sq. ; its necessity, 49 sq. ; the creation

of the Church, 53 ; the various accounts

of, 56 sq. ; his mother and brothers.

CHR

127; 'Christ-party' in the Apostolic

age, 383 sq. ; false imitators of
(pseudo-Christs), rise of, 87 sq., viii.

80 sq. : — Simon Magus, vii. 180;
Theudas, 414; a Judean of Egypt,

423 ; one who gave trouble to Festus,

426; later relatives of, viii. 180 sq.
;

angel of, 236. See Lofios

Christ's mother and brothers at first not
members of his Community, vi. 306

;

hear he is mad, 314
;
go to Jerusalem

before him, 358; at his death, 442;
after his death, vii. 127

Christian faith, in writings of John, viii.

164 sq. ; in epistle to the Ephesians,
190 sq. ; in pastoral epistles, 197 sq.

Christian hope, its original character and
final form, viii. 175 sq.

Christianity the consummation of the
Theocracy, vi. 91 sq. ; the First Con-
dition of its coming, 94 sq. ; the Second
Condition, 103 sq. ; the Third Con-
dition, 121 sq. ; the tendency to fulfil

these Conditions in the ancient Com-
munity, 129 sq. ; Christianity as Christ

himself founded it, 200 sq. 453 sq,
;

characteristics after Christ's death, vii.

1 sq. ; certainty of its victory, 12 sq.
;

difficulties in its way, 18 sq. ; its ad-
hei'cnce to the Ancient Community at

the end of the Apostolic age, 524 sq.

;

and its severance therefrom, 472 sq.

;

separation of from Judean community,
viii. 21 sq., 98 sq. ; relation of to the
same immediately after the destruction

of Jerusalem, 25 sq. ; its general con-
dition in the period reviewed in this

volume, 100 sq. ; the form it assumed,
107 sq. ; becomes conscious of its

highest destination, 223 sq. ; new
position during the war of Bar-Kok-
heba, 285 ; and after it, 301 sq.

Christians, the name of, vii. 334 ; other
names of, 334 ; their characteristics

and condition, viii. 102 sq.

Christophanies and Theophanies, vii. 73
Chronicler, the, his account of the decree

of Cyrus, v. 47
Chronicles, books of, i. 169-96; their

sources, 183 sqq. ; in the Canon, viii.

335
Chronicles and Chronicler, the, iii. 207;

his representation of the possessions of
Judah, iv. 3 note 3 ; designation of the
northern kingdom, 5 note 1 ; repre-

sentation of the Egyptian invasion in

the reiu^n of Kehoboam, 45 note 7 ; of
Abijah's speech, 48 note 4 ; of the
speeches of Oded and Hanani, 49 note

1 ; of the removal of the ' heights ' by
Asa and Jehoshaphat, 49 note 2 ; of
Hanani's reproof of Asa, 52 note 3 ; of
the chronology of Asa's reign, 52 note
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5 ; of Jehoshaplitit's arrangements for

the administration of justice, &c., 54

iiote 1; of his victory over the Moabites

and Ammonites, ob vote 4 ; of his

attempt to revive the navigation of the

Eed Sea, 56 note 5; of the po} ulation

of Jiidiih, 57 note 2; of the fall of

Athaliah, 135 note 5 ; of the repairs of

the temple under Joash, 140 notesl,^
;

of the treatment of the Idumeans, 141
;

of Amaziah's misfortunes, 143 note 1
;

of Uzziah's leprosy, 145; of the rela-

tions of Ahaz with the Assyrian king,

171 note 3; of the fortifications of

Jerusalem executed by Hezekiah, 175
note 3 ; of Hezekiah's religious activity,

189 ; of the repentance of Manasseh,

217, 218 note 3 : of the celebration of

the Passover, 239 note 2 ; of the fate

of the vessels of the temple, 265
note 1

Chronicon Samaritanum, ii. 227, 267 sq.,

372 note 4, 411 note 1, viii. 362
Chronologyofthe early history, i. 204-13 ;

of the Ten Forefathers before and the

Ten after the Deluge, 274-77 ; of the

Great Patriarchs, 324 sq., 400 sq.,

417 ; of the residence in Egypt, 392,

397-404, ii. 11 sq., 83 sq.; of the wan-
derings in the desert, 185-88; of

Moses, 211; of Joshua, 254 sq. ; of

the Judges and till Solomon, 367-373
;

of Saul's reign, iii. 52 ; of David's war
with Amnion, 160 ; of the two king-

doms, iv. 20 sqq. ; of the second

period of the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes, 117; of the monarchy, 297

sqq. ; of the deported Jews in the

north-eastern districts, 301 ; Assyrian,

299; Chaldean, 298 sq. ; Tyrian, 2S9

sq. ; Egyptian, 300 sq. ; of the exile,

V. 72 sqq. ; of the descendants of the

Ten Tribes in the Crimea, 93 note 3
;

of the high priests, 123 sqq.; method
of reckoning in the Persian age, 183;
of the Judean coins of Simon, 341 ; of

Christ's life, vi. 149-58; of Apostolic

Age, vii. 37 sq., 242 ; of the war of

Bar-Kokheba, viii. 282 sq.

Church, its existence and power generally

after Christ's death, vii. 105 sq., 147

sq. ; its labours and practices, 1] 2 sq.

;

its members and constitution, 126 sq.

;

its spread, 132 sq., 149 sq. ; dissolution

of the primitive church and formation

of a new parent church, 164-73
;

admittance of the heathen to, 174 sq.

;

dissolution of parent church, viii. 185
sq. ; true idea of Christian church,

190 sq.
;

government of, 196 sq.

;

offices of, 205 sq.
;

prophetic idea of

its purpose in ' Shepherd of Hermas,'
238 sq.

COI

Church fellowship, vii. 115 sq.

Chushan-rishathaim, king. ii. 318
Cilicia, expedition of Asarhaddon against,

iv. 188 note 2

Cimmerians, the, dx'iven westwards by
the Scythians, iv. 228

Circumcision i. 324 ; whether necessary

in the Christian church, vii. 353 sq.
;

Peter dispensed with it, 356; insisted

on again by Pharisaic party, 383
;

though afterwards abandoned, 388

;

artificial foreskin (Ascension of Moses,
cap. 8), viii. 260; prohibited by
Trajan, 277 ; by Hadrian, 285, 292

;

allowed by Antoninus Pius, 294
City of David, iii. 124, 221, 258, 273
Civic system and the civic union, ii, 342

sqq., 381

Claudius Caesar, his relation to Herod
Agrippa, vii. 257 sq. ; his favour
towards the Judeans, 259 sq., 413
his dislike of Christians, 261, 364

Clearchus, a pupil of Aristotle, his notice

of the Judeans, v. 247
Clemens Flavius, viii. 80 sq., 227 sq.

Clemens Eomanus, viii. 227 sq., 235 ; his

epistle to Corinthians, 205-13
;

second epistle, 246 sq. ; new MS.,
205, 246 ;

' Homilies ' and ' Eecogni-
tions ' of, 65, 90, 126; other works
ascribed to. 229

Clementine Homilies, vii. 35, 460
Cleobius, founder of a Samaritan sect,

viii. 92
Cleopas (Clopas), vi. 305 ; derived from

Cleopater, ibid. ; one of the ' Seventy,'

vii. 131 ; viii. 187
Cleopatra, consort of Ptolemy Philo-

metor and mother of Ptolemy Lathii-

rus, V. 357 ; expels her son from
Egypt, 387

Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus the

Great, promised in marriage to Ptolemy
Epiphanes, v. 284

Cleopatra, of Jerusalem, mother of Philip,

V. 449
Cleopatra, queen of Egypt, receives

Herod, v. 413 ; applied to by Alex-

andra, daughter of Hyrcanus, 424
;

compels Herod to cede various districts

to her, 425 ; involves Herod in a war
with Malich, 4'25 sq.

' Coasts of the Sea,' the, residence of the

Israelites in, v. 4

Cccle^Syria, occupied by Ptolemy Lagi,

V. 226
Coins, of Simon, v. 339 ; of the Asmo-

neans, 386 note 7 ; of Antigonus, 412

note 1 ; and of Herod, ibid. ; of the

Nabatcan Malchus, 412 note 5 ;
of

Archelaus, 449 wo/e 3 ; Eoman-Jewish,
vi.61 sq.; of Cfesarea Pbilippi, vii. 241 ;

of Mesene, 403 ; of Damascene Aretas,
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327; of Agrippa T., 264 sq., 421 sq.
;

of the liberated Jernsalem, 529 sq. ; of

Jndaa Capta, 612; cf Miioianiis, 578
;

welcoming Hadrian into Judca, viii.

282 ; of the war of ]>ar-Kokhel.a, 283,

289 ; of Neapolis, 290
ComaLrene. See Autiochus

Comedy of Errors, i. 346 nq., 3oO, 354-o6
Commandments, Ten. See J)icaloi//(c

Commerce, .Solomon's efforts to promote,
iii. 260 sqq. ; foreign, loss of, throuah
the dii^ruption of the kingdom, iv. 18;
revived in the kingdom of tlie Ten
Tribes liyAhab, 39; and by Jeroboam,
125; in Judah, by Jetioshaphat, 56;
and Uzziah, 143 ; among the Jews of

the dif^persion, v. 237 sqq. ;
protected

and promoted by Simon, 336 ; under
the Asmoneans, 363; under Herod,
432

Community of Jahveh, ii. 135-44; its

regulations and morals, 151-55; its

constitution under Joshua, 258-63
Community, the Christian (church), its

foundation by Christ, vi. 293 sq.

Community of goods in Christian church,

vii. 1 15 sq.

Concubines, as mothers of tribes, i. 374
sq,

;
position of, as royal widows, iii.

115, 182, 212
Condition of the people, the, in the king-

dom of the Ten Tribes, dunng the first

century, iv. 41 sqq. ; after the revolu-

tion of Jehu, 116; under Jeroboam II.,

125 sq. ; in Judah during the first

period after the disruption, 57 sq.
;

under Uzziah, 146 sqq. ; in the age of

Manasseh, 210; effect of the re'orma-

tion of Josiah, 243 sqq.

Congregation. See Comimmitij of Jahveh
Coniah, son of Jehoiakim, takes the name

of Jehoiachin on his accession, iv. 263.

See Jehoiachin

Coiis/ifufiones Apostolicce, vii. 36, 4G0,

viii. 13, 201, 229
Coponius, Roman governor, vi. 65 sq.

Coreae, opposite to Alexandreum, Pompey
at, V. 399 ; Vespasian encamped at,

vii. 654
Corinth, Judeans in, v. 240 ; Paul's first

stay at, vii. 377-80: his second visit,

394; Paul's first epistle to, 394; his

second epistle, 397 ; lost epistle to,

393 ; troubles in church at, viii. 206

Coronation of Hebrew monarchs, iii. 272
Cos, Judeans in, v, 240
Costol)a. late member of Herodean family,

vii, 483, 503, 515
Costobar, made governor of Idumca by

Herod. V. 421 vote 2; removes the sons

of Babas, 423 ; laments Mariamne,
428 ; executed by Herod, 420

VOL. VIII.

CYA

Costobar, a kinsman of Agrippa II., v.

421 note 2 od fin.

Council, the High, See Council of
Seventy

Council, the, of Twelve, retained by Ezra,

v, 170
Council, the, of Seventy, its first institu-

tion, V. 167 ; «'ind jurisdiction, 168 sqq.

;

sends elders to Antoninus p]piphanes,

295 ; defiant behaviour of Herod be-

fore, 407. See Assemblt/

Court-pulpit of Solomon, the, iii. 251
Courts, the, of Solomon's temple, iii, 232,

240 ; of the priests, 232 note 3, 233
oiote 1, 243 ; of the second temple, 232
note 4

Covenant, Ark of the. See Ark of the

Covenant

Covenant, a, made under Hezekiah, iv.

234
Covenant, a new, necessity of, proclaimed

by Jeremiah, iv. 291 sq.

Covenant, the, made by Ezra, v. 166

Covenant, the New, promised by the

prophets, v. 30, 32
Covenant with God, ii. 143 sq.

Covenants, book of. See Book of Cove-

nants

Craft, of David, iii. 62, 102
Crassus, overthrow of, v. 403
Crete, Cerethites and Pelethites, i, 245-49
Crete, Judeans in, v. 240
Crimea, tomb, inscriptions in the, v. 93

note 3, 239 itote 6

Cross and Crucifixion, vi. 437 sq.

Crown, power of the, regulated in Deu-
teronomy, iv, 224

Crown, the, of the king of Ammon. cap-

tured and worn by David, iii. 159
;

assumed by Solomon on his marriage,

272; use of by Hebrew kings, 6, 272
Crucifixion, commanded by Titus, vii. 596
Ctesiphon, Judeans seek refuge there, vii.

523
Cumanus, Poman governor, vii. 415 sq.

Cush, a Pienjamite, his treachery to

David, iii. 88
Cushi carries the tidings of Absalom's

death to David, iii. 185 note 6, 188 sq.;

probably one of .Joab's ten armour-
bearers, 188 note 3

Cuthah, a Babylonian city, deportation

of settlers 'rom, into Samaria, iv. 215
Cutheans, name applied by the later

•Jews to the Samaritans, iv. 216, v. 354,

viii. 83
Cyamon, north of Betylua, ii, 268 note 2,

V. 476 note 3

Cyaxaies.son of Phraortes, kingof Mtdia,
iv. 228; besieges Nineveh, 228; de-

stroys the leaders of the Scythians,

253 ;
his alliance with Nabopolassar,

256

C C
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Cyaxares, king, v. 11 note 3, 2!:i0 note 3

Cyclopean walls, iii. 233
Cyprians, the alliance of Ju leans witli,

X. 206
Cypriote Judeans, vii. 312 sq.

Cypron, fortress of, vii. 510

Cyprus, a city erected by Herod, v. 43.5

Cyprus, ruled by the Assyrians, \\\ 18S

note 2 ; Judeans in, v. 2i0 ; viii. 274
Cyprus, wife of Agrippa, vii. 237

Cj'prus, wife of Antipater, mother of

Herod the Great, v. 397 ; intrigues

against Mariamne, 428
Cyrene, Judean troops placed in, v. 237

note 5; Judeans in. 240, 437 iiotc 1,

vii. 616 ; Judean rising in before Bar-

Kokheba's rebellion, viii. 273

Cyrus, king of Persia, his campaign

against the Scythians, iv. 229 ; his

conquest of Babylon, 298, 300; at-

tached to the Zirathustrian religion,

V. 40 ; approiches Babylon, 41 ; the
* anointed' of Jahveh, 45 ; his decree for

the liberation of the Israelites, 47

;

permission for the rebuilding of Jeru-

salem, 47, 49; prophetic declarations

concerning him, oO; captures Babylon,

51 ; a divine instrument for the accom-
plishment of the Messianic expecta-

tions, 69 ; his edict for the return

of the exiles, 78 ; and the restoration

of the sacred vfssels, ibid. ; later story

of his vow, 126

Dagox, god, ii. 332, 415 sq., 417
Dalmanutha, vi. 348
Damascus, Aramean kingdom of, ii. 302
Damascus, city of, i. 311-13; mide

tributary to David, iii. 156; occupied

by Solomon, 218; commercial roads

through, 26]
;

pays tribute to Solo-

mon, 296 ; rt'gains its independence,

after the disruption of the kingdom,
iv. 24 ; alliance with Judah, 24 note

5, 25 ; reconquered by Jeroboam II.,

124 ; after his death attempts to re-

gain its power, 151 ; new kingdom
of, 155 ; overthrown by Tiglath-

Pileser, 160; destroyed by the As-
syrians, 161 ; Ahaz visits Tiglath-

Pileser at, 171 ; subdued by Necho,
251 ; subjugated by Nabucliodrozzor,

259 ; takes part with Xabuchodruzzor
against Judah, 262; probably the seat

of a Persian governor, v. 88 note 2
;

Judeans in, 239; occupied by Jonathan,
332 ; oppressed by Ptolemrous, son of
Mennpeus, 391, 304; taken by Aretas,

391; Scaurus at, 398; Pompey at,

ibid., 399 ; reckoned by Pliny a city of
Decapolis, 455 note 4 ; as an Arabian
city, vii. 327 sq.

;
prevalence of Ju-

deanism in, 407 sq. ; the Judeans

massacred there, 514. See Arameyns,
Benhadad; Ilaracl

Dametha, fortress of, Judeans in the, v.

313 ; captured by Judas Maccabseus,
314

Damocritus, author of book against Ju-
deans, viii. 65

Dan, in the extreme north of Israel, ii.

293, iii. 162, 194 sq. ; calf worship at,

iv. 27; subdued by Baasha, 34 note 3.

See Paneas
Dan, the tribe of, i. 181, ii. 289 sq., 338,

348 ; territory of the tribe divided

between the two kingdoms, iv. 2

Daniel, book of, its account of Nabucho-
drozzor's madness, v. 2 ?iote 2 ; and of

the capture of Babylon, 51 ; its com-
putation of the period of the exile, 73 ;

its author acquainted with the book of

Baruch, 208 note 6 ; its date and com-
position, 302 sqq. ; relation of book
of Enoch to, 345, 349, 360 ; of 3 Mace,
471 ; prophetic-poetic nature of its nar-

rative, 473 sq. ; additions to, 460, 462
note 1, 486 sqq. ; Dan. i.-vi., 8 7io^f 2

;

xi., 283 sqq ; its Messianic meaning, vi.

110 sq. ; allegoi'ised, viii. 53; in the

Canon, 335, 341

Daniel, Gri-eek book of, v. 486 sqq.

Daniel, legend of, v. 33, 95 ; so-called

tomb of, 95 note 3 ; a historical person-

age, 304 )wte 2

Daphne, sanctuary of, near Antioch, v.

295 ; Antony at, 410 ; Herod at, 415
Darda, a sage, one of the sons of Mahol,

iii. 278
Darius, king of Persia, his campaigns

against the Scythians, iv. 229 ; his

place in history, v. 72 note 3 ; succeeds

the Pseudo-Smerdis, 108 ; moderation

of his government, 110; story of his

restoration of the sacred vessels, 126

sq ; his foes, 129 note 2

Date-palms near Jericho, viii. 77 sq.

David, his name, iii. binote; hisrehition

to his age, 64 sqq.; his religious nature,

58; his poetry, '59; his playing, 60,

67 ; his dancing, 60 ; his eloquence,

60; his qualifications for ruling, 61
;

his harshness. 62; his craftiness, 62;

his dissimulation, 63 ; the son of Jesse,

66, 87 note 6 ; born at Betlilehem, 66
anointed by Samuel, according to the

later narrator, 66 ; sent for to soothe

Saul with his playing, 68; narratves

of his combat with Goliath, 69 sqq.
;

Said's jealousy of him, 73, 77 ; marries

Michal, 74 ; is appointed commander of

Saul's i)ody-guard, 75; his friendship

with Jonatlian, 76, 78; is assisted by

Michal to escape, 77 ; takes refuge with

Samuel in Ramah, 78 ; meetings with

Jonathan, 79, 81 ; compelled to flee
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from S.iul's dominions, 81 ; at Nob, 82;
repairs to Achit;li, king of Guth, 83

;

feigns madness, 83 ; and is expelled,

8-i ; gathers an army round him in

Judah, 85; conduct to the elders of

Judah, 86
;
places his parents under the

care of the king of Moab, 87, 149; his

warriors, 88 ; relieves Keilah and de-

feats the Philistines, 80; pursued by
Saul in the wilderness of Ziph, 02, 03;
visited by Jonathan, 93 ; retires to the

heights of En-gedi, 94 ; his magna-
nin)ity to Saul, 95, 96 ; descends into

the wilderness of Paran, 97 ; insulted

by Nabal, is about to seek revenge, 98

;

having lost i\Iichal,marriesAbigail,99

;

at d Ahinoara, 99 ; repairs again to

Aehish, 100; settles as Philistine

vassal at Ziklag, 101 ; learns the

Gittite music, 101 ; campaigns against

the Amalekites,&c., 102; captftinofthe

body-guard of Aehish, 103 ; dismissed

by Aehish, 104; pursues the Amale-
kires, 105; hears of the death of Saul
and Jonathan, lOJ ; his lament, 107;
anointed king of Judah in Hebron,
100

;
probably paid tribute to the

Philistines, 111; war with Ish-bosheth,

il3; his matrimonial connexions, 115
;

receives overtures from Abner, 116;
demands the restoration of Michal,

116 ; lament for Abner, 117 ; king of

Jsrael, 119; executes the murdereis of

Itili-bosheth, 119; conquest of Jeru-

salem, 121 sqq. ; fortifies it, 124;
erects barracks, an arsenal, his palace,

a tabernacle for the ark, 124
;
presides

over the removal of the ai'k to Jerusa-

lem, 127 ; his desire to erect a temple
to Jahveh, 129 sqq., 226 ; his designs,

227 ; his preparations, 228 ; his re-

organisation of the Levites, 133 sq.,

247, 318; cultivates the arts, 134;

treatment of Saul's descendants, 135
sq. ; restores his family esti^ites to

jVIeribosheth, 135 ; surrenders seven
descendants of Saul to the Gibeonites,

136; buries the bodies of Saul and
Jonathan at Zelah, 137; his wars, 137
scjq. ; military organisation, 139 sqq.;

his body-guard, 143 ; his levies, 144
;

number of his troops, 145; said in the

Koran to have invented chain-armour,

\4(i 7iofe 2 , war with the Philistines,

148; feats of prowess, 148; conflicts

with the Amalekites, 149 ; conquest of

Moab, 149 sq.; Aramean war, ] 50 sqq.;

insulted by Ifanuin, king of Amnion,
152 ; marches against Hadadezcr, 155 ;

defeats the Araiiuaiis, 156; reduces

DamaS'Cus, 156 ; returns triumphant to

Jerusalem, 158 ; reduces Kabbah, 159
;

institutes the census, 160 sq. ; rebuked

by Gad, 162; three woes in his reign,

162 vote 6; his temptations, 163 sqq.
;

his polygamy, 165, 169; contrives the
death of Uriah, 166; will not punish
Amnion, 171 ; wears mourning fir him,

172; consents to the return of Absalom,
175; reconciled with him, 177; quits

Jeru.salem on the outbreak of Absalom's
rebellion, 179 scj. ; is cursed by Shiinei,

181; rebukes Abishai, 181; ])resents

Ziba with Meribosheth's estates, 181;
takes refuge in Mahanaim, 184; length
of his absence from Jerusalem, 184 ; his

lamentation for Absalom, 189; is in-

vited to return by Western Israel, 190
;

sends Zadok and Abiathar to con-
ciliate Judah, 100, receives the homage
ofShimei, 100; of Meribosheth, 101;
is escorted over the Jordan by Bar-
zillai, 101 ; restoration to Jerusalem,
192; his old age, 196; his prophetic
spirit, 197 sq. ; his priestly dignity,

133, 200
;
general results of his career,

199 sqq. ; has Solomon proclaimed king
before his death, 211; death and
burial, 203; treasures buried in his

tomb, 228 fiofc 1 ;
' sepulchres of,' 254

vote 5 ; organisation of the government
afterwards attributed to him, 266 ; sub-
sequent collection of his songs, 282

;

tomb of, opened by John Hyrcanus, v.

344 ; Herod erects a monument over,

435 ; Vespasian's search for descen-
dants of, viii. 79 ; Domitian s search
for, 188 sq. ; Davidic lyrics, 329

David, a second expected, vi. 105 sq.

David, city of, iii. 124, 221, 258, 273
David, house of, its position in the king-
dom of Judah, iv. 11 sq. ; its restorition

an element in the Messianic hope, 60
sq. ; danger of its overthrow by the
machinations of the kings of Samaria
and Damascus, 170; prophetic antici-

pations of its future greatness, 203 sq.

;

faith in its perpetuity, 295
David, the expected Messiah called, by

Hosea, iv. 203 /lofe 2

Davidic descendants in the postexilian

Israel, vi. 109sq., 183 sq.

Davidic kingdom, the, iii. 307 sqq.

Davidic lyrics, viii. 329
'Day of Jahveh,' threatened by the pro-

phets, iv. 127; in extant prophetic
writings fir.'^t announced l»y Joel, 127
vo/c 3

Deacns, the first seven, vii. 144, viii.

210 sq.

Dead Sea, the, lioundary of the kingdom
of the Ten Tribes, iv. 4 note 1

Debarija, village of, vii. 538
JJe Bdlo JuduUo, the Christian reprc-

d net ion of, v. 343 note 1

Deberath (Dcburieh), pl,»ce i. 376 note 2
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Debir, town, ii. 285
Deborah, her position in Israel, iv. 134

note 3

Deborah, Rebekah's nurse, i. 293 sq.,

ii. 375 )iote 2

Deborah's (Tabor's) Terebinth, iii. 21

note 4, iv. 31 note 4.

Deborah, the judge, ii. 374-79; her

Song, 319, 350 sq., 354 sq.

Decalogue, i. 48, 73, ii. 18 sq., 20, 158-

64; similar decads of commandments,
162-68; neglect of the, iv. 240

Decapolis, the, v. 330, 455, vi. 317, 347
;

parties in, under Josephus, vii. 533;
volunteers from, against X^ospasian. 548

DecnpolitaJia, or Caesarea Philippi, vi. 72
'Decree' of the parent church at Jeru-

salem, vii. 355 sq.

Dedication of the temple, the, under Solo-

mon, iii. 215 sqq. ; feast of the, esta-

blished by Judas IMaccabseus, v. 312;
neglected by the Hellenists, 465, 467

Dehavites, the, an eastern tribe deported
to Samaria, iv. 216 note 1

Delilah, ii. 407 note 1

Delos, Judeans in, v. 240
Dema?netus, advises Ptolemais to open its

gates to Ptolemy Lathurus, v. 387
Demetrius, a freedman of Pompey, re-

ceives Gadara, v. 400
Demetrius, author treating of Judea, viii.

62

Demetrius II. Nicator, son of Demetrius
Soter, lands on the Cilician coast, v.

329 ; confirms Jonathan in his position,

330 ; fails to keep his promises, 331
;

recognises Simon as high-priest, 334
;

a second time on the throne of Syria,

345 ; his wars in the hook of Judith,

475 sq. ; chronology, 475 note 7

Demetrius Phalereus, the adviser of

Ptolemy Philadelphus, v. 250 sq.

Demetrius Poliorcetes, defeated by Ptol-

emy Lagi, V. 226 ; destroys Samaria,

227
Demetrius Soter, son of Seleucus Philo-

pator, sent as a hostage to Home, v.

293; alluded to in Dan. vii. 24, 304
note 1 ; claims the Syrian throne on the

death of Antiochus Epiphanes, 316

;

lands at Tripolis, 319 ; sends Bacchides
to Jerusalem, 320; his proposals to

Jonathan, 327 ; further concessions,

328; is defeated, and perishes, ihkl.

Demnniacas, cured by Paul, vii. 391
Demons, l)elief in possession by, vi. 221

sq. ; Christ's treatment of, 222 sq., 314
317 sq.

j

Dcmoreles, Spartan ambassador, v. 245 '

Deportation, of Israelites from the king-

^ dom of the Ten Tribes, by Tiglath-
i

Pileser, in the reign of Pekah, iv. 160
sq., 166 ; by Shalmaneser, on the fall of

DIS

Samaria, 164, 165; from Judah, by
Nabuchodrozzor, first, in the reign of
Jehoiachin, 264; second, in the reign
of /edekiah, 273 ; third, on the de-

struction of Jerusalem, 275; fourth,

five years after. 277
Deputies, or elders, their position under

the monarchy, iii. 11, 109, 119, 216,

310 sq. ; their share in legislation in

the two kingdoms, iv. 115
Derbe, Paul at, vii. 348; return to, 350
Destiny-rock, iii. 93
Deuteronomist authors, tlieir labours on

vSolomon's life, iii. 207
Deut. xviii. 14-20, vol. iv. 226 note 3 ;

xxxii., 9 note 1, 194 7iote 5, 218 7iote 1,

283 note 2; xxxiv. 10-12, 226 note 3

Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomist.
i. 117-32; divisions of the book. 120
sqq.

; Deuteronomic treatment of the

history of the kings, 156 sqq., ii. 30
sq., 234

Deuteronomy, its author belonged to the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes, iv. 9 note 1

;

history and nature of his work, 221
sqq. ; speaks in the name of Moses,

222; spiritualises the old law, 222 sq.

;

mild spirit of the book, 223; regulation

of the powers of the crown and of the

prophets, 224; laws of war, 224; treat-

ment of the Gerim, 224 ; and of the

Levites, 225 ; marriage with a hus-

band's brother, 225 ; worship of God
limited to one place, 225; the Messianic

hope in, 226, vi, 106; discovery of it

in the temple, iv. 234 ; written in

Egypt, 235 ; only recommended one or

two nations to Israel's equity, 251 ; its

style, 279 ; want of arrangement in,

286; Tuade sacred, viii. 319
Diaspora, the, vi. 81-85; the Judean and

Christian, vii. 305; 'Twelve Tribes'

in, 360
Didymns. See Thomas
Dinah, Jacob's daughter, i. 378 sq.

Dinaites, the, an eastern tribe dep':^rted

to Samaria, iv. 216 note 1

Dio-Ca^sarea, viii. 82. See Sepphnris

Dio Cassius on Jewish war, vii. 494

Diogenes, a friend of Alexander Jannaeus,

executed by the Pharisees, v. 393
Diognetus, e])istle to, viii. 173 sq

Dion, ea';t of the Jordan, v. 236; captured

by Alexander Jannaeus, 391 ; victory of

lierod at, 426
Dio.'polis, viii. 82
Diotrcphes, viii. 159

Disciples, Christ's first, vi. 244 sq.

Discipline in the Church, vii. 139 sq.

Disease, cure of, by Christ, vi. 222-26
Dispersion (Diaspora), the, r. 4; friendly

relatii>ns betw^een Israel and the

heathen, 33; on the Black Sea, 93 note
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3, 239 note 6; in the Crock .ige, 237
sqq. ; in the days of Herod, 436 f^qq.

Disruption of the kingdom, the, iii. 308
sqq. ; its immediate consequences, iv.

1 sqq. ; date of, 300
Docetai, viii. 13o
Dodavah, father of Eliczer, iv. 53

Dodecarcliy, tlio, in Egypt, iv. 163 note 2,

188 note 5, 215
Doeg, the Edomite, at Nob, iii. 84 ; mas-

sacres the priests of Nob, 90
Duk, a fortress near Jericho, v. 342
Domitian, viii. 79 sq. ; search of, for rela-

tives of the Lord, 188 sq.
;
persecution

under, 227 sq.

Dora, on the coast, iii. 263 ; battle be-

tween Antiochus and Tryphon near,

V. 338 ; besieged by Alexander Jan-
nfeus, 387 ; maritime town in Southern
Galilee, vii. 202

Doris, mother of Herod's son, Antipater,

V. 439
Djsitheus, an Egyptian Judean, captain

under Ptolemy Philometor, v. 357
Doxitheus, a Samaritan philosopher, v.

279 ; tounder of a sect in Samaria,
viii. 94 sq.

Dothan, the residence of Elisha, iv. 121
;

its situation, 121 noie 9, v. 476 iiote 3

Dragon-well, or Serpent's-pool, position

of the, iii. 254 note 2, 256 note 1

Drama in Israel, the, iii. 282, iv. 42, 199

Dreams, sacred, i. 329 sq.; divination by
means of, iii. 51 ; of Josephus, vii.

547
Drusias, a city built by Herod, v. 431

note 6

Drusilla, daughter of Agrippa I., wife of

Felix, vii. 421 sq.

Eagles, the Roman, vi. 65; in fourth

book of Ezra, viii. 54; in second book
of Baruch, 59

Earthquake, the, in the reign of Uzziah,

iv. 131 Nute 1

Ebal, 3Iount, in Samaria, ii. 279 ; refe-

rence to in Deuteronomy, v. 218;
changed into Gerizim in the Samaritan
Pentateuch, 219

Ebion and Ebionites, viii. 152

Ecclesiastes, book of, iii. 252 ; in the

Canon, viii. 334, 339. See Koheleth

Ecclesiasticus. See WiscJom of Jesus

Ecdippa, on the coast, v. 412
Eden, land of, i. 282
'Eden,' 'sons of,' an Aramean tribe, iv.

150 note 6

Edessa, portrait of Chri.st at, vi. 157

Edom and the Edomites, their history,

i. 75, 109 sqq., 344, 348 sq , 353, 368

sq., 375 ; their history, ii. 200 sq.

Edom, Saul's wars with, iii. 43 ; sub-

EGY

jugation of by Joab, 157 ; revolt and
conquest of, 217 sq. ; importance of its

possession for the navigation of the
Red Sea, 263; belonged to Judah after

the disruption of the kingdom, iv. 4
;

attenijits to regain its independence
with Egyptian aid, 45 ; and partially

succeeds in the reign of Rehoboam, 47;
its subjugation effected by Jehoshaphat,
56 ; its aid claimed against IMoab, 88;
possible origin of its name, 88 note 4

;

revolts from Judah in the reign of
Jelioram, 94 ; incursions of luloniites

in the reign of Joash, 138; conquered
by Amaziah, 141; regains its power,
142; subjugated by Uzziah, 131 7iote 1,

143; its wisdom, 192; revolts from
Judah under Manasseh, 214 ; its treat-

ment, 219; Josiah attempts its subjec-
tion, 241 sq. ; sends ambassadors to

Zedekiah for aid against the Chal-
deans, 268 ; finally takes part with the
Chaldeans against Judah, 271

;
pro-

phetic indignation against, v. 15
;

conquered by Gashmu, 153. See
Idunua

Edom, or Esau, name of Rome, viii. 272
sq.

Edrei, place, ii. 207, 295
Egypt, Israel's residence in, i. 385-422,

ii. 3-15, 34-94; exodus from, 67-76,
97-101, 185-201; its magic, iii. 50;
relations of Israel with, under David,
142; under Solomon, 220 sq. ; Hadad
takes refuge in, 217 ; commercial road
from, 261 ; its aid called in by Jero-

boam I. against Jerusalem, iv. 25 ; its

influence on religion in the kingdom of

the Ten Tribes, 26 ; alliance of Jero-

boam with, its danger to Judah, 44
;

Egyptians invade Judah, 46; inclina-

tion of the popular party in Israel to

alliance with, 156; alliance of Hoshea
with. 163 sq., 176 ; flight of Israelites

to, 166; desire for alUance with, at

Jerusalem, 176, 179 ; invaded by Sen-
nacherib, 179 ; conquered by As.tr-

haddon, 215 ; alliance of Judah with,

till the beginning of Josiah's reign,

218, 210 ; Scythians penetrate to, 229,

230; its condition under the twenty-
ninth dynasty, 240 sq. ; its supremacy
over Judah, 251 sqq.; Egyptians in

possession of Gaza, advance against

the Chaldeans, 261 ; driven out of
Asia after Jehoiachin's accession, 264

;

send aid to Judah against the Chal-
deans, 273 ; are driven back, 273

;

Jeremiah and others settle in, 276
;

its inability to assist Israel during the
Captivity, v. 2 sq.; prediction of the
great Unnamed in reference to, 45

;

campaigns of Cambyses against, 106,
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116; Judeans in, at the time of Philo,

240; relations of Judeans in Palestine

with, 271 ; troops in Palestine, 258
See Hophra, Necho, Shishak

Egyptian cavalry, ii. 74 sq.

Egyptian chronology, iv. 300 sq.

Egyptian-Holirew words, ii. 3 sq.

Egyptian Judeans, v. 354 sqq., 465 sqq.,

469, 480; in the army, 368"; troops at

Pelusium, 403 sq.

Egyptian manners and civilisation, in-

fluence of, on Israel, iii. 225, 260, 266,

268, 270, 271, 273
Egyptian plagues, ii. 61-65
Egyptian princess, married to Solomon,

iii. 220 sq., 272 ; her residence, 221, 249
note 2, 250

Egyptian religion, its contrast to that of

Israel, ii. 8 sq., 39 sq., 55, 58
Egyptian vessels and raiment carried off

at the exodus, ii. 65-67
Egypto-Persian wars under Xerxes and

Artaxerxes, v. 148 note 3

Ehud, judge, ii. 373 sq.

Ekron, a Philistine city, iii. 72; regains

its independence in the reign of Reho-
boam, iv. 47 ; oracle of Baal-zeLub at,

78; bestowed on Jonathan, v. 329
Elah, father of Hoshea, iv. 161
Elah, son of Baasha, king of the Ten

Tribes, iv. 35; the last of his house, 8

note 1 ; assassinated in Tirzahby Zimri,

35

Elam, included in the Assyrian empire,
iv. 150 ; Israelites deported to, under
Tiglath-Pileser, 166; the frontier land
of the Persians, v. 40 note 1

Elamites, in Nabuchodrozzor's army, iv.

262
Elath, or Elah, on the Red Sea, ii. 200

;

rebuilt by Uzziah, iv. 143; conquered
by Rezin, 159

Elath, gulf of, in the Red Sea, iii. 217
Elath, harbour of, iii. 263
el-Chalil, i. 335
Eldad and Medad, ii. 29, 311 note 3

Elders of the people after Joshua, ii. 311-
14, 341-44

Elders, or deputies, their position nn-^er

the monarchy, iii. 11, 109, 119,216,
310 sq.

Elders, the, in the New Jerusalem, v. 86, 87
Eld-^,rs (presbyters), the, in the early

church, vii. 146; as sharing the duties

of the Twelve, 166 sq. See Presbyters

Eleasah, north of Jerusalem, Judas Mae-
cabseus at, v. 323

Eleazar, a Pharisee, insults John Hyrca-
nus, v. 382 sq.

Eleazar, brother of Simon I., high- priest,
V. 27'); said to have st-nt the seventy-
two translators to Alexandria, 251;
and to have gone there himself, 253

ELI

Eleazar, captain of temple-guard and
rebel, vii. 482, 503, 505, 529

Eleazar of Modin, his prayers in Bar-
Kokheb.i's war, viii. 291

Eleazar, son of Aaron, ii. 262, 267, 313;
his high-priestly family, 409 sq.

Eleazar, son of Dodo, colonel in David's
army, iii. 141

Eleazar, son of Simon, priest and leader,

vii. 529, 574
Eleazar. youngest brother of Judas Mac-

cabeus, killed near Beth-Zachariah, v.

318
Election, popular, of officers of the Church,

A'iii. 204 sq.

Elegies, composed by Jeremiah on Josiah,

iv. 243
Eleutheropolis, its position, iii. 89 note 4

Eleutherus, the river, the extreme boun-
dary of Palestine in the north-west,

V. 332
Elhanan. .son of Jair, slays Goliath of

Uath, iii. 70, 148

Eli, fate of the house of, iii. 213
Eli, judge, ii. 408-11 ; his sons, 412 sq.

Eliahu, full form of the name Elijah, iv.

64 note 1

Eliakira, son of Josiah, king of Judah,
assumes the name of Jehoiakim on his

a<^eession, iv. 252
Eliashib, high-priest in the time of Nehe-

miah,v. 153; assigned a building in the

temple to Tobiah, 159; obliged tore-
store it, 160 ; rebuked by Nehemiah,
173, 205; his grandsons John and
Jesus, 205

' Eliashib's house,' iii. 248 note 11

Elib, or Bilib, governor of Babjdon, iv.

214 noteb
Eliezer, of Damascus, i. 294
Elijah, a prophet, iv. 63 sqq.; came from

Tishbeh and belonged to the kingdom
of rhe Ten Tribes, 64 ; resists the per-

secution of Jezebel, &Q ; his habits of

retirement, 68 ; his dress, 68 ; re-

called by Ahab after the drought, 69
;

his opposition to the priests of Baal,

70; denounces Ahab and Jezebel for

the murder of Naboth, 75 ; consulted

by Ahaziah, 78; various forms of his

work, 79 ; calls Elisha, 81 ; higher con-

ception of, 101 sqq.; the originator of

the great revolution, 102; calamities

following his labours, 103; relation of

the Elijah-narrative to the hlisha-cycle,

103 note 2; announces the drought to

Ahab, 104; at the brook Cherith, 105;
and at Sarepta, 105; contest with the

prophets of Baal on Carmel, 106; flees

to Beersheba, 107 ; and thence to Sinai,

107 sq ; his commissions in reference

to Hazael and Jehu, 109 ; his ascension,

109 sqq. ; later narratives of. 111 sq.

;
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destroys the nussengers of Aha/Jab,

112; his letter to Johorain of Jiidah,

112; ranked with Enoch and Moses, 113;

believed to have appeared as Pliinehas,

113 ; the pattern of eternal youth, 113;
apocryphal writings under his name,
113 'itute 3; his pietended grave, 113
note 6 ; his iutiuenee not confined to

the kingdom of tlio Ten Tribes, 128;
expected return of, \i. 106, 128

Elini, place, ii. 99

Elisha, a prophet, son of Shnpliat of

Abel-raeholah, iv. 80 sqq. ; his call by
Elijah, 81 ; length of his career, 81, 87 ;

called ' father,' and ' the chariot of

Israel and its horsemen,' 82 ; refused

Benhadad's present, 83 note 3 ; narra-

tives of his miracles, 85 sqq. ; improves
the water of Jericho, So ; curses the

children, 85 ; increases the widow's oil,

85 ; restores the Shunammite's son to

life, 85 ; renders the unwholesome food

of the sons of the prophets innocuous,

85 ; miracle of the loaves, 86 ; saves

an axe out of the Jordan, 86 ; cures

Naaman, 86 ; frustrates the incursions

of the Arameans, 86, 121 sq.
;
prevents

the conquest of Samaria by Benhadad,
87 ; advises the Shunammite to leave

the country, 87 ;
predicts to Hazael

his future career. 87, 93 ; accompanies
the expedition of Jehoram against

Moab, 88 ; foretells the deliverance of

Samaria, 90 ; has Jehu anointed, 96

sq. ; his relations with him, 102; fol-

lows Elijah, 110; and witnesses his

ascension, 111; relations with the

kings of the house of Jehu, 120; in-

flicts blindness on the soldiers sent to

capture him, 122; his death, 123; his

influence not confined to the kingdom
of the Ten Tribes, 128 ; his inferiority

to Elijah, 81, 128
Elkesaites, viii. 122 sq.

Elkosh, north of Nineveh, residence of

Nahum at, iv. 165, 228
Elohim, use of the name, in place of

Jahveh, V. 198

Elon, judge, ii. 366
el-Ram, probably the ancient Ramah, iv.

34 note 2

Eltheni, an Arabian general, opposed to

Ilerod, V. 426
Elulseus, king of Tyre, i. 110; conquers

the Chittites, iv. 162

Elvmas, Bar-Jesu, Judean magician, vii.

342 sq.

Eramaus, Syrian forces at, v. 310 ; forti-

fied by Bacchides, 325 note2 ; burned
by Varus, 454 ; destroyed by earth-

quake, viii. 282
Emmaus, ' the warm baths,' south of

Tiberias, vii. 550

ESA

I'^nniiaus, west of Jerusalem, vii. 553
Emin, people, i. 228
Encampments of the Israelites in the

Desert, ii. 67 sqq., 97-101, 191 sqq.

Endor, witch of, iii. 51

I'hiemessar, corruption of Shalmanescr,

iv. 162 note 1

En-gedi, on the shore of the Dead vSea,

iii. 94 ; David at, 90, 97 ; Moabites,

&c. at, iv. bo

Enoch, book of, representation of Zerub-

babel, Joshua, and Nehemiah in, v.

162; date and purport of, 3t5 sqq.;

its threats against the free-minded,

350
;
promises a new temple, 432 ; its

diflfuseness, 462 note 1 ; its philosophy

of history, 489 ; Messianic hope in, vi.

HI sq.

Enoch, Forefather, i. 265 sq., 281

Enoch, translation of, partly suggested

the idea of the ascension of Elijah, iv.

110 note 2 ; Elijah subsequently ranked

with, 113
Entychit;e, followers of Cleobius, viii. 92

Epaphroditus, pitronof Josephus, viii. 70
Ephes-dammim, a mountain in western

Judah, iii. 68

Ephesians, epistle to the, viii. 190 sq.

Ephesus, Judeans in, v. 239; decree in

favour of the Judeans, 364 ; Paul's

stay in, vii. 388 sq. ; his last words to

elders of church at, 399 sq. ; scene of

the Apostle John's labours, viii. 155

sq.

Ephraim and Ephrath, country, i. 382

sq., ii. 276 sq.

Ephraim, city of, iii. 172 note 1

Ephraim, forest of, iii. 185 note 6

Ephraim, or Aphaerema, a Samaritan dis-

trict attached to Judah, v. 228

Ephraim, tribe of, its claims and dignity,

ii. 277-81, 321 sq.; iii. 48, 304; land

of, Ish-bosheth king over, 112

Ephraim, unknoivn place in N.E. Judea,

vi. 375, vii. 573
Ephraim, used by the prophets as a con-

temptuous designation of the northern

kingdom, iv. o

Ephron, a city of Israel, taken by Abijah,

iv. 48

Ephron, east of the Jordan, reduced by

Judas Maccabseus, v. 315
Ephron, or Ephraim, v. 228
Epic poetry, i. 37

Epierates, a general of Ptolemy Lathurus,

V. 353
Epicureans, among the Judeans, v. 257

Ei)istles Pastoral, viii. 198 sq.

Epistles, Paul the originator of this form

of Chri.stian literature, vii. 321 sq.

Erech, a city in Ephraim, iii. 181

Esarhaddon, son of Sennacherib. See

Aaarhuddvn
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Esau, son of Isaac, i. 23-t, 300, 344 sq.

Esdraelon, plain of, v. 470 note 3

Esdras, third [first] book of, v. 127, 480
;

fourth [second] book of, representa-

tion of Ezra in, 163

Eshtemoa, a city in the soutli of Judah,

iii. 86 note 3

Essenes, or Essees, their origin, v. 370

;

meaning of the name, 370 note 2 ; their

characteristics, 371 sqq. ; their retire-

ment from the world, 372; their com-
munities, 373 sqq. ; treatment by
Herod, 438 ; their attitude towards
Messianic hope, vi. 122, 130; in Chris-

tian church, vii.382 sq. ; Essenes, allies

of Zealots, 500 ; John, the E><sene,

530 ; viii. 144 ; Canon of, 339 ; con-

version of to Christianity, 145 ; amal-
gamation of with disciples of the

Baptist, 120 sq.

Essenes, gate of, in Jerusalem, vii. 581
Estates of the realm. See Deputies

Esther, book of, i. 60, 197 sq. ; its repre-

sentation of the relation between Isi'ael

and the heathen, v. 33, 191, 212^0/6

5 ; date and purport of, 230 sqq.
;

relation of 3 Mace, to, 471 ; in the

Canon, viii. 335, 337, 339, 363
Esther, liistory of, relates to the general

fate of the Judeans among the heathen,

V. 117
Etam, near Bethlelipm, Solomon's parks

at, iii. 256
Etham, place, ii. 68 note 2

Ethan, a musician, iii. 248 ; and a sage,

278
;

great grandson of Samuel, 278
note 2

Ethbaal, king of Tyre, father of Jezebel,

\y. 39

Ethiopia, Judeans in, v. 240
Ethiopian Christians, their legends of

Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, iii.

284 note 2, 285 note 2, 319
Ethiopian Judeans, viii. 15, 274
Ethi(;piaus, in the Egyptian army of in-

vasion of Juilah, in the reigu of Reho-
boam, \v. 46, 51 note 4 ; assist Judah
against Sennacherib, 179 sq. See
Zerah and Tirhakah

Ethnareh, Juilean, at Damascus, vii. 328
Euaratus of Cos, at the court of Herod,

V. 413 note 3

Euboea, Judeans in, v. 240
Eunuchs, introduction of, iii. 271
Euphrates, the, contest of David with tlie

king of Zobah on its banks, iii. 152
;

boundary of the kingdom of Zobah,
154 ; of Solomon's empire, 221

Eupolemus, the historian, i. 50, viii.

63
Europe, flight of the Israelites to, iv. 166
Euryeles, a Lacedaemonian at the court of

lierod. V. 443

EZE

Eusebius,his Ecclesiastical History, value

and defects of, vii. 36; viii. 12;
on the Canon of the New Testament,
348

Evangelist, Jesus the first, vi. 216
Evangelists, the, in the early church,

vii. 113, 146

Evil-Merodach, succeeds Nabuchodrozzor,
V. 18 ; and releases Jehoiachiu, i'iid.\

king of Babylon, 52 notes 1, 3

Excommunication, the lesser, of Jesus,

vi. 292 sq., 321 ; of his followers, 345;
in the Christian church, vii. 139;
amongst the Rabbis, viii. 35

Exegesis, rules of amongst the Rabbis,

viii. 42 ; of Akiba, 263 sq.

Exile, the, period of its commencement,
V. 4 ; its duration, 72 sqq. ; of the Ten
Tribes, 93 note 3

Exiles, the, from Israel, under Tiglath-

Pileser, iv. 160; under Shalmaneser,

164; from Judah, in the reign of

Jehoiachiu, 264 ; their hopes of de-

liverance, 267 ; in the reign of Zede-
kiah. 273, 275 sq. ; on their return

occup}' Jerusalem, &c., v. 80 ; hope of

their return, viii. 177

Exodus from Egypt, ii. 57, 67-94

Ezekiel, a prophet of Judah, his survey

of foreign atfairs, iv. 196 note 1 ; suc-

cessive editions of his prophetic

writings, 196 note 3; predicts new
incursions of Northmen, 229 ; desig-

nates the house of Israel ' House of

Disobedience,' 245 ; belonged to the

priesthood, 249, 264 ; distinguishes

the Chaldeans from the Babylonians,

256 sq.; carried away captive, 264
note 7 ; commenced his ministry

in exile, 268 sq. ; contends against

false hopes of the success of Zedekiah's

rebellion, 269 ; discerns Babylonian
religions creeping in among the exiles,

269 sq. ; his 'picturesque style, 279,

283 ; oracles on foreign nations, 280

;

his erudition, 282; orthography of his

name, v. 11 note 1 ; a prophet of the

Captivity, 5, 12 sqq. ; last lines of his

book, 14; his supposed sepulchre,

ibid. ; looks for the restorat^ion of the

national and priestly ordinances, 32

;

his charges against Israel, 53 ; and
delineation of the new kingdom, 60

;

view of the duration of the Captivity,

73; fondness for imagery, 185, 188

Ezekiel, book of, iii. 22-vii., vol. iv. 268
note 4 ; xii. 1-20, 269 note 3 ; xii.-xx.,

269 note 2; xiv. 12-xv., 269 note 3;
xvii., ibid., 283 note 3; xix., ibid.;

xxi., 271 note 1; xxv., 271 note 2;
xxxi., xxxii., 283 note 3 ; xxxv., 27i

note 2 ; xxxviii., xxxix,, 229 note 4,

vol. v. 14 note 4; iv., 90 note 1, 93
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EZE

note 2 ; xxviii. 2-10, 16 note 4 ; xxxvii.

15-28, 90 note 1, 93 note 2 ; xl.-xlviii.,

32 note 2

Ezekiel, author of a Greek draiiKi on the
' Mareli out. of Egypt,' v. 260

Ezekiel, ;i Jew of Alexandria, his 'Elayooyr\,

ii. 88
Ezion Gfcber, harbour of, on the lied

Sea, iii. 263 ; Jeiioshaphat's projected

A'oyages from, iv. oQ
Ezra, his memoirs, i. 192; beginning of

his history, V. 117 * his family, 129;
bears the surname 'the priest,' 130;
also called the ' scribe,' ibid. ; dis-

tinguished for his learning, 132; re-

establishes the law of jMoscs, 133 sqq.

;

preparations for his journey to Jeru-

salem, 136
;

powers conferred upon
him, ibid. ; rendezvous on the Ahava,

137; induces a number of Levites to

join him, 138; reaches Jerusalem,

z7>trf. ; chief judge in Jerusalem, 139

sqq. ; horror at the discovery of the

mixed marriages, 139, 141
;
proposes

that all foreign wives and children

should be dismissed, 142 ; subsequent
labours, 143 sqq. ; trains up a band of

scribes and judges, 144 ; their services

to the people, 14o; organises public

worship, 145 sqq. ; leads one of the

processions at the consecration of the

walls, 158 ; later representations of,

161-64; put on the same level with
Moses, 164; his eternal youth, ibid.;

his grave, ibid. ; his covenant, 166 ; at

the head of the Great Assembly, 169
;

his action with regard to the Penta-

teuch and the Canon of the Old Testa-

ment, viii. 321, 330; books of Ezra
and Nehemiah in the Canon, 333, 335

;

fourth book of, 47 ; addition to, found
in Latin translation, 56

Ezra, book of, purity of its language, v.

182; memoirs of, 190; ii. 82 note 3,

83 note 1, 86 notes 2, 5, 100 note 6
;

iii. 3, 101 note 4 ; iv. 7-23, 121 note 1;

V. o-vi. 13, 111 note 4; vii.-x. 141

note 2; vii. 12-26, 136 note 1; viii.

1-14, m note 5; ix. 4, 141 note 1
;

X. 18-44, 143 note 1; third book of,

v. 127, 480 ; fourth book of [2 Esdras],

Messianic ideas in, vi. 115; iilea of a

Me.ssiah, son of Joseph, not found in,

121. See Esdras
Ezra and Nehemiah, books of, i. 169,

188-95
Ezrah, a Levite, ancestor of Ethan and
Heman, iii. 278 note 2

Fabius, a Roman general, assists Anti-

gonus, V. 408
Fa lus, Roman governor, vii. 412 sq.

FOR

Faith, Christian, vii. 82 sq. ; in Paul's

case, 290 sq ; in epistle of James, 453
sq.

Families, family histories, i. 23 sq.,

179-81, 195, 210 sq., 362 .sqq., 381

sqq.

Famines in the time of Claudius, vii,

335
Fast days, origin of, v. 22

Fasting, Christ's disi inclination towards,

vi. 288 sq ; Pharisees' overestimate of

its virtues, 335
' Father,' use of the title, applied to the

prophets, iv. 82, 129

Feasts, the annual, celebrated in Ezra's

time, V. 144, 166; of Purim, 231 sqq.,

358 ; connected with Purim, 321, 469
;

of the purification of the temple under
Judas Maccabieus, 311; calendar of,

381, 468
;
glorified by the author of 2

Mace, 465 ; festival-book, 470, 473
;

at Jerusalem, known to have been at-

tended by Jesus : (1) a Passover in his

youth, vi. 187 sq.
; (2) a Passover at

beginning of his ministry, 254 sq.

;

(3) probably the Feast of Tabernacles

of the next year, 281 sq.
; (4) the Feast

of Tabernacles the next ye>ir, 357 sq.
;

(5) the Fe St of Dedication the same
year, 360, 365 sq.

; (6) the Passover of

the next year, 384 sq. ; of Samaritans,

viii. 93 sq. ; Trajan's Day, 280. See

Xylophory
Feet, Apostles', washed by Christ, vi.

414 sq. ; not admitcing of repetition

subsequently, 417
Fehme, against Paul's life, vii. 436;

against Roman government, 425 sq.
;

its members at Massada, 502, 504, 567
sq.

Felix, Roman governor, vii. 416 sq., 437

sq.

Festus, Porcius, Roman governor, vii.

421 sq.

Fig-tree, the, disappointing Christ's hopes

of fruit, vi. 400 sq.
;
parable of barren,

401
Finances of the kingdom under Solomon,

iii. 293 sqq.

Fire, sacred, at the dedication of the

temple, iii. 247; at the contest ou

Carmel, iv. 106

Flaccus, Avilius, Egyptian g(n'ernor, vii.

251

Flaccus, Syrian governor, vii. 238

Floras, Ges.sius, vii. 483
Food, laws concerning, in Christian

church, vii. 187 sq., 357 sq., 383 sq.,

432, 466, 475; amongst Judeans, 506,

536
Footstool, the sacred [A.V. 'mercy-seat'],

iii. 242 sq.

Forced labour m Egypt, ii. 13-15, 82
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FOR

Forecourts of the temple. See Courts

Forefathers, ilie first and tlie second
groups of ten, i. 264 sqq.

Forgiveness of sins, Christ's authority,

as to, vi. 286 s^q., 200 sq.

Fortification of Jcrus.tlem by David, iii.

124 sq. ; by Solomon, 258; constructed

by Uzziah, iv. 143 sq. ; by Jotham,
166; by Hezekiah, 175; restored by
Manasseh, 218

Fortresses, circle of, erected by Solomon,
iii. 259 ; ercvted in Judah, by Eeho-
boam, iv. 45

Forty years in the Desert, ii. 185, 188
Foundation gate of the temple, the, iv.

135

Free cities, ii. 342-44
Freeholders, their origin and position, iii.

18, 42, 293 note 1

'Friend,' the king's, a minister of state,

iii. 266
Friendship of David and Jonathan, iii.

76
Fulvia, wife of Saturninus, a convert to

Judaism, vi. 83
Fureidis, modern Arabic name of a hill

near Bethlehem, iii. 256

Gaal, son of Jobel, ii. 343, 358
Gabara (Gabaroth), in centre of Galilee,

vii. 538, 541 note

Gabath, or Gabatha, a fortress in the
north, occupied by Aristobulus, v. 394;
cavalry soldiers located there by Herod,
430 ; vii. 507

Gabiniopolis, a name assumed by Sa-
maria, V. 401

Gabinius, an officer of Pompey, v. 399
;

campaign against Alexander, 402 ; and
against Egypt, 403

Gad, a prophet, joins David in the
wilderness, iii. 89 ; rebukes him for

the census, 162; harmonious action

with David, 300
Gad, land of, iii. 162
Gad, tribe, ii. 296 sqq., 324 sq.: eleven

heroes of, join David in the wilderness,

iii. 87
Gadara, an ancient reading for Gergasa,

vi. 317
Gadara, near the lake of Galilee, v. 236

;

besieged by Alexander Janna'us, 388
;

given by Pompey to Demetrius, 400
;

made tlie centre of a district, 403

;

ceded to Cleopatra, 425 note 2 ; com-
plaints of the citizens against Herod,
436; made a free city, 455, vii. 507

Gadi, father of Menahem, iv. 154
Gadias-Antipatei', execution of, by Herod,

V. 429 note 1

Galatians, as Christians, vii. 306 sq., 387
sq.

GAU

Gal gala, the Syrians march upon, v. 32S
;

its position, 323 note 1

Galilee and Galileans, most prepared for

the Gospel, vi. 272 sq.

Galilee, name, ii. 331 ; subject: to the
Chaldeans after the destruction of Jeru-
salem, V. 89 ; still inhabited by many
Israelites, 27>«(Z. ; its name, 99 ;

power-
ful heathen element in, ibid. ; its con-

nection with Judah, 98, 228; placed
under the Poman governor of Syria,

401 ; restored to Judea by Ca-sar, 406
;

cleared of robbers by Herod, 407
;

subdued by Herod, 413 sq., 415; left

to Herod Antipas, 449
Galileans, earliest Christians, vii. 129 sq.,

132

Gal Hans, in B 'bylon, v. 285 ; mercenaries
of Herod, 420, 424 note 5

Gallio, Proconsul, Paul before, vii 379
sq.

Gallus, .3ilius, campaign of, v. 436
Galuth, the Israel itish exiles of the Par-

thian Empire, vi. 84
Gamala, on the east of lake of Galilee, re-

duced by Alexander Jannseus, v. 391,
vii. 509, 537, 541 ; siege of, 550 sq.

Gamaliel I. (Rabbi), his sayings follow

Shammui's in PirqcB Aboth, vi. 14, vii.

539 ; account of, in Talmud, vii. 193

Gamaliel (Rabbi) the younger, viii. 34
;

slowness to admit a proselyte of Am-
mon, 43

Gareb, older name for the hill Golgotha,

vi. 439
Garsis (perhaps Taris), vii. 543, 597
Gashmu, an Arabian prince, founder of

the Nabatean power, v. 153
Gates of Jerusalem, iii. 254 note 5 ; the

middle gate, iv. 274
Gates of the temple, iii. 241 ; the

runners' gate, iv. 135 ; the upper
gate, built by Jotham, 166 ; the beau-

tiful gate, also called Nicanor's, v. 322
owte 1

Gath, a city in the south of Judah, iii.

86 note 3

Gath, a Philistine city, ii. 417, iii. 70,

72 ; David's flight to, 84 ; his settle-

ment at, 101
;
gigantic warriors from,

148 ; had a king of its own under
Solomon, 148 note 9; Shimei pursues

his slaves to, 215 ; fortified by Reho-
boam, iv. 47 ; conquered by Uzziah, 131

note 1, 143 ; conquered by Joash, 137 ;

liberated by Hazael, 137 sq.

Gath, Little. See Gilton

Gath-hepher, in Galilee, native city of

Jonah, iv. 123

Gaulon (Golan), district, ii. 295, vii. 507

G anion, near the lake of Galilee, reduced

by Alexander Janna'us, vi. 391
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GAU

Gaulonitis, assigned to Philip, v. 4;55

note 6

Gaz.i, on the Egyptian frontier, iii. 221,

261 ; a Phili.^tine city, resists U/.ziiih,

iv. 143
;
probably the Kadylis of Hero-

dotus, taken by Pharaoh Necho, 2o2
note 4, 258 ; Egyptians advance fiom,

against the Chaldeans, 261 ; on the

Iduniean boundary, v. 81 note 1 ; de-

stroyed by Alexander and rebuilt, 236;
besieged by Alex.uider Jannanis, 387
sq., 390; and destroyed, 388; made a

free city, 455 ; demolished, vii. 607
Gazara, in 2 Mace x. 32, v. 313 note 7

Gazara, west of Jerusalem, v. 311 note 1
;

fortified by Bacchides, 325 note 2
;

conquered by Simon, 335 ; occupied by
John Hyreanus, 339, 343, 350

Gazer, Gezara, v. 311 note 1, vii. 554.

See Geshiir

Gazerites. See Gcshur

Geba, in the north of the kingdom of

Judah, iv. 3 note 1 ; fortified by
Asa, 35

Geba, in Galilee, v. 476 note 3

Gebal, a Phoenician city celebrated for

its science, ii. 293, iii. 226
Gedaliah, son of Ahikam, settles at Miz-

pah, iv. 275; assassinated by Ishmael,

276
Gehazi, a disciple of Elisha, iv. 83 ; sent

by him to hold his staff over the son

of the .Shunammite woman, 85 ; the

leprosy of Naaman cast on him by
Elisha's curse, 86 ; his inferiority to

Elisha, 128

Gehenna. See Huinom
Gehinnom, the name given to hell, iv.

209. S-je Hinnoiii

Gemara, vi. 15

Genatli. or Garden Gate, in Jerusalem,

vii. 583
Generosity of David towards his enemies,

iii. 94

Genesis, book of, iii. 15; general expres-

sion of Messianic hope in, vol. iv. 203
note 3; ix. 18-27, 153 note^; x. 8-12,

153 note 3, 254 note 2; xlix. 10; no
Messianic meaning in, 203 note 3

Genesis, Parva, i. 201

Genethlialogy. See Chaldean Phllosophi/

Gennesareth, the plain of, vi. 254
Geiitilos. See Heathen
Geiiubath, son of the Hdomite prince

Hadad, iii. 217
Gerar, district, i. 240, 243, 245, 305;

Ethiopians pursued to, by Asa, iv. 50
Gerasa, a city east of the .Jordan, v. 236 ;

reduced by Alexan ler Jannaeus, 391
;

mentioned, vii. 507
Gerasn, an )t!ier reading for Geryasa,

vi. 317
Gergesa, a town on east of lake of

CIB

Galilee, vi. 317 ; the demoniac of,

317 sij.

Gerim, treatment of, enjoined by Deu-
teronomy, iv. 22 1

Gerizim, Mount, ii. 279 ; teniplt^ on, v.

214 sqq. ; reference to, in Deatero-

nomy, 218; substituted for Ebal in

the Samaritan Pentateuch, 219
;

changed to one of Zens Xenius, 298
;

destroyed by John ]iyreanus, 35);
dispute in Alexandria about its pre-

eminence, 353 sq. ; Romans massacred
on, 403 ; the sacred vessels of temple
supposed to be buried there, vi. 69 sq.

Samaritans assume threatening posi-

tion to Romans on, vii. 547; repre-

sentation of on coins, viii. 290
Germans, mercenaries of Herod, v. 420
Geshur, or Gazer, city and principilit}' in

the south, i. 231, ii 328-30
Geshur, principality in the north-east,

ii. 302
Geshur, king of, iii. 115; kingdom of,

Absalom takes refuge in, 172, 175;
land of, Ish busheth king over, 112

Gethsemane, garden of, on western slope

of Olivet, vi. 423 ; scene of Christ's

ngony, 423 ; various representations of

scene in Uospels, 424 sq.

Gezer, west of Jerusalem, Philistines

pursued to, iii. 147, 148 ; revolts

against S )lomon, 218 ; captured by the

king of Egypt, 221 ; fortified by
Solomon, 259. See Geshur

Gibbethon, occupied by the Philistines,

besieged by Naddb, iv. 32 ; by Elah,

35
Gibborim, the, regiment of, iii. 139, 143

;

accompany David on his flight from
Jerusalem, 179 sq. ; employed to quell

Sheba's revolt, 193; support Solomon's

claim, 210; Solomon's guards, 257;
iv. 135 note 3

Gibeah of Benjamin, probably the present

Geba, iii. 22 note 1

Gibeah (Gabath) of Saul, his residence,

iii. 19, 22,48, 13 3; seat of his govern-

ment, 82, 103; troops stationed at,

under Jonathan, 30, vii. 589
Gibeah, town ; crime there and its chas-

I tisement, ii. 352 sq.

Gibeah, Uriel of, iv. 47 note 8, 50 note I

Giljeon, ii. 251, 415; encounter between
Abner an 1 Joab at, iii. 114; ancient

taljernaeie remains at, 125, 134 ; defeat

of the Philistines at, 147 ; its situation,

147 note 6 ; murder of Amasa at, 194
;

tabernacle removed from, 245 ; God
appears to Solomon at, 316 sq.

Giljeon (Gal)ao), place six miles from
Jerusalem, vii. 512

Giijeonites, the, Saul's cruelty to, iii. 135
s j. ; revenge on Siul's descendants,136
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GID

Gideon, judge, ii. 379-88 ; his sons,

388-90
Gihon, valley of, west of Jerusalem, iii.

124

Gihon, well of, north of Jerusalem, iii.

210 note 1, 253 sq.

Gilboa, Mount, defeat of Saul at, iii.

106
Gilead, distnct, i- 347, 356, ii. 300 sq.,

322, 344 ; in a proverb, 384
Gilead, east of the Jordan, iii. 162 ; occu-

pied by Absalom, 185, iv. 64; the
Ammonites in, in the reign of Jehoahaz,
121 ; native country of Hosea, 131

;

seeks Uzziah's protection, 144 note 8
;

outrages in, before it submitted to

Uzziah, 155; native country of Pekah,
157

Gilgal, on the south-west bank of the

Jordan, ii. 244-46, 250, 262, 374
;

assembly at, iii. 25, 28 ;
political and

religious importance of, 29 ; Saul sac-

rifices at, SB ; incorporated in the
kingdom of the Ten Tribes, iv, 2; sons
of the prophets in, 80 ; Elisha assists

the disciples of the prophets in, 85 sq.

;

Elijah at, 110; the centre of heatlien

worship under Jeroboam II., 126 note

6; residence of Hosea at, 131

Giloh, city of Judah, iii. 176, 178
Ginsea, Samaritan village, Betylua near

to, V. 476 note 3, vii. 418
Ginath, father of Tibni, iv. 37
Girgashites, i. 232
Giskhala, fortress of, vii. 535 sq.

Gitta, a fortress occupied by Machseras,
V. 415

Gittite style of music, iii. 101
Gitton, native place of Simon Magus, vii.

179
Glaphyra, daughter of Archelaus, married

to Alexander, v. 439, 442, 443 ; charged
with intending to flee to Archelaus,
443 ; her marriage with Juba, 458

;

and with Archelaus, ibid. ; her death,
ibid.

Gnosis, first signs of, vii. 182 ; Philo the
originator of, 211 sq., 218; its origin,

viii. 84 sq., 92 sq., 130 sq. ; of the
epistle of Barnabas, 113; use and
abuse of, 127 sq., 139 sq. ; as Gnosti-
cism, 130 sq. ; dangers of, 139 sq. ; in

Clemens Romanus, 211
God of the Patriarchs, i. 317-23, 333-35,

ii. 37
Goddess of love, the, worship of, in Jeru-

salem, forbidden by Asa, iv. 49
Gods, names of, their employment, i. 94,

103, 113 sq., 133, 154 sq.. 168, 317-23,
ii. 37, 122 sq., 155-58, 380

Goetes. See Christ
Golgotha and the sepulchre of Christ,

sepulchres described in Tobler's work

GUR

on, vii. 62 ; Church of the Holy Sepul-
chre not on site of Christ's sepulchre,

62, 584- See Gureb
Goliath, narratives of his combat Avith

r)avid, iii. 69 sqq,

Goliath of Gath, slain by Elhanan, iii.

70, 148

Goren-Nachon, afterwards called Perez-
Uzzah, iii. 126

Gorgias, a Syrian general, his first cam-
paign against Judas Maccabseus, v,

310 sq. ; defeats a band of priests at

Mareshah, 315
Gorothai, or Gorthai, founder of Samari-

tan sect, viii. 96 sq,

Goshen, land of, i. 406 sq., ii. 6, 12

Gospel, the, the announcement of the

actual presence of the kingdom of

God, vi. 202 sq.

Gospels, generally, viii. 244 ; in the

Canon, 355 sq. See John
Guthic kings in Spain, possessed Solomon's

golden table, iii. 319
Gotholiah, Hellenistic form of Athaliah,

iv. 63 note 1

Governors, Roman, vi. 61 sq. ; of Judea,

Council of, vii. 246 ; the successor of

Pilate, 240; after Agrippa I.'s death,

273, 409 sq., 483 sq.

Gozan, in Mesopotamia, conquered by the
Assyrians, iv. 150

Gozan, river, south of the lake of Ourmia,
deportation of the Israelites to, iv.

165
ypaixfiarevs, an officer at eastern courts,

iii. 267 note 5

Grapte, Princess of Adiabene, built a
roval palace in Jerui?alem, vii. 405,

571
Gratus, an officer of Archelaus, v. 452
Gratus, Valerius, Roman governor, vi.

64

Great Assembl}', the. See Assembly
' Great King.' See ' King of Kings

'

Grecian state, resemblance of the king-

dom of Judah to a, iv. 2 note 3

Greek Bible, origin of the, v. 249 sqq.,

472. See Septuagint and Aquila
Greek culture, influx of, v. 235 sqq.

Greek dramas and epics composed by
Judeans, v. 260 sq.. 417 note 3

Greek names adopted in place of Hebrew,
v. 269, 319 note 6

Greek philosophy. See Philo

Greeks, the, in Asia Minor, assist the

Chittites to gain their independence,

iv. 162 ;
their temptation of Christ, vi.

403 sq.

Grove, the sacred, in the temple, iii. 245
Groves connected with the 'heights,' iii.

306
Gur, a hill, before the town of Ibleam,

iv. 9i
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HAB

Habakkuk, a pn«phetof Jiuiah, belonfjod

to the priesthood, iv. 219 ; hisilescrip-

tion of the ChaUleans, 256; his

ministry and teachings, 260 sq. ; his

style, 280, 283 ; the prophet, legend

about him in Dan Apocr., v. 460
Habakkuk, book of,ii. 6-19, lii. 3-15, vol.

iv. 283 note 3, iii. vol. v. 192 note 1

Habor, north of Nineveh, deportiition of

Israelites to, iv. 165
Hachilah, hill of, in the wilderness of

Ziph, iii. 96

Hachmoni, father of .Tashobeani, iii. 141

Badad, prince of Edom, i. 76, ii. 336,

iii. 217
Hadadezer, king of Zobah, iii. 150;

assists the Ammonites, 152 • defeated

by Joab, 155; by David, 156; golden

arms of his bcdy-gnard, 264
Hadailrimnion, city of, iv. 242
Hadoram, son of Toi, king of Hamath,

carries presents to David, iii. 156

Hadrian's treatment of Christians, viii.

230 sq. ; of Judeans, 275 sq., 278 sq.

Hadrnmetum. See Adramyttiuni
Hagar, i. 293, 315

Haggai, prophesies in the reign of Darius,

V. 109, 111; his prophetic power, 175
;

his style, 188

Haggith, wife of David, mother of Adoni-
jah, iii. 209

Hagiocracy, the, its origin and nature, v.

53 sqq. ; its power, 61 ; its dangers,

63 sq. ; its progressive develo}>ment,

66 ; in the Persian age, 69 ; in the

Greek age, 70 ; under the Homan su-

premacy, 70 ; under the Persians, 75
sqq. ; its subsequent development, 139;
influence of Ezra and Nehemiah on, 165
sqq.; its weakness, 193 sqq.; its re-

actionary tendencies, 200 sqq. ; rela-

tion of Herod to, 421 ; its relation to

the Roman government, vi. 45 sq. ; to

the Schools of Law and the people, 87
sq. , to Christ, 232 sq., 286 sq., 345
sq.. 372 sq., 398 sq. ; its attitude to-

Wrirds the Apostles and Christians

generally, vii. 149 sq , 155 sq. ; under
Agfippa I., 268 sq. ; towards Paul, 364,

433 ; revival of, in Kabbiiiisni, viii 29 sq.

Halali, north of Nineveh, deportalion of

Israelites to, iv. 165
Halakha, viii. 42
H.ilaniath, its situation, iii. 153, 155
Haleli (Aleppo), identified by Jews of the

.Midillo Ages with Zobah, iii. 153
llalic.irnassus, Judeans in, v. 239 ; decree

in favour of the Judeans, 364
Ha-n. son of Noah, i. 238, 210 sq., 279

sqq. ; the descendants of, iv, 153
Haman, mentioned in the book' of Tobit,

V. 212 note 5 ; name of Agagite applied !

to, 230 note 1. See Esther, hook of \

HAZ

Hamath, grandfather of Jonadab, iv. 79
note 4

Hamath, kingdom of, on the Orontes, ii.

294, iii. 154, 156; attempts to revolt

under Solomon, 218 ; conquered by
Solomon, 220, 261 ; reconquered by
Jerobonm II., iv. 124 ; conquered by
Tiglath-Pileser, 151 ; overthrown by
the Assyrians, 161 ; resideiieo of exiled

Israelites in, 165; settlers from, sent

into Samaria, 216 ; subdued by Pha-
raoh Necho. 251

' Hnmath the great,' Amos vi. 2, its pro-

bable situation, iv. 124 note 3

Hammon, for Ba.d-hamon, iii. 257 note 3
Ifaiianieel, cousin of Jeremiah, negotiates

with him about an estate, iv. 273
Hanan, son of Igdaliah, a prophet and

teacher in Jerusalem, iii. 14 luite 1. 240
Hanani, prophet of Judah under Abijah,

iv. 49 ; condemns Asa for calling in

the aid of the Aramean king, 52
Hanani, the relative of Nehemiah, v. 148

note 3

Hananiah, a prophet at Jerusalem, op-
posed by Jeremiah, iv. 267, 272 note 1

Hananiah, captain of the fortifications at

Jerusalem under Nehemiah, v. 158
Hands, imposition of, in Christian church,

vii. 135 sq.; amongst Pabbis, viii. 31
;

forbidden by Romans, 292
Hanes, a city of Egypt, iv. 180 note 1

Hannah, the song of victory put into the
mouth of, 1 Sam. ii., its origin and
date, iv. 33 note 4, 43

Hanoch. See Enoch
Hanun succeeds Nahash, king of Ammon,

iii. 151; insults David, 152; his

daughter Naamah married to Solomon,
312 note 3

Hara, Aramean name for Media, iv, 165
note 1

Haran, in Mesopotamia, conquered by
the Assyrians, iv. 150

Haran, son of Terah, i. 287
Harem, the royal, under Solomon, iii. 250,

271
Hareth, forest of, in Judah, iii. 89
Harran (Haran), or Charrae, in Mesopo-

tamia, i. 287. 342, 354 .^qq.

Hauran, land, ii, 296 note 5, 301 ; towns
in, subdued I>y Alexander Jannaeus, v.

391
Havilah, Amalekites defeated at , l)y Said,

iii. 38

Havilah, in the east, its position, iii. 264
note 2

Hazael, an Aramean general, sent by
Eenhadad to consult l^Ii.sha, iv. 93 re-

ceives intelligence from him of his

career, 87 ; becomes king of Dama.«-cu.s,

93 ; re-establishes the supremacy of

the Aramean kingdom, 120; liberates
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Gath, 137 ;
pres.'^es forward to Jerusn-

lem, 138 ; antiquity and sanctity of his

name, 137 'note 4

Haziz, pass of, in Judah, iv. o5

Hazor. town, ii. 250, 253, 326 ;
fortifiod

iiy Solomon, iii. 259

Healing, Cliri.st's works of, vi. 221-26

Healing:, works of, performed by the

Apostles, vii. 113 sq. ; by Paul at

Epliesus, 391

Heathen, the, Christ's relation to, 23o

sq. ; sacrifices of, at Jerusalem, v. 80.

82; Christianity taken to them, vii. 175

sq. ; the difficnlties in the way of that,

189 sq. ; the earlier facilities preparing

for their admission, 299; controversy

connected therewith, 351-60 ; its new
and increased violence, 382 sq.

Heathen-Christians, Cornelius, vii. 187

sq.; chui'ches of, in Cyprus and Asia

Minor, 351 sq. ; admonitions to, in

epistle to Hebrews, 474 sq. ; their pre-

dominance, viii. 105 sq.

Heathen governments, treatment of Chris-

tians by, viii. 218 sq., 223 sq.

Heathen princes, sacrifices for, in the

temple, vii. 309 ; abolished by Zealots,

502 ; relation of Christians to heathen

governments, i62 sq., 467 sq. ; heathen

princes conveited to Judeanism, 407

Hebrew historical composition, commence-

ment of, i. 45-53 ; early history of, 61-

198; oldest works of, 64-74; writing,

47-51
Hebrew language, modified by the intru-

sion of Aramaic elements, iv. 280 ; the

new growth of, v. 181 sq.; Eabbinical,

origin of, 182 ; when first employed in

literature, 464 note 3

Hebrew writing, ii. 7 sq. ; written charac-

ter displaced by Aramaic, viii. 320

Hebrews, i. 254 sqq., 268 sq. ;
their deri-

vation, 277-87, 284 sq. ;
application of

the name, v. 199 note 3

Hebrews, epistle to the, its origin, sub-

ject-matter, plan, and value, vii. 476 sq.

;

place of in the Canon, viii. S53 ; Gos-

pel according to the, 151

Hebron, in the south of Judah, i. 305

sq., ii. 285, iii. 86 vote 3 ; David, king,

at, 109; place of meeting for the

national assembly, 119, 312 ; outbreak

of AbsaH)m's rebellion at, 178; the

valley of bles-sing near, iv. 56 note 1
;

in the h^nds of the Idumeans, v. 81
;

regained by the.Tudeans, 82 ; captured

by Judas Maccal a-us, 315
Hecatjeus of Abdera, i. 203, ii. 91 sqq.,

V. 246 note 1, 247 sq., 432 note 1

Hegesippus, \\\q De IJel/o Judidco wroDgly
ascribed to him, v. 343 7iote 1 ; first

after Luke to write history of early

church, vii. 35; account of James, the

Lord's brother, by, 170; his History
of the Chiirch, viii. 12

'Heights,' adopted in Israel, lii. 3(6;
house of the, atDethel. iv.27 ; whether
they were removed from Judah, by
Asa, 49 note 2 ; and by Jehoshaphat,
/t>i(/. ; their destruction enjoined in

Deuteronomy, 226 ; and effected by
Josiah, 238

Helena, queen of Adiabene, converted to

Judeanism, vii. 403 sq. ; her palace,

&c., in Jerusalem, 405
Helena, companion of Simon Magus,

viii. 89

Hellenism, the Judean, v. 255 sqq.
;

reception of, by Eabbis, viii. 43 sq.

Hellenists as Christians, vii. 133 sq.

157; Hellenistic culture, 197 sq. ; the

last of them, viii. 47 ; their Canon,
341 sq. See Greeks

Heliodorus. minister of Seleucus Philo-

pator, attempts to enter the temple at

Jerusalem, v. 292 ; reigns for a short

period, ibid. ; alluded to in Daniel, vii.

24, 304 note 1 ; legend about him in

2 Mace, 460
Heman, a musician, iii. 248 ; and a sage,

278
Hemero-baptists, Judean sect, viii. 121

Hena, destroyed by the Assyrians, iv.

162 note 4

ITepher, land of, in the tribe ofManasseh,
iii. 295 note 5

Hertnnius Capito, Eoman governor of

Jamnia, vii. 239, 245
Hermas, Elder of the Church at Rome,

viii. 234 sq.

' Hermas, the Shepherd of,' viii. 232-39;
recent editions of the work, 238

Hermogenes, historical writer, viii. 62
Hernion, northern boundary of the area

of David's census, iii. 162

Herod Antipas, son of Herod by Simon's

daughter, disinhei'ited, v. 447: left

tftrarch of Galilee and Percea, 449;
proceeds to Rome, 451 ; taxes demanded
b}'^ Augustus, 455. See Antipas

Herod, king of Chalcis, vii. 259, 273;
steward of the temple, 413 sq. ; his

death, 420
Herod the Great, second sonof Autipater,

V. 397, 406 ; made governor of Galilee,

406; clears Galilee of robbers, 407;
behaviour before the Synedrinm, ibid.;

relations with Cassius, iMd. ; betrothed

to Mariamne, 408; defeats Antigonus,

408 sq. ; his friendship with Antony,

410 ; his exertions on behalf of the

heathen, 410 ??o?'c 3, 420; besieged in

Jerusalem by the Parthians, 411; his

flight, 412 ; reaches Rome, 413 ; lands

at Ptolemais, ibid. ; subdues Galilee,

413; applies fire to the caves there,
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ihid. note 2 ; enforces tranquillity

throuifliout the country, 4U; visits

Antony at Samosata, 415 ;
cruelty at

Jericho, ihld. ; besieges Jerusalem,

marries Mariainne, 41G; attains su-

preme power, 417 ^in- ; his foreign

mercenaries, 420 ; his relation to the

llagiocrac}', 421 ; induces IFyrcanus to

return, 423; appoints Ari.stobuius

high-priest, 424 ; has him strangled at

Jericho. 424 sq. ; appears before An-
tony, 425

;
puts Joseph, husband of

Salome, to death, ihid. ; cession of

various districts to Cleopatra, ihid.\

campaign east of the Jordan, 426 ; exe-

cutes Hyroanus, 427 ; conilitions of his

vassalship to Rome, 427 note 3 ; re-

ccigni^ed by Octavian, 427 ; executes

Mariamne, 428 ; and Alexandra, 429
;

establishes public games, 429 sq. ; his

fortresses, 430; erects Csesarea, 431;
relieves the Judeans in famine, 431 sq.

;

erects the temple, 433 ; and a palace,

434sq.; and various f()rtress'^s,43o ; his

friendship with Augustus and Agrippa,

436; internal administration, 437;
partiality for Antipater, 439; arrange-

ments for the succession, 440
;
growing

suspicionsofAlexander and Aristobulus.

441 sq.; campaign againstthe Arabians,

442 sq.; fines the Pharisees, 445 ; recalls

Antipater, 446 sq. ; disinherits his son

T{erod,447 ; arrests Antipater, //>/fZ. ;his

last illness. 4-18; executes xVntipater,

ih\d.\ his deatli, 449; provisions of his

will, 449 sq. ; buried in Herodium,
450 ; his attitude towards the Judeans,

458 ; and towards heathenism, 459
;

his four surviving sons, vi. 69 ; census

under, 156
Herods, the younger, vii. 236 sq ; three

who side with the national cause, 560;
the end of the, viii. 19 sq. See Costo-

har and Snnl

Herodians, the, adherents of the Hero-
de.m royal house, their origin, v. 409,

vi. 73 sq.
;
plan with their enemies the

Pharisees the destruction of Christ,

202 ; the leaven of, 349 ; vii. 261

Hero lias, wife of the .son of Herod, living

in a private station, later of Antipafc,

vi. 77 f^q.
;
procures the death of the

Baptist, 200 ; her ambition and defeat,

vii. 241 sq.

Herodium, a fortress erected by Herod,

V. 435 ; Herod buried in, 450; vii. 573,

013
Heroopolis, city, ii. 11-13
He-hlinn. citv east of the Jordan, ii.

205-207, 295, 298 ;
castle «,f ]Iyicanus

ii'ar. V. 272; captured by Alexan-

der Jannaeus, 391 ; fortified by Herod,

430

Hozekiah, a robl)0i' in (Galileo, executed
by Herod, v. 407; his son Judas,
453

Hezckiah, son of Ahaz, king of Judah,
improves the water supply of Jerusalem,
iii. 254, 256; dismisses Shebna, 269

;

his place of burial, 273 ; destruction of
Samaria in tlie sixth year of his reign,

iv. 117; his cliaract<r, 172; liis p;)si-

t ion with respect to the Assyrians. 173,

174; fortifies Jerusalem, 175; liastily

concludes peace witii Shalmaneser,
176; despatches an embassy to Kgypt,

176; pays tribute to the A.s.syrians,

176, 179; strips the gold from the
temple and its furniture for Senna-
cherib, 181 ; sends ambassadors to

Sennacherib at Lachish, 181 ; receives

Sennacherihs letter, 182 sq. ; encour-
aged by Isaiah, 183 ; his illness and
recovery, 185; subdues the Philistines,

186; reception of the Babylonian am-
bassadors, 187; his death, 189; purifi-

cation of the temple, and reorgani.sation

of its worship, 189; destruction of
heathen sanctuaries, 190; apocryphal
stories of him, 190 vote 3; his poetic
compositions. 197; collects the Solo-

monic proverbs, 198 ; condition of the
kingdom at his death, 207; his sons
deported to Babylon, 217; erected a
wall round Jerusalem, 218

Hezion, grandfather of Benhadad, king of
Damascus, iv. 24 note 5

Hiel, rebuilds Jericho, in the reign of
Ahab, iv. 39

Hierombal, ii. 380 note I

High Council. See Council of Sevmty
High priest, his quarters on Zion, iii,

248 ; made supreme judge in ecclesias-

tical cases by Jehoshaphat, iv. 54
High priests, ii. 312 sq., 310 sq. ; series

of, in the age of the Judges, 369 sq.,

409 sq. ; chronology of, v. 123 sq.
;

under the Hagiocracy, 203 sqq ; their
.succession, 269 sc[q. ; at time of Christ,
vi. 64; their garments kept in the
Castle Antonia, 40, 65 ; in the trial of
Christ, 429 sq. ; twenty-eight between
37 B.C. and 70 a.d., vii. 43, 480;
arbitrarily appointed by Agrippa I.,

263; jealousy in families of, 480;
custody of festal attire, 413

High priesthood, the double, under David,
iii. 134; confined to the house of
Eleazar after the death of Abiatliar,

213 ; hereditary in the houf-e of Joshua,
v. 122; Onias does iKjt succeed to,

because under age, 270 ; Aristobulus
appointed to, when under age, 424

Hiikiah. a high ])rie.st, iii. 268 note 5, iv

233 ;
found a book of the law in the

temple, 233, 235 ; assi.sts in the de-
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HIL

struction of everything connected uith

idolatry, 238
Hilkiah, son of Onias, an Egyptian

Jud-ean officer, t. 357
Hillel, the elder, famous Rabbi : his

date, V. 13 sq. ; identical -with Pollion

in Joscphus, 16-19; his descent, 19

sq. ; his character, 21 sq. ; h'S philo-

sophy, 24 sq. ; true Eabbi and Pharisee,

25 sq. ; his Biblical studies, 29 sq. ; tl e

school of, VI ii. 34, 40

Hinnoni, valley of, south of Jerusalem,

iii. 124, 254 note 5 ; Tophet erected in,

iv. 209
Hippicus, a tower at Jerusalem, erected

by Herod, v. 435
Hippos, or Hippus, in the southern dis-

trict of the lake of Galilee, v. 236
;

ceded to Cleopatra, 425 note 2 ; made
a free city, 455 ; Judean rising at, vii.

507
Hiram, ^ Phoenician artist, iii. 227; his

metal work, 241 vote 5

Hiram, or Hirom, king of Tyre, assists

Solomon in the erection of the temple,

iii. 226 sqq. ; exchanges problems with

him, 277 ; receives twenty cities in

payment, 292 ; whether Solomon mar-
ried his daughter, 297 note 2, iv,

300
Historian, the court, under ths kings, iii.

270
Historical composition, progress of the

art of, iii. 282 ; development of, in

Judah, in the first period, iv. 59 ; in

the second, 199 sq.; in the last age of

the kingdom, 283 sq. See Hebrnu
Historica I Composit ion

Historical literature, want of, undpr the

Persians, v. 76 ; historical composition

in the Persian age, 190 sq. ; in the

later Greek age, 462 sqq.

History, oldest works of, i. 64-74 ; sources

of history of the final period, viii. 11

SQ.
;
growing degeneracy of, amongst

the Rabbis, 42 sq.
; of Israel, as written

by Gref-k and Roman writers, 62 sq.

;

by Hebrew writers, 66 sq.

Hittite kings, their traffic in horses, iii.

262
Hittites, i. 235, 238
Hivvites, i. 237
Hobab (Jethro), ii. 25, 43-46
Holiness, ii. 136-39; idea of, its power

and influence, v. 58 sqq. See Hagio-
cracy

Holofernes, a personage in the book of

Judith, v. 476 ; a general under Deme-
trius I., 476 note 1

'Holy City,' first occurrence of the name,
V. 60 note 2

'HdyLand,' used for the first time by
Zechariah, v. 60 note 3

HUR
Holy of Holies, the, in the temple, iii.

235, 238 sq., 242 sq., 246
Holy Place, the, in the temple, iii. 235,

238, 243, 246
Homilies, Clementine, vii. 35, 460
Hnphra (A pries), king of Egypt, iv. 269

;

assists Zedekiah against the Chaldeans,
269

Jlor, mountain, ii. 201

Horeb, mountain, ii. 43
Horites, i. 226 sq., 237
Hormah, in the south of Judah, iii. 86

note 3

Horon, in Samaria, the residence of San-
ball at, v. 153

Horsemen, city of, v. 430
Horses, ii. 130, 155, 241 ; importation

of, from Egypt, under Solomon, iii.

259 sq., 262; u.se of, in Judah, iv. 58
note 2 ; supply of, obtained from
Egypt, 219; forbidden by Deuteron-
omy, 219 note 5

Horses, the sacred, of the sun, kept in

the outer court of the temple by Ahaz,
iv. 169

Hosea, a prophet of the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, iv. 9 note 1. 129, 131, 133;

designates the northern kingdom
' Ephraim,' 5 ; took refuge from Israel

in Judah, Wnote 1, 156 ; calls the God
of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes its

'calf,' 37 ; began to prophesy towards
the close of the reign of Jeroboam II.,

125; looks for salvation from Judah,

144; discerns the dangers of .ludah,

148; foretells the destruction of the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes by the

Assyrians, 153; his literary and pro-

phetic efl^orts, 194 ; his prophetic book,

197 ; his Messianic anticipatii)ns. 203
note 2

;
proclaimed the new truth that

love is the highest attribute of God,
223 ; lamentations over the neglect of

the divine utterances, 240
Hoshea, conspires against Pekah, and be-

comes king of the Ten Tribes, iv. 161

;

Lis alliance with Egypt, 163, 176;
seized and imprisoned by Shalmancser,

164
' House of Disobedience,' name applied

liy Ezckiel instead of • house of Israel,'

iv. 245
' HftTise of the heights,' the, at Bethel, iv.

27
Hozai, a prophet in Jerusalem, iv. 218

note 1, 22i»

Huldah, wife of a keeper of the royal

ordnance under Josiah, her oracle, w.
234

Human sacrifices offii-red by the king of

:\I('ab, iv. 90; by Ahaz, 169; by Man-
asseh, 209

Hur, ii. 25, 29 note
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Hiisasd, Wadi, perhaps to be identified

Avith Haziz, iv. 55 note 2

Hui^hai, David's 'friend,' iii. 181;
received by Absalom, 182 ; frustrates

Ahithophel's counsel, 183
Hyksos, i. 389 sqq.

Hymns, use of, in public worship, v. 145.

See Li/rics

Hypsuranius, i. 233 sq.

Hyrcania, or Hyrcanium, a castle erected

by John Hyrcanus. v. 382
;
given up

to the Pharisees, 394; held by a sister

ofAntigonus and hesie<red by Herod,
425 ; refitted by him, 435 ; Antipater
buried at, 449

Hyrcania, Jndeans deported to, in the

reign of Artaxerxes III., v. 206 ; Ju-
deans in, 342 9wte 2

Hyrcanus I. See J0//71 Hyrcanns
Hyrcanus II.. son of Alexander Jannseus,

made high-priest, v. 393 ; defeated at

Jericho, 395 ; his compact with Aris-

tobulus, 396 ; flees to Aretas at Petra,

397 ; retains territory in the south,

398 ; his cause pleaded before Pompey
at Damascus, 399 ; made high-priest

and Ethnarch, 400 ; duration of his

reign, 401 note 3; only spiritual office

left to him by Gabinius, 402; con-

firmed in it by Csesar, 404 ; appointed

king by Antony, 410; sent away to

Parthia by Herod, 412; returns to Je-

rusalem, 423 ; executed by Herod, 427
Hyrcanus. high priest, opened the tomb

of David, iii. 228 note 1

Hyrcanus, son of Joseph, his residence in

Egypt, V. 271, 285 note 1 ; his wars
and death. 272

Hyrcanus, origin of the surname, v. 342
note 2

Iapetus. See Japheth
Iblcam, a town in Israel, iv. 98 ; its

situation, 98 note I

Ibzan, judge, ii. 366, 388
Ichal)od, grandson of Eli, ii. 413
Iddo, a prophet under Solomon, iii. 301

Idolatry, in the time of Moses, ii. 181-
85 ; in that of the Judges. 345-49, 388

Idumea. the name, employed for Judea,

V. 396 sq.

Idumea, rising in, suppressed Ijy Varus,

V. 454. See Edom
Idumea, 'the plains of,' 1 Mace. iv. 15.

V. 311 note 1

Idumeans, the, their jealousy of the Is-

raelites. V. 80; their possessions in

Judab, 81 ; subsequent loss of their

acquisitions, 82 i-<\. ; increased power
after the destruction of Jerusnlem, 89;
their relatii^ns with Jerusalem, 121

;

operations of Judas Maccabaus against,

VOL. VIII.

ISA

313; subdued by John Hyrcanus,
350 sq., 353 ; their ascendency under
Antipater and Herod, 396 sq. ; take

part in war against Kome, vii. 563 sq.

:

relations to Simon, son of Giora, 569;

in the defence of Jerusalem, 692 ; seek

to surrender to Titus, 607. See Edom
Ignatius, bishop and martyr, viii, 216 sq.

;

epistles of, 221 sq.

Ijon, in the kingdom of the Ten Tribes,

subdued by Baasha, iv. 34 note 3

Image-worship, ii. 124 sq. ; of Jahven,

introduced in the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes, iv. 8, 26 ; how regarded by the

earlier prophets, Qb ; denounced by
Amos, 131 ; by Hosea, 27, 132 ; revived

after the new settlement in Samaria,

217; vii. 245, 534; Cahgula's statue,

vii. 245 sq. ; Josephus destroys Te-

trarch's palace at Tiberias on account

of animal figures, 534. See Idolatry

Images, feeling with regard to in Jeru-

salem, vi. 61 sq., 65 sq.

Imlah, father of Micaiah, iv. 76

Immortality, ii. 133-35; doctrine of, in

the book of Job, iv. 213 note 1 ; in the

book of Daniel, v. 305 ; in the second

book of Maccabees, 466 ; in the Wis-

dom of Solomon, 481

India, trade with, under Solomon, iii.

264; Judeans in, v. 239

Infantry regiments of Josiah sent to

Egypt, iv. 219
lonians, the, captives from Judah sold to,

in the time of Joel, iv. 138 note 2;
alluded to in Zech. ix. 13, 162 note 3

Ira, an officer at David's court, iii, 268

7iote 6

Isaac, the Patriarch, i. 292 sq., 298, 326,

332 sq., 338-41

Isaac, designation of the northern king-

dom, iv. 5

Isaiah, the prophet, procures the dis-

missal of Shebna, iii. 269; designates

the northern kingdom ' Ephraim.' iv.

5 note 1
;
prophesies of the Assyrians,

153, 170, 174 ; denounces the Ephraim-

ites and Syrians, 159, 170; publication

of his earliest prophetic work, 167 note

2; nature of his ministry, 168, 172;

encourages Ahaz, 170; proclaims the

fall of Samaria and Damascus, 170;

announces the overthrow of iurround-

ing states, 174
;
protests against the

Egyptian alliance, 177, 179; encour-

ages Hezekiah to resist Sennacherib,

182 ; oracle against Sennacherib, 183
;

narrative of his cure of Hezekiah, 186
;

warns Hezekiah against the Babylonian

alliance, 187 sq. ; his last utterance,

189; and death, 189; his prophetic

compositions, 196 ;/o/c 3, 197; tradi-

tion of his martyrdom, 211 note 3 ; his

D D
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conception of the Messianic idea, 201

sq., 291
;

predicts the return of the

Ten Tribes, x. 90 ; Messianic prophecies

of, vi. 105 sq., 110

Isaiah, book of, i., vol. iv., 176 note 1,

196 9iofe 3 ; ii. v., 167 note 2, 196 note

3; vi.-ix. 6, 167 note 2, 170 note 4,

196 note 3 ; ix. 7-x. 4, 167 note 2,

196 notes, 198 note 9; x. 5-14, 179
note 1 ; x. 5-xii., 196 note 3 ; xiv.

2^-27, ibid.; xiv. 28-xvi., 194 note i,

196 note 3 ; xvi. 1-6, 194 note 5 ; xvii.

1-] 1, 196 note 3 ; xvii. 12-xviii., ibid.
;

xviii., 179 vote 4; xix., 189 note 1,

194 note 5, 196 note 3 ; xx., 179 note

3,196wo^e3; xxi. 11-17, 194 note 5,

196 note 3; xxii. 1-14, 176 note 1;
xxii., xxiii., 196 note S; xxviii.-xxxii.,

177 note 1, 196 note 3; xxxii. 1-8,

205 note 1 ; xxxiii., 181 note 5, 196
7iote 3 ; xxxvi.-xxxix., 181 note 1

;

xxxviii., 198 note 4, 278 note 2;
xxxviii., 9-20, 172 note 6 ; xl. 1 sq.,

207 note 3; lii. 13-liii. 12, ibid., 211
note 5, 212 7iote 2 ; Ivi. 8-lvii. 11, 207
noteZ; xi. 15, vol. v. 90 note 1 ; xiii.

2-xiv. 23, 42 -note 2 ; xiv. 4-23, 7 note

3 ; xix., 27 note 6, 356 ; xxi. 9, 40 note

2; xxi. 1-10, 41, 42 note 1 ; xxiv.-

xxvii., 106 note 3 ; xxiv. 21 sq., 184

Jiote 1 ; xxxiv., xxxv., 47 note 2 ; xl.-

Ixvi., 15 note 4, 23 note 1, 25 note 1,

47 note 1 ; xl.-xlviii., 15 note 4, 16

note 1, 45 note 3 ; xli., 7 note 3; xliii.

1-4, 12 note 4t ; xlvi., 7 wo/^e 3 ; xlvii.,

24 note 5 ; xlix.-lxvi., 15 note 4 ; xlix.-

Ixiii. 6, 46 note 1 ; li. 18-20, 17 note

1 ; liv. 9-lv. 13, 12 note 4c ; \v., 23 note

1 ; Iviii., 7 vote 1, 15 note 4; lix., 15

note 4 ; ixiii. 1-6, 15 note 4, 16 note 1
;

Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 11 [12], 15 7iote 4 ; Ixiii.

7-lxvi., 106 7iote 3 ; Ixv., 7 wozfe 1
;

Ixv,, Ixvi., 15 note 4; in Canon,
vol. viii. 326. See ' Unnamed, the

Great
'

Isanas, the army of Pappus at, v. 415
Ishbi-benob, a Philistine giant, his com-

bat with David, iii. 148

Ish-bosheth, son of Saul, reigns over

Israel, iii. 109 ;
seat of his government

transfen-ed to Mahanaim, 112 ; his re-

lations with Moab, 150
;
power of his

general Abner, 266 note 4 ; murdered,
118; his murderers punished, 119,

136
Ishmael and Ishniaelites, i. 299, 315 sq.,

369
Ishmael, son of Nethaniah, assassinates

Gedaliah, iv. 276
Isiris (Lsirios), i. 360 sq.

Islam, legends of Solomon, iii. 319
Ismael, high-priest, vii. 602, 616
Israel, as designation of the nation, i. 4

ITH

sqq.
;
preliminary or primeval history

of Israel, 256 sqq. ; its beginnings,

381-85; its migration to Egypt, 385-
407 ; its rising in Egypt, ii. 34-41 ; at

Sinai, 101-106 ; settled in Canaan,

238-41, 255-57 ; Ish-bosheth king
over, iii. 112; David, king over,

119, 120 sqq.; intercourse with other

nations, 276
Israel (the Ten Tribes), kingdom of, its

extent and characteristics, iv. 2 sqq.

:

its chronology, 20 sqq. ; its history

during the first century, 23 sqq. ; its

worship, 27 sq. ; condition of the

people in, 41 sqq. ; labours of Elijah

and his successors in, 63 sqq.
;
great

revolution in, under Jehu, 96 sqq.
;

second pei'iod of its history, 114 sqq.
;

its power under Jeroboam II., 124;

dissolution of morals and of prophetism

in, 124 sqq. ; its fall, 154 sqq.
;

literary remains of, 194 ; its sufferings

during the Captivity, v. 1 sqq.; treat-

ment by Nabuchodrozzor, 2 ; many of

its members driven to Egypt, from
various causes, 3 ; on the Mediter-

ranean, 4 ; their communities among
the Chaldeans, 5 ; hopes during the

Captivity, 8 sqq.; among the heathen,

19 ; endeavours to return to the

ancient truths, 21 ; its revolt from
heathenism, 25 sq. ; its mission to the

heathen, 27 ; intercourse with thein,

33 ; adoption of Chaldean names, ibid.
;

its internal transformation during the

exile, 37 ; its liberation by Cyrus, an-

nounced by the Great Unnamed, 45
;

its deep depression even after the

liberation, 64 ; influence of heathen

nations, 65 ; Messianic hope in, 67,

68, 69; application of the name, 199

note 3 ; the final issues of its national

history, viii. 3-9; the three names,

Hebrews, Israel, Jews, 307 sq. See

Judeanfi

Israel, designation of the northern king-

dom, iv. 6

Israel, land of, its boundaries, ii. 303-

307
Israel, the Patriarch, i. 292, 298, 341-62,

358
Israelites, first deportation of, by Tiglath-

Pileser, iv. 160 sq. ; second, under Shal-

maneser, 164 ; their settlement in the

eastern provinces of Assyria, 165

;

propliecy among the exiles, 284
Issachar, tribe, ii. 282, 290-92, 327
Ithamar, his high-priestly family, ii.

409 sq.

Ithmah, a Moabite, iii. 144 note 3

Ithobal, king of Tyre, contemporary of

Ahab, drought in his reign, iv. 69 note

3 ; his date, 300
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ITU

Iturea, country of Sohennis, vii. 328
Itureans, the, an Arab tribe, vanquished
by Aristobulus, v. 385

Ittai, of Gath, iii. 144 note 3 ; accompanies
David on his flight from Jerusalem,
179 ; commands a division of the army
against Absnlom, 186

Ivah, destroyed by the Assyrians, iv. 1G2
note 4 ; settlers from, sent to Samaria,
216

Izates, king of Adiabene, converted to

Judeanism, vii. 403 sq.

Japbok, the, tributary of the Jordan, iii.

1 1 2 note 1

Jabesh, city of, Kenites in, iv. 79 note 4

Jabesh, father of Shallum, iv, 154
Jabesh Gilead, besieged by Nahash, iii.

24 ; Saul's aid to the inhabitants of,

44; citizens of, rescue Saul's body, 110,

137
Jabin, king, ii. 326
Jabneh, or Jabne, or Jamnia, a city of

the ancient Philistia, conquered by
Uzziah, iv. 143 ; v. 315, 329 ; conquest
of, by Simon, 335 note 4 ; occupied

by Cendebseus, 339 ; bequeathed by
Herod to Salome, 450 ; Agrippa ar-

rested at, by governor of, vii. 238 sq.
;

Caligula's statue there, 244 sq. ; Ves-
pasian's troops there, 552; Rabbinic
school there, viii. 33

Jachin, name of one of the pillars of

Solomon's temple, iii. 237
Jacob, designation of the northern king-

dom, iv. 5 ; and of Judah, 5 note 1

Jacob, the Patriarch (see also Israel), i.

305 sq., 341-62 ; his twelve sons or

tribes, 362-81 ; their original composi-
tion, 371 sqq.

Jaddua, son of John, high-priest at the

time of Alexander, v. 206, 213 sq. ; the
last high-priest mentioned in the Old
Testament, 270

Jadduah, high-priest, i. 172
Jadon, name given by Josephus to the

prophet who announced the destruction

of the altar at Bethel, iv. 30 note o

Jael, judge, ii. 365
Jael, wife of Heber, ii. 376 sq.

Jahaz, or Jahza, city, ii. 209
Jahaziel, a Levite, predicts victory for

Jehoshaphat, iv. 55
* Jahveh's Anoii.ted,' position of the king

as, iii. 6, 4 5, 65, 81, 95, 1()7

Jaliveh, Book of the AVars of, i. 66-8
Jahveh, Community of See Community
• Jahveh,' 'Day of,' iv. 127

Jahveh, image-worship of, in the kingdom
of the Ten Tribes, iv. 8, 26 ; how re-

garded by the earlier ]irophets, 65 ; de-

nounced by Amos, 131 ; by Hosf-a, 27,

132 ; revived after the new settlement
in Samaria, 217

Jaliveh {Jehovah), ii. 37, 155-58
; as De-

liverer, 110 sq. ; as One, 120-23; as
incapable of plastic representation,

123-28; as spiritual, 128-31; as
the constant Saviour, 131 sq. ; his

Name. 155-58
' Jaliveli of Armies' [A. V. Lord of Hosts],

meaning of, iii. 62, 73
Jahveh, use of, in compound names, iii.

168 note 1 ; disuse of the name of, v.

198 sq.

Jahvisni, ii. 113 sq. ; its fundamental idea,

98-120; consequences of this idea,
120-35

Jair, father of Elhanan, iii. 70
Jair, judge, ii. 365 sq., 370, 389
Jair, townships of, i. 378, ii. 296, 299 sq.

Jairus, Christ restores his daughter, vi
320

James, the Lord's Brother, the chief elder
of the parent church, vii. 167; his
ascetic habits, 169 ; as the first bishop,
r/1

; cpistle.of, 450 sq. ; in the Canon,
A'iii 352 sq.

James, the son of Alphaeus, vi. 304
James, the son of Zebedee, vi. 181 ; John's

delicacy in not naming him, 246 ; be-
comes a disciple of Christ, 247; his
martyrdom, vii. 269

Jamnia, See Jahneh
Jannes and Jambres, ii. 89
Japha, south-west of Nazareth, vii. 540

544
Japheih (lapetus), i. 279 sqq.

Japho (Joppa), Peter there, vii. 185;
Cestius seeks to secure it, 512 ; Judeans
resettle there, 548. See Jop2)a

Jared, Forefather, i. 267
Jasher (the Upright), book of, i. 74, ii.

238
Jashobeam, son of Hachmoni, colonel in

David's army, iii. 141

Jason, Greek designation of Jesus, brother
of Onias III., v. 294 ; his flight into
Ammon, ihid. ; attacks Jerusalem, but
is compelled to flee, 296 ; subsequent
fate, ibut.

Jason, of Cyrene, author of a work on
the Maccabean times, v, 465, 467

Jattir, in the south of Judah, iii. 86
note 3

Jazer, city, ii. 204, 207, 298 ; conquered
by Judas Maccaba?us, v. 313

.lazer, land of, iii. 162

.Tebus, or .Jeru-salem, originally a Canaan-
ito fortress, iii. 121

Jebusite, Araunah the, iii. 163
Jedidiah, name conferred on Solomon, iii.

J68
Jeduthun, a temple musician, iii. 218
Jehoahaz, son of Jehoram, king of Judah,

D o 2
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takes the name of Ahaziah on his ac-

cession, iv. 95
Jehoahaz (Shallum), son of Josiah, king

of Jiidah, iv. 251 ; after a reign of

three months, carried captive to Egypt,

252
Jehoahaz, son of Jehu, king of the Ten

Tribes, iv. 120 ; cedes cities west of

the Jordan to Benhadad, 121 ; length

of his reign, 121

Jehoiachin (or Conian), king of Judah, i.

160; resists the Chaldeans, iv. 263;
carried into exile, 264, 298 ; in spite

of his imprisonment looked on as the

true representative of David's house,

295 ; condition of the people banished

with him, v. 5 ; how treated, 6 ; re-

leased from prison by Evil Merodach,
18

;
place of his burial, iii. 273 note 6

Jehoiada, high-priest at Jerusalem, con-

spires against Athaliah, iv. 135 ; and
places Joash on the throne, 136 ; his

death, 141

Jehoiakim (Eliakim), brother of Jehoahaz,

king of Judah, re-introduces foreign

heathen rites, iv. 252 ; submits to the

Chaldean supremacy, 259 ; his revolt,

261 ; repairs to the Chaldean camp
for negotiations, 262 ; is assassinated,

262
Jehoram, son of Ahab, king of the Ten

Tribes, succeeds Ahaziah, iv. 78 ; re-

moves the statue of Baal from the

temple at Samaria, 78 ; length of his

reign, 21 sq., 87 ; attacks Moab, 88
;

withdraws with his allies, 90; captures

Kamoth in Grilead, 91 ; war with the

Arameans, 94 ; wounded near Ramoth,
94 ; returns to Jezreel, 96. 97 ; mur-
dered by Jehu, 98

Jehoram, son of Jehoshaphat, king of

Judah, iv. 94 ; married to Athaliah, 62

sq. ; his death, 21, 95

Jehoshaphat, son of Asa, king of Judah,

iv. 53 ; length of his reign, 22, 53 ; his

arrangements for education, 53 ; and
the administration of justice, 54 ; his

wars, 54 sq. ; his navigation of the

Red Sea, 56, 143; his alliance with
the kings of the Ten Tribes, 62 ; agrees

to join Ahab in a campaign against

Ramoth in Gilead, 75; whether he

joined Jehoram in his campaign against

Moab, 88 note 1

Jehoshaphat, son of Nimshi, father of

Jehu, iv. 96

Jehoshaphat, valley of, iv. 56
Jehovah. See Jahveh
Jehozabad, assassinates Joash, iv. 141

Jehu, son of Hanani, a prophet in the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes, denounces
Baasha, iv. 35 ; subsequently ministers
in Judah, 53

JER

Jehu, son of Jehoshaphat, iv. 96 ; his cha-

racter, 97 ; anointed by a disciple of

the prophets, 97 ; saluted as king by
his l)rotiier officers, 97 ; hastens to

Jezreel, 97 ; assassinates Jehoram, 98
;

etFects the death of Ahaziah, 98 ; and
of Jezebel, 99 ; destroys all the mem-
bers of the house of Ahab, 99 ; and
the friends and priests of Jehoram,
99; has forty-two of Ahaziah's rela-

tives executed at Betheked, 100; ex-

terrtiinates the Baal-worship, 100;
cedes all the territory east of the Jor-

dan to Hazael, 120 ; length of his

reign, 120
;
possibly the author of 1

Sam. ii. 1-10, 33 note 4; cause of the

fall of his house, 35 note 3, 133
Jephthah, judge, ii. 392-95; his daugh-

ter, 394 sq.

Jerahmeelites, the, in the south of Judah,
iii. 86 note 3; attacked by David,

102
Jeremiah, a prophet of Judah, his survey

of foreign affairs, iv. 196 note 1 ; suc-

cessive editions of his prophecies, 196
note 3 ; his views of the Egyptian
alliance, 219 ; his earliest utterances,

220 ; his early prophetic book, 230

;

his ministry, 231 sq. ; the son of a

common Levite, 233 note 3 ; fii\st ap-

peared as a prophet at Anathoth, 234
;

his warnings against false scripturalism,

240 ; his elegies on Josiah, 243 ; diffi-

culties of his ministry, 215; belonged
to the priesthood, 249 ; a type of the

dissolution of the kingdom, 249 ; de-

nounced at the beginning of the reii^n

of Jehoiakim, 253 ; description of the

Scythians and Chaldeans, 256
;
predicts

the fall of Egypt and the rise of the

Chaldean power, and the subje^.tion of

Judah by Nabuchodrozzor, 258 ; com-
pilation and public recital by Baruch
of a book of his prophecies, 258 ; his

arrest, 259; his description of Nabu-
chodrozzor. 260 ; warns Jehoiakim
against revolt, 262

;
publishes his en-

larged prophetic book early in Zede-
kiali's reign, 267 ;

put in the stocks,

267; opposes Hananiah and warns

Zedekiah against resistance, 268; pro-

phetic epistle to the exiles in Babylon,

27o ; consulted by Z^-dekiah, 272
;

again arrested, 273 ;
negotiates with

Hanumeel about a patrimonial estate,

273 ; recommends surrender to the

Chaldeans, 273 ; receives permission to

remain in the country after the de-

struction of Jerusalem, 275 ; and joins

Gedaliah, 275 ; forced to flee to Egypt,

276; tradition that he was stoned

there, 276 note '6; his language, 279;
inserts passages from older works, 280

;
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his style, 280
;
prociaims the necessity

of a new covenant, 291 sq. ; his de-

scription of the condition of Israel

under the Captivity, v. o ; liis position

after the destruction of Jerusalem, 11
;

orthography of his nanie, 11 uofe 1
;

his rehition to the book of Lamtnta
tions, 18 ; looks for the restoration

of Jemisalem, 32; his view of the

duration of the Chaldean suprem-

acy, 73 sq. ; his hopes of the earlier

exiles, 93 ; said to have removed the

holy fire from the temple, 162; tra-

dition of how he saved the .ark, 171
vote 2 ; simplicity of his imagery,

185
Jeremiali, book of, ii. 3-6, vol. iv. 207

note 3 ; iii.-vi., 230 note 4 ; iv.-vi.,

229 note 2 ; xi.-xiii., 263 note 4. 267
note 2 ; xiv.-xvii. 18, 267 note 4 ; xvii.

19-xx., ihid. ; xxi. 1-10, 273 note 1;
xxii. 10-xxiii , 267 note 2 ; xxiv., 269
noti' 5 ; xxvi.-xxis., 263 note 1 ; xxvii.,

xxviii., 268 note 3, 272 note 1 ; xxix.,

269 77ote 5 ; xxxii.. xxxiii., 273 tiote 2
;

xxxiv. 1-7, 274 note 1; xxxiv. 8-22,

272 note 2 ; xxxv., 267 note 2 ; xxxvi.,

ibid. ; xxxvii. 1-10, 273 note 1 ; xxxvii.

11-21, 273 note 2; xxxviii., 274 note

1 ; xl.-xliv., 276 note 2; published in

an enlarged form during the siege of

Babylon, vol. v. 46 ; its Babylonian
editor, 190 note A; iii., 93 note 2; x.,

77iote 1 ; xxxii., xxviii., 12note2; xliv.,

7 note 1 ; 1., H., 24 7iote 5, 46 note 3, 47
note 1, note 2 ; in the Canon, viii. 327

;

Lamentations, book of in the Canon,

335, 344
Jeremiah, letter of, a Hellenist produc-

tion, V. 479
Jericho, its conquest and destruction, ii.

247-50 ; incorporated in the northern
kingdom, iv. 2 ; rebuilt by Hiel, in the

reign of AhaV), 39 ; sons of the prophets

in, 80 ; well at, improved by Elisha,

85; visited by Elijah l)efore his as-

cension, 110; captive Jndahites sent

back to, 160 ; destroyed in the reign of

Artaxerxes III., v. 206 ; fortified by
Bacchides, 325 note 2 ; battle at, be-

tween Aristobulus and Hvrcanus, 395
;

Ponipey marches through, 399; made
the centre of a district, 4(»3 ; occupied

by the Romans, 414 ; Herod's cruelty

at, 415; murder of Aristobulus at,

424 sq.
;
palace of Herod at, 430 note

2 ; execution of Matthias and his asso-

ciates at, 448 ; representatives of the

people shut up in the race course. 448
;

the deputies released after Herod's

death, 449 ; Herod's palace in, de-

stroyed, 453; buildings of Archelaus

at, 456 ; Christ passes through, vi.

JER

385; euro of Bartima>us, 388; call of
Zacehseus there, 388

Jeroboam I., king of the Ten Tribes,

his origin, iii. 304; his insurrection,

305; his sojoui-n in Egypt, 312; re-

turns to Zert'da, 313; is chosen king

of Israel, 314; reigns twenty-two
years, iv. 23 ; chooses Shechem as his

capital, 23 ; removes the seat of go-

vernment to Fennel, 23 ; at length

fixes his residence at Tirzah, 23 ; erects

palaces and fortifications at Tirzah, 24
;

relation of foreign powers to, 24 sq.
;

establishes centres of Jahveh-worship
at Bethel and Dan, 27 ; forbids the

people to visit the temple at Jerusalem,

27 ; transposes the autumn festival

from the seventh to the eighth month,
27 ; ordains priests at Bethel, 28 ; his

mother, 32 note 1 ; said to have mar-
ried a sister of the Egyptain queen
Thekemina, ih/'d. ; his native city, iliirl.

;

defeated by Abijah, 48 ; his death, 32
;

his neglect of the commands of the

Decalogue, 239 ; fall of his house, 8

7iote 1, 33
Jeroboam II., son of Joash, king of the

Ten Tribes, iv. 123 sqq. ; length of bis

reign, 118, 124; his conquests, 124;
dissolution of morals and prophetism
during his reign, 124 sqq. ; banishes

Amos from Israel, 133; external con-

dition of the people in his reign, 133
Jerubbaal, epithet of Gideon, ii. 380-83
Jeruel, wilderness of, in Judah, iv. 55

Jerusalem, ii. 77, 81 sq., 251, 284 sqq.;

conquest of, by David, iii. 121 sqq.
;

meaning of the name, 122 7i.ote 1
;

its topography, 123 sq. ; fortified by
David, 124; David's palace in, 249;
its water supply, 252 sq. ; its walls

and gates, 254 note 5 ; additional for-

tifications of Solomon, 258 sq. ; its

growing importance, 305 sqq. ; import-

ance to it of the permanence of David's

house, 311
;
position of, on the soxith-

ern border of lieiijaniin, iv. 4 ; several

times reduced during the period of the

monarchy, 14; captured by Egyptian
troops in the reign of Rehoboam, 46;
attacked by the Philistines in the reign

of Jehoram, 91; submits to Joash,

king of the Ten Tribes, 142; fortified

by Uzziali, 143 sq. ; by Jotham, 160;
and by Hezekiah, 175 ; advance of the

Assyrians against, under Tartan, 182;
additional fortifications of, by Mana.s-

seh, 218; besieged by the Scythians

in the reign of Josiah, 231 ; invested

by Nabuchodrozzor, surrenders under
Jehoiaehin, 264 ; besieged by Nabu-
chodrozzor, under Zedekiah, 271 ; the

siege raised, 272; re-invested, 273;
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breach made by the Chaldeans, 274
;

the lower city occupied, 27 1 ; the walls

razed, 275 ; date of its capture, 298
;

date of the siege of, by the Assyrians,

299 ; its condition during the Cap-

tivity, V. 6
;
prophetic expectations of

its glory, 32 ; first occupied on the

return of the exiles, 80; its position

after the victories of Nabuchodrozzor,

89 ; its importance as a metropolis,

97 sq.; the settlers at, under Cam-
byses, lOo; under Pseudo-Sraerdis,

107 sq. ; tranquillity under Darius,

115 sq. ; later abbreviation into Solyma,

118, 235 note 2 ; condition of its walls

and gates after Zerubbabel, 121, 148

note 3; before Nehetniah, 148; arrival

of Nehemiah at, 150; the rebuilding

of the walls, 151 sq. ; actually begun,

154; intended attacks on, 155; "walls

completed, 157; their consecration,

158; subjugation of, by Alexander,

222 ; twice occupied by Ptolemy Lagi,

226 ; called Hieropolis by Philo, 235
note 2 ; walls rebuilt by Simon II.,

273 sq. ; concessions to, by Antiochus

the Great, 284 ; taken by Scopas, ibid.
;

retaken by Antiochus, ibid. ; its position

under the Seleucidse, 287 ; severely

treated by Antiochus Epiphanes, 296,

301 ; captured by Apollonius, and
transformed into a heathen city, 297
sq. ; fortified and defended by the

Syrians, 317 ; occupied by Bacchides,

320 ; the citadel occupied by Nicanor's

troops, 321 ; fortified by Bacchides,

325 ; still occupied by the Syrians,

327 ; the citadel, besieged by Jonathan,

330, 332 ; falls into Simon's hands, 335;
occupied by John Hyrcanus, 343 ; be-

sieged by Antiochus of Side, 343 sq.

;

the walls demolished, 344 ; dispute

about its pre-eminence in Alexandria,

353 sq. ; besieged by Arabian and
Judean troops under Aretas and Hyr-
canus 11., 398; besieged by Pompey,
399 sq. ; captured, and the walls de-

molished, 400 ; made the centre of a

district by G-abinius, 403 ; besieged

by Herod, 416 ; captured by Herod,

416; public games, theatre, and am-
phitheatre, established at, by Herod,

429 ; Varus suppresses the insurrec-

tions at, 452, 454 ; its privileges

under the Romans, vi. 38 sq. ; Christ's

public entry into, 392 sq. ; his visits

to, see Feasts ; attacked by Cestius,

vii. 497 sq. ; as occupied by the p rties

of Zealots just before the siege of

Titus, 575 sq. ; the city as described

by Josephus, 580 sq. ; its defence and
capture, 588 sq,; its restoration as
-Silia, viii. 277, 293 ; whether taken

JOA

by Bar-Kokheba, 289 ; fir.st bishop of

JEWa., 302
Jeshanah, a city of Israel, taken by

Abijah, iv. 48

Jesse, father of David, iii. 66, 87 note 6

Jesus, brother of Oaias III., takes the

name of Jason, and secures the high-

priesthood, V. 294. See Jason
Jesus (Joshua), grandson of Eliashib,

murdered by his brother John, v. 205
Jesus, same as Joshua, ii. 229
Jesus, son of Gamala, leader of the

moderate party, vii, 561 ^q. ; slain,

564
Jethro. See Hobab
Jewish Christians, vii. 361 sq., 383 sq.

;

in epistle of James, 450
;
growth of

party of, viii. 143 sq, ; three parties of,

150 sq,

Jews, application of the name, v. 199
note 3 ; true use of the name, viii. 307

;

hatred of Christians, 295
Jezebel, a Tyrian princess, wife of Ahab,

iv. 39 ; attempts to destroy the prophets

of Jahveh, 66, 104; persuades Ahab
to compass the destruction of Naboth,

75 ; denounced by Elijah, 75 ; threatens

Elijah with death, 107 ; her influence

over Jehoram, 91
;

perishes in the

revolt of Jehu, 98 sq.

Jezreel, a small town of Judah, iii. 99

Jezreel, Philistine victory at, iii. 105; a

name for the vale of Galilee, 112 note 3
;

palaces of Ahab in, iv. 40, 71, 74; and
in plain of, v. 476 note 3

Joab, son of Zeruiah, David's commander-
in-chief, iii, 113, 122 note 4, 144, 269

;

assassinates Abner, 117 ; assists David
in laying out Jerusalem, 124; carries

out the census, 162; effects the return

of Absalom, 173, 175; commands a

division of the army against Ab-
salom, 186; despatches Absalom, 187;
to be replaced by Amasa, 190 ; murders
Amasa, 194

;
pursues Sheba and be-

sieges Abel, 195 ; supports the con-

spiracy of Adonijab, 210 ; executed by
Benaiah, 214

Joab, well of, iii. 210 note 1

Joam, name given by Epiphanius to the

prophet who announced the destruction

of the altar at Bethel, iv. 30 note 5

Joash, son of Ahaziah, king of Judah,

saved from the massacre of xYthaliali,

iv. 134 ; through the aid of Jehoiada,

established on the throne, 126; ca-

lamities of his reign, 137 sq. ; the

drought, 138; the locusts, 138 ; length

of his reign, 139; his repairs of the

temple, 139 sq. ; his fall, 141, 232; his

place of burial, iii. 273 note 2

Joash, son of Jehoahaz, king of the Ten
Tribes, length of his reign, iv. 118 ; re-
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covers from Beuhadad the towns on
the west of the Jordan, 122; visits

Elisha in his last illness, 123; war
with Amaziah, 142 ; razes part of the

wall of Jerusalem, 142
Job, book of, vol. i. 127 ; vol. iv. 9 note 1,

109 note 1, 192 vote 2, 199, 200, 2\Z note

1, 220,232, 255, 278,281, 286; xxviii.

1-11. 192^0/^2; vol. V. \Mnote 1,210;
supplementary portions of, 189; in

Canon, vol. viii. 334
Job, well of, iii. 210 note 1

Joehanan Ben Zakhai, renowned Rabbi,
viii. 33

Joel, a prophet of Judah, announces the
' Day of Jahveh,' iv. 127 note 3 ; a con-

temporary of Elisha, 128
;
prophesies

under Joash, 138 sq. ; his literary com-
position, 197; Messianic prophecies of,

vi. 103 sq.

Johanan, eldest brother of Judas Macca-
baeus, slain at Medeba, v. 324

Johanan, son of Eliashib, founded a hall

in the new temple, v. 205 note 5

Johanna, wife of Chuza, vi. 305
John, high-priest, grandson of Eliashib,

murders his brother Jesus, v. 205
John of Giskhala, vii. 535 sq., 554 sq.

;

the head of the Learned Zealots, 562
sq.

;
puts down the Priestly Zealots,

590 ; his most important military feat,

597 ; his end, 609 sq.

John H3 rcanus, or Johanan, son of Simon,
in the chief command, v. 339; surnamed
Hyrcanus, 342 ; assumes the high-

priesthood, and occupies Jerusalem,

343 ; materials for Josephus' account

of, 343 note 1 ; negotiations with An-
tiochus Sidetes (Eusebes), 344; opens

the tomb of David, ibid. ; expedition

with Antiochus Eusebes, 345, 475 note

5 ; reference to, in the book of Enoch,
347 note 2 ; captures Medeba, 349

;

and Samega, ibid. ; sends an embassy
to Rome, 352 ; his general adminis-

tration, ibid. ; sends a second embassy
to Rome, 364 ; seeks the friendship of

various Greek cities, itiid. ; his pro-

phetic powers, 384; nominates his wife

to supreme power, 385
John, the Apostle, a relative of Jesus, vi.

181 ; of priestly extraction, 186, 433
;

a disciple of the Baptist, 244 ; first

coming to Christ, 244 sq. ; his Gospel,

144 sq. ; value as regards the chrono-

logical order of events of Christ's life,

150, 153 ; records history of first period

of Christ's work, 242 ; near the Cross,

vii. 47 ; his account of the Resurrec-

tion, 47, 50, 68 sq. ; his life and work,

viii. 153 sq. ; his Gospel, 164 sq.; his

Epistles, 167 .sq. ; his writings in the

Canon, 352 sq., 355 sq.

JON

John the J>aptist, his origin and funda-
mental thought, vi. 160-67; his mode
of carrying out bis thought, 167-72

;

his meeting with Christ, 172-78 ; his

end, 197 sq. ; his later opinion of
Christ, 327 sq.; his disciples, 172, 200,
327 sq., viii. 119 sq.

John, the Essene, vii. 530
John, the presbyter, author of the Apoca-

lypse, vii. 527, viii. 156
Joktan, i. 286
Jonadab, nephew of David, iii. 170, 172
Jonadab, son of Rechab, founder of the

association of the Rechabites, iv. 79 .sq.

;

associated with Jehu in the extermina-
tion of the Baal-worship in Samaria, 100

Jonah, book of, iv. 123 note 3, 128 note 5
Jonah-place, the present Khan-Junus on

the Phoenician coast, iv. 123 note 3

Jonah, son of Amittai, a prophet, iv. 123
;

wide range of his labours, 128, 196
7iote 2 ; his grave, 128

Jonah, the ' sign ' of, vi. 348
Jonathan, a Sadducee, under John Hyr-

canus, V. 383
Jonathan, brother of Judas Maccabeus,

campaign on the east of the Jordan, v.

314; after the death of Judas retires

into the wilderness of Tekoa, 324

;

crosses the Jordan, ibid. ; and on his

return defeats Bacchides, 325 ; besieged
in Beth-basi, and cuts his way through,
326 ; makes peace with Bacchides, 326
sq. ; concessions of Demetrius to, 327

;

occupies the temple mountain, ibid.
;

made high-priest by Alexander Balas,
ibid.

;
his victory over Apollonius, 329

;

besieges the citadel at Jerusalem, 330
;

is confirmed in his position by Deme-
trius II., ibid. ; subdues the country as

far as Damascus for Antiochus the

younger, 331 ; his victory at Hazor,
ibid. ; despatches ambassadors to Rome
and Sparta, 332; defeats the generals

of Demetrius and occupies Damascus,
ibid. ; meets Tryphon at Beth-shean,

333 ;
made prisoner at Ptolemais, ibid.

;

executed at Tryphon, 334 ; reference

to, in the book of Enoch, 347 note 9,

Jonathan, eldest .son of Saul, iii. 30 ; called

the ' Gazelle,' 30 ; slays the Philistine

officer in Gibeah, 30 ; attacks the

Philistine camp, 34 ; his age at the
commencement of Saul's reign, 52

;

divines David's future greatness, 06
;

friendship for David, 76 ; secures

David's escape, 78-81; parts from
David in the wilderness of Ziph, 92

;

falls in the battle on Mount Gil boa,

106; fate of his body, 110; buried
at Zelah by David, 137

Jonathan, or Jann^i, son of John Hyr-
canus, V. 386. See Alexander Jannaus
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Jonithan, son of Abiathar, a priest, con-

veys tidings to David of Absalom's
movements, lii. 183

;
joins the con-

spiracy of Adonijah, 211

Jonathan, son of .Sliimeah, nephew of

David, sbiys a giant of Gath, iii. 148

Joppa. or Japho, seaport, ii. 90, 329, iii.

221, 23o, 263; Jewish infantry con-

veyed to Egypt by sea from, iv. 219
;

timber transported to, v. 102 ; occupied

by Jonathan. 329 ; Ptolemy Philoraetor

at, 330 ; occupied by Simon, 332, 333
;

made a free port, 336 ; subdued by
John Hyrcanus, 350 ; threatened by
Antiochus Grrypus, 364 ; starting point

of the intrenchment of Alexander Jan-
naeus, 391 ; loss of, 401 ; conceded to

the high-priest by Caesar, 406 ; con-

quered by Herod, 413
Joram, brother of Tibni, iv. 37
Joram, king of Judah, his place of burial,

iii. 273 note 2

Jordan, river, i. 245; Joshua's passage of
the, ii. 246 sq., 260 ; iii. 110 ; districts

on the east loyal to Saul's house, 112;
David crosses it on his flight from
Jerusalem, 184; on his return, 190;
commercial roads past, 261 ; the sons
of the prophets settled on, iv. 80

;

Elijah crosses, before his ascension,

110

Jordiu, valley of the, i. 245
Joseph, a designation of the northern

kingdom, iv. 5

Joseph, an officer of Judas Maccabseus,
defeated near Jabneh, v. 315

Joseph, brother of Herod, left by him at

Masada, v. 412 ; defeated near Jericho
and slain, 415

Joseph, error for Johanan, one of the
brothers of Judas Maccabseus, v. 334
note 3

Joseph, father of Jesus, lived at Naza-
reth, vi. 179; died many years before
Jesus came to Baptist, 180

Joseph, husband of Salome, put to death
by Herod, v. 425

Joseph of Arimathea, member of San-
hedriii, and secretly friend of Jesus, vi.

447
Joseph, son of Gorion, commander of

Jerusalem, vii. 529
Joseph, son of Tobias, story of, v. 271
Joseph, the Patriarch, i. 374, 405 sq., 407-

21 ; as the first-born of Israel, 422 ; ii.

3 sqq.

Joseph, tribe, i. 416 sqq., ii. 276-81
Josephus, Flavius, as chronologist, ii. 371

;

his account of the liberation of the
Israelites by Cyrus, v. 48 ; his narra-
tive of the building of the Samaritan
temple, 213 sqq.; deficiencies of his
history during the period after the.

JOT

conquests of Alexander, 225 ; his ac-

count of the three sects of the Judeans,

276 note 1, 305 note 2; narrative of

the rule of John Hyrcanus, 343 note 1

;

authorities for his history of Herod's
reign, 462 7iote 3 ; his attitude towards
the Messianic hope, vi. 99 ; as a source

for the life of Christ, 138 sq. ; his

History of the Jewish War, vii, 492 sq.

;

his early life, 531 sq.
;
governor of

Galilee, 533 ; adviser and assistant of

Vespasian, 573 ; in the camp of Titus,

578 ; seeks to persuade his country-

men to surrender, 595 ; his superstition,

605 ; intercedes for some of his people,

610 ; his life in Rome, viii. 17 sq., 67
;

account of his works, 68-75 ; on the

Canon of the Old Testament, 337 sq.

346, 361
Josephus, or Josippon, ben Gorion, v. 71

;

nature and date of his history, 72, 128
note 3, 287 note 3, 323 note 4

Joses, one of the ' Seventy,' vii. 131 ; not

identical with Barnabas, ibid, note

Joshebah, sister of king Ahaziah, saves

Joash, and brings him up, iv. 134

Joshua, book of, i. 63 sqq. ; rejected by
the Samaritans, v. 281 note 1 ; viii.

324; in the Canon, viii. 321, 328

Joshua, high-priest, colleague of Zerub-
babel, v. 84, 86 ; addressed by Haggai,

109; referred to by Zechariah, 111

Joshua, house of, its relation to the high-

priesthood, V. 122, 327 sq.

Joshua (Rabbi), Ben-Chananja, viii. 45
Joshua, Samaritan book of, ii. 207 sq.

;

V. 96 ')iote 3 ; viii. 324
Joshua, son of Nun, his name, ii. 229 sqq.,

236 ; his position and his victories,

235-54 ; as ruler, 258-68 ; his age,

254 sq., 370; his descendants, 321
Josiah, son of Amon, king of Judah, ex-

tends his dominion over Samaria, iv.

227 ; accession of, 230 ; discovery of

the book of the law in his reign, 233
;

convenes a popular assembly and
makes a new covenant, 234 ; celebrates

the Passover, 239 ; marches against

Necho, 242 ; falls in battle near Me-
giddo, 242 ; buried at Jerusalem, 242

;

Jeremiah's elegies upon him, 243 ; his

violence, 243 ; condition of parties

during his reign, 244 sq.
;
place of his

burial, iii. 273 note 6

Josippon, Jewish reproduction of Jose-

phus' history, vii. 494
Josua, son of Perachja, Rabbi, vi. 14;

Talmudists make him teacher of the

child Jesus in Egypt, 142

Jotapata, fortress of, vii. 543
Jotham, son of Uzziah, king of Judah,

length of his reign, iv. 118 ; age at his

father's death, 145; power of Judaii
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JOU

tinder him, 15') ; activity and prosperity

of hisreigr), 166; his death, 167
Journals of the Kingdom. See Stute-

annala

Jozaehar, assassinates Joash, iv. 141

Juba, a Libyan king, marries Glaphyra,
V. 458

Jubal, son of Lamech, i. 272
Jubilee, year of, as a chronological device,

i. 209 sq. ; observation of the, fell into

disuse, V. 167
Jubilees, book of, i, 201 sq., ii. 226, v.

473, viii. 345
Juchasin, book of, a hite work similar to

the Aboths, vi. 13

Judah, kingdom of, under David, iii. 100
sqq ; ti'ibeof, its discontent, 176 ; holds

aloof under Amasa after Absalom's
death, 190, 192; position at the dis-

ruption of the kingdom, 311 sqq.; its

extent, iv. 2 ; its nature and character-

istics, 10 sqq.; alliance of, with

Damascus, 24 note 5, 25 ; attacked b^'-

Baasha, 34, 52
;
peace with Israel under

Omri, 38 ; early history of, under Re-
hoboam, 43 sqq. ; invaded by Egyptian
troops, 46; by Zerah, the Ethiopian,

in the reign of Asa, 51 ; and by Baasha,
52 ; its prosperity under Jehoshaphat,

57 sqq. ; formation of the Messianic
hope in, 59 sqq. ; decline of its power
under Jehoram, 9i sq.; its convulsions

on the murder of Jehoram, 101 ; history

during the second period, 134 sqq.;

condition of the people in, under Uz-
ziah, 146 sq. ; its power under Jotham,
155, 166; invaded by Pekah's troops,

160 ; its dangers under Ahaz, 167 sqq.

;

laid waste by Shalmaneser, 177; in-

vasion of, by Sennacherib, 180 sq. ; its

deliverance, 183 ; development of art,

philosophy, and literature in, 190 sqq.;

history of, during the third period, 201
sqq. ; the Messianic hope in, 201 sqq.

;

overrun by the Scythians, 230 sq.; its

independence threatened by the Egyp-
tians, 242

;
position of parties in, after

the death of Josiah, 244 sq. ; the
Egyptian supremacy, 251 sqq. ; the

Chaldean supremacy, 259 sqq,; the
fall of the kingdom, 265 sqq. ; litera-

ture in its last age, 277 sqq.
;
general

results, 287 sqq.

Judah, sou of Perachja, Rabbi, vi.

14

Judah, tribe, i. 365-07, ii. 283-87, 316-
20

Judas, an Essee, v. 373 note 5 ; his pre-

diction about Antigonus, 386 note 4

Judas Iscariot, his name, vi. 303 ; his

special office, 305 ; objects to waste of

precious ointment, 389 ; the possibility

of his treason, 407 sq. ; his death, 409;

JUD

present at Last Supper, 421 ; betrays
Christ with a kiss, 427

Judas Kaninites, Apostle, from the school

of the Zealots, vi. 300, 304

Judas Maecabffius, third son of Matta-
thias, V. 308 ; defeats Apollonius, 309

;

and Seron, ibid. ; campaign against

(lorgiMs, 310 sq. ; c-iptures the temple-
mountain, and purifies the temple,

311; his operations against the Idu-

means and Ammonites, 313; cam-
paign on the east of the Jordan, 314 ;

in the south of Judea, 315; nearly

drives the Syrians out of Jerusalem,

317 ; obliged, to give up the investment
of the citadel, 318; defeats Nicanor at

Cipliarsalama, 321 ; second victory at

Beth-horon, 321 ; his relation to Rome,
322 ; defeat and death at Beer-Zath,

323 ; history of his exploits in 2 Mace,
465 sqq.

Judas of James, Apostle, whoso name
is found in Luke in the place of Leb-
baeus, vi. 304

Judas, son of Hezekiah, the Galilean

robber, heads a rising against Archelaus,

V. 453
Judas, son of Simon, v. 339 ; imprisoned

and executed hy Ptolemais, v. 342, 313
Judas, son of Soriphai, a teacher of the

law at Jerusalem, executed by Herod,
V. 448

Judas, the Gaulonite, of Gamala,
founder of the school of the Zealots of

the L:iw, vi 48 sq. ; the ' Assumption
of Moses ' the literary memorial of his

movement, 55 sq. ; his end, 60 sq. ; one
of his seven sons perhaps author of the

'Assumption of Moses,' 61 ; diiference

of the Baptist's movement from his,

163; his sons, vii. 415, 504, 614
Jude, his two grandsons before Domitian,

viii. 188 sq. ; epistle of, in the Canon,
140 sq., 353

Judeans, at court during the exile, v. 8
;

position of the, in the eastern countries,

131 sq. ; application of the name, 199
note 3 ; deported to Hyrcania, 206 ; to

Egypt, ibid. ; dispersion of, by Alex-
ander and Ptolemy I., 237 ; trans-

ported from Mesopotamia into Lydia
and Phrygia, 238 ; di.spersion of, 239
sq.

;
position and privileges in heathen

cities, 237, 240 sqq. ; alliances with
foreign nations, 245 ; in Egypt their

sufferings under Ptolemy Philopator,

283 ; narrative of, in 3 Mace, 469 sq.
;

at the courts of the Ptolemies and the

Ca\sars, 289 note 1 ; in Gilead, oppressed

by Ammonites, and rescued by Judas
Maccabjeus, 313; in Galilee, 314;
their devotion to commerce, 363 ; in

Asia Minor and Greece, become Roman
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citizens, 364 ; three sects of, according

to Josephus, 276 notel, 365 mdc 2 ; led as

captives in Pompej's triumph, 401 ; un-

der the Roman rule, vi. 36 sq. ; in Pales-

tine, 85 sq. ; in other countries, 8) sq.;

vii. 300 ; their last efforts after the

destruction of Jerusalem, viii. 259 sq.,

their sanguinary risings, 271 sq. ; with

Bar-Kokheba as king, 276 sq. See
Parthia, Christians, Samaria

Judges, book of, i. 133, 161-64; in the

Canon, viii, 328
Judges, their origin and significance, 357-

63 ; their age, 269-74 ; their num-
ber and order, 363-67; their chrono-

logy, 367-73
Judith, a young widow, who kills Holo-

fernes, story of, v. 447
Judith, book of, artificial names in, v.

189 note 1 ; its date and composition,

345, 474 sqq.

Julia (Livia, or Julias, or Livias), subse-

quently called Tiberias, the town on
Lake of Galilee built by Antipas,

vi. 75
Julia (Livia), Empress, vi. 71, vii. 239

(see Corrigenda)

Juliauus Antonius. See Antoninus
Julias, north of Dead Sea, vii. 553
Julias, town on north-east of Lake of

Galilee, built by Philip on site of

Bethsaida, vi. 72, vii. 541. See also

Julia

Junias, one of the ' Seventy,' vii. 131

Justice, administration of, by the kings,

iii. 173, 176, 177, 250, 251 ; arrange-

ments of Jehoshaphat for the adminis-
tration of, in Judah, iv. 54

;
growing

perversion of, in the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, under Jeroboam II., 126
Justin Martyr, philosopher and martyr,

viii. 83, 149, 303 sq. ; on Canon of New
Testament, 357 sq.

Justus, son of Pistus, opponent of Jose-

phus, vii. 534, 541, viii. 74

Kaebala (Cabbala, Qabbala), the original

elements of, v. 190; oral tradition of

the teaching of men of the Great
Synagogue, vi. 14; continuation of

Philo's system, vii. 218 ; first meaning
of word, viii. 42

Kabul. See Chobolo

Kadesh (Kedasa), on frontier of Tyre,

ii. 193-95, 201 note 7, vii. 507, 551
Kadytis (in Herodot. ii. 159), a Syrian

city, not Jerusalem, but probably Gaza,
iv. 252 no^e 4

Kanatha, victory and reverse of Herod
at, v. 426

Karaites, in the Middle Ages, viii. 41,
300

KIN

Karduchian mountains, residence of
Izates there, vii. 404

Kari, the. See Carians
Karnaim, v. 313 note 7; captured by

Judas Maccabaeus, 314
Keilah, city of, besieged by the Philis-

tines, iii. 89; occupied by David, 91
Ken. See Kenites

Kenath, town, ii. 294, 300
Kenedaeus, relative of Monobazos, vii. 406
Kenites, the, i. 109 sq., 250 sq., ii. 44-46,

286 ; among the Amalekites, iii. 38
;

in the south of Judah, 86 note 3 ; at-

tacked by David, 102 ; the, remnant of

them dispersed in Israel, iv. 79
Kenizzites. i. 251 sq., ii. 286
Kethubim, meaning of name, viii. 338
Keturah, Abraham's concubine, i. 314-16
Kidron, the brook, east of Jerusalem,

iii. 124 ; crossed by David in his flight,

180; supplied water for Jerusalem,

253 sq. ; valley of, 254 note 5 ; the
ashes of the phallus of the goddess of

love thrown into it, iv. 50 ; heathen
vessels and statue of Astarte burned
beside, by Hilkiah, 238

King, his position with reference to the

Theocracy, iii. 6 ; his sceptre, 6 ; his

crown, 6 ; his unction, 6, 7 ; his title,

6 ; bound to obey the law, 7 ; David a
true king of Jahveh, 201

;
prophetic

view of the true king, 315
' King of Kings,' or ' Great King,' origin

of the title, iv. 152
King, the Messiah, king of Israel, vi.

208 sq. ; Christ's claim to be a, 373
Kingdom of God, Christ's idea of, vi.

201-10
;
possible extension without his

death, 379 sq.

Kingdom of Israel, restoration of, viii.

278 sq. See Israel

Kingdom of Judah. See J%idah

Kingdom of Rome, as opposed to Chris-

tianity, viii. 225 sq.

Kingdom of the Ten Tribes. See Israel

Kingdom of the world, viii. 223, 238
Kingdom, the, its origin and develop-

ment in Israel, iii. 12, 13; under
David 120 sqq. ; military organisation

of, 139 sqq. ; under Solomon, 204 sqq.

;

administration of, 266 sqq. ; its disrup-

tion, 308 sqq., iv. 300. See Monarchy
King's-right, not to be confounded with

state-right, iii. 27 note 6

Kings, books of, vol. i. 1 33-68 ; the older or

prophetic, vol. iii. 206, vol. iv. 59, 286
;

first book of, xiii., 247 note 1 ; xvii.-

xix., 84 note 2, 103 notes 1,2; xix.

4-8, 107 note 2; xix., 247 note 1;

xxii. 19-22, vol. v. 184 note 1 ; second

book of, i. 2-16, vol. iv. Ill note 3 ;

ii. 1-18, 84 note 2, 103 notes 1, 2; ii.,

247 note 1; xviii. 13-xx., 181 note 1
;
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xix. 20-34, 183 note 2; xxi. 11-15,

220 note 3

Kinisrin, identified with Zobah by Jaqut,

iii. 154 note 2

Ivir-Haraseth, a fortress of Moab, be-

sieged by Jehuram and his allies, iv. 89

Kirjath-jearim, removal of the ark fi'om,

iii. 126; Urijah of, a prophet, exe-

cuted by Jehoiakim, iv. 253
Kirjath-sepher, town, i. 241, ii. 285
Kir, river, northern boundary of tlie As-

syrian empire, iv. 150 ; deportation of

the Damascenes to, IGO

Kish, the father of Saul, iii. 18

Koheleth, book of (Ecclesiastes), iii. 252
;

its language, v. 182 ; and style, 188 sq.
;

its sceptical tendencies, 194; denounces
discontent, 210 ; its dissatisfaction

with the Persian supremacy, 202. See

Ecclesiastes

Kommagene, identified with Zobah by
Eupolemus, iii. 154 note 2

Korah's insurrection, ii. 178 sq.

Kronos, i. 361 sq.

Laban, son of Bethuel, i. 346-48
Labynetus, king of Babylon, identical

witli Nabunid, v. 52 note 2

Lachish, in the south-west of Judah,
Amaziah put to death at, iv. Ii2; inti'o-

duction of the worship of the kingdom
of the Ten Tribes at, 147 ; besieged by
Sennacherib, 181 ; captured by the

Chaldeans, 273
Lsenas, Pompilius, drives Antiochus out

of Egypt, V. 297 note 1, 303
Lamech, Forefather, i. 265-67
Lamentations, book of, iv. 243 note 1, v.

17 ; its composition and authorship, 18.

See Jeremiah
Language, decline of, in the seventh cen-

tury, iv. 250
Laodicea, Judeans in, v. 239
Latin names adopted in place of Hebrew,

v. 269
Laver, the priests', iii. 243 sq.

Law. giving of the, at Sinai, ii. 101-108
;

instruction in the, provided by Jehos-

haphat, iv. 54; the old and the new,

harmonised in Deuteronomy, 222 ; book
of, discovered in the temple in the reign

of .Josiah, 233 ; books of, similar to

the Pentateuch, their condition before

Josiah, 239 sq. ; of Moses, position of,

in the days of Josiah, and during the

exile, V. 133 sq. ; re-established by Ezra

in Jerusalem, 135 ; anxiety to carry it

out, 1 72 ; relation of the Sadducees to,

278 sq. ; of the Phari.sees, 367 sqq.
;

and of the Kssees, 372 sqq. ; its position

in the later Greek age, 4 89 ; scho )ls of,

vi. 41, 87 sq. ; never attended by Jesus,

LEV

189 ; Zealots of, see Zealots ; the

ancient, in the view of Paul and of the

Pharasaic Christians, vii. 381 sq., 428
sq. ; copy of, amongst spoils of llio

temple at Rome, 611; in the Rab-
binical schools, viii. 40 sq. ; burnt by
Romans, 47 sq.

;
given by angels, 137

Laws, in their earliest form, ii. 158-69
Lazarus of Bethany, his family, vi. 367 sq.;

John's representation of the raising of,

369 sq.; the anointing of Christ in his

house, 391 ; the ill-will of the Ilagio-

cracy towards, 392
Leah, wife of Jacob, i. 293, 371-77
Lebanon, ' House of the Forest of,' 249

;

used as, an armoury, iii. 250 note 1

Lebanon, northern boundary of the area

of the census, iii. 162 ; timber and stone

brought Irom, for the temple, 230. 234
sq. ; Solomon's estates on, 257 ; mining
operations in, iv. 192 ; cedar wood
ordered from, for the second temple, v.

101

Lebbseus, the Apostle, vi. 304
Lechi, victory of Shammah at, iii. 141

Leftef, perhaps at present Nettif, vii. 554
Legio, a fortress built by Herod, v. 430
Legislative spirit, i. 82 sqq.

Lemba, v. 391 note 6

Leontopolis, the temple at, 354 sqq., 468
;

its situation, v. 356
Lepers, ii. 80 sq. ; Christ's cure of one,

vi. 280
Leprosy, ii. 80 sq. ; imitation of sacrifice

for, vii. 496
Leso-Majesty (cri/nen Icesce majestatis), ii.

J61

Levi, i. 359 sq., 364 sq.

Levi, tribe of, i. 364 sq. ; in Egypt, ii.

36 ; a priestly tribe, 141 sq., 262 sq.

See Levites

Levi, publican, son of Alphseus, not an
Apostle, his call, vi. 277, 288 ; makes a

feast for Christ, ihul.
;

probably an
elder brother of James the Less, 304

Levi, son of Alpheus, one of the ' Seventy,'

vii. 131, viii. 104
Levites, as writers, i. 175-77; cities as-

signed to them, 308-10 ; their man-
ners in the age of the Judges, 344-50

;

massacre of, at Nob, iii. 90 ; take part

in the removal of the ark, 129 ; their

reorganisation by David, 133 sq., 247,

318; their quarters in the temple, 241
;

further organi-sation by Solomon, 247
sq. ; not included in the computation
of the tribes at the disruption of the

kingdom, iv. 2; treatment of, in the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes, 14 ; con-

gregate in the kingdom of Judah, 28,

44, 225; a[)pointed by Jehoshaphat to

assist in teaching religion and the laws,

and in the administration of justice,
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54 ; their part in the fall of Athaliah,

according to the Chronicler, 135 note

5; their duties, 140; recommended to

the sympathy of the people in Deuter-
onomy, 22;") ; hereditary Levites, how
punished for their participation in

idolatrous rites, by Josiah, 239 ; the

small number -who returned, v. 84 sq.
;

t;ike part in the erection of the secoi'd

temple, 102 ; re-established when thp

temple service was reorgan.sed, 113;
join Ezra's expedition, 138 ; their place

in the public services under Ezra, 146;
more compactly organised by Nehemiah,
160

Levites, their rivalry of the Priests, vii.

48), 484; as Christians, 132
Levy, the king's right of, of troops, iii.

144, 293; of labour, 230, 293
Libertini, synagogue of, vii. 157
Libnah, a city of Judah, revolts in the

reign of Jehoram, iv. 95 ; besieged by
Sennacherib, 182

Libyan troops in the Egyptian army of
invasion of Judah, iv. 46

Lights, feast of, origin of the, v. 312
Lion, the, the ensign of Jndah, iii.

250
Literature in the age of the Judges, ii.

356
;
progress of, under Solomon, iii.

275 sqq. ; in the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes after the disruption of the king-
dom, iv. 42 sq. ; in the period of its

decline. 194 ; in Judah, during the first

period, 57 sqq. ; in the second, 190 sqq.
;

prophetic, 195; poetic, 197; dramatic,

199; historical, 199 sqq.; in the last

age of the monarchy, 277 sqq. ; arti-

ticial arrangpment of songs, 281 sq.

;

prophetic, 283 sq.
;
proverbs, 284; his-

torical, 285 ; its outward form, and arts

connected with it, 286 ; increased
activity in, during the Persian age, v.

185 sqq.; in the Maccabean period,

287 note 3 ; development of, in the
later Greek age, 461 sqq. ; historical,

vii, 34 sq. ; epistolary, in the early

church, 320 sq. ; Christian, viii. 241-
259. See Historical Literature

Livias. See Julia
Lo-de])ar, east of the Jordan, iii. 185
Logos and Logoi, in Philo's writings, vii.

209 sq. ; in epistle to the Hebre\vs,
477 ; term applied to Christ by Apollos,

390; whether used by Paul, 298;
meaning of, in John's vritings, viii.

] 65 sq. See Word of God
Longinus, name of Roman centurion in

Gosjjel of Nicodemns, vi. 441
Longinus, Roman tribune, vii. 513, 594
Lord's Day. See Sunday
Lord's Supper, origin and significance,

vii. 118 sq., evil reports arising from

MAA
its celebration at night, 399 ; in the
Corinthian church, viii. 206

Lot, Abraham's nephew, i. 299, 313 sq.

Lot, use of the .sacred, iii. 23, 34, 36
Luke, author of Acts of the Apostles, vii.

23 sq. ; as companion of Paul, 28 sq.,

442 sq.

Luke, Gospel o*', chronology of, vi. 150 sq.

;

in the Canon, 355 sq.

Lukuas, Judean rebel, viii. 273
Lupus, Egyptian governoi', prohibits use

of Temple of Onias at outbreak of in-

surrection in 116 A.D., vii. 616; viii. 273
Lusius Quietus, Roman general, viii.

274
Luz, city, i. 304
Lycaonia, dialect of, vii. 349
Lydda, a Samaritan district attached to

Judah, V. 228 ; restored to Judah by
Caesar, 406

Lydda, town of, in plain of Sharon, vii.

184 sq.
; Quadratus there, 419; Ces-

tius tliere, 512 ; subjugated by Ves-

pasian, 553
Lydia, Judeans in, v. 238
Lydian monarchy, its rise puts a stop to

the ravages of the Cimmerians, iv,

229
Lyrics (hymns). Christian, viii. 357

;

Davidic, in Canon, 329 sq.

Lysanias, principality of, vii. 258, 420
note 7

Lysanias, son and successor of Ptole-

maeus, v. 411
;

put to death at the

instigation of Cleopatra, 425 ; his

family reinstated by Augustus, 436
;

ancestor of the Lysanias in Luke iii.,

450 note 4

Lysias, appointed governor of Syria by
Antiochus Epiphanes, v. 309 ; de-

spatches troops for a second campaign
against Judas Maccab?eus, 311 ; has

Antiochus Eupator crowned, on the

death of Antiochus Epiphanes, 316;
conducts a campaign against Judas
Maccabaeus, 317 sq. ; makes peace
with the Judeans, 318

;
puts Menelaus

to death, and appoints Alcimus as

high-priest, 319 ; is himself killed, 319
Lysias, situation of, v. 404 note 1

Lysimaclius, Alexandrian, historian, and
enemy of the Judeans, ii. 86, viii. 64

Lysimachus, executed b}' Herod, v. 429
note 1

Lysimachus, brother of Menelaus, attacks

the people in Jerusalem, v. 295
Lystra, town of, Paul at, vii. 348

Maacah, place, ii. 302
Maachah, grand-daughter of Absalom,

wife of Rehoboam, iv. 47, 50 note 1

Maachah, king of Gath. iii. 215 note 3
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Maachah, kingdom of, iii. 153
Mabortha, site of subsequent Neapnlis

(Nabulus), viii. 83
Maccabees, the, v. 306 sqq. ; meaning of

tlie name, 309 note 1 ; referred to, in

the book of Enoch, 347 note 2 ; the

books of, 462 sqq., 471 nofe 2; first

book of, 463 sq. ; second 1 ook of. 162,

464 sqq. ; thiid book of. 283, 468
sqq. ; fourth book of, 484 sq., vii. 485

;

fifth or Arabic book of, v. 287 note 3,

323 note 4, 312 note 2 ; Canon of viii.

331 sq.

Macedonia, Judeans in, v. 239
Macedonians, in Babylon, v. 285
Machcieras, an officer sent into Judea by

Antony, v. 414 sq.

Machiierus, castle of, built by Hyrcanus,
V. 382

;
given up to the Pharisees,

394 ; on the east coast of the Jordan,

403; vi. 199; John's imprisonment there,

199 ; first visit in recent times to, by
Seetzen, ibid. ; recent visit by Tris-

tram, 200; in Jewish War, vii. 572, 613
Machir, son of Ammiel of Lo-debar,

shelters Meribosheth, iii. 135; assists

David, 185
Machir, tribe, ii. 280
Mad ian. See Midian
Magdala, home of Mary Magdalene, vi.

253
Magdol, city of, iv. 242
Magdou for Megiddo, iv. 242 note 1

Mngedan. See Dalmanutha
Magic and magicians, ii. 55, 63, iii. 44,

51, iv. 247, vii. 317 sq., 391 sq.,

viii. 20, 89 sq., 123 sq.

Magog, probably denotes Scythian tribes,

iv. 229 ; designation of the Chaldean
forces, 256

Mahalal-el, Forefather, i. 267
Mahanaim {two ca)7ips), place, i. 305,

ii. 296; the seat of Ish-bosheth's

government, iii, 112; David takes

refuge in, 184 ; siege of, 185
Mahol, the sons of, famous for their

wisdom, iii. 278
Maked, captured by Judas Maccabaius,

v. 314
M;dachi, the prophet, denounces the

priests, v. 171 ; character of his minis-

try, 176; meaning of the name, 177

vote 2 ; language of, 182 ; evidence

affijrded by his book of the prevailing

spirit of inquiry, 194 ; denounces

indifference, 200
^lalatlia. castle of Agripi)a I. in ldume;i,

vii. 237
Malchus, Arab king, vii. 543
Malchus, autlior and prophet, viii. 62

Malchus, leadf^r of the high-priest's

guard, at the arrest of Christ, 427
sq.

MAR
Malchus, or Malich, successor of Aretas,

refuses to aid Ilerod, v. 412 ; war of
Herod with, 426

;
proposed flight of

Ale.xandra to, 427
Malich, having l)een advanced by Anti-

pater, murders him, v. 408 ; his own
fate, ihid.

Malthace, mother of Archelaus, v. 448
jMamilla, pool of, not identical with

the Gihon, iii. 254 vote 2; possibly

the same as the Serpent's pool, 256
note 1

Man, Son of. See Messiah
Manaen (Manahem), distinguished Chris-

tian, pii. 338
Manahem, an Essee, v. 373 note 5 ; how

treated by Herod, 438
Mananem, ephemeral Zealot king,

sou of Judas the Gaulonite, vii. 504
«q.

Manasseh, husband of Judith, v. 476
710 te 3

Manasseh, prayer of, in the Apocrypha,
i. 186, iv. 218 note 1

Manasseh, son of Hezekiah, king of
Judah, iv. 207 ; restores the heathen
rites of Ahaz, 208 ; removes the altar

from the forecourt of the temple, and
the ark from the Holy of Holies, 209

;

carried captive to Babylon, 217 ; his

repentance, 217 sq. ; restores the altar,

218; prosperity of his later years,

219; his attempts to promote hea-
thenism, 237 ; his violence, 243

;

length of his reign, 301 7iote 2
;
place

of his burial, vii. 273
Manasseh, son of high-priest John, mar-

ries the daughter of t'anballat, v. 213
;

flees to Samaria, 214, 216
Manasseh, tribe, i. 382 sq., ii. 280 sq.

;

beyond the Jordan, 299 sq., 324
Manasseh, uncle of Eleazar, high- priest,

V. 270
Manetho, the chronologist, i. 387 sq., ii.

76-85
Manna, ii. 221 sq.

Mmners of the people in the age of the

Judges, ii. 350-53; of Israel, under
Solomon, iii. 271 sqq.

Manuscripts, preparation and circulation

of, iv. 191 ; art of copying, 286
Maon, in Judah, David and his troops at,

iii. 85, 93, 97
Maon, nation, i. 239 sq.

Maonites. or Minites, reduced by Uzziah,

iv. 143

Mara, .son of Serapion, his epistle to

Serapion, viii. 22 sq.

Marah, place, ii. 99
.Marches of Israel out of Egvpt. ii. 67-76,

97-101, 185-201

Mardokempad, iv. 187. See Merodach-
Balada)i
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Mareotis, lake, west of Alexandria, set-

tlement of Therapeutre near, v. 376

Mareshah, or Marissa, a city near Keilah,

south of Eleutheropolis, iii. 89 note 4
;

the Ethiopian army at, iv. 50 ; defeat

of priests at, by Gorgias, v. 315;

subdued by John ITyrcanus, 350 ; in-

liabitants of, maltreatod by the Sama-

ritans, 353 ;
Marissa perhaps the same

as, 397 note 6; destroyed, 412

Marginal notes to an ancient document,

i. 126

Mark, John, the Evangelist, previous

history, vii. 336 ;
companion of Paul

and Barnabas, 337 ; deserts Paul, 344
;

Paul declines to take him second

time, 363
;
partial martyr, 479 ;

said

to be first bishop of Alexandria, viii.

197
Mariamne, a tower at Jerusalem, erected

by Herod, lii. 238, v. 435

Mariamne, daughter of Alexandra, v.

408 ;
betrothed to Herod, ibid. ;

mar-

riage with Herod at Samaria, 416;

shut up in the Alexandreum, 427;

executed, 428
Marion, despot of Tyre, v. 408

Marissa. See Mareshah
Marriage, with a husband's brother, pro-

vision for, in Deuteronomy, iv. 225
;

contention about, between Shammai
andHillel, vi. 34; quibbles of Pharisees

about, with Jesus, 385 sq.

Marriages, mixed, opposition of Ezra to,

V. 139; dissolved, 142 eq. ; opposition

of Nehemiah to, 160; prohibited by

the covenant, 166

Marsus, Syrian governor, watches Agrippa

I., vii. 265
IMartyrologium, the earliest, vii. 163

Martyrs, the first Christian, vii. 163 sq.,

viii. 218 sq., 231 sq., 239; in Xystus's

Proverbs, 249 sq. See Persecutions

Marullus, Eoman governor, vii. 240

Mary, Church of St., on the temple

mouTitain, iii. 232 note 5

Mary Magdalene, vi. 223, 253, 305

Mary, sister of Lazarus, vi. 305

Mary, the mother of Christ, See Christ

and Christ's Mother

Mary, the mother of Clopas, vi. 305 ; the

mother of Jose, 305

Mary, the mother of James the Less, vi.

305
Mnsada, or Massada, fortress of, on the

south-west of the Dead Sea, v. 382
;

flight of Herod to, 412; besieged by

Antigonus, 413 ; relieved by Herod,

ibid. ; Herod shuts up his Idumean
relations in, 427 ; refitted by Herod,

435; mentioned, vii. 572, 813

Masaloth, Syrian troops at, v. 323 ; its

position, 323 note 4

MEG

Miispha, V. 313 note 7; captured by
Judas Maccabaeus, 314

Massepha, or Mizpah, v. 310
Masora, the, supposed origination of, b}'

Ezra, V. 164 ; viii. 42
Mattan, high-priest of Baal at Jerusalem,

slain on the accession of Joash, iv.

136

Mattaniah, younger son of Josiah, on his

accession took the name of Zedekiah,

iv. 265
Mattathias, a priest, of the family of

Joarilj, V. 306 ; retires to Mode'im,

307 ; and flees into the wilderness,

ibid. ; his death, 308
Mattathias, name assumed by Antigonus

with the high-priesthood, v. 412, 416.

See Antigontos

Mattathias, son of Simon, imprisoned by
Ptolemseus, v. 342 sq. ; and murdered
by him, 343

Matthew, the Apostle, vi. 303 ; his call

related like that of Levi, ibid.

Matthias, high-priest, deposed bv Herod,

V. 448
Matthias, last high- priest, vii. 571 ; exe-

cuted by Simon, 600
Matthias, son of Margaloth, a teacher of

the law at Jerusalem, executed by
Herod, v. 448, 450

Matthias, the Apostle, his election, vii.

143

Mazkir, the, at Solomon's court, iii. 267,

270 note 11

Medad and Eldad, ii. 29

Medeba, in Eeuben, ii. 206 ; invested by
the Ammonites, iii. 154 ; Johanan
slain at, v. 324 ; captured by John
Hyreanus, 349 ; situation of, 325 note

1, 397 note 6

Medes, the, at the head of the east-

ern nations, attack ISineveh, iv. 227
;

their failure and rout, 1'),%
; desig-

nation employed by ^schylus and
Aristophanes, v. 40 note 1. See Per-

sians

Media, part of the Assyrian empire, iv.

150 ; deportation of Israelites to cities

of, 165; made itself independent of

Assyrian sway after the retreat of

Sennacherib, 184
Mediterranean, the, Necho's fleet in, iv.

241 ; residence of Israelites on, v. 4;

of Judeans, 239 sq.

Medo-Persians, their invasions of the

soiithern countries, iv. 151

Megiddo, in the plain of Galilee, fortified

by Solomon, iii. 259 ; Ahaziah dies at,

iv. 98 ; battle near, between Josiah and
Necho, 242

Megillath Antiochus, v. 287 note 3

Megillath Ta'anith, the, v. 381, 287 note

3
;
qiioted, viii. 280 sq.
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Melchi-shua, son of Saul, falls on Mount
Gilboa. iii. 106

Melchizedek, kin?, i. 307-309
Melito, Christian apcjlogist, viii. 30-1

Memphis, Israelites in, v. 3 note 1

INIenaheni, son of Gadi, becomes king of

the Ten Tribes, iv. 1.54 ; lena:th of his

reign, lo6; calls in the assistance of

Pill. loO note 6; and pays him tribute,

156; his death, 157; ovorthi'ow of his

hoxise in the reign of Pekahiah, 8 note

1, 157
Menander, founder of a Samaritan sect,

viii. 91 sq.

Mendaeans, viii. 127. See Ssahians

Menelaus, brother of Simon, one of the

sons of Tobias, obtains the liigh-priest-

bood, V. 294 ; made prisoner, and then

liberated, 296 ; maintains himself in

Jerusalem, ibid.
;

put to death by
Lysias, 319

Mephibosheth. See Merihosheth

Merab, eldest daughter of Saul. iii. 74;
her five sons given up to the Gibeonites,

136 sqq.

Merbal, king of Tyre, iv. 300
Mercy Seat. See Footstool

Meribah, place, ii. 195

lslev\ho?,\\e\\\{Mcphihosheth), Saul's grand-
son, ii. 380. iii. 119 ; receives his family

estates from David, 135; remains in

Jerusalem at the outbreak of Absalom's
rebellion, 181 ; does homage to David,
191

Merj 'Ayun, probably the ancient Ijon,

iv. 34 note 3

Merodach-Baladan, king of Babylon,
sends an embassy to Hezekiah, iv.

187
Mesene (Maishon). See Spasmus Charax
Mesha, king of Moab, revoltsfrom Israel,

iv. 77
Meshek, probably denotes the Scythian

tribes, iv. 229
"

Messiah, the, growth of the expectation

of his coming, iv. 19 ; causes contri-

buting to its development, 59 sqq.
;

Isaiah's conception of, 202, 291 ; would
belong to the house of David, 203 ; his

advent not to be brought about by
violence, 204 ; his origin limited by
Micah to Bethlehem, 10\note 1 ; celes-

tialisation of, vi. 107 f^q. ; his name
' Son of Man,' 113; ' Son of God,' 114;
Logos, 117 ; Christ's adoption of name
'Son of Man,' 231. See Ano'mtcd of
Jnhvch

^Messiahs, Pseudo. See Christ

Messianic hopes, origin of the, iii. 11.

202 sq. ; in Deuteronomy, iv. 22 ',

292
;

powerfully reawakened under
Josiah, 242 ; in the ago of Zedekiah,
27-'; of the Judeans in Babvlon, v. 67

;

MIR

Cyrus regarded as the instrument of
thoir accomplishment, 69 ; around
Zorubbabel, 117; in Baruch, 27; in

Ecclesiasticus, 263 ; in the days of
Simon, 361 ; in the book of Enoch,
346 sq. ; in the Wisdom of Solomon,
481, 484 ; the highest development of,

vi. 103 sq. ; of the Judeans at the end
of the Apostolic Ago, vii. 516 sq., 579

;

of the Christians, see Parousia; of
JudoMus at the close of their history,

viii. 45 sq.

]\[ethuselah, Forefather, i. 267
Mezar Osha, bnnh of Hosea, iv. 131

note 3

Micah, a prophet of Judah, iv. 172, 174;
his view of the origin of the Messiah,
204 notr 1

Micah, book of, iv. 177, 197; ch. vi. vii.,

207 nnte 3, 219 note 7

Micaiah, son of Imlah, a prophet of Israel,

iv. 76
;
predicts the defeat of Ahab, and

Jehoshaphat, 76
Michaiah, daughter of Uriel of Gibeah,

wife of Eelioboam, iv. 47 ?iote 8
;

mother of Abijah, identified with
Maachah (2 Chron. xiii. 2), 50 note 1.

See Maachah
Michal, second daughter of Saul, iii. 73

;

married to David, 74 ; assists him to

escape from Saul, 77 ; taken away from
David, 99; restored to him, 11!; her
contempt for him, 127

Michmash, on the north of Jerusalem,
Saul with his troops at, iii. 30 ; Phi-
listine camp at, 31; war of, 33 sqq.;
Jonathan settles at, v. 326

Middle-gate of Jerusalem, iv. 27-t

Middoth, Talmudic tract, descriptions of
temple in, vii. 585. 587, viii. 40

Midian (also Madian) and Midianites. i.

315, 369 sq., 417, ii. 42-46, 181, 208,
334-36

Midian, on the Gulf of Elath, iii. 217
Migdol, Israelites in, v. 3 note 1

Milcom, altar to, built by Solomon, iii.

297
Miletus, Judeans in, v. 239
Millo, a fortification erected at Jerusalem

by Solomon, iii. 258, 259 note 1

Mineans, i. 2^0
Minim, heretics or Christians, viii. 37
Mining operations in the Sinaitic penin-

sula, and in Lebanon, iv. 192
Minites. See Maonites
Minutius Felix, his descriptions of C'hri.s-

tians, viii. 103; bold appeal to the
rulers of the world, 304

Miriam (or Mariam), ii. 177 sq., : 25

;

her position in Isniel, iv. 134 note 3
Miracles in Fgypt, ii. 61 sqq.; und^r

Moses, 217-24; relation of, to reli-

gion, iv. 83 sq.
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Miracles of Christ, his higher works, vi.

226-29 ; the motive of, 228 sq. ; at

Cana, 249 sq. ; the draught of tishes,

278 sq. ; healing a leper, 280 ;
at Pool

of Bethesda, 282 sq. ; healing a palsied

man, 286 sq. ; a withered hand, 291

sq. ; stilling the storm, 316; healing

the demoniac of Gergesa, 317 sq. ; re-

storing the daughter of Jairus, 320

sq. ; curing the issue of blood, 320

;

raising the dead at Nain, 324 ; feeding

the multitude. 336 sq. ; walking on

the sea, 339 sq. ; cure of the woman's
daughter near Tyre, 347 sq. ; of a deaf

and dumb man, 348 ; of a blind man,

349 ; of an epileptic boy, 354 ; of a

man born blind, 364 sq. ; raising of

Lazarus, 368 sq. ; cure of a blind man
outside Jericho, 388 ; the miracles of

John'sGospel, 369 ; in Acts of Apostles,

vii. 32, 150 sq. See Demons, Healing

Mishnaand Gemara, viii. 32, 36 ; Akiba's

labours, foundation of, 263

Mishna, the, i. 201 sq., vi. 13

Mishneh, i.e. New Town, a part of Jeru-

salem, ii, 259
Mithra, worship of, among the Persians,

V. 40 note 2

Mizpah, or Mizpeh, near Jerusalem, ii.

413, 427; Saul proclaimed king at, iii.

23; fortified by Asa, iv. 35; Gedaliah

and Jeremiah at, 275; the faithful

assemble at. v. 310
Mizpah (Mizpah of Gilead), town be-

yond the Jordan, i. 341, ii. 393; its

situation, iv. 131 7ioteZ; outrages at,

loo

Moab, nation, i. 312 sq. ; its history, ii.

199, 202-10, 333 sq.; Saul's wars with,

iii. 43; relations with Israel, 87; re-

pressed by Saul, 149 ; relations with

Tsh-bosheth, 150; conquest of by

David, 150; remains faithful to David

in Absalom's rebellion, 184; pays

tribute to Solomon, 296 ; war of Jeho-

shaphat with, iv. 54 sq. ;
invaded by

Jehoram and his allies, 88 sqq. ; sub-

sequently independent, 90; reconquered

by Jeroboam II., 124; oracle on

(Isaiah xv. xvi.), 145 note 1, 194

Moabites, the, subject to the kingdom of

the Ten Tribes, iv. 4, 24 ; revolt after

the death of Ahab, in the reign of

Ahaziah, 24, 56, 77 ;
plunder Israel in

the reign of Jehoahaz, 121
;

pay

tribute to Uzziah, 144; revolt from

Judah under Manas-eh, 214; tolera-

tion of, not enjoined by Deuteronomy,

223 ;
attempt of Josiah to subdue them,

241 ; take part with Nabuchodrozzor

against Judah, 262 ; oppressed by the

Chaldeans, seek help from Judah, 268;

subside in the advance of the Chal-

MOS

deans, 271 ; war with the Chaldeans,

277
Mochraqah, place of Elijahs sacrifice on

Carmel, iv. Iu6 note 1

Mockers, in the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes, iv. 115; in Judah, 147, 210

Mode'im, a town west of Jerusalem^ v.

307 ; monument erected in, by Simon,
337

Molech, not to be identified with Milcom,
iii. 297 note 3

Moloch, sacrifices of, tolerated and per-

formed by Ahaz, iv. 169 ; and by
Manasseh, 209

Molon, Apollonius, author, viii. 61

Molon, governor under Antiochus the

Great, v. 285
Monarchy, ii. 149 sq., 361, 427, 430; its

defects, iii. 8 sqq. ; its foundation under
Saul, 15 sqq., 25, 36, 46; its consoli-

dation under David, 120 sqq.; its

military organisation, 139 sqq. ; its

relations with the priesthood, 200, 267
sq., 297 ; its splendour under Solomon,

204 sqq. ; its administration, 266 sqq.
;

relations to prophetism, 208 sq. ; esta-

blished in Israel, 307 ; its disruption,

308 sqq. ; in the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes really elective, iv. 8 ; how
aiFected by the revolution of Jehu, 114

sqq. ; its relations with the prophetic

power, 5, 9, 70, 119, 129; in Judah,

15; its relations with the priesthood

under Joash, 140; and under Uzziah,

145 ; after the death of Josiah, in the

hands of the heathen party, 245 sqq.

;

its general results, 287 sqq.

Monobazos, king ot Adiabene, convert to

Judeanism, vii. 404 sq.

Mons Scandali, origin of the name, iii.

297 note 3

Monuments of ancient history, i. 20 sq.

Morals, dissolution of, in the kingdom of

the Ten Tribes, under Jeroboam II.,

iv. 126 sq. ; decline of, in Judah, under
Uzziah, 146 sqi^.

Mordecai. a Chaldean name, v. 33 note

2 ; a Medo-Pei'sian name, 230 note 3

(see book of Esther)

Moreh, Canaanite proper name, connected
with Moriah, iii. 230 note 4

Moresheth Gath, the ark detained there

three months, iii. 127 ; not to be
confounded with Mareshah, iv. 50
Qiote 4

Moriah, Mount, north-east of Zion, the

site of the temple, iii. 230 ; cause of

its sanctity, 231

Mosaic age, its elevation and its relapses,

ii. 169-85; ideas on its grandeur,
216-28

Mo.'-aic sanctuary, its fortunes, ii. 413-
18
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MOS

Moses, whether he invented wr'ting. i.

fiO; his flight into Asi;i and return, ii.

35 sq. ; beginning of his history, 41-

46; as projihet, 47-57. 224 sq. ; his

age, 46, 211 ; his name, 82, 226 ; close

of his life. 211 sq.; his death, 224;
his staff, 19, 61, 221, 223; Book of

the Death of Moses {Vcitrath Moi^hc),

226 ; Elijah subsequently ranked with,

iv. 113; use of his name and person-

ality in Deuteronomy, 221 sqq.; the
' Ascension of," v. 74 vote 3, 367 '»ote

5, 479 ; a second expected, vi. 106
;

Book of the Assumption of, 51-61

;

the Messiah therein called the mes-
senger of God, 111

Mof-que El-Aqsa, on the temple mountain,
iii. 232 note 5

Mosque El-Sachra, position of, iii, 233,
note 1

Mount Seir, inhahitants of, invade Judah
in the reign of Jehoshaphat, iv. 54 sq.

Mountain, the, near Capernaum, to which
Christ resorted, vi. 297

Mourning, annual days of, v. 22, 1 14

Muratorian Fragment on Canon of N. T.,

nature of, viii. 359 ; reference to Theo-
philus there, vii. 33 ; and to Hernias,

viii. 236; as to Canon, 347
Music, of the Prophets, ii. 424 sq.

;

David's skill in, iii. 60, 67 ; the Gittite,

101 ; in the temple services, 248 ; de-

velopment of, in Solomon's time, 283
;

influence of Greek, v. 267
Mysteries, Judean, references to in Philo,

vii. 224 ; communicated only to the

initiated among the Elcesaites, viii.

124

Naamah, mother of king Rehoboam, iii.

312
Naaman, an Aramean general, cured by

Elisha of his leprosy, iv. 86, 93 note 1

Nabal, his residence at Maon, iii. 97
;

insults David's messengers, 98 ; dies, 99
Nabateans, i. 314-16 ; the foundation of

their power, v. 153 ; east of the Jordan,

314, 324; the extent of their nile,

351; Itureans contrasted with, 386;
a certain Naliateus belonging to, vii.

598 ; their kingdom made a Roman
province, viii. 275

Nabliis, on the site of the ancient Sbe-
chem, iv. 23. See Skhem

Nabonassar, king of Babylon, iv. 298
Nabopolas.'^ar, general of Sarak, sent to

protect Babylon against the Scythians,

iv. 255; became the founder of a new
Chaldean power, 256 ; alliance with
Cyaxares, 256 ; his death, 258 ; length

of his reign, 298 vote 2

Xaboth of Jezreel, refuses to part with

VOL. VIII.

NAS

his vineyard, iv. 74 ; executed on a
ciiarge of high treason, 75; Ahab's
crime against, 71, 107 note 1

Nabuchodrozzor (Nebuchadnezzar), son

of Nabopolassar, married to the grand-
daughter of Cyaxares, iv. 256 ; defeats

Necho atCarchemish, 257 sq. ; recalled

to Babylon on the death of Nabopo-
lassar, 258 ; invades Syria, 259 ; his

position among contemporary mon-
archs, 259 ; subjugates northern Syria,

and invades Judah, 262 ; besieges

Jerusalem, 264 ; carries Jchoiachim
into exile, 264 ; war with the Ammon-
ites, 268 ; executes the false prophets,

270 ; besieges Tyre, 270, 300 ; ad-
vances against Judah, 271 ; invests

Jerusalem, 271 ; carries Zedekiah away
into exile, 274 ; his treatment of Israel,

V. 2, 81, 89 ; account of his madness in

Daniel, 2 note 2; his death, 18; be-

comes the type of an oppressor in the

book of Judith, 475
Nabtinid, or Belshazzar, the last king of

Babylon, v. 52 ; called Labynetus, 52
i}ot<^ 2

Nadab, son of Jeroboam I., becomes king
of the Ten Tribes, iv. 32 ; besieges

Gibbethon, 32 ; is slain by Baasha, 32
;

the last of his house, 8 note 1

Nahal-Arabim, the southern boundary of

the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, iv. 4

note 1

Nahardea, centre of Judeans in Baby-
lonia, vii. 522 sq.

Nahash, husband of Zeruiah, iii. 87
note 6

Nahash, king of Amnion, besieges Jabesh
Gilead, iii. 24; death of, 151; suc-

cepded by Hanun, 151

Nahash of Rabbah, an Ammonite, iii.

185
Nahor and Nahoreans, i. 268 sq., 310 sq.,

369
Nahum, a prophet among the exiles of

the Ten Tril;es, his residence in Elkosh,

iv. 165; predicts the fall of Nineveh,

227 sq. ; book of, iii. 8-10, 241 note 1
;

his style, 280; oracle of, 284; quoted,

V. 93
Nain, or Main, in the extreme south of

ralestine, vii. 569
Names, formation of proper, in -jah, iii.

168 note 1 ; artificial, in prophetic and
fictitious writings, v. 189 note 1

Naphtali, tribe, ii. 290 sq., iii. 227 ; sub-

dued by Baasha, iv. 34 note 3

Narbatii, sixty furlongs from Caesarea,

vii. 496
Nasi, i.e., royal prince of Judah, a title

applied tu Zf^rubbabel, v. 87 note 7

Nasi, rabbinic title, vi. 14, 16, viii. 35;

assumed by Bar-Kokheba, 283

E E
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NAT

Nathan, son of David, by Bath-sheba, iii.

165 notei
Nathan, the prophet, foi'bids David to

erect the temple, iii. 131 sqq. ; rebukes
David for his intrigue with Bath-sheba,

167 ; supports Solomon's claim, 209
;

relations with Solomon, 219, 300, 302
;

belonged to the priestliood, 302
Nathanael of Cana, his introduction to

Jesus, vi. 247 sq.
;
probably same as

Apostle Bartholomew, 303
Nature, cessation of works on, in the

second period of themonarchy in Judah,
iv. 200

Navigation of the Eed Sea, iii. 263 sqq.

Nazarseans (see £'/7'a^a),name interchanges

at times with that of Ef^senes, viii.

146 ; class of Christians, distinguished

from Ebionites, 152 sq.

Nazareth, the home of the family of

Jesus in his youth, vi. 179; probably
left shortly before his baptism, 180

;

his rejection at, 321 sq.

Nazirite, James, the Lord's Brother, a,

vii. 169
Nazirite (not Nazarite), ii. 396 note 1

Nazirites, ii. 396-99, 408; in the king-
dom of the Ten Tribes, iv. 79; at

Mizpah, v. 310; compared with the
Essees, 371, 373; the Baptist's simi-
larity to, vi. 168

Nebat, father of Jeroboam, iii. 304
Nebo, pi'obably intended as the place of

Elijah's end, iv. Ill note 1

Nebuchadnezzar. See Nabiichodrozzor
Nebuzaradan, commander of the royal

body-guard, carries out the destruction
of Jerusalem, iv. 274 ; his treatment
of Jeremiah, 275

Necho, son of Psammetichus, king of
Egypt, iv. 241 ; his preparations for

a campaign against the Assyrians,

241 ; defeats Josiah near Megiddo,
242 ; entices Jeboahaz to Eiblah, and
sends him prisoner to Egypt, 252

;

treats Judah as a conquered country,
and places Eliakim on the throne, 252;
occupies Carchemish, 257 ; defeated by
Nabuehodrozzor, 258 ; his retreat and
capture of Gaza, 258

Necromancy, art of, introduced from
Egypt, iii. 50 ; tolerated by Ahaz, iv.

169
Nectanebus, king of Egypt, alliance of

Judeans with, v. 206
Nehemiah, his memoir, i. 170, 193 sq.

;

his resemblance to Ezra, v. 147 ; cup-
bearer to Artaxerxes I., 148 ; his be-
haviour on hearing of the ruinous con-
dition of Jerusalem, 149 ; obtains leave
to rebuild the city walls, 150 ; arrival
at Jerusalem, ibid. ; difficulties in his
way, 151 sqq.

; not to be intimidated

NIC

154; organises the defence of Jeru-
salem, 155 sq; invited to conference at
Ono, 156; his life aimed at, 157; dis-

tributes the work of rebuilding, and
takes part in the consecration of the
walls, 158; his rigorous administra-
tion. 159; revisits the Persian court,

160 ; returns to Jerusalem, ibid.
;

later representations of, 161 sqq.
;

legend of his recovering the holy fire,

162 ; rendered Ezra aid in establishing

the covenant, 167
Nehemiah and Ezra, books of, i. 169,

188-95
Nehemiah, book of, vol. i. 1 69, 1 93 sq., 1 96

;

purity of its language, vol. v. 182
;
per-

sonal memoirs, 190 ; iii. 1-32, 82 note

3, 86 note 4, 151 note 4, 158 notes

1-5
; iv. 5-9, 155 note 3; vii. 82 note

3, 100 note 6; viii.-x., 147 notes 1-3,

161 7iotes 2 sq., 165 noti 1 ; xi. 3-xii.

26, 159 note 2 ; xi. 25-35, 82 note 3
;

xii. 27-43, 158 note 7; Canon of, vol.

viii. 325 sq.

Ner, uncle of Saul, iii. 18 note 1, 22
note 4

Neriglissor, king of Babylon, v. 52
note 1

Nero, his awe of everything Oriental,

vii. 408 ; his persecution of the Chris-

tians, 466 sq. ; the legend of his return,

viii. 79
Neronias. See Casarea Vhili'p'pi

Nerva, his treatment of Christians, viii.

229 ; and Judeans, 260 sq.

Nessibin (Nisibis), identified by the early

Christians with Zoljah, iii. 152
Nestorians, their Canon, viii. 364
Nethaniah, father of Ishmael, iv. 276
New Hebrew, better name for Mishna

Hel)rew, vi. 21

New Testament. See Canon
Nezib, east of Eleutheropolis, iii. 89

note 4

Nicanor, a Syrian general, his campaign
against Judas Maccabseus, v. 310;
sent by Demetrius against Jerusalem,

321 ; is defeated at Capharsalama,
and falls at Beth-horon, 321

;
gate of

the temple called by his name, 822
note 1

Nicarchus, author, viii. 64. (See Errata)

Nicaso, daughter of Sanballat, v. 213
Nicodemus, the Pharisee, his coming to

Jesus by night, vi. 260 sq. ; his friend

in the Sanhedrin, 375, 401. See also

Btinni. Gospel of Nicodemus treats of

events of crucifixion most fully, 444
Nicolaus and the Nicoliitanes, viii. 134

sq.

Nicolaus of Damascus, a historian, v.

395, 471 ; secretary of Herod, 417 ;

sent to Rome by him, 443 ; convicts
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NIM

Antipater, 447 ; intrigues foi* Arche-
laus in Rome, 451 ; his attitude

towards the Judeans, 408 ; and towards

heathenism. 4.)9

Ninishi, grandfather of Jehu, \v. 96

ISineveh, Araniean language spoken
around, iv, 149 ; its foundation and
construction chie to IJabylon, 153 note

3, 253 ; attacked hy Medcs under
Phraortes, 227; besieged by Cjaxares,

228
;

prolongation of its existence

during the Scythian ascendancy, 229
sq. ; conquest of, by the Medes and
Chaldeans,253 ; Cbahleausetth^nient in,

254 ; its fall before the attacks of the

]\[edes and Babylonian Chaldeans, 257
Ni^ibis. contributions to the temple stored

at, V, 131 note 4; Judean centre in

Mesopotamia, vii. 523
Nondiah, a prophetess, bribed against

Nehemiah, v. 157
Noah, i. 269 sqq.

No-Amon, i.e. Thebes, destruction of, by
Carthage, iv. 241 note 1

Nob, town, ii. 310 note; Pavid's A'isit

to, iii. 82 ; massacre of the priests

at, 91

Nobah, town, ii. 300
Nobility, origin of a hereditary order of,

iii. 42

Nobles, the, or free men, y. 87
Northern kingdom. See Israel

Numlters, mystic meanings of, in Philo,

vii. 207, 210 sq.; sacred and mysterious,

in Rabbinic schools, viii. 43 ; in fourth

of Ezra, 51 ; in system of Simon
Magus, 86 sq. ; in system of Elcharaih,

123 sq. ; in second of Peter, 182; in

' Shepherd of Uermas,' 237 sq, ; in the

Testament of XII. Patri, 255
Numenius, son of Antiochus, sent by

Jonathan as ambassador to Rome,
V. 332; despatched again to Rome by

Simon, 336

Oaths, avoidance of, in epistle of James,
vii. 452; of the Judeans, objections

apainst, in Apion, viii. 66

Obadiah, house-steward of Ahal), iv. 66;
required by Elijah to announce his

coming to Ahab, 106
Obadiah, prophet of Judah, under Ahaz,

iv. 159 sq. ; book of, 271 7i<>tc 2; in-

serted passages from older works in his

prophetic book, 280 ; a fragment of an

oracle of, reproduced by a later prophet,

V. 15

Obedas, or Obodas, an Arabian king,

defeats Alexander Jannseus, v. 389
;

442
Obed-Edom receives the ark into his

house, iii. 126

OPH

Oblias, surname of James, the Lord's

Brother, vii. 170 sq,

Ochus. See Artaxerxes III.

Octateuch, of Mosaic writings, viii. 328
Octavian, favours Ilerod at Rome, v, 413

;

his war with Antony, 425; his recog-

nition of Ilorod, 427. See Augustus
Oded, father of Azariah, iv. 49

Otled, prophet of the Ten Tribes, inter-

cedes for the captive Judahites, iv. 160

Og, king of Bashan, i. 228-30, 295, ii.

207
Oil, used by Jesus in some of his cures,

vi. 224 ; restorative means in early

church, vii. 452 ; one of seven sacred

things amongst the Elcesaites, viii.

123

Old Testament, feelings to which it owed
its formation, v. 280. See Canon

Olives, Mount of, east of Zion, iii. 180,

231, 297
Olympus, chamberlain of Herod, v. 443
Omens, use of, iii. 16. 21, 28, 34,39, 120;

from the rustling of leaves, 147 note 5
;

in answer to prayer, iv. 186; evil, vii.

516, 504
Omri, commander-in-chief of the army of

the Ten Tribes, proclaimed king by the

troops, iv. 36 ; besieges Zimri in Tirzah,

36 ; becomes sole king, 37 ; after six

years, removes the capital to Samaria,

37 ; length of his reign, 37 ; makes
peace wdth Damascus, 38

;
promotes

trade, 39 ; his ' statutes,' 39

Onias I., high-priest, son of Jaddiia, v.

270 ; Hebrew form of the name, 271
note 4

Onias II., high-priest, son of Simon I.,

V. 270
Onias III., high-priest, .'on of Simon II.,

V. 274 ; resists the efforts of Simon,

son of Tobias, to crush him, 292 ; is

assassinated, 295, 355 ; called the

'prince of the league' [A.V. 'cove-

nant'], 296 note 2

Onias, son of Onias III., takes refuge in

P>gypt, V. 355; obtains permission to

build the temple at Lcontopolis, 356
;

resists Ptolemy Physcon, 357 ; final

fate of his house, 358 ; his position in

Egypt, 383
Onias, of Jerusalem, famous for his

magical powers, his f.ite, v. 398
Onias, temple of, vii. 616

Onion, tlie town and district of the temple

at Leonto})olis, v. 356

Ono, west of Jerusalem, Nehemiah invited

to a conference at, v. 156

Ophel, or Ophla, hill in Jerusalem, site

of Solomon's palace on, iii. 249, 254
note ^ ;

mentioned, vii. 582
i Ophir, its situation, iii. 264; Jehosha-

j

phat's voyages to, iv. 56

E E 2
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OPII

Opbrah, band of Philistine marauders at,

iii. 33
Oracle, ii. 347 sq. ; divination by tho, iii.

51, 82, 89, 91, 136 ; of the high-priest,

fell into disuse, v. 171. See ilrim and
Tkummim

Oriental Philosophy, influence of, v. 184
sq. ; in the AVisdom of Solomon, 480
note 1. See Chaldean. Philosophy

Origins, book of, iii. 163, 200 note 3, 205,
227 note 2, 229, 235 note 2, 241 note 5,

243 note 3, 246, 279, iv. 153 note 4,

286. See Book of Origins

Ormiza, a villa^ge, east of the Jordan, v.

426
Orna, or Araunah. iii. 163
Oman, or Orna, iii. 163
Oronas, v. 391 7iote 6

Orontes, river, iii. 154, 156
Orphic poems, v. 261
Osnappar, king of Persia, iv. 216 note 1

Osorchon, second king of the twenty-
second Egyptian dynasty, iv. 61

Othniel, judge, ii. 285 sq., 317 sq.

Pacha, an Assyrian title, applied to

Zerubbabel, v. 87 notes 5, 7
Pachath-Moab, the governor of Moab, v.

86 fiote 4

Pacorus, a Parthian officer, v. 411
Pacorus, a Parthian prince, v. 410 sq.

Palace, the, in Jerusalem, destroj-ed by
the Chaldeans iv. 274 sq.

Palestine, i. 214-24; earliest inhabitants
of, 224-32; origin of the name, v. 235
7i.ote 1

Palm-robe, v. 334
Palms, used as decoration in the temple,

iii. 239 ; on the bases, 244 ; in the sacred
grove, 245

Palmyi-a, or Tadmor, founded by Solomon,
iii. 261

Paneas, fortress of, called Zobaiba by
Abulfida, iii. 154 note 2 ; the ancient
Dan, v. 236 ; subsequently Caesarea-
Philippi, ibid, note 4 ; Scopas defeated
at, 284 ; temple near, built by Herod,
436 ; rebuilt by Philip, sou of Herod, vi.

72 ; supposed statues of Christ at, 157
Papias, his reference to John the Pres-

byter, viii. 156
Pappus, sent by Antigonus against Ma-

chseras, v. 415
Papyron. See Gipyrun
Parables. See Teaching of Christ
Paraclete, the Holy Spirit, vii. 86
Paradise, where it was, i. 281 sq. ; de-

scription of, in the book of Genesis, its

origin and date, iv. 169
Paraleipomena. See Chronicles, Books of
Paran. city of, iii. 217
Paran, desert of, ii. 189, ifi. 97

PEK

Parousia, the presence of the glorified

Christ, vii. 84 ; expected near the Holy
City, 190 sq.; disappointment at delay
of, 85, 382, 475; delayed, viii. 142,

170; expected to be in Holy Land,
147,186

Parthia, Judeans of. their contributions
to the temple, v. 131 note 4; under
Trajan, viii. 272 sq. ; subsequently,
295

Parthian Empire in first century of
Christian era, vii. 517 sq. ; Judeans
there, 518 sq.

; latter decline to help
fellow-religionists against Rome, 579

Parthians, the, described in the book of
Enoch, V, 347 note 2; advance of, 403

;

overrun Syria, 411
Pas-dammim, victory of Eleazar at, iii.

141

Passover, ii. 262 ; celebration of, by
Hezekiah, iv. 189 sq. ; by Josiah, 239.

See Feasts

Patmos, legend of John's banishment to,

viii. 170
Patriarchs, the first and the second group

of ten, see Forefathers ; the three great
(Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob), i. 288-
362, ii. 37 ; historical character, i.

300 sqq. ; their God, 317-23. 333-35,
history of the, v. 473; Testaments of

Twelve, viii. 251-56. See Testaments
Paul, his extraction and youth, vii. 276

sq. ; whether he ever saw Christ in tlie

flesh, 58, 278 sq. ; his conversion,

281 sq. ; his view of Christianity,

289 sq. ; his personal vocation, 298
sq. ; as an Apostle, 313 sq. ; whether
other Apostles to the heathen preceded
him, 323 sq. ; his greatness as a
writer of epistles, 320 sq. ; his labours

previous to the Council at Jerusalem,
325 sq. ; his action at it and imme-
diately afterwards, 351 sq. ; his second
great missionary journey, 361 sq. ; his

altered position in his third journey,

381 sq. ; the crisis of his history in

determining to visit Jerusalem again,

427 J-q. ; his fortunes until his arrival

at Rome, 432 sq. ; his stay there, 445
sq.; his end and lasting greatness,

470 sq. ; his doctrine of sin compared
with that in fourth Ezra and Apoca-
lypse of Baruch, viii. 60 ; exaggeration

of his views by the Gnostics, 134, 139
;

rejected by the Elkesaites, 124 ; and
by the Jewish Christians. 148 sq.

;

his epistles in the Canon, 351 sq.

Pckah, murders Pekahiah and becomes
king of Israel, iv, 157; his alliance

with the Arameans against Judah, 158,

170; length of his reign, 118, 161;

his fall, 161

Pekahiah, son of Menahem, king of the
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PEL

Ten Tribes, iv. l/iT ; the last of his

house, 8 note 1, 157
Peleg (Palog), i. 2(58

Pelethites, soldiers of David's body-guard,

iii. 143. See Crete

Pella, one of the cities of the DecapoHs,
on the east of the Jordan, v. 236

;

reduced by Alexander Jann;eus, 391
;

Pompoy marches through, 399; rising

of Judeans at, vii. 5(»7; flight of

Christians to, 526
Pelusians. See S/>ii/n

Pelusium, Sennacherib's army advances
past, towards Egypt, iv. 180

Penance and repentance in the church,

viii. 232 sq.

Penates, the ancient, in Israel, iv. 26
note 2

Pfniel, or Penuel (Phanuol), city, east of

Jordan, i. 304 sq. ; temporary seat of

government under Jeroboam I., iv. 23

Pentateuch and book of Joshua, i. 63-132
Pentateuch, the, neglect of, before the

time of Josiah. iv. 234 ; the Samaritan,

V. 217, 279, 281, viii. 323; in the

Canon, 319 sq. See Law
Pentecost. See Whitsunday
People, the, their condition in the king-

dom of the Ten Tribes during the first

period iv. 41 sqq. ; in Judah, during
the first period, 57 sqq. ; after the

revolution of Jehu, 116 sq. ; under
Jeroboam II., 125 sqq. ; in the reign of

Uzziah, 147; under Hezekiab, 192
Peioea, left to Herod Antipas, v. 449
Perazim, Mount, identified with Baal-

perazim, iii. 147 notes 1, 6

Perdiccas, restores Samaria, v. 227, 236
Perez-Uzzah, origin of the name, iii. 126
Pergamus, Judeans in, v. 239 ; the king

of, seeks alliance with the Judeans,

245 ; its alliance sought by John
Hyrcanus, 364

Peripatetics, among the Judeans, v. 257
Perizzites, nation, i. 236
Persecutions of the early church, vii. 164

sq.; in Jerusalem under Agrippa I.,

269; under Claudius in year 52, 364;
of Nero. 466 sq. ; viii. 223 sq.

Persian drachmas, iii. 229 ; terms, intro-

duced into Judea, V. 180; power, the,

in Syria, overthrown, v. 214, 222
Persians, nature of their religion, v. 39

sq. ; first occurrence of the name, 40
note 1

Peshito, viii. 348
Peter, Simon, Apostle, comes to Jesus,

vi. 245 sq. ; as Apostle, 301 sq. ; meets
Christ on the sea, 339 sq. ; his con-

fession, 350 sq. ; at the washing of the

disciples' feet, 415; his faith wavers at

the end, 420; his relation to Simon
Magus, vii. 181 sq. ; baptises Cornelius,

PHE

185 sq. ; his relations to Paul at the

Council of Apostles, 35G sq. ; at

Antioch, 362 sq. ; to the • Christ

'

party, 383 sq, ; ihe general course of

his later yeais, 459 sq. ; his epistle,

462 sq. ; his martyrdom, 468 sq.; erro-

neously called first bishop of Komo
and of Alexandria, viii. 197 ; and of

Antioch, 216; 'the Apocalypse' of,

251 ;
' the Preaching ' of, 182, 24 t

Peter, second of, viii. 180-83 ; in the

Canon, 353
Petirath Moshe, book, ii. 226
Petra (Sola), the chief city of Edom, cap-

tured by Amaziah, iv. 141 ; refortified

by the Idumeans, 159 ; the seat of the

Nabatean kings, x. 390, 412. See Sila

Petronius, Eoman governor of Egypt,
assists Herod during afamine, v. 432

Phalion, an Idumean of the time of

Herod, V. 421 note 2

Phaltiel, husband of Michal, compelled
to relinquish her, iii. 116

Pharan, valley of, vii. 569
Pharaoh, king. ii. 59 sq.

Pharisaic party in Christian church, vii.

351 sq., 381 sq., 449 sq.

Pharisees, the, v. 365 sqq.; their abuse
of prayer, 24, 366 ; their degeneration
towards the time of Christ, 367 note 5

;

their number, 368 ; their philosophical

views, ibid. ; meaning of the name,
369

;
promote the introduction of new

annual feasts, 380 sq. ; their love for

John Hyrcanus, 382 ; subsequent hos-

tility to him, 382 sqq. ; their discon-

tent with Alexander Jannseus, 388 sq.

;

their ascendency after his death, 392
sqq. ; treatment of, by Herod, 438

;

fined by Herod for refusing to take the

oath of allegiance to him, 445 ; the

Rabbis, their successors, viii. 36 sq.,

39 sq.

Pharos, ihc island of, v. 358
Phasael, eldest sou of Antipatcr, v. 406

;

seeks the Parthians, 411 ; made priso-

ner, 411 sq. ; kills himself, 412
Phasael, name of a mural tower built by

Herod, iii. 238
Phasael, well of, not to be identified with

the brook Cherith, iv. 105 note 1

Phasaelis, a city erected by Herod near

Jericho, v. 435; bequeathed by Herod
to Salome, 450

Phasaelis, a tower at Jerusalem, v. 435
;

Sabinus takes refuge in, 452
Phelles, king of Tyre, displaced by Eth-

baal, iv. 39
Pheroras, youngest brother of Herod, v.

414
;
put in charge of the kingdom by

Herod, 427 ; laments Mariamne, 428
;

made tetrarch of Pera^a, his suspicions

of Alexander and Aristobulus, 439,
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441 ; connection of his -wifp with the

Pharisees, 445; his death, 446

Philadelphia, formerly Kabbath-Ammon,
V. 236 ; Ptolemaeus takes refuge in,

343 ; Herod's contest at, 426 ; men-
tioned, vii. 412, 507

Philip, the Apostle, his coming to Jesus,

vi. 247 sq.; his characteristics, 302;
appealed to by the Greeks, 403

Philip, the Evangelist, one of the Seven

Deacons, vii. 178 sq. ; baptises the

Ethiopian eunuch, 183 sq. ; at Caesarea

with his four daughters, 400 ; eon-

founded with the Apostle, viii. 105

Philip, son of Herod by Cleopatra, v.

449 ; tetrarch of north-eastern pro-

vinces, 450 ; left in power by Arche-

laus, 451 ; taxes demanded by Augustus,

455; vi. 71-74; Christ's journey into

his territory, 347
Philip, son of Jacin, military com-

mander, vii. 503, 509
Philip, appointed by Antiochus Epiphanes

guiirdian of his son, v. 316; seeks aid

from Eg3'pt, 317
Philippi, Paul at, vii. 368 sq. ; church

at, viii. 214
Philistines, i. 242-49 ; their language,

244 sq , 247 ; new kingdoms, ii. 338
sq., 415-18, 427-29; their disease,

415 sq. ; severity of their oppression of

Israel, iii. 33 sqq. ; defeated by Saul

and Jonathan in the war of Michmash,
34 sq. ; Saul's wars with, 43; 200 of

them slain by David and his men, 75
;

defeated by David, 89 ; their victory at

Jezreel, 103 ; and at Mount Gilboa,

106
;

probably received tribute from
David, 111; defeated by David at

Baal-perazim, 147 s]. ; support the

revolt of Gezer, 218
;
pay tribute to

Solomon, 296
;
position of their ter-

ritories with respect to the two king-

doms after the disruption, iv. 4 ; be-

sieged in Gibbethon by Nadab, 32

;

and under Elah, 35 ;
probably freed

themselves from the supremacy of

Judah in the reign of Eehoboam, 46

sq. ; tributary to Jehoshaphat, 57

;

attack Jerusalem in the reign of Jeho-

ram, 94 ; call in the aid of Hazael
against Judah, 137 £'q.; subsequent
alliance with the Arameans, 137 note

4 ; invade the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes under Menahem, 155 ; regain

their independence in the reign of

Ahaz, 160; their inroads during liis

reign, 170; revolt from Judah, in the

reign of Manasseh, 2l4 , take part with
the Chaldeans, against Judah, 271

;

their territory occupied by the Idu-
means, v. 81 ; of Ashdod, their league
with Sanballat and Tobiah, 155

PHR

Philo, author of au epic poem on Jerusa-

lem, V. 260
Philo, Herennius, of Biblus, doubt

whether he wrote concerning the Ju-
deans, viii. 75

Philo, of Alexandria, on the life of

Moses, ii. 225 ; his description of the
Basket-feast, v. 358 ; and of the Thera-
peutse, 375 sqq.; vagueness of his

Messianic hope, vi. 99, 118; his family

and early history, vii. 194 sq. ; his love

of philosophy and religion, 107 sq. ; his

language and style, 201 ; his studies

and doctrinal system, 202 sq. ; his

position M'ith regard to the Scriptures,

203 ; the sources of his philosophy,

209 sq. ; the doctrines of his system,

211 sq. ; his disastrous use of allegory,

219 sq.; the order of his works, 221 sq.

;

the Messianic element in his writings,

231 sq. ; his weakness as apologist of

his countrymen, viii. 96 ; in relation to

Canon of the Old Testament, 339, 341
Philo, the Elder, writer on Judean his-

tory, viii. 62
Philosophy, or wisdom, its progress under

Solomon, iii. 276 sqq.
;
power of, in the

age of Manasseh, see Wisdom ; in-

fluence of Oriental, v. 184 sq. ; new
Scholastic language of, 1 89 ; sceptical

tendencies of, in the book of Koheleth,

193 sq. ; influence of Greek, 256 sqq.,

275 ; among the Samaritans, 279

;

among the Pharisees, 368 ; in the

Wisdom of Solomon, 480 ; Eabbinie,

viii. 31 sq. ; of the Christian church,

114 sq. ; Chaldean, 123, 125
Philostephanus, an officer of Ptolemy

Lathiarus, v. 387
Philoteria, a city on the lake of Galilee,

V. 236
Phineas, treasurer of the temple, vii.

611

Phinehas, Aaron's grandson, ii. 181, 313
Phinehas, Eli's son, ii. 412
Phinehas, Elijah identified with, in later

times, iv. 113
Phoenicia, occupied by Ptolemy Lagi, v.

226 ; Judeans in, 239
Phoenician states," resemblance of the

kingdom of Judah to, iv. 2 note 3 ; con-

nexion formed with the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, 39, 40; their slave trade

in captives from Judah, 138

f*hcenicians, their tranquillity under Solo-

mon, iii. 218; their skill as architects,

219 ; influence of their civili.sation, 225;
assist in the navigation of the Red Sea,

262 sq.; their skill in solving problems,

277 ; alliance of Judeans with, v. 206

Phocylides' poems, v. 261, vii. 307 sq-,

311

Phraortes, king of the Medes, attacks
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Nineveh, iv. 227; his failure and fall,

228
Phrygia, Judeans in, v. 238
Phylacteries, origin of, v. 307 ttote 3

Physicians, a profession distinct from the

priests, vi. 221
Pilate, Pontius, Roman governor, cha-

racteristics, vi. G4 sq. ; does not under-

stand the Judeans, 05 sq. ; his public

works for Jerusalem, 67 ;
proposes to

put golden shields in i-oyal castle at

Jerusalem, 68 sq. ; misnnderstanding
with Samaritans, 69 sq. ; trial of Christ

before, 429 sq. ; in Eome, vii. 240
;

legend regarding, 274
' Pilgrim songs,' in the Psalter, v. 103
Pilgrimages, of Foreigners to Jerusalem,

iii. 277 ; from the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes to the Davidic sanctuary, iv. 25

;

to Jerusalem, number .of persons

making, vii. 579
Pillar of cloud and fire, ii. 217-20
Pillars, the, of the temple, iii. 237
Pious, the. See Chasidecs and PharUccs
Ph'qce Alwth, earliest collection of say-

ings of the chief teachers of the Great
Synagogue, vi. 13

Pitholaus, an officer of Aristobulus,

V. 403, 408; put to death by Cassias,

403
Pithom, city, ii. 13

Plagues, ii. 60-62, 415 sq. ; in David's

reign, iii. 162 sq. ; in Sennacherib's

camp, iv. 183, 185
Platonic school, the, among the Judeans,

v. 257 ;
philosophy in Philo, vii. 201

sq., 213 sq.

Poetic literature in the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, iv. 42 sq., 194 note 6 ; in

Judah, 58, 197 sqq. ; its artificial

nature in the last age, 281 sqq.

Poetry, lyric, completely developed in

David, 'iii. 59,275
Politarchs of Thessalonica, vii. 372
Pollio, a Pharisee, teacher of Sameas, v.

413; honoured by Herod, 423
Pollion, Pharisee, vi. 16 sq.

;
probably

identical with Ilillel, 19

Polycarp. his life and his epistle to the
Philippians, viii. 214 sq.

Polygamy of a judge, ii. 388 ; of David,
its evil consequences, iii. 165; its in-

fluence on the administration of the

kings, 272
Pompey, arrives at Damascus, v. 398;

marches through Jericho and takes

Jerusalem, 399 sq. ; carries off the

'table of Solomon,' 400 ; his triumph,
401 ; his decrees revoked by Caesar,

404

Pompey "s Camp, vii. 599
Poppa^a, wife of Nero, when raised to

that position, vii. 240 ; 'religious' and

inclined to Judeanism, 408 ; Josephus
introduced to her at Rome, 532

Popular freedom in Israel, ii. 315 sq.

Population of Judah in the reign of Jeho-
shaphat, iv. 50

Porch, the, of the temple, iii. 230
Posidonius, the Stoic, writer on Judean

affairs, viii. 63
Pnetoriiim, residence of the Roman go-

vernor in Jerusalem, vi. 39 ; Christ led

into, 433
Prayer, power of, during the Caj)tivity, v.

23 ; abuse of, in the age of the Phari-

sees, 24
; in public worship, 145

;
prac-

tice of, among the Pharisees, 366 ; three

times a day, vii. 126
Prerogative, the kings, iii. 41 ; of mercy,

214 sq.

Presbyters of the Christian church,

distinguished from bishopd, viii. 201,

207
Priest, the high, made supreme judge

in ecclesiastical cases by Jehoshaphat,
iv. 54

Priesthood, ii. 141-43, 178-80; heredit-

ary, its connexion with the monaich3%
iii. 133 ; its position under Solomon,

267, 299 ; its relations to the monarchy
in Judah under Joash, iv. 140; under
Uzziah, 145, 146; its corruptions under
Manasseh, 210 ; and in the last age,

248 sq. ; its position under the Hagio-
cracy, v. 203 sqq.

Priests, ii. 141-43, 178-80; massacre
of, at Nob, iii. 90 ; their organisation

under David, 125 sqq. ; their position

at the time of the removal of the ark,

129 ; their quarters in the temple, 238,

240 ; their forecourt, 243 ; their part

in the dedication of the temple, 245
;

ordained by Jeroboam I., iv. 27 note 7,

28; their activity in the return from
the Captivity, v. 84 ; their share in the

erection of the second temple, 102
;

twenty-four divisions for the temple-

service, 113; their immunity from
taxes, obtained by Ezra, 136; assist

Ezra in the public services, 146 ; their

behaviour denounced by JNIalaehi, 174
;

true priest sketched l»y Malaehi, 174
note 3 ; in Jerusalem at time of Baptist,

vi. 162 ; seek to persuade the people to

make peace with Florus, vii. 497; as

Zealots, 574 sq. See Lcvites and Hiyh-
pricsts

Priests, of Baal, in the kingdom of tne

Ten Tribes, iv. 40 ; and of Astarte, 41
;

not to be confoundeil with the prophets
of the two temples, 41 note 1 ; of

heathen religions in Judah, put to

death by Josiah, 238
Primitive history, book of, i. 61 ; third

narrator of. 97 100; fourth, 100-6;
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fifth, 106-1/5, iv. 62 nofc 2, 169; collec-

tion of books of, 22
'Prince of the Pious,' Simon called, in

1 Mace, V. 463
Princes, i.e. superior officers, iii. 270
Pronunciation, difference between the

Hellenistic and that of the Masoi'a, v.

132 )iote 2

Proper names of ancient men and places,

i. 16 sq., 20
Prophecy, its position during the exile,

V. 35 sq. ; causes of its extinction, 174
sqq,; fulfilment of Christian, viii. 183

sq.

Prophet, the great anonymous, vi. 106,

127 ; the expectation of a greater, 123-

29 ; revival of prophetic spirit the

third condition of the Messianic con-

summation, 126 sq.

Prophetic literature, in the kingdom of

the Ten Tribes, iv. 194; in Judah, 195
sqq., 283 ; teaching, cessat^"on of, during
the captivity, v. 9 sq. ; books, re-edited

in tlie Persian age, 191
;
poetic com-

positions in the later Greek age, 473
sqq. ; writings in the Canon, viii. 326

Prophetical treatment of history, i. 96
sqq., 119 sqq., 139 sq., 142 sq., ii.

28 sq.

Prophetism, development of, under Solo-

mon, iii. 299 sqq.

Prophets; Moses, ii. 47-57; others, 139
sq., 359 sqq., 423-25 ; their music, 424
sq. ; their schools, 424 sq.

;
position of,

under the monarchy, iii. 6, 131, 162,

167 sqq., 219, 299 sqq., 310; their

position and aims in the kingdom of

Israel, iv. 5, 6, 9. 70. 119, 129 ; strug-

gle with the crown under the house of

Omri, 41, 65 sqq., 101 sqq.; tolerate

the calf- worship, 65; schools of the,

80, 110; their position after the revo-
lution of Jehu, 114 sqq.; commence-
ment of the dissolution of prophetism
\iuder Jeroboam II., 126 sqq. ; new
order of, 129 sq. ; use of the title

Nabhi, 129 Jiote 1; in Judah, 15, 49;
new order of, 129; under Hezekiah,
173, 177 sqq.

;
persecution of, under

Manasseh, 210 sqq. ; their power regu-

lated in Deuteronomy, 224
;

position

of, after the fall of Josiah, 246 sqq.

;

in the last days of the kingdom, 267
sqq. ; their relations to the monarchy,
2S8 sq. ; during the second generation
of the exiles, v. 41 sq., 46 sq. ; assembled
round the new sanctuary, 102; bribed
against Nehemiah, 157; in Christian

church, vii. 140 sq. See Agahus and
Philip

' Prophets," ' Saul among the,' iii. 50
Prophets of Baal, under Ahab, iv. 41

note 1, 65 ; contest of Elijah with, 106

PSA

Proselytes, of the first degree, v. 28 note 2
;

their importance in the history of
Israel, 31 ; the desire to make them
chiefly felt by Pharisees, vi. 85 sq.

;

classes of, and conditions of admission
to privileges of Israel, vii. 310 sq.

Proseuchae, iii. 210 note 1 ; established in

heathen countries, v. 23, 243 note 1
;

'house of prayer,' vii. 308; atPhilippi,

368
Prototypes of the nation, i. 288 sqq.

Proverbs, i. 18, ii. 383 sq. ; composition
of, by Solomon, iii. 280; collections of,

made by Hezekiah, iv. 198; the Solo-

monic, 220 ; composition of, 284 sq.

;

of Agur, 285
Proverbs, book of, vol. iii. 318; intro-

duction to, vol. iv. 278, 283 ; i.-ix.,

220 note 1, 232 note 1; xxviii. 3 sq.,

15 sq., xxix. 4-19, 21, 126 note 2;
xxxi. 10-31. vol. V. 189 note 2

Psalms of David, iii. 56, 134, 197
Psalms of Solomon, iii. 219, 281, 319 note

1. See Solomon
Psalms, Book of

i., vol, iv. 284 note 5, 285 note 3

ii., circumstances of its composition,

vol. iii. 219; authorship of, 281

iii., iv., origin and composition of, vol.

iii. 185, 197 note 1

v., vol. iv. 284 7iote 5

vi., vol. iv. 58 note 2, 198 note 8

X. 1-11, vol. iv. 207 note 3, 211 note 11

xii., vol. iv. 147 note 3, 198 note 2

xiii., vol. iv. 58 note 2, 198 note 8

xiv. (liii.), vol. v. 7 note 3, 42, 103

note 2

XV., vol. iv. 198 note 8

xvi., vol. iv. 213 notes 1 and 3, 281,

284 note 5

xvii., vol. iv. 211 note 1, 284 note 5

xviii., composition of, vol. iii. 159, 164

XX., vol. iv. 50 note 3, 58, 198 note 8

xxi., vol. iv. 9 note 1, 198 note 8, 284
notes 3 and 5

xxii., vol. iv. 213 note 3, 279, 284 note 5

xxiii., vol. iv. 58, 198 note 8, vol. v.

187 note 2

xxiv., composition of, vol. iii. 128
XXV., vol. iv. 282 note 1, 285 note 3

xxvi., vol, iv. 284 note 5

xxvii., vol. iv. 58 note 1, 198 note 8,

284 note 5, 293 note 1, vol. v. 187
note 2

xxviii., probably composed by king

Josiah, vol. iii. 251 note 2, vol. iv.

233 note 2, 284 note 5

XXX., vol. iv. 58 note 2, 198 note 8, vol,

V. 112 note 4

xxxi., vol. iv. 284 note 5

xxxii,, origin and composition of, vol.

iii. 167, 197 note 2

xxxiii., vol. V. 187 ?iote 3
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Psalms, Book of (coni.)

xxxiv., Tol. iv. 282 note 1, 285 note '.i

XXXV., vol. iv. 279, 281 note o, vol. v.

188 note 2

xxxvi., vol. iv. 213 note 3, 284 note 5

xxxvii., vol. iv. 213 note 3

xxxviii., vol. iv. 279, 284 note 5

xxxix., vol. iv. 9 note 1, 197 >iote 1,

279
xli., vol. iv. 58 note 2, 198 note 8

xlii.-lxxxix., vol. iv. 284 7iofe 5

xlii., xliii., vol. iv. 263 note 2, 270 note

1, 281 note 2, 284 note 2

xli v., vol. V. 120 note 1

xlv., vol. iv. 9 note 1, 124 note 1, 198
notes 4 and 9

xlvi., vol. iv. 186 note 1, 198 notes 3

and 9

xlvii., vol. V. 112 note 4, 173 note 2

xlviii., vol. iv. 186 note 1, 198 note 3

xlix., vol. iv. 213 note 1, 281 note 2,

285 note 3, 286
1., vol. iv. 240, 283 note 2

liii., vol. V. 7 note 3, 42, 103 note 2

Iv., vol. iv. 211 note 1

Ivi., vol. iv. 198 note 1, 279, 281 note 2,

284 note 2

Ivi -Iviii, vol. v. 16 note 4

Ivii., vol. iv. 198 note 1, 279, 284
note 2

Iviii., vol. iv. 279
lix., vol. iv, 186 note 2, 233, 279, 281

note 2

Ix., composition of, vol. iii, 158, vol. v.

120 note 1

1x1, vol. iv. 213 note 3

Ixii., vol. iv. 9 note 1, 198 note 1

Ixv., vol, iv. 198 note 3

Ixvi., Ixvii., vol. V. 112 note 4, 187

note 3

Ixviii., composition of, vol. iii. 128,

vol. v. 98 note 1, 112 note 4

Ixix., vol. iv. 279, 280 note 3, 281

note 2, vol. v. 16 note 3, 188 note 2

Ixxi., vol. V. 16 note 3, 188 note 2

Ixxii., vol. iv. 205 note 1, 284 note 3

Ixxiii., vol. iv. 213 note 1, 279, 285
note 3, vol. v. 16 note 3

Ixxiv., vol. V. 120 note 1, 188 note 3

Ixxv., Ixxvi., vol. iv. 185 note 1, 198
note 3

Ixxvii., vol. V. 16 note 3, 98 note 1, 192
note 1

Ixxviii., vol. V. 121 7iote 4, 191 note 6

Ixxix., vol. V. 120 note 1, 188 note 3

Ixxx., vol. V. 98 note 1, 120 note 1, 188
note 3

Ixxxi., vol. v., 98 note 1, 187 note 3

Ixxxii., vol. iv. 279, vol. v. 16 note 4

Ixxxiii., vol. V. 148 note 3, 153 note 4,

155, 188 note 3

Ixxxiv., vol. iv. 263 note 2, 270 note 1,

281, 284 note 2

PSA

Psalms, Book of (cont.)

Ixxx v., vol. V. 120 note 1

Ixxxvi., vol. v. 187 note 4

Ixxxvii., vol. V. 103 notes I and 2, 188

v/o/t' 4

Ixxxix., vol. V. 119, 120 sqq.

xc, vol. iv, 9 note 1, 194 note 5

xc.-cl., vol. V. 187 note 3

xci., vol. V. 62 note 1, 114 note 4, 187

note 1

xciii., vol. V, 112 notes 4 and 5

xciv., vol. V. 16 note 3

xcv., vol. V. 112 note 4

xcvii., vol. V. 54 note 1

xcviii., vol. V. 54 note 2

xcix., vol. V. 191 note 6

ci., composition of, vol. iii, 128 sq.

cii., vol. V, 16 note 3, 188 note 2

ciii,, civ., vol. v. 114 note 4

cv., vol. V. 191 note 6

cvi., vol. V. 173 note 1, 191 note 6

cvii., vol. V. 173 note 1

cviii., vol. V. 187 note 4

cix., vol. V. 188 note 2

ex , composition of, vol. iii; 158

cxi.-cxiv., vol. V. 173 note 1

cxi., cxii., vol. V. 188 note 1

cxv., vol. V, 101

cxvi., vol. V. 101, 182 note2, 187 note 1

cxviii., vol. V. 101

cxix., vol. V. 172, 188 note 9, 189

cxx. sqq., vol. v. 188 note 4

cxx.-cxxxiv,, vol, V, 103 note 2

cxxi., vol. V. 44 note 2

cxxiii., vol. V. 7 note 3

cxxiv., vol. V. 7 note 2

cxxvi., vol. V. 115 note 2

cxxix., vol. V. 7 note 2

cxxxi., vol. V. 44 note 2

cxxxii., vol. V. 103 note 2, 119, 191

note 6

cxxxiii., vol. V. 44 note 2

exxxiv., vol. V. 114 note 2

cxxxvi., vol. V. 191 note 6

cxxxvii., vol. V. 7 note 3, 103 note 2,

116 note 1

cxxxviii., vol. v. 125

cxxxix., vol. V. 62 note 1, 114 note 4,

182 note 2, 187 note 1

cxl.-cxlii,, vol, iv. 207 note 3, 211 note

1 , 284 note 5

cxli., vol. iv. 279
cxliv., vol. V. 187 >tote 4

cxlvii., vol. V. 148 note 3, 161 note 1

cxlviii., vol. V. 173 note 2

cxlix., vol. V. 148 note 3, 161 note 1

cl., vol. V. 191 note 5

Psalms, the later, composition of, v.

191 ; none from Maccabean age, 287
note 3. See Lyrics

Psammetichus, king of Egypt, reduces

Ashdod, iv, 218 sq. ; his relations with

Judah, 240 sq.
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Psamniis, son of Necho, kiug of Egypt,
iv. 269

Psusennes, last king of the twenty -first

(Tanitic) dynasty in Egypt, iii.' 220
;

died during Solomon's reign, iv. 44
Ptolem^us, minister of Herod, v. 417
Ptolemaens, son of CliaLub, son-in-law of

Simon, v. 341 ; mnrders Simon, 312
;

imprisons Mattathias and Judas, 342

sq.; and their mother, 343; executes

them and flees across the Jordan,

ibid.

Ptolemgeus, son of Dorynieuf s, bribed by
Menelaus, v, 295 ; bis campaign
against Judas Maceabseus, 310

Ptolemseus, son of Mennseus, v. 404 note

1 ; oppresses Damascus, 390 sq., 394
;

marries the widow of Aristobulus,

404 ; brings back Antigonus, 408

;

succeeded by his son, Lysanias, 411

Ptolemais, the ancient Accho, v. 314;
Alexander Balas in, 327 ; Jonathan
appears before Demetrius at, 330

;

Jonathan made prisoner at, 333 ; be-

sieged by Alexander Jannaeus, 387
;

but not reduced, 392 ; besieged by
Tigranes, 393 ; Herod lands at, 413

;

Herod accompanies Octavian to, 427.

See Accho
Ptolemy I., concedes the Macedonian

Isopolity to the Judeans in Egypt,

V. 237
Ptolemy Epiphanes, his agreement with

Antiochus the Great, v. 284; plunges
Egypt into embarrassments, 291

Ptolemy Euergetes, his expedition against

the Syrian kingdom, v. 283
Ptolemy Lagi, occupies Phoenicia, Ccele-

Syria and Jerusalem, v. 226
Ptolemy Lathurus, intended to come to

the rescue of Samaria, v. 363 ; attacks

Asochis, 387 ; advances through the

country, 388
Ptolemy Philadelphus, liberates the

Judeans in Egypt, v. 226 note 2, 224
;

encourages friendly intercourse be-

tween smaller nations, 245 ; sends to

Jerusalem for a copy of the law, 250
;

consequences of his death, 282 sq.
;

narrative of, in the book of Aristeas,

472
Ptolemy Philometor, attains independent

power, V. 294 note 5 ; captured by
Antiochus Epiphanes, 296 ; assists

Demetrius against Balas, 330 ; his

death, ibid. ; settled a dispute about
the pre-eminence of Jerusalem or

Gerizim, 353 sq.
;
granted a sanctuary

at Leontopolis to Onias, 356
Ptolemy Philopator, v. 227 ; his wars

with Antiochus the Great, 283 sq.
;

narrative of him in 3 Mace, 283,
469 sq.

RAB

Ptolemy Physcon, sends Alexander
Zebina to the Syrians as their king,

V. 352 ; advances from Gyrene after

the death of his brother Philometor,

357
Publicans, tax-collectors under the

Romans, vi. 54
Pul, king of Assyria, iv. 149 notes 3, 5;

his conquests, 150; called in to assist

Menahera, 150 note 6, 157 ; length of

his reign, 299 oiote 2

Pulpit, the royal, in the temple court,

iii. 251 ; the court-pulpit, ibid.

Punctuation, connection between the
Hebrew and Syriac, v. 132 note 2

Purifications, vii. 536 sq. ; increased

rigour with regard to clean and un-
clean, viii. 299

Purim, feast of, first celebrated in Persia,

V. 231 ; Judas' victory over Nicanor,

celebrated in connection with, 321
;

neglect and restoration of, in Egypt,

358 ; celebration of, in distant lands,

380 ; a preliminary celebration of the

Passover, 380 note 7 ; a feast similar

to, in Alexandria. 469 ; might be held

a day earlier, vi. 419 7iote 3

QoBOL-AM, his attempted usurpation,

after the murder of Zachariah, iv.

154
Quadratus, Christian apologist, viii. 303

Quadratus, Ummidius, Syrian governor,

vii. 419 sq.

Queen-mother, the, her position at the

court, iii. 372 ; degraded by Asa, iv.

49
;
power of, in Judah, 101, 134

Quirinius, P. Sulpicius, Prseses of Syria,

vi. 43 sq. ; census of, 44 sq., 155 sq.

Raamses, king and city, ii. 1 1 sq., 67- 09,

339
Kabbah, the capital of Ammon, iii. 151,

185; besieged by Joab, 154, 165;

reduced by David, 159

Rabbah, the capital of Moab, taken by
Jehoram, iv. 89

Rabban, rabbinical title, vi. 19 ; higher

title than Rabbi, viii. 33

Rabbath-Ammon. See Philadelphia

Rabbi, vi. 232; title used at time of

Christ, ibid, note

Rabbinic school, vi. 11 sq.

Rabbis and Rabbinism, importance oi

subsequent to the destruction of Jeru-

salem, viii. 31 sq., 37 sq. ; antagonism

of, to Greek and Rome culture and to

Christianity, 44 sq., 300 ; charges of,

against Christianity, 149 sq. ; Akiba's

superiority to, 265 ; new mission to

the heathen, 266 sq.
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RAB

Rabboni, difference of from Rabbi, vi.

232
Eachel, wife of Jacob, i. 293, 296, 371,

pqq., 376 sq., sopulcbro of, iii. 21

Raepta, an Arabian fortn^ss, taken by
Jlerod, probably identical withRagaba,
V. 443

Ragaba, in the territory of Gorasa, be-

sieged by Alexander Jann.iens, v. 392
Rages, a city of Media, deportation of

Israelites to, iv. 165; said to have
been founded by Seleucus I , v. 212
7iotc 2

Raguel (Reuel), ii. 2o
Raliab, harlot, ii. 247
Raniah (Ramathaim), cit}', ii. 421 ; resi-

dence of Samuel at, iii. 19, 47 ; school

of the prophets at, 50 ; incorporated

in the kingdom of Judah, iv. 3 note 2
;

conquered by Baasha, 34
;

probably
on the site of the present el-Ram, 34

note 2 ; restored to Asa, 35 ; Jere-

miah carried prisoner to, 275
Ramathem, a Samaritan district attached

to Judah, V. 228
Ramoth, in Judah, iii. 86 7iote 3

Ramoth, in Gilead, probably ceded to the

king of Damascus, by Omri, iv. 38
;

campaign of Ahab and Jehoshaphat
against, 75 ; its situation, 75 note 4

;

campaign of Jehoram against the

Syrians at, 94
Raphael, delineation of, in the book of

Tobit, V. 211
Raphia, victory of Ptolemy Philopator

at, V. 283 ; captured by Alexander
Jannseus, 388

Raphon, v. 313 note 7; captured by
Judas Maccabfieus, 314

Rebekah, wife of Isaac, i. 339 sq.

Rechab, an officer of Ish-bosheth's, mur-
ders him, iii. 118, 136

Rechabites, the, iv. 79 sq. ; compared
with the Essees, v. 371

Red Sea, passage of the Israelites through
it, ii. 70-76; navigation of, iii. 263 sq.

David's conquests extended to, iv. 4

navigation of, by Jehoshaphat, 56
and by Uzziah, 143; Necho constructs

a fleet in, 241

Reforms, necessity for, in Judah, iv. 232,
236 ; of Josiah, their violence, 239 ; and
consequences, 239

Rehoboam, son of Solomon, succeeds him,
iii. 312 sq.

;
prepares for war with the

Ten Tribes. 314 ; tolerates foreign

religious rites, iv. 43 ; fortifies cities

on the south and west, 45 ; invasion of

Judah by the Egyptians, 46 ; Jerusa-
lem captured, 14 note 2, 46; length of
his reign, 47 ; his family, 47

Relium. a Persian councillor in Samaria,
V. 107

RIG

Rekem, prince, ii. 335 note 3, comp. 193

note 3

Religion of Egypt, ii. 8 sq., 39 sq., 55

sq., 58; war of religions in i^gypt, 57-

94

Religion of Jahveh, its spirituality, 130

sq. ; its requirements, iii. 288 sqq.

Religion of the Patriarchs, and of Israel

in E^ypt, i. 317-23, ii. 36 sqq., 108-

09
Religion, the true, striving towards per-

fect realisation, i. 4 sq., ii. 113 sq.
;

instruction in provided by Jehoshaphat,

iv. 54 ; defects of, 288 sq. ; the perfect

true, the way in which it can come, vi.

209 sq. 210 sq. ; its miracles, 226 sq. r

Christian, its nature and establish-

ment, vii. 84 sq., 138 sq.

Religions, foreign, toleration of, by Solo-

mon, iii. 297 sq.

Remaliah, father of Pekah, iv. 157

Rephaim, nation, i. 227-29
Reph^iim, valley of, iii. 146; its situation,

147 note 6

Resh-Galutha, the head of the exiles,

representative of Judeans in Farthia,

viii. 295
Ressa, a fortress, south of Jerusalem, v.

413
Resurrection of the dead, not believed by

the Samaritans, viii. 83 ; nor by Dosi-

theus, 95 ; meaning of denial of (I.

Cor. XV. 12), 133
Return from the Captivity, number of

those who accompanied Zerubbabcl, v.

82 sq.

Revenues, royal, under Solomon, iii. 292

sqq.

Revolution of Jehu, the, in the kingdom
of the Ten Tribes, iv. 96 sqq. ; its

moral and social effects, 114 sqq.

Reuben and his tribe, i. 373 sq., 422, ii.

296-98, 324 sq.

Rezeph, a city, west of the Euphrates,

iv. 150 note 6

Rezin, king of the Arameans, alliance

with Pekah, iv. 158, 170; slain byTig-
lath-Pileser, 160

Rezon, one of Hadadezer's generals, iii.

156; defeated by Salomon's troops,

218
Rhesa MeshuUam, sa>d to have succeeded

Zerubbabel, v. 1 1 8 note 8

Rliinocolura, on the Egyptian boundary,

V. 392
Rhodes, Herod visits Octavian in, v. 427
Riblah, in the north of Canaan, ii. 293

note 1 ; Necho at, iv. 251 ; where Je-

hoahaz visits him, 252 ; Nabuchod-
rozzor at, 274 ; Zedekiah brought tu,

274
Righteous, or Upright, book of the, a

collection of national songs, iii. 282
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RIM

Rimnion, an Aramean god, ii. 332 ; wor-
shipped in Israel, iv. 126 note 6

Rimmon, in the south of Judah, ii. 192,

353 note 3, iv. 3 note 1

Rimmona, an Aramean goddess, wor-

shipped in Israel, iv. 126 note 6

Rizpah, Saul's concubine, married to Ab-
ner, lii. 115; her two sods given up to

the Gibeonites, 136 sq.

Rogel, well of, south-east of Jerusalem,
iii. 253

Rogelim, in Gilead, iii. 185
Roman governors of Palestine, their

character and prerogatives, vi. 36-42
;

citizenship, possessed by Paul, vii. 277;
by Silas, 361 ; exempting from cruci-

fixion, -197

Romans, Paul's epistle to the, vii. 398
Rome, Judeans in, v. 240; attitude of, to

the Syrian disputes, 316; league with,

322 ; Jonathan despatches ambassadors
to, 332 ; Numenius sent with gifts to,

by Simon, 336 ; embassies of John Hyr-
canus, 352, 364 ; final supremacy of,

456 ; the direct rule of over Judah,
vi. 36 sq. ; Judean community there,

82 sq. ; empire of, in relation to Chris-

tianity, viii. 225 sq. See Paul and
Peter

Rufi filius. See Annius
Rufus Annius, Roman governor, vi. 64
Rufus, an officer of Archelaus, v. 452
Rufus, Terentius, his camp at Jerusalem,

vii. 609
Ruma, in Galilee, grave of Jonah shown

at, iv. 123 note 3

Runners, the, iv. 135 note 3

Runners' gate, the, in the temple, iv. 135
Ruth, book of, iv. 285 ; book of Tobit

resembles, v. 211

Ruth, the Moabitess, i. 153-56

Sabakon, Seveh, or So, king of Egypt, iv.

163 note 2

Sabaoth, Jahveh of [A.V. Lord of Hosts],

iii. 62, 73
Sabbpeus, a Samaritan disputant in

Alexandria, v. 354
Sabbath, question of fighting on, v. 400

Jesus cures a demoniac on, vi. 278 sq.

;

Judeans charge him with breaking it,

283 sq. ; his disciples pluck corn on,

289 sq. ; he complains of injustice of

Scribes for condemning his conduct,

362 sq. ; cures a man born blind on,

364 sq. ; not a valid pretext for a sen-

tence against him, 373 sq., 431 ; re-

quirement to work on, vii. 198
sq, ; Judeans fight on, 505, 512, 519
sq. ; ridiculed in heathen authors, viii.

20

Sabbath-pulpit, in the temple court, iii.

SAM

251 : stripped of its ornaments for the
Assyrians, by Ahaz, iv. 172

Sabbatical year, the, its observance re-

ordained by Ezra, v. 166 sq., 343, 416
Sabians, viii. 127
Sabinus, a Roman officer, despatched to

Jerusalem by Augustus, v. 452 ; in-

fluences Augustus against Archelaus,

455
Sacrifices, human, offered by the king of

Moab, iv. 90; by Ahaz, 169; by Ma-
nasseh, 209; at Jerusalem, v. 113;
regularity of, 114 note 2; during the

siege, 344, 398, 416; for Caesar in

Palestine, vi. 40 ; for the Caesars in

the temple, vii. 309 sq., 502 ; of the

Christians, 118 sq. ; the daily, 441;
during the siege of Jerusalem, 602

Sacrificial fire, ii. 382
Saddok, a Zealot of the Law, and sup-

porter of Judas the Gaulonite, vi. 48

Saddueees, the, origin and character of,

V. 275 sqq. ; disputes of the Pharisees

with, 368; contrasted with the Essees,

371, 374, 378; their position under
Alexander Jannaeus, 387 ; in relation

to first Apostles, vii. 152 sq. ; to Paul,

435 sq. ; disappearance of, viii. 39

;

their Canon, 339
Salah, Forefather, i. 264, 268
Salamis, in Cyprus, devastated by the

Judeans, viii. 274
Salem, a northern city, on the Jordan, i.

307, iii. 187 note 2

Salim, a place near which John baptised,

probably in S.E. Judah, and the same
as Tristram's Bug'um Saldmeh, vi. 198

Salome, daughter of Herodias, vi. 72

Salome, sister of Herod, intrigues against

Mariamne, v. 425, 428 ; her suspicions

of Alexander and Aristobulus, 439,

441 ; marries Alexis, 445 ; releases the

deputies shut up in Jericho, 449

;

Herod's bequests to her, 450
;
proceeds

to Rome, 451 ; taxes demanded by
Augustus, 455; her death, vi. 71

Salome, mother of James and John, vi.

181 ; her request for her two sons, 387;
at the cross, 442

Salome, wife of Alexander Jannseus. See

Alexandra
Salt valley, the, the Idumeans defeated

in, iii. 157

Samaria, Omri reigns six years in, iv. 22;

made the capital of the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes by him, 37; residence of

Ahab at, 40 ; attacked by Benhadad,

71 sqq.; sons of the prophets in, 80;
residence of Hosea at, 131 ;

Shall urn's

reign at, 154 ; seized by Menaheni,

155; siege and destruction of, 21, 117,

164, 177, 299 ; new settlement in, 216
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sq. ; ruled by Josiah, 227 ; a rersijin

officer resilient in, v. 88 ; occupied hy
aliens after the destruction of Jeru-

salem, 89 ; colonists of heathen oxtr;ic-

tlon in, 99; language of. 182; its

importance at the time of Zerubbabi'l,

220; subjugation of, by Alexander,

222, 227 ; restored by Perdicas, 227,

236 ; said to have been made tributary

to Jerusalem by Alexander, 228 ; re-

duced by John Hyrcanus, 350 ; and
destroyed, 353 ; when restored, takes

theuame of Gabiniopolis. 401 ; Herod's
partiality for, 414, 430 ; Herod marries

Mariamno in. 416; ceded to Cleopatra,

425 tiote 2 ; Herod retires to, after the

murder of Mariamne, 428; rebuilt

under the name of SeVjaste, 430 ; Alex-

ander and Aristobulus executed at,

444 ; Roman troops at, 453 : its loyalty

rewarded, 455 ; under tiie Romans, vi.

37 ; its contentions with the Judeans,

63 ; the woman of, 264 sq. ; Chris-

tianity carried thither, vii. 179; rising

of inhabitants, 507 ; Vespasian sends

forces against, 547
Samaritan Chronicle. See Chronicon

Samaritaniim

Samaritan Pentateuch, the, v. 217 sqq.,

279, 281, viii. 323
Samaritans, or Samarians, settlement of,

under Asarliaddon II., iv. 215 S(]. ; the

fictitious account of their rerurn, v.

96
;
propose to assist in the erection of

the second temple, 103; their offer

rejected, 104; relations with Jerusalem,

121 ; build a temple of their own, 213
fqq., 220 sqq. ; employed as soldiers by
Alexander, 237 ; in Rome, 240 ; in

Egypt, 253 ; their traditions about the

Greek translation of the law, 253 sq.
;

condition of, during the Greek period,

277 Sqq. ; their philo.sophical schools,

279 ; limit themselves to their Penta-
teuch, 281 ; tendencies of. in the Greek
age, 287 sq. ; maltreat the inhabitants

of Mareshah, 352 sq. ;
punished by

John Hyrcanus, 353 ; hostility between
them and the Judeans, ibid.; called

C'utheans. 354 ; resembled the Essees

in their reverence for Moses, 377 ; ill-

treated by Archclaus, 456 note 4 ; after

thedestructionof Jerusalem, viii. 81 sq.

;

religious divisions of, 92 .sq. ; their con-

duct in the war of Bar-Kokheba, 285,

290 ; the latest books of Pentateuch of,

see Penfdfeiich ; their Cai:on. 362
Sameas, or Sliammai, a member of the

Synedrium, v. 407; advises surrender

of Jerusalem to Herod, 413 ; honoured
by Herod, 423

Same^a, probably on the lake of Merom,
taken by John Hyrcanus, v. 349

Samosata, Herod visits Antony at, v. 415
^aij.\prtpa of the Persian Shdhndmeh, vii.

404
Sam.sfieans, Samaritan sect, viii. 127
Samsigeramus, king of Emessa, vii. 266
Samson, Nazirite and man of the people,

ii. 396-101 ; the round number of his

feats, 401-7
Samuel, the Prophet, ii. 419-30; his

sons, 429 ; anoints Saul at Ramah, iii.

20 ; summons an assembly at Mizpeh,
23 ; lays down his office, 28 ; rejects

Saul for sacrificing at Gilgal, 31 sq.

;

for sparing Agag, 39 ; sacrifices Agag
himself, 39 ; concedes full powers to

the king, 41 ; breach between himself
and Saul, 47 sq. ; anoints David, 65
sq.

;
protects him from the jealousy of

Saul, 78 ; dies two ye^irs before Saul,

53 ; organisation of the Levites referred

to him by the Chronicler, 247
Sanballat, governor of the Samaritans, v.

153; his anger at the rebuilding of
Jerusalem, 154 ; league with the Phi-
listines, 155; his last attempt, 156;
his letter to Nehemiah, ib/d.; later

tradition of him as governor of Samaria
under Darius III., 213 sq. ; submitting
to Alexander, 214 ; and obtaining
leave to build a temple on Gerizim,
220 ; his death, ibid. ; unhistorical

character of this later narrative of, 215
Sanctuaries, in the kingdom of the Ten

Tribes, at Dan and Bethel, iv. 27
Sanctuary, the, right of refuge in, iii.

214; in the temple, 235, 238 sq. ; its

furniture, 241 sqq.; importance con-
ferred on Jerusalem by, 306

;
pilgrim-

ages to the Davidic, at Jerusalem, iv.

25 ; at Sheehem, ill treatment of fugi-

tives at, 155 ; unity of the, enforced in

Deuteronomy, 225 sq.

Sanhedrin, or Synedrium, the, or Council
of the Seventy, its first institution,

V. 167; its jurisdiction, 168; Herod
appears before, 407 ; its greater free-

dom under the Romans, vi. 38, 41 ; in

the Zealots' state, vii. 529
Saph, a Philistine giant, slain by Sibbe-

chai, iii. 148
Saphon, in Galilee, v. 387
Sappho, a fortress south of Arus, v. 454
Sara, story of, in the book of Tobit. v.

210 sq.

Saracens. See B'ne Kcdem
Sarah, wife of Abraham, i. 292 sq., 324,

327
Sarak, last king of Nineveh, iv. 255;

burned himself in his palace on the
fall of his capital. 257 nufe 2

I

Saramalla. advises Phasael to flee, v. 412

j

Sardanapalus, king of Babylon, iv. 149
note 5
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SAR

Sardians, the, their decree in favour of

the Judeans, v. 364

Sardis, Judeans in, v. 239

Sarepta, a city of Sidon, Elijah at, iv. 68,

105
Sargon, king of Assyria, successor of

Shalmaneser, iv. 178

Sarira, in Ephraim, native city of Jero-

boam I., iv. 32 note 1 ; name given to

Jeroboam's mother in the LXX. Cod.

Vat., ibid.

Sasabazzar, or Sheshbazzar, the court

name of Zerubbabel, v. 87, 88 note 1

Satan, meaning of, iv. 55 note 3

Saturninus, Roman governor of Syria, in-

tercedes for Alexanderand Aristobulus,

V. 444
Saul, a Benjamite, the son of Kish, iii.

18; his genealogy, 18 note 1 ;
visits

Samuel to inquire for the lost asses,

19; is anointed by him, 20; encounters

the three signs, 21 ; reheves Jabesh

Gilead, 24 ; his authority confirmed at

Gilgal, 25 ; later representations of

his election, 27; raises levies against

the Philistines, 30 ; rejected by Samuel

for sacrificing at Gilgal, 31 ; attacks

the Philistines, 34 ; his vow, 35 ; cam-

paign against the Amalekites, 37 ;
re-

jected by Samuel for sparing Agag»

39 ; his royal prerogative, 43 ; his

wars, 43 ; expels sorcerers. 44 ; his

jealousy, 46; real cause of his breach

with Samuel, 47 ; among the prophets

at Ramah, 50; duration of his reign,

51 ; consults the witch of Endor, 51 ;

his jealousy of David, 73 ;
attempts to

kill him, ibid. ; anger with Jonathan,

78, 80; orders the massacre of the

priests at Nob, 90
;
pursues David in

the wilderness of Ziph, 92 sq. ;
at

En-gedi, 94 ; narratives of David's

magnanimity towards him, 95, 96

;

his relations with Moab, 149; his

death at the battle of Mount Gilboa,

106; treatment of his body by the

Philistines, 110; buried at Zelah by

David, 137 ; his descendants, 135 sq.

;

his cruelty to the Gibeonites, 136;

his estates, 181, 191

Saul, late member of Herodean family,

vii. 483, 503,515
Savings, Collected, see Translator's Pre-

face, vi. 218, 309, 424, and often

Scaurus, a general of Pompey, decides

in favour of Aristobulus, v. 398;

assisted by Antipater, 401

Sceptics, or mockers, in the kingdom of

the Ten Tribes, iv. 115; in Judah,

147, 210
Sceptre, the, a mark of royalty, iii. 6,

73, 272
Sceva. high-priest, vii. 392

SEL

Schools of the Prophets, ii. 424 sq., iii.

21 ; at Eamah, 49 sq., 89 ; develop-
ment of poetry in, 59 ; in the kingdom
of the Ten Tribes, iv. 80, 110

Science, commencement of, in Israel,

iii. 275
Scopas, an Egyptian general of Ptolemy

Epiphanes, his campaign against An-
tiochus the Great, v. 284

Scopus, hill north of Jerusalem, Cestius

encamps there, vii. 513 ; Titus, 589, 591
Scribes, the, trained up by Ezra, v. 144;

their services to the people, 145 sqq.,

367 ; their Biblical science, 489 ; the

boy Jesus in the temple before them,
vi. 189; Abba a title used by them,
232 ; dispute Jesus' right to forgive

sins, 286 sq.

Scripturalism, rise of, in consequence of

the reforms of Josiah, iv. 239
Scriptures, sacred, read in public worship

under Ezra, v. 146 sq.; interpretation

of, vi. 29 sq. ; schools for study of, 87
sq. ; Christ's use of, 233 sq. ; how re-

garded and interpreted by Philo, vii.

202 sq.
;
penalty for their desecration,

417 ; interpretation of, amongst Chris-

tians, 159 sq. See Bible and Canon
Scythians, the, advance from the north-

east into Southern Asia, iv. 151, 228;
march into Media, 228; their wild
warfare, 229 ; reach Egypt, 230 ; settle

in Askelon, 230; deva.state Canaan,
230 ; besiege Jerusalem, 231 ; expelled

from Judah, 240 ; their leaders de-

stroyed by Cyaxarcs, 253 ; employed
by the Chaldeans, 255 sq.

Scythopolis (Beth-shean), .south-west of

the lake of Galilee, iv. 231 ; for a long

time a free city, v. 89, 236 ; chastised

by the sons of John Hyrcanus, 353
;

Pompey marches through, 399 ; called

Nysa, 401 note 5; one of the cities of

the Decapolis, 455 note 4 ; massacre of

Judeans at, vii. 508. See Beth-shean,

Sea, the bronze, in the temple, iii. 244,

251 note 4

Sebaste, the name of Samaria after its

restoration by Hevod, v. 401. See

Samaria
Sebuoeans, a Samaritan sect, viii. 93

Seder 01am rabba and zutta, i. 200 sq.,

209 ; referred to, viii. 49

Seer, use of the title, iv. 129 note 1

Segub, youngest son of Hiel, iv. 40

Seir, nation, i. 344 sq.

Sola, the centre of the rule of the Naba-
teans, v. 351. See Peti'a

Seleuceia, a city near the Lake of Jordan,

V. 236
Seleuceia, on the Orontes, captured by

Antiochus the Great, v. 283

Seleuceia, near the Lake of Galilee, re-
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duoeil by Alexander Jannreus, v. 391
;

its position, 391 note 6

Seleucia, on the Lake of Merom, vii. o39,

ooO
Seleucia in Partbia, Jews seek refuge

there, vii. 523
Seloneidoe, the, references to tbeni in iho

hook of Enoch, v. 34G
Seleucusl. Nicator, transports Judoans to

Antioch, v. 237
Seleucus IV^, Philopator,son of Antiochus

the Great, v. 291 ; sends Holiodorus to

Jerusalem, 292; his death. 292; al-

luded to in Dan. vii. 24, 304 note 1

Seleucus Callinicus, his wars with Egypt,

V. 283
Seleucus Ceraunus, son of Seleucus Calli-

nicus, his early death, v. 283

Semiramis, king of Babylon, bis succes-

sors, iv. 1-49 iiotca 3, 5

Seneh, mountain ridge of, iii. 33

Sennacherib, king of Assyria, succeeds

Sargon, iv. 178; his name, 178 note 4:;

invades Egypt, 161 note 2, 179; his

retreat, 180 ; enters Judah and lays it

waste, 180; receives Hezekiah's am-
bassadors at Lachish, 181 ; his letter

to Hezekiah, 182; disasters to his

army, 183 ; bis flight, 183 ; his death,

188, 214 note 5; length of his reign,

299 note 2

Sepharam, abbreviated form cf Sephar-

vaim, iv. 162 note 4

Sepharvaim, destroyed l;y the Assyrians,

iv. 162 note 4; settlers from, sent into

Samaria, 216
Sepher Hajjashar, the, compiled in Solo-

mon's time, iv. 198

Sepher Toledoth Jeshua Ha-Nossri, vi.

142
Sepphoris (Dio-Csesarea), in Galilee, at-

tacked by Ptolemy Larhurus, v. 387 ;

made the centre of a district, 403
;

palace of Herod at, 436 note 2 ; insur-

rection of Judas in, 4o3 ; chastised by
Varus, ibid. ; restored by Antipas, vi.

75 sq. ; opens gates to Romans, vii.

512 ; strong Roman feeling, 533 sq.
;

Josephus there, 537 ; subsequently

Dio-Csesarea, viii. 82

Septuagint Version, origin of the, v. 249

sqq., 472; rejection of, Ijy the Rabbis,

viii. 270; Canon of, 341 sq.

Sergius Pau\us, Proconsul of Crete, vii.

342
'Sermon on the Mount,' vi. 308 S(j.

Seron, a Syrian general, defeated at

Beth-horon by Judas Maccab;eus, v.

309
Serpent, brazen, ii. 17 ! sq. ; destroyed

by Hezekiah, iv. 173

Serpent's pool, or Dragon-well, position

of the, iii. 254 note 2, 236 note 1

SHA

Serpent-stone, the, conspiracy of Adonijah
at, iii. 210 note 1

Servant of Jahveh, meaning of tho
phrase, v. 42, 45

Sesonchis (Hebrew, Shishak), successor
of Psusonnes, king of Egypt, iv. 44

;

not to be identified with Sesostris, 44
note 6; protected Jeroboam, 45; said
to have given him iu marriage tho
sister of his queen, 32 note 1 ; cam-
paign of, narrated by the Chronicler,
51 note 4

Sesostri.s, not to be identified with Seson-
chis, iv. 44 note 6

Seth, son of Adam, i. 264 sq.

Sethon, king of northern and central
Kgypt, iv. 180; his quarrels with the
military caste, 188

Seveh, king of Egypt, alliance of with
Pekah, iv. 163

Seventy disciples of Christ, only men-
tioned by Luke, vi. 299 ; sent forth ac-
cording to Luke on trial-journeys like

the Twelve, 326 ; M'ho they were, vii.

131

Seventy, the Council of. See Council
Seventy sons of Gideon, ii, 388 sq.

Seventy souls who went with Jacob into
Egypt, i. 415 sq.

Severus, Julius, Roman general, viii 286
289

Shaaraim, a city of Judah, iii. 72
Shalish, title of an oflficer in David's army,

iii. 140; in the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes, iv. 135 note 3

Shalisha, situation of, iii. 19 note 3;
shortened from Baal-shalisha, 257
note 3

Shullura, assassinates Zechariah, and be-
comes king of the Ten Tribes, iv.

154
Shallum. younger son of Josiah, raised to

the throne on his father's death, under
the name of Jehoahaz, iv. 251

Shalman, king of Assyria, his conquests,
iv. loO

Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, iv. 162
;

attacks Tyre. 162; imprisons Hoshea,
164 ; destroys the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes, 164 ; lays waste the country of
•Judah, 175; spares Jerusalem, 177 ;

dies, 178; deportation of Israelites
under, 215; length of his reign, 299
note 2

Shamgar, judge, ii. 317, 374
Shamniah, son of Agee, a colonel in

David's army, iii. 141

Shammai, Rabbi, contemporary and op-
ponent of Hillel, vi. 13 sq. ; sayings of,

28 sq.
; pupil and rival of Hillel, 33

sq. See Samcas
Shaphan, finance minister of Hezekiah,

iv. 233, 275
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SHA

Shaphat of Abel-nieholali, father of

Klisha, iv. 80 sq.

Shaveh, ancient name for Salem, iii. 187

note 2

Shealtiel, father of Zerubbabel, v. 83

note 5

Sheba, its position, iii. 284 note 2

Sheba, queen of, visits Solomon, iii. 277,

284
Sheba, son of Bichri, revolt of, iii. 193

sqq. ; flees to Abel, 194
;
put to death

by the inhabitants, 195
Shebna, chamberlain of Hezekiah, iii.

269; of Ahaz, 271 note 1; de-

nounced by Isaiah, iv. 169 vote 1

Shechaniah, a layman of Jerusalem, in

the time of Ezra, v. 141

Shechem, Hivvite prince, i. 378
Sheohem (Sichem), city, i. 305 sq., ii.

278 sq., 342 sq., 413; meetincj of the

deputies in, iii. 312 ; capital of the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes under Jero-

boam, iv. 23 ; residence of Hosea at,

131 ; ill-treatment of fugitives at the

sanctuary of, 155 ; the ancient capital

of Ephraim, v. 218; its subsequent

fame, 220 sq. ; made the subject of an
epic poem, 260 ; name transformed to

Sychar, 220 note 7

Shechemites, v. 220 note 7

Shem, son of Noah, i. 264, 279 sqq.
;

descendants of, iv. 153
Shemaiah, a prophet of Jndah, iii. 301

;

forbids Rehoboam to make war on the

Ten Tribes, 314; mentioned, iv. 44

Shemaiah, a prophet, his intended

treachery against Nehemiah, v. 157

Shemer, sold the hill of Samaria to Omri,

iv. 37
Shenazar, a Chaldean name, v. 33 note 2

Shephelah, the, the great plain of Judah,

iii. 85

Sherezer, a Chaldean name, v. 33 note 2

Sheshbazzar. See Sasahazzar

Shethar-Boznai, a Persian officer in West-
ern Syria, v. 110

Shiloh, ancient sacred city in Ephraim,
ii. 260 sq., 277 sq., 353, 412-15, iii.

301, 304
Shiloh, Gen. xlix. 10, no Messianic mean-

ing in, iv. 19 note 2, 203 note 3

Shinieah, brother of David, father of Jon-

adab, iii. 170
Shimei, son of Gerar, insults David on his

flight, iii. 181 ; does homage to him on

his return, 190 ; executed by Solomon's 5

orders, 215
Shimshai, a royal secretary in Samaria.

V. 107

Shishak, king of Egypt, iv. 51 ; date of

his accession, 301. See Sesonchis
\

Shobar, near Damascus, grave of Elijah '

at,iv. WZnotce,

SIM

Sholii, son of Nahash of Eabbah, assists

David, iii. 184

Shochoh, a city of Judah, iii. 65
Shom'ron, name of the city of Samaria,

iv. 37 note 4

Shulamite, the, in the Canticles, iv. 42
note 2, 134 note 3

Shunem, probably identical with Solam,
iii. 103 noted; the lady of, her son
restored to life by Elisha, iv. 85

;

advised to quit the country, 87 ; re-

turns and receives back her estates,

87
Shur, on the Egyptian frontier, iii. 38
Shushak. See Sesonchis

Sibbechai, slays a Philistine giant, iii.

148

Sibylline verses, the, v. 261, 360 sq.

;

poets, viii. 46 sq. ; the poem of a dis-

ciple of the Baptist, 120 sq., 126
Sicarii, the Scourge of, vii. 424 sq. See
Fehme

Sichem (Neapolis), the present city Nab-
lus, vi. 265, vii. 554; renamed Flavia

Neapolis, viii. 82, 288
Sidon, Scopas shut up in, v. 284 ; the Ju-

deans in Galilee, oppressed by, 314
;

taxes for Rome taken to, 406 note 4
;

Christ's journey thither, vi. 347 ; in-

fluence of Christians there, vii. 608
sq.

Sidonian artists, assist Solomon in the

erection of the temple, iii. 226; sailors

employed in transporting timber for

the second temple, v. 101

Sidonians,name applied to the Samaritans,
iv. 216 note 2

Signs, employment of, by the prophets, iv.

ZXnote 1, 186

Sihon, king of the Amorites, ii. 205 sq.,

209, 295
Silas, prefect of Agrippa I.'s army, vii.

267 ; succeeded by Alexas, 273
Silas (Silvanus), companion of Paul, vii.

361, 364; leaves the Apostle, 387;
assists Peter in composition of his

epistle, 464
Silas, tyrant of Lysias, v. 404 note 1

Silla, or Sulla, a flight of steps at Jerii-

salem. iii. 258 note 3

Silo, a Roman officer under Ventidius, v.

413
Siloah, south of Jerusalem, vii. 501
Siloah, well of, iii. 254
Simeon, tribe of, i. 379, ii. 287-89 ; not

included in the computation of tribes

at the disruption of the kingdom,
iv. 2 sq. ; whether or not included in

Judah, 3 )iotc 3 ; spreads towards the

south under Hezekiah, 187
Simon I., the Just, traditions of, v. 169

;

son of Onias I., high-priest, 270
Simon II., son of Onias II., high-priest^
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SIM

V. 272 ; his additions to the temple. 273
;

restores the walls of Jerusalem, ibid.

Simon, a former slave of Herod, assumes
the crown, v. 453

Simon, a model Zealot, vii. 194

Simon, an Essce, v. 373 note 5

Simon Magus, vi. 70 (Joseph. Ant. xviii.

4. 1); character and motives of, vii.

179 sq.; relations to Simon Peter, 181

sq. ; his philosophy, and the book
ascribed to him, viii. 83 sq. ; his ad-

herents, 90 sq.

Simon of Cyrene, vi. 440
Simon, one of the 'sons of Tobias,' invites

the Syrians to plunder the temple, v.

292
Simon. See Bar-Kokheha
Simon, second son of Mattathias, brother

of Judas Maccab?eus, v. 308 ; his suc-

cesses in Galilee, 314 ; vainly attempts

to arrest the march of Nicanor, 321
;

besieged in Beth-basi, 326 ; captures

Beth-zur, 331; occupies Joppa and
Ascalon, 332 ; fortifies Adida, ibid.

;

equips an army against Tryphon, 333
;

recognised as high-priest by Demetrius,

334 ; obtains possession of the temph-
mountain and citadel of Jerusalem,

335 ; his administration, 336 ; desig-

nated commander-in-chief, and prince

of the nation. 336 ; erects a monument
to his father and brothers in Mode'im,

337 ; negotiations with Antiochus
Sidetes, 338 ; appoints his son Jo-

hanan to the chief command, 339 ; his

coinage, ibid., 340
;

perpetual sove-

reignty conferred on him, 361 ; called

the ' Prince of the Pious ' in 1 Mace, 463
Simon, the son of Boethus, a priest of Jeru-

salem, made high-priest by Herod, v.

441 ; deposed, 447
Simon, the son of Gamaliel, vii. 194 ; John

of Giskhala sent to, 539 ; a leader of

the moderate paity, 561 sq.

Simon, the son of Giora, vii. 512, 531
;

head of the popular Zealots, 568 sq.
;

received into Jerusalem, 571 sq. ; as

leader of the defence of the city, 590
sq. ; his end, 610 sq.

Simon, eon of the high-pri(st Ananias,
vii. 503

Simun the Leper, father of Lazarus, vi.

3G8 ; feast at his house, 387
Si more, the biivl, mixed up with the

legends of al-Chidr, iv. 113 note 7

Sin, de-sert of, ii. 99 sq. ; universality of

emphasised in Apocalypse of Baruch,
viii. 60

Sinai, ii. 43. 97 sq.
;
journey of Israel

thither, 95-101
;
peninsula of, 196 sq.

;

fc^lijah at. iv. 107 sq.

Sinaitic peninsula, mining operations in,

IV. 192

VOL. VIII.

SOL

Sinim, the, the Pelusians, v. 3 note 1

Siracli, the Son of, book of. See Wisdom
of Jesus

Sisera, Canaanite general, ii. 375-77
Smerdis, the pseudo-Magian, also called

Artashashta, succeeds Cambyses, v.

107 ; succeeded by Darius, 108
Sodom, city, i. 104, 242, 313 sq., 320 sq.

Soemus, an officer of Herod, v. 427
Sogane, in Gaulonitis, vii. 539, 550
Sohem (Sohemus), contributes forces to

C'estius, vii. 511
Solomon, king of Israel, ii. 32 vote; his

birth, iii. 168; his name, 204 note 1,

223 note 1, 270; authorities for his

history, 205 ; age at his accession, 208
;

proclaimed king, 211; has Adonijah
executed, 212 ; banishes Al)iathar from
Jerusalem, 213; has Joab executed,
214; and Shimei, 215; his foreign

relations, 216 sqq. ; his wars, 216-21
;

marries an Egyptian princess, 220
;

organisation of his government, 224
sqq. ; resolves to erect the temple, 226

;

preparations for it, 229 sqq. ; its various

parts, 235-45
;

presides at its dedi-

cation, 246 sq. ; his palace, 248 sqq.
;

its site, 249 ; its various parts, 249 sq.

;

his porch, 250 ; his throne, ibid. ; his

entry to the temple, 251 ; his court-

and sabbath-pulpits, ibid. ; his public
works, 251 sqq. ; improves the water
supply of Jerusalem, 253; his gardens
and parks, 256 ; his measures for the
security of the realm, 257 fqq. ; towers
and vineyards, 257 ; fortifies Jerusalem,
258 sq. ; erects a chain of forts round
the kingdom, 259 ; introduces a new
style of arms, 259 sq.

;
promotes trade,

260 sqq.; by land, 261 sq. ; by sea,

262 sqq. ; his revenues, 264, 293 ; his

state, 265, 271 ; his administration,

266 sqq. ; his officers, overseers, &c.,

270 ; manners of his court, 270 .sqq.
;

his mule, 271
;
progress in -science, art,

and literature during his reign, 274
sqq. ; sends problems to Hiram, 277 ;

is visited by the queen of Sheba, 277,
284; his wisdom, 279 sqq.; composes
proverbs, 280 ; and songs, 281 ; his

wives, 291 ; his lavish expenditure,

292 ; surrenders twenty cities to Hiram.
292 ; supply of his table, 295 ; relation

to the priesthood, 296 sqq.; his tolera-

tion of heathen religions, 297 sq.

;

whether ho married a daughter of
Hiram, 297 note 2 ; officiated occa-

sionally as hi'^h-pricst, 299; his rela-

tion to prophetism, 299 sqq. ; insta-

bility of his rule, 307 sq. ; later repre-
sentations of his greatness, 242. 315
sq. ; God appears to him in Gibeon.

i

316; his judgment between the harlots,

F F
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316; his age, 317 note 2 ; place of his

burial, 273 sq. ; subsequently venerated

for his wisdom, 318; his ring, 319;
said to have understood tin- language

of animals, 319 ; the ancestor of the

Ethiopian-Cliristian kings, 319 ; his

golden table, 319; pi'overbs of, col-

lections of, iv. 198, 220 ; Psalms of, v.

301 sq., 225 note 1 ; table of, 400 note

3; sepulchre of, Herod's treatment

of, 435 ; the Wisdom of, 479 sqq.
;

writings under his name in Canon, viii.

331
Solomon's Porch in the temple where

Christ taught, vi. 360
Solyma, origin of the name, iii. 122

note 1

Solyrae in Gaulonitis, vii, 539
Solymi, the, supposed by Josephus to be

the inhabitants of Jerusalem, v. 118

Song of Solomon, iii. 165, 257, 265, 282,

291, see Canticles; of the Three Holy
Children, v. 486 sq., 460 note 4, 462
note 1

Songs, i. 17 sq., ii. 21, 203, 205-7, 354-
66 ; of David, iii. 57, 67, 134, 197 ; of

Solomon, 281; collections of, 282; in

the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, iv. 9

note 1, 43, 58, 194 note 6; in Judah,

58, 197 sq. ; collections of, 198, 284;
artificial arrangement of, in the last age

of literature, 280 sqq. ; composition of,

during the Captivity, v. 16 sq., 20 ; of

the new Jerusalem, 187 sq. ; of the

Samaritans, 279, 281. See Lyrics
* Son of God,' as applied to Christ, vi. 114

Sons of the prophets, iv. 80, 110; of

Eden, an Aramean tribe, 150 note 6

Sophene, not to be identified with Zobah,

iii. 154 note 2

Sopher, the, officer at Solomon's court, iii.

267
Sopherim (Learned), the, a semi-religious

order in Israel, iv. 79 note 4

Sources, of the early history, i. 11-203
;

of the Mosaic history, ii. 15-34 ; of the

history of Joshua, 229-35 ; historical,

for life of Christ, heathen, vi. 137 sq.
;

Jewish, 138 sq.
;
^Christian, 142-49;

of history of Apostolic Age, vii. 23 sq.

Sosius, a Koman general under Antony,

V. 415 ; advances against Jerusalem,

416
Southern kingdom. See Judah
' Sovereignty of Jahveh,' after the libera-

tion, V. 55 sq.

Spartans, the, ambassadors from, v. 245
;

ambassadors sent by Jonathan to, 332
Spasinus Charax, chief city and kingdom

south of Adiabene, vii. 403
Spirit, the Holy, coming of, vii. 9 J sq.,

107 sq. ; communication of, 135 sq.

Spirits, evil, iv. 55 note 3

SYC

Spirituality of G-od, ii. 120-23
Ssabians, or Mandreans, later disciples of

the Baptist, iv. 160, viii. 127
Star, the, in Amos v. 25, probably Astarte,

iv. 40 note 8

Star-worship, introduced by Ahaz, iv.

169 ; renewed by Manasseh, 208
State-annals, the, i. 136-38, iv. 50 note 3,

52 note 4, 57 note 2, 135 note 5, 140
note 3, 160, 171 note 1, 239 note 2

Stephen, Protomartyr, one of Seven
Deacons, vii. 145 ; his contention with
the people, 157; Luke's account of his

defence, 159 sq. ; his martyrdom and
its effects, 162 sq.

Steps, the flight of, from Solomon's palace

to the temple, iii. 251
' Sthirna (or dhiirnd) sitting,' custom in

India, vi. 66
Stoics, among the Judeans, v. 257
Strato, tower of (Stratonos-Pyrgos), on

the coast, v. 236 ; besieged by Alex-
ander Jannaeus, 387 ; becomes Caesarea,

430, vii. 423
' Streets' in Samaria, iv. 38 note 4

Strophes, use of, in poetic and prophetic

composition, iv. 198
Succoth, in the Jordan valley, i. 305, 391,

ii. 386 sq., iii. 235
Suffa, Mount, north of Hauran, iii. 154

note 2

Suicide, of the Zealots, viii, 78 ; allowed

in Xystus' Proverbs, 250
Sukkiim, the, iv. 46 note 1. See Cave-

dwellers

Sulammith, i.e. maiden of Shunem, the

heroine of the Canticles, iv. 42 note 2,

134 note 1

Sultan's pool, the, at Jerusalem, iii. 254
note 5

Sun, eclipse of at death of Christ, vi.

444
Sun, horses of the, introduced by Ahaz,

iv. 169
Sunday, the Christian, vii. 90 ; origin of,

125 sq. ; difference between Paul and
Pharisaic party concerning. 388

Sun-dial, the, erected by Ahaz on the

palace at Jerusalem, iv. 169 ; retro-

gression of the shadow on, for Heze-
kiah, 186

Superstition of the Rabbis, viii. 43
Supper, Last, of Christ, vi. 414 sq. ; on

13th of Nisan, 417 sq. ; Iscariot present

at, 42 i

Susakin, king of Egypt. See Sesonchis

Susanehites, cr Elamites, deported to Sa-

maria, iv. 216 note 1

Susanna, book of, v. 487; subject of a

drama, 417 7iote 3

Sychar, origin of the name i. 220 note 7

Sychar, unknown place near 'N'ablus, vi.

261 sq.
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SYL

Syllseus, an Arab chief, v. 442; opposes

Herod in Home, 443 ; meets Anti pater

at Rome, 44G
Symeon, bishop of thepiirent ohureh, viii.

187 sq.

Synagogue, the Great (Sauhedrin), resto-

ration after the destruction of Jeru-

salem, viii. 34 ; resistance to, 261. See

Asscmhly
Synagogues, erection of, v. 243 ; rise and

multiplicity of, vii. 307 sq. See Libcr-

thii

Sjnedrium, the. See Sanhcdrhi

Syrian troops in Palestine, v. 284

Taanim, founders of the Mishna, viii. 32

Tabernacle, the holy, ii. 18 sq. ; its re-

moval, 413; transferred to Jerusalem,

iii. 129; the Mosaic, at Gibeon, 129;

relation of its dimensions to the temple,

235 ; removed from Gibeon, 245
Tabernacles, the, feast of, kept in Ezra's

time, v. 144

Table, Solomon's golden, iii. 319
Table, the sacred, in the Holy Place, iii.

243 ; legend connected with, viii. 65

Tabor, the Terebinth of, iii. 21

Tabrimmon, father of Benhadad, king of

Damascus, iv. 24 note 5

Tacitus, the historian, ii. 90

Tadmor, or Thammor (Palmyra), built by
Solomon, iii. 261

Tahpanes^an Egyptian queen, iii. 217
Talmai, king of Geshur, grandfather of

Absalom, iii. 172
Talmud, references in, to Christ, vi. 141

sq. See Mishna
Talmudism, the nature of, viii. 36 sq.

Tamar, the daughter of David, iii. 170
;

outraged by Amnon, 171

Tanis (Zoan), in northern Egypt, i. 399,

ii. 82 ; seat of the government of

Sethon, iv. 180
Taphne, in Egypt, tradition that Jere-

miah was stoned there, iv. 276 note 3
;

Israelites in, v. 3 note 1

Taphon, fortified by Bacchidcs, v. 325
note 2

Tarichsese, on the lake of Galilee, v. 403
;

given to Agrippa by Nero, vii. 422 ; Jo-

sephus flees to, 537
;
populace suspects

Josephus, 538 ; volunteers collect at,

against Vespasian, 548 ; horrors at its

capture, 549
Tarpelites, an eastern tribe deported to

Samaria, iv. 216 note \

Tarshish, ships of, iii. 263 note 1

Tarsus, Paul's birth-place, vii. 276 sq.,

327
Tartan, general of Sargon, reduces Ash-

dod, iv. 178; advances against Jeru-

salem, 182

TEM

Task -work. See Forced Lahour
Tatnai, governor of Western Syria, v.

110

Taurus, a fortre.-s near Jui-icho, v. 401
note 7

Taxation of Israel imder Solomon, iii.

293 sq.

Taxes, paid to Rome, v. 406 note 4 ; im-
posed by Augustus on the Herodeans,
455 ; under the Romans, vi. 42 ; im-
munity from, 356 sq. ; of the temple,

356 ; remissions in Jerusalem by
Agrippa I., vii. 262 ; refused' by Zealots,

500, 502; due to the Capitol, 612;
poll-tax to the Capitol, viii. 27, 78 sq.

;

mode of levying changed by Nerva,
260 ; made more oppressive by Hadrian,
294

Teachers, their oflfice in the church, vii.

319; distinct from Apostles, viii. 191

Teaching, Christ's manner of, vi. 216 sq.,

310 sq.

Tebah, a city near Zobah, iii. 153

Tegri (Hegrin), an angel in ' Shepherd of

Hermas,' viii. 236

Tekoa, near Bethkerem, iii. 256 note 6;
wilderness of, in Judah, iv. 55

Tekoa, wist; woman of, iii. 173 sq.

Tel-abib, on the Chebar, Ezekiel deported

to, iv. 264 note 7

Telaim, on the southern frontier of Judah,
iii. 37

Telassar, a city, west of the Euphrates,

iv. 150 note 6

Teliton, v. 391 note 6

Telluzah, site of the ancient Tirzah, iv.

24 note 1

Teman, a city of Edom, iv. 192 note 2

Temple, David's idea of erecting one at

Jerusalem, iii. 129 sq. ; accumulates

treasures for it, 196, 226, 228
Temple in Egypt. See LeontojjoUs

Temple, Mount of the, iii. 230 note 4;
besieged and occupied by the Sy-

rians, V. 318; occupied by Nicanor's

troops, 321 ; retaken bj the party of

Judas ]\raccabseus, 322 ; occupied by
Jonathan, 327 ; fortified by Simon,

335
;
protracted siege of, by Pompt y,

400
Temple of Baal, in Samaria, erected by

Ahab, iv. 40 ; destroyed by Jehu, 100

sq. ; in Jerusalem, erected by Jehoram,
95 ; destroyed on the accession of Joash,

130

Temple of Herod, v. 432 sqq. ; the eagle

over the entrance torn down, 447 sq.
;

plundered by the Romans, 452

Temple at Jerusalem, Solomon's resolve

to erect it, iii. 226; preparations for,

229; labour employed in, 230; site of,

231 ; foundations and forecourts of,

F F 2
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2:^2, 233. 284; its noiseless erection,

234; timher and stone for, 235; rela-

tion of its dimensions to those of the

tabernuole, 235; the sacred house

(Naos), 235; the porch, 236 ; the pil-

lars, 237; its outer chambers, 238;
its roof, 238 ; its windows, 239 ; its

doors and decorations, 239 ; its portico,

outer court and gateways, 240 ; its fur-

niture, 241 sqq. ; its grove, 245 ; length

of time of its erection, 245; festival of

its dedication, 245 sqq. ; importance
conferred by it upon Jerusalem, 306

;

resorted to by subjects of the king-

dom of the Ten Tribes, iv. 25 sq
;

stripped by the Egyptians in the

reign of Eehoboam, 46; stripped by
Joash, for tribute to Hazael, 138

;

arrangements for its repair in the

reign of Joash, 139 sq. ; its funds, 139
note "2, 233; its treasures surrendered

on the defeat of Amaziah, 142 ; upper
or northern gate built by Jotham, 166

;

sacred horses of the sun kept in the

outer court by Ahaz, 169; stripped by
Ahaz for the Assyrians, 170, 172; by
Hezekiah for Sennacherib, 181 ; its

doors, said to have been closed by
Ahaz, reopened by Hezekiah, 189 ; its

purification, 189; worship of Astarte

introduced into, by Manasseh, 208; its

purification by Josiah, 237 sq. ; its

vessels and treasures carried oflf by
Nabuchodrozzor, 264; destroyed by the

Chaldeans, 274 ; rebuilt under Zerub-
babel, v. 100 sqq., 432, 433 note 1

;

the foundations laid, 102; its erection

stopped through the intrigues of the

Samaritans, 105; resumed in the reign

of Darius, 109 sq.
;
presents sent by

the Babylonian Judeans, 111 ; its com-
pletion and consecration, 112; its

dimensions, 113; the service reorgan-

ised, 113; grants from the royal

treasury for the sacrifices, 113 note

5 ; contributions to, from Parthian Ju-
deans, 131 note 4; no ark in, 171 ; the

court of the Gentiles added, 173; ad-

ditions to, by Simon II., 273
;
gifts to

it from heathen princes, 290 ; attempt
of Heliodorus to penetrate into it, 292

;

robbed by Menelaus, 295 ; entered by
Antiochus, 296 sq. ; changed into one
of Zeus Olympius, 298

;
purified by

Judeas Maccabseus, 311 ; changes de-

signed by Alcimus, 325 ; feast of the

consecration of, 380 ; entered by Pom-
pey, and plundered by Crassus, 400

;

the treasury of, vi. 360 ; Solomon's
porch, 360 ; the boy Jesus there, 187

;

Christ's cleansing of, 254 sq. ; veil of,

rent at crucifixion, 444 ; finished ac-

cording to Herod's plan, vii. 485
;

THE

general plan of, 585 sq. ; its destruc-

tion, 601 sq.
;
great importance of de-

struction of, viii. 99 sq.
;
promises and

rumours of rebuilding, 18, 277
Temple-guard, vii. 151 ; Ananus a cap-

tain of, 419 ; another captain, 482
Temple of the Samaritans, v. 213 sqq.,

220 sqq. ; rebuilt by Herod, 430
Temple-tax, vii. 523
Temple, the second, iii. 232 note 4

Temples, for the image-worship of

Jahveh, in the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, erected by Jeroboam I., iv.

27

Temptation, the history of Christ's, vi.

270 sq. ; Christ's to go to the Hellen-

ists, 403 sq.

Ten Commandments. See Dccalogne

Ten Tribes, kingdom of the. See Israel

Ten Tribes, return of the, v. 88 sqq.

;

predictions about them, 90 ; traditions

of their fate, 91 sqq.; attempts to re-

discover them, 92 ;
their descendants

in the Crimea, 93 note 3, 239 note 6
;

in the northern provinces, 94 sq.

Terah, father of Abraham, i. 273, 334
Teraphim {Penates), i. 322, ii. 38

Terebinth, of Tabor, iii. 21 ; of Deborah,
the, iv. 31 note 4 ; of Mamre, the,

ibid.

Teron, a soldier of Herod, intercedes for

Alexander and Aristobulus, v. 444
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,

book so called, i, 200, 380. See

Patriarchs

Teucrus of Cyzicus, historical writer, viii.

63
Thaddeus, the Apostle, journeys of, viii.

104. See Lehhceus

Thammath Pharathon, fortified by Bac-
chides, v. 325 note 2

Thapsacus, on the Euphrates, iii. 221,

261, 'w. 154 note 4

Thaumaturgists. '^QeMctgicand Magicians
Thebes, destruction of, by Carthage, iv.

241 note 1

Thekemina, queen of Egypt, said to have
been the sister of the wife of Jeroboam
I., iv. 32 note 1

Thekoa, besieged by Simon, vii. 569
Theocracy in Israel, ii. 1 sq., 145-51

;

dissolution of pure theocracy, 269 sqq.

;

its attitude towards the monarchy, iii.

3 sqq. ; its reconciliation with the

Basileo-Theocracy, 200, 205; its rela-

tion to the Messianic hope, iv. 60, 201

sqq. ; its struggles against corruption,

236 ; its relations to monarchy, 288
Theodorus, son of Zeno, attacked by
Alexander Janngeus, v. 388 ; his trea-

sures concealed in Gerasa, 391

Theodosius, a Samaritan disputant in

Alexandria, v. 354
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THE

Theodotus, author of an epic poem ou the

history of iShechem, v. 260; probably
the same, viii. G'2

Theophilus, historical writer, viii. 62

Theophilus, Luke's friend, vii. 33

Theophrastus, a pupil of Aristotle, writes

about the Judeans, v. 247
Theos, a king of that name said to have

forced his way into the temple, v. 283
note 6

Therapeutae, the, in Egypt, v. 375 ; their

characteristics, 376 sq.

Thermuthis, Egyptian princess, ii. 88
Thessalonica, Paul at, vii. 371 sq.

Thessalonians, second epistle to the,

vii. 373 ; first epistle to, 378
Theudas, pseudo-Messiah, vii. 414
Theudion, involved in a conspiracy against

Herod, v. 446
Thomas, the Apostle, surnamed Didy-

mus, vi. 303 ; at the Resurrection, vii.

69 sq.
;
journeys of, viii. 104

Thrace, Judeans in, v. 239
Thracians, employed as mercenaries by

Herod, v. 420
Threx, a fortress near Jericho, v. 401

note 7

Tiberias, city, its founding by Ant
i
pas,

vi. 75; growth of, vii. 265 sq.
;
given

to Agrippa II., 422 ; indignant thereat,

533 ; Josephus' escape from, 537
;

Vespasian enters, 548
Tiberius, legend about in Tertullian, vii.

274
Tibni, set up as a rival to Omri, iv. 37
Tiglath-Pileser, king of Assyria, his con-

quests, iv. 151; his aid entreated by
Ahaz, 160; deportation of Israelites

under, 160, 215; receives Ahaz at

Damascus, 171 ; his death, 162 ; length

of his reign, 299 note 2

Tigranes, king of Armenia, occupies

iSyria, and retires again to Armenia,
V. 393

Tigranes. Armenian kings descended
from Herod, vii. 237, 407

Time, cycles of, viii. 179
Timnath-serah, town, ii. 267, 277
Timotheus, leader of an Ammonite in-

surrection, V. 313
Timotheus (Timothy), his youth and

conversion, vii. 365 sq. ; with Paul on
his third journey, 387 -sq. ; imprisoned,

471 ; death of, viii. 199. ISee Pastoral

Epistles

Tiphsah, city of the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes, conquered by Menahem, iv. 154

Tirhakah, Ethiopian king in southern
Egypt, despatches an embas.sy to Heze-
kiah, iv. 179; marches from Egypt,
182 ; his African conquests, 241 note 1

Tirithana, place at the foot of Gerizim in

Samaria, vi. 69

TRA

Tirshatha, the, v. 87 sq. ; the office ap-

parently in abeyance after the dt-athof

Zerubbabul, 118. See ZcriMa/^cl

Tirz^h, the resilience of the kings of the

Ten Tribes, iv. 23 ; Baasha buried in,

35 ; besieged by Omri, 36 ; abandoned
as a capital by him, 37 ; I'ivalled Jeru-

salem in its beauty, 42 ; native place

of Menahem, 154
Tishbeh, in Gilead, native place of Eli-

jah, iv. 64
Tithes, after destruction of Jerusalem,

viii. 44, 267
Titus, Paul's friend and disciple, vii.

345, viii. 109
Titus, Vespasian's son, fetches two

legions from Egypt to Palestine, vii.

542 sq. ; intercedes with his father

for Jost'phus, 547; takes Gamala and
Tariclisea, 548 sq. ; sails for Alex-
andria, 574 ; besieges Jerusalem, 577
sq. ; reverses sustained by him, 588
sq. ; energetic prosecution of the siege,

589 sq. ; his fierce exasperation at the

obstinacy of the besieged, 596 sq.

;

his wall round Jerusalem, 598 sq. ; at

the taking of the temple, 603 sq.

;

his action after the victory, 607 sq-

;

restores privileges to Judeans of

Antioch, viii. 16 ; his relation to

Berenice, 19 ; his friendship for

Josephus, 69, 72
Tob, or Tubin, district, ii. 392, iii. 153
Tobiah, governor of Ammon, v. 153 ; his

anger at the rebuilding of Jerusalem,

154 ; his league with the Philistines,

155; his secret correspondence with
nobles at Jerusalem, 157; a residence

in the temple assigned him, 159
Tobias, son of Tobit, v. 210 sq.

Tobias, sons of, the, v. 271, 277
Tobit, a member of the tribe of Naphtali,

story of, V. 209 sqq.

Tobit, book of, representations of rela-

tions between Israel and the heathen,

V. 33 note 1, 93, 131 ; artificial

names in, 189 note 1 ; its date and
story, 209 sqq., 474 note 2 ; book of

Judith compared with, 478
Toi, king of Hamath, iii. 156
Tola, judge, ii. 366, 370
Tongues, gift of, vii. 94 sq.

Tophet, built by Manasseh, iv. 209
Towers, of David, iii. 257; of .Solomon,

in Antilibanus, 257
Trachoneans, their disturbances in the

reign of Herod, v. 440, 442
Trachonitis, assigned to IMiilip, v. 455

note 6

Tradition, its nature, i. 13-45; its multi-

plication, 16 ; its sources, 14-31 ; its

stages, 31-41 ; its committal to writ-

ing, 41 sqq. ; Arabian tradition, 20,
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33 ; of the Elders in Philo's works,
vii. 210

;
(Massora), in the Eabbinic

schools, viii. 42
Trajan, treatment of Christians by, viii.

229 sq. ; of .ludeaiis, 274 sq.

Trajan's Day, viii. 280
Transfiguration, of Christ, vi. 353 sq.

;

John's treatment of, 402 sq.

Treason, nature and guilt of, iii. fi

Trial of Israel in the desert, ii, 195

Tribes of Israel and their subdivisions,

i. 363 sqq., ii. 275 sq.; central, 276-
83 ; southern, 283-90 ; northern,

290-94, 320-24 ; beyond the Jordan,

294-303, 323-25; settlement of all

the tribes, 306-8 ; their territories,

274-310
Tribes, the Ten, kingdom of. See Israel

Trophimus, Ephesian friend of Paul's,

vii. 397. 433
Trypho, the opponent of Justin Martyr,

viii. 149

Tryphon, a Syrian noble, sets up Alex-
ander Balas as king of Syria, v. 331

;

invites Jonathan to Beth-shean, 333
;

makes him prisoner at Ptolemais, ibid.

;

marches south, follov.-ed by Simon,

ibid. ; executes Jonathan, 334 ; and
Antiochus the younger, ibid. ; defeated

by Antioehus Sidetes, 338
Tubal, probably a designation of Scythian

tribes, iv. 229
Tubal-Cain, i. 272 sq.

Tubin, the land of, Judeans in, oppressed

by the Ammonites, v. 313
Turbo, Marcius, viii. 273
Twelve, Council of the, retained by Ezra,

V. 170
Twelve heads of a community, i. 362

sqq.

Twelve, the Apostles, vi. 299-306 ; the

practical training of, 315 sq. ; only

one of present at crucifixion, 442

;

their end, viii. 104 sq. ; as distin-

guished from simple teachers, 191 sq.

Twelve Tribes of Israel, the idea still

preserved, v. 86, 95
Types (prototypes) of the nation, i. 288

sqq.

Tyre, Hiram, king of, iii. 226 sq., 277,

292, 297 note 2

Tyre, connection of the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes with, through the marriage
of Ahab and Jezebel, iv. 39 ; allusion

to, in Ps. xlv., 124 note 1 ; attacked

by Shalmaneser, 162 ; ambassadors
sent from, to Zedekiah, 268 ; besieged

by Nabuchodrozzor, 270, 277, 300
;

probably the seat of a Persian gover-
nor, V, 88 note 2 ; embassy of Jason
to games of Heracles at, 294 ; its op-

pression of Judeans in Galilee, 314;
Christ's journey thither, vi. 347

VAR

Tyrian chronology, iv. 299 sq. ; sailors,

employed in transporting timber for

the second temple, v. 101

Tyropceon, valley of fhe, north of Zion,

iii. 124, 254 sq., 258, vii. 582 sq.

Unction-, the, of the kings, iii. 6, 7, 20,

66, 211, 272
Unity and spirituality of God, ii. 120-

23
' Unnamed, the Great,' v. 4 note 5, 15

note 4, 22; proclaims the mission of

Israel to the heathen, 29 ; looks for

the glory of Jerusalem, 32 ; but not

for a Messiah, 36 ; his prophetic

teachings, 42 sqq. ; lived in Egypt, 42
;

completes the prophetic work of the

Old Covenant, 43 ;
proclaims the

direct interposition of Jahveh, 36, 53
;

i-efers to the sacred vessels, 78 note 2
;

anticipations of assistance from the

heathen, 79 note 3 ; warnings about
the temple, 100, See Isaiah, book of

' Upper house of Ahaz,' the, iv. 169

Upright, book of the, iii. 282
Ur of the Clialdees, i. 283 sq.

Uriah the Hittite, a Gibbor, iii. 139

note 5 ; his prowess, 143 ; his religion,

144 note 3 ; falls before Eabbah, 166
Uriel, of Gibeab, father of Michaiah, iv.

47 note 8, 50 note 1

Urijah, a prophet of Kirjath-jearim, exe-

cuted by Jehoiakim, iv. 253
Urijah, high-priest under Ahaz, erects a

new altar in the temple court, iv. 171

Urim and Thummim, the, loss of, after

the destruction of Jerusalem, v. 85
;

not restored, 171

Usha (Husheh), Galilean town, viii. 288

Usous, i. 233 sq.

Uz, land, i. 345
Uzz;i's garden, iii. 273 note 5

Uzzah, son of Abinadab, struck dead at

the removal of the ark, iii. 126

Uzziah, son of Aniaziah, king of Judah,

subjugates Edom, iv. 131 note 1 ; con-

quers Gath, ibid. ; length of his reign,

lis, 143; his foreign campaigns, 143;

his leprosy, 145 sq. ; his militia and

agriculture, 144; his death, 166

Valley of blessing, iv. 56

Valley of Jehoshapliat, iv. 56

Vafhres, an Egyptian king, iii. 225 note 2

Varus, Agrippa II. 's representative, vii.

328, 509
Varus, probably brother of Lysanias, vii.

420 sq.

V^arus, Quintilius, governor of Syria, con-

victs Antipater, v. 447; suppresses
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VEN

an insurrection at Jerusalem, 452 ; fur-

ther proceedings, 453 sq. ; called

Asuerus, 454 note 2

Ventidius, governor of Syria, v. 413
A^'eronica, supposed to be the woman with

issue of blood, vi. 321

Vespasian, arrives at Tyre, vii. 542; in

Galilee, 543 sq. ; in the south of

Palestine, 552 sq. ; at the gates of

Jerusalem, 572 sq. ; leaves Palestine,

573 sq. ; his measures for extermi-

nating the Judean State, 612 ; his

kindness towards Josephus, viii. 17;
his conquest of Comagene, 31 ;

his

death a relief to Judeans, 46, 53 ; his

mode of treating Judeans at last fully

adopted, 294
Vessels, the sacred, restored by Cyrus, v.

78 ; story of their restox'ation by Darius,

126 sq.

Vine, on coins, v. 340 ; a golden, pre-

sented to Pompey, 398
Violence of prophetism in tlie kingdom

of the Ten Tribes, iv. 65, 119, 128 sq.,

288 ; of the reforms of Josiah, in Judah,

238 sq. ; the danger of monarchy, 288
Virgin, fount of the, at Jerusalem, iii.

254
Virtues, the Four Grecian, in Philo's

system, vii. 218, 227
Vitellius, L , Syrian governor, vi. 70, 79,

vii. 327
Vologeses, Parthian king, in war witli

Izates, vii. 406
Volumnius, deputy governor of Syria,

sent by Herod to Rome, v. 443
Vow, Nazirite, PauUs action with regard

to, vii. 432
Vows, ii. 391 sq.

VVadi Kelt, not to be identified with the

brook Cherith, iv. 105 note 1

War, booty in, iii. 37, 106; laws of,

softened in Deuteronomy, iv. 224

;

service in, dispensation of Judeans
from, vii. 5t)8 ; Jewish, see Joscphus,

Jeruf-alem

Wars of Jahveh, book of the. See Jahveh
Wars, the, of Saul, iii. 43; of David, 146-

60; of Solomon, 216-21
Water, supply of, to Jerusah/m, iii. 252

sq. ; improved by Hezekiah, iv. 175;
flowing near the Synagogues, vii. 308

;

water and wine at tlie Lord's Supper,

according to Justin Martyr, origin of

idea, 124

Widows' Institute, viii. 201
Whitsunday, the first, vii. 88 sq.

Wisdom, book of, iii. 318
Wisdom of Jesus, son of Sirach. the

[Ecclesiasticus], v. 189 sq., 262 sqq.
;

preface to, 263, 272 note 4

ZAR

Wisdom of Solomon, the, iii. 279, 318;
its view of the pre-eminence of Israel,

V. 459 ; its date and contents, 479 sqq.

Wi.sdom or philosophy, progress of, iii.

276 sqq.
;
pursuit of, in Israel, iv. 19,

115; among the Idumeans, 192; in

Judah, 200; rehition to the Logos in

Philo's system, vii. 216 sq.

Witch of Endor, iii. 51

Woman, lier position in Israel, iv. 134;
the, taken in adultery, vi. 366

Women, the, of Christ's society, vi. 305
' Wonl of God,' Messianic name, vi. 116

sq. See Logos
Words of Christ not in four Gospels, vi.

218
Works. See Christian Faith
Works of Christ, two kinds of, vi. 219 sq.

See Miracles

Worship of images, ii. 124 sq.

Worship, public, organised by Ezra, v.

145

Writing. See Character

Xerxes, Egypto-Persian wars under, v.

148 note 3

Xylophory, Judean festival, vii. 503
Xystus(Sixtus), sixth Roman bishop, viii.

247; Proverbs of, 247-50

Ykmen, settlement of Judeans in, viii. 15,

274

Zab, river, between Adiabene and Nineveh,
iv. 150

Zabadeans, a tribe in the Arabian desert,
conquered by Jonathan, v. 332

'Zabulon, the men of,' vii. 511
Zacchffius, rich tax-gatherer at Jericho,

vi. 388
Zachariah, son of Jeroboam II., king of

Israel, iv. 118, 133
Zadok, appointed high-priest with Abia-

thar, iii. 134
; offers to accompany David

on his flight, 180; sent to conciliate
Judah after Absalom's death, 190

;

supports Solomon's claim, 209; his
house receives the high -priesthood
alone, 213; and retains it, 26S

Zadok, founder of the school of Saddu-
cees, V. 275

Zair (in 2 Kings viii. 20-22), probably
identical with Zoar, iv. 94, note 4

Zamzummiin, nation, i. 229
Zara, v. 391 note 6

Zarathustrian religion, the, its nature, v.

39 sq. ; effect of, on Jahveism, 183 sqq.,

188 sq.

Zarepath. a city of Sidon. iv. 68, 105
Zai-than, in the Jordan vallev, iii. 235
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ZEA

Zealots, and Zealots of the Law, ri. 49

sq. ; Simon, son of Gamaliel, model of,

vii. 194 ; Paul one of tliem, 280 ; rapid

ascendency of, towards end of Apos-
tolic age, 488 sq. ; as conspirators,

499 sq. ; ttie party of learned Zealots,

659 sq. ; their degeneracy, 567 ; the

rise of the popular Zealots, 568 sq. ; of

the priestly Zealots, 574 sq. ; their

massacre at Jerusalem, 590 ; and at

Machserus, 614 sq. ; end of their reign,

viii. 4 sq., 24 sq. ; return to their me-
thods, 266

Zebedee, the father of James and John,

vi. 181 sq.

Zeboim, valley of, iii. 33

Zebulon, tribe, ii. 290, 292
Zechariah, prophet of Judah under Uz-

ziah, iv. 144 ; his address to the Judean
residents in Babylon, v. 129; his pro-

phetic power, 175; influence of Zara-

thustrian ideas upon, 185, 188; his

style, 188; as Messianic prophet, vi.

108 sq., 394
Zechariah, book of, ix.-xi., prophetic

author of, vol. iv.5, 14 note 1, 132, 157,

161 note 2, 174; xii.-xiii. 6, xiv., 272
note 1,279 ; i. 7-vi. 8, vol. v. Ill note

2, 184 note 1

Zechariah, son of the high priest Jehoiada,

stoned in the temple, iv. 141

Zedekiah, a prophet, executed by Nabu-
chodrozzor, iv. 269 note 3

Zedekiah (Mattaniah), son of Josiah, king

of Judah, placed on the throne by
Nabuchodrozzor, iv. 265

;
position of

parties in his reign, 266, 267 ; his in-

capacity, 268 ; visits Babylon, 268
;

contemplates revolt, 269 ; his rebellion,

270 ; consults Jeremiah, 272 ; his

flight and capture, 274 ; carried to

Kiblah, 274 ; and thence to Babylon,

274
Zedekiah, son of Chenaanah, a prophet of

the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, iv. 76
;

promises Ahab success against Eamoth
Gilead, 76

Zelah, family tomb of Saul at, iii. 137

Zelek, an Ammonite, iii. 144 note 3

Zemaraim, the northernmost point of the

territory of Judah, iv. 48

Zeno, governor of Philadelphia, v. 343

;

was the father of Theodorus, 388 note

4 ; read Zeno's son for, in Jos. Antiq.

XV., 391 note 5

Zenodorus, in possession of the greater

part of the principality of Lysanias, v.

436
Zephaniah, a prophet of Judah, his survey

of foreign affairs, iv. 1[)8 7iote 1; his

ministry, 232 ; his language, 279
Zephaniah, book of, iv. 2L)f note 3, 219

sq., 230

ZIP

Zephathah, defeat of the Ethiopians at,

by Asa, iv. 50
Zerah,the Ethiopian, his campaign against

Asa, iv. 50 sq.

Zered, river, the southern boundary of
the kingdom of Israel, iv. 4 note 1

;

southern boundary of Moab, the allied

kings of Israel, Judah, and Edom at,

88
Zereda, in Ephraim, native place of Jero-

boam, iii. 304
Zezin, site of the ancient Jezreel, iv. 40
Zerubbabel, a Chaldean name, v. 33 note 2

Zerubbabel, his family, v. 83 sq. ; his name
and titles, 83 note 5, 87, 88 note 1

;

his position on his first arrival at

Jerusalem, 86 ; his duties as Tirshatha,

87; contributes largely to the building

of the temple, 100 ; falls into disgrace,

107 ; addressed by Haggai, 109, 111
;

and referred to by Zechariah, HI ; un-
certainty as to the date of his death,

117; Messianic hopes gather round him,

117 ; later views of, 125 ; no descend-
ant filled his office of Tirshatha, 118;
tradition of his return to Babylon, 118
note 8 ; his descendants, ihid.; probable
calamities of his later years, 120; may
be the author of Ps. cxxxii., ibid.

;

probably the author of Ps. cxxxviii.,

125; living at the consecration of the

temple, ibid. ; story of the way in

which he obtained from Darius the

restoration of the sacred vessels, 126

sq. ; apocalypse of, by a Eabbinical

writer, 128; various traditions about
him incorporated by Josephus, 128
note 3 ; temple of, 432, 433 note 1

Zeruiah, sister of David, mother of Joab,

Abishai, and Asahel, iii. 113

Zeus, temples at Jerusalem and on Geri-

zim dedicated to, v. 298
Zibah, house steward of Saul, iii. 135;

brings David a present on his flight,

181; does homage to David, 190; di-

vides Saul's estates with Mephibosheth,
191

Ziklag, a Philistine city, David's settle-

ment at, iii. 101 ; sacked by the Ama-
lekites, 104 ; its history, iv. 3 note 3

Zimri, assassinates Elah, iv. 35 ; becomes
king of the Ten Tribes, 36 ; besieged

in Tirzah by Omri, 36
;
perishes in his

burning palace, 24, 36

Zin, desert, ii. 193 sq.

Zion, i.e. dry mountain, iii. 121, 123, 125,

163, 221, 254, 273, 288, 304; David's

grave upon, 203, 228 note 1
;
quarters

of the high-priest on, 248 ;
arsenal on,

250 note 1 ; fortification of, by Solomon,
258 sq.

Ziph, wilderness of, south-east of Hebron,

iii. 92, 93
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ZOA

Zoan. Soo 7](/iis

Zoiir, city, i. 314
Zo^ali, .Saul's wars with t ho kings of, iii.

43; kingdom of, lo*>; its situation,

152 sq. ; remains faithful to David in

Al)sah)nrs rebellion, 184; bronze ac-

quired in the (onqui'St of. 229

Zobaiba. not to I'O identified with Zobali,

111. lo4 7io,'e 2

Zodiac, the ilrs' in

iv. 100

'iition of the signs of,

ZUP

Zoiliis, an upstart piiiice, attacked by
yVlexander Jannoeus, v. 387

ZooLitry, ii. 58

Zorah, city of Judah, iv. 2 7}oto 2

Zoroaster. See Z'lrathustrian Reli<^i"n

Zoroastrian religions, introduced into

Jud.ih under Ahaz, iv. 169 ; and under
Zodekiah, 268

Zorobabtd, Hellenistic form of Z'^rub-

babcl, V. 83 noU' 5

Zuph, land cf, iii. 19 note 3

THE END.
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HISTOEY of the PAPACY during the EEFOEMATION.
By the Rev. M. Creighton. 8vo. Vols.l. and II. 1378-U64, 32s. ; Vols.

III. and IV. 1464-1518, 245.

The HISTOEICAL GEOGEAPHY of EUEOPE. By
Edward A. Freeman. With 65 Maps. 2 vols. 8vo. 31s. Qd.

HISTOEY of the EOMANS under the EMPIEE. By
Dean Merivale. 8 vols, post 8vo. 48s.

DON JOHN of AUSTEIA; or, Passages from the
History of the Sixteenth Century, 1547-1578. By Sir W. S. Maxwell. With
numerous Illustrations engraved on Wood, taken from Authentic Contemporary
Sources. Library Edition. 2 vols, royal 8vo. 42s.

HISTOEY of CIVILISATION in ENGLAND and
FRANCE, SPAIN and SCOTLAND. By H. T. Buckle. 3 vols, crown
8vo. 24s.

The HISTOEY of EUEOPEAN MOEALS from
AUGUSTUS to CHARLEMAGNE. By W. E. H. Lecky. 2 vols, crown
8vo. 16s.

HISTOEY of tlie EISE and INFLUENCE of the SPIEIT
of RATIONALISM in EUROPE. By W. E. H. Lecky. 2 vols, crown
8vo. 16s

DEMOCEACY m EUEOPE: a History. By Sir T.
Erskine May. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s.

DEMOCEACY in AMEEICA. By A. De Tocqueville.
Translated by H. Reeve. 2 vols, crown 8v(). 16.?.

The HISTOEY of PHILOSOPHY, from Thales to Comte.
By G. H. Lf.wks. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s.

The HISTOEY of ISEAEL. By Professor Heinrich
Ewald. Translated from the German. Vols. I.-Y. 8vo. 63s. Vol. VI.

Christ and His Times, 8vo. 16s. Vol. VII. The Apostolic Age, 8vo. 21s.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO.
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Abbott.—The Elements of Logic.
By T. K. Abbott, B.D. i2mo. 3^.

Acton. — Modern Cookery for
Private Families. ])>• Eliza Acton.
With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 4J. 6d.

iEschylus.— The Eumenides of
yJ^scHYLUS: a Critical Edition, with

Metrical English Translation. By John
F. Davies, M.A. Professor of Latin in

the Queen's College, Galway. 8vo. 7^-.

A. K. H. "^.—The Essays and Con-
TRiBUTioxs OF A. K. H. i?.— Uniform
Cabinet Editions in crown Svo.

Autumn Holidays ofa Country Parson, y.dd.
Changed Aspects of Unchanged Truths,

Commonplace Philosopher, 3^-. 6^/.

Counsel and Comfort from a City Pulpit,

Zs. ed.

Critical Essays of a Country Parson, 3^-. 61L

Graver Thoughts of a Country Parson.

Three Series, 35-. 6d. each.

Landscapes, Churches, and Moralities,

3^. 6d
Leisure Hours in Town, 35-. 6d,

Lessons of Middle Age, 3^. 6d.

Our Little Life. Two Series, 3^. 6d. each.

Present Day Thoughts, 3^-. 6d.

Recreations of a Country Parson. Three
Series, 3^-. 6d. each.

Seaside Musings, "^s. 6d.

Sunday Afternoons in the Parish Church of

a University City, 3^'. 6d.

Aldridge. — Ranch Notes in
Kaxsas, Colorado, the Indian
Territory and Northern Texas.
By Reginald Aldridc.e. Crown Svo.

with 4 Illustrations, 5^.

Allen.—Flowers and their Pedi-
grees. By Grant Allen. With 50
Illustrations engraved on Wood. Crown
Svo. 5j.

Alma Tadema.—Lovi-^s Martyr;
a Novel. By Miss Laurence Alma
Tadema. Crown Svo. 6s.

Alpine Club (The).— Guides and
Maps.

The Alpine Guide. By John
Ball, M.R.I. A. Post Svo. with Maps
and other Illustrations :

—
The Eastern Alps., \os. 6d.

Central Alps. p. 6d.

Western Alps. 6s. 6d.

The Alpine Cl ubMap of Switzer
LAND. Edited by R. C. Nichols.
4 Sheets in Portfolio, 42^, coloured, or

34J-. uncoloured.

Enlarged Alpine Club Map op
THE Swiss and Italian Alps. In

8 Sheets, price \s. 6d. each.

On Alpine Travelling and the
Geology of the Alps. Post Svo. is.

Amos.— Works by Sheldon Amos,
M.A.

A Primer of the English Con-
stitution AND Government. Crown
Svo. 6 J".

A Systematic View of the
Science of Jl'risprl'dexce, Svo. iSj.

Anstey.— The Black Poodle, and
other Stories. By F. Anstey, Author of

'Vice Versa.' With Frontispiece by G.
T)u Maurier and Initial Letters by the

Author. Crown Svo. 6j-.

Aristophanes.— The Acharnians
of ARiSToriiAXES. Translated into

English Verse by Ror.ERT Vei.verton
Tyrrell, M.A. Dublin. Crown Svo.

2S. 6d.

./^.ristotle.—The Works of.

The Politics, G. Bekker's Greek
Text of Books L III. IV. (VII.) with
an English Translation by W. E.

BoLLANi), M.A. ; and short Introductory

Essays by A. Lang, M.A. Crown Svo.

7J-. 6d. [Continued on next page.
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Aristotle.—The Works of (cont.)

The Politics ; Introductory Essays..

By Andrew Lang. (From Bolland and
Lang's ' Politics.') Crown 8vo. 2s. 6ii.

The Ethics ; Greek Text, illustrated

with Essays and Notes. By Sir Alexan-
der Grant, Bart. M.A. LL.D. 2 vols.

8vo. 32.5'.

The Nicomachean Ethics, Newly
Translated into English. By Robert
Williams, Barrister-at-Law. Crown
8vo. 7J-. dd.

Armstrong.— Works bv George
Francis Armstrong, I'.LA.

Poems : Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp.
8vo. 6s.

King Saul. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part I.) Fcp. Svo. 5,?.

King Da fid. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part II.) Fcp. Svo. 6s.

King Solomon. (The Tragedy of
Israel, Part III.) Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Ugone: a Tragedy. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

A Garland from Greece ; Poems.
Fcp. Svo. 9i-.

Stories of Wicklow ; Poems. Fcp.
Svo. 9J-.

The Life and Letters ofEdmund
J. Armstrong. Fcp. Svo. 7^. 6d.

Armstrong.— Works bv Edmund
y. Armstrong.

Poetical JForks. Fcp. Svo. Ss.

Essays and Sketches. Fcp. Svo. ^s.

Arnold. — Works by Thomas
Arnold, D.D. Late Head-jnaster of
Rugby School.

Lntroductory Lectures on Mo-
dern History, delivered in 1S41 and

1842. Svo. 7J. 6d.

Sermons Preached mostly in
the Chapel of Rugby School. 6

vols, crown Svo. 30^-. or separately, 5j. each.

Miscellaneous Works. Svo. 7^. 6d.

Arnold.—A Manual of English
Literature, Historical and Critical.

By Thomas Arnold, M.A. Crown Svo.

7j. 6d.

Arnott.—The Elements of Phy-
sics or Natural Philosophy. By
Neil Arnott, M.D. Edited by A. Bain,

LL.D. and A. S. Taylor, M.D. F.R.S.

Woodcuts. Crown Svo. \2s. 6d.

Ashby. — Notes on Physiology
FOR THE Use of Studea ts Preparing
for Examination. With 120 Wood-
cuts. By Henry Ashby, M.D. Lond.
Fcp. Svo. 5^.

Bacon.—The Works and Life of.

Complete Works. Collected and
Edited by R. L. Ellis, M.A . J.
SrEDDiNG, M.A. and D. D. Heath.
7 vols. Svo. £'^. 1 3J. 6d.

Letters and Life including all
HIS Occasional JJ^orrs. Collected
and Edited, with a Commentary, by J
Spedding. 7 vols. Svo. jC4. 4s.

The Essays; with Annotations,
By Richard Whately, D.D., sometime
Archbishop of Dublin. Svo. los. 6d.

'

The Essays; with Introduction,
Notes, and Index. By E. A. Abbott,
D.D. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. pjice 6s. Text
and Index only, without Introduction

and Notes, in i vol. fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

The Promus of Formularies and
Elegancies, illustrated by Passages from
Shakespeare. By Mrs. H. Pott,
Svo. i6j-.

The BADMINTON LIBRARY,
edited by the Duke of Beaufort, K.G.
assisted by Alfred E. T. Watson.

HUNTLNG. By the Duke of Beau-
fort, K.G. and Mowbray Morris.
With Contributions by the Earl of Suffolk

and Berkshire, Rev. E. W. L. Davies,

Digby Collins, and Alfred E. T. Watson.
With Coloured Frontispiece and 53 Illus-

trations by J, Sturgess, T. Charlton, and
Agnes M. Biddulph. Crown Svo. igj-. 6d.

FLSILLNG. By H. Cholmondeley-
Pennell. With Contributions by the

ISIarquis of Exeter, Henry R. Francis,

M.A., jNIajor John P. Traherne, and G.
Christopher Davies.

Vol. I. Salmon, Trout, and Grayling.

With 150 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. \os. 6d.

Vol. II. Pike and other Coarse Fish.

With 58 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. lOs. 6d.

RACING and STEEPLECHAS-
ING. By the Earl of Suffolk,
W. G. Craven, The Hon. F. Lawley,
A. Coventry, and A. E. T. Watson.
With Coloured Frontispiece and 56 Illus-

trations by J. Sturgess. Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

SHOOTING. By Lord Walsing-
HAM and Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey,
with Contributions by Lord Lovat, Lord

Charles Kerr, The Hon. G. Lascelles,

and Archibald Stuart Wortley. With
numerous Illustrations by A. Stuart

Wortley &c.

Vol. I. Field and Covert. Cr. Svo. 10^. 6</.

Vol.11. Moor and Marsh. Cr. Svo. loj-. 6^'.

*^* Other volumes in preparation.
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Bagehot.— JJo/^as

Bagriiot, M.A.
BY Walter

BiOGRAniiCAL Studies. 8vo. 12^.

Economic Studies. 8vo. 105. (yd.

Literary Studies. 2 vols. 8vo.
rortrait. 2^s.

The Postulates of English Po-
litical Economy. Student's Edition.

With a Preface by Alfred Marshall, Tro-

fessor of Political Economy, Cambridge.
Crown Svo. 2.c. dd.

Bagwell. — Ireland under the
Ti'DORS, with a Succinct Account of

the Earlier History. Compiled from the

State Papers and other authentic sources.

By Richard Bagwell, M.A. Vols. I.

and II. From the first invasion of the

Northmen to the year 1578. With Maps
and Index. 2 vols. Svo. 32^-.

Vol. III., completing the work, is in

preparation.

BY AlENANDERBain. — Works
Bain, LL.D.

Mental and Moral Science ; a
Compendium of Psychology and Ethics.

Crown Svo. \os. 6d.

The Senses and the Intellect.
Svo. 1 5J.

The Emotions and the Will.
Svo. 1 5 J.

Practical Essays. Crown Svo.
4J-. 6d.

Logic, Deductive and Inductive.
Part I. Deduction, 4J. Part II. In-

diictioHt ds. 6d.

James Mill; a Biography. Crown
Svo. 5^.

John Stuart Mill; a Criticism,

with Personal Recollections. Crown
Svo. 2s. 6d.

Baker.— Works by Sir Samuel
W. Baker, M.A.

Eight Years in Ceylon. Crown
Svo. Woodcuts. 5J-.

The Rifle and the Hound in
Ceylon. Crown Svo. Woodcuts. 5^-.

Beaconsfield.— JVorks by the
Earl of Beaconsfield, K.G.

Novels and Tales. The Hugh-
enden Edition. With 2 Portraits and ii

\'igncttes. 11 vols. Crown Svo. 42^-.

Endymion.
Lothair. Henrietta Temjile.

Coningsby. Contarini Fleming, &c.
.Sybil. Ahoy, Ixiun, &c.

Tancred
|

The Voung Duke, &c.
Venetia.

j
Vivian Grey.

Novels and Tales. Cheap Edition,
complete in 11 vols. Crown Svo. is.

each, boards ; is. 6d. each, cloth.

Selected Speeches. "With Intro-
duction and Notes, by T. E. Kebuel,
M.A. 2 vols. Svo. Portrait, 32^.

The Wit and Wisdom of Ben-
jamin Disraeli, Earl of Beacons-
field. Crown Svo. is. boards, is. 6d.

cloth.

Becker.— Works by Professor
Becker, translatedfrom the German by

the Rev. F. Metcalf.

Gallus ; or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. Post Svo. js. 6d.

CiiARicLEs ; or, Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
Post Svo. 7j. dd.

Bent.— The Cvclades ; or, Life
among the Insular Greeks. By J. Theo-
dore Bent, B.A. Oxon ; with Map^
Crown Svo. 12s. 6d.

Boultbee.— Works by the Pek
T. P Boultbee, LL.D.

A Commentary on the 39 Arti-
cles of the Church of England. Crown
Svo. 6s.

A History OF the Church of Eng-
land ; Pre-Reformation Period. Svo.
15^.

Bourne. — U\->rks by John
Bourne, C.E.

A Treatise ON the Steam Engine,
in its application to Mines, Mills, Steam
Navigation, Railways, and Agriculture.
With 37 Plates and 546 Woodcuts. 4to.
42J.

Catechism of the Steam Engine
in its various Apjilications in the Arts, to
which is now added a chapter on Air and
Gas Engines, and another devoted to
Useful Rules, Tables, and Memoranda.
Illustrated by 212 Woodcuts. Crown Svo.
"Js. 6d. [Continued on next />a^e.
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Bourne. — IVorks bv John
Bourne^ C.E.—continued.

Handbook of the Steam Engine;
a Key to the Author's Catechism of the

Steam Engine. With 67 Woodcuts, Fcp.

8vo. 9J-.

Recent Improvements in the
Steam Engine, With 124 Woodcuts.

Fcp. 8vo. ds.

Enamples of Steam and Gas
Engines, with 54 Plates and 356 W^ood-

cuts. 4to. 70J-.

Bowen. — Harroif Songs and
OTHER J 'ERSES. By Edward E.

BowEN, Assistant-Master at Harrow.
Fcp. 8vo, 2s. 6i/. ; or printed on hand-

made paper, ^s.

Brabourne.—Friends and Foes
FROM Fairyland. By the Right Hon.
Lord Brabourne, Author of ' Higgledy-

Piggledy,' ' Whispers from Fairyland,'

&c. With 20 Illustrations by Linley

Sambourne. Crown Svo. 6s.

Bramston & 'L^toy.—Historic
Winchester ; England's First Capital.

By A. R. Bramston and A. C. Leroy.
Cr. Svo. ds.

Brande's Dictionary of Science,
Literature, and Art. Re-edited by

the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart., M. A.

3 vols, medium Svo. 63^-.

Brassey. — Works by Lady
Brassey.

A Voyage in the ^Sunbeam' our
Home on the Ocean for Eleven
Months. With Map and 65 Wood
Engravings.

Cabinet Edition, crown Svo. ^js. 6d.

School Edition, fcp. 2s.

Popular Edition, 4to. 6d.

Sunshine and Storm in the East;
or, Cruises to Cyprus and Constantinople.

With 2 Maps and 114 Illustrations en-

graved on Wood.
Library Edition, Svo. 21s.

Cabinet Edition, crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

Jn the Trades, the Tropics, and
the ^ Roaring Forties' ; or, Fourteen

Thousand Miles in the Sunbeam in 18S3.

With 292 Illustrations engraved on Wood
from drawings by R. T. Pritchett, and

Eight Maps and Charts.

l^ditionde Luxe, imp. Svo. ;^3. ly. 6d.

Library Edition, Svo. 21s.

Browne.—An Exposition of the
39 Articles, Historical and Doctrinal.

By E. H. Browne, D.D., Bishop of

Winchester. Svo. i6s.

Buckle.— Works byHenr yThoma s
Buckle.

History of Civilisation in Eng-
land and France, Spain and Scot-
land. 3 vols, crown Svo. 24^-.

Miscellaneous and Posthumous
Works. A New and Abridged Edition.

Edited by Grant Allen. 2 vols, crown
Svo. 2 1 J.

Buckton.— Works by Mrs. C. M.
Buckton.

Food and Home Cookery; a Course
of Instruction in Practical Cookery. With
II W^oodcuts. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Health in the House: Twenty-
five Lectures on Elementary Physiology.

With 41 Woodcuts and Diagrams. Crown
Svo. 2s.

Our Dwellings : Healthy and Un-
healthy. With 39 Illustrations. Crown
Svo. IS. 6d.

Bull.— IVoRKs BY Thomas Bull,
M.D.

Hints to Mothers on the Man-
agement of their Health during the

Period of Pregnancy and in the Lying-in

Room. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d.

The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease.
Fcp. Svo. IX. 6d.

BuUinger.—A Critical Lexicon
and Concordance to the English
and Greek New Testame\t. To-
gether with an Index of Greek Words
and several Appendices. By the Rev.

E. W. BuLLiNGER, D.D. Royal Svo. 15^.

Burnside and Panton.— 27/^:

Theory of Equations. With an In-

troduction to the Theory of Binary

Algebraic Forms. By William Snow
Burnside, M.A. and Arthur William
PANTON, M.A. Svo. I2J'. 6d.

Cabinet Lawyer, The ;
a Popular

Digest of the Laws of England, Civil,

Criminal, and Constitutional. Fcp.Sv0.9i-.

Carlyle. — Thomas and Jane
JVelsh Carlyle.

Thomas Carlyle, a History of the
first Forty Years of his Life, 1 795-1 835
By J. A. Froude, M.A. With 2 Por-

traits and 4 Illustrations, 2 vols. Svo. 32J-.

Thomas Carlyle, a History of his

Life in London : from 1 834 to his death

in 1881. By J. A. Froude, M.A. 2 vols.

Svo. 32^.

Letters and Memorials of Jane
Welsh Carlyle. Prepared for pub-

lication by Thomas Carlyle, and edited

by J. A. Froude, M.A. 3 vols. Svo. 36^.
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Gates. — A Dictionary of
Gexeral Biography. Fourth Edition,

with Su}iplemcnt brought down to the

end of 18S4. V,y W. L. R. Catks. Syo.

28^'. cloth
; 35^. half-bouml russia.

Cicero.—The Corresfoxdexce of
Cicero: a revised Text, with Notes and
Prolegomena. By Rokekt V. Tyrrei-L,
M.A. Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin.

A'ols. I. and II. I2s, each.

Coats.—A Maxual of Pathology.
By Joseph Coats, M.D. Pathologist

to the Western Infirmary and the Sick

Children's Hospital, Glasgow. \Vith 339
Illustrations engraved on Wood. 8vo.

3IJ-. 6d.

Colenso.—The Pentateuch and
Book of Joshua Critically Ex-
AMixED. By J. W. Colenso, D.D.
late Bishop of Natal. Crown 8vo. 6^.

Conder. — A Handbook to the
Bible, or Guide to the Study of the Holy
Scriptures derived from Ancient Monu-
ments and Modern Exploration. By F.

R. Conder, and Lieut. C. R. Conder,
R. E. Post 8vo. 7^. 6d.

Conington. — Works by John
CONINGTON^ M.A.

The j^neid of Virgil. Trans-
lated into English Verse. Crown 8vo. qj-.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose. Crown 8vo. ()s.

Conybeare & Howson. — The
Life and Epistles of St. Pa ul..

By the Rev. W. J. Conybeare, M.A.
and the Very Rev. J. S. HowsoN, D.D.

Library Edition, with Maps, Plates, and
Woodcuts. 2 vols, square crown 8vo.

21X.

Student's Edition, revised and condensed,
with 46 Illustrations and Maps, i vol.

crown 8vo. ']s. 6ci.

Cooke. — Tablets of Anatomy.
Bv Thomas Cooke, F.R.C.S. Eng.
BIa. B.Sc. x^I.D. Paris. Fourth Edition,

being a selection of the Tablets believed
to be most useful to Students generally.

Post 4to. "js. 61/.

Cox. — The First Centtry of
Christiaxity. By IIomersham Cox,
M.A. 8vo. I2s.

Cox.— JVORKS BY THE PeY. SiR
G. IV. Cox, Bart., M.A.

' A General History OF Greece:
\

from the Earliest Period to the Death of

j

Alexander the Great ; with a Sketch of
the History to the Present Time. Witli

j

1 1 Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo. 7^-. 6</.

t

Lives of Greek Statesmen.
\'ol. I. Solon— Themistocles.

\
Vol. II. Epiiialtes—Hermokrates.
P^cp. 8vo. 2.S. dd. each.

*t* For other Works, sec * Epochs of
History,' p. 24.

Crawford.—Across the Pampas
AXD THE Andes. By Roisert Craw-
FORD, M.A. With Map and 7 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. 7^-. 6d.

Creig"hton. — History of the
Papacy During the Reformation.
By the Rev. M. Creighton, M.A.
Vols. I. and II. 8vo. 32^-.

Crookes. — Select Methods in
Chemical Axalysis (chiefly Inorganic).
By WiLLLVM Crookes, F.R.S. V.P.C.S.
With 37 Illustrations. 8vo. 2^s.

Crozier.— Civilization and Pro-
gress; being the Outline of a New
System of Political, Religious, and Social
Philosophy. By J. Beattie Crozier.
8vo. I4J'.

Crump.—A Short Enquiry into
the Formation of Political Opinion,
from the Reign of the Great Families to
the Advent of Democracy. By Arthur
Crump. 8vo. 7^-. 6d.

Culley.—Handbook of Practical
Telegraphy. By R. S. Culley,
M. Inst. C.E. Plates and Woodcuts.
8vo. ids.

Dante.—The Divine Comedy of
Dante Alighieri. Translated verse for
verse from the Original into Terza Rima.
By James Innes Mlnchln. Cr. Svo. 15^.

Davidson.—An Lntroduction to
the Study of the New Testament^
Oitical, Exegetical, and Theological.
By the Rev. S. Davidson, D.D. LL.D.
Revised Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 30^^.

Davidson.— 7//^ Logic of Defi-
xiTiox Explained and Applied. By
WiLLL\M L. Davidson, M.A. Crown
Svo. 6J.
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Dead Shot, The, or Sportsman's
Complete Guide: a Treatise on the

Use of the Gun, ^vith Lessons in the

Art of Shooting Game of all kinds, and

Wild-Fowl, also Pigeon-Shooting, and

Dog-Breaking. By "Marksman. With

13 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

Decaisne & Le Maout. -- A
Gexeral System of Botaav. Trans-

lated from the French of E. Le Maout,
M.D., and J. Decaisne, by Mrs.

Hooker ; with Additions by Sir J. D.
Hooker, C.B. F.R.S. Imp. 8vo. with

5,500 Woodcuts, 31J. 6d.

Dent.—Above the Snojv Line:
JNIountaineering Sketches between 1870

and 1880. By Clinton Dent, Vice-

President cf the Alpine Club. Illustrated.

Crown 8vo. 7^. dd.

De Salis.—Savouries a la Mode.
By Mrs. De Salis. Fcp. 8vo. ij-. boards.

De Tocqueville.—Democracy in
America. By Alexis de Tocque-
ville. Translated by H. Reeve, C.B.

2 vols, crown 8vo. i6j.

Dewes.—The Life and Letters
OF St. Paul. By Alfred Dewes,
M.A. D.D. Vicar of St. Augustine's,

Pendlebury. With 4 ]Maps. 8vo. ']s. 6d.

Dickinson. — On Renal and
UrinaryAffections. ByW. Howship
Dickinson, M.D.Cantab. F.R.C.P. &c.

With 12 Plates and 122 Woodcuts. 3
vols. 8vo. £2. AS. 6d.

Dixon.—Rural Bird Life ; Essays
on Ornithology, with Instructions for

Preserving Objects relating to that

Science. By Charles Dixon. With

45 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 5^-.

Dowell.— A HiSTORV OF Taxa-
tion and Taxes in England, from
the Earliest Times to the Present
Day. By Stephen Dowell, Assistant

Solicitor ofInland Revenue. 4vols.8vo.48j'.

Doyle.—The Official Baronage
OF England. By James E. Doyle,
Showing the Succession, Dignities, and
Offices of every Peer from 1066 to 1885.

Vols. I. to III. With 1,600 Portraits,

Shields of Arms, Autographs, &c.

Large Paper Edit. 3 vols. Imp. 4to. £\ 5. 1
5^'.

3 vols. 4to. £s. 5-y.

Dresser.—y^p^iv^ ; its Architec-
ture, Art, and Art Manufactures.
By Christopher Dresser, Ph.D. With
202 Illustrations. 8vo. 31^. 6</.

Dublin University Press Series
(The) : a Series of Works, chiefly

Educational, undertaken by the Provost
and Senior P'ellows of Trinity College,

Dublin :

Abbott's (T. K.) Codex Rescriptus Dublin-
ensis of St. Matthew. 4to. 21^.

Evangeliorum \'ersio Ante-
hieronymianaexCodiceUsscriano(l)ublin-
ensi). 2 vols, crown 8vo. 2\s.

Burnside (W. S.) and Panton's (A. W.)
Theory of Equations. 8vo. \2s. 6d.

Casey's (John) Sequel to Euclid's Elements.
Crown 8vo. 3^^. 6d.

Analytical Geometry oi the

Conic Sections. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

Davies's (J. F.) Eumenides of ^schylus.
With Metrical English Translation. 8vo.

is.

Dublin Translations into Greek and Latin

Verse. Edited by R. Y. Tyrrell. 8vo.

I2J-. 6d.

Graves's (R. P.) Life of Sir William
Hamilton. (3 vols.) Vols. I. and IL
8vo. each I5i-.

Griffin (R. W.) on Parabola, Ellipse, and
Hyperbola, treated Geometrically. Crown
8vo. 6^-.

Haughton's (Dr. S.) Lectures on Physical

Geography. 8vo. 15^.

Hobart's (W. K.) Medical Language of St.

Luke. 8vo. \6s.

Leslie's (T. E. Cliffe) Essays in Political

and Moral Philosophy. 8vo. los. 6d.

INIacalister's (A.) Zoology and Morphology
of Verlebrata. 8vo. \os. 6d.

MacCullagh's (James) Mathematical and
other Tracts. 8vo. 15.C.

INIaguire's (T.) Parmenides of Plato, Greek
Text with English Introduction, Analysis,

and Notes. 8vo. 'js. 6d.

INIonck's (W. H. S.) Introduction to Logic.

Crown Svo. ^s.

Purser's (J. iSl.) ^Manual of Histology. Fcp.
8vo. 5^.

Roberts's (R, A.) Examples in the Analytic

Geometry of Plane Curves. Fcp. 8vo. ^s.

Southey's(R.) Correspondence with Caroline

Bowles. Edited loy E. Dowden. Svo.

I4J-.

Thornhill's (W. J.) The .-Eneid of Virgil,

freely translated into English Blank
Verse. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

Tyrrell's (R. Y.) Cicero's Correspondence.

Vols. I. and II. Svo. each I2j-.

The Acharnians of Aristo-

phanes, translated into English Verse.

Crown Svo. 2s, 6d.

Webb's (T. E. ) Goethe's Faust, Transla-

tion and Notes. Svo. 12^. 6d.

The Veil of Isis : a Series

of Essays on Idealism. Svo. loj-. 6d.

Wilkins's (G.) The Growth of the Homeric
Poems. Svo. 6s.
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Dunster.—How to Make the
Laxd Pay; or, Profitable Intlustries

connected with the Land. By H P.

DrxsTER, M.A. Crown 8vo.*5^.

Eastlake.—Hints on Household
Taste in Furniture, Upholstery,
&c. By C. L. Eastlake, P\R.I.P,.A.
With loo Illustrations. 8vo. i^s.

Edersheim.— Works by the Eej\
Alfred Edersheim, D.D.

The Life and Times of Jesus
THE Messiah. 2 vols. 8vo. 24^.

Prophecy and History in rela-
tion TO the Messiah : the Warburton
Lectures, delivered at Lincoln's Inn
Chapel, 1 880- 1 884. 8vo. 12s.

Edwards. — Our Seajiiarks. By
E. Price Edwards. With numerous
Illustrations of Lighthouses, &c. Crown
8vo. 8^. 6</.

Ellicott. — JVoRKs BY C. y.
Ellicott, D.D. Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol.

A Critical and Grammatical
CommentaryON St. Paul's -Epistles.

8vo. Galatians, 8^. 6d. Ephesians,

8s. 6(/. Pastoral Epistles, los. 6c/. Philip-

pians, Colossians, and Philemon, los. 6(/.

Thessalonians. ys. 6d.

Historical Lectures on the Life
OF Our Lord Jesus Christ. 8vo. \2s.

English Worthies. Edited by An-
drew Lang, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 2j.6^.each.

Darwin. By Grant Allen.

Marlborough. By G. Saintsbury.

Shaftesbury {The Fiist Earl) . By
H. D. Traill.

Admiral Blake. By \ )avii) IIanxav.

Raleigh. By Edmund Gosse.

Steele. By Austin Dobson.
*^^* Other Volumes are in preparation.

Epochs of Ancient History.
10 vols. fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6ii. each. .SVv p. 24.

Epochs of Modern History.
17 vols. fcp. 8vo. 2s. (id. each. Sec p. 24.

Epochs of Church History. Edi-
ted by the Kev. Canon Ckki(;htox.

Fcp. 8vo. 2s. bd. each.

The English Church in other
Lands, or the Spiritual Expansion
of England. By Rev. II. W. Tucker.

The History of the Reforma tion
IN Englaxd. V>y Gkor(;e G. Perry,
M.A. Canon of Lincoln.

Erichsen,— JForks by John Eric
Erichsen, F.R.S.

The Science and Art of Sue-
GERy: Being a Treatise on Surgical In-

juries, Diseases, and Operations. With
984 Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo. 42^.

On Concussion of the Spine, Ner-
vous Shocks, and other Obscure Injuries

of the Nervous System. Cr. 8vo. los. 6d.

Evans.—The Bronze Implements,
Arms, and Ornaments or Great
Britain and Ireland. By John
Eyans, D.C.L. 540 Illustrations. 8V0.25J.

Ewald. — Works by Professor
Heinrich Ewald, of Gottingcn.

The Antiquities of Israel.
Translated from the German by H. S.

Solly, M.A. 8vo. \2s. 6d.

The History of Israel. Trans-
lated from the German. Vols. I.-V. 8vo..

63.C. Vol. VI. CJirist and his Twjcs, 8vo..

ids. Vol. VII. The Apostolic Age, 8vo.

21 S.

Fairbairn.— Works by Sir W.
Fairbairn, Bart, CE.

A Treatise ON Mills and Mill-
work, with 18 Plates and 333 Woodcuts.
I vol, 8vo. 255-.

Useful Information for Engi-
neers. W^ith many Plates and Wood-
cuts. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 31^-. (id.

Farrar. — Language and Lan-
guages. A Revised Edition of Chapters

on Lans^tiai^c and Faniilies of Speech. By
E. W. Earkar, D.D. Crown 8vo. ds.

Fitzwygram. — Horses and
Stables. By Major- General Sir F.

Fitzwygram, Bart. With 19 pages of

Illustrations. 8vo. 5.C.

Fox.—The Early History of
Charles James Fox. By the Right

lion. Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Library Edition, 8vo. i8j'.

Cabinet Edition, cr. 8vo. 6^-.

Francis.—A Book on Angling ;
or, Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every

branch ; including full Illustrated Lists

of Salmon Flies. By Francis Francis.
Post 8v(). Portrait and Plates, \^s.

Freeman.— The Historical Geo-
graphy of Europe. By E. A. Free-
man, D.C.L. With 65 Maps. 2 vols.

8vo. 3i.r. dd.

French. — Nineteen Centuries
OF JJRIXK IN E.XGLAXD, a History.

By RiciiAKD Vali'Y French, D.C.L.
LL.D. F.S..\. ; Author of 'The History

of Toasting ' &c. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.
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Froude.— lFoj^A-s bv James A,
Froude, M.A.

The History of England^ from
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the
Spanish Armada.
Cabinet Edition, 12 vols. cr. %vo. £'}^. \2s.

Popular Edition, 12 vols. cr. 8vo. £2. 2s.

Short Studies on Great Sub-
jects. 4 vols, crown Svo. 2<\s.

Cesar : a Sketch. Crown Svo. 6s.

The English in Ireland in the
EiGHTEEXTH Cextury. 3 vols. crown
Svo. i8x.

Oceana ; or, England and Her
Colonies. With 9 Illustrations. Crown
Svo. 2s. boards, 2s. 6c/. cloth.

Thomas Carlvle, a History of the
first Forty Years of his Life, 1795 to

1835. 2 vols. Svo. 32J-.

Thomas Carlvle, a History of His
Life in London from 1S34 to his death in

18S1. With Portrait engraved on steel.

2 vols. Svo. 32J.

Ganot.— JVoRK's by Professor
Ganot. Translated by E. Atkinson,
Ph.D. F.C.S.

Elementary Treatise on Phy-
sics, for the use of Colleges and Schools.
With 5 Coloured Plates and S98 Wood-
cuts. Large crown Svo. 155'.

Natural Philosophy for Gene-
ral Readers and Young Persons.
With 2 Plates and 471 Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. 'js. 6d.

Gardiner. — IVorks by Samuel
Pajfson Gardiner, LL.D.

History of England, from the
Accession of James I. to ihe Outbreak of
the Civil War, 1603- 1642. Cabinet
Edition, thoroughly revised. 10 vols,

crown Svo. price 6^-. each.

Outline of English History,
B.C. 55-A.D. 1880. With 96 Woodcuts,
fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

*^* For other Works, sec * Epochs of
iSIodern History,' p. 24.

Garrod. — IVorks by Alfred
Baring Garrod, AT.D. F.R.S.

A Treatise on Gout and Rheu-
MA TIC GoUT{RheumA row Arthritis) .

With 6 Plates, comprising 21 Figures

(14 Coloured), and 27 Illustrations en-
graved on Wood Svo. 2is.

The Essentials of Materia
Medica and Therapeutics. New
Edition, revised and adapted to the New
Edition of the British Pharmacopoeia,

1

by Nestor Tirard, M.D. Crown Svo.
1

\2s. 6d.
i

Garrod.—AnIntroduction to the
Use of the Laryngoscope. By
Archibald G. Garrod, M.A. M.R.C.P.
With Illustrations. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Goethe.—Faust. Translated by T.
E. Webb, LL.D. Svo. 12^. 6d.

Fa ust. a New Translation, chiefly in

Blank Verse ; with Introduction and
Notes. By James Adey Birds, B.A.
F.G.S. Crown Svo. 12s. 6d.

Faust. The German Text, with an
English Introduction and Notes for Stu-

dents. By Albert INI. Selss, M.A.
Ph.D. Crown Svo. 5^.

Goodeve.— Works by T. M. Good-
eve, M.A.

Principles of Mechanics. A\'ith

253 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. ds.

The Elements of Mechanism.
With 342 W^oodcuts. Crown Svo. ds.

Grant.— Works by Sir Alexander
Grant, Bart. LL.D. D.C.L. &~r.

The Story of the University of
Edinburgh during its First Three Hun-
dred Years. With numerous Illustrations.

2 vols. Svo. 36j-.

The Ethics of Aristotle. The
Greek Text illustrated by Essays and
Notes. 2 vols. Svo. 32^-.

Gray. — Anatomy, Descriptive
and Surgical. By Henry Gray,
F.R.S. late Lecturer on Anatomy at St.

George's Hospital. With 557 large

Woodcut Illustrations. Re-edited by T.

Pickering Pick, Surgeon to St. George's
Hospital. Royal Svo. 30^.

Green.—The Works of Thomas
Hill Green, late Fellow of Balliol

College, and Whyte's Professor of Moral
Philosophy in the University of Oxford
Edited by R. L. Nettlesiiip, Fellow
of Balliol College, Oxford (3 vols.)

Vols I. and II.—Philosophical Works.
Svo. i6s. each.

Greville.—AJournal of the Reign
OF Queen Victoria, from 1837 to 18152.

By C. C. F. Greville. Edited by 11.

Reeve, C.B, 3 vols. Svo. 36i-.

Grimston .

—

The Hon. Rober t
Grimston: a Sketch of his Life. By
Frederick Gale. With Portrait.

Crown Svo. loj-. 6d.

Gwilt.—An Encyclopaedia of
Architecture. By Joseph Gwilt,
F.S.A. Illustrated with more than 1,100
Engravings on Wood. Revised, with
Alterations and Considerable Additions,

by Wvatt Papworth. Svo. 52J-. 6d.
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Grove. — The Correla tiox of
Physical Forces. By the Hon. Sir

W. R. Grove, F.R.S. c\:c. Svo. 15^.

Halliwell-Phillipps.— 6>6^7-/,av/;a()/'^

THE Life of SlIAk'ESPEARE. By J. O.
IlAI.LIWKLL-PlIlLLirPS, F.R.S. 2 vols.

Royal Svo. los. 6iL

Hamilton.—Z//-^ of S/r IVilliam
A\ Hamiltox, Kt. LL.D. D.C.L.
M.R.I.A. &c. Including Selections from
his Poems, Correspondence, and Miscel-
laneous Writings. By the Rev. R. P.

Graves, M.A. (3 vols.) Vols. I. and
II. Svo. 15^-. each.

Harte.— Works by Bret Harte.
In the Carquinez Woods. Fcp.

Svo. 2s. boards ; 2s. dd. cloth.

On the Frontier. Three Stories.

i6mo. I J.

By Shore and Sedge. Three
Stories. i6mo. is.

HdLVtwi^.— Works by Br. G.
HartWIG.

The Sea and its Living Wonders.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts. Svo.

\os. 6d.

The Tropical World. With 8 Plates,

and 172 Woodcuts. Svo. \os. 6d.

The Polar World ; a Description
of Man and Nature in the Arctic and
Antarctic Regions of the Globe. With
3 Maps, S Plates, and S5 Woodcuts. Svo.

IOJ-. 6d.

The Arctic Regions (extracted from
the ' Polar World '). 4to. 6d. sewed.

The Subterranean World. With
3 Maps and So Woodcuts. Svo. ioj-. 6d.

The Aerial World; a Popular
Account of the Phenomena and Life of

the Atmosphere. With Map, 8 Plates,

and 60 Woodcuts. Svo. los. 6d.

H assail. — Works by Arthur
Hill Hassall, M.D.

The Inhalation Treatment of
Diseases of the Organs of Respira-
tion, including Consumption ; with 19
Illustrations of Apparatus. Cr. Svo. \2s.(id.

San Remo^ climatically and medically
considered. With 30 Illustrations. Crown
Svo. 5J-.

Haughton. — Six Lectures on
Physical Geography, delivered in 1876,
with some Additions. By the Rcv.Samuel
Haughton, F.R.S. M.D. D.C.L. With
23 Diagrams. Svo. 15^-.

Havelock. — Memoirs of Sir
Hexry Havelock, K.C.B. By John
Clark Marshman. Crown Svo. -Xs. 6d.

Haward.—A Treatise on Or-
THOP.KDic Surgery. By J. Warring-
ton Haward, F.R.C.S. Surgeon to St.

George's Hospital. With 30 Illustrations

engraved on Wood. Svo. \2s. dd.

\ Helmholtz.— JForks by Pro-
fessor Helmholtz.

On the Sensations of Tone as a
Physiological Basis for the Theory
OF Music. Translated by A. J. Ellis,
F.R.S. Royal Svo. 28^.

Popular Lectures on Scientiiic
Subjects. Translated and edited by
Edmund Atkinson, Ph.D. F.C.S.
With a Preface by Professor Tyndall,
F.R.S. and 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Crown Svo. 15^. or separately, "js. 6d. each

Herschel.—Outlines of Astro-
nomy. By Sir J. F. W. Herschel,
Bart. M.A. With Plates and Diagrams.
Square crown Svo. 12s.

Hewitt. — JVoRKs BY Graily
Hewitt, M.D.

The Diagnosis and Treatment
of Diseases of Women, ixcludixg
THE Diagxosis OF Pregxaxcy. Ncw
Edition, in great part re-written and
much enlarged, with 21 1 Engravings on
Wood, of which 79 are new in this Edi-
tion. Svo. 24J-.

The Mechanical System of Ute-
rine Pathology. With 31 Life-size

Illustrations prepared expressly for this

Work. Crown 4to. ^s. (nl.

Hickson. — Ireland in the
Sevexteexth Cextury ; or, The Irish

Massacres of 1 64 1 -2, their Causes and
Results. By Mary Hickson. With a Pre-
face by J. A. Froude.M.A. 2 vols. Svo. 2Sj-.

Hobart.—The Medical Language
OF St. Luke: a Proof from Internal

Evidence that St. Luke's Gospel and the
Acts were written by the same person,
and that the writer was a Medical Man. By
the Rcv.W. K. Hobart, LL.D. Svo. i6s.

Holmes.—A System of Surgery^
Theoretical and Practical, in Treatises by
various Authors. Edited by Timothy
Holmes, M.A. and J. W. Hulke,
F.R.S. 3 vols, royal Svo. /"4. 4s.

Homer.—The Iliad of Homer,
Ilomometrically translated by C. B. Cay-
ley. Svo. I2s. dd.

The Iliad of Homer. The Greek
Text, with a Verse Translation, by W. C.

Green, M.A. Vol. I. Books I.-XII.

Crown Svo. ds.

A ^
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Hopkins.—Christ the Consoler ;

a Book of Comfort for the Sick. By
Ellice IIorKiNS. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. dd.

Horses and Roads ;
or How to

Keep a Horse Sound on Ilis Legs. By
Free-Lance. Crown 8vo. 6^-.

Hort.—The New Pantheox^ or an
Introduction to the iNlythology of the

Ancients. By W. J. HORT. l8mo.

Howitt.— Visits to Remarkable
Places, Old Halls, Battle-Fields, Scenes

illustrative of Striking Passages in English

History and Poetry, By William
Howitt. With So Illustrations engraved

on Wood. Crown Svo. ']s. 6d.

Howley. — The Old Morality,
Traced Historically axd Applied
Practically. By Edward Howley,
Barrister-at-Law. With Frontispiece,

Raffaelle's School at Athens. Crown
Svo. y.

Hudson & Goss^.—The Rotifera
OR 'Wheel-Animalcules.'' By C. T.

Hudson, LL.D. and P. H. Gosse,

F.R.S. With 30 Coloured Plates. In 6

Parts. 4to. loj. 6^/. each.

HuUah.— Works by John Hul-
laHj LL.D.

Course of Lectures on the LTis-

tory of Modern Music. Svo. Si-. 6d.

Course of Lectures on the Tran-
sition Period of Musical History.
Svo. lOi-. 6d.

Hullah.— The Life of John
Hullah. LL.D. By his Wife. Crown
Svo. ^s.

Hume.—TheFhilosophical Works
of David Hume. Edited by T. H.
Green, M.A. and the Rev. T. H.
Grose, ]NLA. 4 vols. Svo. 56^-. Or
separately. Essays, 2 vols. 2Sj. Treatise

of Human Nature. 2 vols. 28^-.

In the Olden Time.—A Novel.
By the Author of ' Mademoiselle Mori.'

Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Ingelow.— JFoRKs by Jean Lnge-
LOIF.

Poetical Works. Vols, i and 2.

Fcp. Svo. I2J-. Vol. 3. Fcp. Svo. 5i-.

The High Tide on the Coast of
Lincolnshire. With 40 Illustrations,

drawn and engraved under the super-

vision of George T. Andrew. Royal

Jackson.—Aid to Engineering
Solution. By Lowis D'A. Jackson,
C.E. With III Diagrams and 5 Wood-
cut Illustrations. Svo. 21s.

Jameson.— Works by Mrs. Jame-
son.

Legends of the Saints and Mar-
tyrs. With 19 Etchings and 1S7 Wood-
cuts. 2 vols. 3 1 J. 6d.

Legends of the Madonna, the
Virgin Mary as represented in Sacred
and Legendary Art. With 27 Etchings
and 165 Woodcuts, i vol. 2is.

Legends of the Monastic Orders.
With II Etchings and 88 Woodcuts.
I vol. 2IJ-.

HisTOR y of the Sa vio ur, His Types
and Precursors. Completed by Lady
Eastlake. With 13 Etchings and 281
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 42^-.

Jeans.—England's Supremacy: its

Sources, Economics, and Dangers. By
J. S. Jeans. Svo. ^s. 6d.

Johnson.—The Patentee's Man-
ual ; a Treatise on the Law and Practice

of Letters Patent, for the use of Patentees

and Inventors. By J. Johnson and J.
H. Johnson. Svo. lOi-. 6d.

Johnston.—A General Diction-
ary OF Geography, Descriptive, Physi-

cal, Statistical, and Historical ; a com-
plete Gazetteer of the World. By Keith
Johnston. Medium Svo. 42^-.

Jones. — The LIealth of the
Senses: Sight, Hearing, Voice,

Smell and Taste, Skin ; with Hints

on Health, Diet, Education, Health Re-
sorts of Europe, &c. By H. Macnaugh-
TON Jones, M.D. Crown Svo. 3J-. 6d.

Jordan. — Works by IVilliam
Leighton Jorda n, F.R. G. S.

The Ocean: a Treatise on Ocean
Currents and Tides and their Causes.

Svo. 2is.

The New Principles of Natural
Philosophy : a Defence and Extension

of the Principles established by the

Author's treatise on Ocean Currents.

With 13 plates. Svo. 21^.

The Winds : an Essay in Illustration

of the New Principles of Natural Phil-

osophy. Crown Svo. 2s.

The Standard of Value. Crown
Svo. 5^.
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Jukes.— Works byAndrewJukes.
The New Man and the Eternal

Life. Crown 8vo. ds.

The Types of Genesis. Crown
Svo, 7j-. dd.

The Second Death and the Re-
stitution OF ALL Things. Crown Svo.
3x. ed.

The Mystery of the Kingdom.
Crown Svo. is. 6d.

Justinian.— The Institutes of
JUSJIXIAX ; Latin Text, chiefly that of
riuschke, with English Introduction,
Translation, Notes, and Summary. By
Thomas C. Sandars, M.A. Svo. i2>s.

Kalisch. — IVorks by M. M.
Kalisch, M.A.

Bible Studies. Part I. The Pro-
phecies of Balaam. Svo. los. 6d. Part

II. The Book of Jonah. Svo. lo^. 6d.

Commentary on the Old Testa-
ment; with a New Translation. Vol.1.
Genesis, Svo. iSj-. or adapted for the

General Reader, 1 2J-. Vol. II. Exodus,
I5J-. or adapted for the General Reader,
12S. Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. i$s. or

adapted for the General Reader, Sj-.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 15^-. or

adapted for the General Reader, 8^-.

Hebrew Grammar. With Exer-
cises. Part I. Svo. I2s. 6d. Key, 5^-.

Part II. 12s. 6d.

Kant.— JForksbyEmmanuelKant.

Critique of Practical Reason.
Translated by Thomas Kingsmill Abbott,
B.D. Svo. \2s. ed.

Introduction to Logic^ and his
Essay on the Mistaken Subtilty
OF the Four Figures. Translated by
Thomas Kingsmill Abbott, B.D. With
a few Notes by S. T. Coleridge. Svo. 6s.

Kerl.—A Practical Treatise on
Metallurgy. By Professor Kerl.
Adapted from the last German Edition by
W. Crookes, F.R.S. &c. and E. Rohrig,

Ph.D. 3 vols. Svo. with 625 Woodcuts,

Killick.— Handbook to Mill's
System OF Logic. By the Rev. A. II.

Killick, M.A. Crown Svo. 3^-. 6d.

Kolbe.—A Short Tent-book of
Lxorganic Chemistry. By Dr. Her-
mann Kolbe. Translated from the

German by T. S. IIumpidge, Ph.D.
\Vith a Coloured Table of Spectra and
66 Illustrations. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

Lang".— IVoRKs BY Andrew Iang.

Ietters to Dead Authors. Fen.
Svo. 6.r. U.

Customand M\ "th .• Studies of Early
Usage and Belief. With 15 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

The Princess Nobody: a Tale of
Fairyland. After the Drawings by
Ricliard Doyle, printed in colours by
Ednuuul Evans. Post 4to. 5^-. boards.

Latham.—Handbook of the Eng-
lish Language. By Rouert G.
La I'llAM, M.A. M.D. Crown Svo. 6s.

Lecky.— IVorks by W.E.HLecky.
History OF England in the I'iTii

Century. 4 vols. Svo. 1700-17S4,

£Z' 12S.

TheHistor yofEuropeanMorals
FROM Augustus to Charlemagne.
2 vols, crown Svo. 16s.

History OF the Rise and Influ-
ence OF the Spirit of ^Nationalism
IN Furore. 2 vols, crown Svo. i6s.

Lenorm ant.— The Book of
Genesis. A New Translation from the
Hebrew. By Francois Lenormant.
Translated from the French by the

Author of ' Mankind, their Origin and
Destiny.' Svo. ioj-. 6d.

Lewes.—The History of Philo-
sophy, from Thales to Comte. By
George Henry Lewes. 2 vols, Svo. 32.$-.

Liddell & Scott. — A Greek-
Fnglisu Lexicon. Compiled by Henry
George Liddell, D. D. Dean of Christ

Church ; and RouertScott, D.D. Dean
of Rochester. 4to. 36^-.

Little.— On In-knee Distortion
(Genu Valgum) : Its Varieties and Treat-

ment with and without Surgical Opera-
tion. V>y W. J. Little, M.D. Assisted

by MuiRHEAD Little, M.R.C.S. With
40 Illustrations. Svo. ^s. 6d.

Liveing.— Works byRobert Live-
ING, M.A. and M.D. Cantab.

Handbook on Diseases of the
Skin. With especial reference to Diag-
nosis and Treatment. Fcp. Svo. 5jr.

Notes on the Treatment of Skin
Diseases. iSmo. -is.

ElephaNTIasis
True Leprosy.

Gr. ECORUM, OR
Crown Svo, 4X. 6d.
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Lloyd.—A Treatise on Magnet-
ism^ General and Terrestrial. By H.
Lloyd, D.D. D.C.L. 8vo. io^. U.

Lloyd.—The Science of Agricul-
ture. By F. J. Lloyd. 8vo. \2s.

Longman.— Works by William
Longman, F.S.A.

Lectures on the LListory of
England from the Earliest Times to the

Death of King Edward II. Maps and
Illustrations. 8vo. 15^-.

LListory of the Life and Times
OF Edward III. With 9 Maps, 8

Plates, and 16 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo, 28^.

Longman.— Works by Frederick
W. Longman, Balliol College, Oxon.

Chess Openings. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Frederick the Great and the
Seven Years' War. With 2 Coloured

Maps. Svo. 2s. 6d.

A New Pocket Dictionary of
THE German and English Lan-
guages. Square iSmo. 2s. 6d.

Longman's Magazine. Published
Monthly. Price Sixpence.

Vols. 1-7, 8vo. price 5j-. each.

Longmore.— Gunshot Lnjuries
;

Their History, Characteristic Features,

Complications, and General Treatment.
By Surgeon-General T. Longmore, C.B.
F.R.C.S. With 58 Illustrations. 8vo.

price 31^'. dd.

Loudon.
F.L.S.

Works byJ. C. Loudon,

Encyclopedia of Gardening ;
the Theory and Practice of Horticulture,

Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Land-
scape Gardening. With 1,000 Woodcuts.
8vo. 2IJ-.

Encyclopaedia of Agriculture ;
the Laying-out, Improvement, and
Management of Landed Property ; the

Cultivation and Economy of the Produc-
tions of Agriculture. With 1,100 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. 21S.

Encyclop.edia of Plants; the
Specific Character, Description, Culture,
History, &c. of all Plants found in Great
Britain. With 12,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 42^-.

Lubbock.—The Origin of Civili-
za tion and the Primitive Condi tidn
OF Man. By Sir ^. Lubbock, Bai-t.

M.P. F.R.S. Svo. Woodcuts, 18/.

Lyra Germanica ; Hymns Trans-
lated from the German by Miss C.
WiNKWORTH. Fcp. Svo. $s.

Macalister.— An Lntroduction
to the Systematic Zoology and
Morphology of Vertebrate Ani-
mals. By A. Macalister, M.D.
With 28 Diagrams. Svo. 10s. Gd.

Macaulay.— Works and Life of
Lord Macaulay.

LListory of England from the
Accession of James the Second:

Student's Edition, 2 vols, crown 8\-o. 12s.

People's Edition, 4 vols, crown Svo. i6s.

Cabinet Edition, 8 vols, post Svo. 48^.

Library Edition, 5 vols. Svo. £<\.

Critical and LListorical Essays,
701th Lays of Ancient J^ome, in i

volume :

Authorised Edition, crown Svo. 2s. 6d. or

3^. 6d. gilt edges.

Popular Edition, crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Critical and LListorical Essays:
Student's Edition, i vol. crown Svo. 6s.

People's Edition, 2 vols, crown Svo. Sj-.

Cabinet Edition, 4 vols, post Svo. 24^-.

Library Edition, 3 vols. Svo. 36^.

Essays which may be had separ-
ately price 6d. each sewed, is. each cloth

:

Addison and Walpole.
Frederick the Great.

Croker's Boswell's Johnson.
Hallam's Constitutional History.

Warren Hastings. (3^/. sewed, 6a. cloth.)

The Earl of Chatham (Two Essays).

Ranke and Gladstone.

Milton and Machiavelli.

Lord Bacon.
Lord Clive.

Lord Byron, and The Comic Dramatists of

the Restoration.

The Essay on Warren Hastings annotated
by S. Hales, i^-. 6d.

The Essay on Lord Clive annotated by
H. COURTHOPE-BOWEN, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Speeches :

People's Edition, crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

{Contiitzud on next page.
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Macaulay— Works axd Life of
Lord ALica ula v—ionliniicd.

MISCELLAXEO US J I 'r ITIXGS :

Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 2\s.

People's Edition, i vol. crown 8vo. 4^. 6</.

La \s of Axciext Rome, &-r.

Illustrated by G. Scharf, fcp. 4to. los. 61L

Popular Edition,

fcp. 4to. 6c/. sewed, is. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin, crown Svo.

3^. 6i/. cloth extra, gilt edges.

Cabinet Edition, post 8vo. 3.C 6</.

Annotated Edition, fcp. Svo. is. sewed,

IS. dd. cloth, or 2s. 6d. cloth extra, gilt

edges.

Selectioxs from riiE IVritings
OF Lord Macaulay. Edited, with Oc-
casional Notes, by the Right Hon. Sir

G. O. Trevelyan, Bart. Crown Svo. 6s.

Miscellaxeo us JVr itixgs and
Speeches :

Student's Edition, in One Volume, crown
Svo. 6s.

Cabinet Edition, including Indian Penal

Code, Lays of Ancient Rome, and Mis-

cellaneous Poems, 4 vols, post Svo. 2\s.

The Complete Works of Lord
Macaulay. Edited by his Sister, Lady
Trevelyan.

Library Edition, with Portrait, S vols,

demy Svo, ;^5. 5.^

Cabinet Edition, 16 vols, post Svo. £\. \6s.

The Life axd Letters of Lord
Macaulay. By the Right Hon. Sir

G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Popular Edition, i vol. crown Sro. 6s.

Cabinet Edition, 2 vols, post Svo. 12s.

Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. 36^.

Macdonald.— Works by George
Macdoxald, LL.D.

UxspoKEX Sermons. First Series.

Crown Svo. y. 6d.

UxspoKEN Sermoxs. Second Series.

Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

The Miracles of Our Lord.
Crown Svo. y. 6d.

A Book of Strife, in the form
OF The Diary of ax Old Soul:

Poems. l2mo. 6s.

Hamlet. A Study with the Text of
the Folio of 1623. Svo. 12s.

MsiCfarren.— Lectures on LLar-
.1/o.V)', delivered at the Royal Institution.

By Sir G. A. Macfarren. Svo. \2s.
\

Mackenzie.—On the Use of the
L.ARYXGOSCOPE IN DISEASES OF THE
Throat ; with an Appendix on Rhino-
scopy. By MoRELL Mackenzie, M.D.
Lond. With 47 Woodcut Illuslralicms.

Svo. 6.f.

Macleod.— JForks by Hexry D.
MACLEOD, M.A.

Prixciples of Economical Philo-
sophy. In 2 vols. Vol. I. Svo. 15^.

Vol. II. Part i. \2s.

The Elements of Economics. In
2 vols. Vol. I. crown Svo. ^s. 6d. Vol.

II. Part i, crown Svo. ']s. 6d.

The Elements of Banking.
Crown Svo. 5^.

The Theory and Practice of
Banking. Vol. I. Svo. \2s. Vol. II. 14^.

Elemexts of Political Economy.
Svo. i6j-.

McCulloch. — The Dictionary
of Commerce and Commercial Na vi-

gation of the late J. R. McCulloch,
of H.M. Stationery Office. Latest Edi-
tion, containing the most recent Statistical

Information by A. J. Wilson, i vol.

medium Svo. with 1 1 Maps and 30 Charts^

price 6ls. cloth, or 70^-. strongly half-

bound in russia.

Mahaffy.—A History of Clas-
sical Greek Literature. By the Rev.

J. P. Mahaffy, M.A. Crown Svo.

Vol. I. Poets, 7^. 6d. Vol. II. Prose
Writers, 71. 6d.

Malmesbury.— Memoirs of an
Ex-minister : an Autobiography. By
the Earl of Malmesbury, G.C.B. Crown
Svo. 7J. 6d.

Manning.—The Temporal Mis-
sioxoF THE Holy Ghost ; or, Reason
and Revelation. By H. E. Manning,
D.D. Cardinal-Archbishop. Crown SvOt
S^. 6d.

Maritime Alps and their Sea-
board (The). By the Author of ' \"cra,'

'Blue Roses,' cVc. With 14 Full-page
Illustrations and 15 Woodcuts in the 'text.

Svo. 2 If.

Martineau— Works by James
MartiXEAU, D.D.

Hours of Thought on Sacred
ThiNGS, Two Volumes of Sermons.
2 vols, crown Svo. "js. 6d. each.

Endeavours AFTER the Christian
Life. Discourses. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.
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Maunder's Treasuries.
Biographical Treasury. Recon-

structed, revised, and brought down to

the year 1882, by W. L. R. Gates.
Fcp. 8vo. 6j.

Treasury of Natural History ;
or, Popular Dictionary of Zoology. Fcp.
8vo. with 900 Woodcuts, ds.

Treasury of Geography, Physical,
Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp. 8vo. ds.

Historical Treasury: Outlines of
Universal History, Separate Histories of

all Nations. Revised by the Rev. Sir G.
W. Cox, Bart. M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 6j.

Treasury of Knowledge and
Library of Reference. Comprising
an English Dictionary and Grammar,
Universal Gazetteer, Classical Dictionary,
Chronology, Law Dictionaiy, &c. Fcp.
8vo. 6^.

Scientific and Literary Trea-
sury: a Popular Encyclopaedia of Science,

Literature, and Art. Fcp. 8vo. ds.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge; being a Dictionary of the Books,
Persons, Places, Events, and other matters
of which mention is made in Holy Scrip-

ture. By the Rev. J. AyRE, M.A. With
5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts.
Fcp. 8vo. 6j-.

The Treasury of Botany, or
Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable
Kingdom. Edited by J. LiNULEY, F. R. S.

and T. ISIoore, F.L.S. With 274 Wood-
cuts and 20 Steel Plates. Two Parts,

fcp. 8vo. \2S.

Maxwell.—Z>c.v John of Aus-
tria ; or. Passages from the History
of the Sixteenth Century, 1 547-1 578.
By the late Sir William Stirling
Maxwell, Bart. K.T. With numerous
Illustrations engraved on Wood. Library
Edition. 2 vols, royal 8vo. 42s.

May.— IVoRKs by the Right Hon.
Sir ThomasErskineMa f,K C.B.

The Constitutional History of
England since the Accession of
George III. 1 760-1870. 3 vols, crown
8vo. i8j-.

Democracy in Europe ; a History.
2 vols. 8vo. 32^.

Melville.—Novels by G.J. IViiyte
Melville. is. each, boards ; is. 6d.

each, cloth.

The Gladiators.

The Interpreter.

Good for Nothing.
The Queen's Maries.

Holmby House.
Kate Coventry.

Digby Grand.
General Bounce.

Mendelssohn.—The Letters of
Felix Mendelssohn. Translated by
Lady Wallace. 2 vols, crown 8vo. los.

yitVVJdiXe.— lVoRKS BY THE VeRY
Rev. Charles Merivale, D.D.
Dea?i of Ely.

History of the Romans under
THE Empire. 8 vols, post 8vo. 48j.

The Ball of the Roman Repub-
lic : a Short History of the Last Cen-
tury of the Commonwealth. i2mo. 7^^. 6d.

General History of Rome from
B.C. 753 to a.d. 476. Crown 8vo. 7^-. dd.

The Roman Triumvirates. \<\\\\

Maps. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Miles. IVORK'S BY JVlLLIAM
Miles.

The Horse's Foot, and How to
keep it Sound. Imp. 8vo. i2j-. 6d.

Stables and Stable Fittings.
Imp. 8vo. with 13 Plates, 15.^.

Remarks on Horses' Teeth, ad-
dressed to Purchasers. Post 8vo. i^-. dd.

Flain Treatise on Horse-shoe-
ing. Post 8vo. Woodcuts, 2s. 6d.

Mill.—Analysis of the Pheno-
mena of the Human Mind. By
James Mill. With Notes, Illustra-

tive and Critical. 2 vols. 8vo. 28^-.

Mill.— Works by John Stuart
Mill.

Principles of Political Economy.
Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 30j-.

People's Edition, i vol. crown 8vo. ^s,

A System of Logic, Ratiocinative
and Inductive. Crown 8vo. ^s.

On Liberty. Crown 8vo. \s. \d.

OnRepresenta tive Government.
Crown 8vo. 2s.

Autobiography, 8vo. 7^. dd.

Utilitarianism. Svo. 55.

The Subjection OF Women. Crown
8vo. 6j.

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophv. 8vo. i6s.

Nature, the Utilityof Religion,
and Theism. Three Essays. Svo.
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Miller.— JVokks bv JV. Allen
Miller, M.D. LL.D.

The Elements of Chemistry,
Theoretical and Practical. Re-edited,
with Additions, by II. MACLEOD, F.C.S.

3 vols. Svo.

Part I. Chemical Physics, 16^.

Part II. Inorganic Chemisty, 24^.

Part III. Organic Chemistry, t^is. 6</.

An Introduction to the Study
OF Inorganic Chemistry. AVith 71

AVoodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 3^-. 6d.

Miller. — Readings in Social
EcoxoMv. By Mrs. F. Fenwick
^Iiller. Crown Svo. 2s.

Mitchell.—A Manual of Prac-
tical Assaying. By John Mitchell,
F.C S. Revised, with the Recent Dis-

coveries incorporated. By W. Crookes,
F.R.S. Svo. Woodcuts, 31J. 6d.

Modern Novelist's Library (The).
Price 2s. each, boards, or 2s. dd, each,

cloth :—

By Mrs. Oliphant.
In Trust.

By James Payn.
Thicker than Water.

By Bret Harte.
In the Carquinez Woods

By Various Writers.

The Atelier du Lys. By the Author of
' Mademoiselle Mori.'

Athcrstone Prior}'. By L. N. Cornyn.

The Burgomaster's Family. By E. C.

W. Van Walree.

Elsa and her Vulture. By W. Von
Ilillern.

Mademoiselle Mori. By the Author of
' The Atelier du Lys.'

The Six Sisters of the Valleys. By Rev.
W. Bramley-Moore, JNLA.

Unawares. By the Author of ' The Rose-
Garden.'

Monsell.—Spiritual Songs for
the Suxda ys and Holida ys through-
out the Year. By J. S. B. Monsell,
LL.D. Fcp. Svo. 5^-. iSmo. 2s.

Morehead.- CzAv/c^z Researches
ON Disease in India. By Charles
MOREHEAD, M.D. Surgeon to the Jam-
setjee Jeejeebhoy Hospital. Svo. 21s.

Mozley. — Works by the Rev.
Thomas Mozley, ALA.

Reminiscences chiefly of Oriel
College AND the Oxford AIovement.
2 vols, crown Svo. 18s.

Reminiscences chiefly of Toiyns,
Villages, and Schools. 2 vols, crown
Svo. iSs.

Mu 1hal 1 .
—//isTORY ofPrices since

THE Year 1S50. Wy Michael G.
Mui.HALL. Crown Svo. 6.f.

Miiller. — Works by F. Max
MULLER, M.A.

Biographical Essa \ s. Crown Svo.

Selected Essays on Language,
Mythology and Religion. 2 vols,

crown Svo. i6i-.

Lectures on the Science of Lan-
guage. 2 vols, crown Svo. \()s.

/ndia. What Can it Teach Us?
A Course of Lectures delivered before the

University of Cambridge. Svo. 12s. 6d.

/Libber T Lectures on the Origin
AND Growth of Religion, as illus-

trated by the Religions of India. Crown
Svo. 'js. 6d.

/ntroduction to the Science of
Religion: Four Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution. Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

A Sanskrit Grammar for Be-
ginners. New and Abridged E.lition,

accented and transliterated throughout,

with a chapter on Syntax and an Ap-
pendix on Classical ISIetres. By A. A.
MacDonell, M.A. Ph.D. Crown Svo.

6s.

Murchison.— JForks by Charles
MuRCHisoN, M.D. LL.D. &-€.

A Treatise on the Continued
Fevers of Great Britain. Revised

by W. Cayley, M.D. Physician to the

Middlesex Hospital. Svo. with numerous
Illustrations, 255.

Clinical Lectures on Diseases
OF THE Liver, Jaundice, and Abdom-
inal Dropsy. Revised by T. Lauder
Brunton, M.D. and Sir Joseth
Fayrer, M.D. Svo. with 43 illustra-

tions, 24-f.

Neison.—The Moon, and the Con-
dition and Configurations of its Surface.

By E. Neison, P\R.A.S. With 26
Maps and 5 Plates. Medium Svo. 31J. dd
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l^elson.—Letters andDespa tches
OFHoratio, ViscountNelsox. Selected

and arranged by John Knox Laughton,
M.A. «vo. i6s.

l<[tvi\e.— lVoRKS BY George Ne-
VIle, M.A.

Horses and Riding. With 3 1 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo. 6^'.

Farms and Farming. With 13

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 6s.

New Testament (The) of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Illus-

trated with Engravings on Wood after

Paintings l)y the EarlyMasters. 4to. 2IJ-.

cloth extra.

Newman.— Works by Cardinal
Neivman.

Apologia pro VitA SuA. Crown
8vo. 6s.

The Idea of a University defined
AND ILLUSTRATED. CrOWn SvO. 'JS.

Historical Sketches. 3 vols,

crown Svo. 6s. each.

Discussions and Arguments on
Various Subjects. Crown Svo. 6s.

AnEssa y on the Development of
Christian Doctrine. Crown Svo. 6s.

Certain Difficulties felt by
Anglicans in Catholic Teaching
Considered. Vol. i, crown Svo. ^s. 6d.;

Vol. 2, crown Svo. 5^. 6d.

The Via Media of the Anglican
Church, illustrated in Lectures
&^c. 2 vols, crown Svo. 6s. each.

Essays, Critical and Historical.
2 vols, crown Svo. 1 2s.

Essays on Biblical and on Eccle-
siastical Miracles. Crown Svo. 6s.

An Essa y in Aid of a Grammar
of Asseat. ys. 6d.

Northcott.— Lathes and Turn-
ing, Simple, Mechanical, and Ornamen-
tal. By W. H. Northcott. With 33S

Illustrations. Svo. iSj.

O^'ildigz.n.—Selected Speechesand
Arguments of the Right Hon.
Thomas Baron OHagan. Edited by
George Teeling. Svo. i6j.

Oliphant.—Madam. A Novel. By
Mrs. Olithant. Crown Svo. 3^-. 6d.

Overton.—Life in the English
Church {1660-1714). By J. H. Over-
ton, M.A. Rector of Epworth. Svo. 14^.

Owen. — The Comparative Ana-
TOMY and Physiology of the
Vertebrate Animals. By Sir

Richard 0\ven,K.C.B. &c. With 1,472
Woodcuts. 3 vols. Svo, ;^3. 13^-. 6d.

Paget. — Works by Sir James.
Paget, Bart. F.R.S. D.C.L. &-r.

Clinical Lectures and Essays.
Edited by F. Howard Marsh, Assistant-

Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Svo. 15^-.

Lectures on Surgical Patho-
logy. Re-edited by the Author and
W^ Turner, M.B. Svo. with 131
Woodcuts, 2\S.

Pasteur.—Louis Pasteur, his Life
and Labours. By his Son-in-Law.
Translated from the French by Lady
Claud Hamilton. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

Payn.—TheLuckof theDarrells:
a Novel. By James Payn, Author of

'By Proxy,' 'Thicker than Water,' &c.

Crown Svo. 35^. 6d.

Pears.—The Fall of Constanti-
nople: being the Story of the Fourth
Crusade. By Edwin Pears, LL.B.
Barrister-at-Law, late President of the

European Bar at Constantinople, and
Knight of the Greek Order of the

Saviour. Svo, i6s.

Pennell.—^From Grave to Gay\'
a Volume of Selections from the complete

Poems of H, Cholmondeley-Pennell,
Author of ' Puck on Pegasus ' &c. Fcp.

Svo. 6s,

Pereira.—Materia Medica and
Therapeutics. By Dr. Pereira.
Edited by Professor R. Bentley,
M.R.C.S. F.L.S. and by Professor T.

Redwood, Ph.D. F.C.S. W^ith 126

Woodcuts, Svo. 25^.

Perry. — A Popular Lntroduc-
tion to the History of Greek and
RomanSculpture, designed to Promote

the Knowledge and Appreciation of the

Remains of Ancient Art. By Walter
C. Perry. With 26S Illustrations.

Square crown Svo. 3 1 J. 6d.
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Piesse.—The Art of Perfumery^
and the Methods of Obtaining the Odours
of Plants ; with Instructions for tlie

Manufacture of Perfumes, &c. By G.
W. S. PiESSK, Ph.D. F.C.S. With
96 Woodcuts, square crown 8vo. 2\s.

Pole.— The Theory of the Mo-
DER.y SC/EXT/F/C GaME OF JVHIST.
Py W. Pole, F.R.S. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6(/.

Pontalis.—/('/Av Z>/: JF/tt, Graxd
Pexsioxary of Holland ; or, Twenty
Years of a Parliamentary Republic. By
M. Anton IN LEFfevRE Pontalis.
Translated from the French by S. E. and
A. Stephenson. 2 vols. Svo. 36.V.

Proctor.— JJ'oRA'S by J^. A. Proc-
tor.

The Suy ; Ruler, Light, Fire, and
Life of the Planetary System. With
Plates and Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 14J.

The Orbs Arouxd Us ; a Series of
Essays on the !Moon and Planets, Meteors
and Comets. With Chart and Diagrams,
crown Svo. 5^.

Other Worlds than- Ours ; The
Plurality of Worlds Studied under the

Light of Recent Scientific Researches.

With 14 Illustrations, crown Svo. 5-c.

The Moon ; her ISIotions, Aspects,
Scener}', and Physical Condition. With
Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, and Lunar
Photographs, crown Svo. 6^.

Universe of Stars; Presenting
Researches into and New Views respect-

ing the Constitution of the Heavens.
With 22 Charts and 22 Diagrams, Svo.

IOJ-. dd.

Larger Star Atlas for the Library,
in 12 Circular Maps, with Introduction

and 2 Index Pages. Folio, 155. or Maps
only, \2s. 6(i.

New Star Atlas for the Library,
the School, and the Observatory, in 12

Circular Maps (with 2 Index Plates).

Crown Svo. 5^.

Light Science for Leisure Hours;
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects,

Natural Phenomena, &c. 3 vols, crown
Svo. $s. each.

Studies of Venus-Transits ; an
Investigation of the Circumstances of the

Transits of Venus in 1S74 and 1S82.

With 7 Diagrams and 10 Plates. Svo. 5^-.

The 'KNOWLEDGE' LIBRARY. Edi-
ted by Richard A. Proctor.

Hoiv TO Play JFhist: with the
Laws and Etiquette of IViiist.

By R. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. 5^.

Home Whist: an Easy Guide to
Correct Play. By R, A. Proctor. i6mo. u.

The Poetry of Astronomy. A
Series of Familiar Essays. By R. A.
Proctor. Crown Svo. 6s.

Na ture Studies. By Grant Allen,
A. Wilson, T. Foster, E. Clodd, and
R. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. 6s.

Leisure Readings. By E. Clodd,
A.Wilson, T. Foster, A. C.Runyard,
and R. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. 6s.

The Stars in their Seasons.
An Easy Guide to a Knowledge of the
Star Groups, in 12 Large Maps. By R.
A. Proctor. Imperial Svo. 5^.

Star Primer. Showing the Starry
Sky Week by Week, in 24 Hourly Maps.
By R. A. Proctor. Crown 4to. 2s. 6d.

The Seasons Pictured in 48 Sun~
Views of the Earth, and 24 Zodiacal
Maps, &c. By R. A. Proctor. Demy
4to. 5i-.

Strength and Happiness. By
R. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. ^s.

Rough Ways Made Smooth, Fami-
liar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
R. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. ^s.

Our Place Among Infinities. A
Series of Essays contrasting our Little

Abode in Space and Time with the Infi-

nites Around us. By R. A. Proctor.
Crown Svo. 5^-.

The Expanse of Heaven. Essays
on the Wonders of the Firmament. By
R. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. 55-.

Pleasant Ways in Science. By
R. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. 6s.

Myths and Marvels of Astro-
nomy. P)y R. A. Proctor. Crown
Svo. 6s.

Quain's Elements of Anatomy.
The Xinih i:.!iti..n. Re-editc.l by Ai.i.kn

Thomson, M.D. LL.D. F.R.S.S. L. & E.
Edward Albert Schafer, F'.R.S. and
George Dancer Thane. With up-
wards of 1,000 Illustrations engraved on
Wood, of which many are Coloured.
2 vols. Svo. iS\. each.

Quain.—A Dictionary of Medi-
cine. By Various Writers. Edited by R.
(HiAiN, M.D. F.R.S. &c. With 13S
Woodcuts. Medium Svo. 3IJ. 6d. cloth,

or 40J. half-riissia ; to be had also in

34-^2 vols. clolh.
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Reader.— Works bv Emily E.
j

Reader.

Voices from Flower-Land, in

Original Couplets. A Birthday-Book and

Language of Flowers, idvcvo. 2s. dd. limp

cloth
; 3^. dd. roan, gilt edges, or in vege-

table vellum, gilt top.

Fairy Prince Follow-my-Lead ;

or, the Magic Bracelet. Illustrated

by Wm. Reader. Cr. 8vo. 5^. gilt edges;

or 6s. vegetable vellum, gilt edges.

Reeve. — Cookery and House-
keeping. By Mrs. Henry Reeve. With

8 Coloured Plates and 37 Woodcuts.

Crown 8vo. 'js. 6d.

Rich.—A Dictionary of
^

Roman
AND Greek antiquities. With 2,000

Woodcuts. By A. Rich, B.A. Cr. 8vo.

7J-. 6d.

Rivers. — Works by Thomas
Rivers.

The Orchard-House. With 25
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. $s.

The Rose Amateur's Guide.
Fcp. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

The Miniature Fruit Garden;
or, the Culture of Pyramidal and Bush
Fruit Trees, with Instructions for Root
Pruning. With 32 Illustrations. Fcp.

Svo. ^s.

Robinson. — The New Arcadia,
and other Poems. By A. Mary F.

Robinson. Crown Svo. 6^-.

Rogers.— Works by Hy. Rogers.

The Eclipse of Faith ; or, a Visit

to a Religious Sceptic. Fcp. Svo. $s.

Defence of the Eclipse of
Faith. Fcp. Svo. 3^-. dd.

Roget.— Thesa ur us of English
]VoRDS AND Phrases. By Peter M.
Roget, M.D. Crown Svo. \os. 6d.

Ronalds. — The Fly-Fisher''

s

Extomology. By Alfred Ronalds.
With 20 Coloured Plates. Svo. I4J-.

Salter.—Dental Pathology and
Surgery. By S. J. A. Salter, M.B.
F.R.S. With 133 Illustrations. Svo. 1 8^.

Schafer. —•
The Essentials of

Histology, Descriptive and Practi-
cal. For the use of Students. By E.
A. Schafer, F.R.S. With 281 Illus-

trations. Svo. 6^-. or Interleaved with
Drawing Paper, Sj. dd.

Schellen. — Spectrum Analysis
IN ITS Application to Terrestrial
Substances, and the Physical Constitu-

tion of the Heavenly Bodies. By Dr.
H. Schellen. Translated by Jane and
Caroline Lassell. Edited by Capt.

W. De W. Abney. With 14 Plates'

(including Angstrom's and Cornu's INIaps)

and 291 Woodcuts. Svo. 31J. dd.

Seebohm.— Works by Frederic
Seebohm.

The Oxford Reformers—John
CoLET, Erasmus, and Thomas More;
a History of their Fellow-Work. Svo.

I4r.

The English Village Community
Examined in its Relations to the Manorial
and Tribal Systems, &c, 13 Maps and
Plates. Svo. \6s.

TheEra of theProtestantRevo-
lution. With INIap. Fcp. Svo. 2s. Gd,

Sennett. — The Marine Steam
Engine ; a Treatise for the use of Engi-

neering Students and Officers of the Royal
Navy. By Richard Sennett, Chief

Engineer, Royal Navy. With 244 Illus-

trations. Svo. 21^.

Sewell. — Stories and Tales.
By Elizabeth M. Sewell. Crown Svo.

IS. each, boards ; is. 6d. each, cloth

plain ; 2s. 6d. each, cloth extra, gilt

edges :

—

Amy Herbert. ' jNIargaret Percival.

The Earl's Daughter. Laneton Parsonage.

The Experience of Life. Ursula.

A Glimpse of the World. Gertrude.

Cleve Hall. Ivors.

Katharine Ashton.

Shakespeare. — Bowdler's Fa-
mily Shakespeare. Genuine Edition,

in I vol. medium Svo. large type, with

36 Woodcuts, I4i-. or in 6 vols. fcp. Svo.

2IJ-.

Outlines of the Life of Shake-
speare. By J. O. Halliwell-Phil-
Lirrs, F.R.S. 2 vols. Royal Svo.

lOS. 6d,
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Short.—Sketch of the History
OF THE Church of England to the
Revolution OF 16S8. By T. V. Short,
D.D. Crown Svo. 7^. dd.

Smith, H. v.—The Handbook for
MiDwivES. By Henry Fly Smith,
M.B. Oxon. M.R.C.S. late Assistant-

Surgeon at the Hospital for Sick Women,
Soho Square. Witii 41 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo. ^s.

Smith, James.—The Voyage and
Shipwreck of St. Paul, By James
Smith, ofJorflanhill. With Dissertations

on the Life and Writings of St. Luke,
and the Ships and Navigation of the
Ancients. With numerous Ilkistrations.

Crown Svo. 7^-. dd.

Smith, R. A.—Air and Rain ; the
Beginnings of a Chemical Climatology.
By R. A. Smith, F.R.S. Svo. 24^.

Smith, R. Bosworth. — Car-
thage AND THE Carthaginians. By
R. Bosworth Smith, M.A. Maps,
Plans, &c. Crown Svo. 10^. 6d.

Smith, Rev. Sydnty.— The Wit
AND Utsdom of the Rev. Sydney
Smith. Crown Svo. is. boards ; is. 6d.

cloth.

Smith, T.—A Manual of Opera-
tive Surgery on the Dead Body.
By Thomas Smith, Surgeon to St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. A New Edi-

tion, re-edited by W. J. Walsham.
With 46 Illustrations. Svo. 12s.

Sophocles. — SoPHocLis Tragce-
DI.e superstites ; recensuit et brevi Anno-
tatione instruxit Gulielmus Lixwood,
M.A. /Edis Christi apud Oxonienses I

nuper Alumnus. Editio (^uarta, auctior
!

et emendatior. Svo. i6j.

Southey.—The Poetical Works
\

OF Robert Southey, with the Author's '

last Corrections and Additions. Medium
Svo. with Portrait, i/i^s.

Stanley. — A Familiar History
OF Birds. P^y E. Stanley, D.D.
Revised and enlarged, with 1 60 Wood-
cuts. Crown Svo. 6s.

Steel.—A Treatise on the Dis-
eases OF THE Ox ; being a Manual of

Bovine Pathology specially adapted for

the use of Veterinary Practitioners and
Students. By J. H. Steel, M.R.C.V.S.

i

F.Z.S. With 2 Plates and 116 Wood-
cuts. Svo. 15J.

Stephen. — Essays in Ecclesias-
tical Biography. By the Right Hon.
Sir J. Stephen, LL.D. Crown Svo.

7.-. 6</.

Stevenson.— IVorks by Robert
L c ) uis Ste I 'ENSon.

A Child's Garden of Verses.
Small fcp. Svo. 5^'.

The Dynamiter. Fcp. Svo. i^. swd.
IJ-. 6d. cloth.

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde. Fcp. Svo. is. sewed ; is. 6d.

cloth.

'Stonehenge.' — The Dog m
Health and Disease. By ' Stone-
henge.' With 7S Wood Engravings.
Square crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

The Greyhound. By 'Stonehenge.*
With 25 Portraits of Greyhounds, &c.
Square crown Svo. 15^-.

Stoney. — The Theory of the
Stresses on Girders and Similar
Structures. With Practical Observa-
tions on the Strength and other Properties

of Materials. By Bindon B. Stoney,
LL. D. F. R. S. M. I. C. E. With 5 Plates,

and 143 Illustrations in the Text. Royal
Svo. 36J.

Sully.— Works by James Sully.

Outlines of Psychology^ with
Special Reference to the Theory of Edu-
cation. Svo. 12S. 6d.

The Teacher^s Handbook of
Psychology, on the Basis of ' Outlines

of Psychology.' Crown Svo. ()s. 6d.

Supernatural Religion ;
an In-

quiry into the Reality of Divine Reve-
lation. Complete Edition, thoroughly

revised. 3 vols. Svo. 36^.

Swinburne.— Picture Logic; an
Attempt to Popularise the Science of
Reasoning. By A. J. Swinburne, B.A.
Post Svo. 5^.

Swinton. — The Principles and
Practice of Electric Lighting. By
Alan A. Campbell Swinton. With
54 Illustrations engraved on Wood.

• Crown Svo. 5.C.

Taylor.—Autobiography of Sir
Henry Taylor, K.C.M.G. 2 vols.

Svo. 32J.

Taylor. — Student's Manual of
the History of India, from the Pearliest

Period to the Present Time. By Colonel
Meadows Taylor, C.S.I. Crown Svo.

7.^. (id.
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Taylor.— The Complete Works
OF Bishop Jeremy Taylor. ^Vith

Life by Bishop Heber. Revised and
corrected by the Rev. C. P. Eden. lo

Text-Books of Science : a Series
of Elementary Works on Science,
adapted for the use of Students in Public
and Science Schools. Fcp. 8vo. fully

illustrated with Woodcuts. Sec p. 23.

Thompson.—A System of Fsv-
CHOLOGY. By Daniel Greenleaf
Thompson. 2 vols. 8vo. 365-.

Thomson.—An Outline of the
Necessary Laws of Thought ; a
Treatise on Pure and Applied Logic. By
W. Thomson, D.D. Archbishop of
York. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Three in Norway. By Two of
Them. With a Map and 59 Illustra-

tions on Wood from Sketches by the
Authors. Crown Svo. 6j.

Trevelyan.— Works by the Right
Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

The Life and Letters of Lord
MacAULAY.

Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. 36^.

Cabinet Edition, 2 vols, crown Svo.
I2S.

Popular Edition, i vol. crown Svo.
6s.

The Early History of Charles
James Fox. Library Edition, Svo. 18^.

Cabinet Edition, crown Svo. 6s.

Trollope.—Novels by Anthony
Trollope. Fcp. Svo. IX. each, boards;
\s. 6d. cloth.

The Warden.
Barchester Towers.

Twiss.— Works by Sir Travers
Tiviss.

The Rights and Duties of Na-
tions, considered as Independent Com-
munities in Time of War. Svo. 2is.

The Rights and Duties of
Nations in Time of Peace. Svo.
ISs.

Tyndall. — Works by John Tyn-
DALL, F.R.S. &-r.

Fragments of Science. 2 vols,

crown Svo. i6j-.

Heat a Mode of Motion. Crown
Svo. 12S.

Sound. With 204 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo. los. 6d.

Essays on the Floating-Matter
OF THE Air in relation to Putrefaction

and Infection. With 24 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo. 'js. 6d.

Lectures on Light., delivered in

America in 1S72 and 1S73. With 57
Diagrams. Crown Svo. ^s.

Lessons in Electricity at the
Royal Institution, 1S75-76. With
5S Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Notes of a Course of Seven
Lectures on Electrical Pheno-
mena AND Theories, delivered at the

Royal Institution. Crown Svo. is. sewed,
is. 6d. cloth.

Notes of a Course of Nine Lec-
tures ON Light, delivered at the Royal
Institution. Crown Svo. is. sewed, is. 6d.

cloth.

Faraday as a Discoverer. Fcp.
Svo. 3^. 6d.

Ure. —^ Dictionary of Arts,
Manufactures, and Mines. By Dr.
Ure. Seventh Edition, re-written and
enlarged by R. Hunt, F.R.S. With
2,064 Woodcuts. 4 vols, medium Svo.

£7- 7s.

Verney. — Chess Eccentricities.
Including Four-banded Chess, Chess for

Three, Six, or Eight Players, Round
Chess for Two, Three, or Four Players,

and several different ways of Playing
Chess for Two Players. By Major George
Hope Verney. Crown Svo. lOi-. 6d.

Verney.— Cottier Owners, Little
Takes, and Peasant Properties.
A Reprint of 'Jottings in France, Ger-

many, and Switzerland. By Lady
Verney. With Additions. Fcp. Svo.

IS. sewed.

Ville.—On Artificial Manures,
their Chemical Selection and Scientific

Application to Agriculture. By Georges
Ville. Translated and edited by W.
Crookes, F.R.S. With 31 Plates.

Svo. 21s.
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Virgil.—PuBLi Vergili Maronis
BucoLiCA, Georgica, ^Exets ; the
Works of Virgil, Latin Text, with Eng-
lish Commentary and Index. By B. II.

Kennedy, D.D. Crown Svo. los. 6ci.

The ^Eneid of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse. By J. Conington,
M.A. Crown Svo. <^s.

The jEneid of Virgil freely
Translated ixto Exglish Blaxk
Verse. By William J. Thornhill,
B.A. Crown Svo. 7^-. 6d.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose. By John Coning-
ton, M.A. Crown Svo. 9^-.

Walker. — The Correct Card;
or, How to Play at Whist ; a Whist
Catechism. By Major A. Camtbell-
Walker, F.R.G.S. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Walpole.—History of England
from the Conclusion of the Great
IFar /.V1815 TO the year 1S41. By
Spencer Walpole. 3 vols. Svo.

£2. 14X.

Watson.—Lectures on the Prin-
ciples AXD Practice of Physic,
delivered at King's College, London, by
Sir Thomas Watson, Bart. M.D.
With Two Plates. 2 vols. Svo. 36^.

Watt.—Economic Aspects of Re-
CEXTLegislatiox : the Newmarch Me-
morial Essay. By William Watt, Fel-

low ofthe Statistical Society. Cr.8vo.4J.6</.

Watts.—A Dictionary OF Chemis-
try AND the Allied Branches of
other Sciences. Edited by Henry
Watts, F.R.S. 9 vols, medium Svo.

;^I5. 2s. 6d.

Webb.— Works by the Rev. T. IV.

Webb.
Celestial Objects for Common

Telescopes. Map, Plate, Woodcuts.
Crown Svo. 9^-.

The Sun. With 17 Diagrams. Fcp.
Svo. IS.

Webb. — The Veil of /sis : a
Series of Essays on Idealism. By Thomas
W. Webi;, LL.D. Svo. los. 6d.

Wellington.—Life of the Duke
of Wellington. By the Rev. G. R.
Gleig, M.A. Crown Svo. Portrait, 6s.

West.— Works by Charles West,
M.D. <^c. Founder of, and formerly
Physician to, the Hospital for Sick
Children. I

Lectures on the Diseases of Ln-
fancy and Childhood. Svo. \%s.

The Mother's Manual of Chil-
dren's Diseases. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

s BY R. JVhatelYj

Crown Svo.

Whately.— Work
D.D.

Elements of Logic
4s. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric. Crown
Svo. 4.r. 6d.

Lessons on Reasoning. Fcp. Svo.
i^. 6d.

Pacoa-'s Essa]-s, with Annotations.
Svo. los. 6(/.

Whately. -— English Synonyms.
l]y E. Jane Whately. Edited by her
Father, R, WiiA'iELY, D.D. Fcp. Svo. 3^.

White and Riddle.—^ La tin-Eng-
lish DicTioxARY. By J. T. White,
D.D. Oxon. and J. J. E. Riddle, M.A.
Oxon. Founded on the larger Dictionary
ofFreund. Royal Svo. 2 u.

White.—A Concise Latin-Eng-
lish Dictionary, for the Use of Ad-
vanced Scholars and University Students
By the Rev. J. T. White, D.D. Royal
Svo. \2S.

Wilcocks.—The Sea Fisherman.
Comprising the Chief Methods of Hook
and Line Fishing in the British and other

Seas, and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and
Boating. By J. C. Wilcocks. Pro-

fusely Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.

Wilkins. — The Growth of the
JIomeric Poems: a Discussion of their

Origin and Authorship. ]>y George
Wilkins, M.A, late Scholar, Trinity

College, Dublin, Svo. 6s.

Wilkinson.—The Friendly So-
ciety Movement : Its Origin, Rise, and
Growth; its Social, Moral, and Educational

Intluences,— 7V/£: Affiliated Orders.
—By the Rev. John Frome Wilkinson,
M.A. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Williams. — Manual of Tele-
graphy. By W. Williams, Superin-

tendent of Indian Government Telegraphs.

Illustrated by 93 Wood Engravings. Svo.

10^. 6d.

Willie h. — Popular Tables for

giving Information for ascertaining the

value of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church
Property, the Public Funds, &c. By
Charles M. Willich. Edited by
Montagu Marriott. Crown Svo. \os.

Wilson.—A Manual of ILealth-
SciENCE. Adapted for Use in Schools

and Colleges, and suited to the Require-

ments of Students preparing for the Ex-
aminations in Hygiene of the Science

and Art Department, &c. By Andrew
Wilson, F.R.S.E. F.L.S. &c. With

74 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.
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Witt.— IVoRKs BY Prof. Witt.
Translated from the German by Frances
YOUNGHUSBAND.

The Trojan War. With a Preface
by the Rev. W. G. Rutherford, M.A.
Head-Master of Westminster School.

Crown 8vo. 2s.

Myths OF Hellas; or, Greek Tales.

Crown 8vo. 3^-. dd.

The Wanderings of Ulysses.
Crown 8vo. -xs. 6d.

Wood.— Works by Rev. J. G.
Wood.

Homes Without Hands ; a De-
scription of the Habitations of Animals,

classed according to the Principle of Con-
struction. With 140 Illustrations. Svo.

10s. 6(i.

Insects a t Home ; a Popular
Account of British Insects, their Struc-

ture, Habits, and Transformations. With
700 Illustrations. Svo. ioj-. dd.

Insects Abroad ; a Popular Account
of Foreign Insects, their Structure,

Habits, and Transformations. With
600 Illustrations. Svo. \os. 6d.

Bible Animals; a Description of

every Living Creature mentioned in the

Scriptures. With 112 Illustrations. Svo.

los. 6d.

Strange Dwellings ; a Description
of the Habitations of Animals, abridged

from * Homes without Hands. ' With
60 Illustrations. Crown Svo. ^s. Popular

Edition, 4to. dd.

Horse and Man: their Mutual
Dependence and Duties. With 49 Illus-

trations. Svo. 14^-.

Illustrated Stable Maxims. To
be hung in Stables for the use of Grooms,
Stablemen, and others who are in charge

of Horses. On Sheet, 45.

Out of Doors; a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural

History. With II Illustrations. Crown
Svo. 5^.

CommonBritishInsects: Beetles,
Moths, and Butterflies. With 130
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3^-. 6d.

PetLAND Revisited. With 33
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 1$, (>d.

Wood-Martin. — The Iake
DwELLiXGS OF IRELAND: OX Ancient
Lacustrine Habitations of Erin, common-
ly called Crannogs. By W, G. Wood-
Martin, M.R.I. A. Lieut. -Colonel 8th
Brigade North Irish Division, R.A,
With 50 Plates. Royal Svo. 25^.

Wylie. — History of England
UNDER Henry the Fourth. By James
Hamilton Wylie, M.A. one of Her
Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. (2 vols.)

Vol. I, crown Svo. loj-. 6d.

Wylie. — Iabour, Ieisure, and
Luxury; a Contribution to Present

Practical Political Economy. By
Alexander Wylie, of Glasgow. Crown
Svo. 6s.

Year's Sport (The). A Review of
British Sports and Pastimes for the Year
1S85. Edited by A. E. T. Watson.
Svo. 2IJ-. half-bound.

Youatt. — Works by William
Youatt.

The Horse. Revised and enlarged
by W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. Svo.

Woodcuts, 7^. 6d.

The Dog. Revised and enlarged.
Svo. Woodcuts. 6s.

Zeller. — Works by Dr. E.
Zeller.

History OF Eclecticism in Greek
Philosophy. Translated by Sarah
F. Alleyne. Crown Svo. 105'. 6d.

The Stoics, Epicureans, and
Sceptics. Translated by the Rev. O.

J. Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo. 15^.

Socrates and the Socratic
Schools. Translated by the Rev. O. J,
Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

Plato and the Older Academy.
Translated by S. Frances Alleyne and
Alfred Goodwin, B.A. Crown Svo.

iS^.

The Pre-Socratic Schools ; a His-
tory of Greek Philosophy from the Earliest

Period to the time of Socrates. Trans-

lated by Sarah F. Alleyne. 2 vols,

crown Svo. 30i'.

Outlines of the History of
Greek Philosophy. Translated by S.

Frances Alleyne and Evelyn
Abbott. Crown Svo. \os. 6d.
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TEXT-BOOKS OF SCIENCE.
ADAPTED FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS IN PUBLIC AND SCIENCE

SCHOOLS.

Photography. Bj^ Captain W. De Wive-
LESLiE Arxey, F.R.S. late Instructor in Chemis-
try and Photograpliy at tlie School of Military
Engineering, Cliatham. With 105 Woodcuts. 2>^.(id.

On the Strength of Materials and
structures : the Strength of Materials as depend-
ing on their quality and as ascertained by Testing
Apparatus : tlie Strength of Structures, as depend-
ing on their form and arrangement, and on the
materials of which thej'- are composed. By Sir J.
Anderson, C.E. &c. 35-. 6d.

Introduction to the Study of Organic
Chemistry : the Chemistry of Carbon and its Com-
pounds. Bv Henry E. Armstrong, Ph.D.
F.C.S. With S Woodcuts. 3^. 6(t.

Elements of Astronomy. By Sir R. S.

Ball, LL.D. F.R.S. Andrews Professor of Astro-
nomy in the TJniv. of Dublin, Royal Astronomer
of Ireland. With 136 Figures and Diagrams. 6s.

Railway Appliances. A Description of
Details of Railway Construction subsequent to the
completion of Earthworks and Masonry, including
a short Notice of Railway Rolling Stock. By j.

W. Barry. With 207 Woodcuts. 3^. 6d.

Systematic Mineralogy. By Hilary
Bauerman, F.G.S. Associate of the Royal School
of Mines. With 373 Diagrams. 6^.

Descriptive Mineralogy. By the same
Author. With 236 Woodcuts and Diagrams. 6s,

Metals, their Properties and Treat-
iiient. By C. L. Bloxam and A. K. Hunting-
ton, Professors in King's College, London. With
130 Wood Engravings. 5^.

Practical Physics.
brook, m.a. F.R.S.
With 62 Woodcuts. 6s.

By R. T. Glaze-
and W. N. Shaw, M.A.

Physical Optics. By R. T. Glazebrook,
M.A. F.R.S. Fellow and Lecturer of Trin. Coll.

Demonstrator of Physics at the Cavendish Labora-
tory, Cambridge. With 183 Woodcuts of Appara-
tus, &c. 6s.

The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, in-

cluding all known Processes of Electro-Deposition.

By G. Gore, LL.D. F.R.S. With 56 Wood-
cuts. 6.y

Algebra and Trigonometry. By the Rev.
William Nathaniel Gru-kin, B.D. 3^. 6d.

Notes on the Elements of Algebra
and Trigonovtetry. With Solutions of the more
difficult Questions. I'y the Rev. W. N. Griffi.n,

B.D. 35. 6d.

Electricity AND Magnetism. By Fleem-
iNG Jenkin, F.R.SS. L. & E. late Professor of
Engineering in the University of Edinburgh. 35. 6d.

Theory of Heat. By J. Ci.erk Maxwell,
M.A. LL.D. Edin. F.R.SS. L. & E. With 41
Woodcuts. 3J. 6d.

Technical Arithmetic and Mensura^
tion. By Charlf-s W. Mekrifirld, F.R.S.
3S. 6d.

Key to Merrifields Text-Boor- of
Technical A rithutctic and Mensuration. By the
Rev. John Hunter, M.A. formerly Vice-Prin-
cipal of the National Society's Training College,
Battersea. 3.5-. 6d.

Introduction to the Study of Inor-
s^anic Chemistry. Bv William Allen Miller
M.D. LL.D. F.R.S. With 71 Woodcuts. 35.6^.

Telegraphy. By W. II. Preece, C.E.
and J. SivEWRiGHT, M.A. With 160 Wood-
cuts. 55-.

The Study of Pocks, an Elementary
Text-Book of Petrology. By Frank Rutley,
F.G.S. of Her Majesty's Geological Survey.
6 Plates and 88 Woodcuts. 4/. 6d.

Workshop Appliances, inchiding Descrip-
tions of some of the Gauging and Measuring In-
struments—Hand Cutting Tools, Lathes, Drilling,
Planing, and other Machine Tools used by Engi-
neers. By C. P. B. Shelley, M.I. C.E. With
292 Woodcuts. 4^. 6d.

Structural and Physiological Botany.
By Dr. Otto Wilhelm Thome, Professor of
Botanj% School of Science and Art, Cologne.
Translated by A. W. Bennett, JNI.A. B.Sc.
F.L.S. With 600 Woodcuts. 6s.

Quantitative Chemical Analysis. By
T. E. Thorpe, F.R.S. E. Ph.D. Professor of
Chemistry in the Andersonian University, Glasgow.
With 88 Woodcuts. 4^. 6d.

Manual of Qualitative Analysis and
Laboratory Practice. By T. E. Thorpe, Ph.D.
F.R.S.E. Professor of Chemistry in the Ander-
.sonian University, Gla.sgow ; and M. M. Pattison
MuiR. 3.y. 6d.

Introduction to the Study of Ciiem-
ical Philosophy; the Principals of Theoretical
and Systematical Cnemistry. By William A.
TiLDEN, B.Sc. London, F.C.S. With 5 Wood-
cuts. 35. 6d. With Answers to Problems, i,s. 6d.

Elements of Machine Design; an Intro-
duction to the Principles which determine the
Arrangement and Proportion of the Parts of
Machines, and a Collection of Rules for Machine
Designs. By W. Cawthorne Unwin, B.Sc.
Assoc. Inst. C.E. With 325 Woodcuts. 6.v.

Plane and Solid Geometry. By the Rev.
H. W. Watson, formerly Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge. 35. 6d.
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EPOCHS OF HISTORY.
EPOCHS OF ANCIENT HISTORY.

Edited by the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart. M.A. and by C. Sankey, M.A. io Volumes,
fcp. Svo. with Maps, price 2s. 6d. each vol.

The Gracchi, Marius, and Sulla. By
A. H. Beesi.y, M.A. Assistant-Master Marl-
borough College. With 2 Maps.

The Early Roman Empire. From the
Assassination of Julius Caesar to the Assassination
of Domitian. By the Rev. W. Wolfe Capes, M.A.
With 2 Coloured Maps.

The Roman Empire of the Second Cen-
t7try, or the Age of the Antonhtes. By the Rev.
W. Wolfe Capes, M.A. With 2 Coloured Maps.

The Athenian Empire from the Flight
of A'ei'.vcs to the Fall of Athens. By the Rev.
Sir G. W. Cox, Bart. M.A, Joint-Editor of the
Series. With 5 iSIaps.

The Greeks and the Persians. By the
Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart. M.A. Joint-Editor of
the Series. With 4 Coloured Maps.

;

The Rise of the Macedonian Empire.
By Arthur M. Cirteis, M.A. formerly Fellow
of Trinity College, Oxford. With 8 Maps.

Rome to its Capture by the Gauls.
I By WiLHEi.M Ihne, Author of ' History of Rome.

With a Coloured Map.

The Roman Triumvirates. By the Very
I

Rev. Charles Merivale, D.D. Dean of Ely.
With a Coloured Map.

The Spartan and Theban Supremacies.
By Charles Sankev, M.A. Joint-Editor of the

I

Series, Assistant-Master in Marlborough College.
With 5 Maps.

I

Rome and Carthage, the Punic Wars.
I

By R. BosvvoRTH Smith, M.A. Assistant-Master,

I
Harrow School. With 9 Maps and Plans.

EPOCHS OF MODERN HISTORY.
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